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 Prologue  

 The Works  

This is the 4th book of Spokes of the Wheel; about the 

physiology and ecological interfaces of the human body. 

Spokes explores existence: the wild cosmos, the untamed 

mind, and the social artifice which humanity has created. 

Material presented in the Spokes series is cumulative. 

This book follows upon chemistry, genetics, and biology infor-

mation presented in Spokes 1–3. For fullest comprehension, 

read Spokes in order. 

Clarity: The Path Inside 

Spokes Θ: Unraveling Reality 

Spokes 1: The Science of Existence 

Spokes 2: The Web of Life 

Spokes 3: The Elements of Evolution 

Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans 

Spokes 5: The Echoes of the Mind 

Spokes 6: The Fruits of Civilization 

Spokes 7: The Pathos of Politics 

Spokes 8: The Hub of Being 

Clarity explains reality and how to become enlightened. 

Unraveling Reality is an introduction to Spokes, touching 

upon major themes. The Science of Existence roams the uni-

verse and introduces the natural world. The Web of Life 

chronicles the wondrous diversity of life. The Elements of 

Evolution relates life's history and explains how organisms 

adapt. The Ecology of Humans assays the interfaces of the 

human body. The Echoes of the Mind pivots on how people 

feel, think, and behave. The Fruits of Civilization covers the 

consequences of human endeavor. The Pathos of Politics 

probes how polity has plagued humanity. Spokes culminates 

in The Hub of Being, an exposition toward realization. 
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Each chapter concludes with a synopsis. At the end of the 

book is a conclusion. An extensive glossary is provided, fol-

lowed by a biographical section. 

 

For more information about Spokes of the Wheel, visit: 

www.ishinobu.com. Research references for Spokes 4 are at: 

www.ishinobu.com/spokes-4-notes/. 

 

 Headings  

Spokes is heavily portioned, with symbolic conventions to 

delineate the hierarchy of material. 

 (chrysanthemum symbols) delineate untitled seg-

ments or return to a subject after wandering off.  

 demarcates subjects within a topical section. 



 

 Human Biology  
All organisms are an intertwined complex of energy, con-

sciousness, mind, and body, with greater commonality than 

is generally recognized. Our focus on what we facilely see 

gives us greater regard for differences than similarities. 

Animals are symbiorgs: surviving by hosting multitudes 

of microbes which belong to a plentitude of species. Despite 

the diversity there is great harmony within.  

 Microbiome  
The human body and its symbionts can be viewed as a com-

munity of interacting cells. ~ American microbiologist and im-
munologist David Relman et al 

The human body is a rich ecosystem: a vast collective of 

microbial life. People lug around 10 times as many microbes 

as they have cells – the little ones are hard to tally. 

A developing fetus get its 1st microbiome from its mother. 

From the moment you were born, every exposed surface and 

organ of the body has attracted microbes.  

At the cellular level, a human is a world unto itself. Our 

bodies are in symbiotic relationships with microbes to accom-

plish most everything a mind-body does. 

The human-microbial ecosystem plays a variety of important 
roles in human health and disease. ~ American microbiologist 
and immunologist Elizabeth Costello 

There is a continuous intimate dialogue between body 

and microbiome. Microbial missives direct bodily develop-

ment and functioning, including influencing desires. Con-

versely, host cell communication impacts the activities and 

populations of microbial communities within the body. 

The mind can affect the microbiome and the microbiome can 

affect the mind. ~ American microbiologist Laura Sanders 

Much of the microbiome comprises viruses and bacteria, 

but there are also protists and multicellular species, such as 

fungi. Then there are the parasites and pathogens, both in-

ternal (e.g., flukes) and on the skin (e.g., lice). 
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Eyelash mites are ubiquitous on adults, and common on 

children. These mites are snugly tucked into the sebaceous 

glands connected to hair follicles. They are permanent resi-

dents and cannot be washed off. 

Microbiota are instrumental in defining the quality of its 

host's life. The microbiome is personalized, localized, and spe-

cialized.  

Even before birth, one's microbiome is a determinant of 

health, and remains so throughout life. Changing diet can al-

ter the ecosystem of gut microbiota within a matter of days. 

Commensal microbes offer genes that complement the 

human genome in many ways, including such basic functions 

as metabolism. Microbes are critical for enzyme production. 

Our bodies possess a pathetic complement of enzymes 

whereas microbes carry an arsenal. 

Mitochondria monitor the health of their cells. When 

stressed by lack of nutrition or pathogenic attack they initi-

ate corrective responses. Among them are enlisting the assis-

tance of local microbes. That the mitochondrion genome is 

related to bacterial genomes is conducive to communicating 

and coordinating activities. 

There is an intricate interdependence among the many 

thousands of microbial colonies within the body. The human 

body comprises a metagenome of all its constituent life. The 

1,000 species or so microbial species in the human digestive 

tract present 100 times as many genes as the human genome 

has. This is one reason that the quality of microbiome bodes 

for the health of its host. If microbiotic diversity is low, the 

toolkit for fighting infections is meager. 

A few microbes interested in humans make people sick 

but most are commensal and call our body their home. Even 

unwelcome ones can be helpful. An established herpes virome 

in a human makes the body less susceptible to certain bacte-

rial infections. More generally, resident viruses are instru-

mental in modulating metabolism and health. When the 

bacterial gut flora ecosystem is disrupted, such as by antibi-

otics, resident viral communities step up to protect the host 

from infection. 
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 Infant Exposure  

Fetuses are first exposed to their mother's microbiome 

through the placenta. These microbes provide nutrients, 

guide growth, and help keep the fetus healthy.  

An infant's body relies upon microbial signals to properly 

develop. Microbiota are in constant communication with hu-

man cells as well as other microbes. 

Microbiota transfer from mother to child is important to 

future health prospects. Babies born naturally are coated 

with the microbes from their mother's birth canal. But babies 

born by surgical Caesarean section are covered in microbes 

typically found on the adult skin. The difference can be tell-

ing. Babies delivered by C-section are more likely to have 

early health problems, particularly breathing and skin re-

lated. The risk is aggravated by early delivery. 

Besides getting bathed in mom's microbes during deliv-

ery, breast milk feeds commensal bacteria to infants. 

Bifidobacterium dominates the gut of healthy, breast-fed in-

fants, and is important in a well-functioning immune system. 

By contrast, the bacteria Staphylococcus aureus is more 

predominant in the digestive system of infants who become 

overweight children. Staph is famous for its resistance to an-

tibiotics, and has been linked to chronic, low-grade inflam-

mation, as well as being a factor in obesity.  

Microbial exposure is important to immune development.  

~ American pediatric immunologist Anthony Horner 

The criticality of microbiotic transfer through breast milk 

is illustrated by the startling rise of autism in the United 

States from the late 20th century, as breastfeeding became 

less common. Recently, researchers have successfully amelio-

rated autism in young children through artificial microbiotic 

transfers. 

Breast feeding is not just for baby. The microbiome must 

be fed. 

Breast milk contains large amounts of oligosaccharides that 
the baby cannot metabolize, but the microbiota can. ~ English 
biologist Kevin Foster et al 
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Many animal moms deliberately transfer their microbi-

omes to their offspring. Infant elephants eat mom's feces to 

acquire the microbes needed to digest food. Sand puppy pups 

plead for anal excretions from their parents, to get the 

healthy microbes they need. For many animals, motherly de-

votion involves slathering younglings with microbial cul-

tures, giving new meaning to the tradition of passing culture 

down through the generations. 

 

The personalized microbiome affects every facet of life, in-

cluding psychology. Not only does the herpes virus help keep 

the engine running clean, it motivates sexual intercourse, 

based upon environmental cues it receives that the possibil-

ity of sex exists, such as increased oxytocin levels.  

Eating the bacteria Lactobacillus rhamnosus, found in 

certain yogurts, cheeses, and breads, has a calming effect. 

Gut bacteria influence mood via the vagus nerve, which con-

nects the digestive organs to the brain. 

Scientists have only begun to explore human-microbial 

codependence and interrelationship. The most rudimentary 

knowledge of human-microbe interdependence was just dis-

covered at the turn of the millennium. Researchers have yet 

to discover the energetic interactivity that most essentially 

characterizes the ongoing dialogue between microbiome and 

host. Yet the microbiome was known by the mid-1600s, when 

Dutch lens-grinder Antonie van Leeuwenhoek scraped some 

scum off his teeth, put it under a microscope, and discovered 

a swarm of little swimmers. Each tooth, even each side of 

each tooth, has various combinations of different bacteria.  

The skin is the physical ecological interface between a 

body and its environment. Microbes there play an essential 

protective role. They also define your presence. The microbi-

ome can smooth your skin and make your hair shiny. They 

can collectively put a spring your step. 

Everyone has their own biogeographical colonies of mi-

crobes. The hair, the forehead, the ear, around the eyes and 

the nose all have different bacterial colonies; as do the elbow 

and the forearm, and each finger. Bacteria from a person's 
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tongue can make a decent living on a dry forearm, but the 

oily forehead is tough going. 

Human skin is a smorgasbord of microbial ecosystems: 

home to roughly 1,000 bacteria species, almost as many as 

working the intestinal tract. Colonies vary by individual and 

by health. 

The skin needs microbial signals for proper immune cell func-
tion. ~ Indian immunologist Shruti Naik 

Each type of microbe on the skin triggers a specific im-

mune response. Microbial skin commensals and the host im-

mune system form an effective team to protect the home turf.  

The most bacterially diverse region of the skin is on the 

forearm: home to nearly 4 dozen species on average, double 

the number found in the most barren patch, behind the ears. 

While many skin bacteria pose a potential infection risk 

if able to penetrate the skin's multiple defenses, Staphylococ-

cus epidermidis helps tune the immune system. S. epider-

midis blocks aggressive inflammatory agents with a 

molecular signal. Unchecked, the agents would be hyperac-

tive, igniting a rash reaction around even a slight scrape. 

Belly-button bacteria are a stable group, lasting months 

with little change. There are other quiet portions of the body, 

while other parts, such as the mouth and skin, are transit 

centers and quite active microbiotically. 

Commensal vaginal bacteria secrete compounds that 

keep pathogens in check, rendering the environment slightly 

acidic, which most microbes find unappealing.  

Indigenous microbes in the mouth and lungs not only ad-

here to local cells, they comingle with them as well. Condi-

tions are much different there than on the skin. The purpose 

and effects are not understood. It may well be an intimate 

form of communication and sharing. 

Whereas the lower respiratory tract lacks a microbial 

community, the upper respiratory tract is densely populated 

with microbes, with a high species diversity for healthy hu-

mans which varies from site to site. 
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We are colonized by microbes every day of life: from sur-

faces touched, food consumed, and air breathed. Some mi-

crobes mitigate invasion. Bacteria in our nose manufacture 

antibiotics to kill dangerous pathogens that are sniffed. 

 Sex and the Microbiome  

Sex provides the genetic diversity necessary to raise the 

odds against an onslaught of pathogenic marauders. It is may 

be that sex evolved for that purpose (among others). 

However exciting courtship may be to its participants, it 

is also a communal ritual of microbiomes. Kissing is ubiqui-

tous in human cultures; although in some it is more like sniff-

ing. While swapping saliva risks contagion, that may be the 

point. 

Humans carry various chronic viral colonies. Acquiring 

new viruses during pregnancy can harm a fetus. So, kissing 

well before the event allows infections from a father to settle 

in and lessen the odds of mishap. In this case, kissing is a 

form of self-vaccination. 

Human sweat does not smell. The odor of armpits comes 

from microbe excretions after feeding on sweat. Armpits are 

fermentation crocks indicative of health by way of resident 

bacteria. 

Women prefer men whose body odor suggests a compli-

mentary immune system to their own. The scent of a man is 

not of the man, but of his microbiome. 

Prolonged proximity among animal conspecifics is a com-

munal rite for the microbes involved. Its more than just shar-

ing parasites and ne'er-do-well prokaryotes. 

Insect colonies share symbiotic microbes that ward off 

parasites. Some salamanders nest in groups to share bacteria 

that keep nefarious fungi at bay. 

Primates that groom one another end up with similar mi-

crobiomes; so do people who live together. 

 

A diet rich in meat, refined foods, sugars, and fats dam-

ages the internal habitat, reducing the diversity of gut bacte-

ria. Start eating more plants and diversity blossoms. 
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While people constantly pick up and share microbes, one 

person's biome varies from another depending upon geno-

type, age, sex, diet, hygiene practices, health, clothing, occu-

pation, and climate. But variance is by degrees. Family 

members tend to have similar gut microbes, which is likely 

attributable to a shared diet. Not much research has been 

devoted yet to characterizing microbiomes among different 

cultures or baseline genetic makeup.  

The distinct advantage of human-microbial interdepend-

ence comes from evolution. Microbes may live short lives, but 

that is to our advantage. Microbes selectively pick up genetic 

bits they consider valuable. Those same bits commonly prove 

helpful to their human hosts.  

Regardless of scale, different organisms in ecosystems 

pass information and metabolic capabilities to each other. 

For a human and its microbiome that's sharing the wealth. 

Considering that microbes live life in the fast line, they are 

the ones doing almost all the giving. 

Our existence is an intertwined dance among trillions of 

cells, only a tiny fraction of which are human in the classical 

sense. That dance is to an ever-changing tune of environmen-

tal conditions, with diet a most important choice. 

 Malady  

A pathogen is an infectious agent; colloquially, a germ. 

The types of pathogens include prions, viruses, bacteria, 

fungi, and other parasites. Archaea, from which eukaryotic 

life arose, are the only microbial life form which is entirely 

benign. 

Prions are misfolded proteins that propagate by transmit-

ting their mangled state to other proteins. A prion acts as a 

template, inducing properly folded proteins to take the prion 

configuration.  

One way that prions are transmitted to humans is by eat-

ing infected meat: cattle with mad cow disease (bovine spon-

giform encephalopathy), which causes Creutzfeldt–Jakob 

disease in humans.  

Some fungi have proteins showing prion-like behavior, 

but fungal prions do not appear to harm their fungal hosts.  
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Viruses are stunningly cunning packages that hijack cells 

to reproduce. Viruses invade all organisms, including other 

viruses.  

Viruses are major players in horizontal gene transfer, 

which greatly improves their adaptability. While this has 

had a major beneficial impact on evolution, it offers no con-

solation to the infected.  

Bacteria comprise a huge domain of single cell prokary-

otes, coming in a wide range of shapes and lifestyles. Bacteria 

are ubiquitous in every livable habitat on Earth, including 

some unlivable habitats where few other species care to 

dwell. Bacteria have cozied up to every multicellular life 

form, often symbiotically, though sometimes the occupation 

is less than cozy for the host.  

The most common fatal bacterial diseases are respiratory 

infections. Tuberculosis is an airborne bacterial disease. The 

bacteria itself does not wreak havoc. Instead, a body's im-

mune system damages the lungs in an incessant war to purge 

the infection. 1/3rd of the world's population may be infected 

with tuberculosis.  

Human parasites include helminths (parasitic worms) 

and protists. Humans acquire helminths from contaminated 

water, fish, and meat. Mosquitoes are helminth delivery 

agents. However they enter the body – mouth, anus, nose or 

skin – most helminth species attach themselves to the intes-

tinal tract. 

Protists comprise a vast variety of unicellular eukaryotes 

that live anywhere that has water. When living as a colony, 

protists do not differentiate into tissues. Many protists, such 

as algae, are photosynthetic. Marine plankton are protists. 

Protists are typically vital primary producers in an ecosys-

tem: the bottom of the food chain. The most notorious patho-

genic protist delivers malaria. 

 Malaria  

Malaria is an ancient malady brought by 

mosquitoes bearing parasitic protists. The evo-

lution of resistance is illustrated by human's 

adaptive response to malaria.  
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Female mosquitoes pick up the microbe by feeding on the 

blood of an infected person. Male mosquitoes are not blood 

suckers, so do not transmit malaria. 

2 genetic responses to malaria evolved that can them-

selves cause serious blood illnesses: sickle-cell anemia and 

thalassemia. If untreated, these mutations cause fatal red 

blood cell disorders in homozygotes: inheritors of the genetic 

mutation from both parents. 

Over centuries carriers of these genetic anomalies sur-

vived while others died of malaria. This increased the fre-

quency of the genetic variation until it became common 

among people living in areas where malaria was endemic.  

Malaria remains prevalent in the sub-Sahara: killing 

750,000 people each year, mostly young children. 40% of sub-

Saharan Africans carry the sickle-cell anemia gene. 70% of 

Papua New Guineans inherit various thalassemia muta-

tions. 

 

Of the million or so types of microbes that exist, only 

1,415 are known to manufacture human malady. Pathogens 

typically produce symptoms as a side effect of their lifecycle.  

Each step of an infection is used to advantage by the in-

vader. Pathogenic microbes assist each other to reproduce 

and spread: a cooperation honed over many generations.  

Genetic mutations ratchet up during invasion. This alters 

the interface a pathogen presents to a host, raising the odds 

of a successful infection.  

In an intricate life cycle of different lifestyles, many suc-

cessful microbes ferry themselves between hosts using living 

vectors. To obtain optimal probability of distribution, those 

vectors often fly. Mosquitoes and birds have been common 

carriers of pathogens. The West Nile virus has managed 

worldwide distribution using both mosquitoes and birds as 

vectors. 

Over time, evolution tends to mitigate devastation of a 

host. Virulence, in killing the victim outright, is disadvanta-

geous, as the microbe is left homeless and is likely to die 

alongside/inside its host. With centuries of coexistence, there 

is the natural evolutionary tendency to optimize survival of 
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both species, though the rapid adaptability of microbes gen-

erally puts them one step ahead of host response. 

The carrier of a vector-based disease acts as passage but 

does not suffer the disease. The other route to human malady 

to is more direct and demonstrates another aspect of clever-

ness by microbes.  

Corpuscular capitalists that they are, pathogens are con-

stantly seeking new avenues for expansion. They rapidly 

adapting to exploit those opportunities. For a pathogen on 

the prowl, genic information from potential host cells allows 

a tweak to their own genes that makes a new host available 

for infestation. 

Humans encourage many maladies by lifestyle choice, no-

tably diet. Eating animals has been a particularly good for-

mula for breeding disease and has successfully promoted 

cross-species contagion.  

Humans give ambitious pathogens ample opportunity for 

entry by raising and slaughtering animals for food. Dipping 

one's hands into the guts of an animal for meal preparation 

does wonders for maleficent microbes. 

Animals have been the primary source of introducing in-

fectious illness: 60% of human pathogens derive from animal 

contact, particularly mammals. Among new microbial mala-

dies, the trouble transfer rate is ~75%. 

Listeriosis is a most virulent foodborne illness, with a hu-

man kill-rate reaching 30%: around 500 deaths in the US per 

year. Listeria monocytogenes is the responsible bacteria. L. 

monocytogenes is commonly ingested along with dairy or 

other animal products, mostly raw, but including cooked 

poultry and smoked fish. The bacteria only rarely come from 

consuming raw vegetables.  

Once inside, L. monocytogenes hijacks host cellular func-

tions: subverting a body's heterochromatin machinery and 

reprogramming the transcription of genes normally em-

ployed in innate immunity. The bacteria manipulate epige-

netic regulation to wreak havoc. 

Researchers spot a novel microbial nuisance about every 

4 months. While most are trivial, a telling minority, such as 

HIV, avian flu, and SARS, pose grave threats.  
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Livestock cultivation promotes new vectors for pathogen 

victims. Congo fever comes from a tick-borne virus which is 

spread by many animals, including some birds as well as cat-

tle. Incubation takes 1 to 3 days from a tick bite, and almost 

a week for exposure from the blood or tissue of someone in-

fected. The malady made its way from Africa, where it was 

endemic to herding tribes, into the Middle East and else-

where. With rising incomes comes opportunities for trans-

mission. Importation of cattle into India has introduced 

Congo fever.  

As people get a taste of prosperity via urbanization, they 

eat more animals. Prosperity is relative. Burgeoning slums 

are an ideal place to share disease. 

Livestock not only pass new maladies to man and other 

species; they also help spread existing pathogens into new lo-

cales. While the market system shows no inclination to share 

the wealth, its practice is a paradigm for sharing ill health. 

Sickness can result from an unhealthy microbiome, which 

practically invites infection by a badass bacterium. Research-

ers are only beginning to understand how changes in the mi-

crobiome inspire illness. 

Chronic diseases are a dual phenomenon: hostile bacteria 

taking up residence alongside friends that have largely aban-

doned the neighborhood, or, worse, never moved in. Many 

diseases show a significant shift in the inner ecosystem. Not 

only is the onset of disease an invasion, it is an invitation for 

pathogenic low life to join the party. People with asthma have 

a different microbiome than healthy breathers.  

Digestive disorders are disorder in the gut microbiome. 

Diabetes is directly related to the state of the gut microbiome. 

Microbiome transfer can be beneficial. Gut infections 

have been successfully treated with fecal transplant: insert-

ing feces from a healthy person into the colon of a sick person. 

That is a shotgun approach that offers only temporary relief 

unless the recipient changes dietary habits. 

 Triclosan  

Triclosan contributes to making bacteria resistant to antibiot-
ics. Triclosan alters hormone regulation. Triclosan is not known 
to be hazardous to humans. FDA does not have sufficient safety 
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evidence to recommend changing consumer use of products 
that contain triclosan at this time. ~ US Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) in 2010 

Antibacterial soap is a supposed hygienic shotgun that 

one can point at oneself: killing microbes that may be benefi-

cial, while infusing the skin with disruptive chemicals. 

Triclosan, an antibacterial and antifungal agent, has 

been put into consumer products in the US since 1972. Triclo-

san is in liquid soaps, hand sanitizers, dishwashing liquids, 

shaving creams, toothpastes, and mouthwashes, as well as 

permeated into kitchen utensils, bedding, socks, shoe insoles, 

workout clothes, and toys. Any consumer product advertised 

as antimicrobial is infused with triclosan.  

For lack of testing tykes, the US Centers for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention found triclosan in the urine of 75% of 

Americans over the age of 5. 

Triclosan is very stable. It lingers in the body and in the envi-
ronment for a long time. ~ American microbiologist Petra Levin 

Companies insist that "there was no real evidence show-

ing that triclosan was dangerous for humans," but that triclo-

san had been proven effective "in killing germs." Alas, those 

supposed "germs" are what keeps a body healthy. 

Triclosan is a bacteriostatic agent that targets bacteria by 

inhibiting their microbial fatty acid synthesis, a process nec-

essary for reproducing and building cell membranes.  

As with many agents used to scour the microbe popula-

tion, bacteria adapt to develop resistance. Rather than killing 

bacteria, triclosan actually helps staph pathogens infect na-

sal passages. Triclosan has been found to promote liver tu-

mors and cancer in mice through molecular mechanisms 

relevant to humans. 

Triclosan has a dramatic protective effective effect on bacte-
ria, increasing survival by several orders of magnitude in the 
presence of bactericidal antibiotics. ~ American microbiologist 
Corey Westfall 

There is a rule in medicine that you don't give drugs that slow 
cell growth before drugs that kill cells. Triclosan violates that 
rule. ~ Petra Levin 
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The FDA, which is responsible for safeguarding the safety 

of personal-care products, medical devices, and products that 

come into contact with food, did nothing to regulate triclosan 

except shuffle papers, and write a tart letter to an inquiring 

Congressman who read studies on triclosan that "raise valid 

concerns about the effect of repetitive daily human exposure 

to these antiseptic ingredients."  

Triclosan is in so many products that it has been under 

studious neglect by 3 US federal regulatory agencies: the 

FDA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

Triclosan is a polychloro phenoxy phenol: a highly reac-

tive compound containing trace amounts of dioxins. Triclosan 

degrades to produce more dioxins. Dioxins are by-products of 

various industrial processes. As such, dioxins can be found 

throughout the world: in the soil, sediment, and the fatty tis-

sues of animals, including those eaten by humans, as well as 

trace amounts in the air and water. Dioxins have no known 

use except act as a biological detriment.  

Dioxins are commonly regarded as highly toxic com-

pounds, but scientific proof of that is surprisingly scarce, for 

humans at least. Animal studies demonstrate a more dismal 

prospect: damage to the liver, thymus, and other organs. 

There is no reason to think that human infusion would be 

innocuous.  

Dioxins are a family of chemical compounds. The Ameri-

can Chemical Council, a chemical industry political lobbyist, 

kindly reminds that only 17 of the 75 dioxins are "considered 

to pose a potential public health concern."  

For lack of research, the toxicity of triclosan's dioxins are 

uncertain. But triclosan produces abundant dioxins. 

The American Chemistry Council wants you to know that 

the breakdown of triclosan into dioxins "are generally not 

considered to be toxic to humans or wildlife." So much for 

cause of death. 

As always true of chemical contamination, children are 

more susceptible than adults. Triclosan incites and aggra-

vates allergies and hay fever, especially in youngsters. Expo-

sure in infancy degrades survival prospects.  
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As triclosan indiscriminately affects bacteria, its detri-

mental effects on the microbiome are widespread. This has 

numerous cascade effects on health. 

Triclosan mucks up sewage treatment. Its presence in 

wastewater sabotages sludge-processing microbes while pro-

moting resistance evolution in undesirables.  

Some 100 tonnes of triclosan enter US sewage plants each 

year. Treated wastewater and sewage-based fertilizers are 

used on croplands, where triclosan promotes antibiotic re-

sistance among microbial soil residents and accumulates in 

crops.  

Scientists have expressed concerns for decades about 

triclosan, which not only has its dioxin impact, but also has 

been shown to disrupt hormonal balances (the endocrine sys-

tem), muscle performance, reduce blood flow, and negatively 

impact the immune systems of animals. But industry apolo-

gists are having none of that naysaying. 

It's a time of increased threats from disease and germs. These 
products and ingredients have been reviewed, regulated and re-
searched for decades. The science strongly supports the safety 
and efficacy of these products. ~ Shruti Sansoni of the US Soap 
and Detergent Association 

In 2016 the FDA stunningly reversed itself, banning an-

tibacterial soaps, including triclosan. The reversal was nar-

row. Triclosan is still allowed in other consumer products. 

Consumers may think antibacterial washes are more effective 
at preventing the spread of germs, but we have no scientific ev-
idence that they are any better than plain soap and water. In 
fact, antibacterial ingredients may do more harm than good over 
the long term. ~ FDA 

 Self-Defense  

Injury, infection, degeneration, and cancer are the 4 ma-

jor causes of unnatural death. 2 of the 4 – injury and infection 

– regularly kill before the age of reproduction. Healing and 

immunity thus have tremendous survival value, and the two 
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are intertwined, in that injury can be an invitation to infec-

tion.  

By the time Homo erectus made its way out of Africa it 

came equipped with the heritage of a sophisticated immune 

system, spawned from the premise of recognizing the differ-

ence between oneself and microbial invaders. Such cellular 

self-recognition was a neat trick, because a tremendous num-

ber of essential microbes were along for the ride. Killing them 

would be killing oneself. 

 Blood  

Blood alone moves the wheels of history. ~ German friar 
Martin Luther 

Fluids provide the transport medium for all living organ-

isms. Plant blood is called sap, as is a human simpleton. 

The derivation of a sap as a simpleton comes from sap as 

a shortened form of sapwood, which is the soft wood between 

the inner bark of a tree and the heartwood; that is, the wood 

that carries sap. Simpletons became saps around 1815, via 

contraction of sapskull, a synonym for simpleton dating to 

1735. 

While the vegetative version of blood morphed into deni-

gration, blood itself runs quite the contrary. Blood is the only 

human body fluid that holds respect.  

Many bodily fluids are regarded with varying levels of 

disgust in various cultures. That revulsion is typically codi-

fied in religion. Judaism, Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam 

all have disgusting things to say about various body fluids. 

But not blood. Christian sacrament pays homage to the sym-

bolic "blood of Christ." 

 

Blood is a carrier of oxygen and nutrients to cells, and 

hauls away metabolic wastes. This exchange involves an in-

termediary: lymph. Lymph is the tissue fluid (interstitial 

fluid) that bathes the cells of multicellular animals. 

Hematopoiesis is the blood production process. Bone mar-

row is the factory for all blood cells: red and white. All red 
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blood cells are alike, but there is a diversity of the white blood 

cells which comprise the immune system infantry. 

Besides blood cells, bones produce hormones which com-

municate with other organs and tissues. Bones are much 

more active participants in bodily functioning than once 

thought. The reason for manufacture within bones is that 

they provide protection from ultraviolet radiation, and so pre-

serve the quality of cells made within. 

 

A mammalian embryo has 3 germ cell layers which are 

differentiated early in development. The ectoderm is the out-

side layer, while the endoderm is on the inside. The middle 

layer, the mesoderm, further differentiates into bone, carti-

lage, muscle, connective tissue, and the reproductive and ex-

cretory systems.  

Some cells in mesodermal tissues retain an ability to 

transform. Bone marrow (mesoderm) cells might become 

liver (endoderm) cells.  

Blood and the immune system may generally be consid-

ered as connective tissue, though the functions of blood differ 

from other connective tissue. The extracellular fluid that 

baths many body cells is formed from blood.  

Blood plasma is mostly water. Red blood cells (erythro-

cytes) make up about 40% of blood contents, with just 1% 

white blood cells (leukocytes). Blood accounts for 8% of human 

body weight. 

An erythrocyte has a membrane-bound cytoplasmic struc-

ture with no nucleus. Erythrocytes lose their nuclei during 

formation in bone marrow, just before being released into the 

bloodstream. 

Red blood cells have a ~4-month life span. Erythrocytes 

that lose their shape-shifting ability are broken down and 

partly recycled in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow. 

Bone marrow is a cagey calculator. New erythrocytes are 

produced at the rate they are destroyed. Bone marrow has 

stem cells capable of cranking out all the different blood cell 

types. These hematopoietic stem cells are self-renewing. Loss 

of blood is accounted for by increasing red blood cell produc-

tion and release until normal numbers are restored. 
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Blood circulates via the cardiovascular system, pumped 

by the heart. Blood is the road of cellular nourishment, waste, 

and invasion. 

Cellular nourishment comes in numerous forms. The di-

gestive tract contributes high-energy glucose, carbohydrates, 

fatty acids, lipids, and various proteins to the blood. Hor-

mones and other supplies come from various glands and or-

gans. 

Oxygen is picked up at the lungs by hemoglobin. This pre-

cious molecule is carried in red blood cells; red because of the 

iron in those cells. The blood of most insects (hemolymph) 

doesn't transport oxygen because insects are small enough 

for the air from breathing to suffuse and suffice as an oxygen 

supply.  

300 million years ago, insects were able to supersize ow-

ing to rich atmospheric oxygen. That hurrah ended with the 

rise of modern birds, when being less conspicuous became ad-

vantageous. 

Oxygen has a high affinity for iron where the oxygen con-

centration is high, such as the lungs. Highly reactive, oxygen 

leaks into regions where oxygen is sparse, which is most eve-

rywhere but the lungs. Liberated oxygen in the tissues is 

used in metabolic processes. 

The reverse is true of carbon dioxide, a waste product 

from glucose metabolism. The globin in hemoglobin, a protein 

component, carries carbon dioxide, which is exhaled by the 

lungs. 

Tissue cells grab what they need from passing blood and 

dump their waste back in. Besides gas outtake, cellular waste 

products also make their way out through various organs, in-

cluding the skin. Some plasma and smaller transport mole-

cules leave the blood stream via endothelial cells lining small 

blood vessels, bathing surrounding cells in tissue fluid. 

Blood in tiny capillaries flows according to non-Newto-

nian viscoelastic fluid dynamics. There, blood flows effec-

tively with less resistance than plasma by itself. Silly putty, 

ketchup, and chilled caramel topping are also non-Newtonian 

fluids, but they don't flow with less resistance than blood 

plasma. 
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Blood can instantly change its viscosity and coagulate to 

prevent excess blood loss when blood vessels are damaged. 

Coagulation begins immediately after an injury to a blood 

vessel. A variety of blood rupture specialists recognize dam-

age. This causes numerous changes in blood clotting agents, 

including platelets and fibrinogen, a plasma protein. The 

platelets form a plug, while the fibrin forms a mesh to assist 

the platelet plug.  

The organic technology of rapid coagulation is highly con-

served throughout biology. Blood is an exemplary application 

(as is frog spit, but that's a different story). 

If a pathogen gains entry it plies the blood pathway to 

spread. Lurking within are numerous immune system 

agents, waiting to coordinate their efforts to seek out and kill. 

These human cellular agents have friends. 

 Microbes in the Mix  

To thrive in a body, pathogens need to do more than manip-
ulate cell signaling and outwit immune defenses. They also have 
to outcompete the body's hordes of normal, friendly bacteria. 
~ Canadian molecular biologist Brett Finlay 

Both for proper development and functioning, the im-

mune system relies upon commensal microbes. Beneficial 

bacteria are essential for the development of innate immune 

cells. 

The microbiota facilitate immune system development.  
~ English biologist Katharine Coyte et al 

To protect their community, commensal bacteria com-

municate with immune cells and can even induce production 

of immune system cells. 

Individual bacteria can specifically influence particular 
branches of the immune system. ~ American pathologist Dan 
Littman 

Functional relations between the microbiome and im-

mune system is intricate. Each immune cell type is affected 

in a variety of ways, both operationally and genetically. 
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Some microbes exert a powerful influence, while others 

sustain far more subtle effects. Very few resident microbes 

fail to make their presence felt to the immune system. 

The microbiome guides the immune system in attacking 

pathogens while tolerating the commensal community 

within. Some microbes focus on creating a hospitable envi-

ronment for themselves, while other aim to foster hostility 

toward foreigners. Bacteria in the same species may work to-

ward different goals in their discourses with immune cells. 

There is an evolutionary checks-and-balances mechanism 

that ensures no microbe dominates. 

Beneficial microbes are essential for optimal immune re-
sponses to viral infections. These microbes are our 'brothers in 
arms' in the fight against infectious diseases. ~ American mi-
crobiologist David Artis 

When infection strikes, microbiota actively join the fight 

to protect the homestead they share with their host.  

Bacteria evolve quickly. Many thousands of generations 

of bacteria come and go in a single human life. That means 

that bacterial evolution takes place literally right under your 

nose, and everywhere else in the body. Bacteria evolve their 

genetic material based upon their environment, especially 

exposure to food. Human immune cells are also somewhat 

adaptable, but not nearly as quickly, nor extensively, as bac-

teria.  

Microbiota evolve the human immune system based upon 

environmental circumstances. This includes diet, as food con-

stantly introduces new microbes. 

Human cell evolution has played a part in microbial rela-

tions. Each new infectious disease weeds out weak microbes, 

leaving only more resistant survivors to pass on a genetic 

heritage. By that process, generation after generation, the 

human population built genetic resistance to pathogenic mi-

crobes. At the same time, many microbes themselves evolved 

to be less virulent, and thus improve life for themselves and 

their hosts. 

Commensal microbes coexist with a host's cells without 

setting off an immune response, though how they do so re-
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main speculative. Natural killer cells terminate any encoun-

tered host cell that does not wear a telltale badge. Commen-

sal microbes apparently carry no such signification yet 

remain untargeted. 

The immune system within the gut does react to the mi-

crobiome there, and can kill foreign cells, but response is lim-

ited to keeping gut microbes from entering general body 

circulation where they would be killed.  

The digestive tract is especially rich with microbes. The 

gut has its own distinct intelligence system. There is local-

ized recognition of the interdependent inhabitants there. 

As with plants, the intelligence system of animals is thor-

oughly distributed throughout the body. The gut is one exam-

ple of where the local intelligence system keeps tab on all 

neighborhood residents. 

 The Immune System  

The immune system is unknowable. ~ American clinician 
Steven Deeks 

To detect and destroy microbial invaders, an immune sys-

tem covers 2 territories: cells and the extracellular pathways 

of the body, including the circulatory system. The pathways 

are patrolled by special agents of the immune system.  

The human body incorporates innate immune responses 

evolved in the earliest multicellular organisms. Individual 

cells have their own defenses.  

The evolution of immune systems has meant a layering of 

newer mechanisms on top of earlier ones. The vertebrate im-

mune system is commonly considered bifurcated – based 

upon evolutionary emergence – into innate and adaptive (ac-

quired) immunity subsystems. The significant distinction is 

aptitude for learning.  

Innate immunity mechanisms are ever vigilant. Nonspe-

cific antimicrobial systems are reflexive, in that their opera-

tion does not require prior contact with an infectious microbe.  

Innate immunity, honed from hundreds of millions of 

years of evolution, requires no learning to work. That puts a 

quicker, though not always as effective, finger on the trigger. 
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In responsive flexibility, natural killer (NK) cells are the 

crowning achievement of the innate immune system. NK is 

an evolutionary bridge to adaptive immunity. NK cells are 

themselves adaptive: remembering their encounters and 

mounting pattern-sensitive (antigen-aware) secondary re-

sponses.  

To keep up with evolving threats, acquired immunity 

gained the ability to learn and remember literally millions of 

new pathogens. All vertebrates have natural killer cells and 

acquired immunity. 

Adaptive immunity is a learned response, able to ferret 

out pathogens that the innate system leaves alone. Adaptive 

response acts as a safeguard against the risk of attacking 

oneself, or when the innate system is not sufficiently effective 

in countering an attack.  

Acquired immunity is layered on, and yet still dependent 

upon, innate immunity. Thus, the human bodily response to 

attack from pathogens is an interdependent orchestration of 

mechanisms. Almost every immune response is checked by 

using a dual signal code before allowing activation. A con-

stant feedback system between the command chains and ef-

fector cells ensures an appropriate response that ends when 

the threat is extinguished. 

The nervous and immune systems are the two most complex 
systems in the body. That complexity is amplified by the fact 
that each influences the other, as they constantly exchange 
messages in response to environmental and internal cues.  
~ American science writer Richard Robinson 

When the body is under attack, the immune system sends 

RNA-based information to the intelligence system and other 

parts of the body to synchronize response. This RNA influ-

ences gene expression, and so alters cellular operations. 

A belly laugh increases the ability of your immune system to 

fight infections. ~ English American actress Elizabeth Taylor  
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 Cells  

The immune system amounts to a concerted set of cells 

with specialized roles, some of which overlap. 

White blood cells (leukocytes) are a mainstay of the im-

mune system. The number of these cells in a human body 

runs to the billions.  

All types of leukocytes are made in bone marrow, derived 

from stem cells. Stem cells – found in all multicellular organ-

ism – can differentiate into different bodily cell types. 

There are distinctive types of white blood cells. 50% to 

60% all leukocytes are granulocytes.  

Granulocytes contain granules in their cytoplasm, hence 

the name. There are 3 classes of granulocyte: neutrophils, eo-

sinophils, and basophils. The granules in granulocytes carry 

distinct chemicals based upon cell type. Granulocyte chemi-

cals facilitate many functions, including purging pathogens. 

Neutrophils are first-responder phagocytes that attempt 

to engulf invaders. Phagocytes are cells that ingest foreign 

particles and cellular waste. Neutrophils are recruited to the 

site of an injury within minutes. The predominant cells of 

pus, neutrophils are the hallmark of acute inflammation. 

Eosinophils combat infections and parasites. 

Basophils release chemicals and enzymes that contribute 

to inflammation, speeding blood flow to an infected site.  

The other white blood cells are agranulocytes: non-gran-

ular cells that comprise over a 1/3rd of the leukocytes circu-

lating in the bloodstream. There are 2 types of agranulocyte: 

lymphocytes and monocytes. 

Lymphocytes may be large or small. Natural killer (NK) 

cells, players in innate immunity, are relatively big. NK's 

smaller cousins work in the department of acquired immun-

ity: B and T cells. B cells produce antibodies: tags that stick 

to pathogens, marking them for destruction. Helper and 

killer T cells respectively coordinate and attack viral infec-

tions. 

Monocytes are immune system janitors. During phagocy-

tosis monocytes and neutrophils vacuum up after infection, 

clearing away foreign matter. Monocytes also present patho-
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gen pieces to T cells so the invaders can be remembered. Mon-

ocytes that migrate from the bloodstream into tissue are 

called macrophages. 

Monocytes and macrophages are phagocytes, which make 

up around 7% of all leukocytes. Phagocytes play important 

roles in fighting infections and maintaining health, including 

longevity. 

 Innate Immunity  
Our innate immune system distinguishes microbes from self 

by detecting conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns. 
However, these are produced by all microbes, regardless of 
their pathogenic potential. To distinguish virulent microbes 
from those with lower disease-causing potential the innate im-
mune system detects conserved pathogen-induced processes. 
~ Dutch immunologist Marijke Keestra et al 

Innate immune systems exist in all cells and organisms. 

For a human with a healthy microbiome, resistance to in-

fection is ever vigilant. Skin and cells that line entry pas-

sages deal with dirt, dust, and germs. 

Commensal bacteria reside on the skin and in the mucous 

membranes of the eyes, nose, mouth, throat, and gastrointes-

tinal tract. Their services include removing debris that 

makes a meal for a microbe, and warning of unwelcome for-

eigners. 

There are various agents that recognize pathogens. Many 

are proteins but some RNA molecules also keep a lookout. 

A widespread epigenetic process, RNA interference 

(RNAi) affects which genes are active and how active genes 

are. MicroRNA (miRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA) 

are active in the RNAi process.  

RNAi acts as an innate antiviral defense in plants, fungi, 

and animals. There are also protein-based antiviral defenses. 

Numerous viruses have learned how to suppress these anti-

viral agents. 
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The skin offers the most contact area for an infection, 

though intact skin is impermeable to many would-be in-

vaders. Wounds present an infection opportunity.  

Many pathogenic bacteria cannot survive long on healthy 

skin because of direct inhibitory effects of lactic acid and fatty 

acids in sweat, as well as sebaceous secretions that generate 

an acidic environment. 

 Staph Infection  

The grape-shaped Staphylococcus aureus, the most com-

mon cause of staph infections, is an exception to being averse 

to an acidic environment. About 20% of the human popula-

tion carry Staph aureus for much of their lives. Staph aureus 

can be commensal, but can also cause a range of illnesses, 

from minor skin infections to life-threatening maladies such 

as pneumonia.  

Pathogenic Staph infections have been a perennial prob-

lem in hospitals since the beginning of the antibiotic era. 

With much exposure and experience, most strains of hospital 

Staph aureus have acquired antibiotic resistance. A few 

strains can now resist all clinically useful antibiotics. 

 Epithelial Tissues  

In traditional medical classification there are 4 basic 

types of animal tissue: epithelial, connective, muscle, and 

nervous.  

Epithelial tissue lines the surfaces and cavities of body 

structures, including forming the structure of glands. Epithe-

lial cells secrete, absorb, protect, sensate, and transport other 

cells. 

Epithelial surfaces are washed by tears, saliva, and 

urine. Many secreted body fluids contain bactericides: acid in 

gastric juice, lactoperoxidase in mother's milk, spermine and 

zinc in semen, and lysozyme in tears, snot, and saliva. 

Mucus secreted by membranes lining the inner surfaces 

of the body acts to block bacteria from adhering to epithelial 

cells. Sticky mucus traps pathogens, which are then removed 

by various means, including crawling (ciliary movement), 

sneezing, and coughing. 
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The stomach is a highly acidic environment: helpful for 

breaking down food and killing microbes that are eaten. 

The body's gut flora assist. The contented families of com-

mensal bacteria don't like competition for nutrients, so 

friendly microbes suppress the growth of potentially patho-

genic bacteria and fungi. 

For example, the vagina is protected by lactic acid, which 

is produced by commensal microbes which metabolize glyco-

gen. The glycogen supply is secreted as microbial food by vag-

inal epithelium. When protective commensals are disrupted 

by antibiotics, the door is opened to opportunistic pathogens 

such as Candida albicans and Clostridium difficile. 

 Endothermy  

Being endothermic itself confers some innate immunity. 

The human body temperature, nominally 37 °C, is just warm 

enough to ward off fungal infection. For each 1 °C rise in body 

temperature, the number of fungal species that can infect an 

animal declines by an estimated 6%.  

There is a trade-off between marginal energy consump-

tion necessary to maintain a body temperature versus fungal 

protection. Mathematical modeling found 36.7 °C to be opti-

mal for minimizing cost versus protection benefit. 

251 MYA, in the Great Dying, 95% of the species in the 

oceans and 70% of those on land were wiped out. Earth be-

come one massive compost pile.  

Microbes literally had a field day. A massive fungal bloom 

swept the planet. Fungi may have been a kingmaker in the 

species dominance that followed. 

Ectotherms, such as reptiles and amphibians, are suscep-

tible to tens of thousands of fungal infestations, whereas 

mammals are bothered by a few hundred. This innate mam-

malian immunity may have been an evolutionary edge over 

reptiles. Meanwhile, dinosaurs developed mesothermy, 

which may have been partly to ward off fungal infections. 
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If a pathogen manages to penetrate the body, further in-

nate defensive mechanisms await: bactericidal enzymes, in-

flammation, and phagocytosis. 

 Mast Cells  

Mast cells are remarkably similar to basophils, which are 

a type of white blood cell. While mast cells play their role in 

innate immunity, white blood cells are a primary agent in 

acquired immunity.  

Mast cells reside in tissues surrounding blood vessels and 

nerves and are particularly prominent near the boundaries 

between the world outside and the body within: the skin, 

mouth, nose, eyes, lungs, and digestive tract.  

Mast cells are a key actor in inflammation, promoting 

wound healing and pathogen defense. Mast cells carry an ar-

senal of bioactive chemicals to assist healing. Mast cells also 

mediate allergic reaction.  

 Inflammation  

Inflammation is complex protective and healing response 

by vascular tissues. The heat and extra blood flow from in-

flammation accelerate healing.  

Wounds and infections would never heal without inflam-

mation. Inflammation is initiated by chemical agents present 

in all tissues, in concert with resident phagocytes. In healthy 

animals, acute inflammation is a tuned response: regulated 

by cell-derived mediators, biochemical cascade systems, and 

complemented by commensal bacteria.  

By contrast, chronic inflammation is a slow-burning fire, 

which sets in when healing cannot be completed, leading to a 

progressive shift in the type of cells at the inflamed site. 

Chronic inflammation is characterized by continued, but in-

creasingly feeble attempts at healing, along with the destruc-

tion of formerly functional tissues.  

Chronic inflammation is the result of an imbalanced im-

mune system. The intricately interdependent immune sys-

tem is amazingly robust, but can be worn down by poor 
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lifestyle choices, and create dynamics which self-perpetuate 

and cascade into disease.  

While mast cells in healthy individuals help heal dam-

aged tissue, they accumulate in the fat tissue of the obese, 

where the mast cells dysfunction and leak molecular garbage 

into surrounding tissue.  

From a diagnostic viewpoint, inflammation, whether 

acute or chronic, is a symptom of attempted healing by the 

body. 

Many nonphagocytic cells have means to kill potential in-

vaders. The gas nitric oxide (NO) can be formed by many cells 

in the body. NO serves as a key biological messenger in ver-

tebrate, but it also acts against microbes that invade the liq-

uid inside cells (cytosol).  

Sustained levels of increased NO production damage tis-

sue and contribute to vascular collapse. Chronically high NO 

is associated with a various carcinomas and inflammatory 

maladies, such as juvenile diabetes, arthritis, and multiple 

sclerosis. Carcinoma is a malignant tumor, typically arising 

from transformed epithelial cells. 

 Complements  

Near the end of the 19th century Belgian immunologist 

Jules Bordet discovered a heat sensitivity to antimicrobial 

components in blood serum. A relatively heat-stable compo-

nent conferred immunological protection against specific in-

vaders, while a heat-labile component – readily damaged by 

heating – provided nonspecific antimicrobial defense.  

The heat-labile component was named complement by 

German physician Paul Ehrlich in the late 1890s. The com-

plement system was so-named because it complements the 

work of phagocytes and antibodies. Antibodies are large Y-

shaped proteins which act as part of the immune system. 

Complements comprise a complex series of over 30 pro-

teins found in plasma and on cell surfaces. Along with blood 

clotting and unclotting, complement forms one of the trig-

gered enzyme systems in plasma.  
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These enzymatic systems characteristically produce a 

rapid, highly amplified response to a triggering stimulus me-

diated by a cascade, where the product of one chemical reac-

tion is the enzymic catalyst of the next. The activated 

proteins or other products of the cascade serve a variety of 

immunological functions.  

A complement kills by blasting a large hole through the 

membrane of an invading microbe. The loss of membrane in-

tegrity ruins a pathogen's capability to control cell fluid equi-

librium, particularly salt concentration, thus slaying it. 

Host cells and commensal microbes possess protein 

badges that identify them as friendly, inactivating any com-

plement cascade against them. Not surprisingly, some path-

ogens evolved a defense strategy that presents cascade 

inhibitors. But most do not have this defense. 

Complement is a critical part of the innate immune sys-

tem. The complement system continually operates via intri-

cately complex chemical reactions, known as pathways.  

3 human complement pathways have been identified. At 

least 1 pathway is shared by primitive organisms that are 

phylogenetically distant from humans.  

Complement is instrumental playing the inflammation 

symphony in the innate immune system orchestra. Comple-

ment facilitates phagocytosis. 

The proteins and glycoproteins comprising the comple-

ment system are synthesized in the liver. 

The complement system was an early immune system de-

velopment and is billions of years old. Evolution added more 

complement artillery to early vertebrates than what inverte-

brates had, and even more in mammals. 

In many cases, complements recognize foreign microbes 

directly, without the aid of antibodies, though coordinated at-

tack with antibodies is more efficient. 

 Phagocytes  

Phagocytes include monocytes and macrophages. Mono-

cytes morph into macrophages upon leaving the circulatory 

system to attend to tissue damage or infection.  
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Phagocytes are significant throughout the animal king-

dom, and quite evolved in vertebrates. A liter of human blood 

has about 6 billion phagocytes. 

Vertebrates with jaws have 2 types of phagocyte: "profes-

sional" and "non-professional," a distinction made by their ef-

fectiveness at phagocytosis.  

Monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils, mast cells, and 

dendritic cells are the pros. Professional phagocytes possess 

surface receptors to detect pathogens, and some have the 

means to kill infected cells.  

Phagocytic receptors involve opsonins: molecules that tag 

an antigen for immune response. This includes antibodies 

and complement. 

Phagocytosis is not the principal job of the non-profes-

sionals. Most non-pro phagocytes lack pathogen receptor de-

tectors and the oxygen guns that the pros use.  

Non-professional phagocytes include epithelium, endo-

thelium, mesenchyme, and fibroblasts. Epithelium are the 

cells lining the surfaces and cavities of body structures. The 

skin, aka epidermis, is an epithelium. Endothelial cells line 

the inner surface of blood vessels. Mesenchyme comprises 

connective tissues, such as cartilage and bone. Fibroblast 

cells work in wound healing. 

 Phagocytosis  

Essential bodily cleansing at the cellular level involves 

various processes, covered under the general heading of 

phagocytosis, which involves particulate pickup, either for 

nutrient acquisition, debris collection, or pathogen purging. 

(In applying to selfsame functioning (particle pickup) for dis-

tinct reasons, the term phagocytosis is overloaded.) 

Phagocytosis is a primitive biological mechanism. Protists 

use phagocytosis as a means for feeding, as do amoeba. In 

mammals, phagocytosis involves engulfing pathogens as an 

immune system function. 

Autophagy (aka autophagocytosis) recycles cell bits for 

nutritional reasons, without regard to infection; providing 

cells with needed nutrients not otherwise immediately avail-

able. 
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Traumatic cell death, from injury, is necrosis. By con-

trast, apoptosis is programmed cell death.  

Biochemical events cause cell changes which lead to nat-

ural demise. But a dying cell has reusable parts.  

Apoptotic cells emit a specific "eat me" signal to which 

macrophages respond, processing degraded cells into useful 

nutrients for other cells, and for new cell production. This 

process is efferocytosis. One benefit of efferocytosis is avoid-

ing toxic spills, as terminal cells are processed before leaking 

into surrounding tissue.  

During development and throughout life, cells are eliminated 
by programmed cell death and rapidly cleared by phagocytes 
such as macrophages and glia. Failures in apoptotic cell clear-
ance (efferocytosis) contribute to disease. ~ English immunol-
ogist Iwan Robert Evans et al 

Efferocytosis triggers specific downstream intracellular 

activity, including signals to reduce inflammation and pro-

mote growth. Conversely, impaired efferocytosis allows tis-

sue damage, and is a factor in autoimmune disorders. 

The reason is that phagocytes are distracted from the crit-

ical tasks of fighting infections and wound repair if tissues 

are junked up with debris. An ineffective efferocytosis pro-

gram has phagocytes clearing crud when they should be re-

pairing infrastructure or chasing down germs. 

Another aspect of phagocytosis is pathogen disposal. 

There are several types of specialized phagocytic cells, in-

cluding macrophages and granulocytes. Phages are leuko-

cytes, or white blood cells, of which there are several types. 

Macrophages recognize microbial invaders, grab them by an 

antibody tail sticking out, engulf them, and then destroy 

them with a controlled molecular explosion: releasing a res-

piratory burst of reactive oxygen species (ROS).  

ROS are chemically reactive oxygen-bearing molecules. 

Besides acting as a microbial murder weapon, ROS forms as 

a natural byproduct of normal oxygen metabolism. ROS is 

also involved in intercellular signaling. 

When a plant recognizes an attacking pathogen, an im-

mediate response is rapidly producing superoxide or hydro-

gen peroxide to strengthen the cell wall. This prevents the 
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pathogen from spreading to other parts of the plant. Floral 

ROS response essentially forms a net around the pathogen, 

restricting its movement and reproduction. 

Macrophages also ingest free-floating antigens that have 

been tagged with antibodies, including toxins. Picked up par-

ticles are shunted to a lysosome: the cellular internal recycler 

and garbage disposal unit. Inside the lysosome membrane, 

digestive enzymes work at an acidic 4.5 pH: breaking down 

engulfed materials, which can include amino acids, sugars, 

and fats. The macrophage keeps what it needs and releases 

the rest for use by neighboring cells. 

Professional phagocytes recognize the enemy using a set 

of pattern recognition receptors which are activated by mo-

lecular patterns specific to the surface of infectious agents. 

These patterns are essentially the polysaccharides and poly-

nucleotides which are characteristic of pathogens but not 

found in host cells or commensal microbes.  

Polysaccharides are complex polymeric carbohydrate 

structures. Bacteria carry a diverse range of polysaccharides, 

the production of which is tightly regulated and energy in-

tensive.  

Bacterial polysaccharides have a variety of functions, 

ranging from maintaining cell wall integrity to helping bac-

teria survive in harsh environments, which includes being 

inside an animal. Pathogenic bacteria commonly produce a 

thick, mucous-like layer of polysaccharides to cloak antigenic 

proteins that would reveal their presence; but the polysac-

charides can also be a tell. 

Polynucleotides are biopolymer molecules comprising 13 

or more nucleotide monomers covalently bonded into a chain, 

and intricately folded. All living organisms have polynucleo-

tides, serving a vast variety of roles. One critical function is 

replication. The genome of every living organism comprises 

complementary pairs of enormously elongated polynucleo-

tides wound around each other in the form of a double helix, 

then folded into an intricate origami. RNA and DNA are pol-

ynucleotides. 

By and large phage receptors are lectin-like: binding mul-

tivalently, with considerable specificity, to polysaccharides 
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exposed on the surface of an invading microbe. Lectin is a 

carbohydrate-binding protein. 

Receptor engagement generates a signal through a NFĸB 

(nuclear factor-kappa B) transcription factor pathway. NFĸB 

is a protein complex that controls the movement or transcrip-

tion of a polynucleotide. The signal alerts a phage, initiating 

phagocytosis. 

Pathogen recognition stimulates a phagocyte to call for 

help by producing chemokines: proteins which summon other 

helpful cells to the infection site. 

 Neutrophils  

Macrophages are adept at combating viruses, bacteria, 

and protozoa capable of living within the cells of the host. 

Meanwhile, neutrophils hold the fort against pyogenic (pus-

forming) bacteria. It is thus no small irony that certain 

viruses, such as HIV, hijack macrophages for their home 

base. 

Neutrophils tote a variety of toxic substances that kill or 

inhibit the growth of bacteria and fungi. Like macrophages, 

neutrophils pummel pathogens via ROS respiratory burst.  

Neutrophils are the most abundant phagocyte, account-

ing for 50–60% of the total circulating leukocytes. Neutro-

phils are typically first on the scene at an infection.  

A healthy adult produces more than 100 billion neutro-

phils per day. During acute inflammation, the bone marrow 

factory pumps out over a trillion neutrophils a day, 10 times 

the nominal production level. 

 Natural Killer Cells  

NK cells possess nearly all of the features of adaptive immun-
ity, including memory. ~ American immunologists Joseph Sun 
& Lewis Lanier 

Viruses must hijack cells to reproduce. As part of the 

adaptive immune system, killer T cells recognize viruses by 

their memorized patterns. Natural killer (NK) cells use a 

more basic technique to determine a foreign invader: what 

isn't displayed. 
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Natural killer cells are lymphocytes that recognize glyco-

protein structures (MHC) on the surface of virally infected 

cells or tumor cells, such as cancer. These recognizable struc-

tures occur because the inhibitory receptors that prevent 

killer cell sanction are lost when a virus disturbs normal op-

eration of nucleated cells. 

All cells have protein-processed marker molecules called 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Class 1 MHC 

(MHC-1) molecules display on the surface of all body cells ex-

cept mature red blood cells. 

When a host cell has been virally infected, class 1 MHC 

molecules are modified to include viral peptides, which are a 

recognizable protein pattern to the acquired immunity detec-

tives that know the distinctive mark of a virus.  

To evade the wiles of acquired immunity, some viruses 

have learned to inhibit expression of MHC-1 on the host cell 

surface. This keeps telltale virus peptides from showing up 

on the surface. That maneuver blinds killer T cells from 

knowing what is going on inside a virally hijacked host cell. 

In the instance of viruses that take up long-term residence 

inside a cell, such as HIV, the result of successful conceal-

ment can be catastrophic. 

NK cells are ready to kill any cell and are stopped only by 

one sign: an MHC-1 ID identifier. Any cell with that badge 

gets past a natural killer cell.  

Any cell without MHC-1 display, such as tumor or virally 

infected cells that suppress MHC-1 expression, have a death 

mark by omission. As all other immune responses rely on a 

sign, rather than an absence of one, that is a rather ingenious 

mechanism. 

To make the kill, NK cells attach and activate a polariza-

tion of granules that causes the target cell to spill vital con-

tents into the space between the target and the NK cell, 

causing the death of the infested cell. 

Natural killer cells not only lyse virally infected and tu-

mor cells, they also play on the team fighting inflammation, 

as well as stimulating other responses, and modulating ac-

quired immune response. 
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While NK cells do not have antigen-specific receptors, 

they can recognize virally infected cells that have their sur-

faces slathered with antibodies. NK cells recognize a specific 

molecular portion of an antibody. 

It was long thought that only the lymphocytes of the ac-

quired immune system retained memory of previous infec-

tions; that the innate immune system lacked the intelligence 

for adaptive response. Not so. Despite seemingly lacking the 

traditional receptors for memory, NK cells remember viral 

infections and more effectively respond to subsequent at-

tacks.  

 Eosinophils  

Helminths (parasitic worms) are too big to be phagocy-

tosed. Eosinophil granulocytes, when released from their 

home in bone marrow, circulate in peripheral blood, and then 

traffic to tissue, particularly in the lungs and gut, which are 

the mucosal surfaces where helminths may reside.  

Eosinophils encountering a helminth put on a fireworks 

show: ROS respiratory bursts to blast holes in worm cell 

membranes, as well as releasing cytotoxic proteins. 

When not on worm duty, eosinophils fight viral infections, 

help deal with inflammation, and mediate allergic reactions 

and asthma pathogenesis. Eosinophils also get involved in 

many other biological processes: female breast development, 

the estrous cycle, allograft (transplant) rejection, neoplasia 

(abnormal cell growth) response, and antigen presentation, 

as part of the acquired immunity response. 

Eosinophils are an example of an evolutionarily older 

mechanism being upgraded to take on additional duties in a 

highly coordinated and integrated system. 

 

Innate response is intimately linked to acquired immun-

ity. Chronic inflammation is an example of the innate im-

mune system adapting to systemic changes, though the 

adaptation appears as disease, whereas it is in fact a symp-

tom of a more systemic problem. 
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All multicellular eukaryotes have a complex innate im-

mune system. The above description merely scratches the 

surface of the intricate interactions involved. This relatively 

primeval system is an astonishing collaboration of protection. 

But innate immunity is just the warm-up act. 

 Acquired Immunity  
If a pathogen makes its way past innate defenses, organ-

isms rely upon knowledge-based adaptive immune systems. 

Even microbes have adaptive immunity, though their sys-

tems are distinct from those evolved by the earliest jawed 

vertebrates, which have been carried on in later-evolved ver-

tebrates as a highly conserved trait. 

The terms acquired immunity and adaptive immunity are 

used interchangeably. In vertebrates, adaptive response is 

activated by the innate immune system. 

Living a short life can be advantageous if you are patho-

gen – but only if you produce offspring.  

Innumerable pathogens evolved strategies to evade the 

innate immune system. Disguises and subterfuges are picked 

up from surrounding cellular material and incorporated into 

the next generation. Many micro-marauders can shape their 

exteriors to completely avoid complement activation. These 

are not random acts by lucky microbes. This is intelligence at 

work in a life form with no recognized brain, doing what par-

ents everywhere do: try to make a better life for their off-

spring. 

An antibody is a protein that remembers past encounters 

with pathogens. The remembered molecular pattern is an an-

tigen, short for antibody generator.  

An antigen is a memory molecule which can provoke an 

immune system response, except in the case of self-antigens. 

A self-antigen is a molecule of cellular self-recognition. 

An antibody recognizes a pathogen upon contact, without 

mistakenly targeting the body's own cells or friendly mi-

crobes. It attaches itself to the ne'er-do-well and calls for re-

inforcements, including the complement system and 

phagocytes. 
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Specialized lymphocytes – B & T cells – are the front-line 

warriors of the adaptive immune system. Some of the lym-

phocytes that win the war against an infection transform into 

historians. These memory cells pass on the tale of past bat-

tles so that an immune response can be faster and more ef-

fective the next time. 

 Somatic Hypermutation  

The adaptive immune system can evolve at microbial 

speed via somatic hypermutation (SHM). As a learning pro-

cess, SHM diversifies the recognition receptors used by lym-

phocytes to recognize foreign elements (antigens), thus 

allowing adaptive response to new threats. Antigens are usu-

ally proteins or polysaccharides.  

This learning process is encoded in antibody genes. These 

genes can rearrange themselves to form a vast array of anti-

bodies: well over 100 million distinct types. 

SHM affects only immune cells. Somatic mutation is dif-

ferent than germline mutation. Somatic mutations are essen-

tially disease memory, typically not passed on to offspring. In 

contrast, germline mutations are part of the heredity system 

that provides adaptations from one generation to the next. 

 Clearinghouses  

As blood and lymph pass through the spleen and lymph 

nodes, contents are trapped and examined. Recognized cellu-

lar matter passes by. Foreign matter is assailed. 

The body has a single spleen: an organ found in all verte-

brates. The spleen has several functions. One is removing 

aged or dead red blood cells and recovering the iron from the 

hemoglobin within a cell. Parts of the spleen act like a super-

sized lymph node. 

There are hundreds of small lymph nodes, scattered 

throughout the body. Lymph nodes are distributed intelli-

gence centers for the adaptive immune system. Lymph nodes 

act as customs agents for the body, inspecting blood and 

lymph cargo.  
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B and T cells do the inspecting. Anything that is "self" is 

allowed through. This includes commensal microbiota, which 

the immune system learns in infancy to accept as part of one-

self.  

Foreigners set off alarms, activating attack. Infection can 

come in the form of a virus, bacterium, parasite, or tumor 

that has infiltrated tissues.  

Lymphocytes pick up on chemical signals in the blood-

stream. While a body's own cells commonly call for help, 

warning signals are sometimes put out by commensal mi-

crobes as an assist. 

Individual cells and commensal microbes throughout the 

body, not just lymphocytes, know their neighbors and com-

municate with each other. Further, cells know not only their 

own assignments but also the roles of neighboring cells. This 

extensive distributed knowledge is necessary for a body to 

function. 

Host cells and commensal microbes raise a fuss if an in-

vader is found in the neighborhood. A pathogen is assaulted 

by a dazzling array of lymphocytes, each lymphocyte bearing 

a single antibody. An antibody-antigen fit to the right lym-

phocyte causes the lymphocyte to swell and proliferate. 

 Adaptive Lymphocytes  

Though they have learning ability, natural killer (NK) 

cells are conventionally designated as innate immunity lym-

phocytes. The adaptive immunity system designates 2 lym-

phocyte cell types: B & T. 

T cells take their title from the thymus gland in the neck 

where these cells mature. In birds B cells mature in a lym-

phoid organ called the bursa of Fabricus; hence their desig-

nation (from where they were discovered). Only birds have a 

bursa. Mammalian B cells arise from the stem cells which 

give rise to all types of blood cells.  

All lymphocytes are born in bone marrow. T lymphocytes 

travel to the thymus to mature. 

During fetal development, mammalian B cells mature in 

the liver. After birth, some B cells mature in bone marrow, 
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while others travel to mucous membranes, particularly the 

gut and lungs, to mature. 

B cells surveil for infection by looking for foreign organic 

substances. This requires knowing what is native (versus for-

eign). Thus arises the problem of self-tolerance: not mistaking 

beneficent cells for malignant ones. This takes training. In 

bone marrow, which is sterile, the investigative receptors of 

B cells are edited by self-antigens to recognize the body's own 

cells. 

Then there is the issue of not having B cells attack the 

friendly bacteria that belong to the body's microbiome. Hence 

B cells are sent to mucous membranes, where they are 

trained with antigens from resident microbes, to recognize 

the little critters as compatriots, not pathogens. 

After T and B lymphocytes mature, they migrate to the 

lymph nodes and spleen, where they take up residence.  

The different types of lymphocytes have different life 

spans. B cells live a week. T cell life span varies considerably, 

though typically a week or 2. Serving in the line of duty short-

ens a T cell's life expectancy.  

 T Cells  

T cells surveil the RNA of bodily cells, looking for molec-

ular patterns that are characteristic of viruses. Like telltale 

fingerprints, viral manipulation of RNA leaves traces that T 

cells can sense. Some savvy viruses wipe away giveaway frag-

ments. Others place decoys that confound the immune sys-

tem. Adept practitioners of stealth, viruses are especially 

difficult to detect. 

There are 4 types of T cells: killer (cytotoxic), helper, 

memory, and regulatory.  

Killer T cells destroy virally infected cells and tumor cells. 

Helper T assist both B cells and killer T in their jobs. 

Helper T cells also play a role in the education of killer T. 

Helper T cells are the invasion target of HIV, the AIDS virus. 

Memory T cells are antigen-specific T historians: T cells 

that persist after an infection; old soldiers that remember the 

war. If re-exposed to their cognate antigen, memory T prolif-

erate to T cells that can fight again. 
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Regulatory T are the maintainers of immunological toler-

ance: keeping the immune system from attacking self-anti-

gens.* Regulatory T cells shut down T cell immune response 

once an infection is defeated. Regulatory T also suppress 

auto-reactive T cells that fail T cell training in the thymus. 

 

The thymus is a specialized immune system organ. The 

only known function of the thymus is educating and produc-

ing T cells. The thymus is a T cell's college. 

The thymus does most of its work early in life. The thy-

mus is largest and most active during neonatal and pre-ado-

lescence, reaching its maximal size during adolescence, 

typically by the early teens, and gradually declining in size 

thereafter. 

T cell maturation involves learning to distinguish be-

tween foreign matter and cells of the self, including the mi-

crobiome. This schooling is called tolerance induction, This 

educational process not well understood.  

There are several mechanisms that induce tolerance, 

which involve a sophisticated complex of sequenced commu-

nications and responses that must be learned and passed on 

to the next generation of immune system cells. 

Immature lymphocytes are tested for self-recognition. 

Cells that bind too strongly to self-antigens, and thus would 

signal attack on the body's own cells, are alternately not al-

lowed to mature, edited for other functioning, or deleted.  

98% of thymus T cells (thymocytes) fail the tests: either 

not recognizing enemy microbes or considering friendlies as 

unfriendly. The remaining 2% survive to serve active duty. 

Helper T display on their surface copies of a single protein 

chain called CD4, and so are sometimes referred to as CD4 

T. Killer T display the dimeric (doubled) CD8, hence CD8 T. 

Immature T cells arrive in the thymus uncommitted to a ca-

reer as helper or killer. That decision is made during matu-

ration. 

 
* Regulatory T cells were formerly known as suppressor T cells. 
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 B Cells  

Long-term protection against infectious diseases requires the 
production of highly potent antibodies by B cells. ~ English 
immunologist Katelyn Spillane 

B cells are white blood cells (plasma cells). The role of B 

cells is to produce antibodies that bind to antigens.  

Antibodies can take 2 physical forms. One is soluble: se-

creted by a B cell, floating freely in blood plasma. This type 

of antibody attaches to any correspondent antigen that it 

finds and calls for help.  

Depending on the antigen, the binding may impede the 

disease-causing agent. Regardless, macrophages respond to 

the altercation. 

Soluble antibodies are good for mopping up, but they don't 

provide for an ongoing war against an infection. Thus, the 

other type of antibody binds to the surface of a B cell and 

alerts its owner once it comes into contact with an antigen. 

B cell responses start when they encounter foreign antigens 
on the surfaces of a type of immune cell called antigen-present-
ing cells. The B cell and the antigen-presenting cell form a tight 
contact, known as an immune synapse, from which the B cell 
can acquire the antigen for processing and presentation to 
helper T cells so it can be destroyed. ~ Katelyn Spillane 

Antigen recognition has at least 3 aspects: physical shape 

congruence, electrical attraction, and lipophilic interaction 

(chemical bonding of cell membranes). 

Once activated, a B cell literally rips an antigen off the 

cell to which it is attached. This physical encounter allows 

the B cell to better sensitize itself to the antigen, and so pro-

duce more potent antibodies. If physical force does not work, 

the B cell employs an enzyme to peel the antigen off. 

 

When a B encounters an antigen, it usually is not com-

pletely activated by it. Full B activation typically requires an 

assist from a helper T.  

In certain situations, B cells may activate themselves to 

produce antibodies without T help by using a pattern match 

between a B-cell pattern recognition receptor (PRR) and a 
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pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP). This T-less 

antibody activation is much faster, but also somewhat indis-

criminate, as it does not represent activation by a specific an-

tigen.  

Any and all B lymphocytes contacting these PAMPs via 

their PRRs will start their antibody factory, regardless of 

whether those particular antibodies are needed to fight the 

infection. This can be wasteful, but the urgent response may 

make the difference in the body gaining a quick upper hand 

on an infection.  

B solo initiatives are not necessarily productive, so self-

activated B cells do not go on to be memory cells. Such an 

episode is forgotten. 

 Antibodies  

An antibody is a Y-shaped protein with each fork of the Y 

specifically shaped (a paratope) to lock onto a specific antigen 

(an epitope, equivalent to a key). This binding allows an an-

tibody to tag a microbe or infected cell for other immune sys-

tem actors to kill, or, alternately, neutralize the target, by 

blocking a part of a microbe essential for survival or invasion. 

Each B cell is programmed to make one, and only one, specific 

antibody. 

Antibodies are manufactured by plasma cells derived 

from B lymphocytes that have transformed. T cells don't 

make antibodies, but they help B cells do so. 

A single B cell can produce more than 10 million antibod-

ies in an hour and can make variations capable of tagging a 

remembered antigen that may have varied somewhat. 

Manufactured antibodies are secreted: circulating in 

search of the antigen that triggered their formation. Antibod-

ies work their way out of the bloodstream, settling in among 

other cells throughout the body, such as the digestive tract, 

where they tag swallowed germs. Antibodies are plentiful in 

saliva, and in mother's milk, as well as other bodily fluid se-

cretions. 

 

B cells and T cells differ in their activation via antigen 

reception. B cells produce and release copies of the antibody 
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they display on their surface. These antibodies flow through 

the body, looking to attach to an antigen in circulation.  

T cells do not distribute antibodies. Instead, they set out 

on patrol, using their surface antigen receptors as eyes, look-

ing for an invader. 

B battle bacteria found in body fluids, while T vex viral 

infection, as well as other pathogens that take up residence 

inside of host cells, using the machinery within to reproduce. 

T tackle intracellular parasites, which fall into 2 catego-

ries: facultative and obligate.  

Facultative pathogens are versatile: they can replicate on 

their own but prefer the intracellular life because of the pro-

tection it affords. Macrophages are a popular home site. Fac-

ultative pathogens include Mycobacteria, which causes 

tuberculosis, and Leishmania, a protozoan parasite carried 

by sandflies, which bite and infect humans, causing skin 

sores and other maladies.  

Obligate intracellular pathogens must employ host cells 

to replicate. Viruses are obligate parasites. 

 Dendritic Cells  

Potentially interesting substances are also brought to 

lymph nodes and the spleen by dendritic cells. Dendritic cells 

act as messengers between innate and adaptive immunity. 

Their job is presenting antigens. Dendritic cells uptake vari-

ous possible protein antigens and process them into peptides 

(protein fragments) on their surface.  

There are 2 pathways that dendritic cells use to present 

antigens to T cells: one for CD4 (helper) T cells, and one for 

CD8 (killer) T cells. 

Dendritic cells are part of the mammalian immune sys-

tem. Dendritic cells are present in tissues exposed to the out-

side, such as skin, nose, lungs, stomach, and intestines. Once 

activated by pattern recognition receptors, dendritic cells mi-

grate to the lymph nodes, bearing bad tidings. 
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 Major Histocompatibility Complex  

Almost all human cells have protein-processed marker 

molecules called major histocompatibility complex (MHC). 

There are 2 classes of MHC molecule.  

Class 1 MHC molecules are on all body cells except ma-

ture red blood cells. Class 2 MHC molecules are present only 

on certain cells, including macrophages, B cells, and den-

dritic cells. CD8 (killer T) cells bind to class 1 MHC, while 

CD4 (helper T) cells bind to class 2 MHC. 

Helper T tag and flag infected cells for others to kill. 

Killer T directly attach to infected cells and kill them. 

Each cell in the body comprises a network of microcanals 

(endoplasmic reticulum (ER)) that connect the cell cytoplasm 

and nucleus. Chromosomes inside the nucleus generate MHC 

molecules that range the ER and make it to the cell surface, 

acting as a signpost of self.  

An invaded cell will display peptides attached to class 1 

MHC that include processed pathogen proteins (pro-

teasomes).  

Both classes of MHC possess polymorphism: the ability to 

change shape. The number of forms that MHC proteins can 

take in humans runs to the hundreds. But an individual will 

have only a few types of class 1 or 2 MHC present on cells, 

and each cell has identical MHC types. MHC proteins are 

therefore a marker of individuality. That is why tissue trans-

plants are so problematic.  

T cells cannot recognize free-floating antigens. They can 

only recognize antigens when held by MHC molecules on the 

surfaces of other cells. 

Use of MHC to identify fragments of foreign material al-

lows T cells to identify pathogens that have altered their an-

tigenic profile, and thus were able to slip past antibody 

identification. In the process of regenerating themselves, 

pathogens lose peptide particles which are picked up by MHC 

molecules and put on a T cell surface for identification. 

T cell receptors are constructed by putting together sev-

eral peptides, plus a few amino acid sequences. This combi-

nation allows the immune system to generate an almost 
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infinite variety of receptors, capable of recognizing almost 

any potential invader. 

Interaction between T and MHC is crucial for adaptive 

immune defense and has a long heritage: the same T–MHC 

mechanism is 450 million years old, developed in the common 

ancestor to frogs, trout, sharks, and people.  

 Viral Infection  

A viral infection begins with a jump into a cellular driv-

er's seat. To evade detection, that happens very quickly. 

Virus try to minimize time in blood or lymph, where they 

are readily tagged. To do so they take 1 of 2 stratagems.  

The 1st is to live awhile in a cell, replicating by hijacking 

cell machinery. When the virus has met its production quota, 

it causes the cell to burst open, releasing the next generation 

of hatchlings to find a new home. This is lysis. 

The 2nd technique is for homebodies who take up resi-

dence inside a host cell, without killing it. They release off-

spring from the cell surface without damaging the cell: 

lysogeny.  

Freshly secreted viruses make for a nearby cell to infect. 

T cells are specialists in detecting viruses hidden within. 

Researchers once thought that the AIDS virus was slow 

on the draw because it took years, even a decade, before 

symptoms showed. Instead, the long latency is full of furtive 

activity. The virus is constantly cleared, but, absent a strong 

immune system or helpful drugs, viral production eventually 

overwhelms response. 

Because T cells are specialized to act against cells bearing 

pathogens within, T only recognize an antigen derived from 

these microbes when it appears on the surface of a host cell. 

T surface receptors, which are similar but not identical to B 

antibodies, must recognize an antigen plus an alien MHC 

surface marker that tells the T cell that it is making contact 

with a foreigner. 

Intracellular pathogens only survive inside invaded mac-

rophages by being able to subvert the innate killing mecha-

nisms of these cells. Disabled phages can fight back. An 

invaded microphage is savvy enough to steal an antigenic 
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fragment from its invader and hoist it to the surface, raising 

the alarm. 

Helper Ts assuredly recognize a virally infected macro-

phage via a double check. A helper T is first attracted to the 

ubiquitous class 1 MHC antigens that signal infestation.  

The class 2 MHC molecules that phages have are de-

signed to uptake foreign peptides shed by microbes nestled 

inside pockets within phagocytic cells (vesicles). While the 

class 2 MHC antigens attracts attention, an infected cell also 

signals via a surface molecule picked up by another protein 

on the helper T surface.  

This 2-step validation mobilizes T response. Note the neat 

evolution that macrophages, themselves subject to viral in-

fection, possess such a double-signal system. 

Based upon this double check, a helper T produces vari-

ous cell signaling proteins called cytokines. Cytokines bind to 

other cells that have matching receptors. That connection in-

fluences the behavior and activity of the contacted cell. Some 

cytokines help B cells make antibodies, while others rouse 

the hostage macrophage with activating factors that switch 

on the previously suppressed microbiocidal mechanisms 

within the phage, thereby killing the invader. 

Once a killer T comes into intimate contact with a failing 

phage it confirms by MHC 1 identification, then delivers the 

kiss of apoptotic death.  

Apoptosis is programmed cell death, commenced by chem-

ical communiqué. A dying cell breaks into smaller pieces, 

called apobodies (apoptotic bodies), that surrounding cells en-

gulf and digest, preventing what otherwise could be a toxic 

spill of cell contents. 

Veteran lymphocytes become memory cells, thus allowing 

the body to remember past incursions, and so be better pre-

pared for the next time. Active cell transformation to memory 

retention is a key mechanism of adaptive immunity. 

 Pathogen Alert  

Becoming alert to a pathogen requires massing troops to 

eliminate a rapidly reproducing infection. Because a body can 
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make a hundred million or more different antibodies, carry-

ing inventory is infeasible. The only way to combat an infec-

tion is to reproduce the right antibody for lymphocytes 

quickly and massively.  

This multiplication miracle is accomplished by clonal se-

lection: lymphocytes that come into contact with an antigen 

are triggered to undergo successive waves of self-cloning. 

This is how the immune system solves the problem of allow-

ing many different antibody-specific lymphocytes to cruise 

the body, yet effectively counter an invasion by massive re-

sponse.  

Infection counteraction usually takes several days to pro-

duce a large enough concentration of antibodies. At the same 

time, the bug is rapidly reproducing. 

Let's go back to the point that the body can remember a 

100 million antibody patterns. The actionable implication is 

that a 2nd or subsequent attack by the same infectious agent 

produces a quicker response than initial exposure. That is 

why vaccines work. A 1st-time reaction may take several 

days to have an effect, but a subsequent adaptive reaction 

can happen in a very few days. 

The immune system functions as a network of shared in-

formation, regulated by interactions between lymphocytes 

and their secreted molecules. The immune system is not only 

a breakneck munitions factory, it's a voluminous library. 

This knowledge is acquired through the education of the lym-

phatic system during early development, reaching back to 

the fetal stage. 

 Self-Tolerance  

A loss of tolerance in discriminating between cells of the 

self and nonself can lead to antibody synthesis against the 

body's own cells or commensal microbes, resulting in autoim-

mune disease.  

Circulating body components in a fetus that reach the 

lymphoid system are remembered as "self," creating a perma-

nent unresponsiveness to these protein patterns. This self-

tolerance is not absolute. Autoimmune disorders may have 

many causes and conditions (multifactorial etiology).  
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Genetic predispositions facilitate onset of autoimmune 

diseases, but even good genes can succumb to neglect by a 

body's occupant. Diabetes and arthritis are autoimmune dis-

eases. A healthy body keeps potentially harmful anti-self 

lymphocytes in check. 

 Mitosis  

A bone marrow transplant is done by injecting stem cells 

from a donor into the blood stream of a recipient. These in-

jected stem cells mysteriously find their way to the marrow 

where they make their home. 

Stem cells are unspecialized mother cells found in all mul-

ticellular organisms. Stem cells divide through mitosis, a 

complex and highly regulated process: splitting into 2 by 

making a copy of the many various parts of a eukaryotic cell, 

including the nucleus, cytoplasm, organelles, and membrane.  

A daughter cell can differentiate from the mother cell, be-

coming more specialized, and thereby taking on roles which 

the mother cell never had. Differentiation can dramatically 

alter a cell's size, shape, membrane potential, metabolic ac-

tivity, and response to communications from other cells.  

Energetically regulated, differentiation physically ex-

presses via tightly controlled modifications in gene expres-

sion. Although there are exceptions, where genetic material 

itself is rearranged, typically the DNA sequence itself re-

mains the same during differentiation. Genetic expression is 

an intricate process, where a reproduced daughter cell takes 

on different physical characteristics as well as different be-

haviors, despite ostensibly having the same genome.  

By this inheritance process new cells can be born that 

take on a new template of existence. Cellular inheritance in-

cludes selectively passing on the memories from the previous 

generation of cell, mother to daughter. 

 Fetal Development  

A developing fetus is a foreign body to its mother, but the 

mother's immune system has an immunological tolerance to 
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it. Conversely, the human fetal immune system, which devel-

ops at about 10 weeks, recognizes and tolerates non-inherited 

maternal material.  

Blood is produced in waves during fetal development; 

each wave generating distinct populations of T cells that co-

exist for some duration, with tutoring so that the young T 

cells learn from their elders. The development of the human 

immune system is a tiered process. 

Early in development, T cells come from the liver, and are 

biased toward immune tolerance. Later, hematopoiesis 

switches to fetal bone marrow. The ratio of T cells gradually 

moves from a higher population of regulatory T cells to a ratio 

of regulator/enforcer T cells found in adults. 

There is hazard in the fetal immune system bias toward 

tolerance during its formative education. Exposure of a fetus 

to malaria in utero, though the placenta, results in an expan-

sion in regulatory T cells that are malaria specific. That is 

why children infected from placental malaria are more sus-

ceptible to malaria later in life. 

 Vaccines  

Vaccines are the most effective agents to control infections. 
In addition to the pathogen antigens, vaccines contain adjuvants 
that are used to enhance protective immune responses. How-
ever, the molecular mechanism of action of most adjuvants is 
ill-known. ~ Italian medical biologist Maria Vono et al 

Vaccines put weak and dead viruses into the system, to 

be carted off and dissected. But there are only so many anti-

bug bureaucrats.  

More than 1 or 2 strains of a virus in a vaccine overloads 

the local lymph nodes that serve as police stations. This prob-

lem can be ameliorated by injecting different strains into dif-

ferent parts of the body, so different lymph nodes look at 

different suspects.  

Any 1 of 4 strains of virus can cause dengue fever. Inject-

ing the 4 strains in a single vaccine isn't effective. One lymph 

node can only do so much at one time.  

Instead injecting individual strains into different areas of 

the body eliminates local lymph node competition in figuring 
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which strain to watch for, and is effective vaccination; though 

that too takes time: a few days for T cells from local nodes to 

circulate through the body, spreading the proverbial word. 

Vaccines have limits. It has long been known that getting 

a flu shot one year can make you more susceptible the next 

year, as T cells are looking for last year's model. But the rapid 

turnover in viral cells means rapid adaptation to changing 

conditions. As to pathogens, what doesn't kill you makes you 

stronger. 

The human immune system uses inflammation as a heal-

ing response: to focus forces to counter pathogens. But too 

much inflammation can be harmful. So immune cells signal 

to limit inflammation. To do so, they need a microbial assist.  

Exposure to pathogens can strengthen child immune sys-

tems. When children are deprived of a healthy microbiome 

their immune systems get a poor education.  

Untutored immune cells can unleash a tumult of inflam-

mation. Instead of selectively killing off invaders, they dam-

age their host. 

The efficaciousness of vaccines rests upon their quality 

and administration protocol. There are many variables that 

determine whether a vaccine is worthwhile.  

But there is one certainty. The pharmaceutical companies 

that manufacture vaccines are in the business of pushing 

their products. Profit only comes from volume sales. 

Product quality is by no means assured. Testing can be 

cursory, or even manipulative, so to present positive results. 

Government oversight is scant. That makes the safety of vac-

cines something of a shot in the dark. 

 Fighting for Survival  

Fighting an infection is a symphonic stimulation, requir-

ing an orchestra of players: certain cells send signals that 

other receive, others mop up the chemicals used in sending 

signals; production of some cells accelerate, while others are 

deprived. Commensal microbes are in the thick of it: fighting 

those of their kind, albeit to save their own proverbial skin. 
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In the struggle to survive hostile microbes, adaptive im-

munity does not supersede innate immunity. By itself, ac-

quired immunity affords little protection. The great 

advantage of adaptive immunity is that it coheres the im-

mune response, driving innate immune mechanisms to effi-

cacies that otherwise cannot be attained. 

 Homeostasis  
The constancy of the internal environment is the condition 

for a free and independent life. ~ Claude Bernard 

In the mid-19th century, French physiologist Claude Ber-

nard aimed to establish the rigor of the scientific method in 

medicine. In doing so, he dismissed many previous miscon-

ceptions via experimental results.  

Contrary to prevailing thought at the time, Bernard was 

convinced that all living creatures were bound by the same 

physical laws as inanimate matter.  

Bernard conceived Milieu intérieur: a body's self-regula-

tion of its internal environment allowed considerable inde-

pendence from the external environment.  

In his 1932 book The Wisdom of the Body, American phys-

iologist Walter B. Cannon captured the concept in a word, 

coining the term homeostasis. 

Most animals constantly lose fluid by evaporation, urina-

tion, and other means. In a feedback loop, that loss is regis-

tered by receptors, and the body initiates action to 

compensate by drinking water or other fluid intake. 

Homeostatic models assume a static ideal set point. How-

ever helpful in facilitating conceptual understanding, such 

models are necessarily gross simplifications of real life.  

Model behavior would indicate that dehydrated animals 

would drink until rehydration happens, then stop. But some-

thing subtler and complex happens.  

A human deprived of water for 24 hours will drink enough 

to restore fluid balance within 2.5 minutes, and then stop 

drinking, even though changes in plasma dilution cannot be 

physiologically detected for 7.5 minutes, and fluid balance is 

not back to normal until about 12.5 minutes. There is no 

purely physiological explanation for this. 
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Homeostatic regulation applies to innumerable facets of 

living: from temperature to fluid to chemicals to light. All 

bodily functions involve intricate sets of trade-offs in ongoing 

homeostatic actions, including host cell nutrition and re-

placement that coincide with the homeostatic needs of the 

microbiome within. 

Many maladies are a cascade effect from homeostasis dis-

turbed: homeostatic imbalance. Organisms lose efficiency in 

their control systems as they age. Such inefficiencies accu-

mulate into a less stable internal environment that increases 

the risk of illness. Aging is an output of homeostatic imbal-

ance. 

 Physiognomy  
Facial characteristics are an important basis for judgements 

about gender, emotion, personality, motivational states and be-
havioural dispositions. ~ Canadian psychologists Justin Carré 
& Cheryl McCormick 

The ancient Greeks believed that a person's character 

could be foretold by the face; that facial structure reflected 

personality. Mountebanks in the Middle Ages practicing 

physiognomy put its credence into disrepute. 

In the late 1770s, Swiss poet Johann Kaspar Lavater re-

vived physiognomy with a book that found favor in England, 

France, and Germany, owing to its lavish look and illustra-

tions. In Darwin's day physiognomy was taken as a given. 

Each type of crime is committed by men with particular phys-
iognomic characteristics. ~ Italian criminologist and physician 
Cesare Lombroso 

Physiognomy fell back out of favor in the late 19th cen-

tury when it was linked with phrenology: that measurements 

of the skull could reveal a person's psychology because the 

brain was the organ of the mind. Both phrenology and phys-

iognomy became disdained as pseudoscience. 

Yet people everywhere judge a person's character from 

looking at their face. First impressions – on the order of 100 

milliseconds or less – are readily made and hard to budge.  
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The 2 overarching assessments are: 1) whether to ap-

proach or avoid and 2) physical strength. An evolutionary ad-

aptation, rapid evaluation based upon facial expression is 

innate. 

The accurate perceptions of emotional expressions and the 
dominance of conspecifics are critical for survival and success-
ful social interaction. In the absence of clear emotional cues 
broadcasting the intentions of the person, faces are evaluated in 
terms of their similarity to expressions of anger and happiness 
in an attempt to infer the person's intentions. People need to 
infer not only these intentions but also the ability of the person 
to implement these intentions. In the absence of other cues, 
faces are evaluated in terms of their facial maturity in an attempt 
to infer this ability. ~ Italian psychologist Nikolaas Oosterhof 
& Russian psychologist Alexander Todorov 

People consistently think that happy faces look trustwor-

thy and untrustworthy ones look angry; and that masculine 

faces show dominance while feminine faces indicate submis-

siveness. 

Sexually dimorphic facial width-to-height ratio may be an 
'honest signal' of propensity for aggressive behaviour. ~ Justin 
Carré & Cheryl McCormick 

Research on male hockey players plops the puck of possi-

bility in physiognomy. Facial structure is linked to testos-

terone level. 

Men producing more testosterone are less likely to marry and 
more likely to divorce. Once married they are more likely to 
leave home because of troubled marital relations, extramarital 
sex, hitting or throwing things at their spouses, and experienc-
ing a lower quality of marital interaction. ~ American sociolo-
gists Alan Booth & James Dabbs Jr.  

The hockey player study found that men with higher tes-

tosterone levels had wider faces and were more aggressive. 

Then there is physiognomy as a self-fulfilling prophecy.  

Infants with masculine faces grow up to be children and 
adults with masculine faces. Parental and societal reactions to 
these cues may help shape behaviour and personality. In es-
sence, people would be growing into the character expected of 
their physiognomy. ~ Scottish psychologist David Perrett 
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Physiognomy as destiny creates a conundrum between 

correlation and causality. In familiar face overgeneralization, 

people judge others with similar looks to have selfsame per-

sonalities.  

Beware of pretty faces that you find. A pretty face can hide an 
evil mind. ~ American singer/songwriter Johnny Rivers in the 
song "Secret Agent Man" (1964) 

On average, baby-faced men are better edu-

cated, more assertive, and apt to win more mili-

tary medals than their mature-looking 

counterparts. But they are also more likely to be 

criminals. Consider Al Capone, American gang-

ster who had a baby face.  

While more likely to be academic high-fliers, baby-faced 

boys are prone to be quarrelsome and hostile. This may be a 

self-defeating prophecy effect: a man with a baby face strives 

to confound expectations and ends up overcompensating. 

This is analogous to the Napoleon complex in short men. 

Physiognomy provokes the hoary debate of nature versus 

nature: is personality innate, or a product of upbringing? A 

bit of both, with biology providing the baseline, and some-

what more malleable psychology putting some range in nat-

ural inclination. Certainly, the mix is too complex to feel 

confident with a first impression. 

 Synopsis  

Microbiome 

The microbiome is a complex and dynamic ecosystem in 
which species are in continual flux. ~ Kevin Foster et al 

➢ You are a walking microbial colony. At least half of the 

cells in a human body are bacteria. No one knows how 

many viruses reside in a healthy person. 

➢ Microbe transfer from mother to child is significant in fu-

ture health prospects. This is an aspect of epigenetic in-

heritance. 
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➢ The immune system is vital to keeping a human alive. 

That vitality is maintained by continuous interaction 

among host cells and commensal microbes. A poorly mi-

crobiome begets ill health. 

The Immune System 

➢ The vertebrate immune system comprises a cognitive net-

work that evolved into specialized recognition of patho-

gens, with remembrance of past encounters. 

➢ Immunity is an intricate team effort among many differ-

ent host cells, which in turn are reliant upon commensal 

microbiota. Without the proper set of signals in the right 

sequence, and the needed ingredients in the right num-

bers, the immune system does not work. 



 

 Intelligence Physiology  
Modern physics and biology have scientifically shown 

that Nature is ultimately a ruse, as energy emergently con-

structs matter, and energy is merely conceptual. This under-

standing has historically been confined to enlightened sages, 

who had neither recourse, nor need, for an extensive fact base 

to validate what they knew to be true.*  

Your consciousness itself gives rise to this world, which is a 
unified field, a unicity. ~ Indian guru Nisargadatta Maharaj 

Biologically, this means that every life form is a localized 

consciousness encased in a mind-body. The mind-body is an 

intricately entangled energetic system, with waves of energy 

sustaining the quanta that comprise observable phenomena. 

This valid doctrine is energyism. 

Whereas the evidence for denotative mind-body correla-

tion is overwhelming, attribution of proximate causality be-

tween the two is problematic, as the mind-body cannot be 

untangled. One affects the other, and not always predictably 

so. 

What is commonly believed, but is absolutely untrue, is 

that the brain thinks or fabricates the mind, and, by exten-

sion, creates consciousness. Such is matterism, a disproven 

faith that Nature is merely a matter of matter.  

Correlation is not causality. This principle of basic scien-

tific methodology is often ignored by careless, religious re-

searchers. The confusion of correlation for causality is how 

neurobiologists, and matterists generally, have fabricated 

dogmatic delusions under the banner of science, and thereby 

fooled a naïve world as well as themselves. 

The bulk of the world's knowledge is an imaginary construc-

tion. ~ American author Helen Keller 

 
* Several Spokes books, beginning with Unraveling Reality, provide 

empirical validation of energyism. There simply is no other expla-

nation which accords with all known facts. The seeming certainty 

of material actuality is belied by an ultimately immaterial reality. 
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In animals with a brain, intelligence system physiology is 

entangled with the mind (mind-brain) – an energetic gyre 

with an apparent organic showpiece. Phenomenal activity in 

the brain only roughly correlates with mentation, which has 

an energetic (immaterial) origination. 

 

The vertebrate body has 3 large-scale intelligence net-

works: the digestive system, the immune system, and the 

cognitive system. These systems are entangled, as anyone 

who has ever suffered food poisoning can readily testify. 

Brain activity does not even embody the physical intelli-

gence system. Every organ, each cell, and every organelle 

within a cell has its own province, each of which requires its 

own intelligence and consciousness. 

When the size of our bodies change, the different regions and 
cells within our organs respond in diverse ways. Different re-
gions within a single organ can use different rules to govern their 
scaling, responding differently to their developmental environ-
ment. ~ English zoologist Jeremy Niven & English biologist 
Craig Perl 

 History  

7,000 years ago, surgeons bore holes in patients' skulls to 

cure afflictions. The exact purpose – whether to treat chronic 

headaches or mental illness or provide an easy escape route 

for evil spirits – remains a mystery. Some patients under-

went multiple operations. 

5,000 years ago, ancient Egyptians wrote about different 

symptoms of brain damage. But the heart was considered the 

seat of the soul, the keeper of memories.  

Egyptian practice – for those wealthy enough – was to 

carefully preserve a body for the afterlife. Part of this process 

involved scooping the brain out through the nostrils and dis-

carding it; no need for this skull stuffing any longer. 

2,500 years ago, observant Greeks correlated structure to 

function. Body parts differ to perform different functions: the 

feet for walking, the hands for grasping, the head, with eyes, 

ears and mouth, specialized for sensing the environment. 
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Dissection showed nerve tissue pathways to the brain, which 

must be the organ of sensation. Greek physician Hippocrates 

(460–379 BCE), father of Western medicine, opined that the 

brain was not only a sensation organ, but also the seat of in-

telligence.  

Aristotle (384–322 BCE) clung to the notion that the heart 

was home to the intellect, while the brain acted as a radiator, 

to cool overheated blood. Aristotle thought that human ca-

pacity for rationality could be explained by the large cooling 

capacity offered by a big brain. 

 Galen  

Each man is the architect of his own fate. ~ Galen 

A few centuries after Aristotle, the Greek 

physician Galen (130–200) drew upon his exten-

sive experience with animal disections, as well 

as his practice as gladiator physician, where he 

had the benefit of dealing with mangled combat-

ants, including, no doubt, severe head and nerve 

injuries.  

Galen corroborated Hippocrates: that the brain was the 

center of mental processing. Using the time-honored pre-

sumption that function follows form, Galen tried to deduce 

the respective processing of the cerebellum and the cere-

brum.  

Poking about revealed the cerebellum sinewy hard and 

the cerebrum a bit mushy. This led Galen to the conclusion 

that the cerebellum commanded the muscles, while the cere-

brum was the recipient of sensations, which it stored.  

To form memories, sensations must be imprinted. A 

doughy cerebrum fit. 

Galen was not far off. The evolutionarily early cerebellum 

acts as a movement control center. The cerebrum is largely 

concerned with perception of sensations and memory. 

Galen went further in his explorations, to mechanics. The 

prevailing theory at the time was that the body functioned 

according to a balance of 4 humors (vital fluids).  

Galen's dissections revealed the brain as floating in fluid, 

and having hollow sections, ventricles, like the heart, where 
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blood is pumped throughout the body. So, Galen reasoned, 

sensations were registered, and movement initiated, by 

movement of humors to and from the brain through the 

nerves. Nerves were believed to be hollow tubes, like blood 

vessels. 

Galen's take on the brain prevailed for nearly 1,500 years. 

The concept of ventricular localization of brain function went 

unchallenged. 

 

Galileo (1564–1642) proposed that the planets acted as in-

animate bodies, moving mechanically. A contemporary, Wil-

liam Harvey (1578–1657), studied anatomy in Padua, Italy, 

where Galileo lectured. Harvey chronicled blood circulation 

through the body, with the heart functioning like a pump. 

Hydraulic mechanical pumps had already been developed in 

the early 17th century. 

The scientific bent swayed to that of a mechanist world, 

with organic life subject to the mechanical laws of motion. 

The 2,000-year-old Greek view that all of Nature was a vast 

living organism was overthrown by this 'advanced' concept. 

The brain, like the heart, was a pumping machine. And, 

just like machines, the body could not itself replace parts that 

were damaged. 

 René Descartes  

The two operations of our understanding, intuition and de-
duction, on which alone we must rely in the acquisition of 
knowledge. ~ René Descartes 

French philosopher and mathematician 

René Descartes (1596–1650) advocated the 

fluid-mechanical theory of brain functioning: 

that the brain acted as a pump, albeit with a 

Christian twist.  

The brain-pump theory could explain animal behavior, 

but Descartes considered it inconceivable that cranial fluid 

mechanics could account for the full range of human behav-

ior. Descartes reckoned that people possess intellect and the 
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ability to reason unlike other animals. Beyond that, only hu-

mans had a God-given soul. The unique mental and spiritual 

gifts that made humans above all other animals resided out-

side the brain, in the mind. Descartes surmised that brain-

based functions in humans applied only to those behaviors 

that resembled that of the beasts.  

Touting dualism, Descartes believed the mind was a sep-

arate spiritual entity, receiving sensations and commanding 

brain-directed movement via the pineal gland, which was the 

"seat of the soul." The pineal gland is now known to regulate 

biorhythmic functions, such as the circadian rhythm 

(wake/sleep cycle), by production of the hormone melatonin. 

Production of melatonin in the pineal gland is inhibited by 

being in sunlight and stimulated by darkness. 

 The Senses  
The senses deceive from time to time, and it is prudent never 

to trust wholly those who have deceived us even once. ~ René 
Descartes 

The senses interface an organism to its environment. 

That interface defines the boundaries of manifestation: what 

seems real, which mental processing constantly interprets 

into a mosaic composition moment by moment. 

The senses of every species are adapted to abet survival. 

Human visual receptivity to red is especially acute because 

this furless ape has a ruddy face which is best read for emo-

tive content by such sensitivity. This sensory ability facili-

tates social interaction. 

The senses foreclose much more than they reveal. We 

take our perceptions for granted as presenting the "real" 

world. This is nothing more than a comfortable fiction. 

Every organism inhabits a world of its own, inexorably 

shaped by its sensory input. We know that people receive and 

value sensory input distinctly.  

Sensory perception is a cultural as well as physical act.  
~ American psychologist Constance Classen 
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As each species has its own ranges of receptors, and dif-

ferent emphases on which senses predominate, sensation and 

perception are also distinctive. 

Receptors are organized in a way that reflects the nature of 

the sensory experience. ~ Israeli neurobiologist Noam Sobel 

The senses not only provide input but also act as an un-

conscious immune system by natural attraction to what is 

healthy and avoidance of what is not. An animal that cannot 

tell the difference, or worse, is attracted to what is not 

healthy, has been forsaken by its own senses and mind.  

Each sense has its own organization. The inner ear is set 

up according to a tonal scale. The receptors in the retina are 

arranged spatially, to efficiently map visual coordinates. 

Smell receptors are bunched by how agreeable a scent may 

be. By contrast, the tongue is not spatially structured in dis-

cerning taste. Instead, taste is organized by admixture of 7 

distinct flavors. 

The senses are inexorably intertwined: experienced in an 

integrated fashion and may be even be mixed (synesthesia). 

The physiology of the senses is also entangled. Though 

the mechanism is unknown, prolonged exposure to cigarette 

smoke, even second-hand, can cause hearing loss.  

 

We have been adapted by evolution such that we inhabit a 
world which represents a tiny fraction of what actually exists. 
~ American cognitive scientist Edward Kelly & American cog-
nitive scientist David Presti 

Bees, birds, and fish see in the ultraviolet spectrum. 

Snakes sense infrared. People cannot detect polarized light, 

which is how bees navigate on a cloudy day. 

Bats and the moths they prey upon live and die by ultra-

sound. Owlet moths have ears on their thorax: tiny tympanic 

membranes (tympanum) attached to sensing cells, which can 

hear a bat's sonar splashes. A moth flies the other way if the 

sonar sensation is slight. Up close and dangerous, an owlet 

moth gets jiggy: erratic evasive maneuvers, which lowers the 

odds of becoming bat bait. 
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The sonar senses of both bats and dolphins create de-

tailed mental images without light.  

Hearing sensitivity replaces sight for nocturnal birds of 

prey. A barn owl can home in on a mouse in the dark by the 

mouse's rustling about, or even just chewing.  

Some creatures don't need ears to hear. Fish have a lat-

eral line organ running down each side of their bodies. These 

are pressure sensors that pick up pressure oscillations; a way 

of mentally mapping the surrounding water. Lateral lines 

are most developed in fish of the deep, or dark caves, where 

light is lacking. But even well-lit fish with seeing eyes use 

their lateral line to keep track of what's around, as a supple-

ment to sight. Blind fish can stay in a school, but those lack-

ing a decent lateral line tend to crash into each other. Many 

amphibians also have a lateral organ. 

Some caterpillars have hairs that can detect a flying wasp 

up to a half meter away. Cockroaches have cerci hairs that 

sense the faint air movements of a toad's tongue as it pre-

pares to lash out, giving a roach time to slip away. 

Smell is vital to most animals. Insects notably live in a 

world of scents.  

Female silk moths waft a wide-ranging alluring scent 

that can be picked up by a male when diluted to as little as 

100 molecules per cubic centimeter. A male can locate a fe-

male entirely by odor.  

Snakes find each other by pheromone trails. Pheromones 

create a communication complex for house mice, who know 

the sex, genetic makeup, and social status of others just by 

their scent.  

Dogs can smell substances at a few parts per million: up 

to 10,000 times more acute than humans can muster. Dogs 

can smell whether a human has cancer, as cancer cells let off 

different metabolic wastes than normal cells.  

Dogs can even sniff out infections, such as those caused 

Clostridium difficile. C. difficile bacteria docilely reside in 

the gut of some people. For others, it opportunistically in-

vades those who dosing themselves with antibiotics, which 

indiscriminately kill native gut bacteria. C. difficile often 

mimics flu symptoms, but most seriously causes diarrhea and 
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colon inflammation. Stopping antibiotic treatment is the 

common cure for a C. difficile infection. 

Our sense of smell is better than we are consciously aware 

of. Females are more attracted to the smell of a man who has 

a dissimilar immunity complex (MHC) from her. This is part 

of the diassortative mate preference found in humans: an 

evolutionary adaptation to maintain a widened gene pool. 

That withstanding, overall, human mating preference is as-

sortative: toward similarities.  

Electrical and magnetic fields are sensory experiences for 

some species. Duck-billed platypus close their eyes, ears, and 

nostrils when underwater. They sense their prey using elec-

troreceptors on their bills which can detect the electrical 

fields generated by muscle movement in the tasty crayfish 

and shrimp upon which they feed.  

Sharks and rays can detect electric field changes as small 

as 0.005 µV cm–1; far beyond the ability of humans to sense 

an electric current. 

Electric fish tend to live in turbid waters where vision 

wouldn't be much use, so they create their own electric fields 

and sense nearby objects by their conductive characteristics.  

Electric fish conduct their social lives by electrical com-

munication. Finding an attractive mate comes as quite a 

shock. 

A wide variety of life – from bacteria to bees and from 

ducks to dolphins – rely upon Earth's magnetic field to keep 

their bearings, using molecules of magnetite for a receptor. 

Humans subconsciously detect magnetic fields, but the em-

ployment of this magnetoreception is not known. 

Some senses are craftwork. A spider can detect a disturb-

ance in its web of as little as 1 nanometer. An annoyed spider 

will attack a tuning fork touching its web. 

The intelligence system is keyed to the senses in making 

sense of the world confronted. Organisms without brains 

mentally incorporate a variety of sensory input to make deci-

sions and re/act accordingly. Coherent evolution provides the 

sensory equipment that circumscribes the senses as well as 

providing the intelligence capacity to make sense of what is 

sensed. 
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Perceptual systems are a species-specific adaptation not de-
signed to show reality as it is, but tuned to keep an organism 
alive. ~ American cognitive psychologist Donald Hoffman 

Human vision consumes 1/3rd of the brain's energy when 

the eyes are open. It is no wonder that sleeping for 1/3rd of 

one's life is required to rejuvenate. 

If the native intelligence of all life was equivalent it would 

scarcely change how organisms respond to everyday events, 

as the map of the territory is largely defined by the senses. 

The senses ultimately serve as the handmaiden to the 

mind. Mentation can override what is perceived. When con-

fronted with conflicting sensory input, the mind decides 

which sense to trust. 

As you know, the senses can deceive. Deceptions, like all 

biological processing, are pattern oriented. The body's im-

mune system rejects foreign matter: "foreign" being a pattern 

match to what is known and not welcome. Autoimmune dis-

eases are a mismatch between what is being rejected and 

what should be. 

Artificial limbs have a long history of bodily rejection by 

the immune system. Even though the body metabolizes iron, 

prosthetics made of the metal are rejected. 

In contrast, the body has no need of titanium. It is not an 

organic element. Without recognition, the body accepts tita-

nium. Osteoblasts – bone-forming cells – readily latch onto 

titanium as if it were bone. In the United States since 1952, 

titanium has been the standard for structural replacement 

parts: from implanted teeth to any appendage where bone 

has a natural home. 

 Smell & Taste  
In mammals, the senses of olfaction (smell) and gustation 

(taste) converge in the mind-brain to produce a unified expe-

rience. Smell predominates the sensory input for tasting. 

Taste is 80% smell, with other senses contributing to the ex-

perience.  

Smell is the only sense that bypasses logical neural pro-

cessing and plugs directly into the mind-brain's emotional 

centers. Smell alone is immediate. 
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Another factor for olfaction dominance comes with the 

confluence of taste and smell via the retronasal route. Air 

reaches the smell receptors by 2 routes: the orthonasal route 

when breathing in, and the retronasal route when breathing 

out. The mouth takes the credit, but flavor is mostly retrona-

sal smell. 

The influences of smell are so profound that simply imagining 
a smell can affect what you taste. ~ American psychologist 
Lawrence Rosenblum 

One naturally exhales after swallowing. A thin layer of 

food lingers on the pharyngeal walls. Flavor sampling contin-

ues with breathing after a mouthful: aftertaste. 

 Taste  

All of life is a dispute over taste and tasting. ~ German phi-
losopher Friedrich Nietzsche 

The taste receptors are taste buds. Most taste buds are on 

the tongue, but a few reside on the roof of the mouth (soft 

palate), pharynx, the inside of the cheeks, and the epiglottis. 

As people age fewer taste buds populate the sides and roof of 

the mouth, leaving taste buds mostly on the tongue, which 

themselves become less sensitive. 
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An adult has ~10,000 taste buds, but 10 to 100 million 

olfactory receptors. There 7 categories of odorant receptors 

and 7 basic tastes which allow distinguishing 1 trillion dis-

tinct scents.  

Most taste buds sit on papillae: raised protrusions on the 

tongue's surface. There are 4 types of papillae on our tongues: 

fungiform, filiform, foliate, and circumvallate. One – the 

cone-shaped filiform papillae – does not have taste buds.  

Mushroom-shaped fungiform papillae are concentrated 

at the tip of the tongue and along the sides, scattered among 

filiform papillae. Cone-shaped filiform papillae are the most 

numerous papillae on the tongue: a toughened epithelial cell 

with mechanical and protective functions. Filiform papillae 

are constructed via keratinization, the same process that 

grows fingernails and mammal hooves. Foliate papillae pop-

ulate the side of the base (back) of the tongue. Only a few 

circumvallate papillae populate the back of the tongue: 10 to 

14 for most people. 

A taste bud is a bundled group of 50–150 columnar taste 

cells. Taste cells within a bud have exposed tips that form a 

tiny taste pore. Taste cells extend microvilli (tiny hairs) 

through this pore. The microvilli bear the taste receptors. 

Interwoven among the taste cells in a taste bud is a net-

work of taste nerves. Taste cells depolarize when stimulated 
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by chemical binding to their receptors. This depolarization is 

transmitted to taste nerve fibers, resulting in an action po-

tential that is transmitted to the brain.  

An action potential is a quick excitation and release of the 

electrical membrane potential of a cell. Excitable cells in 

plants and animals use action potentials for communication. 

Animal neurons, muscle cells, and endocrine cells employ ac-

tion potentials. Action potential is a primary mechanism for 

neural cell-to-cell communication. In other cell types, action 

potentials mainly activate intracellular processes. 

Taste reception is rapidly adaptive: an initial strong re-

sponse diminishes within a few seconds to a much lower am-

plitude. 

The tongue is tough neighborhood: subject to friction and 

intense heat which destroys taste buds. Taste buds are in a 

constant state of cell renewal. Receptor cells are replaced by 

division and differentiation of neighboring basal cells. A taste 

bud has a typical lifespan of 5–20 days. 

Behavioral studies, mostly with mice, indicate that differ-

ent taste receptor cells are sensitive to different tastes. Taste 

receptor cell specialization is not well understood. 

One myth about taste sensation is that different regions 

of the tongue are sensitive to different tastes. American psy-

chologist Edwin Boring hypothesized the notion from misun-

derstanding a translation of a 1901 German paper that 

showed minute differences in sensitivities at different areas 

of the tongue.  

Taste signals pass through the brain stem and trigger di-

gestive reflexes: saliva flows in the mouth, gastric juices flow 

into the stomach. Saliva abets taste reception by carrying the 

object being tasted. 

Humans are capable of 7 different taste sensations: 

sweet, starch (carbohydrate), sour, salty, savory (umami), fat 

(oleogustus), and bitter. Though water is tasteless, as Aristo-

tle observed, humans can 'taste' water in the mouth, as can 

insects, amphibians, and other mammals. 

Salty and sour tastes are sensed directly through ion 

channels, though sour is detected only when protons are 

transported across the receptor membrane. Sour arises from 

acids. 
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Alkali metal ions trigger a salty taste, but the further 

from sodium a substance is in the periodic table the less salty 

the taste. Table salt is sodium chloride: an ion compound 

needed – in small doses – by all known living creatures.  

Sweet and bitter taste work through G protein-coupled 

receptors. The various sugars found in organic compounds 

taste sweet. Alcohol has an admixture taste based upon a 

sweet foundation. Alkaloids, such as caffeine, trigger bitter. 

The savory (umami) sensation is activated by the amino 

acid glutamate, which plays a principle role in neural activa-

tion. 

An esterified fatty acid is a fat combined with an alcohol 

or acid to form an ester. Lipids are esterified. A non-esterified 

fatty acid occurs free of any such combination. Non-esterified 

fatty acids have a unique taste sensation.  

There is some overlap between sour and oleogustus for 

short-chain fatty acids, and between umami and longer-chain 

fats, but the taste of fat is distinct.  

Carbohydrates uniquely activate taste receptors in a pos-

itive way. Carbs instantly facilitate better motor control and 

physical performance. This is biologically logical, as carbohy-

drates comprise the bulk of nutrition in a healthy diet. 

Lining the lower airways to mammal lungs are cells that 

can sense bitter molecules and send signals to regulate 

breathing. Speculation for this adaptation varies: from pre-

venting ingesting plant toxins, which are often bitter, to a 

bacterial defense. Bacteria produce bitter compounds. Mi-

nute quantities of bitter substances can be detected, whereas 

sweet and salty require higher concentrations to register. 

Human taste is oddly entrained and deceived. Hot soup 

raises an alarm by its reception, yet the capsaicin in chili pep-

pers, triggering those same receptors, get a much milder re-

sponse. Peppermint cools by its minty methanol seizing up 

cold receptors.  

Tellurium is a mildly toxic metalloid, chemically related 

to selenium and sulfur. Tellurium is rare on Earth; much 

more common in the cosmos. Contact with the tiniest bit of 

tellurium results in a reek like pungent garlic which can last 

for weeks. 
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The veracity of taste sensations varies. Bitter is the taste 

of poison. Savory is the taste of protein, most notably essen-

tial amino acids. Especially crucial to survival, bitter and sa-

vory taste sensations are relatively reliable. In contrast, sour 

and sweet are readily fleeced. 

Miraculin is a glycoprotein found in miracle fruit. Mirac-

ulin strips sourness from foods without altering their taste 

overtones. Though miraculin is not sweet, it bonds to the 

taste buds for sweet, putting them on alert for acidic tastes. 

This is invoked by stray hydrogen ions (H+).  

Apple cider vinegar and a bit of miraculin tastes like ap-

ple cider. The effect lasts as long as the protein binds to the 

tongue, which can be up to an hour. Miraculin is commer-

cially employed as a sugar substitute. 

Italian physicist Alessandro Volta invented the battery in 

1799. The term volt, which signifies electric potential, is 

named in honor of Volta.  

Volta had a chain of volunteers each pinch the tongue of 

one neighbor. The two people on each end then put their fin-

gers on opposite battery leads, thus inducing a current flow. 

Instantly, up and down the line, every person tasted each 

other's fingers as sour. 

Salty taste is also triggered by a flow of charges, but only 

of certain elements. Sodium most strongly triggers a salty re-

flex, but so too does potassium, sodium's chemical cousin.  

Both elements appear in nature in ionic form. It is the 

charge, not the chemical per se, that triggers the taste of salt. 

Sodium and potassium ions are instrumental in sending 

nerve signals and facilitating muscle contractions. Other 

physiologically important ions, including calcium and mag-

nesium, also have a vaguely salty taste. 

But then, other ions of less or no physiological use come 

off as salty, including lithium and ammonium. Whether so-

dium and potassium taste salty or sour depends upon what 

else they are paired with.  

Potassium chloride tastes bitter in low concentrations, 

but surprisingly turns salty in high concentrations. A signif-

icant does of potassium can shut the sweet taste buds down.  

Gymnema is an herb found in the tropical forests of cen-

tral and south India. It is quite high in potassium. Chewing 
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gymnema leaves completely suppresses the sweet sensation. 

After chewing the herb sugar tastes like sand.  

Gymnema has been a natural treatment of diabetes for 

thousands of years. Effective for up to 2 hours, it can fight 

sugar cravings. 

The human sense of taste, as an evolutionary product of 

the environment, is a marvel in its natural setting, but a poor 

judge of the chemical elements in forms not normally encoun-

tered. Beryllium is a toxic, insoluble metal with tiny atoms. 

Pure beryllium does not naturally exist and is a relatively 

rare element throughout the universe. It bears no chemical 

resemblance to the complex sugar molecule. But the taste 

buds readily mistake beryllium for sugar.  

Taste aversions are inborn. A newborn baby grimaces at 

bitter, while sweet, indicative of energy-rich nutrients, 

brings contentment. While the sense of taste is well-devel-

oped at birth, taste preferences change through life. 

Individual animals vary considerably in taste sensitivity. 

25% of people are highly sensitive tasters. Taste sensitivity 

is heritable, reflecting differences in fungiform papillae 

abundance, and hence the number of taste buds. 

 

Animal species have different taste capacities and live in 

their own world of taste. For instance, cats lack sweet recep-

tors. This modified taste sense lends to cats' evolutionary 

niche as carnivores. Plants, with a relatively high sugar con-

tent, lack appeal, while savory meat is tremendously tasty. 

Most birds lack much of a sweet tooth. Hummingbirds are 

a notable exception, as nectar is as indispensable to them as 

essential amino acids are to humans. Hummingbird acuity to 

sweetness evolved from savory taste receptors, affording the 

necessary accuracy to detect sugar content.  

 The Senses of Taste  

One cannibal said to another while they were eating a clown: 
"Does this taste funny to you?" 
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Beyond the overwhelming contribution of smell, how 

something tastes, and how appealing that taste is, is deter-

mined by a confluence of perceptive factors, beginning with 

how hungry you are.  

A food's appearance strongly influences its flavor. Pre-

sented with 4 glasses of fruit drinks (cherry, orange, lime, 

and grape), you would probably be able to correctly identify 

all of them. But if you could not see the drinks, chances of 

correctly identifying them drops to 20%. 

Sound influences taste. The pleasantness of consuming 

fruits, chips, crackers, and other stiff foodstuffs is summoned 

in part by how it sounds when we chow down. Freshness 

snaps crisply. 

Taste and touch go hand in hand. The texture of a food 

has much to do with how it tastes. Hence apple sauce may 

not taste much like an apple. 

Taste is itself influenced by a food's temperature. Taste 

sensitivity is at its peak when a food is close to the same tem-

perature as the tongue (22–37 ºC). Restaurant dinners are 

sent back more often for being too cold than for any other 

reason. Fine restaurants know this and test the temperature 

of their dishes to determine the optimal delay between when 

a food leaves the heat and arrives at your table. For expert 

tasters, a very few degrees make a telling difference in how 

something tastes. 

The tactile sense of taste is affected by the irritants in-

herent in spicy foods. Such pungent spices do not affect the 

taste buds. Instead, they tickle the sensitive touch fibers on 

the mucous membranes of the inner mouth. Wasabi also trig-

gers the trigeminal nerve at the back of the throat and in the 

nasal passages, which is a considered a touch receptor. 

Diet and body condition affect taste. The obese do not 

taste fat nearly as well as the lean, and generally have less 

sensitive sweet and salty tastes. Being less sensitive to the 

most satisfying tastes is itself a formula for increased con-

sumption. 

The final arbiter of taste is the mind. Expectation shapes 

taste. 
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Subjects given a glass of wine before dinner and told it 

was from California thought that the wine and food eaten af-

terwards tasted better than those who received the same 

wine, but were told it came from North Dakota, a state not 

known for top-quality vineyards; likewise, price. The same 

wine with a higher price tastes better than when low-priced. 

You can't cut-rate taste. 

 Smell  

Smell is a potent wizard that transports 
you across thousands of miles and all the 
years you have lived. ~ Helen Keller 

Olfaction is of odorants. An animal 

with a keen sense of smell is macrosmatic. 

Insects and other invertebrates smell with their anten-

nae, and through pores on their body, chiefly the mouth and 

legs. For vertebrates, odorants are detected by specialized re-

ceptor cells in the nasal cavity. 

Bacteria do not have noses, but they do have the biochem-

ical traction for olfaction. Bacteria respond to odors. Certain 

chemicals evoke an urge to get a move on.  

The scent of ammonia provokes the soil-dwelling bacte-

rium Bacillus licheniformis to form a biofilm. A colony can 

get to a nutrient source and feast faster than they could by 

going solo. The nitrogen in ammonia (NH3) is the draw. Ni-

trogen is essential for producing proteins and nucleic acids. 

Bacteria respond to other gases, including oxygen and 

carbon monoxide. Bacteria migrate to an area with an oxygen 

concentration optimal for growth. Those 2 gases produce no 

scent (that we know of). Ammonia does. 

That bacteria can "smell" may seem an overstatement. 

But if olfaction is defined as sensing a volatile molecule, that 

is exactly what bacteria do. 

As insects primarily communicate chemically, insect 

mind-brains have a strong discrimination of odorants. Olfac-

tion sensitivity in many insect species, particularly eusocial 

insects, is highly tuned to the pheromones used for commu-

nication. But insects employ olfaction for many purposes. 

Butterflies follow scent to nutrition. Bees can identify their 
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hive-mates by smell. A beehive has its own scent: home sweet 

home. 

The aerial environment usually presents a variety of 

odors at any one time. Tracking a scent to its source is tricky. 

When multiple odors mix, insects and other animals per-

ceive them as a perceptual unit, not as individual compo-

nents. Nevertheless, insects can distinguish concurrent 

scents from closely spaced sources based on millisecond dif-

ferences in their arrival. This lets an insect suss an odor to 

its source. 

Honeybees learn which odors matter. Relevant scents be-

come more salient. This aids the odor-segregation process. 

Though aquatic, fish have a keen sense of smell. Many 

fish use their sense of smell to find food and identify mates. 

Lobsters have an amazing ability to follow small scent sig-

nals in turbulent water. 

Catfish can identify other individual catfish by smell. 

Abetted by olfaction catfish maintain a social hierarchy.  

Salmon smell their way back to their spawning grounds 

to breed; so do sea turtles. 

Many bird species lack a good sense of smell, but some 

seabirds follow their nose. Petrels feed on zooplankton, for-

aging by scent. Zooplankton release dimethyl sulfide (DMS) 

after grazing on phytoplankton (single-celled aquatic plants). 

Petrels birds can detect DMS up to 4 km away. Birds in the 

same order that don't feed on zooplankton show no interest 

in DMS if they can detect it. 

Vultures and kiwi have a keen sense of smell. Their life-

style necessitates it. 

Many vertebrates – most reptiles and mammals, but not 

humans – have 2 distinct olfactory systems: a main olfactory 

system, and an accessory system. The main olfactory system 

of air-breathing animals detects volatile chemicals, while ac-

cessory olfaction detects fluid-phase chemicals. For water-

dwellers, the odorants are in the drink. 

The accessory olfactory system is primarily employed to 

detect pheromones, though pheromones can also be detected 

by the main olfactory system. A pheromone is a secreted or 

excreted hormone intended as a conspecific communication 

signal of some sort.  
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Early mammals evolved larger brains to better process 

smells. The fossil record shows a dramatic increase in the size 

of the olfactory bulbs in mammalian brains that process 

scents around 190 million years ago. Concurrently reptilian 

predators worked the day shift. A keener sense of smell 

helped mammals hunt at night. 

Like vision, olfaction can be improved by sniffing in ste-

reo. Moles have stereo-smell which they use for hunting and 

navigation. Other mammal families likely have this ability. 

Odorant receptor genes form the most prolific gene family 

in the genome of many animals. The mouse genome has 1,200 

such genes. For a balanced sense of smell to function, genetic 

expression must be selected in proper proportion to other 

odorant receptors.  

The probability of a certain gene being chosen depends 

upon how many olfactory sensory neurons in total produce 

that receptor type. What is known is that number of regula-

tory elements for each receptor type gene cluster is high: for 

a mouse, as many as 150. What is not known is how genetic 

expression is determined, nor how the regulatory elements 

interrelate to foster expression, nor how production of differ-

ent receptor types is apportioned. 

For vertebrates, smells are picked up by olfactory recep-

tors in the olfactory epithelium. How well one can smell de-

pends upon the nasal real estate dedicated to the task, and 

the density of olfactory nerves at work.  

 Human Olfaction  
Human olfaction begins at the epithelium in the roof of 

the nasal passage, where hair-like cilia connected to receptor 

cells transmit odorant detection to nerve (mitral) cells in the 

olfactory bulb, where initial scent processing is performed. 

These filtered olfactory signals are then sent to various parts 

of the brain associated with emotion, behavior, and memory. 

Olfactory receptor cells wear out rather quickly, and so 

continually regenerate, with total turnover every 2 months. 

Like dogs, humans can track scents using the difference 

in odor intensity between the 2 nostrils. This is not to say 

that human sense of smell is up to snuff to that of dogs. 
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Dogs have 50 times the number of olfactory receptors cells 

in their noses, which sit on long snouts situated close to the 

ground. Whereas humans have about 10 cm2 dedicated to ol-

faction reception, some dogs have 170 cm2. Further, the nose 

of a dog is 100 times more densely innervated (packed with 

nerves) than a person. 

7 categories of human-detectable odors have been sug-

gested, corresponding to the 7 types of smell receptors in the 

nasal cavity: camphor-like, musky, floral, minty, ethereal 

(dry-cleaning fluid is exemplary), pungent (vinegar-like), and 

putrid. But this bears no relation to the complexity of odorant 

receptor production, nor even sufficiently characterizes the 

subtleties of human olfaction. 

Excepting some hunter-gatherer tribes, humans gener-

ally struggle to explicitly name specific smells. Even experts 

are readily fooled by an odor's context. Human ability to viv-

idly imagine a smell is hardly worth a snort.  

Olfaction has long been considered the least significant of the 
human senses. Biological anthropologists have suggested that 
vision supplanted olfaction as humans became upright.  
~ Dutch psycholinguist Asifa Majid & Swedish linguist Nicole 
Kruspe 

The limited terminology for scents and tastes suggests 

that these are not the strong suits of human sensory percep-

tion: contrast these vernaculars to the vocabularies associ-

ated with sight and sound. It may instead be that smell 

simply does not carry the cultural currency that vision and 

audition do: that we do not commonly converse of odors so 

specifically as to merit a verbose nomenclature. 

Though dogs may have better sniffers, humans are able 

to sift through billions of different odors. We use scent to de-

tect fear, stress, and sickness, and to assist in selecting ma-

tes. 

There's a true underappreciation for the way we use our sense 
of smell that contributes quite significantly to our overall well-
being. ~ English physiologist Johannes Reisert 

Women pack 40% more olfactory receptors in their heads 

than men, giving them a superior sense of smell.  
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Individuals have decidedly different senses of smell, ow-

ing to genetic and lifestyle differences.  

Health determines smell sensitivity. An early sign of de-

mentia and Alzheimer's disease is loss of smell (anosmia; hy-

posmia is diminished or deficient sense of smell). 

 Vibration versus Shape  

There are competing explanations of how smell works. 

The most widely accepted is the shape hypothesis of olfaction, 

which proposes that a smell derives from a molecule's shape. 

Alternately, the vibration theory of olfaction posits that a 

molecule's smell character comes from its vibrational fre-

quency in the infrared range.  

The vibration theory was first proposed in 1937 by Mal-

colm Dyson. A 1947 paper by Yale University researchers 

Walter Miles and Lloyd Beck concluded that "smell is not a 

chemical sense," but a detection of infrared radiation.  

The Yale experiments, on honeybee and cockroach partic-

ipants, put the insects in boxes with windows of 2 types, 

which both looked alike, and of the same color.  

One window type was a block of thallium bromo-iodide, a 

salt crystal, which allowed passage of infrared rays, but was 

chemically impenetrable to the chosen odorants: honey for 

the bees, clove oil for the roaches. The other window type 

blocked both chemical and infrared transmissions. 

Bees flocked to the infrared-passing window that allowed 

the honeyed vibrations past, but the full-blocking window 

gave the bees no indication of honey outside.  

Roaches wiggled their antennae at clove oil, either when 

inside the box (24%) or outside the infrared-passing-window 

(26%). Clove outside the blocking window mitigated the wig-

gling whiffing; only 15% of the roaches jiggled their antennae 

when no odor was present in the box, or with the clove oil 

outside a box with full-blocking window. 

In 1949, English physiologist R.W. Moncrieff, cribbing 

from American chemist Linus Pauling's notion of shape-

based molecular interactions, proposed olfaction by molecu-

lar lock-and-key fit between wafting odorants and olfactory 

receptors.  
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The shape theory remains mainstream for both fragrance 

chemists and academic molecular biologists. But the shape 

hypothesis fails to explain why similarly shaped molecules 

have distinct smells; something which vibrational theory 

readily explains. Further, shape-hypothesis experiments 

have often not supported the claimed conclusions, demon-

strating defective logic by the researchers involved. 

A proposed mechanism for the vibrational theory was fur-

ther elaborated in 1954 by Canadian chemist Robert Wright, 

who surmised that particular chemical bonds in olfactory re-

ceptors were affected by specific vibrational frequencies. 

Lebanese biophysicist Luca Turin picked up the scent 

with a 1996 paper suggesting molecular vibrations as an im-

portant determinant of smell. Turin suggested quantum elec-

tron tunneling as essential: that olfactory mechanics are 

reliant upon extra-dimensional dynamics. In this scenario, 

olfaction works more like a "swipe card" than the lock-and-

key mechanism proposed in the shape hypothesis. 

As Turin pointed out, traditional bio-receptors using a 

lock-and-key mechanism are provoked by agonists, which in-

crease the duration that a receptor is in an active state, while 

antagonists increase inactive state time. In other words, 

some ligands (functional groups) tend to activate a receptor, 

while some deactivate. 

A 2003 paper by Japanese shape-theory researchers 

(Yuki Oka et al) purported to show "antagonism-based modu-

lation of receptor codes for odorants." The experiments 

showed "inhibited" responses by odorants of slightly different 

chemical combinations and concentrations. But agonists 

were not explored. Oka's line of reasoning for supporting 

shape theory was more sophisticated but similar to a 1956 

paper by Moncrieff that purported to support shape theory by 

observing "olfactory fatigue" sets in, and that "rest time" is 

needed so "the nerves may recover from their refractory 

state." The evidence supposedly supporting shape theory in 

both instances is orthogonal to proving molecular shape as 

the olfactory mechanism; not at all the logical inductive proof 

required. In short, there is only spurious logic for results that 

do not support the shape hypothesis. 
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Research published in 2013 by Turin and others sup-

ported the vibrational theory. They deuterated odorants: re-

placed protium hydrogen with deuterium. That left the shape 

of the molecule unaltered, but doubled atomic mass, thus al-

tering vibrational frequencies. 

The chosen odorant was musk, a common perfume ingre-

dient. Musk is a large molecule, comprising 15–18 carbon at-

oms and 28 or more hydrogens.  

The results were that the numerous deuterated musks of 

diverse structures smelled (to humans) strikingly different 

from the parent (hydrogen-based) compounds, but similar to 

each other, "even to naïve subjects." 

Only sulfur and boron hydrides (respectively known as 

thiols and boranes) smell sulfurous to us, despite having no 

chemical properties in common. What they do have in com-

mon is a selfsame vibrational frequency.  

Files have radically different olfactory systems than hu-

mans, so much so that their sense of smell would be divergent 

from ours if the shape hypothesis were true. Yet flies trained 

to avoid boranes then avoid thiols and vice versa. This sug-

gests that they are detecting a vibration at the same fre-

quency, just as people do. 

Numerous studies have been conducted to suss the na-

ture of smell. The facts are dispositive.  

In organic chemistry, a functional group is the specific 

group of atoms within a molecule involved in characteristic 

chemical reactions for that molecular structure, regardless of 

the size of the molecule the functional group is part of. Hiding 

a molecule's functional group does not mask the group's char-

acteristic odor, which it would if olfaction was shape depend-

ent. 

Selfsame shaped molecules with distinct molecular vibra-

tions smell differently, as shown from tests on insects, fish, 

and humans. Very small molecules with similar shape, which 

should not be distinctive if olfaction were based upon shape, 

have quite distinctive odors.  

A remarkable feature of olfaction, and perhaps the hardest 
one to explain by shape-based molecular recognition, is the 
ability to detect the presence of functional groups in odorants, 
irrespective of molecular context. ~ Luca Turin et al 
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The isotopes of molecules smell discernibly different de-

spite having identical shape. Conversely, distinctly shaped 

molecules with similar molecular vibrations smell alike. Ol-

faction works via molecular vibration. 

From structural changes in chemistry to molecular signaling, 
all dynamical processes in life have to do with molecular vibra-
tions. ~ Indian American physical chemist Ara Apkarian 

 Body Odor  

An animal's body odor, human bodies included, is influ-

enced by genetic inheritance, gender, health, medication, life-

style, and diet. Major histocompatibility complex molecules, 

which play a role in the immune system, affect body odor. 

Among other things, dietary toxins are exuded onto the 

skin. Sweat alone is lightly scented.  

Body odor takes work, though not human effort. Coryne-

bacterium live on human skin and are plentiful in the arm-

pits where sweat collects. They metabolize the lipids in 

sweat, raising a stink in the process. Beyond providing raw 

ingredients, people have nothing to do with how smelly their 

sweat is. Corynebacterium are common in Nature – soil, wa-

ter, plants, and food – and are mostly innocuous, though a 

ne'er-do-well in the genus causes diphtheria. 

Lipases are essential to digestion of dietary lipids into 

most organisms. Genetic encoding for lipases exists even in 

certain viruses. 

The industrious armpit bacteria break down the lipids 

into smaller molecular by-products, including butyric acid. 

Butyric acid is found in butter, parmesan cheese, and vomit. 

Butyric acid is a product of anaerobic fermentation that also 

occurs in the colon. Butyric acid has an unpleasant odor and 

an acrid taste, with a sweetish aftertaste similar to ether.  

Mammals with good scent detection, such as dogs, can 

smell butyric acid at a concentration of 10 parts per billion 

(ppb). Humans can detect butyric acid in concentrations 

above 10 parts per million (ppm). 
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 Deodorant  

Deodorants fall into 2 functional categories: maskers and 

preventers. Maskers attempt to mask body odor by perfume 

fragrances or natural essential oils. These deodorants are ac-

tivated by the moisture of sweat.  

Deodorants with antiperspirant agents are classified as 

drugs by the FDA. Antiperspirants attempt to stop or dimin-

ish perspiration.  

Aluminum compounds are common in antiperspirants. 

Their primary function is to plug the sweating process. Alu-

minum complexes react with the electrolytes in the sweat to 

form a gel plug at the sweat gland duct. Aluminum salts in-

teract with the keratin fibrils in sweat ducts to form a phys-

ical plug, keeping sweat from reaching the skin's surface. 

Aluminum salts are also slightly astringent, causing skin 

pores to contract, thus limiting sweat flow. 

Aluminum is one of the few abundant elements that plays 

no positive role for living cells. Aluminum is a neurotoxin. 

Aluminum can adversely affect the blood-brain barrier, have 

epigenetic effects, and cause DNA damage.  

The FDA has acknowledged that aluminum can be ab-

sorbed through the skin. Yet the FDA has done nothing to 

prevent the use of aluminum in deodorants. 

 Pheromones  

Scent tells a wolf quite a tale: where an animal went, how 

fast it was traveling, and how long ago. For a wolf, the scent 

of an animal's urine tells the sex and whether the animal is 

in good health. Poor health is a promising sign: the prospect 

for outrunning the prey is improved. 

Despite having a comparatively poor sense of smell, olfac-

tion remains a powerful sense in humans, often subliminal 

in its tug to guiding behavior. Pheromones, the prevalent 

communication form between insects, and a major facet in 

the lives of many animals, plays a significant role in human 

relations as well. 

Much of the allure between the sexes is chemistry. Liter-

ally. Both men and women are affected by the scent of a po-

tential mate. There is a built-in biological propensity to 
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prefer a mate with a different, and hence complementary, im-

mune system. This is detected by the scent of major histo-

compatibility complex (MHC). All cells in the body have these 

protein-processed marker molecules. Widening the gene pool 

in this way potentially confers enhanced protection to off-

spring.  

This is a strong subconscious attraction, and so practi-

cally undeniable. Both women and salmon succumb to this 

lure.  

A woman's preference for men varies during her men-

strual cycle. A woman's sense of smell is keenest near ovula-

tion.  

During ovulation, a coupling with a masculine man has a 

stronger allure. Masculinity signals includes facial symmetry 

(an indicator of health), muscle tone, a more masculine voice, 

and dominant behaviors. 

A woman's behavioral signals subconsciously change dur-

ing ovulation: a higher-pitched voice, desire to appear more 

attractive, an urge to flirt. Less masculine men become less 

attractive, though the cause may not be consciously recog-

nized. 

Hormonal birth control disrupts this natural biorhythm 

and alters MHC. The desires of women on the pill during ov-

ulation are unchanged. Their preference for partners with 

different immunities disappears.  

Birth control pills also affect a woman's libido and mood, 

and may affect long-term relationships. A woman who part-

ners with a less masculine man while on the pill may feel 

dissatisfaction coming off the pill. The urge to stray may have 

a say with a less manly partner. This does not happen to a 

woman with a masculine sexual partner. 

Men do not exhibit shifting interest in an ovulating 

woman taking birth control pills, as the cues are not detecta-

ble. 

 

Despite relatively limited faculty (compared to other ani-

mals), human sense of smell is obviously important to our 

lives. Its diminishment affects appetite and general enjoy-

ment of life. We each have our own scent signature and can 
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tell our health condition by it. Humans can smell whether 

they are related to another person. This is part of the innate 

sense against incest. 

Human smell develops in the womb. A few days after 

birth, an infant can recognize its mother by the scent of her 

nipples and underarms. The distinctive odor of siblings is 

well known by the age of 5 years. 

 Sight  

From a purely physical perspective, human vision is a mi-

raculous appreciation of photonically-inspired excitement, 

employing an array of tissues set in peculiar configurations. 

Before relating the process let's examine the instruments. 

 The Human Eye  

The human eye is an intricately layered organ, sensing 

more than images, though that is its most evolved function. 

~70% of the body's sensory receptors are in the eye. 

The human eyeball resembles a 2.5 cm sphere, but its ex-

terior is a fused 2-piece unit.  

The transparent, strongly refractive curved cornea at the 

front is linked to the sclera: the white of the eye that covers 
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over 80% of the eyeball's exterior. The sclera sits in the eye 

socket, tugged by 6 sets of muscles to control eye movement.  

The cornea of primates, humans included, has 5 layers, 

whereas cats, dogs, and other carnivores have a cornea with 

4 layers. The missing layer in carnivores, called Bowman's 

layer, is an 8–14 mm thick protective layer of irregularly ar-

ranged collagen that protects the corneal stroma. 

The transparent stroma accounts for 90% of the cornea's 

thickness, comprising water (78%) scaffolded by collagen 

(16%), which gives the cornea its shape, strength, and elas-

ticity. The collagen's unique form is an ingeniously intricate 

arrangement, essential in producing the cornea's transpar-

ency. 

Behind the cornea is the aqueous humour: a watery res-

ervoir in both the anterior and posterior chambers, continu-

ously filled and drained in a precise ballet of coordination to 

maintain intraocular pressure at 15 mm Hg above atmos-

pheric pressure.  

Behind the aqueous humour is the iris: the highly indi-

vidualized colorful disc of the eye. People with blue or light-

colored irises tend to be more light-sensitive, as there is less 

light-absorbing pigment.  

Muscles connected to the iris expand or contract the 

pupil: the aperture at the center of the iris. This adjustment 

process, termed adaptation, is a high-speed autonomic 

feedback loop, responsive to the level of light entering the 

eye, fed back from the mind-brain to the eye to optimize 

image input. 

The pupil appears black because light entering the eye is 

absorbed by the tissues within, with none reflected. The hu-

man pupil is typically 4 mm diameter, with a range from 2 

mm (ƒ/8.3) to 8 mm (ƒ/2.1), bright to dark. Aging lessens di-

lation capacity, to an elderly limit of 5–6 mm, which limits 

contrast receptivity, and hence visual acuity, especially night 

vision. 

Primate pupils are round. Some other species, such as 

cats, have slit pupils.  

Besides acting as a light access portal, the pupil is an au-

tonomic storyteller: dilating to fear or pain. There is also a 

task-evolved pupillary response: pupils tend to dilate slightly 
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with a heavy cognitive load, such as concentration or intense 

sensory discrimination. Certain drugs affect pupil size: alco-

hol and opioids constrict, while hallucinogens and stimu-

lants, such as cocaine, cause dilation. 

 Behind the pupil sits the lens. Though the cornea ac-

counts for most of the visual power of the eye, its focus is 

fixed. The lens curvature adjusts to focus based upon viewed 

object distance, becoming flatter for distance viewing, and 

curving for close-ups. The ability of the eyes to alter focal 

plane via the ciliary muscle is termed accommodation. 

The interior of the eyeball, the vitreous body, is filled with 

a clear, viscous fluid: the vitreous humour. The vitreous hu-

mour is like the aqueous humour of the cornea except for 2 

things. 1st, the vitreous is 99% water, with no blood vessels, 

and scant cells. A few phagocytes remove debris. Yet the vit-

reous humour is gelatinous, with a viscosity 2–4 times that 

of pure water; its refractive index is 1.336. 2nd, while the 

aqueous is a never-ending stream, the vitreous is a stagnant 

reservoir. 

Although the vitreous contacts the retina, it does not ad-

here except at the optic nerve disc, where the retina has 1.2 

million nerve axons for electrical signal transport to the 

brain. 

The choroid lines most of the eyeball. It is a dark layer 

that cuts reflection within the eye and provides the blood ves-

sels that feed the organ. 

 Retinal Reception  

The thin, layered retina is a lining just inside the choroid 

which covers 2/3rds of the eye. The outer layer, like the cho-

roid, prevents light scatter within the eye. The inner layer, 

which has several sublayers, houses 126 million photorecep-

tors in a tiered mesh, covering 72% of the back of the eye: 

about 22 mm diameter. 

The retina nerve complex, no more than 0.5 mm thick, is 

itself multi-tiered: 3 layers of nerve cells and 2 synapses lay-

ers, including a unique ribbon synapse. A fine resolution 

count of all cell layers in the retina renders 10 layers total. 
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The human eye has an approximate field of view 95° out, 

60° in, 75° down, and 60° up. 12–15° temporal and 1.5° below 

the horizontal lies the optic nerve: a blind spot roughly 7.5° 

high and 5.5° wide. 

Though the eye's photoreceptor mesh is a field of about 

200°, the acuity over most of that range is poor. To form high-

resolution images, light must fall on the macula. That limits 

the acute vision angle to about 15°.  

The macula is a 5-mm oval-shaped spot near the center 

of the retina, where visual acuity, particularly color vision, is 

best. The macula is a highly pigmented yellow, thus absorb-

ing excess blue and ultraviolet light entering the eye, and so 

acting as a sunblock for this focal eye area. 

At the center of the macula is the fovea, sight's "sweet 

spot": a 1 mm dimple of maximum acuity and color sensitiv-

ity, directly opposite the pupil at the back of the eyeball. The 

fovea is packed exclusively with green and blue cones (no 

rods).  

The fovea covers only about 2° of visual angle. When look-

ing at a scene at arm's length, the fovea subtends a field 

about the size of the thumbnail. 

The fovea's small patch of clarity requires autonomically 

moving the eyes (microsaccade) so that an object of regard 

falls on the fovea with some degree of clarity. The frontal 

brain lobe is especially active during this autonomic task. 

Fovea cones are thinner and more densely packed than 

anywhere else in the retina. Rods are connected to nerve fi-

bers such that a single fiber can be activated by 1 in 100 rods. 

By contrast, cones in the fovea have a 1-to-1 wiring of cone to 

neuron. 

While well-suited for fine tasks like reading, the fovea is 

quite slow in processing visual signals compared to the rest 

of the retina. This slow sensitivity is why motion is seen in 

flipbooks and movies. It also prevents seeing flicker unless 

we glance from the corner of our eye, where visual acuity is 

low, but processing is quicker. 

The foveola sits in the center of the fovea. This is the ret-

ina's little mind-brain: a 0.35 mm spot in the center of the 

fovea, with cone cells and a cone-shaped zone of Müller glia 
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cells. Müller are the retina's resident vision signal proces-

sors.  

Most mammals lack a fovea. How they attain sharp vision 

is not understood. 

Lacking photoreceptors, the retinal optic disc is the eye's 

blind spot. Any light focused there is not received. But the 

eyes constantly shift so rapidly that this blank spot is seldom 

noticed. 

The ribbon synapse is a linked neural mesh which func-

tions like a hybrid of nerve and glial cell. The result is fast, 

precise, and sustained transmission. 

A layer containing retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) is sensi-

tive to the overall brightness of light, but not to specific wave-

lengths.  

The retina has 2 primary neural photoreceptors: rods and 

cones. Rods are more numerous: in a human eye, 120 million 

rods to 6 million cones. 

From an evolutionary standpoint, rods are a more primi-

tive photoreceptor than cones. Individual rods receive pat-

terns of light in black and white, which are gradated into 

shades of gray by the mind-brain by clustering adjacent re-

ceptors. 

Cones absorb light indicative of color components. Cone 

cells do not themselves detect color.  

Cone data is passed to a layer of bipolar cells before being 

passed to the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). RGC axons make 

a sharp turn near the back of the eyeball to form the massive 

bundle called the optic nerve. 
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The rods that carpet the retina can capture a single pho-

ton, though it takes 3 for the eye to sense a flash of light. 

Photoreceptor proteins in a cell absorb photons, the energy of 

which causes a phototransduction that triggers a change in 

the cell's membrane potential.  

The photonic reaction causes a cascade function which 

leads to chemical deactivation, like erasing a chalk mark on 

a blackboard. Strangely, it is not the photonic chalk mark 

that sends an excitatory signal down the optic nerve to the 

brain for processing. Instead, depolarization, the chemical 

erasure reset, switching off the cell, does the trick. But that 

does not end the photon-provoked parade. 

Depolarization of the cell membrane opens voltage-gated 

calcium channels in the photoreceptor neuron. An increased 

intracellular concentration of Ca2+ causes vesicles with neu-

rotransmitters to merge with the cell membrane.  

This incites neurotransmitter release into the synaptic 

cleft: the area between the end of one nerve cell and the be-

ginning of another. Glutamate – a neurotransmitter whose 

receptors are often excitatory – is released. 

In the chemical cascade depolarization causes a shift in 

sodium-potassium cell balance. Cell hyperpolarization hap-

pens as sodium channels close while potassium current con-

tinues. This hyperpolarization causes voltage-gated calcium 

channels to close.  

Because calcium is required for the glutamate-containing 

vesicles to fuse with a cell membrane and spill the contents, 

glutamate release lessens as the calcium level in the photo-

receptor cell drops. The glutamate drop depolarizes the "on" 

center bipolar cells and hyperpolarizes the "off" surround bi-

polar cells. 

 

Radio (103) Infrared (10–5) UV (10–8) Gamma (10–12) 

 Microwave (10–2) Visible (0.5x10–6) X-ray (10–10) 

wavelength (in meters) 
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The human eye has an ostensible perceptive wavelength 

range between 380–780 nanometers. Within those limits, im-

agery produced via the eye is practically perfect; an unfath-

omable physiological feat. Of course, what we call visible light 

is a narrow band in the electromagnetic spectrum.  

 A black light is a lamp that emits relatively long-wave 

ultraviolet (UV) light, just outside the boundary of human vi-

sion. Many substances fluoresce: reflect light at a different 

wavelength, typically longer than that absorbed. Greeneye 

fish and other deep-sea animals use florescence to see. 

While the UV of a black light cannot be seen by humans, 

reflected black light is visible, and so useful for spotting the 

otherwise unseeable. Applications include forensic finding of 

fingerprints and blood, dermatological detection of skin con-

ditions, various non-destructive tracking of biological mole-

cules, and for gazing at trippy psychedelic posters.  

By contrast to human vision range, reptiles can see in the 

infrared spectrum, while spiders and many insects, including 

bees, see ultraviolet light.  

Plants evolved their flowers to please their pollinators, 

with accent and guides that let insects readily collect their 

reward for providing plant pollination service. Colors are par-

ticularly striking in the yellow spectrum which butterflies 

are especially sensitive to, and in the ultraviolet spectrum, 

where bees have fine visual discernment. Flowers that look a 

consistent yellow to humans have a much more striking ap-

pearance to butterflies and bees, which can perceive subtler 

gradations. A dash of ultraviolet gives a bee good guidance.  

Visible Light 
Color Wavelength  

(nm) 

Frequency  

(THz) 

Photonic  

energy (eV) 

violet 380–450 668–789 2.75–3.26 

blue 450–495 606–668 2.50–2.75 

green 495–570 526–505 2.17–2.50 

yellow 570–590 508–526 2.10–2.17 

orange 590–620 484–508 2.00–2.10 

red 620–750 400–484 1.65–2.00 
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 Vision Processing  

Photonic waves bounce off objects willy-nilly based upon 

the ability of individual objects to absorb light or allow its 

escape. Refracted photons stray into the eyes. In humans, a 

dilating iris controls how much light passes through the pu-

pil. 

The incoming spray of photons are bent by the lens and 

strangely splayed on the retina. Before being absorbed by the 

rods and cones that convey the message which light has to 

offer, photons must first pass through nerve tissues that 

partly block incoming light patterns before doing their job as 

signal transmitters. 

To facilitate peripheral vision and afford the ability to see 

objects larger than the pupil, the light patterns put on the 

retina are upside-down and reversed from how they entered 

the eye. Without reversal, the view of the world would be like 

looking through a drinking straw.  

Stimulated by coherent light energy, neurons on the optic 

nerve disc pass their excitement to the brain. By this time, 

the incoming photonic pattern has been translated into 

chemical signatures that supposedly magically convey the 

precise spatial arrangement and atomic intensity of the light 

that breached the eyeball. Thus, luminous spectral input is 

transmitted to the mind-brain. But this is just the beginning 

of visual discombobulation. The optic nerve bundle from each 

eye crosses over to the opposite side of the brain at a crossing 

called the optic chiasma. 

Imagery Upside Down & Reversed 
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The visual cortex is at the back of the brain. Each hemi-

sphere of the brain receives optical input from the eye on the 

opposite side of the head. The input images are mysteriously 

reoriented, mixing them together into a single mental image.  

Once the chemical ferment from the retina reaches the 

visual processing part of the brain, a stunningly accurate fac-

simile of the received light pattern is painted by the mind in 

less than 150 milliseconds. In the process, the extreme dis-

tortion created by the eye's lens is eliminated. Many other 

corrections must transpire to attain a discernable image with 

the clarity we associate with sight. 

 Light & Color  

Rods are sensitive to dim light but cannot detect sharp 

edges. Thus, rods provide scotopic (dark-adapted) vision. 

Cones require more light to operate in most animals, in-

cluding humans. Hence, color washes out in low light. But 

cones detect details in brighter light that rods can. The 6–7 

million cones that a human eye has may be divided by their 

spectral sensitivity: red (64%), green (32%), and blue (2%). 

The additive color model is based upon colored light mix-

tures. Red, green, and blue mixed create white light. More 

precisely, light activating the 3 different cone types in the 

proper proportion gives the mind-brain the impression of 

white light.  

Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell is credited with 

experimentally discovering additive color, though the concept 

was articulated earlier by German physician and physicist 

Hermann von Helmholtz ~1850. Maxwell is best known for 

formulating classical electromagnetic theory, demonstrating 

that electric and magnetic fields travel as waves. 

Calling the long-wave cone receptors "red" is something 

of a misnomer. The normalized wavelength peak of red cone 

response is around 580 nm, which is yellow light, not red. Red 

light kicks in at over 600 nm. The mind reddens sensed yel-

low light. While hominids evolved red color reception for so-

cial signaling, most other mammals do not see red. 
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The light response of rods peaks sharply at higher wave-

lengths: bluish light. Rods scarcely respond to slower wave-

length red light.  

With only 2% of the cone population, blue cones are 

grossly outnumbered, even though they are much more light-

sensitive than red or green cones. This numerical disad-

vantage is overcome by mental image processing, which pro-

vides a compensatory blue amplifier. 

The retina has a static contrast ratio of 100:1. By con-

trast, a typical clean film print at a movie theater may be 

500:1, and flat-panel television displays are commonly 1000:1 

on up.  

While high contrast is desired for any display, it creates 

a biological trade-off for vision between image clarity and mo-

tion adjustment. The need for adjustment wins, hence low 

contrast reception.  

As the eye constantly moves (saccades), it adjusts light 

exposure both chemically and geometrically via the iris, 

which regulates pupil size. Low contrast reception is men-

tally compensated for during visual processing: heightening 

contrast by successive image comparison at slightly different 

light levels and focal planes. 

It takes 4 seconds of utter darkness for the eyes to ini-

tially adjust. Full adaptation by alterations in retinal chem-

istry (the Purkinje effect) takes a half hour or more.  

Czech anatomist Jan Evangelista Purkynĕ (aka Purkinje) 

often meditated at dawn during long walks in blossoming Bo-

hemian fields. He noticed that his favorite flowers appeared 

vivid red in bright sunlight, but dark at dawn. He correctly 

surmised in 1819 that the eye has 2 adaptive techniques to 

detect colors: one for sunshine, and the other for crepuscular 

light.  

The Purkinje effect occurs at the transition between pri-

mary use of cones (photopic) to rods (scotopic). This is the 

mesopic state: as luminance dims, the rods take over; but be-

fore color disappears completely, sight shifts toward the rods' 

top sensitivity. The upshot is that human eye color reception 

shifts toward blue at lower light level, because rods, which 

are more light-sensitive but color-insensitive, respond best to 

green-blue light. 
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Red lighting is the answer to having both the photopic 

and scotopic systems working. Submarines are dimly lit to 

preserve the night vision of the crew; so, for example, to be 

able to see through a periscope at night. But the control room 

must be sufficiently lit to afford reading instrument panels. 

By employing red lights, cones receive enough light to pro-

vide photopic vision: the high-acuity vision requisite for read-

ing, while not saturating the rods, which are not sensitive to 

long-wavelength red light. 

Eye adaptation results in a dynamic contrast ratio range 

of about 1,000,000:1 (about 20 ƒ-stops). Adaptation, like most 

biological mechanisms, is nonlinear and multifaceted.  

Full adaptation depends on good blood flow. Dark adap-

tation may be hampered by poor circulation, and vasocon-

strictors like alcohol or tobacco. 

Physiological activity related to post-reception processing 

transpires in the visual cortex. Glia are processor and 

memory cells, as well as the maker and keeper of nerve cells 

which serve as signal transceivers. 

The 3 cone types have some response wavelength overlap. 

Given various levels of input intensity, owing to discrepan-

cies in population and distribution by cone type, it is more 

mathematically efficient to process the differences in cone re-

sponsiveness rather than direct intensities.  

Cone wavelength overlap provides sampled comparative 

baselines of light level. This sampling is supplemented by 

secondary light level input information from bipolar and gan-

glion cells. The resultant data matrix provides relative input 

upon which to apply an inscrutably sophisticated, near-in-

stantaneous algorithmic process that approximates the scene 

in view within the physical tolerances of photoreceptors. The 

acuity of vision operates at the outermost bounds of the 

known laws of physics. Just as rods have been honed by evo-

lution to detect a single photon, so biological vision pro-

cessing is a mathematical wonder beyond comprehension. 

For decades it was thought that cones in the retina send 

their respective blue, green, and red color signals to the 

mind-brain, whereupon the mind combines colors, like a color 
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printer (albeit using additive color). Instead, color vision pro-

cessing works much like filling in a coloring book or colorizing 

a black-and-white film. 

Prior knowledge, such as object coloration, is mentally pro-
jected in the earliest stages of visual processing. ~ German vi-
sion zoologist Andreas Bartels 

Each type of cone comes in 1 of 2 varieties: color and value 

(light level or whiteness). Most cones detect value, which is 

employed to create a high-resolution picture defined by 

edges. Meanwhile, the color signal that the mind-brain re-

ceives is low resolution. These color splotches are combined 

and applied to edge-delineated areas to render an image.  

Color perception is learned, not congenital, though the 

faculty to learn and apply colorization is innate. The mind 

takes color information from sensory inputs and colorizes ac-

cording to heuristics acquired through practice. 

Infant monkeys were reared for nearly a year in a room where 
the illumination came from only monochromatic lights. After 
extensive training, they were able to perform color matching. 
But their judgment of color similarity was quite different from 
normal animals. Furthermore, they had severe deficits in color 
constancy. Their color vision was very much wavelength dom-
inated, so they could not compensate for changes in wavelength 
composition. Early visual experience is indispensable for nor-
mal color perception. ~ Japanese psychologist Yoichi Sugita 

 Physical Defect Compensation  

The optic nerve blind spot is located below the macula. As 

the macula is full of cones requiring brightness, that dimple 

becomes a 2nd blind spot in low light.  

Full-picture night vision is autonomically created by con-

stantly shifting the eyes 4° to 12° in saccades so that rods 

catch some photons. 

With the intense processing required for moving image 

comprehension, the visual system cannot process infor-

mation moving across the retina at more than a few degrees 

a second. For humans to see while moving, subconscious com-

pensation for head motion is made by turning the eyes. 
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 Image Fabrication  

Each incoming light pattern is magically aligned to pro-

duce a coherent image: a physiological unattainability that is 

taken for granted as being physiologically accomplished.  

Creating the mental movie that constitutes vision re-

quires mixing a hodgepodge of sequential images into what 

seems a static frame, then connecting frames. Human vision 

processing is so demanding that 1/3rd of the brain is in-

tensely active during image fabrication. 

A different picture is projected in each eye, offset by the 

space between them; binocular vision. Spatial orientation is 

derived from processing these separate images. Those projec-

tions are simultaneously passed to the visual cortex for as-

similation, accounting for the parallax from eye placement. 

One aspect of that assimilation is depth perception, which 

arises from a variety of cues. The impression of depth (stere-

opsis) as a distance cue most readily arises from binocular 

vision. The eyes converge on a single object for stereopsis. 

Visual convergence is the binocular oculomotor cue for per-

ceiving distance. This convergence stretches extraocular 

muscles, providing kinesthetic sensations which frother cue 

the mind-brain.  

The cue of stereoscopic convergence is effective for a focal 

plane less than 10 meters. The angle of convergence is less 

when the eyes focus on faraway objects.  

There are many more depth perception cues that are mo-

nocular, including motion parallax, kinetic depth, crash dis-

tance, blurring, perspective, relative size, familiar size, 

interposition, shading, aerial perspective, texture gradient, 

peripheral vision, and accommodation.  

Motion parallax: indicates distance by discrepancy in rel-

ative motion when one is moving. Many animals move their 

heads to gain different viewpoints to get better depth percep-

tion from motion parallax. 

Kinetic depth perception: the opposite of motion parallax 

in accounting for objects moving without one moving. Reced-

ing objects typically become smaller, and vice versa.  

Crash distance: countdown to contact at a certain veloc-

ity. The mind can even account for variances in velocity, 
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which is instantaneous 2nd-derivative calculus; hence the 

ability play "catch" and drive in traffic. 

Blurring: moving objects blur. The mind calculates size 

and distance information from this cue by incorporating off-

set from the instant focal plane. 

Perspective: when parallel lines converge in the distance.  

Relative size: when 2 objects known to be of absolute self-

same size show their distance by relative size.  

Familiar size: as the visual angle of an object decreases 

with distance the mind instantaneously performs algebraic 

trigonometry to determine depth.  

Interposition: occlusion hints at distance as objects in 

front block ones behind.  

Shading: the relative way light falls on an object, and the 

shadow cast, is an effective cue of shape and position.  

Aerial perspective: owing to atmospheric light scattering, 

objects at distance have lower luminance contrast and color 

saturation. Objects in the foreground appear in higher con-

trast.  

Texture gradient: textures are sharper close-up, becoming 

blurry at distance. 

Peripheral vision: like a photo from a fish-eye lens, paral-

lel lines curve at the outer extremes of the visual field. 

Though not of objects in direct visual focus, this distortion 

yields visual information of depth. 

Accommodation: this oculomotor cue for depth perception 

comes in from the mind-brain accounting for the ciliary mus-

cles, which stretch to change lens focal length, allowing focus 

on faraway objects. 

In short, depth perception is a convergence of multi-vec-

tored mathematical factor analysis simultaneously per-

formed by the mind instant by instant. This is on top of 

rod/cone input-filtering and image-mixing. 

Vision is an extensive exercise in working memory. The 

details of known objects are filled in from experience, supple-

mented with current awareness. Discrepancies focus visual 

awareness, as do new objects for which no memories exist. 

The tendency to shortcuts in object recognition creates an 

illusion of detail without actually sensing that level of detail. 
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This accounts for the vagaries of visual memory that are com-

mon in later recall. 

Dreams are illustrative. Engaging the sensation system 

used for vision, dreams are visually sketchy, with only focal 

objects rendered with any detail. Yet dreams can create such 

an immersive experience as to give the impression of reality. 

This occurs because dreams mix sensation with emotion-

laden content. Dreams feel real.  

Awareness while awake is similar in this regard: a pas-

tiche of perceptions mixed into a sensory stew. Emotions cre-

ate an especial intensity to an experience that renders it 

vivid. 

Mentally processing visual text does not require vision for 

its input. It doesn't matter if the person is reading with the 

eyes or the hands. The mind treats the pattern as if it were 

seen. 

As with other senses, touch and sight are intertwined in 

the mind-brain. When looking at an object, the mind not only 

processes what the object looks like, but also how it feels.  

Given all this, it is easy to understand why vision pro-

cessing is the most intensive constant cognitive activity, and 

why the respite of sleep is necessary. Yet, during dreaming, 

the visual processing part of the mind-brain is given a 

workout. Perhaps dreaming provides practice for the mind to 

make its vision processing more efficient – learning how to 

better render the visual world 'real'. That infants and chil-

dren spend so much time dreaming lends support to this hy-

pothesis. 

A supposed visual snapshot is actually a time-varying 

composite, as the eyes constantly move (saccade), even star-

ing at a single spot. Hence, what is mentally construed as a 

static visual image is a pastiche of collated patterns.  

While anatomical study has rendered a detailed picture 

of the tissues and cells involved, and studies on visual acuity 

have discerned processing factors and tradeoffs, how detailed 

panoramic imagery is construed from a deficiently sampled 

collage of light input remains an enigma. Physiologically, 

sight is impossible. 
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 Flying  

Hummingbirds are one of nature's most agile fliers. They 

can fly 50 kilometers per hour and stop on a dime to maneu-

ver through dense vegetation. To do so, their vision must ac-

commodate what their wings can deliver. 

The most important facet of flying fast is judging dis-

tance. Insects and mammals process distance by how quickly 

an object moves past their field of vision: a technique termed 

image velocity.  

Birds take a different tack. They rely on specific object 

sizes to determine distance, especially vertical size. This ap-

proach demands greater mental processing than image veloc-

ity, as it involves rapid point-to-point comparisons in real-

time. Such precision is essential, as birds cannot survive col-

lisions at relative speeds that would only stun insects. 

Birds sense altitude in the same way that flying insects 

do, using image velocity in the vertical axis. Thus, avian vi-

sion processing takes 2 different algorithmic approaches for 

flight navigation. This is a most impressive exhibition of 

mental virtuosity, especially in tiny hummingbirds. Hum-

mingbirds also have as good an episodic memory as any ani-

mal, including corvids.* 

To accommodate the cognitive workload, hummingbirds 

have the largest relative brain of all birds: 4.2% of total body 

weight.† Hummingbirds also have (relatively) the biggest 

hearts and most powerful breast muscles, which take 30% of 

total body weight. 

 Eye Signals  

Infants are sensitive to eye expressions of fear and direction 
of focus. These responses operate without conscious awareness. 
~ German psychologist Tobias Grossmann 

Both the pupil and sclera – the blacks and whites of the 

eyes – act as social signals. 

 
* Human episodic memory is pathetic compared to that of birds. 
† Though hummingbirds have relatively large avian brains, their 

cranial real estate is still far too meager to explain their cognitive 

acumen as a purely physical phenomenon. 
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Pupils marginally dilate when viewing something of ex-

traordinary interest. Women tend to be more aware of this 

social signal than men, though that may be said for most sub-

tle social signals. 

The sclera provides a powerful social signal. Humans are 

the only one of 221 primates that have whites of the eyes that 

are easily seen.  

By ~7 months, babies know to follow the direction a per-

son is looking by the sclera, not the head.  

Apes and humans readily follow the gaze direction of oth-

ers. But, owing to the high-contrast white sclera, only hu-

mans can discriminate between the eyes and the head. Apes 

follow the direction of the head, not the eyes. 

Coordinating visual attention is important in coopera-

tion. Infants acquire language through joint activities with 

others. Sharing a focus of attention lets a little one readily 

learn a word for an object or activity in question. 

 Circadian Rhythm  

The body is essentially a collection of clocks. ~ Indian biol-
ogist Satchindananda Panda 

Every single cell in our body has its own molecular clock, 
including all the machinery required for the body to know what 
time it is. ~ American neurobiologist Andrew Gaudet 

All organisms coordinate their biology and behavior ac-

cording to an endogenous circadian clock which is based upon 

Earth's daily rotation. The circadian clock is an evolutionar-

ily highly conserved physiological timing mechanism. 

One way that bacteria manage antibiotic tolerance is by 

slowing their biological clock, allowing dormancy during dos-

ing, thereby letting toxicity flow past without taking it in. 

The many biological processes that oscillate via the circa-

dian clock are under sway of circadian rhythm. All manner 

of functions are timed, including the wake/sleep cycle and 

even blood production. The common clock-winder is exposure 

to light. 
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 Biorhythms  

By the Law of Periodical Repetition, everything which has 
happened once must happen again and again…. ~ American 
humorist Mark Twain 

The body has biological rhythms, which should not be con-

fused with the pseudoscience labeled biorhythms, which has 

been around at least since the late 19th century.  

According to the biorhythm hypothesis, the human sys-

tem goes through 3 biological cycles: a 23-day physical 

strength cycle; a 28-day emotional cycle; and a 33-day intel-

lectual prowess cycle. 

As a practice, biorhythms supposedly can be calculated 

from date of birth to predict susceptibility to accidents, or 

conversely, opportunities of achievement. 

However congruent with the concept of circadian rhythm, 

biorhythms are to biological rhythms as astrology is to as-

tronomy. Its clockwork cogency may appeal, but biorhythms 

scientifically flounder for lack of evidence. 

 

Photosensitive proteins and circadian rhythms originated 

in the earliest single-celled life, protecting replicating of DNA 

from high ultraviolet radiation during daytime. Nighttime is 

the right time: genic replication relegated to the dark. 

Light-based rhythm regulation varies widely among spe-

cies. Tadpoles and other amphibians detect light via pig-

mented skin cells, thus adapting camouflage to different 

backgrounds. Sparrows sense light through their feathers, 

skin, and bone.  

It is the color of light, not its brightness per se, that the 

mammalian system uses to set its circadian rhythms. In the 

eyes of mammals, retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) detect higher 

wavelength (blue) light as part of the mechanism for main-

taining biological rhythms. RGC cells may work even in blind 

animals. 

Like many animals, the human body relies upon sunlight 

to maintain its biological clock. Without sunlight, there is a 

natural tendency for biological rhythms to adjust such that 

sensed time shortens: 3 hours may seem as 1. This temporal 
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condensation lessens stress, as being without sunlight for ex-

tended periods when the body expects it is stressful. 

Most bodily functions are regulated by bio-clockwork. 

Through genetically encoded protein production, the body 

ramps up metabolism in the morning: rise and shine.  

Levels of bioclock proteins rise and fall during the day, 

slowing biological functions at night. Blood pressure drops, 

heart rate slows, mental processes wind down: time for bed. 

The biological clock gets jittery with age, often causing 

the elderly to have trouble sleeping. Shift workers, who have 

jobs outside the biological norm, are at a much higher risk for 

certain diseases because their circadian rhythms are chroni-

cally out of whack. 

Jet lag is a common phenomenon for long-distance air 

travelers. One of the best ways to set the bioclock to the cur-

rent time zone is to eat at local mealtime. Insulin release 

helps put hormones on the right time track.  

Daily cell cycles are fundamental to the biomechanics 

that control cell growth. Egg cells have a biological clock with 

different biomechanical responses than ordinary somatic 

cells.  

Bad circadian rhythm has profound effects on health. 

Cancer and diabetes are related to metabolic cycles that are 

bio-rhythmically controlled. 

 Cryptochrome  

Cryptochrome is a light-sensitive protein used for circa-

dian rhythm regulation. Cryptochrome is also sensitive to 

magnetism. 

Many animals rely upon magnetic field detection for spa-

tial orientation. Magnetic sensitivity is essential for migra-

tory animals such as birds and monarch butterflies. A gene 

for cryptochromes ostensibly encodes the ability. 

Magnetic field sensitivity, which relies upon extra-dimen-

sional (ED) dynamics for biological functionality, is tied to the 

vision system. Magnetic fields create subtly detectable visual 

effects that are processed by the mind-brain into useful infor-

mation. 
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Humans have a cryptochrome gene that is highly active 

in the eye. But men have created continuous clouds of elec-

tromagnetic interference by their wireless communication 

devices, which do have a biological effect. Chronic cell phone 

use, for example, alters brain functioning. 

 Coral Rhythm  
Coral form a compact colony. The hard calcium carbonate 

that builds reefs comprises the exoskeleton for hundreds of 

thousands of tiny polyps. Each polyp is only a few millimeters 

in diameter. 

Although some coral catch small fare using stinging cells, 

most live symbiotically with zoox, a photosynthetic unicellu-

lar algal protist. Zoox are endosymbiotic, living within coral 

polyps. Requiring sunlight so the zoox can provide nutrition, 

coral typically live shallower than 60 meters. 

Coral polyps on a reef reproduce by simultaneous release 

of eggs and sperm. This happens on just 1 night, or a very few 

consecutive nights of the year, shortly after sunset, just after 

a full moon, for 20–30 minutes, beginning at 9:20 pm local 

time.  

The synchronicity is astonishing, especially considering 

that coral have no eyes, and so supposedly cannot see. But 

polyps have photoreceptors that detect hue shifts in the twi-

light sky. 

Prior to a full Moon, the Moon hits the sky before sunset. 

Reflecting the ruddy light of a setting sun, the mixture with 

moonlight sets the sky slightly redder. Just after a full moon, 

sunset precedes moonrise. With no Moon reflecting pinkish 

twilight, there is a slightly bluer glow.  

As scuba divers know, underwater, red is the first color to 

go. That's because red is the color of long wavelength, and 

relatively easily disrupted by water movement.  

Blue and green are at short wavelengths and carry far-

ther underwater. While blue is the shortest visible wave-

length for humans, green is the last color to disappear 

underwater. At extremity of color detection, the mind-brain 

cannot compensate for the relatively few blue cone receptors 
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in the human eye, leaving green the most visible color in an 

aquatic murk. 

In the lunar cycle blue light is rarer, appearing only after 

a full Moon. As with all things biological, the coherent solu-

tion is derived via evolution: polyps detect the higher concen-

tration of blue light. 

How coral polyps manage their calendar for release only 

once a year is not yet understood. The smart money is on tem-

perature variation averaging: coral calendar calculus. 

 Evolution of Sight  

The visual system evolved to identify targets for behavior.  
~ Israeli neurobiologist Yorum Gutfreund 

English naturalist Charles Darwin had 

"much difficulty" in understanding the 

origin of something "as perfect and complex 

as the eye." Darwin would have been 

shocked to learn how quickly life attained 

what he referred to as "an organ of extreme 

perfection." 

Algae can detect the entire human-visible spectrum, in-

cluding red, which seawater absorbs. The ability to detect col-

ors evolved exceedingly early. 

Erythropsidinium is a single-celled alga with an orga-

nelle eye that it uses to catch prey and avoid predators. Ery-

thropsidinium's eye, a modified chloroplast, detects polarized 

light. 

 Lookout from the Dung  

Pilobolus is a fungus that starts its life cycle as a black spo-

rangium let loose in the grass. A grazing herbivore eats the 

fungal bit.  

The sporangium survives digestion intact, emerging in 

excrement. Once back out in the open air, embedded in ferti-

lizer, the spores in the sporangium germinate, growing as a 

mycelium on the dung. 

The fungus then fruits to produce more spores. The spo-

rangiophore – asexual fruiting structure – is a transparent 
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stalk (hypha) which rises above the excrement, ending in a 

balloon-like globe. A single sporangium forms on top. 

Sporangiophore stalks like this are common in simple 

fungi. Pin mold on stale bread employs the same technique. 

In Pilobolus, the globe (subsporangial vesicle) acts as a 

lens, focusing the light onto a carotene light receptor. If not 

properly focused, the fungus adjusts its hypha to point it at 

the light. 

Pilobolus anticipates the human eye: a focusing element 

that acts as a lens, a photoreceptor that acts as a retina, and 

the means to detect unacceptable reception and adjust ac-

cordingly. 

Pilobolus employs its eye for more than aiming its spores. 

The vesicle swells until it bursts, shot-gunning spores at up 

to 50 km per hour.  

One tiny nematode appreciates the physics of this. The 

nematode slips into the sporangium. When the capsule 

bursts, ejecting the spores, the nematode rides along, travel-

ing much farther than it otherwise could. 

 

Early animal eyespots were protein photoreceptors, simi-

lar to receptor patches for smell and taste in single cell or-

ganisms. Such eyespots could distinguish light from dark, 

but not direction. Their original function was regulating cir-

cadian rhythm.  

All animal eyes have a common origin: a proto-eye that 

could resolve something more than light from dark. Sophisti-

cated optical systems appear abruptly in the fossil record 

~540 million years ago during the Cambrian explosion of life 

forms.  

Rapid eye evolution was dictated by competition between 

predators and prey. Good eyesight quickly became essential. 

The Cambrian period witnessed nimble innovations in fine-

scale anatomy as well as gross morphology. 

In the animal kingdom, there are ~38 different body 

plans, or phyla. Only 6 have eyes. But those 6 body plans ac-

count for 96% of all animal species. There are 10 different 

structural forms of eyes with resolving power: the ability to 

perceive detailed images.  
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These different eye layouts vary considerably in architec-

tural aspects. In some instances, similar forms evolved mul-

tiple times. But some things about vision are consistent. With 

rare exceptions animals rely upon sight as a primary sense.  

2 eyes are ubiquitous. But starfish have a compound eye 

at the tip of each arm which can see a low-resolution image.  

Of the 10 eye forms, apposition eyes are the most common. 

The human eye is an apposition eye: individual images from 

each eye are combined in the mind-brain. Apposition eyes are 

presumed to be the ancestral form of compound eyes.  

Compound eyes are a collection of ommatidia: clusters of 

photoreceptor cells suffused with support and pigment cells. 

Each ommatidium is innervated by a single axon, providing 

the brain with a single picture element. 

There are at least 7 distinct forms of optics in the various 

types of compound eyes. These may form either a single im-

age or multiple inverted images. How multiple images are 

meaningfully interpreted by the mind-brain is not known. 

Arthopods are the phylum that includes slugs, snails, in-

sects, spiders, and crustaceans. There may have been a bil-

lion species of arthropod in Earth's history, with 5 to 10 

million still extant. 

515 MYA the Cambrian seas were home to Anomalocaris, 

a predator that was a cousin of arthropods. Anomalocaris had 

compound eyes with snug-fitting hexagonal lenses; 16,000 in 

each eye. The eyes were on movable stalks. That allowed 

high-resolution vision equivalent to dragonflies today.  

Arthropod species in those same seas had highly ad-

vanced compound eyes, each eye with over 3,000 ommatidial 

lenses and a specialized zone for handling bright light. Such 

eyes may have had 28,000 photoreceptors, arranged hexago-

nally, able to provide a full 360° field of vision.  

Mental integration of pixelated or partial scene elements, 

while differing in details, applies to all vision systems. Mo-

tion detection is another facet of memory-based visual inte-

gration. 

Insect eyes and their visual system may account for up to 

30% of the body's mass; far more than most other animals. 

Compound eyes are excellent for detecting fast move-

ment, good vision at low light levels, and, in many instances, 
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the polarization of light.  Polarized light waves are aligned in 

a plane. Fruit flies, foraging ants, and bees navigate by the 

polarization of natural light. Monarch butterflies and locusts 

migrate thousands of miles, across continents. Even a patch 

of sunlight on a cloudy day provides sufficient polarization 

information to navigate.  

Detecting polarized light is not solely the province of com-

pound eyes. With simple eyes bats use polarization at sunset 

to calibrate their internal compass. We have no perception of 

light polarization. 

Cuttlefish are known to be able to detect polarization 

changes as small as 1°: an incredible acuity. Octopi, shrimp, 

and other crustaceans manipulate polarized light to send 

messages. 

Flying insects, such as flies and bees, or prey-catching in-

sects, like praying mantis or dragonflies, have specialized 

zones of ommatidia, organized into a fovea area which affords 

acute vision. Fovea cells are flatter and the facets larger. 

Flattening allows more ommatidia to receive light from a spe-

cific spot, creating higher resolution. 

 Simple Eyes  

Some arthropods have simple eyes, also 

called ocelli. Each ocellus has up to 1,000 

sensory cells behind a single lens. Simple 

eyes convergently evolved at least 7 times.  

Ocelli often do not form images but are 

sensitive to light direction and intensity. 

Flying insects typically have 3 ocelli on the top of their head, 

as well as a pair of compound eyes.  

Auxiliary ocelli help maintain flight stability. Flying in-

sects with compound and simple eyes have 2 physiologically 

distinct but mentally integrated vision processing systems: 

the most complex of any animal. 

 Spider Eyes  

Spiders do not have compound eyes. Instead, they have 

several pairs of simple eyes. Each pair is adapted for specific 

tasks. Spiders have principal and secondary pairs of eyes.  

ocelli 
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Only the principal eyes have movable retinas. Principal 

eyes may have compound lenses that give a wide field of view 

while efficaciously gathering available light. 

Secondary eyes have a reflector (tapetum) at the back of 

the eye that affords detection of direct and reflected light. Ta-

peta improve light sensitivity.  

Hunting and jumping spiders have 4 pairs of eyes. The 

large forward-facing principal pair have the best resolution. 

Some eyes may have telescopic ability to see small prey at 

considerable distance. 

Most wolf spiders hunt at dusk and by moonlight. Besides 

a front principal pair, they have 2 pair of large posterior eyes 

with well-developed tapeta, letting them spot prey movement 

anywhere around them. 

Deinopis, a genus of net-casting spiders, has 2 enormous 

night-hunting eyes which give a wide field of view as well as 

effectively gathering light. Unlike other night hunters, Dein-

opis' eyes lack tapeta. Yet the lenses of Deinopis' eyes detect 

light better (F 0.58) than cats (F 0.9) or owls (F 1.1). That is 

possible because a large area of light-sensitive membrane 

grows within the eyes each night. This membrane rapidly 

disintegrates at dawn.  

 Jumping Spiders  

Propelled by their back legs, jumping 

spiders can leap over 20 times their body 

length. But when pouncing on prey, they 

make short, accurate leaps. 

Jumping spiders are most active during 

the day. They have excellent vision: able to hunt prey as well 

as recognize mates and enemies. 

Physically separate sets of eyes cooperate. ~ American 

arachnologist Elizabeth Jakob 

While hunting, jumping spiders can see in 3 ways using 3 

different pairs of eyes. 1) Movement of a distant prey may be 

detected by side eyes or rear eyes, which give a blurry wide-

angle image. 2) Once a prey is sensed, a jumping spider turns 

in that direction, locking on with its large, middle front eyes. 

These main anterior eyes can only see what is front of them. 
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With 4 distinct layers of light-sensitive receptors, these eyes 

provide a clear, telephoto-focused, rich color image.  

The spider tracks prey both by moving its body and by 

using muscles to swivel the elongated eye capsules so that 

the light-sensitive retina stays locked on target. 3) As the spi-

der closes in, its side eyes judge distance. Once within 2–3 

cm, the spider jumps its prey. 

The principal eyes of jumping spiders have a unique retina 
with 4 tiered photoreceptor layers, on each of which light of 
different wavelengths is focused by a lens with appreciable 
chromatic aberration. ~ Japanese biologist Takashi Nagata et al 

 

Judging distance via depth perception is an important as-

pect of sight. Many animals, including humans, sense depth 

via by having 2 binocular eyes which see stereoscopically. 

2 separate types of monocular cues provide depth percep-

tion for some animals. Some insects sense depth via motion 

parallax: image changes on the retina, the amount of which 

depends on the distance to an object. An insect typically gets 

motion parallax information by moving its head side-to-side 

and interpreting the differential.  

Contrastingly, chameleons and other vertebrates use ac-

commodation: focal adjustment and contrast. Accommoda-

tion is a technique distinct from motion parallax but to the 

same end: judging distance via snapshot differences. How 

much an image defocuses can be used as an absolute depth 

cue by comparing a defocused image with other images in 

which the same object is sharply focused or distinctly defo-

cused. People use image defocus for a rough estimate of rela-

tive depth. 

With their front eyes having 4 layers, jumping spiders 

have accommodation built in. Each layer presents a different 

focal plane, letting the spider mind to tell depth by comparing 

the different planes. 

 

Biological trade-offs abound in eye form. Those trade-offs 

are not always readily apparent. Various vision systems 

evolved in specialized ways, adaptive to lifestyle.  
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Anableps have eyes specially adapted to their surface-

dwelling lifestyle. Anableps float on the surface, with the top 

of their eyes exposed to the air, while the bottom half, along 

with their bodies, are submerged.  

Each Anableps eye has a single lens but 2 pupils and cor-

responding retinas. One pupil keeps an eye on the sky while 

the other watches the water below. This give Anableps an un-

paralleled range of vision. 

 Box Jellyfish  
Anableps' bifurcated vision system is an ad-

vanced application of the same principle employed 

by the box jellyfish Tripedalia cystophora. This 1-cm 

jellyfish lives swims around by vigorously expand-

ing and contracting its bell-shaped body.  

Cystophora is fond of feeding on tiny copepods which it 

finds in sunny spots among mangrove roots. At night, a jelly-

fish takes its ease by moving away from the mangroves and 

sinking to the bottom of the shallow lagoon where it lives. 

To see, cystophora has 6 eyes of 4 types. 2 eyes have 

lenses which give it a decent view. The uppermost lensed eye 

looks up. The lowest looks down. The lower eye spots obsta-

cles; mostly the mangrove roots that the jellyfish swims 

among. The upper one keeps its eye on the prize. 

If the top eye sees starkly bright light, it means that the 

jellyfish has strayed into open water, and risks starving. If 

instead the light gives the jellyfish the sense that it is within 

the mangrove canopy, lunch is in sight. 

The box jellyfish is a brainless blob, but it has the wits to 

get around, find food, and get a good night's sleep. 
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An obvious significant variance in vision systems is eye 

placement, which depends upon whether the species is pred-

ator or prey. Predators have eyes front, to optimize focus and 

distance estimation. The trade-off is limited peripheral vi-

sion. 

The strategic placement of the eyes of crocodiles and alli-

gators allows them to stalk prey while keeping their bodies 

submerged and hidden. Eye placement is to the side, more 

optimized for field of vision. Crocodiles have keen hearing, 

albeit at a limited range of 50–4,000 hertz. 

By contrast to predators, the survival of prey animals is 

greatly aided by field of vision. So, prey animals have eyes on 

the side of their heads – their minds create a panoramic men-

tal image, optimized for motion detection but with subopti-

mal vision directly in front and poor depth perception. Prey 

animals often have a sensitive sense of smell and acute hear-

ing to compensate for poor visual focal acuity. 

The distribution of photoreceptors in an eye matches the 

area where visual acuity is needed. Animals that live on the 

African plains need an excellent line of sight, and so have a 

horizontal line of high-density photoreceptors. Tree-dwellers 

need good vision all around, and so sight tends to a symmet-

rical distribution, such that acuity decreases from the center. 

Flight is especially taxing on the vision system. Males 

that mate mid-air have tremendous visual acuity, as they 

need to spot and assess potential mates against a flowing 

panorama.  

At the other extreme, animals active at night tend to have 

larger eyes to increase light capture. Nocturnal animals tend 

to methodical movements as low light limits sight. 

Many animals see far more of the world than humans can. 

Some moths can see color at night when we can hardly see at 

all. The color sense of moths is limited, as they are dichro-

mats: able to see 2 color pigments and thus able to distin-

guish yellow, green, and blue, but unable to perceive red, 

which is a longer wavelength. Dichromats can see ~10,000 

colors. 

Most land mammals are thought to be dichromats. Ma-

rine mammals are cone monchromats: unable to perceive dif-

ferent color hues as they have only one type of cone cell. More 
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particularly, both orders of sea mammals – pinnipeds (seals, 

sea lions, and walruses) and cetaceans (dolphins and whales), 

have cones that perceive mid-wavelength light, which corre-

sponds to green, which travels best underwater. 

Humans and closely related primates are trichromats: 

color conveyance from 3 different cone types, thus able to see 

red as well as green and blue. Each of the 3 different cone 

types in a human eye can perceive about 100 distinct color 

gradations. The combinatorial effect allows trichromats to 

see millions of colors. The human eye can distinguish over 7 

million colors. Red cones predominate in the human eye as 

an evolutionary adaptation to see subtle changes in skin tone 

and facial expression. 

There are exceptions to human trichromacy. Females 

have 2 X chromosomes, as contrasted to male XY chromoso-

mal configuration. Via an anomaly in X inactivation (nor-

mally only 1 X chromosome is active), a tiny percentage of 

females carry cone cell pigment variants which provide for 4 

kinds of cone cells. This aberration affords tetrachromacy, 

and thereby discrimination of 100 million shades of color. 

 Monkey Vision  

Old World monkeys are trichromats, as are female New 

World monkeys. Most male New World monkeys are red-

green colorblind. 

Howler monkeys are an exception. Thanks to a duplicated 

gene on their X chromosomes, both female and male howlers 

see red. The reason is leaves. Howlers graze on leaves when 

fruit cannot be found. The monkeys prefer younger, more nu-

tritious leaves. The reddish hue of new leaves makes them 

more pronounced with trichromatic vision: hence the adapta-

tion, and trichromacy in Old World monkeys, where leaves 

are common fare. 

Other New World monkeys usually go for insects instead 

of leaves when there's no fruit, so dichromatic vision is a bet-

ter lifestyle fit. 

Color can impede ability to see patterns, borders, and tex-
tures. Insects hide and camouflage. ~ Canadian biological an-
thropologist Amanda Melin 
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Marsupials are trichromats. Some insects, including the 

honeybee, are also trichromats, but are receptive to a higher 

wavelength range: ultraviolet, blue, and green, instead of 

blue, green and red. 

Some cephalopods, including certain octopi, can produce 

vibrant color displays that adroitly match their desires, 

whether blending into the environment to disguise them-

selves or in acts of bodacious mimicry. This remarkable color 

shifting is achieved with eyes that are ostensibly color-blind. 

Mental color construction in cephalopods is achieved via 

odd vision hardware: an off-axis u-shaped pupil that affords 

chromatic aberration, where prismatic colors are perceived 

because different light wavelengths come into focus at differ-

ent distances behind the lens. The resultant visual imagery 

is not sharp but does give a sense of color. There may be un-

known means for mental sharpening. 

 

Theory predicts that 2 to 4 color receptors are ideal for 

the best color reception. Theory never met mantis shrimp.  

 Mantis Shrimp Vision  

Mantis shrimp are awfully fierce predators 

considering the seeming serenity of the clear, 

aquamarine tropical waters in which they live. 

They have what are widely considered the most 

complex eyes. Each eye has 3 separate sections, 

mounted on a flexible stalk that can be swiveled 

any which way.  

Humans have 4 types of light-sensitive pig-

ment cells, including 3 for color. Mantis shrimp 

have 16 kinds of photocells, 12 of which sense color.  

A mantis shrimp eye can perceive a broad color palette in 

a frequency range from ultraviolet to infrared, including po-

larized light. The characteristics of ambient light vary in sea-

water depending upon depth.  
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Mantis shrimp vision is tunable. Differ-

ent individuals can express different light 

filters appropriate to the depth at which the 

shrimp lives. Received images are clear, 

with excellent depth perception befitting 

their predatory lifestyle. 

Not surprisingly, mantis shrimp are dappled with fluo-

rescent markings attuned to maximize conveyance to other 

shrimp, affording clear signaling of the postural gesturing 

that the shrimp use in mock combat between males, as well 

as more subtle courtship rituals. 

 

The last known ancestor shared between humans and oc-

topi might have been a worm of some sort; but humans and 

octopi have eyes that bear more than passing resemblance. 

Both roughly resemble a camera, in having a single lens at 

front, with a light-sensitive sheet – the retina – at the rear. 

The only reasonable conclusion, based upon a myriad of data 

relating to development and structural details, is that octo-

pus and human eyes evolved independently, but converged to 

similar solutions. Similar, but with significant differences. 

Octopus eyes are more straightforward. The light-sensitive 

receptors point out to light, with neural pathways running to 

the optic nerve. 

Human eyes have the receptors at the back of the neural 

cluster, requiring light to pass through a neuronal mesh to 

reach rods and cones. This arrangement makes the optic 

nerve a blind spot. 

It is difficult to account for the convoluted arrangement 

of the human eye. While retinal tissues are largely transpar-

ent, various nerve cells in front of the rods and cones obstruct 

incoming photons, changing the wave energy. There is no ev-

idence that this is some sort of sublimation process, such as 

acting as a wave guide. There is no geometric precision in the 

arrangement of the cells in front of the rods and cones. 

Though not a primary photoreceptor, ganglion cells are 

sensitive to light level. There may be some optimality in the 

ganglion layer getting an account of overall brightness before 
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the residual photons terminally deposit themselves in rods 

and cones; but that is purely speculative. 

The human retina is an integrated cellular construct. The 

light reception cells are embedded within a support structure 

that has an ample blood supply immediately available. This 

arrangement supports a continuous regeneration of photo-

sensitive pigments, facilitating rapid adjustment to changing 

light conditions. 

The human eye is the most energetic organ in the body, 

consuming, on a per-gram basis, more oxygen than the brain. 

Sustaining such a high metabolic rate is likely beyond the 

capability of an octopus eye. But then, octopi live underwater, 

at lower light intensity, and probably do not have to maintain 

a high photo-pigment turnover. 

While depth perception is had by many cues, binocular 

vision improves depth perception. Many organisms, espe-

cially predators, have binocular vision. 

Conversely, maximizing field of view is valuable for po-

tential prey. Hence monocular vision, where each eye may 

provide separate viewing. The mind creates panoramic im-

ages, though without sharp focus. Mammals subject to pre-

dation, such as rabbits and horses, have monocular vision.  

Most birds have monocular sight. But predatory birds, 

such as owls and hawks, have binocular vision. 

Sight is more than mental images, which come in dreams, 

as well as waking daydreams, without external input. Is 

sight limited to vision: visual images from the eyes to the 

mind-brain? Are eyes necessary for sight? In other words, is 

sight necessarily form and function, or does image processing 

via different reception qualify as sight? This is not just a se-

mantic issue. 

Numerous species hide themselves in plain sight. Is gen-

erating camouflage a product of sight? Cephalopods create 

camouflage effects beyond their visual capabilities. A plant 

vigorously responds to light. Is it blind? Is echolocation sight, 

or is it hearing? 
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 Echolocation  

Bats, narwhals, beluga whales, dolphins, and a small 

smattering of people use echolocation to see. They emit sonic 

clicks that return to the ears and are transcribed into mental 

pictures of the environment. 

 Narwhals  

Narwhals are medium-sized whales, closely related to the 

beluga. Their most distinctive feature is a lengthy unicorn-

like tusk extending from a protruding canine tooth. This tusk 

is an exquisite sensor: detecting temperature, pressure, sa-

linity, and other environmental features. 

Unlike other whales, narwhals spend all their secretive 

lives in extreme Arctic conditions, primarily in waters off 

Greenland and the eastern coast of Canada. Narwhals can 

live up to 50 years. The Arctic waters are a fertile hunting 

ground. But living in the bracing waters has its hazards.  

Like all marine mammals, narwhals have to come up for 

air every 25 minutes or so. Some die from suffocation when 

the sea ice suddenly freezes over. 

There is more darkness than light in the Arctic seas, es-

pecially when diving into the depths to hunt. Hence narwhals 

employ echolocation to see. 

Narwhal echolocating clicks are produced by organs 

known as phonic lips, at a rate of up to 1,000 per second. 

These exit through a narwhal's head, which works like a lens 

in bundling the clicks into a narrow beam. How that is phys-

iologically possible is not known. 

The echoes that bounce back are picked up by fatty pads 

in the narwhal's lower jaw. As with bats, narwhals can nar-

row or widen their echolocating beams at will. Broad beams 

are used to focus in on prey at close range. 
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 Daniel Kish  

Brain structures that process visual information in sighted 
people process echo information in blind echolocation experts. 
~ Canadian psychologist Lore Thaler et al 

As an infant, American Daniel Kish had retinoblastoma: 

an aggressive cancer that attacks the retinas. To save his life, 

both eyes had been removed by the age of 13 months.  

Nowadays, as a social grace, he wears prosthetic eyeballs, 

which get gummy and need cleaning a couple times a day. 

At 2 years old, Kish naturally developed a click acousti-

cally ideal for echolocation. The click sound waves travel at 

more than 300 meters per second, bounce off objects, and 

make their way back to the ear at the same rate. 

That's good, but hardly compares to bats, which click and 

hear at much higher frequencies, enabling bats to navigate 

their way through a crowd of thousands of other bats and nab 

millimeter-sized insects on the fly. 

Bats can get detailed pictures of their immediate environ-

ment at incredible speed despite having a brain many times 

smaller than the human auditory cortex. It is an exemplary 

proof that the brain is only a facsimile. Mental processing is 

entirely an energetic exercise, with diffident physical corre-

spondence. 

Kish can tell a building 300 meters away, a tree from 9 

meters, and another person from 2. He can tell the difference 

between a car, a pickup truck, and an SUV. Up close he can 

echolocate a 3-cm pipe. 

Echolocation works thanks to stereo 3D ears: an ear on 

each side of the head and depth perception by mental pro-

cessing. A noise off to one side reaches the closer ear a milli-

second (1/1,000th second) sooner: enough gap for the human 

auditory complex to process. People can process sound a very 

few degrees off-center. 

Like recognizing a voice in a crowd, Kish can hear his 

sonic reflections amid tremendous ambient noise. A detailed 

picture emerges, though of course without color. Flowers 

sound soft, while stones echo hard and crisp. 

Echolocation is not easy for humans to master. Kish, who 

teaches echolocation, compares it learning to play the piano: 
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anyone can get the basics, but very few play Carnegie Hall. 

Only 10% quickly catch on. 

The National Federation of the Blind, jealous of Kish, is 

the blind leading the blind. Its executive director strains to 

politely observe about Kish, "let's just say he is unique." 

Their way is learning how to use a long white cane. 

 Hearing  

Hearing is defined as sound detection. Sound perception 

is termed audition. Paying attention to sound is listening. 

Sensing sound involves percussive perception. One natu-

rally tends to think of vision processing as forming mental 

spatial patterns, while hearing nominally creates temporal 

patterns. But the processes involved to deliver sensations are 

not so simple. Echolocation is perceived by the ears, yet the 

brain processes its reception into spatial imagery. 

 Sound  

Sound comprises a sequence of audible mechanical waves 

of oscillating pressure moving through one or more media: air 

or other gases, liquids, or solids. Like light waves, sound 

waves can be reflected, refracted, or attenuated by the me-

dium they travel through. Attenuation of sound through still 

air or water because of viscosity is negligible. But wind or 

water movement refracts sound, either dispersing or focusing 

the waves. 

Sound travels through gases, plasma, and liquids as lon-

gitudinal waves. Sound through solids travels as both longi-

tudinal waves and transverse waves. Longitudinal waves run 

the same direction of vibration as travel, while transverse 

waves (in solids) oscillate perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation. 

A sound wave periodically displaces the medium it travels 

through, the displacement periodicity being the inverse of its 

frequency. The energy carried by a sound wave converts back 

and forth between the potential energy or strain of the mat-

ter and the kinetic energy of the oscillations of the medium. 
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As with other waves, sound is a complex phenomenon, 

with characteristics of frequency, wavelength, amplitude, 

pressure, intensity (energy density by velocity), and direc-

tion. For example, sound can be focused like an optical lens 

focuses light. A sonic lens can squeeze a sound wave down to 

a spot smaller than its wavelength, which was long thought 

impossible. 

The ancient Tibetan singing bowl is a bronze vessel that 

makes a sustained ringing sound when rubbed around the 

edge by a leather mallet. The Tibetan singing bowl holds a 

key to sonic fluid dynamics. Rubbing a singing bowl vibrates 

the water inside the bowl at a frequency that creates Faraday 

waves, which oscillate at half the speed of the bowl's vibra-

tions. Water drops that break off from the Faraday waves 

levitate inside the bowl: sitting on the surface and skipping 

like stones across water. 

Sound frequency is measured in hertz (Hz), coined in 

honor of German physicist Heinrich Hertz, who proved in 

1889 that electromagnetic waves existed.  

 

The 2 intertwined facets of hearing are how an animal 

hears, and what it is capable of hearing. 

 Range  

While overlap is ubiquitous, the range of hearing varies 

considerably among animals. From an evolutionary perspec-

tive, hearing is attenuated to communication and survival 

needs, such as for hunting or avoiding becoming prey. 

Compared to many mammals, humans have a narrow 

hearing range: 20–20,000 Hz. The human ear is better at 

deep sounds, with drop-off at higher pitches. Unsurprisingly, 

human hearing is optimized to the vocal range of the human 

voice. 

Like all mammals, humans' hearing changes during life. 

Infants and children have very sensitive hearing. Later in 

life, high-pitched sounds become harder to hear. 
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Elephants hear from at least 14–12,000 Hz. Elephants 

communicate long distances at low frequencies, which carry 

well without distortion. 

Dogs have a range of 40–46,000 Hz, seals 200–55,000 Hz, 

rodents 1,000–100,000 Hz, and dolphins 70–150,000 Hz, as 

well as possessing echolocation as a sonic wave-based sight 

sense. 

 Ears  

Ear placement and shape serve a variety of functions, in-

cluding sensitivity to sound and ability to sense the direction 

of sound. 

Owls have asymmetrical ears: one lower on the skull than 

the other. Sounds from a single source reach the ears at 

slightly different times. This binocular hearing lets owls pin-

point the source of a sound with tremendous positional accu-

racy. 

 Katydids  

A rainforest katydid was the first in-

vertebrate to have the 3-stage hearing 

system common among vertebrates.  

Mammalian hearing starts with an 

airborne pressure wave thumping the eardrum. The drum 

jiggles tiny bones that translate large eardrum vibrations 

into smaller sloshes, which are sent to a liquid-filled cham-

ber. 

Katydid ears sit below the knees, with an eardrum on 

each side of a leg. They don't use translating bones. Instead, 

plates attached to katydid eardrums do the job.  

A pressure wave bends each drum inward. That motion 

pushes a small translator plate on each drum outward. The 

plate vibration sends smaller ripples into a liquid-filled 

chamber inside the leg. 

 Humans  

Some animals can detect only vibrations passing through 

water, while others only hear vibrations carried by the 
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ground. But humans can hear vibrations carried through 

gases, liquids, and solids.  

Bone conduction transmits sound waves by vibrations of 

the skull bones, directly stimulating sound-sensitive cells in 

the inner ear. Humans hear their own voice via bone conduc-

tion. A hearing aid can help some totally deaf people by en-

hancing bone conduction. 

 

Although some people can wiggle their ears, human 

auricles have little importance compared to other mammals. 

Many mammals, especially those with large ears, such as 

rabbits, can move their auricles in various directions to focus 

sound detection. 

In social mammals, ears may act as 

subconscious communication signals. Dog 

ears often indicate mood.  

 

After being collected by the auricle, sound waves pass 

through the ear canal to the eardrum, causing it to vibrate.  

Human eardrums shift toward the same direction that 

the eyes are looking. When looking left, for instance, the 

drum of the left ear is pulled further into the ear, while the 

right eardrum is pushed out. Eardrum movement begins as 

early as 10 ms before the eyes even start to move and contin-

ues for a few tens of milliseconds after the eyes stop. 

Eardrum vibrations are transmitted through the ossicles: 

the chain of bones in the middle ear. There are 3 ossicles: the 

malleus (hammer), the incus (anvil) and the stapes (stirrup).  

The ossicles sit in the air-filled cavity called the Eusta-

chian tube. The Eustachian tube helps ventilate the middle 

ear and maintains equal air pressure on both sides of the ear-

drum. 

Eardrum vibrations move the malleus, which hammers 

the incus, which then stirs the stapes.  

Vibrations passing from the relatively large area of the 

eardrum through the ossicles to a smaller area concentrate 

vibrational force, amplifying sound. By the time a percussive 
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wave has traveled from the eardrum to the oval window, it 

has been amplified over 20 times. 

When sound vibrations reach the stapes, it rattles the 

oval window: the membrane-covered opening to the inner 

ear. The oval window sets in motion the fluids in the 3 semi-

circular canals, which help provide a sense a balance. Each 

canal has hair cells with cilia that act as motion sensors. The 

hair cells turn fluid motion into an electrical signal that trav-

els to the brain via the vestibular nerve.  

The cochlea is a spiral cavity, filled with watery fluid 

bathing hair cells that detect vibration through cilia. As with 

the semi-circular canals, the hair cells in the cochlea create 

an electrical sound signal which is carried by the auditory 

nerve to the brain. The auditory nerve and the vestibular 

nerve are 2 branches of the vestibulocochlear nerve. 

 

Both hearing and touch rely upon perception of vibra-

tions. A combination of weak sound and weak vibration ap-

plied to the skin is better detected than either signal alone. 

A sound/vibration combination boosts the perceived volume 

of a sound. 

Vestibulocochlear 

nerve 

Eardrum 

Auricle 

Skull 

Ossicles 

Cochlea 

Eustachian tube 

Semi-circular canals 

Pharynx 

Canal 

Human Ear 

Oval window 
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Hearing a sound can boost touch sensitivity, though the 

sound frequency must correspond with the felt vibrational 

frequency. A vibration felt at a lower frequency than a sound 

tends to skew the pitch heard downwards, and vice versa. 

Sound can bias whether a vibration is felt. The converse is 

also true. 

Hearing may be an evolved sense of touch, better attuned 

to frequency analysis. The region of the human brain associ-

ated with sound processing is activated during touch. 

 Audition  

Auditory functioning is incredibly intricate, making vi-

sion seem simple by comparison. 

 By the Whiskers  

Using their facial whiskers, harbor 

seals can sense the size and shape of an ob-

ject by the wake it makes in the water. 

They can discern a difference as small as 

2.8 cm.  

A seal can detect different species of 

fish by the wake they create, as well as size, letting a seal 

selectively pursue promising prey. 

 Other marine mammals with facial whiskers, including 

otters and sea lions, have whisker sight; an exceedingly use-

ful sense for fishing in murky or low-light water. Or is that 

whisker hearing? 

 

People hear primarily by detecting airborne sound waves 

which are collected by the auricle, which also helps locate the 

direction of the sound's source. We automatically incorporate 

reflected ambient sound properties in determining the loca-

tion of a sound source.  

We are even sensitive to the more aesthetic aspects of the 

environment. Subtle changes are noticeable.  
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We sense silent objects that obstruct sound. This affords 

the capability for echolocation. Such hearing sensitivity oc-

curs in other animals and even surpasses ours in various 

ways. 

Memory plays a critical role in audition. Human pitch 

memory is impressively accurate. In singing or just imagin-

ing a song heard before, chances are it will be done in a mu-

sical key very close that the one it was recorded in. Small 

melodic phrases, or even single note, can be accurately re-

membered by the average person. 

Appreciating the deep structure of music is innate. The 

pitch difference between notes (musical interval) is readily 

recognized, as are the most common intervals used in popular 

and classical music. 

More abstract qualities are also inherently appreciated, 

including how melodic themes relate to variations, how notes 

in successive chords relate to each other and their implied 

tonal center (root chord), and how melodies resolve to com-

pletion. 

Despite the fact that most of us are unfamiliar with the tech-
nical terminology of music, nearly all of us have implicit 
knowledge of these characteristics. ~ Lawrence Rosenblum 

The deep structure of music underlies how musical pieces 

are organized to convey emotionally-resonate meaning. 

Styles of music are readily recognized. Non-musicians can 

identify similar styles and even have a sense of historical con-

text. 

This ability is by no means unique to humans. A carp can 

tell the difference between baroque and the blues.  

Songbirds can suss differences in tonality and structure 

that people struggle with. The apex of avian musical ability 

far surpasses that of humans. For one, the stakes are higher. 

Unlike men, the mating success of male songbirds utterly de-

pends upon their tunes. Avian females showing no pity for a 

male's ditty leaves him singing the blues. 

 Mole Cricket Audition  

Some animals improve audition when it matters most.  
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Mole crickets are large burrowing insects that live under-

ground in extensive tunnel systems. Mole crickets live in 

every continent except Antarctica, and are commonly consid-

ered pests, except in East Asia, where they are considered a 

tasty fried snack. 

A male mole cricket rapidly rubs his forewings together 

to sing seductive songs to attract a female. But first he builds 

a concert hall: sculpting an acoustically excellent horn in a 

burrow which sonically enhances and amplifies his chirps.  

Having optimized for audition, he auditions. The male 

performs with his head at the front of the horn, getting the 

best possible sound. 

Grylloptalpa gryllotalpa is a mole cricket with small 

wings and shallow teeth on its file. It chirps a quiet song at 

~1,600 Hz. Another species, G. vinae, loudly sings at 3,500 

Hz with its large wings and deep-toothed file. (Note that 

higher pitch carries a shorter distance through vegetation, 

and so may be compensated via volume.) 

G. vinae builds a double exponential horn with smooth 

walls. The 2nd bulb in the concert hall acts as a resistive load 

for the vibrating wings, concentrating the sound to a disc-

shaped patch just above the burrow.  

The lower-pitched G. gryllotalpa builds a single-chamber 

larger cavity that effectively amplifies at that frequency.  

Hence, the burrow, wing structure, and singing of male 

mole crickets are all precisely co-adapted to entice females of 

their respective species. 

 Language Sounds  

Music and language are intimately coupled. ~ American 
speech researcher Gavin Bidelman et al 

Linguistics is the study of language. Phonology is the 

study of language sounds. 

Hearing well demonstrates the interplay between genetic 

disposition and actualization from life's experiences. One's 

native tongue largely determines the ability to discriminate 

sounds.  

The mishmash of English is auditory oatmeal. By con-

trast, Chinese is a songfest, with a rich array of nuances in 
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pitches and bends. While all the diphthongs in English are 

falling, Mandarin has both rising and falling sequences.  

Mora is a phonological unit regarding syllable weight, re-

lated to emphasis and timing. The Chinese language has a 

morae variety that far surpasses English. 

Perfect pitch is being able to identify a note upon hearing 

it. Only 8% of native English speakers have perfect pitch, 

whereas 92% of native Mandarin speakers have perfect pitch.  

Genetics establishes only the outliers of perfect or pa-

thetic pitch (tone deafness). Generally, hearing pitch can be 

learned. Early childhood exposure to subtly tuned sounds en-

ables greater discrimination ability.  

 Human Speech  

Listening is the receiving end of human speech. Our hear-

ing is optimized for our vocal range.  

Apes and newborn babies can breathe and drink at the 

same time. Adult humans cannot. The lower position of the 

larynx (voice box) prohibits this, for the trade-off of vocal ar-

ticulation that would otherwise be absent.  

Australopiths had a voice box like that of apes, and so 

limited vocalization ability. The human larynx is an adapta-

tion within the past 3 million years. 

The voice box is not the factor in articulation. The shape 

of the palette, allowing for greater tongue movement, the vo-

cal cord nerve clusters, and other related parts all afford the 

capability for highly articulated speech that is lacking in 

many other animals. Alas, the sophistication of the human 

voice is no match for a songbird. 

 Touch  

To enjoy life, we must touch much of it lightly. ~ French 
writer Voltaire 

Touch is the longest single entry in unabridged dictionar-

ies of many languages. The associations are incredibly rich, 

if a bit touchy. Feeling comes from being touched emotion-

ally. Stay in touch. 

Of all the senses, touch produces the most intense memo-

ries. Touch makes the world seem real like no other sense. 
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Humans can compensate, at least somewhat, for loss of 

vision, hearing, or smell/taste. But blocking tactile sensation 

produces a profound, unshakable disorientation that quickly 

leads to psychosis. Touch defines our sense of reality. 

Learning through touch is instinctual; as important as vision 
for retaining information. Even newborns can recognize objects 
by touch alone. ~ American cognitive scientists Derek Cabrera 
& Laura Colosi  

 Skin  

Years wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the 
soul. ~ American general Douglas MacArthur 

 Every living entity, from a cell to 

the walking colony known as a human, 

has a physical barrier of delineation. 

Cell have membranes. Plants and ani-

mals have functionally differentiated 

organs that act as boundaries between 

the inner and outer world. The human 

body is largely surrounded by skin. 

Skin is one the largest single human organs. Skin covers 

5.5 m2 for an average adult male and weighs 3.6 kg: 6–8% of 

total body weight. A piece of skin the size of a US quarter has 

3 million cells, 100 sweat glands, 50 nerve endings, 1 meter 

of blood vessels, and nearly as many lymph vessels.  

The entire skin of a body has 640,000 sensory receptors 

connected to over 1/2 million nerve fibers. Each fingertip has 

over 3,000 touch receptors. Sense receptor spacing varies 

from 7 to 135 tactile points per cm2. 

There are distinct task-specialized touch receptors which 

may work in complementary fashion. Their relative densities 

vary depending upon an area's tactile employment. 

Meissner's corpuscles are mechanoreceptors sensitive to 

light touch. They detect if an object is slipping from your 

grasp. 

Merkel cells detect prolonged pressure. Besides appreci-

ating texture, Merkel cells convey information about an ob-

ject's weight and how tightly you are gripping it.  
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So, Meissner's corpuscles and Merkel cells work together 

to let you hold eggs without crushing or dropping them. 

Human genitals, which work part-time as pleasure cen-

ters, are rich in Meissner's corpuscles. So too nipples. But few 

Merkel cells are employed there – which is why you cannot 

read braille with your penis, clitoris, or breasts.  

Melanocyte skin cells sense ultraviolet light using a pho-

tosensitive receptor – rhodopsin – also found in the eye. As a 

protective measure, UV light triggers melanogenesis within 

hours. Melanogenesis is the production of melanin. Melanin 

is a pigment, ubiquitous in nature, that acts as a photopro-

tectant. Melanin absorbs 99.9% of UV radiation, transform-

ing it into harmless heat, which is why sun-exposed skin is 

excessively warm.  

Hair follicle density goes from zero on the lips to 150,000 

per cm2 on the scalp. 

Skin in thinnest – 1/10th millimeter – on the eyelids, 

lower abdomen, and external genitalia, and thickest on the 

palms of the hands and soles of the feet: 3–4 mm. 

Skin orchestrates an array of functions:  

1) waterproofing and puncture-resistant protection;  

2) guarding against foreign invasion as part of the im-

mune system;  

3) temperature regulation: skin capillaries constrict to 

drive blood into the interior, conserving body heat, or 

enlarge to radiate heat from the interior; sweat also 

acts to cool via evaporation;  

4) a metabolic organ, with metabolism, storage, and ca-

tabolism of fat, along with storing and adjusting water 

and salt levels;  

5) a source of moisture and lubrication to other organs;  

6) vitamin D synthesis;  

7) excretion via the sweat glands;  

8) passer of gas, both in and out;  

9) blood pressure regulator: in a biological butterfly effect, 

the opening and closing of capillaries can assist in 

making large shifts in blood flow;  

10) a sensory organ, especially on the primary sources of 

contact with the external world: the palms and soles. 
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Skin is both protection and portal: blocking toxins and 

preventing excessive fluid loss but allowing organic nutrients 

in as well as expelling waste. 

The skin is the body's most adaptable tissue. From the 

velvet of a baby bottom to the parchment of a geezer's fore-

arm, skin tells a health story in thickness, color, shape, and 

function. Skin responds to the demand made upon it: becom-

ing thin and sensitive or calloused and unfeeling. 

Human skin owes its toughness and adaptability to being 

arranged in layers. The outermost covering, the epidermis, 

has 4 layers.  

The epidermis is continually being shed and replaced. An 

epidermal lifecycle is ~27 days. The epidermal layers have no 

blood vessels. They receive their irrigation and nourishment 

from the underlying dermis. 

The dermis is thicker than the other layers, housing all 

the blood and lymph vessels that service the epidermis; hair 

follicles, along with their sebaceous glands and erector mus-

cles; sweat glands; and most of the skin's nerve endings. 

The dermis is heavily laced with connective tissue, giving 

skin both its tensile strength and its pliability and elasticity. 

The connective tissue is woven into the subcutaneous connec-

tive tissue which further adheres to deeper layers. The der-

mal connective tissues also house the main healing 

mechanisms for the skin. 

The connective dermal web provides the changes in ap-

pearance of aging skin. Aging leads to moisture loss, a dy-

namic where the fullness of skin is literally drained away, 

leaving it drier, thinner, and wrinkled.  

Aged skin is less elastic. Dermal aging shows a person's 

biological age as opposed to chronological age. Heredity, diet, 

disease, trauma, and stress all make statements on the skin. 

 Botox  

Beauty is only skin deep, but ugly goes clean to the bone.  
~ American poet Dorothy Parker 

The anaerobic soil bacterium Clostridium botulinum se-

crets a toxic protein – botulin – during sporulation, as protec-

tion for the spores. Botulinum toxin (botox) is the most 
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powerful neurotoxin known, causing muscular paralysis and 

disrupting the autonomic nervous system in a wide range of 

animals, including fish, birds, and mammals.  

Botulism is the paralytic illness caused by botox, brought 

on by ingestion or wound contamination. Infants are partic-

ularly susceptible to botox poisoning by eating contaminated 

food. Honey is a known risk factor, particularly for babies in 

the their 1st year, accounting for 20% of infant botulism 

cases.  

All forms of botulism lead to paralysis that typically 

starts with facial muscles and spreads to the limbs. Severe 

cases paralyze the breath muscles, resulting in respiratory 

failure. 

In 2002, the FDA gave regulatory approval for botox in-

jections to temporarily improve the appearance of moderate-

to-severe frown lines between the eyebrows. There seems to 

be no wrinkle in governmental approval for medical self-

abuse that is less than lethal and not mind-altering. 

Botox injections, which temporarily mask facial wrinkles 

by inflammation and localized muscle paralysis, has become 

popular with vain women and men worldwide. Of those there 

is no shortage.  

Botox injections account for half of the 11 million US cos-

metic procedures, earning $2.7 billion in 2016. The American 

cosmetic surgery market altogether raked in more than $16 

billion in 2016. 

The risk and dangers of botox are well publicized. This 

anti-aging inanity is being successfully marketed to young-

sters. 

The effects of a botox injection may last up to 8 months; 

its effects are cumulative for repeated applications. Ironi-

cally, actors and actresses, who rely upon expressive facial 

muscles to show their skills, are high-profile users of botox 

"treatments," desperately striving for that youthful look 

while decimating the capability of conveying their craft. 
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 Skin and Mind-Brain  

We do not experience our body as a set of fragmented parts, 
but rather as a single entity. ~ Swedish neurobiologist Valeria 
Petkova 

The skin acts as the spatial map of the self, instrumental 

in proprioception: the physical sense of self. The mind-brain 

delineates self via nerves, mapping body parts from the skin, 

muscles, and bones, which are also nerve rich. This sensory 

homunculus is how the mind-brain separates functionality 

and pinpoints bodily locations. 

Phantom limb syndrome, where a person continues to feel 

that a missing limb is still there, exemplifies this mental 

mapping. Phantom limb syndrome is something of a misno-

mer, as the sensations also occur with various body parts, in-

cluding breasts, eyes, teeth, and even internal organs. 

The skin acts as a revealing surface of the mind at times. 

There are several skin responses, such as blushing, paling, 

goose bumps, sweating, chills, and clamminess, that reflect 

mental states. 

The skin is an advertisement of health throughout the 

body. Healthy circulation renders a pink, warm complexion. 

An unhappy liver yellows the skin and makes it clammy. 

Faulty diet paints the skin as oily or dry. Chronic anxiety and 

exhaustion darken the skin under the eyes. Pimples, boils, 

cysts, and rashes indicate chronic mental anguish and/or 

physical disorder. 

Our intelligence is a distributed, integrated system, with 

the mind-brain being headquarters, but with innumerable 

branch offices. Glia cells are distributed throughout the body 

and perform localized processing. This includes skin re-

sponses. 

 The Sense of Touch  

Not only our geometry and our physics, but our whole con-
ception of what exists outside us, is based upon the sense of 
touch. ~ English philosopher Bertrand Russell 

Touch is the mother of senses. Ancient amoebas had a 

well-developed sense of touch. From womb to tomb, the sense 
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of touch is the interface to the world, a constant flow in enor-

mous variety of sensation.  

Touch is the first sense to mature as an embryo. It is the 

sense of touch that convinces us that we live in a physical 

world. 

Generally, women have a more delicate sense of touch 

than men, owing to smaller fingers. The more petite digits 

have more closely spaced sensory receptors.  

Tactile acuity affords superior dexterity and explains why 

the superiority of so many crafts reliant upon manual dexter-

ity come from women's hands. As the senses go a long way in 

defining worldview, an enhanced sense of touch also partly 

explains why women typically have finer social sensitivity. 

 Wet  

The ability to sense humidity and wetness is an important at-
tribute in the animal kingdom. For many insects, discriminating 
between dryness and wetness is vital for procreation and sur-
vival. Sensing wetness is also critical for humans, for both be-
havioral and autonomic adaptations. ~ English physiologist 
Davide Filingeri et al 

There are no specific skin receptors for sensing moisture. 

Yet there is a distinct feeling we get when touching some-

thing wet. 

Wetness is a perceptual illusion: a mental construction 

through intricate multisensory integration. We learn to per-

ceive wetness through experience. 

 The human sense of humidity is temperature dependent. 

Whereas warm wetness is a modest sensation, moisture is 

keenly felt in the cold. This difference is an evolutionary out-

come. Being soaked in warmth can be soothing. In contrast, 

getting soggy when cold rapidly robs the body of heat, and so 

represents an environmental hazard. 

 

The other senses are exquisite sensitizations to touch: 

compressions of air on the ear drum; vibrant chemicals on the 

nasal membranes and taste buds; energetic photons hitting 

the retina.  
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Reflecting skin's protective role, pain receptors outnum-

ber all others. Pressure sensors come in second; different 

ones detect light or heavy, pressure transitory or constant. 

Then cold receptors, and finally, the sense of warmth. 

Heat and cold have specific nerve receptors. Other nerve 

endings may pick up on several or a wide variety of stimuli. 

8 different tactile nerve endings are known, but that's an un-

dercount. Nerve receptors are packed so closely to make un-

raveling exceedingly difficult.  

One sensor found everywhere on the skin are free nerve 

endings. Free nerve endings can sense light touch, pressure, 

and pain, as well as reacting to specific chemicals spilled from 

damaged cells. 

Touch sensors (mechanoreceptors) are most concentrated 

on the lips (hence the pleasure of kissing, especially lightly); 

and most sparsely on the back (hence the pleasure of back 

rubs). 

The acutely sensitive tactile corpuscle, located just below 

the epidermis, is most abundant on the lips and fingertips. 

This ending is particularly sensitive to a moving light touch, 

but quickly adapts (ceases to register) to constant contact. 

Expanded tip tactile receptors are like tactile corpuscles 

except that they continue to respond to long-continuing con-

tact, affording the ability to pinpoint an object in stationary 

touch. 

The human skin is covered with hairs that act as a prox-

imate sense of touch, and as a defense: one readily notices a 

small insect crawling on the skin because of hairs being dis-

turbed, not the skin per se being touched.  

Every hair on the body has a follicle wrapping: a hair end 

organ, which registers the slightest movement of each hair. 

There are distinct hair types, each with specific sets of sen-

sory receptors.  

The network of receptors distributed throughout the skin 

lets us construct a model of the proximate world. These re-

ceptors also connect to emotion processing, and so help suss 

and convey social intentions. A gentle touch speaks volumes. 

Bulbous corpuscles – pressure sensors located deep in the 

skin – are touched by massage. They do not rapidly adapt, 

and therefore sense continued pressure on deep tissues. 
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Bulbous corpuscles are particularly abundant at joints, thus 

informing about the location and movement of limbs. 

Pacinian corpuscles are in the skin and deeper tissues, 

but unlike bulbous corpuscles, Pacinian corpuscles adapt 

within a tiny fraction of a second, and so detect tics, fleeting 

pressures and distortions, and vibrations. 

Although the density distributions vary from one body 

area to another, no substantial patch of skin lacks nerve end-

ings. Interpenetration is so thorough that single tactile stim-

ulation almost never occurs. The sense of touch is an 

interdependent dynamic, informing about forms and textures 

without and within. 

 

Touch is central in building the foundations of social interac-
tion, attachment, and cognition. ~ German psychologist Antje 
Gentsch et al 

Tactile pleasure and pain are gradients that commonly 

mix in the mind. The nature of touch, its intensity and repe-

tition, as well as control over the source, shape the interpre-

tation of touch. 

Affectionately touching the skin of someone else gives an 

illusory impression of soft skin. The mind has the skin of a 

loved one feel silkier than it really is. 

Physical contact is essential to health: a form of psycho-

logical nutrition. Sensory malnutrition at any age can be de-

bilitating, but especially, like other deficiencies, is more 

alarmingly harming to the young. 

Biochemists point to elevated oxytocin levels to quantify 

the effect of nutritional touch, but that is like pointing to el-

evated glucose levels to quantify dietary nutrition: the meas-

ure is an inadequate statement of holistic effect. 

Trust and touch are often intertwined, as touch can be 

both a physical and emotive experience. While everyone en-

joy socially-affirming touch, women are more susceptible to 

tactile manipulation than men.  

Caressing can also be a vicarious pleasure. As a physical 

facet of empathy, the mind naturally reacts strongly to the 

sight of pleasurable contact between others – hence the pop-

ularity of romantic movies and pornography. 
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Babies are learning a great deal about touch in the uterus. 
They suck on their thumbs, grab the umbilical cord, and are 
constantly bumping against the walls of the mother's abdomen. 
~ American touch researcher Tiffany Field 

A human embryo develops a sense of touch in its 6th 

week, when it is less than 2 cm long. Beginning in the womb, 

touch guides development of brain regions related to social 

behaviors.  

Touch is central to the way that babies interact. ~ American 
neurobiologist Carissa Cascio 

Tactile stimulation is essential to infant survival. Studies 

from the early 20th century reported infant mortality reach-

ing 99% within a year of admission into orphanages where 

caretakers gave no care. Those that survived were forever 

marred by stunted growth and mental retardations.  

The same happens to young abandoned animals put into 

shelters or zoos where the time is not taken to act humanly 

to the inmates. Animals who receive early affectionate con-

tact develop superior functionalities and immunological re-

sistances.  

The effects are strengthened if fondled throughout matu-

ration. Licking is a common form of affectionate contact for 

many animals, the equivalent to human kissing. 

Mental disorders of all sorts are worsened by lack of pos-

itive physical contact with others. Violence, rage, and other 

emotional disturbances are related to tactile deprivation. 

 New Guinea Tribes  

American cultural anthropologist Margaret Mead ob-

served various tribes in New Guinea. Two in particular – the 

Arapesh and the Mundagamors – were studies in extreme 

contrast. 

The Arapesh delighted in their children, fondling them 

regularly. An infant was rarely out of someone's arms. Moth-

ers carried their infants in slings within them throughout the 

day. A child nurses 3 to 4 years. Mealtime was a happy time 

for both mother and baby, with much affection. Other adults 

reveled with affection to children. The Arapesh were paci-

fists: easy, gentle, peaceful; a society in which competitive or 
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aggressive games were unknown. Exploitative warfare was 

absent. 

In contrast, Mundagamors treated children as a labor. Of-

ten, before a child was born, there was discussion about 

whether to let it live. If the infant survived birth, it was car-

ried in a rough basket on its mother's back. The basket was 

hung on a wall while she was working. Infants were suckled 

only when their crying could not otherwise be stopped. As 

soon as suckling stops, back into the basket. An infant had to 

practically fight for food, clamping a mother's breast aggres-

sively, frequently choking, and infuriating a mother. The 

Mundagamors' nursing experience was, Mead wrote, "one of 

anger and frustration, struggle and hostility, rather than one 

of affection, reassurances, and contentment." As soon as a 

child could walk, weaning abruptly ended, even slapping a 

child when it approached the breast. Mead reported that the 

Mundagamors were "an aggressive, hostile people who live 

among themselves in a state of mutual distrust and uncom-

fortableness." Both men and women were warlike in temper-

ament, seeking power and position. The Mundagamors were 

cannibals. 

 Sensing Self  

Touch is a dialectic: touching the world defines the self. 

In touching something, 2 things are affected: the object 

touched and the person touching. Touch is an interplay be-

tween the object of experience and the sensation of the expe-

rience. 

Pleasure and pain are interpretations of touch. Those in-

terpretations define what is touched and how. 

Associations define the self. Associations are by definition 

what is touched and held and what is not.  

At the most intimate level, a human conveys to another 

person meaning via touch. In those moments the nature of 

self is revealed.  

The touch of desirous love is the epitome of emotive tactile 

sensation, for both giver and receiver; though sometimes, 

love is expressed in what is not touched. 
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 Synesthesia   

Synesthesia is a mixing of the senses. Synesthetes are 

people with synesthesia. This trait runs in families, albeit in-

consistently in its expression. 

Synesthetes consider synesthesia a normal condition un-

til they are surprised to discover otherwise – or, at least, not 

as pronounced in the general population. Most of our percep-

tions are a confluence of sensory input. 

A degree of synesthesia is inherent in many animals. 

Consistency from different sensory inputs is the formula for 

normalcy. Synesthesia somewhat simplifies mental pro-

cessing via harmonious input from multiple senses. 

Higher awareness and focus are prompted when sensory 

inconsistency arises. A sour note or bitter breeze cajole cau-

tion. Danger may be afoot. 

Most people agree that soft sounds are dimmer than loud 

ones, which sound bright by comparison. Sounds have color 

and vice versa – for instance, a "loud shirt." 

While smell and taste create a unified experience in mam-

mals, there is also interplay between smell and the percep-

tion of sound. For instance, smell and hearing converge in the 

olfactory tubercles of rodents. 

In one experiment participants took a whiff of various 

scents, ranging from apple to violet to wood smoke, and then 

were asked, after each smell sample, to associate the scent 

among a selection of musical sounds, played at varying 

pitches by different instruments: piano, string, woodwind, or 

brass. Consensus was easily had. Sweet and sour smells are 

high-pitched. Smoky and woody scents are lower pitched. 

Berries, such as blackberry and raspberry, are very piano. 

Vanilla has a mixed timbre of piano and woodwind. Musk is 

brazenly brassy. 

Taste has a similar sonic palette. Sweet and sour tastes 

hit a high note. Bitter taste resides in a low tone. 

Imagination plays a role in our sense of smell. People de-

tect a difference in smell when none exists other than by sug-

gestion.  

For taste, such a suggestion may be audible. Participants 

in an experiment ate the same toffee. One piece was savored 
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while a somber brassy bit of music played, filled with low 

tones. Another bite of toffee was enjoyed while a higher-

pitched piano piece played. The low-pitched toffee was more 

bitter, it was consistently reported; the high-toned toffee 

sweeter. The difference in toffee taste was simply that the 

sound tasted different. 

Sight tends to dominate smell for primates. The sight of 

something affects what we smell, but the opposite is also 

true. In an experiment using special glasses, participants 

saw 2 images simultaneously, 1 in each eye: of a marker pen 

and of a rose, though they were aware of only 1 image at a 

time.  

Binocular rivalry is long known. The mind registers see-

ing only 1 of the 2 images. More generally, the mind sorts out 

conflicting sensory inputs to create a coherent reception for 

itself. 

While viewing the images, participants were exposed to 

odorants that smelled either of roses or marker pens. The 

participants reported seeing the rose for a longer time when 

smelling rose scent, with similar bias when smelling the 

pens. Mixed images and scents were confusingly short by re-

call.  

Unless focus is applied, sensory processing is largely sub-

conscious, as are most mental processes. 

 Research History  

The ancient Greeks had an interest in the color of sound. 

Philosophers pondered whether the color (chroia, now termed 

timbre) of music was a quantifiable quality. English scientist 

Isaac Newton proposed that musical tones and color hues 

shared common frequencies; a sentiment echoed by German 

scientist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in his 1810 book The-

ory of Color. 

German psychologist Gustav Fechner was the founder of 

psychophysics: investigation into the relationships between 

physical stimuli, sensations, and perceptions. His 1871 thesis 

was on the color of letters (printed in black ink) reported by 

synesthetes. 
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English polymath Francis Galton, cousin of Charles Dar-

win, reported in 1880 on synesthesia from picturing symbols, 

such as the number 6. 

Research into synesthesia was brisk in several countries 

for a few decades. The difficulty in measuring subjective ex-

periences cooled research ardor among empiricists, as did the 

bent toward behaviorism that arose in the early 20th cen-

tury. Synesthesia research went moribund between 1930 and 

1980. 

Behaviorism is the ultimate "the surface is the depth" 

school of psychology. According to behaviorist philosophy, an-

ything and everything any organism can do is a behavior, 

whether acting, feeling, or thinking. What can be observed is 

equivalent to private processes such as emotion or cogitation. 

In the behaviorist creed, there is no need to consider hy-

pothetical constructs such as mental processing. Never mind 

the mind. Psychological disorders are best treated by modify-

ing behavior patterns or altering the environment. 

Behaviorism was taken to its logical extreme by Ameri-

can behaviorist B.F. Skinner, who extended behaviorism into 

internal organic processes, where it didn't matter what a cell 

was thinking or feeling. 

The 1950s heralded a cognitive revolution in psychologi-

cal philosophy: that the mind matters. In this there is some 

overstatement, as behaviorism was always an American 

fashion. The interdisciplinary approach betokening the cog-

nitive sciences was a return to long-standing European sen-

sibilities. 

In the wake of the cognitive revolution came a revival of 

interest in synesthesia. Recent research indicates some 4% (1 

in 23) of the human population are synesthetes of some sort.  

 The Nervous System  
The nervous system is an energy system in the body. ~ Amer-

ican massage therapist Sandy Fritz 

Vertebrates have backbones housing a spinal column. 

The vertebrate nervous system is conveniently understood as 

having 2 primary aspects: the central nervous system and the 
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peripheral nervous system. This is a conversational distinc-

tion, as these systems are fully integrated.  

By the end of the 18th century the nervous system had 

been completely dissected, with the prevailing model that the 

brain and spinal cord act as a central division, and the body's 

nerve network a peripheral division.  

The peripheral nervous system transfers messages from 

sense receptors to central processing, and takes messages 

from central to internal operators, such as muscles and 

glands. This is a simplification, because all organs are both 

sensory in providing information to central and subject to au-

tonomic control from central. Mental stress, for example, is 

pervasive throughout the body. The peripheral nervous sys-

tem is long known to be plastic, as healing from a wound re-

connects feeling from once-severed nerves. 

The central nervous system – brain and spinal cord – com-

prise command central. Scientists long regarded the central 

nervous system as lacking plasticity. Ignoring glia as mean-

ingful, neurobiologists only studied nerve cells, thus missing 

what would have been obvious given unbiased observation.  

Conventional dogma had long been that the human adult 

brain could not produce new neurons. That is true only to the 

extent that neurons themselves cannot regenerate. 

Only in the late 1990s was the dogma of "no new brain 

cells" shot down by irrefutable research that adults get fresh 

batches every day. But this re/generation is accomplished by 

glia growth – gliogenesis – which is mostly of astrocytes (a 

glia cell type), with new neural connections as an accompani-

ment.  

Freshly minted astrocytes morph into neurons as re-

quired. The nerve cells that make up 10% of the brain are 

simply communication conduits.  

Glia are active during mentation and manage both brain 

processes and nerve cells. Neurons are not the key player in 

physiological processing that has long been supposed. But we 

start there. 
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 Neurons  

Happiness means quiet nerves. ~ American comedian W.C. 
Fields 

Neurons are the peons of the nervous system, which com-

prises the brain, peripheral nerves, and a middleman: a ver-

tebrate's spinal cord, or an invertebrate's nerve cord.  

Neurons come in different shapes, sizes, and electrochem-

ical properties, with their morphology (structure) related to 

their specific function. Though there are numerous nerve cell 

types, all share the general function of signal transmission 

and reception. 

A typical nerve cell has 3 parts: dendrite, cell body (soma), 

and axon.  

The soma is a neuron's central processor, with a nucleus 

packing the genes for the bulk of the cell's protein production. 

A soma may vary from 4–100 mm in diameter depending 

upon neuron type. 

Around the soma are dendrites, which are a multiply 

branched bush, acting as sensory receptors for signals from 

other neurons. Dendrites convey electrical signals into the 

soma. The dendrites have a fractal aspect to maximize sur-

face area for reception. 

The lengthy nerve fiber is the axon, which can be over 1.5 

meters when running down an adult's legs, though most are 

much shorter. Axons in the necks of giraffes run the entire 

length of the neck: several meters.  

Neuron 

myelin sheath 

soma 
Schwann cell 

gap 

nucleus axon 

axon terminal 
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Most axons are insulated in a protective myelin sheath, 

made of fats and proteins. The myelin sheath is an outgrowth 

of a glial cell. 

1-micrometer gaps in the sheath – nodes of Ranvier – al-

low electrical signals to jump from one node to another. 

Glia attached to myelin – Schwann cells – facilitate and 

regulate nerve function. Each neuron is controlled by glial 

cells. 

Within a neuron, axons carry electrical impulses any-

where from 3–320 kilometers per hour. Some inter-neural 

communication is electrical, but much cell-to-cell communi-

cation – from the axon of a sending cell to the dendrite of a 

receiving neuron – takes place chemically. 

Generally, an axon terminates at synapses: specialized 

functional structures for transmitting signals between nerve 

cells, or from a neuron to another cell type. Electrical signals 

are translated to specific chemical signals. 

Ion channels essentially make the nervous system tick.  
~ American biochemist and neurologist Nina Schor 

At the axon terminal, tiny bulbous vesicles release neuro-

transmitters that traverse a synaptic gap to deliver chemical 

agents to dendrites of targeted receiver neurons. Synaptic 

gaps are so small that they can only be seen clearly using an 

electron microscope. 

There are many types of neurotransmitters, including do-

pamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine. These chemical 

agents can be excitatory – activating an electrochemical re-

sponse in dendrite receptors, or inhibitory – tending to block 

response by dendrite receptors. 

A typical neuron may have several thousand synapses. 

An adult human brain has 100–500 trillion synapses. 

Nerve pathways are constantly being rewired: their syn-

apses changing: strengthening by increasing the numbers of 

connections or weakening by losing synapses. Connections 

may also become more or less speedy. This incessant rewiring 

is controlled by glia as part of the process and product of life 

experience. 

The continual rejiggering of nerve pathways demon-

strates that glia are the physical repository of memory and 
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cognition, not neurons. If nerve cells were the physical sub-

strate of the intelligence system, such ongoing extensive re-

wiring would be disruptive. Instead, as glia are the 

physiological masters of the nervous system, the impact of 

neuron reassignment or death is negligible. 

 The Energy System  
Our own physical body possesses a wisdom which we who 

inhabit the body lack. ~ American writer Henry Miller 

Cellular communication relies upon chemical reactions. 

These reactions are changes in electrical charges and molec-

ular electron states. An animal nervous system employs a 

combination of direct electrical charge transfers and indirect 

electrical state changes that are chemically expressed molec-

ular transformations.  

Every organism, even those lacking an apparent nervous 

system, has an analogous electrochemical network. These 

systems are emblematic of the energy permeating Nature. 

Bioelectrical states are merely the observable subset of an 

organism's energetic experience.  

We human beings consider ourselves to be made up of "solid 
matter." Actually, the physical body is the end product, so to 
speak, of the subtle information fields which mold our physical 
body as well as all physical matter. ~ Czech-born Israeli Amer-
ican scientist Itzhak Bentov 

The lengyre is the life-force energy gyre that interfaces 

the physical body via the electrochemical network into extra-

dimensional entanglement. Traditional Chinese culture and 

medicine refers to a lengyre as chi (qi), albeit without direct 

reference to extra dimensions (ED). The term subtle body is 

also used for the life-force energy system. 

People experience lengyre sensations – their own sense of 

"energy" – but make no attribution as such because this 

knowledge is not acknowledged under the facile matterist re-

gime of empirical science. Hence few people are consciously 

aware of their lengyre, and even fewer appreciate the infor-

mation provided by the lengyre. 
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People conscious of their lengyre are sometimes admired 

for their sensitivity and prescience. Typically, people in post-

industrial cultures who acknowledge what they know about 

the life force are considered "not all there" while actually be-

ing more there than most. 

There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening that is 
translated through you into action. ~ American dancer and 
choreographer Martha Graham 

 Chakras  

The body is a vehicle of consciousness. Chakras are the 
wheels that carry this vehicle. ~ American psychologist and 
yoga teacher Anodea Judith 

The life-force energy systems – lengyres – of all organ-

isms have 4D focal points, but only the human energy system 

is well understood. A lengyre locus is called a chakra. 

The term chakra derives from the Sanskrit word for 

wheel. That is because chakras, when looked at head-on, re-

semble spinning vortices of energy. 

Humans have 7 major chakras. The energy of each chakra 

is layered, with the outer layer having radiative effect to the 

bodily energy system. 

Each chakra has a degree of openness and flow. This af-

fects a person disposition, awareness, and health. A person 

with open and balanced chakras that are well integrated is 

healthy and aware. Conversely, blocked or overactive chak-

ras are symptomatic of an unbalanced energy system, and a 

factor in chronic illness that takes physical and psychic ex-

pression. 

The root chakra (1) is located at the base of the spine, in 

the tailbone area, between the genitals and anus. The root 

chakra connects to the material world, affecting one's degree 

of feeling grounded and internally secure. A fearful person 

has a blocked root chakra. 

The sacral chakra (2), 5 cm below the navel and 5 cm in, 

relates to openness and intimacy, and hence sensuality. An 

emotionally repressed person has a blocked sacral chakra. 

Conversely, an overly emotive person has an overactive sa-

cral chakra. 
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The solar plexus (naval) chakra (3), in the stomach area, 

goes to sense of self: one's self-confidence and self-esteem. 

Self-control and discipline are centered in this chakra. The 

energy of the naval chakra is expressed in social interactions. 

A timid person has an underactive naval chakra, while an 

overbearing person's solar plexus chakra is working over-

time. The naval chakra is associated with the silver cord, 

which is a primary connection between the body and the 

other dimensions of existence (ED). 

The heart chakra (4), at the center of the chest, just above 

the heart, is about contentment and acceptance. A cold or un-

engaged person has a blocked heart chakra. An empathic per-

son has a healthy heart chakra.  

The heart chakra is also the central energy locus for 

emergently fabricating the body in conjunction with other 

chakras. Psychological well-being translates into bodily 

health via the heart chakra. 

The throat chakra (5), at the throat above the breastbone, 

relates to self-expression. Bad listeners who like to dominate 
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conversations have an overactive throat chakra. Those who 

easily deceive have a blocked throat chakra. 

The 3rd-eye chakra (6), in the center of the forehead be-

tween the eyes (at the browline), is key to intuition: having 

an open channel to receiving wisdom (insight). Rigid think-

ing, strongly held beliefs, and deference to authority result 

from a blocked or underactive 3rd eye. A person prone to fan-

tasy has an overactive 3rd-eye chakra. Just as the heart 

chakra is central to bodily emergence, the 3rd-eye chakra is 

the energy hub of the mind. 

The crown chakra (7), at the top of the head, concerns con-

nectivity with coherence: the cosmic fabric weaver of Nature. 

The natural bliss of Ĉonsciousness channels through the 

crown chakra into one's being. Stereotypical thinking or 

strong disinclination to spirituality signifies an underactive 

crown chakra. 

The paranormal is bunk. ~ English evolutionary biologist 
Richard Dawkins 

Conversely, philosophical intellectualization indicates an 

overactive crown chakra. The effervescent codifications of 

American author Ken Wilber are exemplary. 

In order to understand how the new holographic paradigm 
fits into the overall scheme of things, it is necessary to have an 
overall scheme of things to begin with. 

Formless realization contains no information about the world 
of form. Unless you find a way to take your nirvanic realization 
and express it in integral samsaric ways, you will end up creat-
ing a very petty, narrow belief-system that doesn't take into ac-
count the riches of the manifest realm. ~ Ken Wilber* 

The chakras are typically interpreted as having spiritual 

significance. Yet the energy system is biological in nature. 

Chakras are as mystical as computing technology is magical. 

That scientists have not investigated lengyres for lack of ad-

equate instrumentation or interest is meaningless. 

 

 
* Samsara, a concept in Hinduism & Buddhism, is the eternal cycle 

of birth, suffering, death, and rebirth. 
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Practical manipulation of the lengyre is the subject of ac-

upuncture. 

 Acupuncture  

 Acupuncture is a medical treatment for altering the flow 

of bodily energy through its 12 meridians (pathways). The 

practice of acupuncture involves inserting slender needles 

into 1 or more of ~365 points on the body. Acupuncture is 

based upon the principle that every organ and bone in the 

body is energetically connected to specific points near the 

body's surface.  

 History  

Sharpened stones and bones found in 

China from 6,000 BCE might have been used 

for acupuncture or may have been surgical in-

struments for drawing blood or lancing ab-

scesses.  

Documents from the Ma-Wang-Dui tomb 

in China 198 BCE refer to a system of energy 

pathways, albeit different from the model 

later accepted. No mention of acupuncture was made in these 

documents. But by 100 BCE, when The Yellow Emperor's 

Classic of Internal Medicine was published, acupuncture was 

well known. The text was a compilation of centuries-old tra-

ditions. 

Refinement of this knowledge continued. Bronze statutes 

from the 15th century show the acupuncture points used to-

day. 

During the early Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), The Great 

Compendium of Acupuncture and Moxibustion was pub-

lished. This book forms the basis of modern acupuncture. 

Dissection was long forbidden in China. The subject of 

anatomy did not exist. The understanding of chi and modify-

ing its flow came entirely from observing living patients. 
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Knowledge of acupuncture spread to other countries at 

various times. Japan and Korea imported Chinese ways dur-

ing the 6th century. Acupuncture came to Vietnam between 

the 8th and 10th centuries, when trade routes opened. 

European Jesuit missionaries brought back reports of ac-

upuncture in the 16th century. French clinicians were enthu-

siastic adopters. 

Interest in acupuncture in China declined from the 17th 

century as it became regarded as superstitious under West-

ern influence. Chinese acceptance of Western medicine at the 

start of the 20th century led to acupuncture being outlawed 

in 1929. 

After the Communist government took power in 1949, 

traditional medicines were once again allowed, including ac-

upuncture. This was considered a practical means for provid-

ing a basic level of health care during turbulent times. 

Interest in acupuncture developed in both Britain and the 

United States during the first half of the 19th century. But 

by mid-century, acupuncture had fallen into disrepute owing 

to its unlearned application.  

Revival of interest in the United States came in the wake 

of President Nixon's 1972 trip to China. New York Times re-

porter James Reston wrote of how acupuncture had provided 

pain relief when he had his appendix removed in China prior 

to Nixon's trip. 

 Treatment  

Disordered vortices form in the body when the flow of en-

ergy is disrupted. Stimulating these points can unblock or 

strengthen energy flow. 

Acupuncture is best known for alleviating pain. It is rou-

tinely used in China as an anesthetic during surgery. 

Energy flow is an integral aspect of holistic health. As 

such, many disorders can be treated using acupuncture. In-

fants have been effectively treated for colic using acupunc-

ture.  

As with all treatments, acupuncture has limits of efficacy. 

For chronic disease, if the patterns of behavior that led to 
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dissipation are not changed, acupuncture provides only 

short-lived relief. 

 Allergies  

Allergy arises when the immune system reacts to a nor-

mally harmless substance. This allergen causes a histamine-

based reaction that triggers inflammation. Histamine is ni-

trogen-based biochemical (C5H9N3). 

Acupuncture can cure allergies. While a patient holds a 

vial containing the target allergen, an acupuncturist stimu-

lates the proper points. 

Needles are then inserted to solidify the change in energy 

flow. The patient rests for 20 minutes with the needles in. 

Avoiding the triggering allergen for 24 hours helps accli-

mate the body to the altered chi. After that, encountering the 

previous allergen does not provoke a histamine reaction.* 

 Extra-dimensional Communication  

The senses extend beyond those that can be accounted for 

by physiological organs. This is a natural aspect of energetic 

existence. 

 The Feeling of Being Watched  

The most common demonstration of extra-dimensional 

communication is the sense of being stared at. Most adults – 

75% of Americans, and 97% of Europeans – have experienced 

the sense of being looked at from behind, then turning around 

and finding it so. 

Some pet owners claim that they can wake their sleeping 

cat or dog by staring at them. Numerous hunters and wildlife 

photographers get the sense that animals detect their gaze 

from afar even when they are well hidden. Conversely, some 

report having felt that they were watched by wild animals. 

 
* The author had his allergies cured via acupuncture. Unfortu-

nately, very few acupuncturists in the United States practice the 

proper technique. 
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The evil eye is a cultural ubiquity: mentioned in the Bible 

as well as many other ancient texts. 

The influence of an evil eye is a fact. ~ Arab Islamic prophet 

Muhammad 

 

Innumerable anecdotes exist of preternatural communi-

cations, including prescience. Though they abound, such sto-

ries are typically discounted as cold reading, collaborative 

fiction, or, at the least, faulty memory. Tales of telepathy are 

typically dismissed as coincidence at best.  

Cold reading comprises gleaning information about a per-

son through nuances in behavior and appearance. These 

techniques are commonly used by fraudulent mentalists, psy-

chics, fortune-tellers, and mediums to ply their respective 

paranormal trade. 

 Animal Tales  

Animal tales are somewhat harder to dismiss. The most 

frequent stories arise from pets, particularly dogs, which are 

the most common pet owing to their often being empathically 

attuned to their owners.  

A farmer's devoted dog one day refused a proffered treat 

from his keeper; the first time ever this long-standing ritual 

between the two at the end of the workday was not culmi-

nated. Though the farmer was in excellent health, he col-

lapsed and died shortly thereafter. 

At a public house, a normally calm dog suddenly became 

frantic, tugging at its owner's sleeve, half-dragging him out-

side. The owner left the building. Soon after, the building col-

lapsed, killing 9 and injuring 20 others. 

A bitch and her pup who lived together went for separate 

walks. On its own one afternoon, the pup was attacked by a 

mongrel. Days later, while the owner was walking the pup's 

mother, they came upon the mongrel. The mother immedi-

ately lunged into an attack. 

These foregoing stories may be accounted for by dogs hav-

ing more acute senses, particularly smell, hearing, magnetic 
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field detection, or their combination. Dogs are known to de-

tect illness, including cancer. Stories of animals – dogs, 

horses, domestic fowl – going berserk before earthquakes are 

legion.  

The most commonly cited psychic ability of cats is a dis-

appearing act when it is time to go to the vet, even when no 

clue is manifest (such as hauling out the cat carrier). Cats are 

also known to mysteriously make themselves scarce when 

facing any adversity their owners intend, including vanish-

ing before being taken away for good.  

But now let's go to back the dogs. The stories that are 

most clearly exemplary of energetic communication are those 

of distant accident and death. There are many. 

In 1991, David, a young British soldier, took the train 

from his home in Liverpool back south to his military base. 

Later than evening the family dog, Tara, became very agi-

tated: whining and violently shivering. She would not be 

calmed for over an hour. Then the telephone rang. A Birming-

ham hospital called to say that David had fallen from the 

train. His injuries, though severe, were not life-threatening. 

Tara showed delight during the phone call, then lay down 

and went to sleep. It was later learned that the dog had be-

come upset at the very moment that David fell from the train. 

A quarry worker took his dog to work with him every day. 

One day the dog absolutely refused. Shortly thereafter, there 

was an explosion at the quarry. 

A dog tried to prevent its mistress from driving a bor-

rowed car, even jumping for the keys to take them from her. 

The woman set off regardless and was killed when the car 

skidded into a wall. 

On a holiday excursion, a family finally stopped the car to 

let the unusually agitated dog out for a walk. Only then did 

they notice that the steering wheel was unsafe and could eas-

ily cause an accident. 

At home in London, a pet Alsatian suddenly became agi-

tated, then sullen and depressed. At the same time, thou-

sands of miles away on vacation in the tropics, its owner 

suffered a fatal heart attack. 
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 The Cat and the HMS Coventry  

A young Brit in the Royal Navy was close to his family's 

terrier. The dog would get excited 20–30 minutes before the 

young man came back home by train. The family would laugh 

about it. 

The young man was stationed on the HMS Coventry dur-

ing the Falklands war, which was a dispute over the Falk-

lands islands off Argentina, instigated by that country. In 

1982 Argentina sank the Coventry. The man perished. 9,700 

kilometers away, the family dog became terribly upset the 

moment his life was lost. The grief was overwhelming. The 

terrier pined away and died a few months later. 

 

There are also numerous stories of cats responding to 

their owner's distant demise. They may make unusual 

sounds: plaintive meows or howls. Others sink into sullen si-

lence or hide.  

Geography is irrelevant to telepathy. Distance is imma-

terial. There is an energetic entanglement of nonlocality. 

 The Ship Cook's Cat  

In Switzerland, Frank and the family tomcat were very 

close. Frank got work as a ship's cook.  

The tom used to wait for him at the door before he arrived 

back home. The cat knew Frank was coming home, even 

though his visits were irregular. 

One day the cat sat at the door, meowing with extreme 

sadness. The family finally let the cat into Frank's room. He 

sniffed at everything there but continued wailing.  

2 days later the family learned that Frank had died in 

Thailand while on a voyage. The tomcat had become upset at 

the time of Frank's death. 

 

There are many stories of people sensing a loved one sud-

denly dying, whether a pet or another person. More mun-

danely, anecdotal tales abound of telepathy between people, 

or between humans and other animals. There are numerous 
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stories of domestic cats and dogs that know when someone is 

about to telephone. 

 N'kisi  

Inspired by the famous parrot Alex, Aimée Morgana of 

Manhattan, New York, acquired a gray parrot: N'kisi. By the 

time he was 12 years old N'Kisi had a vocabulary of 1,500 

words. He usually spoke in sentences. 

Aimée noticed that N'kisi was a telepathic reader. The 

parrot would announce when Aimée was about to call some-

one.  

One time, Aimée was looking at a deck of cards with pic-

tures. N'kisi was in another room on a different floor. Aimée 

paused to look at a card that had an image of a vibrant purple 

car. At that moment, from upstairs, N'kisi said: "Oh, wow, 

look at the pretty purple." 

English biologist Rupert Sheldrake investigated N'kisi's 

psychic ability. These trials were videotaped. 

Aimée opened envelopes of images while N'kisi was in an-

other room. While she was looking at an image, N'kisi would 

often comment, correctly identifying the pictures 32% of the 

time (23 out of 71). That rate is statistically significant: far 

beyond random. 

 Termite Mounds  

Mound-building termites are endemic to parts of Africa, 

Australia, and South America. Mounds may reach 10 meters 

in height and contain 55 tonnes of material. 

The mounds are complex structures, with extensive tun-

nels and elaborate ventilation systems. Climate control is the 

point of a mound. The mound above serves to maintain air 

circulation, pressure, temperature, and moisture at ideal 

conditions for comfortable termite life. The termites live be-

low ground. 

In the 1920s, South African naturalist Eugène Marais 

made large breaches in termite mounds. Termite workers 

started repair from every side. Each would carry a grain of 

earth, coat it with its sticky saliva, and glue it into place.  
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Workers on different sides of a breach did not come into 

contact with one another. Termites are blind, so they could 

not see either. But the results were invariably a matched 

joining of sides. 

After making breaches, Marais divided the mound with a 

steel plate, with part of a breach on each side. The queen was 

segregated on one side of the colony by the standing steel 

plate. Half the colony had no access to the queen. 

Again, the termites executed symmetrical restoration 

that joined at the same place. Removing the plate showed 

this. The residual crack was quickly repaired. 

Marais dug into a plate-separated mound while such re-

pairs were underway, doing so in a way to minimize disturb-

ance to the nest. Then he killed the queen; whereupon all 

repair work ceased throughout the colony, even in the portion 

that had been segregated from the queen. 

 The Intelligence System  
General intelligence draws on connections between regions 

that integrate verbal, visuospatial, working memory, and exec-
utive processes. ~ German neurobiologist Jan Gläscher et al 

Intelligence processing is distributed throughout the 

body. Numerous functions are autonomous. Nonetheless, 

mentation is greater than the sum of the physical parts when 

it comes to making sense of the world.  

Organs and glands have some autonomy in meeting the 

needs they serve. Subconscious processes that alter under 

stress – such as heart rate and respiration – are regulated for 

readiness. The digestive system has its own intelligence sys-

tem in accomplishing tasks essential to nutrient intake and 

distribution. 

The peripheral nervous system is divided into the somatic 

nervous system and the autonomic nervous system. Whereas 

the somatic nervous system transmits voluntary impulses, 

the autonomic nervous system is the nerve network for inter-

nal functioning that is usual subconscious. 

The autonomic nervous system acts as a communication 

network for internal organs and glands. Autonomic functions 

include respiration, cardiac control, vasomotor activity, and 
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reflexes such as coughing, sneezing, swallowing, and vomit-

ing. The autonomic nervous system interfaces with the hypo-

thalamus in the brain. 

These are 3 divisions of the autonomic nervous system: 

parasympathetic, sympathetic, and enteric. The parasympa-

thetic nervous system is associated with glands and organs. 

The sympathetic nervous system facilitates homeostasis and 

helps prepare the fight-or-flight response. The enteric nerv-

ous system aids digestion.  

The pancreas is a complex factory for producing hor-

mones. The pancreas regulates blood sugar level and tissue 

metabolism. The pancreas is an intelligent monitor and reg-

ulator which affects the entire body. 

The spinal cord is one of the body's main communication 

networks, comprised of glia and their neurons. The spinal 

cord also has primal processing capability. Witnessing vio-

lence evokes a strong response in the spinal cord: prompting 

a quicker readiness than cognitive processing could give. 

Emotionally neutral or pleasant experiences barely register 

with the spinal cord. 

The physical intelligence system is thoroughly inte-

grated, with all cell types instrumental. Neurons provide raw 

data to glial cells for transformation into information. Be-

sides acting as a signal conduit, neural pathways perform 

some pre-processing for glia, which manage the physiological 

correlates to memory and other mentation. 

 The Brain  
General intelligence doesn't depend on specific brain areas 

at all, and just has to do with how the whole brain functions.  
~ American psychologist and neurobiologist Ralph Adolphs 

When one exists, an animal's brain harbors the control 

physiology for much of its body. The brain exerts centralized 

regulation over other body organs via nervous system con-

duction. 

Prototype brain circuits originated very early and have been 
maintained across animal species throughout evolutionary time. 
There are deep similarities between our brains and those of in-
sects. ~ English neurobiologist Frank Hirth 
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Though the brain acts as an entangled organ, there are 

processing loci within for certain functions. This provides an 

evolutionary advantage in being able to perform separate 

tasks simultaneously (parallel processing), such as auto-

nomic functioning and various forms of mentation. For in-

stance, the hypothalamus regulates the autonomic nervous 

system. During localized activity, other portions of the brain 

are actively contributing, albeit less intensely.  

Many brain communications are chemical, not electrical 

(as well as always being energetic). Calcium waves play a key 

role in the physiological correlate to cognition and memory.  

The brain acts on the body by driving chemical secretions 

and generating muscle activity patterns. Simple responses, 

such as reflexes, are mediated in the spinal cord or peripheral 

glia. More complex perception and behaviors involve the cen-

tral brain. 

All we ever observe is the concomitant variations or correla-
tions between states of the brain and states of the mind. Corre-
lation is not causation. ~ American physician Larry Dossey 

 The 10% Myth  

Change your thoughts and you change your world. ~ Nor-
man Vincent Peale 

A popular myth – fabricated and perpetuated by Ameri-

can Christian preacher Norman Vincent Peale – is that hu-

mans employ only 10% of their brains.* However happy the 

thought, it is a mathematical impossibility to apportion a 

percentage to routine brain activation. The grain of truth to 

this is that most people do not exercise sufficient self-control 

to discipline their minds or their lives to enjoy the abundant 

benefits that consciousness is capable of. 

 Anatomy  

The brain's importance to the body is emphasized by its 

physical protection. While capillaries in other parts of the 

body allow cells to absorb harmful substances from the blood, 

 
* This 10% myth assumes that the brain is responsible for menta-

tion, which is itself a myth. 
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the brain has a blood-brain barrier: a filter that grants lim-

ited permeability.  

Membranes in the brain's blood vessels screen out many 

substances of questionable integrity. Pharmaceutical makers 

have been daunted in trying to deliver drugs past the blood-

brain barrier. 

 Cerebrum  

The largest, topmost layer of the brain is the cerebrum. 

The external layer of the cerebrum is the nerve-rich cerebral 

cortex which houses physical sensory processing. The term 

cortex simply means outer layer. While only 5 millimeters 

thick, this gray matter has 1/3rd of all the nerve cells in the 

human brain.  

The cortex is a highly modular structure, with numerous 

specialized areas that communicate with each other through 

a distributed network of long-range connections. Processing 

requires routing neuronal activity across weakly-connected 

cortical regions. Signal strength across regions is maintained 
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via synchronicity in spiking activity, which is furthered by 

coherent oscillations. 

Oscillatory activity unleashes network resonance that ampli-
fies feeble synchronous signals and promotes their propagation 
along weak connections ("communication through resonance"). 
The emergence of coherent oscillations is a natural conse-
quence of synchronous activity propagation. ~ French neuro-
biologist Gerald Hahn et al 

Astrocytes help maintain neural oscillations, and so reg-

ulate neural network connectivity.  

Deeper with the brain, in the white matter, resides cen-

ters for voluntary motor control, learning, decision-making, 

cognitive and emotional functions. The nervy bustle about 

the cerebral cortex belies executive processing within. 

The human cerebrum surrounds older evolutionary parts 

of the brain common to all vertebrates. The limbic, olfactory, 

and motor systems are networked via fibers to the brain stem 

and spinal cord.  

 Thalamus  

The thalamus acts an information switchboard: relaying 

sensory and motor signals to the cerebral cortex. The thala-

mus regulates consciousness, alertness, and sleep. The thal-

amus primes the body for fight-or-flight response.  

 Cerebellum  

The term cerebellum literally means "little brain." It co-

ordinates muscle activity and maintains bodily balance. 

Physical dexterity is a product of cerebellum activity. 

 Brainstem  

The brainstem is the posterior part of the brain, adjoining 

and continuous with the spinal cord. The brainstem includes 

the midbrain, pons, and medulla. 

The midbrain is a set of structures associated with alert-

ness, the wake/sleep cycle, temperature regulation, motor 

control, and relaying vision and hearing signals. 
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The pons relays signals from the forebrain (cerebrum) to 

the cerebellum and medulla, as well as carrying sensory sig-

nals into the thalamus. The pons is active during dreaming. 

The medulla is the lower half of the brainstem. The me-

dulla concerns itself with nominally autonomic functions 

such as breathing, heart rate, blood pressure, and vomiting. 

 Gray & White Matter  

The brain has 2 primary cell 

types, commonly characterized by 

their color. The color designation de-

rives from appearance of a brain pre-

served in formaldehyde. In a 

working brain, white matter is pink-

ish white, while gray matter is pink-

ish tan. The pink hue comes from 

blood capillaries. 

The outside of the brain is largely 

coated in nerve cells: gray matter. Inside are glia cells: white 

matter. Overall, glia cells predominate in the brain, both in 

brain mass and in processing control. 

 Hemispheres  

Brain asymmetry enhances cognition. Directional biases of 
brain function are a putative adaptation to social behaviour.  
~ Australian zoologist Lesley Rogers et al 

Brain lateralization is ubiquitous in the animal kingdom. 

Honeybees have lateralized brains. Generally, the left side of 

the brain controls right-side body functions and vice versa.  

The human cerebral cortex has 2 hemispheres: the left 

and right halves of the brain, connected by a tremendous 

number of pathways. The largest conduit connecting the left 

and right hemispheres is the corpus callosum, which facili-

tates interhemispheric communication via 200–250 million 

contralateral axonal connections.  

The corpus callosum is the largest white matter (glial) 

structure in the human brain. Only placental mammals have 
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a corpus callosum, though other animals have analogous fi-

ber bundles for interhemispheric discourse. 

Musicians that began learning their instruments before 7 

years old have a larger corpus callosum than non-musicians, 

along with bulked-up auditory and motor areas of the brain. 

Studying epilepsy, American neurobiologist Roger Sperry 

found that cutting the corpus collosum reduced seizures. The 

unsurprising side effect to this brain butchery was loss of 

mental integration. With a split brain, functions that pre-

dominately occur on one side of the cortex could no longer co-

ordinate with the other.  

In touching a recognizable object with the left hand with-

out seeing it, a person with a severed corpus callosum would 

not be able to name it. Sensory-motor signals from the left 

hand are processed in the right hemisphere. Naming an ob-

ject requires language processing, which is seated in the left 

hemisphere. 

From such brain damage studies arose a left-brain/right-

brain hypothesis: that the left hemisphere is rationally ana-

lytic, while the right hemisphere is emotive and creative. De-

spite the grain of truth in the brain processing input from the 

opposite side of the body, the left-brain/right-brain hypothe-

sis overstates the situation. 

Motor control, vision, and tactile brain processing for the 

left side of the body are handled on the right side of the brain, 

and conversely. The right side of the brain moves eyes to the 

left, while the left brain moves eyes to the right. 

While vertical motion can be processed in one contrala-

teral hemisphere, apparent horizontal movement requires 

integration between the hemispheres via the corpus callo-

sum. 

Individuals differ in the performance and quality of inter-

hemisphere communication – more so than within a hemi-

sphere. This affects subjective experience. 

The left hemisphere handles routine behavior, while the 

right is responsible for unusual events and emergencies, 

along with associated intense emotions to provoke memory 

storage.  

Foraging is a left-brain activity, while attacks are pre-

dominantly processed in the right hemisphere. 
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Small numbers are processed in the right side of the 

brain, while large numbers are handled in the left.  

The right hemisphere is active in representing the space 

around the body and interacts with processes that maintain 

alertness of the environment. Resolving visual incongruities, 

language processing, and speech motor control stimulate the 

left hemisphere. 

Language illustrates the importance of lateralization. 

Brains with weak lateralization struggle with literacy and 

language processing. In contrast, ideas and insight, rational-

ization of emotionally difficult decisions (emotional logic), ap-

preciation of sound, and mental object manipulation invoke 

right hemisphere exertion.  

Brain pathways that run longitudinally and laterally pro-

vide feedback mechanisms for behaviors. Speech generated 

largely via left hemisphere processing is regulated in other 

brain areas, including in the right hemisphere: especially 

emotive intonation. 

Babies born without a corpus callosum – where the 2 

brain hemispheres are separated – gain compensation by the 

brain growing alternate pathways which permit interhe-

mispheric communication.  

While certain localized areas correlate with certain func-

tions, brain activity is entangled. Communications con-

stantly course throughout the brain, operationally knitting it 

together. 

 Lobes  

Besides hemispheric bifurcation, the human cerebral cor-

tex is conventionally characterized as having 4 lobes: frontal, 

parietal, temporal, and occipital. 

The frontal lobe contains most of the neurons in the brain 

that are sensitive to dopamine. For mammals, dopamine is 

associated with reward and its attendant functions: atten-

tion, motivation, learning and planning. Dopamine tends to 

selectively limit sensory input from the thalamus to the fore-

brain. 
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The temporal lobe is the region of the cerebral cortex in 

both hemispheres that is active when the mind is perceiving, 

processing emotions, and working with language. 

The temporal lobe contains the hippocampus, which is ac-

tive in shuffling information from short-term to long-term 

memory, modulated by the amygdala, which is energetic dur-

ing emotional reactions.  

The hippocampus and amygdala are generally considered 

part of the limbic system. The limbic system is a set of brain 

structures related to emotions. Memories are formed by emo-

tional excitement, including motivation. Paul MacLean in-

vented the limbic system in the 1940s, and the concept has 

become controversial: considered archaic by some, as it is 

based upon brain anatomical relations no longer accepted as 

accurate.* 

 
* The limbic system controversy highlights the artifice in modern 

brain science, with differentiation primarily based upon identify-

ing localized areas of intense measured electrical activity during 

certain tasks, disregarding that less intense electrical jitters else-

where may be as essential. Taking electrical measurements of 

brain activity has been the main source of misattribution in neu-

robiology: namely, attributing mentation to neurons while ignor-

ing glia, which communicate with each other mainly through 

calcium-based energy waves. Further (and most saliently), the 

brain correlates with but is not causal to mental activity, thereby 

denigrating as significant the exercise of identifying localized 

functionality. Such assumptive miscomprehension led to tens of 

thousands of brain surgeries which caused more damage than 

good. Though research has been voluminous, the conventional 

matterist theories of neurobiology today are about as informed as 
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The parietal lobe is active while integrating sensory in-

formation from distinct stimulated sense organs (modalities). 

From this, the parietal lobe is linked with spatial orientation 

and thereby affords navigation. The parietal lobe is associ-

ated with a sense of physical self. In other words, the parietal 

lobe is active when considering objects in space. 

The mammalian brain occipital lobe is lively during vis-

ual processing. From disparate tidbits of photonic input, the 

mind presents a view of the world while the occipital lobe is 

in a frenzy of electrochemical activity. 

We can no longer view the brain as a bunch of specialized 
compartments that don't interact much. ~ American psycholo-
gist Ladan Shams 

 Localization  

Discoveries at the turn of the 19th century were the be-

ginning of conceptual compartmentalization of cerebral func-

tioning, starting with the 2 lobes of the cerebrum. This set 

the stage for the era of brain localization: identifying which 

parts of the brain handled different processes. 

In the mid-19th century, French physiologist Pierre 

Flourens lobotomized pigeons and rabbits to investigate lo-

calization. He concluded that the cerebrum was responsible 

for higher mental functioning, the cerebellum handled bal-

ance and motor coordination, and the medulla nominally 

managed autonomic systems, including circulation and res-

piration.  

Flourens also found that destroying the brainstem (me-

dulla oblongata) resulted in certain death. He also showed 

that the brain could reorganize itself. In doing so, Flourens 

proved that strict localization could not be the correct impres-

sion of mental processing. Flourens failed to pinpoint specific 

 
Hippocratic humorism. This section on intelligence physiology is 

mostly trivia: more about matterist misinformation than mean-

ingful information. The takeaway point is that physiology, like all 

of Nature, is stunningly intricate in presenting the ruse that 

physicality is reality. 
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regions for cognition and memory, leading him to believe that 

this processing was diffused.  

Also in the mid-19th century, French anatomist Paul 

Broca was an early proponent of brain mapping, and a firm 

believer in strict localization. His mistaken belief arose after 

studying the brain of a man who lost the ability to speak after 

suffering from a brain lesion but could still understand 

speech. 

With rare exception, in the 19th century, and for more 

than half of the 20th century, scientists believed that brain 

areas were so specialized that one area dedicated to sensory 

input processing could never do the work of another. 

Extending the concept of the central and peripheral nerv-

ous systems being not only structurally but also functionally 

different, the senses were considered localized receptors, 

with each sense sending its signals to a specific part of the 

brain for processing. 

 Phrenology  

The idea of brain localization led to phrenol-

ogy, which was advocated by German physician 

Franz Joseph Gall in the late 18th century. 

Phrenology was very popular in the 19th cen-

tury, influencing neurobiology and psychiatry.  

The idea behind phrenology was that the brain is the or-

gan of the mind, and that certain brain areas have special-

ized functions. In a word: localization.  

Phrenologists believed that certain brain areas developed 

proportionally to a person's propensities. Further, the cranial 

bone conformed to accommodate these different brain areas, 

with their corresponding character traits. As such, getting a 

sense of a person's capacity for a given personality trait could 

be had by simply measuring the relative area of the cranium 

overlying a particular brain part.  

The simple form of phrenology was feeling for bumps on 

the head. Phrenologists charted such personality attributes 

as caution, combativeness, hope, wit, and self-esteem to ar-

eas of the skull. 
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While mainstream academia was skeptical of phrenology 

from the get-go, phrenological inability to be a predictive in-

dicator led to its dismissal as a pseudoscience in the early 

20th century. One of the later-day proponents of phrenology 

was the Belgium Catholic priest Paul Bouts. But then, Chris-

tians ipso facto have shown themselves as gullible. 

 

Whereas phrenology was discredited, the idea of localiza-

tion firmed in the minds of brain scientists. In the 1950s Ca-

nadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield created brain maps to 

assist his surgeries. Penfield treated patients with severe ep-

ilepsy by destroying the brain cells where the seizures sup-

posedly originated. To prepare for the treatment, Penfield 

created maps by stimulating the brain with electrical probes 

to observed responses, and so more accurately target the re-

sponsible brain areas, thus hoping to reduce side effects from 

the destructive surgery. 

In 1952, Penfield wrote that stimulating the temporal 

lobe led to vivid memory recall. This tidbit was oversimplified 

in pop psychology publications under Freudian sway, includ-

ing the 1969 best-selling bunkum I'm OK, You're OK, by 

American psychiatrist Thomas Harris. The book falsely 

claimed that the brain records memories in perfect detail but 

such exactness is not available to the conscious mind.  

Penfield found a topological relationship of brain to body. 

This idea was furthered by discovery that the frontal lobes 

seemingly housed the brain's motor processor, initiating and 

coordinating muscle movement. The 3 lobes behind the 

frontal lobe – temporal, parietal, and occipital – comprise the 

brain's sensory system: active while processing sensory infor-

mation from the eyes, ears, skin, and other organs. 

In his brain mapping Penfield also hoped to a scientific 

basis for the existence of the human soul. Instead, his work 

only led other neurobiologists astray. Penfield did not find 

the soul embedded in neurons. 

Because scientists believed that the brain had a fixed 

structure, and processing was localized, they assumed, and 

were taught, that the maps were immutable, and universal: 
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the same brain map applied to every human. Very tidy but 

quite untrue. 

 Lobotomy  

An upshot to localization as gospel was the surgical prac-

tice of lobotomy: destroying parts of the brain to relieve 

brain-related and mental disorders. 

Swiss psychiatrist Gottlieb Burckhardt made forays into 

clinical brain damage in the 1890s, claiming a 50% success 

rate, but his colleagues gave scant credibility to his crudeness 

and lack of post-operative verification. One said that Burck-

hardt suggested that "restless patients could be pacified by 

scratching away the cerebral cortex." 

Lobotomies had their heyday in the 1930s to 1950s, used 

to "treat" a wide variety of disorders, including "moodiness" 

and "youthful defiance." Often a patient's informed consent 

was not obtained before the butchery. 

A practice grounded in scientific ignorance meant that 

the results were often tragic. The Soviets were relatively 

quick to catch on. The USSR banned lobotomy in 1950, con-

cluding the procedure "contrary to the principles of human-

ity," noting that it turned "an insane person into an idiot."  

While concerns have been aired, lobotomies are still legal, 

and occasionally practiced, in the United States, Britain, and 

other Western countries. Lobotomy has been practiced the 

most in the US, with around 40,000 victims. 

 Plasticity  

The same areas of the brain active while recognizing faces 

are similarly astir during recognition of different models of 

cars and trucks. The pattern matching of categorization is a 

primary mental activity, irrespective of what it is classifying. 

Mental skills a matter of memory and of forgetting. Bad 

habits can be difficult to unlearn. Repeated activation of 

brain areas involved in the exercise of habits acts as physio-

logical reinforcement. Hence the cruciality of discipline in de-

veloping and maintaining healthy habits. 
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We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act 

but a habit. ~ American historian Will Durant 

The mind-brain is capable of adaptation throughout life, 

especially so during the early, formative years.  

Brain areas and connections are allocated to skills that 

are practiced. What has been learned may be lost with disuse. 

As life progresses, brain plasticity is a discipline: use it or 

lose it. The brain is literally the muscle of mentality: able to 

adapt and grow with proper nourishment and exercise. 

Brain power improves by brain use, just as our bodily strength 
grows with exercise. ~ English writer A.N. Wilson 

Autopsies have shown that educated animals have more 

neural branches. This increase in branches drives neurons 

farther apart, giving the brain body by greater volume and 

thickness. 

Deficiency or change in one brain module cascades to 

functional and structural changes in other brain modules. 

The brain adapts: becoming more acute to compensate for a 

deficiency elsewhere. By blindfolding people, German neurol-

ogist Alvaro Pascual-Leone demonstrated that the occipital 

lobe, which normally processes vision, could alternately pro-

cess sound and touch. 

American neurobiologist Michael Merzenich investigated 

"false localization" in the 1980s. When a large peripheral 

nerve bundle is cut, wires can get crossed during nerve re-

generation, as axons reattach in a different pattern than be-

fore the injury. When this happens while healing a person 

may experience sensory dislocation. A cut in the arm can re-

sult in the thumb feeling touched when it was actually the 

index finger. This can last for months. As nominal brain map-

ping is geographically oriented, this phenomenon makes 

sense from a localization perspective: that the brain map cor-

responds to a point-to-point model.  

What Merzenich discovered by mutilating monkeys was 

that the nervous system heals in time by straightening the 

crossed signals. Merzenich observed that the topological 

brain maps of the healed monkeys were in a slightly different 

location than before the injury.  
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If the brain can remap and normalize after injury, the 

idea that the brain is hardwired must be wrong. Brain pro-

cessing must be plastic. 

The brain is plastic in at least 4 known ways: the number 

of neurons, the network connections between neurons, the 

way in which neurons massage signals, and the speed at 

which signal processing occurs. The physical adjunct of learn-

ing is a process that often involves changes in all ways: new 

cells grow, processing patterns change, the network of cir-

cuits connecting modules are altered, such that changes in 

one area of the brain flows to another, and, with rote practice, 

the speed of processing increases. 

Diverse kinds of sensory energy stimulate receptors, such 

as the skin sensing vibration, moisture, pressure, or temper-

ature; light beaming the retina; and vibrations onto hairs 

deep in the ears. These sense receptors translate various in-

put types into signals carried by nerve cells, which employ a 

combination of electrical and chemical energy to transmit 

data bits to the mind-brain. Glia cells in the brain are busy 

as the bits are collated and analyzed. The mind-brain works 

by memory-based pattern matching, filling in gaps as neces-

sary. This is the nature of optical illusions. 

Much of the mind-brain appears polysensory: able to pro-

cess incoming data patterns from more than 1 source. These 

patterns are the universal language of the mind-brain.  

There are no visuals, no sounds, et cetera, moving 

through the neural network to the brain. This is a definitive 

indication that the brain is merely a cohort to the mind, as a 

purely physiological explanation of sensation is impossible. 

Areas of the brain are interconnected plastic processors, 

capable of handling a variety of inputs from multiple sources. 

A blind man probing with a cane causes repeated vibrations 

in his hand, which transmit signals to his brain, allowing a 

pattern in the mind-brain to emerge from sensed obstacle 

points where the cane touched something. The mind-brain 

patterns tactile points together geographically based upon 

the angles of the hand and wrists corresponding to the timing 

of touches. Different senses of skin pressure and muscular 

exertion are coupled together in the mind-brain as a pat-

terned signal. These multiple patterns from different sensory 
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complexes are processed in the portion of the brain used by 

sighted people for vision.  

Like echolocation, the cane acts as eyes. Cane taps are 

like photons on the retina: crude pictures by comparison, but 

sight nonetheless. American neurobiologist Paul Bach-y-Rita 

understood that "we see with our brains, not with our eyes."  

American neurobiologist Vernon Mountcastle discovered 

that the human cerebral cortex comprises a 6-layer pro-

cessing structure, referred to as a cortical column. Dolphins 

have a 5-layered cortical column, while reptiles have 3 layers. 

The visual, auditory, and sensory cortices all use the 

same processing structure. Such consistency makes perfect 

sense from an evolutionary viewpoint, where modular simi-

larity is a norm.  

Processing in the sensory cortex is plastic and adaptable. 

The cerebral cortex, the thin outer layer of the brain, if kept 

active, selectively refines its processing capacities to fit each 

task at hand. 

As new material is learned, network connections become 

more efficient in stages. First, brain maps enlarge to accom-

modate mastering the subject or task at hand. With practice, 

though the same number of glial cells may conduct, fewer 

neurons are needed to perform the task. Maps become more 

precise. Discrimination is enhanced.  

Further, as the learning is reinforced, processing speeds 

up: which means that the speed of thought is plastic. Reac-

tion time is more than reflex, as any sports player can tell 

you: it is the mind-brain in action.  

Speed of thought is a critical component of intelligence. 

The more quickly processing transpires, the more infor-

mation that can be absorbed and considered in decision-mak-

ing. 

Besides sheer speed, training results in more defined in-

telligence cell connections and greater synchrony. This give 

clearer, more powerful signals. The physiological signal-to-

noise ratio of thought goes up.  

One limiter always remains. The quality of memory is 

only as good as an individual's perceptiveness. 

Learning itself is not casual. Instead, paying close atten-

tion is essential to effecting long-term plastic improvement. 
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Acetylcholine – a neurotransmitter necessary for learning 

– flows freer the more difficult the learning. Dopamine – the 

brain's reward chemical – plays a role consolidating memo-

ries. Acetylcholine sharpens while dopamine reinforces. 

 Strokes  

Areas of a brain can be irreparably harmed in a variety of 

ways. One of the more devastating is a stroke. A stroke 

causes a loss of brain function due to disrupted blood supply 

to the brain. Often the neurological damage is permanent: 

part of the brain dies. 

American psychologist Shepherd Franz was interested in 

brain functioning. By 1915 Franz had demonstrated that pa-

tients paralyzed by strokes, some for as long as 20 years, 

could partly recover functionality with the aid of brain-stim-

ulating exercises. The exercises were aimed at gradually re-

structuring the brain. 

 Memory  

Memories are physically stored holographically. A holo-

graph (aka hologram) is a recording made by retaining inter-

ference patterns: the superposition of energetic waves. 

Storage and retrieval of memories involves synchrony 

across different brain regions. This owes to the nature of 

memory as entangled by associations, which is a capability 

facilitated by holography. 

One property of holograms is that information retention 

is distributed. Whereas snippets of photographs only show a 

fraction of an image, bits of holographs retain the entire pic-

ture. 

Holography explains how brains can story so many mem-

ories in such a small volume. Hungarian-American polymath 

John von Neuman calculated that a person stores 280 trillion 

memories in a lifetime. Such information capacity can only 

be achieved via holography. 

Penfield's assumption of memory localization, based upon 

stimulating select brain areas, was belied by American psy-

chologist and behaviorist Karl Lashley demonstrating that 

memories are in fact distributed throughout the brain.  
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There is no demonstrable localization of a memory trace.  

~ Karl Lashley 

 Evolution  

As with all other parts, the human brain is a product of 

evolutionary descent. As such, its features are found in all 

other mammals, albeit in different proportions and durations 

of development. The basic structures of the brain date back 

much further: before animals lived on land. 

The functions of all animal mind-brains are essentially 

the same: perceive the environment and formulate activities 

for survival and enjoyment of life. The differences between 

brains – whether fish, fowl, or fellow – are adaptations to life-

style. 

To coordinate movement and gauge water pressure, fish 

have a large cerebellum. Befitting a near descendant, the am-

phibian brain resembles that of a fish except for structures 

adapted to life on land. These include adaptations allowing 

better senses of smell, hearing, and vision, as well as coping 

with gravity: a larger olfactory bulb, larger forebrain, and 

midbrain changes. 

The reptile brain evolved from its amphibian antecedent 

with a more sophisticated olfactory processor, better adapted 

to the a more arid environment. Birds are a reptilian offshoot. 

Hence their olfactory bulb is relatively large, though avian 

sense of smell, with exceptions (e.g., kiwi), is unexceptional.  

The avian cerebellum is well developed to control balance 

and position in flight. Bird cerebrums are larger; perhaps re-

lated to their greater sociality compared to reptiles. 

Mammals do not face the agility demands of bird flight, 

so their cerebellum is overshadowed in size by the cerebrum, 

which is also more elaborated.  

The cerebrum surface (cortex) of reptiles and birds is rel-

atively smooth, as it is for rodents. With descent, primates 

show progressively larger cerebrums relative to body size. 

Apes have larger cerebrums and more wrinkly cortices than 

monkeys. 

With neural growth guided by glia, cortex creases arise 

naturally due to mechanical instability in soft tissue that 
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grows unevenly. Cortex folds afford greater operational vol-

ume for the same size.* The folds form ridges (gyri) separated 

by grooves (sulci). 

The mammalian cerebral cortex underlies many higher-order 
processes, such as perception, memory, language, and ad-
vanced motor skills. With its intricate furrows and ridges (i.e., 
the sulci and gyri), the complexity of the cerebral cortex is evi-
dent even at its surface. Beneath the surface, the cerebral cortex 
is separated into layers of densely packed neurons with axons 
reaching deep into the white matter. These layers are divided 
further into functional regions that correspond to the body plan. 
~ developmental neurobiologists Lora Sweeney & Liqun Luo 

Marine ragworms first appeared well over 500 million 

years ago. Their mushroom-body brains share many features 

with the mammalian cerebral cortex. While considerably dif-

ferent in numerous particulars, the genetic bases for devel-

opment of the ragworm mushroom-body and mammalian 

cerebral cortex are analogous.  

 Executive System  

Goal-directed behaviour is regulated by a large collection of 
interconnected brain regions. ~ Canadian behavioral neurobi-
ologist Jonathan Britt 

The term executive system is an umbrella term used by 

psychologists to encapsulate the mind-brain processes in-

volved in cognitive flexibility, problem-solving, decisions, 

planning, rule acquisition and application, and abstract 

thinking. The physical wattage of the executive system re-

sides in glia cells. This includes memory and what much of 

mentation consists of: pattern construction and matching. 

 Glia  
Glia are the conductors. ~ American neurobiologist Douglas 

Fields 

 
* Similarly, the stacked sheets of the endoplasmic reticulum, a eu-

karyotic cell organelle, maximize production space within a lim-

ited volume. 
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The brain has a predominant cell type: glia. Neurons ac-

count for only 15% of human brain cells. 85% are glia.  

German doctor and biologist Rudolf Virchow observed 

glia cells through a microscope in 1858. To him, they looked 

like "nerve putty." Hence, the cells of intelligence were rele-

gated by Virchow to the Greek for "glue": glia. German 

pathologist Carl Weigert furthered Virchow's original 1858 

"glue" observation, proposing that glia were structural scaf-

folding for nerve cells. 

One of Virchow's brilliant students, German physiologist 

Carl Ludwig, went against his mentor in proposing that glia 

and neurons signaled each other. Ludwig believed that brain 

functions were accomplished by an interconnected, interac-

tive, neuronal-glial network. 

A skilled illustrator and cogent writer, Span-

ish neurologist Santiago Ramón y Cajal eluci-

dated and fiercely defended in the late 19th 

century what became known as the neuron doc-

trine: neurons were the cells of intelligence.  

Astrocytes are a major type of glia cell. Based upon dye 

studies showing astrocyte connectivity, Italian 

physician and pathologist Camillo Golgi consid-

ered glia cells significant, though secondary, in 

mentation. 

Golgi was a contemporaneous rival to neuron 

supremacist Cajal. The two men shared the 1906 

Nobel prize in physiology and medicine.  

Despite Golgi's findings, which brought attention to the 

role of glia in the brain, Cajal's simpler and thoroughly neu-

ron-centric influence prevailed in scientific circles. Cajal is 

credited as the father of modern neurobiology, the main-

stream brain 'science' religion. 

Cajal observed that aging resulted in fewer synapses. 

From this he bizarrely proposed that neural synapses 

strengthen from learning. This wrong-headed notion resulted 

in generations of researchers ardently, but unsuccessfully, 

striving to prove it. The cloistered world of neurobiology dili-

gently pursued blind alleys rather than question unfounded 

presumptions. Because of Cajal and his disciples, glia went 

unstudied for 6 decades. 
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Glia are still generally considered brain stuffing by neu-

robiologists, largely filling void space, performing some 

housekeeping functions for the nerve cells that are consid-

ered the center of thought.  

The evidence is building up that we can explain everything 
interesting about the mind in terms of interactions of neurons. 
~ Canadian cognition philosopher Paul Thagard in 2015 

Into this century neurons are regularly credited with the 

accomplishments of glia. Nerve cell transitions were studied 

while astrocytes were studiously ignored. Only in the 2nd 

decade of the 21st century has this begin to change. 

Misattribution is easily had by carelessly mistaking effect 

for cause. One cannot see what is not looked at, or looked 

askew via a predetermined perspective. In academic disci-

plines, only economics has proceeded with as much built-in 

bias as neurobiology: a shameless disgrace to science. 

 

Neurons are utterly dependent on glia to fire their electrical 
impulses. ~ Douglas Fields 

Neurobiologists long assumed that neurons were the gov-

ernors of consciousness, particularly the transition between 

sleep and the awake state. Instead, that physiological transi-

tion occurs through ion flows regulated by glia. 

Once dismissed as mere packing material, glia make up 85% 
of the cells in our brain, and are now known to control many of 
the brain's functions. Astrocytes ferry nutrients and waste and 
mediate neuronal communication. Oligodendrocytes coat ax-
ons with insulating myelin, boosting signal speeds. Microglia 
fight Infection and promote repair; when they fail, so does the 
brain. ~ Douglas Fields 

Hunger is monitored and its response physiologically con-

trolled by glia, not neurons. This is done by regulating the 

release of the hormones leptin and ghrelin, which control the 

sensation of hunger and adjust energy expenditure. The ef-

fects of leptin and ghrelin on metabolism come by command-

ing neural circuits.  

Neural activity patterns do not correlate with those of 

mentation. After extensive study of nerve cells for well over 
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a century, neurobiologists still cannot explain memory via 

neurons. 

By regulating the synapses, glia control the transfer of infor-
mation between neurons. ~ Italian neurobiologist Maurizio De 
Pittà 

Via ionic calcium waves, glia signal each other in a way 

that indicates information storage. Neurons have no memory 

capacity beyond that of other soma cell types. That's because 

the physical correlate of mentation transpires in glia, not 

nerves.  

In the brain, astrocytes control how many new neurons are 
formed from neural stem cells and survive to integrate into the 
existing neuronal networks. Astrocytes do this by secreting spe-
cific molecules, but also by much less understood direct cell-
cell interactions with stem cells. ~ Swedish neurobiologist Mi-
los Pekny 

Glia guide developing neurons, form myelin, sop up chem-

icals used in cell-to-cell communication, manage brain wash-

ing during sleep for its rejuvenating effect, and generally 

contribute to the health and well-being of nerve cells and 

their environment. And glia do much more. Glia are the adult 

stem cells in the brain: able to reproduce themselves, and 

neurons if need be. Glia regenerate and grow locally to store 

more information. 

 Evolutionary Perspective  

Vision is one of the key factors in triggering evolutionary 
changes. ~ German zoologist Brigitte Schoenemann et al 

An evolutionary perspective highlights the importance of 

glia. If glia function as the physical correlate to the mental 

library, then species with greater cognitive facility should 

have proportionally more glia; and so it is. A leech has 1 glial 

cell for every 30 neurons. The widely researched earthworm 

has 1 glia for about every 6 neurons. Glia comprise 16% of a 

worm's nervous system cells. Vinegar flies: 20%. Rodents, 

such as mice and rats: 60%. Chimpanzees: 80%. Humans: 

90%. The ratio of glia to neurons increases with what is 

broadly considered cognitive capacity.  
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Not only does the ratio of glia grow, but so does their size. 

Astroglia in humans have 27 times the volume of mouse as-

trocytes. 

Complex behavior in both invertebrates and vertebrates 

increases along with the compartmentalization of neurons by 

glia. Glia organize insect brain areas. Glia comprise 57% of 

bee retina cells. The more processing required for function-

ing, the greater the glia. 

Coleoid cephalopods – octopi, cuttlefish, and squid – are 

the most intelligent invertebrates, and have the most com-

plex invertebrate intelligence system. Astrocyte-like cells 

predominate in their large brains.  

Coleoids contemplate stimulus, demonstrated by selec-

tively changing skin coloring in response. They make 

thoughtful decisions based on vision and touch.  

Coleoids express emotive behavior in how to handle 

stressful situations, deciding whether to run or fight. They 

have complex courtship behaviors. Coleoids are social: when 

isolated from their own they shoal with fish. 

Invertebrates don't seem to need to sleep. Sleep first ap-

peared with fish.  

Fish have less behavioral variation and sophistication 

than coleoids. They also have fewer glia. 

Amphibians exhibit a form of sleep. They are not as be-

haviorally complex as some of the brighter fish species, but 

they do learn spatially and develop specific techniques for 

nabbing prey. Amphibians also have more astrocytes than 

fish. 

Though of a distinctive design, avian brain differentiation 

approaches that of mammals. Birds are highly skilled manip-

ulators of spatial information.  

Birds see color in a different way from humans. ~ Swedish 
zoological ecologist Anders Ödeen 

Birds visually process and categorize colors the same way 

that humans do, even though their color vision is distinctive, 

with 4 color receptors compared to 3 in humans. 

Birds are also prodigies of temporal processing. Songbirds 

learn new songs. Some create sonic productions worthy of the 

finest human composers. Birds raised in isolation develop 
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less elaborate songs. As with other gregarious animals, bird 

brains need conspecific stimulation to achieve their potential. 

Songbirds develop signature songs by which they are rec-

ognized as individuals by others. Birds are natural tool users. 

Bird's nests, which are often surprisingly complex, are exem-

plary. 

Cortical folding increases with later-evolved species, such 

as cats, dolphins, and primates. Humans have 35% more cor-

tex glial cells than chimpanzees. 

 

Glia are at the hub of brain health and disease. ~ Douglas 
Fields 

The state of someone's glia, including the genes used to 

produce them, is so consistent through the years that it can 

be used to predict someone's age. The same cannot be said of 

neurons. 

 Brain Malady  

A long-known fact is that brain tumors are almost always 

of glia cells. These tumors would not be so devastating if neu-

rons were running the show. 

Cognitive diseases – such as autism, epilepsy, Alzhei-

mer's, and Parkinson's – occur from defective glia, not neu-

rons.  

In all degenerative brain diseases, the first symptom, 

even before the loss of mental faculty, is loss of a sense of 

smell. Smell receptor cells actively lock onto ambient mole-

cules for detection, requiring frequent replacement of these 

receptors. Hence, sense of smell is constantly changing, and 

an apt indicator of holistic health.  

The olfactory bulb has the highest turnover of cells in the 

brain. Glia are the stem cells for this turnover. 

Glia manage the cleaning network in the brain: the glym-

phatic system. Guided by glia, cerebrospinal fluid flushes out 

metabolic debris. The glymphatic system is especially active 

during sleep: whence the rejuvenation of repose. Chronic lack 

of sleep is an influential factor in developing Alzheimer's: glia 
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getting shortchanged in their housekeeping duties. Mean-

while, like blaming the potholes as the reason a road is bad, 

neurologists focus their research into Alzheimer's on the pro-

teins that aggregate in neurons; a byproduct of the disease, 

not the cause. 

Seizures are generally attributed to out-of-sync overex-

cited neurons. But the cause is glial cells with out-of-control 

calcium exchanges.  

Almost all brain research is focused on neurons to the ex-

clusion of glia. Only occasional articles express surprise at 

discovering that white matter matters. 

 Down's Syndrome  

Down's syndrome is a developmental disorder caused by tri-
somy of human chromosome 21 (HSA21), and is characterized 
by intellectual disability, epilepsy, and early onset Alzheimer’s 
disease. ~Chinese molecular biochemist Wenbin Deng et al 

Researchers who discovered that glia were responsible for 

the cognitive limitations associated with Down's syndrome 

could not bring themselves to adjust their paradigm away 

from "neurons rule," even as they confessed facts that glia, 

not nerve cells, run the show. The cognitive dissonance in 

their statements is startling. 

Numerous studies have shown that astrocytes promote neu-
rogenesis and synaptogenesis in neurons. Astrocytes exert pro-
found effects on neuronal development as they provide support 
for neuronal survival, axon and dendrite outgrowth, and synap-
togenesis. Such effects are largely mediated by a variety of fac-
tors that are expressed in and released by astrocytes.  

Astroglial function is increasingly recognized as a critical fac-
tor in neuronal dysfunction in the brain. ~ Wenbin Deng 

 Development  

Human embryos form a network of neurons from radial 

glial cells, which are stem cells. Radial glia appear in the 7th 

week of gestation, as the embryotic brain sprouts and grows.  

Cell division creates a neuron connected to its glial 

mother cell. Initial transmitter expression in the womb is cal-

cium dependent. 
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After a neural net is properly placed throughout the body, 

the final trimester of pregnancy furthers hooks up the neural 

connections to the brain. Astrocytes grow and fill niches near 

support neurons.  

Astrocyte proliferation coincides with birth. Radial glia 

stop their neural network from creating divisions and turn 

themselves into astrocytes.  

The explosive growth of the human brain in the 1st year 

after birth owes to astrocyte propagation. Meantime, nerve 

cell growth is fractional. 

Humans begin to experience dreams and can retain long-

term memories by around age 4, after glia grow and establish 

themselves postnatally. If neurons held memories, humans 

could recall being in the womb. 

Nerve cells predominate in the cortex, which is gray mat-

ter. Cortex development increases to about age 8, then the 

brain becomes more streamlined. An adult cortex is consid-

erably smaller than that of an 8-year-old. 

Learning results in a temporary increase in neurons in 

the affected area. But as the learning takes hold and becomes 

rote, the neural pathways streamline: neurons atrophy and 

lessen in number. Meanwhile, more glia grow and remain ro-

bust with learning.  

The cortex thinning that occurs from childhood is mostly 

apoptotic neuron loss, as streamlining of neuron-astrocyte 

synaptic contacts. 

Impairments that we see in autism seem to be partly due to 
different parts of the brain talking too much to each other. You 
need to lose connections in order to develop a fine-tuned sys-
tem of brain networks, because if all parts of the brain talk to all 
parts of the brain, all you get is noise. ~ neurobiologist Ralph-
Axel Müller 

Autism arises with a failure to prune neurons.  

More is not better when it comes to synapses, for sure, and 
pruning is absolutely essential. ~ American molecular biologist 
Lisa Boulanger 
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Smarter children experience accelerated neural thinning. 

What neurobiologists believed to be neuronal plasticity is ac-

tually glial growth and signaling refinement via nerve cell 

pruning. 

 Glia Cell Types  

There are several glial cell types: astrocytes, microglia, 

Müller, Schwann, and oligodendrocytes, among others. Each 

have their own tasks and function differently than neurons.  

Glia have historically been categorized by their associa-

tion with neurons. It has not been a rational taxonomy. 

German anatomist Henrich Müller described retinal glia 

cells in 1851. Müller cells funnel light to green and red color 

(cone) receptors, increasing light absorption 10 times. Blue 

light is shuttled to rod cells, enabling night vision. Müller 

cells communicate with one another within the retina and 

modulate signaling out of the retina to the brain. 

German physiologist Theodore Schwann, one of Müller's 

pupils, discovered glia cells in the peripheral nervous system. 

Schwann cells reside in the myelin sheath coating the axon of 

neurons. Schwann cells speed nerve signals and help control 

muscle contractions though a feedback mechanism.  

 Oligodendrocytes  

Oligodendrocytes are somewhat similar to Schwann cells 

in being in the myelin of axons. Whereas Schwann cells are 

part of the peripheral nervous stem, oligodendrocytes are in 

the central nervous system.  

Oligodendrocytes are smaller than Schwann cells. Oli-

godendrocytes are abundant in the cortex astrocyte mass, 

which is the white matter of the brain. Rather than affecting 

brain chemicals, oligodendrocytes influence neuronal signal-

ing rhythms via their presence in myelin. 

The brain churns out new oligodendrocytes while learn-

ing new skills. These newcomers wrap extra myelin around 

the axons of neuronal circuits under construction.  

Conversely, unused neural circuits wither because oli-

godendrocytes ignore them. The brain rewires itself based 

upon glial activity. 
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Myelin accelerates the transmission of electrical signals 

along axons. A signal takes 30 milliseconds to cross the brain 

on myelinated axons; 10 times faster than on un-myelinated 

axons.  

Information processing relies upon signal synchrony, 

which delays disrupt. Modest additional thickness of myelin 

layers on axons tweak the timing of the brain’s electrical sig-

nals enough to bolster learning and memory. 

Multiple sclerosis is a debilitating inflammatory disease 

in which myelin is damaged: disrupting nervous system com-

munication, which results in a wide range of physical and 

mental disabilities. The cause of the disease is destruction of 

the glia that provide myelin sheath production.  

 

Microglia are the smallest glia cell. They are the brain's 

first responders to nervous system injury and disease: going 

on-site to coordinate damage clearance and direct reconstruc-

tion. Microglia also regulate synaptic connection quality in 

neurons. In early development, microglia guide nerve wiring 

connection. 

 Microglia monitor synaptic function and are involved in syn-
apse maturation or elimination. ~ Italian molecular biologist 
Rosa Paolicelli et al 

The ventricular system comprises 4 cavity structures in 

the brain – the ventricles – filled with cerebrospinal fluid. 

The ventricular system is continuous with the central canal 

of the spinal cord. The ventricles are interconnected. 

Cerebrospinal fluid is a clear fluid found in the brain and 

spine that cushions and helps regulate cerebral blood flow. 

Ependymocytes and tanycytes reside in the brain's ven-

tricular system. Among other tasks they perform defensive 

functions: coordinating response with the immune system to 

protect the brain from infection. 

Ependymocytes line the spinal cord and the ventricular 

system of the brain. They regulate creation and circulation of 

cerebrospinal fluid.  
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Tanycytes are specialized ependymal cells that provide 

communication between cerebrospinal fluid and the central 

nervous system. 

 Astrocytes  

The historical notion that astrocytes are cushions for the neu-
rons to feel comfortable or protected is not the case. ~ Hungar-
ian neurobiologist Tamas Horvath 

Astrocytes were first described by German neuroanato-

mist Otto Deiters in an 1850s unfinished manuscript.  

This star-shaped cell was named astrocyte 

in 1891 by Hungarian anatomist Mihály 

Lenhossek. Neuroglia was the vogue catchall 

term for non-neuron brain cells in the 19th 

century.  

Astrocytes were previously called spider 

cells. Lenhossek thought all the glia should 

be lumped together as spongicytes and then further divided, 

one cell type being the astrocyte. 

Neurobiologists long ignored the physical keeper of intel-

ligence. This is a typical textbook description: "astrocytes are 

small cells involved in forming a structural and functional 

barrier between the blood and the brain." 

Astrocytes are the most abundant cell in the human cor-

tex. There 4 times as many astrocytes in the human brain as 

there are neurons. Astrocytes also line the spinal cord.  

The center of physiological intelligence processing lies in 

the astrocytes. Astrocytes are the knowledge workers in the 

city of smarts reached by neuronal highways. 

Early work in exploring the intelligence system relied 

upon measuring electrical impulses for localizing brain func-

tions. As neurons are electrical conduits, the facile conclusion 

was to hold those cells responsible for thought.  

Positron emission tomography (PET) scans are used to 

look at organ functioning. PET scans show that the areas of 

the brain that Penfield identified as responsible for menta-

tion have increased blood flow. For example, speaking flushes 

the left temporal cortex with blood. Astrocytes, not neurons, 

have their end feet on blood vessels.  
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The brain is a voracious energy consumer: requiring 10 

times more oxygen and nutrients than other organs. The 

dense network of brain blood vessels are set up by radial glia 

cells early in life. Radial glia cells are stem cell progenitors 

to astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and neurons. 

Astrocytes drive the master clock in the brain. ~ neurobiolo-
gist Marco Brancaccio et al 

Astrocytes manage the brain blood supply, nourishing 

neurons with both oxygen and energy. They break down glu-

cose from capillaries into lactate, which nerve cells can ab-

sorb for energy consumption within their mitochondria. 

Astrocytes maintain a glucose energy reserve for their neu-

rons, for use when the metabolic rate of neurons in the area 

surges owing to increased inter-astrocyte communication de-

mand. 

Sleep is necessary for memory retention, by affording 

glial calcium wave processing and regeneration without ex-

ternal stimulus. 

Astrocytes play pivotal, sleep-dependent roles in 'cleaning 
the brain' during sleep. ~ American neurobiologist Philip Hay-
don 

Astrocytes nestle some of their pointed projections 

against neurons, determining how nerve cells connect. 

Astrocytes, the most abundant cells in the central nervous sys-
tem, promote synapse formation and help to refine neural con-
nectivity. ~ American cytologist Anna Molofsky et al 

Just as they are instrumental in nerve cell generation, 

astrocytes regulate the replacement of aged neurons. 

Astrocytes are self-sufficient, self-signaling, and self-rep-

licating. Neurons have no reason to exist except to support 

astrocytes. 

Mature neurons do not function alone, whereas mature 

astrocytes often function without neural input. In a petri 

dish, neurons quickly expire without astrocytes, while astro-

cytes survive just fine. 

Sensory input is transmitted by neurons to astrocytes, 

which process the data and signal appropriate motor action 
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that is communicated by neurons. Simple reflexes bypass as-

trocyte processing, having been hardwired via prior astrocyte 

programming of neurons.  

Astrocytes are the physiological form for thought pro-

cessing, including pattern matching, memory recall and stor-

age. Any and all decisions involve astrocyte activity. 

In studying the effects of cannabis in the brain, research-

ers discovered the cells most affected in getting stoned. 

The starting point for this phenomenon – the effect of mariju-
ana on working memory – is the astroglial cells. Astrocytes mod-
ulate working memory. ~ Chinese neurobiologist Xia Zhang 

From neuron to astrocyte, neurotransmitters get their 

message across, then a transmitter is absorbed by the astro-

cyte, broken down, and resynthesized for reuse. This happens 

with all transmitters: glutamate, dopamine, serotonin, and 

so on.  

Astrocyte receptors at a neural synapse match the neu-

ron's transmitter use. In the cortex, that is frequently gluta-

mate. In the basal ganglia, dopamine predominates.  

At gap junctions where astrocytes interconnect, astro-

cytes selectively employ transmitters, though the functions 

of these channel releases are not yet understood. Astrocyte 

employment of transmitters differs somewhat from neuron 

use. 

Astrocytes rule the cortex: controlling nourishment from 

the blood, releasing transmitters at a synapse to control neu-

ronal firing, and dictating the type of signaling that a neuron 

is to perform. Neurons can fire at different frequencies. As-

trocytes tend to invoke short signaling, suppressing long sig-

nals at the synapse. 

Astrocytes receive signals from quick response messenger 

neurons, processing the input data into information, and se-

lectively storing the result as memory. In turn, astrocytes 

stimulate neurons to send information elsewhere, and invoke 

muscular action. 

Glia cells also affect neuron release of vasopressin and ox-

ytocin: hormones that regulate whole body fluid balance, 

among other things. 
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Astrocytes maintain synapses: strengthening their con-

nection through transmitter use and growth factors. Without 

astrocyte maintenance, neurons are stunted and produce few 

connections. Glia can also eliminate synapses. In short, neu-

rons serve astrocytes, not the other way around. 

Astrocyte growth can be a lifelong process. In the lower 

areas of the brain, such as the olfactory bulb and hippocam-

pus, astrocytes readily regenerate and sprout – some turning 

into neurons to provide a fast link to cortical astrocyte cen-

ters where new knowledge nuggets can be processed and 

stored. 

 

The cognitive facilities of humans owe in part to astrocyte 

evolution.  

Astrocytic complexity has permitted the increased functional 
competence of the adult human brain. ~ American neurobiol-
ogist Nancy Ann Oberheim et al 

Human astrocytes are 2.6 times longer than those in 

mice. They carry calcium ion waves through the brain 5 times 

faster. Humans also have astrocyte subtypes which mice 

lack. 

In one experiment, human glial progenitor cells were 

placed into mouse brains, where they multiplied and ma-

tured into astrocytes. Over several months, the introduced 

human astrocytes started to replace mice astrocytes. As the 

human astrocytes took over, the level of calcium signals in 

the brain increased 3-fold. 

Mice with human astrocytes had enhanced neural com-

munication. When tested on a battery of learning and 

memory tasks, the mice with human glial cells outperformed 

their mouse-brained counterparts. 

 

The hippocampus is the brain area especially active when 

forming new memories. ~80% of large neural synapses in the 

hippocampus are surrounded by astrocytes. Astrocytes phys-

iologically store memories – not neurons, as commonly sup-

posed. 
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Neural activity resembles a communication conduit: elec-

trical signals flowing down axons to a chemical juncture, 

where a neuron either fires off a signal to neighbors or 

doesn't. Glia are more complex: communicating through con-

nected subnets of cells via calcium ion waves. Glia signal 

nerve cells and receive neural input. Glial waves correspond 

with the rhythmic pulses that constitute the physiological 

semblance of awareness. 

 Calcium Waves  

Propagating waves of calcium suggest that networks of astro-
cytes constitute a long-range signaling system within the brain. 
~ American neurobiologist Ann Cornell-Bell et al 

Like sodium and potassium, calcium is a prevalent oce-

anic ion. All 3 chemicals had critical roles in the origination 

of life. 

Calcium is essential for an organism to be multicellular. 

Cell interaction and division are calcium dependent. Calcium 

is the 5th most abundant element in Earth's crust, and in the 

human body.  

Stabilized calcium serves as a base material for bones. 

But it is the reactive nature of calcium that makes it espe-

cially prized for biological application. Calcium highly reacts 

with the organically significant elements nitrogen and oxy-

gen, as well as spontaneously reacting with water.  

The universe is fundamentally comprised of coherent en-

ergy waves. Apprehending and using information are also 

wave functions. 

Calcium waves are the standard biological means for in-

telligence processing. Calcium signaling facilitated intercel-

lular cell communication in early multicellular organisms.  

Plants employ calcium waves for their rapid long-dis-

tance communication network. Root-to-shoot communiqués 

travel this way. Plant root growth depends on calcium. Flow-

ers bloom based upon calcium signaling.  

The significance of sodium and potassium in nerve cell 

transmission was long known. It was not until 1883 that Eng-

lish clinician and pharmacologist Sydney Ringer discovered, 
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via frog dissection, the significance of calcium in neural com-

munication. 

Calcium is a cellular regulator in all bodily organs and is 

critical to proper development in both plants and animals.  

When an egg is fertilized, the ovum initiates conception 

via a calcium wave. Mother's milk is calcium rich. 

Almost all cortical astrocytes are interconnected. The end 

feet of different astrocytes wrap around each other, forming 

junctions through which receptors bind cells. Gap junctions 

are fused together via intercellular channels.  

About 230 gap junctions connect a pair of astrocytes in 

the brain. The control of myelination that facilitates neural 

conductance occurs via gap junctions between astrocytes and 

oligodendrocytes. Gap junctions are employed between neu-

rons and astrocytes during nerve cell construction. Other or-

gans also employ gap junctions, including the liver and heart. 

All such gaps are bridged by calcium waves. 

Neurotransmitters stimulate astrocytes to produce a cal-

cium influx, transmitted as a calcium puff: a calcium-based 

wave to other networked astrocytes. Calcium is the cell reg-

ulator of neural communication: necessary at nerve cell syn-

apses to release transmitters. 

Neural signals come in from the senses. If the strength of 

the neural firing is over a threshold, astrocyte calcium waves 

propagate to other astrocytes at frequencies harmonious to 

the firing of the neuron.  

There is a feedback dynamic to sensory processing. 

Strong neural firing at the synapse is indicative of a strong 

sensory stimulus. Strong firing increases the capacity of an 

axon to fire. Astrocyte calcium waves become more frequent, 

and are more readily initiated, from previous strong neural 

signaling.  

Glutamate level corresponds with glial activity. A shot of 

glutamate is released from an astrocyte as part of a calcium 

wave firing. An increase in glutamate release corresponds 

with an increase in calcium wave propagation.  

Astrocytes don't just signal neurons at their synapse. An 

astrocyte can signal a neuron anywhere along its body. As a 

calcium wave spreads, glutamate release stimulates more 

neurons. 
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Calcium waves affect astrocytes within milliseconds. This 

is relatively slow compared to neural electrical signal trans-

mission, but that extra duration is essential. Calcium waves 

spreading more slowly than neuronal communication allows 

time to integrate and process information. 

Besides inter-glial communication by calcium wave, cal-

cium also acts on astrocyte genes and proteins: affecting long-

term changes in an astrocyte's reaction to calcium stimulus. 

This suggests memory storage. 

 

Not only are astrocytes the cells correspondent with 

thoughts and memories, they also regulate hormone levels. 

Astrocytes produce proteins in various parts of the brain that 

regulate water homeostasis and microcirculation. These in-

clude brain angiotensinogen, atrial natriuretic peptide, and 

vasoactive intestinal peptide, all of which influence neurons 

that release hormones. 

 Regulation  

The brain receives feedback from the body about the sta-

tus of fuel stores. It integrates this with input from the exter-

nal world as well as emotional state. From this information 

collage emerges energy expenditure and feeding behavior. 

 The Endocrine System  

The endocrine system comprises a group of specialized or-

gans and body tissues that produce, store, and secrete hor-

mones. Endocrine organs are sometimes called ductless 

glands because their secretions are released directly into the 

bloodstream. 

Endocrine system hormones regulate metabolism, body 

growth, and development; control the function of various tis-

sues; and support reproductive functions, including preg-

nancy. 

The primary glands of the human endocrine system are 

the hypothalamus, pituitary, thyroid, parathyroid, adrenal, 

pineal, and the reproductive glands: the ovary and testis. The 
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pancreas – associated with the digestive system – is also con-

sidered part of the endocrine system. 

 Hypothalamus  

A pearl-sized region in the human brain, the hypothala-

mus is the brain's control center for energy balance. The hy-

pothalamus regulates body temperature, thirst, hunger, 

fatigue, sleep, circadian cycles, hormone production, and sex-

ual behavior. The hypothalamus is the central clearinghouse 

for many functions connected to the autonomic nervous sys-

tem. 

The hypothalamus links the rest of the body intelligence 

system to the endocrine system via the pituitary gland. A 

complex interchange of crosstalk within the hypothalamus 

results in decisions that give the pituitary gland its marching 

orders. 

 Pituitary  

All vertebrates have a pituitary gland with similar func-

tions, though structures vary.  

The 0.5-gram, pea-sized pituitary is not part of the brain. 

It is a ductless gland that regulates many autonomic func-

tions, including temperature, water balance, metabolism, 

blood pressure, pain relief, sex organ functioning, and 

growth. The hormones secreted by the pituitary gland stim-

ulate and control almost all other endocrine glands in the 

body. 

 Thyroid  

The thyroid gland comprises 2 connected lobes on either 

side of the neck. Almost all vertebrates have thyroid glands. 

The thyroid modulates how quickly the body uses energy 

and produces proteins. The thyroid also moderates sensitiv-

ity to certain hormones. Thus, the thyroid is instrumental in 

controlling metabolism and growth. 

Triiodothyronine and thyroxine are the principle thyroid 

hormones, synthesized by addition of iodine to the amino acid 

tyrosine. These hormones act on nearly every cell in the body: 
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instrumental in metabolism, body temperature, heart rate, 

growth, and development. 

Iodine is found in the ocean. It is a relatively rare ele-

ment, and the heaviest essential element with biological 

function. Iodine deficiency leads to cognitive malfunction.  

Tyrosine is an essential amino acid that cells use to syn-

thesize proteins. Tyrosine is prominent in proteins that par-

ticipate in extracellular signaling. 

 

The parathyroid glands affect the amount of calcium in 

the blood and bones. Humans usually have 4 parathyroid 

glands, located on the back of the thyroid.  

The adrenal glands sit at the top of the kidneys, dispens-

ing hormones in response to stress. 

The pancreas is a glandular organ that participates in the 

digestive and endocrine systems. As an endocrine gland, the 

pancreas produces several important hormones, including in-

sulin, which regulates carbohydrate and fat metabolism. As 

a digestive organ, the pancreas facilitates digestion via the 

release of enzymes that help break down foodstuffs and ab-

sorb nutrients in the small intestine. 

 Muscle Memory  
In a physically healthy human, muscles are 70–85% of 

body weight. Muscles are the body's largest organ. Muscles 

work via calcium ions, the same as astrocytes. 

Muscles are sense organs in a sense. We can feel our mus-

cles, especially when they are out of sorts. This feedback is 

essential to gaining motor skills. Yet muscles themselves pro-

vide no conscious sensation, as Swiss physiologist Albrecht 

von Haller observed in 1757.  

Peripheral nerve tissue is surrounded and supported by 

muscle tissue. For example, the sciatic nerve is the longest 

and widest single nerve fiber in the human body, supplying 

sensing for the leg and foot, both skin and muscle. It begins 

in the lower back, well in the grip of the deep rotators of the 

hip.  
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The trigeminal nerve, the largest of the cranial nerves, 

gives sensation and muscle control in the face and scalp. The 

brachial plexus provides innervation for the hands and arms. 

Both are enveloped by the neck muscles. And so on, muscular 

nerve bundle by bundle. 

This juxtaposing of muscle and nerve forms a functional 

interdependency. The muscles are given feeling while the 

nerves are fed. Peripheral nerves rely upon surrounding tis-

sues for nourishment and waste removal, like astrocytes 

manage brain neurons.  

Disused, flaccid muscles don't provide enough pumping 

action for intercellular fluids which are essential to proper 

feeding and bathing of nerve cells. The circulation of fluids 

within the long axon tubes is critical to the health of nerves' 

membranes and propagation of action potentials. Inadequate 

pumping action of surrounding muscles reduces this hydrau-

lic flow. 

Chronically tense muscles are worse. Not only is fluid cir-

culation for nerve cells curtailed, but the capillaries that sup-

ply nutrition and carry off waste are squeezed by constricted 

muscles. At the same time, these contracted muscles demand 

more nutrients and produce more waste. Toxins build and ox-

ygen supply lessens, irritating nerves, which contributes to 

further tension in a dynamic feedback loop. 

Chronically high pressure on nerve trunks from tight 

muscles impairs nerve electrical conductivity. 5 pounds of 

pressure on a nerve for 5 minutes can reduces transmission 

efficiency as much as 40%. 

A capillary is delicate, with walls only a single cell thick. 

Once chronically constricted muscles squeeze a capillary so 

hard to crush it the capillary becomes a corpuscular corpse: 

replaced by scar tissue, with local circulation permanently 

impaired. 

The results of such pressures, depending upon the mus-

cles and nerves affected, can be numbness, tingling, spasms, 

pains, and headaches. Since nerve functioning to internal or-

gans can be similarly afflicted. Dysfunctions propagate.  

Such organ dysfunctions can have symptoms but are next 

to impossible to diagnosis because no local disease is appar-

ent: at least for a while. Complications following in the wake 
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of chronic muscular contraction can become grave. Areas in 

the body with interrupted flow stagnate like a brackish 

swamp, creating septic situations ripe for discomfort, decay, 

and disease. 

This is a sorry sort of muscle memory. Regular exercise is 

preventative, and regular massage can be curative to some 

degree. 

 

Motor skills are the output of muscle memory, of which 

glia are the keepers. Astrocytes store the patterns that make 

for motor skills, while the nerves serve as communication 

conduits.  

Strength training is exemplary. Strength increases well 

before muscle hypertrophy (muscle mass growth) and de-

creases in strength from detraining precede muscle atrophy.  

Strength training begins with astrocyte growth coupled 

to synaptogenesis (synaptic growth) and enhanced motor 

neuron responsiveness. In other words, strength is first 

gained, or lost, by enhanced muscle memory and communi-

cation – mind before matter. 

 

Fine motor skills are of transitive movements, often done 

using tools as simple as a toothbrush. Muscle memory of fine 

motor skills is subject to disruption via task interference.  

For example, in learning a 2nd finger pattern 6 hours af-

ter learning the 1st, the 1st is retained. But if the 2 patterns 

are learned back to back, the initial one is much more easily 

forgotten.  

Dance classes capitalize on this muscle memory limita-

tion by teaching several patterns in a single lesson, thus max-

imizing the learning curve and necessitating more dance 

lessons. Understanding how fine muscle memory works as-

sists a dance instructor's fine motor skills in lightening pu-

pils' pocketbooks. 

Puzzle cubes involve a combination of algorithmic and 

muscle memory. Memorization corresponding to cube moves 
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is incredibly difficult, but an advanced cuber learns effi-

ciently with muscle memory riding shotgun on algorithmic 

repetition. 

The finest of fine motor skills, especially the fingering re-

quired to master musical instruments such the piano, or the 

coordination between mouth and fingers in wind instruments 

such as the clarinet, weave learning patterns across multiple 

mind-brain regions which become interconnected.  

There are functional differences between the mind-brains 

of professional musicians and their fans. These adaptations 

reflect early exposure to musical training and many years of 

practice.  

A pianist hearing a learned musical piece can trigger in-

voluntary synonymous fingering. There is a coupling be-

tween music perception and motor activity in trained 

musicians. Hence the ability of tight bands to jam with inter-

locking synchronicity through anticipation and minimal sig-

naling of variation: there is mental room to focus attention 

on the artistic aspect of performance without needing to con-

sciously control fine motor actions. 

 

The cerebellum is the physiological home base for motor 

learning. It is a primitive brain portion, similar across all ver-

tebrates, including fish, birds, reptiles, and mammals, but 

there is considerable variation in size, shape, and develop-

ment sophistication among these various creatures. Cepha-

lopods with well-developed brains, such as octopi, have an 

analogous brain structure. 

 Basal Ganglia  

Common to all vertebrate, the basal ganglia sits at the 

base of the forebrain (cerebrum). Strongly connected and 

functionally interdependent with the cerebral cortex, thala-

mus, and other brain areas, the basal ganglia are instrumen-

tal in a variety of functions, including voluntary motor 

control, muscle memory, parafunctional habits such as brux-

ism (grinding teeth), eye movements, and cognitive and emo-

tional functions.  
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Basal ganglia are implicated in action selection as well as 

inhibition. Basal ganglia are central to motivation. Behav-

ioral choices coordinated via the basal ganglia are influenced 

by input from many parts of the mind-brain, including the 

prefrontal cortex, a key player in executive functions in the 

cognitive system. 

The basal ganglia are active in songbirds while learning 

songs. The firing rates of basal ganglia neurons in singing 

birds reaches 700 spikes per second: extremely fast. Basal 

ganglia circuits similar to songbirds are in the human brain. 

Numerous disorders are associated with dysfunctional 

basal ganglia, including stuttering, attention-deficit hyperac-

tivity disorder, athymhormia, obsessive-compulsive and 

other anxiety disorders, Tourette's, and cerebral palsy. 

 

Muscle memory is also referred to as procedural memory: 

remembering skills. Declarative memory is long-term recall 

of facts (semantic memory), events (episodic memory), and 

spatial maps (topological memory).  

Procedural memory and declarative memory process sim-

ilarly. First comes an encoding stage: the pattern situating 

into astrocytes, a somewhat fragile process susceptible to in-

accuracies.  

Encoding is strengthened by concentration. Eyewitness 

reports of crime scenes are often unreliable because attention 

is oftentimes not well focused on critical events, and so the 

initial encoding is patchy and subject to suggestion when 

prompted for later recall. 

The 2nd stage of memory formation, dependent upon the 

quality of the 1st, is long-term memory consolidation. 

The pathways and brain sites most important to muscle 

memory are distinct from declarative memory. The medial 

temporal lobe and hippocampus are notably active during es-

tablishing declarative memory.  

Muscle memory is commonly acquired by practiced move-

ment, but careful observation of a skill being practiced by 

someone else can result in muscle memory. Such social learn-

ing is exemplary of mind-brain integration. 
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Some muscle memory is hardwired. Facial expressions, 

once thought entirely learned, are at least partly inherited. 

Those blind from infancy possess numerous facial expres-

sions. 

American psychologist Edward Thorndike was a pioneer 

in the modern study of muscle memory: early in recognizing 

that learning can occur without conscious awareness. Thorn-

dike studied the longevity of muscle memory, which explains 

why such skills as riding a bicycle are readily performed even 

if rusty from disuse. 

Sensorimotor interplay – perception and movement – in-

tertwines while learning any new skill. Children who have 

poor sensation in their lips and mouths cannot learn to talk 

normally, no matter the training. 

Muscle memory is a functional skill, but the muscle tis-

sues are also self-definitional. The mind-body intelligence 

system communing with the muscles creates a kinesthetic 

sense, defining a physical self-image. By contrast, extended 

lack of movement and sensation while in the conscious state 

induces hallucinations from disassociation, as the phantas-

magoria of imagination struggles to fill the gap of sensory 

deprivation. 

Kinesthetic and muscle memory are interdependent in 

providing a sense of normalcy: the mental feeling of "right-

ness." Once a sense of normalcy is established for a way of 

doing something, perceived inefficiency or even pain does not 

alter behavior that feels right, unless repeated exercise re-

sults in modification: a relearning of rightness. 

Muscle memory can be overcome, albeit not always for the 

better. Despite practice, muscle memory gives way to atti-

tude. Athletes know that – whatever the game – it is a mental 

game. Muscle memory mixes with the confidence factor to de-

termine performance. Muscle memory turns to mush with 

lack of self-confidence.  

Old habits die hard. The feeling of rightness can be a for-

mula for obstruction to achieving improvement.  

The ease or difficulty of changing behaviors reflects the 

inner holistic: the mental rigidity that keeps the body locked 
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on an unchanging track springs from a mind unwilling to ab-

sorb new facts and adopt new viewpoints. Spontaneity or ri-

gidity is a way of being for one's entire ecology. 

 The Brain Through Life  

The human brain goes through 5 life stages: 1) conception 

to birth (0–10 months); 2) infancy into childhood (birth–6 

years); 3) youngster through teenager (7–22 years); 4) adult 

(23–65 years); 5) aging (65 years onwards). 

 Into the World  

Differentiation of the nervous system and brain in a fetus 

begins at about 3 weeks. In the 4th week, the brain is a tiny 

bulb at the end of a neural tube. By the 8th week the main 

sections of the brain have formed.  

A newborn has as many neurons as an adult, but the 

number of glial cells continues to grow.  

The brain begins to create sensory maps at birth based 

upon the new world it has entered. Like the subtle energy 

variations in an early universe, these initial brain pathways 

can shape lasting proclivities. 
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 Infancy into Childhood  

The brain at birth is 25% of its adult weight. Brain weight 

more than doubles in the 1st year.  

Most brain growth occurs within the first 2 years from 

proliferating glia. The brain attains 90% of its adult size by 

age 6. 

 Imprinting  

Evil, by definition, is that which endangers the good, and the 
good is what we perceive as a value. ~ Konrad Lorenz 

Austrian zoologist Konrad Lorenz was a Nobel-prize-win-

ning Nazi. The award was for his work in ethology: the study 

of the development of human ethos (human moral nature). 

Ironies never cease. 

Messing with the minds of geese, Lorenz re-

discovered imprinting: the instinctual associa-

tion made by newborn animals that leads to 

parental bonding. Lorenz deceived goslings to 

bond to him and follow him around rather than 

their mother. In the repeated process of con-

founding baby geese into goose-stepping to his will, Lorenz 

learned that imprinting was strongest in goslings from 15 

hours to 3 days after birth. 

The concept of imprinting echoed to the perceptive Aus-

trian neurologist Sigmund Freud, who observed, without re-

sort to ruining other animals' lives, that humans go through 

development stages in brief windows of time, and that these 

periods were formative: shaping individuals for the rest of 

their lives. 

 

When a particular brain region that is thought to be essential 
for a function is lost, other brain regions suddenly are freed to 
take on the task. ~ American psychologist Michael Fanselow  

From birth the mind-brain develops its capacity for per-

ception, voluntary movement, and reasoning. The frontal 

lobes are especially active during developing the facility for 

emotional attachments, working memory, and planning. At 5 
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months babies can perceive facial emotions: a crucial survival 

skill. 

The human brain develops slowly compared with other 

creatures. The earliest long-term memories form around 3 

years of age. Before that the dramatic growth of new neurons 

disrupts long-term memory formation. Also, the physical in-

strument for long-term memory – the hippocampus – is still 

maturing. Long-term memory improves at ~10 years of age, 

as hippocampal growth slows. 

Youngsters are more likely to recall an event if asked 

about it. This affects when long-term memories begin to re-

side. 

The childhood memories of the Māori of New Zealand typ-

ically begin to stick a year earlier than they do for North 

American children. Among the Māori memories are honored 

and much discussed. A sense of self (self-awareness) is usu-

ally achieved by age 4 among Māori children. 

The brain is most adaptive – a literal information sponge 

– during the formative period from infancy into childhood. 

This statement seems to conflict with the fact that infant 

memories are ephemeral: which they are, because the hippo-

campus is still maturing. The issue is not retention, but pat-

terning. 

In infancy, the brain is learning how to learn. What is be-

ing learned, and its retention, are largely incidental. What is 

critical is that the developing brain is actively employed: that 

the patterns for learning are being established.  

Neglect, abuse, or exposure to violence during early child-

hood can has lifelong consequences, as it affects the physical 

substrate of the brain. The amygdala and hippocampus are 

areas especially affected. The childhood brain needs positive 

stimulation. 

High levels of physical activity in the first few years of life 

stimulates brain development, especially for boys. The lan-

guage and math skills of the physically active are sharper in 

the first years of school.  

Each processing system has optimal windows of time for 

learning: where the brain is especially plastic and sensitive, 

accommodative to rapid growth. 
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Language manipulation is the most powerful tool a hu-

man can possess for social interaction and provides a strong 

basis for cognitive clarity. 

The facility for language is innate, but skill with lan-

guages must be acquired. The full formative period for lan-

guage development begins before birth and lasts to between 

8 years and puberty.  

Brain structure is shaped by the languages learned early 

in life. Early musical training builds language skill.  

After the critical period, the ability to learn a 2nd lan-

guage is less easily achieved: the mind-brain has less lan-

guage plasticity. 

Accents are picked up during the language formative pe-

riod and hard to unlearn afterwards. After the language fast-

track window closes, 2nd languages are not even processed 

in the same way or even the same part of the brain as the 

native tongue. 

Toddlers typically learn more quickly than adolescents 

because the number of connections among synapses is 50% 

greater in an immature brain than in the adult brain. 

The brain consumes its peak energy at age 5. 2/3rds of 

body's resting energy expenditure goes to the brain, and al-

most half altogether. Relative brain energy consumption de-

clines with age. 

Human children evolved a much slower rate of childhood 
growth compared to other mammals and primates in part be-
cause their brains required more energy to develop. ~ Ameri-
can anthropologist Christopher Kuzawa 

By age 6 the brain has reached 95% its adult weight and 

is just past its peak energy consumption. Between the ages 

of 6 to 13 the brain goes through growth spurts that affect 

understanding language and spatial relationships, and pro-

vide intellectual and social skill development, such as the 

ability to read and make friends. 

 Adolescence  

Glia are ascendant during adolescence. The brain begins 

pruning unused neurons. The volume of white matter (glia) 
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grows 5% between age 10 and adulthood, while gray matter 

(nerve cells) peaks at age 11–12, then falls. 

The adolescent brain is primed for learning. Doing so 

keeps cells alive; otherwise they are lost from disuse.  

The prefrontal cortex is the last to mature. It is instru-

mental in the control of impulses, reasoning, planning, and 

rational decision-making. 

With the brain undergoing significant changes, puberty 

is an especial time of irritable and irrational behaviors. A 

sense of reward satisfaction lingers in teenagers, limiting im-

pulse control and leading to inappropriate behaviors by act-

ing in a social context that has already past.  

The fact that the reward is gone doesn't matter. An adolescent 
will act as if the reward is still there. ~ American psychologist 
Shaun Vecera 

Teenagers are prone to take risks without cognizance of 

potential consequences. This comes from a still developing 

mind-brain lacking matured capacity for sound judgment.  

 Amygdala  

High childhood anxiety is associated with enlarged amyg-
dala, and with increased connectivity between the amygdala 
and distributed brain systems involved in attention, emotion 
perception, and regulation. ~ Chinese American behavioral 
psychiatrist Shaozheng Qin et al 

The amygdala is the brain's emotive center, remembering 

emotionally charged events. It is also instrumental in rela-

tionships and sociality. 

The amygdala is necessary for processes that involve updat-
ing representations of value. ~ American neurobiologists Sara 
Morrison & Daniel Salzman 

All sensory information goes to the amygdala to create 

mental sensation. From that first impression emotively 

based valuation of experience is determined in the amygdala. 

This then factors into motivation for action. 

The amygdala extensively interfaces with the prefrontal 

cortex: the mind-brain's executive system control center at 

the front of the frontal lobe. 
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Human response to animals, either affine or fearful, is 

hardwired in the amygdala.  

Juveniles largely rely upon the amygdala for decisions, as 

the prefrontal cortex is still developing. 

Once the amygdala is over-reactive, people tend to behave 
in an anxious, over-reactive way to things they see as a potential 
threat. ~ American psychologist Luke Hyde 

The amygdala's importance cannot be overstated. It is 

well connected to other brain regions involved with sensation 

and cognition.  

In association with the hypothalamus and thalamus, the 

amygdala is part of the limbic forebrain. From an evolution-

ary perspective, the limbic system is relatively primitive. All 

vertebrates have limbic systems which perform similar pro-

cessing. The limbic system is particularly well developed in 

social species.  

The human amygdala is enlarged compared to other pri-

mates. Our amygdala is responsive to emotive content ex-

pressed by the whites of the eyes (sclera), such as fear. Other 

primates have dark eyes, and so lack this communication 

conduit. 

The amygdala matures during puberty. Its response to 

visual sexual stimuli differs between women and men.  

 Adulthood  

The adult brain processes emotional information more in 

the frontal lobe than during teenage years, tempering urges 

with a measure of cognitive caution. This provides a better 

sense of subtle social signals that others give. 

 Emotions  

Emotion is distributed across the brain. ~ American psy-
chologist William Cunningham 

Emotions enliven the amygdala and are especially com-

pelling to children and adolescents. The adult mind-brain is 

better equipped to register emotions and appraise them be-

fore acting. Doing so is a matter of self-control.  
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Turning an emotive sensation into a cognitive matter by 

detachment activates the language processing areas of the 

mind-brain. Labeling an emotion reduces its impact. The 

amygdala attenuates. 

 

The brain reaches its peak power at ~22 years. This lasts 

for 5 years. Physically it is downhill from there. 

Last to mature and the first to go is executive control in 

the prefrontal and temporal cortices. Episodic recall starts to 

decline. Processing speed slows. Working memory stores less. 

Experience compensates for lessened mental acuity. The 

brain is like an equity fund heading south: past performance 

is not a guarantee of future returns.  

Hormone changes as the decades wear on take a toll on 

brain wattage. For men, decline of testosterone during mid-

dle age is gradual. 

In contrast, the experience of menopause can be dra-

matic. Beyond the hot flashes, fatigue, libido loss, and mood-

iness are brain changes, exemplified by forgetfulness and 

constricted concentration. 

Seasoning through continuous learning is the best hedge 

for a brain that is not as well-equipped as it once was. An 

engaged mind keeps the brain keen. 

 The Aging Brain  

The longevity that humans now enjoy is recent, and one 

for which evolution has not fully equipped us. The most im-

portant organs of cognition – the mind-brain – inexorably de-

cline, even in the healthiest person.  

The brain at 80 weighs 10% less than at 20. Tissue loss 

between adolescence and old age is 20–30%. The areas re-

sponsible for higher cognitive functioning are most affected. 

The aging brain is less tolerant of noise, as filtering mean-

ingful signals becomes more demanding. The sensory clutter 

that stimulates young brains becomes insufferable. 

The senses also suffer with age. Smell sensitivity is par-

ticularly prone to loss, and with it zest in taste. As food losses 

appeal it becomes less important. 
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The rate of the diminution in brain wattage is highly var-

iable. Maintaining physical and mental fitness by regular ex-

ercise prolongs mental acumen and aids memory retention, 

as does keeping active socially.  

One of the best exercises for maintaining mind-brain acu-

ity is walking, as it exercises both the senses and sensation. 

Knowing this reminds that the brain is just an organ of the 

body. An out-of-shape physique spells an out-of-sorts brain. 

Time with the mind-brain in repose is equally important. 

Resting the mind through meditation is a powerful form of 

rest. Getting enough sleep is crucial to health; something 

which too few do in industrialized countries, especially those 

with ambition. 

Not stuffing the body is as important as exercise and rest 

are to keeping fit. Reducing caloric intake is significant in re-

ducing the pace of aging, including the mind-brain. 

As the brain ages, memories fade as astrocytes and at-

tendant nerve cells are lost in critical areas such as the hip-

pocampus. Decay in the myelin sheath that insulates and 

regulates neural communication is a common symptom of an 

aging intelligence system. 

 The Brain by Gender  

Any difference in the structure or activation of male and fe-
male brains is indisputably biological. However, the assump-
tion that such differences are also innate or  
hardwired" is invalid, given all we’ve learned about the plastic-
ity, or malleability of the brain. Simply put, experiences change 
our brains. ~ American neurobiologist Lise Eliot 

The differences in anatomy between the sexes reach into 

the brain. There are ~100 gender distinctions in human 

brains.* 

Befitting the slight sexual dimorphism of humans, male 

brains are 10% larger than females: mostly to handle the 

greater musculature, not deeper thinking. 

 
* Note that the gender generalizations that follow are exactly that: 

statistical typifications. Skill levels are always individual. 
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Female brains mature faster than those of males. Girls 

start talking before boys. 

The myelination of cranial nerves is accomplished in fe-

male brains by the mid-teenage years. This process com-

pletes a year or 2 later in boys. 

Myelin coating improves behavior regulation via glia tak-

ing control of nerve cells. Myelination exhibits a crucial role 

in inhibiting inappropriate behaviors and choosing actions to 

meet goals.  

Generally, the halfway point of brain maturation is met 

in girls by age 11. Boys do not reach this point until 15.  

Differences in the hypothalamus and amygdala emerge 

early in life. Women have a larger hypothalamus, affording 

better emotive memory. Meanwhile, men have a larger amyg-

dala for faster stress response.  

When stressed, males tend toward addressing the source: 

either fight-or-flight. In contrast, females turn to others for 

support. 

Literacy does not come as easy for boys, who tend to have 

more problems learning to read, especially if socially disad-

vantaged or in large families.  

The planum temporale – a cortical area involved with lan-

guage fluency – is larger in women than men. The planum 

temporale is one of the most asymmetric regions in the brain. 

Its size in the left hemisphere – where language processing 

predominates – is up to 10 times larger than the right. 

While males mostly process language in the left hemi-

sphere, females have active verbal centers on both sides of 

the brain.  

Women use more words when describing emotive experi-

ences and show greater interest in sharing such. Men tend to 

briefly analyze emotional memories before moving on to a dif-

ferent task. 

The female brain has greater blood flow in the cingulate 

gyrus, which lies just above the corpus callosum. The cingu-

late gyrus is involved in forming and processing emotions. 

A discrepancy in empathy between genders emerges in 

infancy and persists throughout development, though the 

gap between adult women and men is greater than between 
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girls and boys owing to cultural indoctrination. This con-

sistency between the sexes suggests an innate basis for em-

pathy in the mind-brain. 

Men are better at tasks that involve imagining spatial re-

lations, such as determining navigation paths. Males also 

have a decided edge in mathematical reasoning ability.  

In social skills, perceptual speed, and fine motor skills, 

males are the weaker sex. Topping this cake is the fact that 

men have a lower pain threshold than women. In sum, 

women are smarter and tougher. 

While sex-related mind-brain differences do matter, they 

do not fully explain behavioral divergences or cognitive abil-

ities. Hormones play a large role, as does personality and life 

experience. 

The straight gyrus is a narrow strip running along the 

midline on the undersurface of the frontal lobe. It appears 

involved in interpersonal awareness and social cognition. 

Women generally a larger straight gyrus: by about 10%, 

which makes sense when considering that mothers are the 

primary parent. But the picture is more complex than that. 

Men or women with a more feminine personality have a 

larger straight gyrus than those that are more masculine. 

This indicates that hormones are influential. 

 Brain Baths & Droughts  

Déjà vu comes from a calcium wave. New experiences pro-

voke pattern recognition from similar situations. Piecemeal 

matches invoke a slight cognitive disruption: a blip reflective 

trance from inundated astrocytes on the fringe of previous 

patterns.  

Biologically, pleasure takes the form of astrocyte baths. 

The converse is also true. Humans suffering from chronic de-

pression have fewer cortical astrocytes, as do schizophrenics, 

and less-intelligent people generally. 

Depression may involve a gyral dynamic from lack of 

stimulation: fewer calcium waves and fewer astrocytes. In 

contrast, during mania, the incidence of calcium waves may 

be like an ocean during a hurricane: too roiling, leading to 

euphoria and hyperactivity. 
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Lithium has been used to elevate mood: to treat depres-

sion and bipolar disorder. Biochemically, lithium is an ionic 

replacement for potassium and calcium. Robust calcium puffs 

to stir astrocyte waves are essential for healthy mental func-

tioning. 

Those who take lithium report more emotional stability, 

but also tend to feel "not themselves," as life's experiences 

seem somehow dull and muted. Lithium ions are an ersatz 

substitute for calcium. 

Serotonin is a hormone and brain neurotransmitter that 

affects mood and social behaviors. Serotonin imbalance has 

been associated with depression and schizophrenia. Even 

crayfish get anxious when their serotonin level is not right.  

Hallucinations are a common schizophrenic experience. 

Serotonin may stimulate astrocytes into calcium wave acti-

vation of sensory processing without any neural stimulation 

from the sensory organs. In other words, hallucination comes 

by serotonin-induced stimulation of astrocytes absent sensa-

tion. 

Depression treatment commonly comprises ingesting ser-

otonin reuptake inhibitors, to allow serotonin to have a 

longer-lasting effect. Neurologists hypothesize that this al-

lows longer neuron exposure to serotonin to achieve its mood-

altering effect. But astrocytes also perform serotonin 

reuptake. The effect may be to stimulate astrocyte receptors 

to release more calcium puffs in the pathways. Extra activa-

tion of astrocytes when their numbers are depleted may com-

pensate somewhat.  

 Oxytocin  
Oxytocin is one of the neurochemical foundations of sociality 

in mammals. It enhances social motivation to approach and af-
filiate with close social partners, which constitutes the basis for 
the formation of any stable social bond and facilitates its mainte-
nance over time. ~ American zoologist Teresa Romero 

Oxytocin is a peptide of 9 amino acids. The hormone oxy-

tocin is found in all vertebrates and has more ancient evolu-

tionary roots. 
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In mammals, oxytocin acts in the brain as a modulator. 

Oxytocin is produced in the hypothalamus and its secretion 

regulated there.  

Oxytocin is released into the blood by the pituitary gland. 

Oxytocin and its chemical cousin, vasopressin, are the only 

known hormones released by the human pituitary gland to 

act at a distance. Vasopressin plays a key role in homeosta-

sis: specifically, the regulation of water, glucose, and salts in 

the blood. 

Brain structures involved with emotions and social be-

haviors have dense fields of oxytocin receptors. This includes 

the hypothalamus, the amygdala, the anterior cingulate cor-

tex, and the nucleus accumbens.  

The hypothalamus is highly connected with other brain 

structures and is instrumental in sexual behaviors.  

The amygdala is active while forming and storing memo-

ries related to emotional events, and fear conditioning (learn-

ing to predict aversive events).  

The anterior cingulate cortex participates in error and 

conflict detection, and thereby associated with decisions 

(go/no-go).  

The nucleus accumbens is lively while experiencing emo-

tions related to pleasure, reward, laughter, addiction, fear, 

aggression, and the placebo effect. 

There is an oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) which has 2 

variants: A (adenine) and G (guanine). People with the A var-

iant tend toward increased sensitivity to stress, lower self-

esteem, and are more depression prone. This is merely one 

observation that behavior and biology are intertwined. But 

OXTR is not destiny. And OXTR interacts with other genes 

as part of psychological makeup and dynamics. 

Released into the bloodstream, oxytocin influences vari-

ous organs, including the uterus and mammary glands. 

Historically, oxytocin has been understood for its role in 

females, related to reproduction and maternal behaviors. Ox-

ytocin is released in copious amounts for inducing labor, and 

after excitation of the nipples: stimulating milk flow for 

breastfeeding in nursing mothers. 
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Oxytocin is a chemical ingredient active in a broader ex-

panse of behaviors, including orgasm, pair bonding, and anx-

iety. Oxytocin has been popularized as the "love hormone" for 

its profound effect on affection. 

Oxytocin has various influences. Oxytocin increases with 

stress. Oxytocin chemically inspires trust and generosity, 

and reduces fear, thus affecting judgment.  

Oxytocin likely affects other social emotions, including 

promoting envy and schadenfeude (pleasure from someone 

else's misfortune). Oxytocin stimulates emotive empathy and 

sexual arousal in both males and females. 

Elevated oxytocin impairs retrieval of unhappy memories 

and negatively affects learning. Animal studies indicate that 

oxytocin inhibits developing a tolerance to various addictive 

drugs (alcohol, cocaine, and opiates), and reduces withdrawal 

symptoms. 

Autistic children have significantly low levels of oxytocin. 

 Psychoactive Substances  

What a long, strange trip it's been. ~ American musical 
group The Grateful Dead in the song "Truckin'" (1970) 

Humans have a decided fondness for mind-

altering substances. Contrary to the indica-

tion of Grateful Dead posters, a bear won't eat 

a psychedelic mushroom, as it cannot bear the 

disorientation. 

Psychotropic drug use affects glia. Any 

chemical compound that registers with the brain affects glia, 

and so is psychotropic to some degree.  

Nicotine acts on the acetylcholine receptor, caffeine on 

the adenosine receptor. Both receptors are expressed in glia. 

Glia have receptors matching those of neurons, but it is glia, 

not neurons, that make sense of the world as part of the 

mind-brain. 

Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the psychoactive ingredi-

ent of cannabis, mimics endocannabinoid neurotransmitters, 

inciting release of internal stores of calcium in astrocytes, 

causing calcium waves that psychically massage into a 

dreamlike state. 
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Ingested alcohol affects calcium-binding proteins, cause 

astrocyte calcium release. Alcohol also causes reactive oxy-

gen species release, the same apoptotic kiss of cell death used 

to fight infections, which explains why alcohol is an antisep-

tic. Apoptotic kisses to astrocytes are a hoary practice of the 

Collective to stay stupid in pursuit of pleasure. 

Opioids affect a variety of receptors throughout the brain: 

with the hippocampus, amygdala, and claustrum figuring 

prominently. Opioid receptors are ancient in evolutionary 

terms. They were already present with the origin of jawed 

vertebrates over 450 million years ago. This explains both 

broad receptivity and the highly addictive nature of opium.  

Usually, habitual use of psychoactive agents represses 

the natural cellular dynamics of receptor production via arti-

ficial supply. Near-constant induced receptor activity causes 

a cell to manufacture less of the receptor; hence addition by 

feeling a deficit when the unnatural supply is withdrawn. 

Cocaine owes its addictiveness to merrily stimulating re-

ward pathways by inhibiting serotonin, norepinephrine, and 

dopamine reuptake. The mood elevation that cocaine yields 

by allowing these neurotransmitters to slosh around for too 

long gives way to irritability and depression when drug use 

is stopped. 

When the artificial stimulation of neurotransmitters is 

withdrawn, cell signaling is diminished. Withdrawal symp-

toms nag until natural receptor production can recover. 

 

The psychological desire for stimulation leads to a dy-

namic of physiological change if that desire is habitually sat-

isfied. Astrocytes, which are center stage for all our cognitive 

events, are cells that habituate to stimulus patterns. Desire 

defines as a feedback gyre. 

 Patterns  

The mind acts as a pattern matcher, using archetypes 

and extrapolation. This is why it is easier to learn material 

tangential to that known than entirely new subject matter. 

Familiarity invokes mental paths already blazed. 
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Pattern recognition commonly transpires on key features. 

Much goes unnoticed in object recognition.  

Dragonflies have been known to try laying eggs on hood 

of a shiny metal car, mistaking the sheen for that of water: 

key feature confusion.  

Turkey hens breeding for the first time will accept as 

chicks any object that makes the recognizable cheeping call. 

Deaf turkey hens kill most of their chicks, not having re-

ceived the auditory sign-stimulus for parental behavior. 

Male mosquitoes respond with high selectivity to the 

sound of female mosquito wings, which beat at a characteris-

tic frequency with differs slightly from their own. Mosquito 

males can be attracted to a tuning fork of the correct fre-

quency.  

These false positives of key features explain why mimicry 

works. Adaptation equips mimics with the key features to 

copy while ignoring ancillary features that lack import. 

Recognition failure cannot all be explained by gaffes in 

perception. Sometimes the senses themselves miss the cue, 

as the senses themselves are attuned to important stimuli. 

Male green tree frogs croak with 2 peaks of sound energy: 

a low at 900 Hz and a high at 3,000 Hz. Female frog ears are 

attuned to those frequencies. Conversely, males are attuned 

to the different sonic signature of females. The hearing of 

each sex is keyed to different frequencies.  

This is exemplary of efficiency adaptations specific to spe-

ciation. Signal-to-noise is enhanced, and energy consumption 

reduced, by having the senses limited to and most acute at 

the ranges where relevant information lies. Unsurprisingly, 

human hearing is keenest in the range of the human voice. 

Such sensory and mind-brain adaptations may come 

through coevolution. For example, plants show helpful signa-

ture patterns to pollinators in the light frequency range to 

which the pollinators' vision are most responsive. (How 

plants have this intimate intelligence to adapt to is a mys-

tery.) 

There is something attractive in the outsized. The larger 

an egg is, the more it stimulates incubation in a bird. Lipstick 
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renders a woman's lips supernormal, and the woman come-

lier. Exaggerated response to uncanny stimuli is an inevita-

ble outcome of recognition systems focused on key features. 

Supernormal stimulation is exceedingly common in mat-

ing displays. Females generally prefer supernormal males as 

a suggestion of good genes and vice versa. Peacocks are a 

classic example, but there are many others, including men's 

preference for women with ample bosoms, as a presumed tell 

of a female's ability to nurture offspring. Biological bias beck-

ons for what is commonly called "taste." 

 Meditation & the Brain  

There are 4 nominal states of consciousness: waking, nap-

ping (asleep), dreaming, and transcendence. All these states 

have levels of depth or intensity which can blur boundaries 

between states. The mind may be in more than 1 state of con-

sciousness simultaneously. 
 

 

State Mentally Aware? Bodily Aware? 

Awake √ √ 

Asleep   

Dreaming √  

Transcendence  √ 
 

Together these states form a 4-way Boolean logic table of 

mind-body modes. In only 1 state, while awake, is the system 

fully activated. The other 3 states are different forms of rest. 

While awake, the mind-body is active. Asleep is the ulti-

mate downtime, where the mind-body is in repose. During 

dreaming, the mind is actively processing memories and fab-

ricating phantasms, but the body remains at rest.  

In achieving transcendence the mind is silent while the 

body is resting but receptive to stimuli. The transcendental 

state is a deep form of rest: more profound in refreshing the 

mind-brain than equivalent time asleep. This owes to 

strengthened connection of individual consciousness with the 

universal field of Ĉonsciousness. 
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A key property of conscious sensations is their inherent 

integration. Perception is not of isolated percepts but a sin-

gle, unified experience, albeit where aspects may be ascer-

tained in the mind in isolation. At the physical level, such 

unification requires a cooperative activity. The insula and 

claustrum are instrumental in delivering the experience of 

consciousness as an integrated experience. 

Meditation alters the brain. Long-term meditators have a 

thicker insula. As the claustrum adapts its pathways to the 

various information regularly received, the claustrum is in-

strumental in ensconcing the long-term effect of meditation.  

Learning is characterized by synchrony between distinct 

brain areas. The practice of meditation improves the ease by 

which such harmony is achieved.  

The biological changes from meditation practice stimu-

late the actualization of human potential. Meditation holisti-

cally raises awareness of everything. 

There are 3 states of consciousness beyond the 4 everyone 

experiences (transcendence occasionally occurs to everyone 

as a momentary peaceful repose). In enlightenment, tran-

scendence is sustained while awake. A quiet mind enhances 

perspicuity and calm, as well as entraining waves of bliss 

from enhanced connectivity with Ĉonsciousness.  

A sense of dynamic connectedness is apparent to someone 

in coherence consciousness. In unity consciousness (aka reali-

zation), the unity of Nature is directly appreciated. In reali-

zation one exists in the fullness which life offers. 

 Insula  

The insula is a structure deep in the cerebral cortex, in-

volved with consciousness. It has a diversity of functions re-

lating to self-awareness, cognitive processing, interpersonal 

relationships, emotion, and regulation of the body's homeo-

stasis. The insula facilitates interoceptive awareness of the 

body's states, such as the ability to regulate one's own heart-

beat.  

Related to social experiences, the insula is active in pro-

cessing moral attitudes (mores), empathy, and orgasms. The 

insula is involved in the sensation of pain, particularly the 
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empathic experience of pain: feeling pain by perception out-

side oneself, not just internal bodily stimulation of pain by 

injury. 

 The Pain of Altruism  

Pain functions to alert an animal to potential damage and 

to reduce activity after trauma. Pain may also motivate social 

activity. In certain circumstances, the presence of others can 

affect the intensity of pain.  

Across all human cultures, women receive help in birth-

ing. In contrast, solitary birth is the norm for other primates. 

The source of human labor pain comes from the contrac-

tion of the uterus and dilation of the cervix. This pain signals 

a risky and potentially lethal event hours later: birth. The 

delay between the onset of pain and delivery affords oppor-

tunity to enlist assistance. 

Childbirth for women is uniquely painful. This owes to a 

size mismatch between a baby's outsized head and its moth-

er's pelvis. 

Women are not the only primates at risk when birthing. 

Marmosets have similar head-to-pelvis disproportionality 

and birth-related mortality. Yet marmosets and other mam-

mals give birth rather painlessly. Ungulates birth large, 

long-limbed offspring with substantial chance of complica-

tions but little evident distress. 

As other animals must often carry on by themselves, put-

ting them in pain to deliver offspring would be insensible, 

whereas with women pain provokes altruism and social bond-

ing at a critical period of life for both mother and child. 

 Claustrum  

Waves of information travel within the claustrum. ~ English 
molecular biologist Francis Crick & American biologist Christof 
Koch 

The claustrum is a thin, irregular sheet of gray matter 

layered through white matter near the insula: by volume 

0.0025% of the brain. All mammals have a claustrum. 
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The claustrum receives input from almost all regions of 

the cortex and projects back to almost all regions of the cor-

tex. The claustrum is the communication conduit of mental 

integration from the white matter that surrounds it.  

 Brain Damage  

The mind-brain exhibits self-organized criticality. For 

good or ill, early activity patterns become embedded. 

With somewhat malleable compensation for physical 

damage owing to limited redundancy, the brain has a certain 

robustness. People who exercise their mind-brain by learning 

and problem-solving throughout life may have their brains 

ravaged by Alzheimer's disease, yet retain a goodly portion of 

their memories and mental facilities. 

Conversely, the brain is fragile. By altering epigenetic dy-

namics which never revert to healthier functioning, early 

traumas can have lifelong effect. For example, altered amyg-

dala activity in early life may result in pathological aggres-

sion in adulthood. 

 Synopsis  

➢ Every organism is an intricately coherent gyre of mental 

energy with a physical crust. Consciousness soaks in life 

as an adventure in entertainment. 

The brain is not the source of consciousness. The brain 

is instead merely a locus in the material plane. The mind 

processes while the brain exhibits correspondent activity. 

The experience of life as a bodily being is a ruse of the 

mind to convince its owner that physical actuality is real-

ity. 

The brain is not the creator of the mind. The brain is a tool 
of the mind. ~ American psychologist Gary Schwartz 

➢ The human brain is expensive meatware. Although the 

brain is only 2% of body mass, it consumes 25% of bodily 

energy. 
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➢ Glia provide the cellular basis for cognition and memory, 

abetted by nerve cells that serve as a communication net-

work.  

➢ The senses define the ecology of living. The senses are col-

lectively attuned to a milieu of sentience which defines an 

environment. That environment affords the challenge of 

survival through tests of wiles. 

➢ Sensation is the entrée to perception. Energetic stimuli 

impinging on sensory organs are transformed into sym-

bols during sensation. These symbols are transformed 

into representations during perception. Sensed symbols 

are given mental form via pattern-matching categoriza-

tion using memory. These conceptualized representations 

– objects and events – are then infused with meaning as 

related to desires polarized by interest or avoidance. 

➢ Learning is the process of acquiring new concepts, includ-

ing correlating patterns that are phenomenal.  



 

 Health   
Our bodies are our gardens, to which our wills are gardeners. 

~ English poet and playwright William Shakespeare 

The human body is both resilient and fragile. Wounds 

heal as damaged cells are replaced, though one almost never 

heals from damage completely. As part of environmental ad-

aptation through memory, cells commonly replicate defects 

from wounds; hence scars on scars.  

Alas, most people take for granted the body's resilience 

and pay insufficient heed to its fragility. Living a healthy life-

style requires discipline. Biology works against it. 

People are preset to expire before they could. The body 

peaks in performance at optimal breeding time in the early 

20s, and, to put it gently, tends to settle a bit in the 30s and 

40s, the natural years of child-rearing.  

To live longer, you have to work against programming 

tending to accelerate decrepitude. The body wants to relax, 

not exercise. The mind doesn't crave constant learning. The 

tummy wants yummy.  

The body particularly relishes fat and protein. Eating to 

satiation is satisfying. This is an evolutionary hangover of 

the days when foraging was not always successful. It now 

presents a challenge of self-discipline. 

Maintaining health is a test of will: whether one has the 

self-control to stay on the path of well-being. Staying healthy 

is an active pursuit of a quality life. 

The only way to keep your health is to eat what you don't 
want, drink what you don't like, and do what you'd rather not. 
~ Mark Twain 

 Nutrition Physiology  
Eating healthy foods does not necessarily ensure ade-

quate nutrition. Foodstuff does not directly translate to nu-

trients. An enormous number of factors are involved in 

digestion and absorption: how well food is chewed, the proper 
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secretion of enzymes and gastric juices, and the condition of 

the digestive tract.  

Absorption is not even the final step: nutrients must 

reach the cells that need the energy and provided molecular 

building blocks. Transport varies in efficiency. 

Intake and delivery are only half the story. For nutrition 

to occur, there must be a continuous and effective elimination 

process. Cells are unable to absorb and use new nutrients if 

crowded with the waste products of metabolism. 

Just as coordination of inhalation and exhalation in 

breathing, in both rhythm and rate, are crucial to healthy 

respiration, the timing of feeding and tuning of the digestive 

system are important to nutrition.  

Unlike breathing, which must be unceasing and continu-

ous, breaks in the cycle of digestion and elimination are good 

for the system. Properly done, fasting breaks benefit body 

and mind. 
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 Biochemistry  

Research on the biochemistry of foodstuffs – the chemical 

composition of foods – is much easier than studying the phys-

iology of nutrition. It is exceedingly difficult to map the di-

gestive functions of humans and their gut flora. Further, the 

digestion and nutrition of each person are unique.  

A small fraction of the nutritional value of food is ab-

sorbed into our bodies, which are essentially fed leftovers. 

Our gut flora turn the food we eat into bodily nutrition. The 

health and diversity of these microbial colonies is critical to 

supplying the body with nutrients. 

Some intake is selective. The body takes what it needs. 

But often what is needed is not absorbed, even though it 

passes through the digestive system.  

Absorption depends on enzymes. If digestive juices are 

not adequately secreted, foodstuff is not broken down or ab-

sorbed, and the nutritional value lost. 

The digestive system acts as both a facilitator and a bar-

rier that nutrients must traverse to reach cells of innumera-

ble sorts, all of which are interconnected into a holistic being 

by energy pathways that are powerfully affected by the mind 

and emotions. 

Biochemical analysis is test-tube science: a reductionist 

approach that misleads as often as it informs. A biochemist 

would tell you that milk, with a pH around 6.5, is not partic-

ularly acidic; but digestion of milk requires an acidic environ-

ment to break down constituent fat and protein, and so 

acidity is necessary to derive any nutritional value from milk. 

Biochemistry has much less to say about nutrition than it has 

already said. 

 Eggs & Cholesterol  

A long-standing bugaboo of reductionist biochemists was 

the health hazard of eating chicken eggs. The controversy 

seems unending.  

Eggs provide all the essential amino acids for humans, 

and copious vitamins and minerals. Which makes perfect 

sense since an egg is, after all, the food supply for a growing 

embryonic chick as well as the yolk being the chick-to-be. 
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Egg yolks contain cholesterol. Via biochemical analysis, 

high cholesterol levels have been associated with coronary 

heart disease, heart attack, and stroke. The publicized view 

from the test tube was that consuming cholesterol-rich foods 

like eggs was like turning up the voltage to blowing one's own 

porch light. 

All animal fats contain cholesterol to varying extent. Only 

27% of egg fat is the saturated fat that contains the so-called 

"bad cholesterol": low-density lipoprotein (LDL). 

LDL is 1 of 5 groups of lipoproteins. LDL enables trans-

portation of lipids – such as cholesterol – in extracellular 

fluid. 

Eggs are high in biotin, which is essential to cell growth 

and the metabolism of fats and amino acids. Biotin helps 

maintain a steady blood sugar level. That eggs contain biotin, 

though, is paltry endorsement. With exception, biotin defi-

ciency is rare, as an excess of it is generally available from 

production by intestinal bacteria.  

The exception to ample biotin bioavailability applies to 

alcoholics. Among its other wondrous effects, steady heavy 

drinking impairs biotin availability, though the exact mech-

anism is not known. 

Cholesterol is essential to all animals, as it maintains cell 

membrane permeability and fluidity. If a cell is a motor, cho-

lesterol is its motor oil. So, naturally, the body itself synthe-

sizes cholesterol. And the body regulates its cholesterol level.  

Proper diet and exercise help maintain the body, and so 

help regulate cholesterol levels. High cholesterol levels are a 

symptom of bodily dysfunction which exacerbates the situa-

tion.  

There is no direct connection to cholesterol intake from 

foods and high cholesterol levels. That is not to say that there 

is no connection.  

The major dietary sources of cholesterol include beef, 

pork, poultry, shrimp, cheese, and egg yolks. Of that crowd, 

the best nutrition one could eat, by far, is eggs. 

Another dietary source of cholesterol, to infants at least, 

is breast milk. Plant-based foods do not naturally contain 

cholesterol, though peanuts and flax seeds have phytosterols: 
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cholesterol-like compounds that may help lower blood serum 

cholesterol level.  

The bottom line on dietary cholesterol is to minimize in-

take of animal fats, especially those that offer little offsetting 

advantage, which eggs have but which meat and dairy lack. 

 Digestion  
The mouth is an indispensable step in the digestive pro-

cess. The sight, smell, and taste of food program the digestive 

system for the specific sequence of enzymatic secretions 

suited to the food being eaten. If one eats without appetite, 

or stressed, digestive juices don't flow properly, and poor di-

gestion results. 

Chewing is crucial. Chunks of food in the stomach are 

never digested. Only the outer surface is worked on. In a 

word: indigestion.  

Chewing food to a paste allows digestive enzymes to do 

their job. Adequate chewing prevents discomfort and the 

sense of heaviness that follows a poorly chewed meal. 

Thorough chewing stimulates saliva production, an alka-

line secretion. Saliva in the mouth contains the enzyme pty-

alin, which aids digestion of starch. In a non-acidic 

environment, ptyalin begins breaking down starch into 

shorter chains by attacking certain links in the longer chains 

of starchy food. This facilitates starch digestion. 

 Stomach  

There are no starch-digesting enzymes in the stomach. In 

the small intestine, a pancreatic enzyme is secreted which 

completes the work that saliva began by breaking starch 

down into simple sugars. 

The stomach has thousands of glands releasing gastric 

juices during digestion, with 6 different sets of glands in its 

wall.  

At work, the stomach contracts about 3 times per minute, 

churning food and mixing it with gastric juice which com-

prises water, hydrochloric acid, the enzyme pepsin, and mu-

cin, the main component of mucus and saliva.  
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Hydrochloric acid creates the acidic environment which 

pepsin needs to begin breaking down proteins. The acid also 

kills microorganisms that may have been ingested. Mucus 

forms a coating that protects the stomach from the effects of 

the acid and pepsin. 

Eating protein is digestively intense. The sight and taste 

of chewing a concentrated protein, such as nuts or cheese, 

signals the stomach to secret hydrochloric acid and pepsin, so 

digestion can immediately begin.  

Protein digestion in the stomach can take several hours. 

The result – chyme – is partly digested protein which is 

passed to the small intestine to break down into amino acids 

through enzymatic action. 

By contrast, eating a starchy food, such as a potato, does 

not stimulate secretion of a high concentration of acid. Starch 

digestion in the stomach occurs in a more alkaline environ-

ment. The salivary enzyme ptyalin acts, and 2/3rds of diges-

tion occurs in the stomach itself. The first part of the small 

intestine, the duodenum, receives short starch chains and 

sugars, and digestion is easily completed. 

The order in which food is eaten can be significant to di-

gestive processing, though digestion under different scenar-

ios is not well understood. Succeeding portions of a meal are 

arranged in corresponding layers in the stomach and di-

gested in order.  

The stomach-churning during digestion does not disrupt 

the layering of food. Liquids that are drunk slip by, around 

digesting food, and enter the duodenum.  

Thicker fluids require more digestion. Next to clear fluid, 

fruits are most quickly digested, within an hour or 2 from the 

time eaten. 

Protein foods are trumped in the digestive work required 

only by fats. Oils and fats delay emptying the stomach more 

than any other food type. 

Stimulants, such as caffeine (tea or coffee), and spices 

stimulate gastrointestinal churning, and so hasten emptying 

the stomach after a meal. Stimulants and food additives such 

as salt can interfere with gastric digestion by irritating the 
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stomach walls. The Japanese, who historically have low inci-

dence of vascular disease, tend to stomach cancer because of 

high salt intake.  

Large chunks of poorly chewed food are kept longer in the 

stomach. If a chunk heads to the juncture of the stomach and 

duodenum it is squirted back for further stomach digestion. 

The lining of the stomach comprises protein cells pro-

tected from gastric juices by mucus, which is constantly flow-

ing around the stomach lining during digestion. Even so, 

much of the mucus, along with some cells from the stomach 

lining, are digested along with protein and lipoprotein food.  

Slightly more of the protein digested from a meal comes 

from the stomach itself rather than from protein-intense 

food. This is why heavy protein diets accelerate aging: by 

forcing the body to expend excessive energy maintaining the 

digestive tract. 

 Small Intestine  

Most digestion and absorption of digested food happens 

in the small intestine. These processes can take 3 to 6 hours. 

The duodenum, which is the 1st section of the small in-

testines, is the hub of the gastrointestinal system: receiving 

food from the stomach, enzyme-rich juice from the pancreas, 

and bile from the liver. Pancreatic juice has enzymes that 

break down sugars and starches into simple sugars, proteins 

into amino acids, and fats into fatty acids and glycerol. Bile 

breaks down fat from globules to tiny droplets which enzymes 

can then act on. The autonomic nerve complex that services 

the duodenum is sometimes called the solar plexus. 

The small intestine is a twisting tube, ~2.4 cm in diame-

ter and ~6 meters long. As with stomach, food is transported 

through the small and large intestines by peristalsis: waves 

of involuntary muscle contractions. 

The lining of the intestinal wall is a single layer of elon-

gated cells that encounter food on one side and the blood-

stream on the other. The intake side absorbs nutrients while 

the output side releases them into the blood. 

The 2 sides of the cell differ in their composition of genic 

instructions (messenger RNA (mRNA)), and in the organelles 
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(ribosomes) that make the enzymes needed for digestion. 

There are twice as many ribosomes on the food-facing side of 

the cell than on the bloodstream-facing side, making the food-

facing side much more efficient in enzyme production. 

When food enters the intestine, cells in the intestinal lin-

ing ramp production of ribosomes, particularly in the food-

facing part of the cell. To accelerate the process a cell dis-

patches large numbers of mRNAs to provide instructions for 

ribosome production. This part of the cell becomes an inten-

sive factory: generating ribosomes which then produce the 

needed enzymes. 

For most of the night and day, cells in the lining of the intes-
tines just loll around, but once food appears, they must instantly 
step into action. Generating new mRNA molecules from DNA 
to make new proteins would take the cells about half an hour. 
Instead, they can increase production of certain proteins within 
minutes by moving the mRNA molecules encoding the relevant 
proteins into the side of the cell that is rich with ribosomes. This 
strategy enables them to deal with the arrival of food in a fast 
and efficient manner. ~ Israeli systems biologist Shalev Itz-
kovitz 

The surface area for nutrient absorption in the small in-

testine is enormous. The small intestine is lined with millions 

of fingerlike projections called villi. Each villus is 0.5–1.5 mm 

long and covered with a layer of cells.  

In an application of fractals in Nature, the villi are cov-

ered with even tinier microvilli fingers, which vastly in-

creases the surface area, multiplying capacity for digestive 

absorption ~150 times.  

Behind a villus' single layer of cells are capillaries of the 

bloodstream and lymphatic systems. These capillaries 

transport nutrients throughout the body. Simple sugars and 

amino acids enter the bloodstream, while fatty acids and 

glycerol are transported by the lymphatic system. 

The huge expanse of surface area in the small intestine 

for absorbing food also constitutes a portal for pollutants and 

unwanted microbes. Normally the lining of the small intes-

tine functions as a filter: letting nutrients through but not 

undesirable materials. A weakened system stops being an ef-
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fective guard, whether from pesticides, herbicides, drugs, ir-

ritation from stimulants or harsh spices, or from bad bacte-

ria. 

Some absorption is passive. Sugar concentration, for ex-

ample, may be so high in the intestine as to force infusion 

across the intestinal wall. In other instances, absorption is 

active: metabolic systems pull nutrients from the intestinal 

tract and into the bloodstream or lymphatic system. 

The digestive process does not proceed smoothly if food 

does not remain in contact with the intestinal wall long 

enough. The speed of digestive processes is governed by the 

nervous system, and so heavily influenced by the mind and 

emotional flux. 

 

The journey of food into nutrition does not end in the 

blood stream. The proper nutrients must be relayed to cells 

needing nourishment. Timing is significant. Undernourished 

cells underperform. That accelerates aging. 

Nutrients absorbed through the intestinal wall flow into 

the portal vein, which delivers oxygen-poor but nutrient-rich 

blood to the liver. 

 Gut Flora  

The composition and activity of the gut microbiota codevelop 
with the host from birth and are subject to a complex interplay 
that depends on the host genome, nutrition, and lifestyle. The 
gut microbiota is involved in the regulation of multiple host met-
abolic pathways, giving rise to interactive host-microbiota met-
abolic, signaling, and immune-inflammatory axes that 
physiologically connect the gut, liver, muscle, and brain.  
~ English molecular biologist Jeremy Nicholson et al 

Though humans coexist with their gut flora as mutual-

ists, the host body is outnumbered. The number of microbes 

in a normal human intestinal tract alone exceeds the number 

of human cells in the body by a wide margin: 10 trillion hu-

man cells outnumbered nearly 10 times over by microbes in 

the intestines alone. 
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Bacteria are most of the gut flora by a wide margin, but 

protozoa and fungi also live there, though little is known of 

their lifestyles or contributions. Over 99% of gut bacteria are 

anaerobes, as oxygen is scarce within. 

While many bacteria found in food are killed by digestive 

secretions in the upper digestive tract and digested, the mu-

cus coating of the small intestine lining harbors microbe col-

onies which aid digestion.  

The large intestine relies upon copious bacterial colonies 

– over 400 species – to complete digestion and facilitate elim-

ination.  

The appendix acts as a sanctuary for gut flora and is an 

interface point between the gut microbiome and the immune 

system. Hence, the appendix helps maintain digestive 

health. 

Colonization by gut microbiota impacts mammalian brain de-
velopment and subsequent adult behavior. ~ Swedish neuro-
biologist Rochellys Diaz Heijtz et al 

An animal cannot survive without gut microbiota. Diges-

tion and conversion of foodstuff into nutrition rely upon inti-

mate microbial-host interaction. 

To facilitate digestion, animals contract their guts at cer-

tain times. Gut flora direct the timing of gut contraction. The 

microbes are, after all, doing the digesting. 

The exchange of nutrients is a long-standing tradition 

among microbes. Metabolic cross-feeding among different mi-

crobial populations helps keep a microbial ecosystem as 

healthy and robust as possible. In a microbiome, this commu-

nal comity is extended to include the host. From a microbiotal 

perspective, feeding the host is analogous to home mainte-

nance. 

The only food the human body can absorb are the simplest 

sugars. The gut microbiome digests all, providing its host 

with the nutrition available.  

Besides fats, proteins, and carbohydrates, minute gob-

blers metabolize dietary fiber, vitamins, and drugs. Further, 

microbes synthesize vitamins which human cells cannot, no-

tably B6, B7, B12, and K. Microbially-produced hormones di-

rect host fat storage. 
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The gut is not jam-packed with food; it is jam-packed with 
microbes. Half of your stool is not leftover food. It is microbial 
biomass. ~ American microbial ecologist Lita Proctor 

Gut microbes manufacture 90% of serotonin used by their 

host. This is one way in which diet and the microbiome affect 

well-being and mood. 

Not only do gut flora digest the food, they tell their host 

when to stop scarfing it down. The satiation signal comes 

from microbiota who have had enough to eat, thank you. The 

mini-munchers produce proteins to suppress further food in-

take. 

Bacteria physiologically participate in appetite regulation im-
mediately after nutrient provision by multiplying and stimulat-
ing the release of satiety hormones from the gut. ~ Russian 
physiologist and nutritionist Sergueï Fetissov 

The interaction between the microbiota and host indicate 

an intelligence among the microbiome as to what their host 

needs nutritionally and biochemically. This must, of course, 

be communicated to ensure proper supply, especially manu-

factured compounds. Such interactive savvy is impossible to 

imagine as merely biochemical – another existence proof of 

energyism generally, and specifically of minds as intangible 

organs of intelligence, possessed even by those living entities 

lacking brains. 

Our ability to digest new foods, such as the lactose in 

dairy products, is the result of bacterial evolution, not human 

cell adaptation. 

The human gut "metagenome" is a complex consortium of 
trillions of microbes, whose collective genomes contain at least 
100 times as many genes as our own eukaryote genome. This 
essential "organ" – the microbiome – provides the host with en-
hanced metabolic capabilities, protection against pathogens, 
education of the immune system, and modulation of gastroin-
testinal (GI) development. ~ Italian nutritionist and microbiol-
ogist Carlotta De Filippo et al 

Gut flora train the host immune system, thereby protect-

ing themselves and helping prevent the growth of their path-

ogenic cousins who would wreck the joint. The first test of 

immune system training by gut microbes begins with the 
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first meal, as an early step in the development of an infant 

body.  

A trained immune system mediates host-microbial symbiosis 
by controlling the richness and balance of bacterial communi-
ties. ~ Japanese immunologist Shimpei Kawamoto et al 

Some gut flora seek exemption by changing their surface 

receptors to mimic host cells, thus evading any possible im-

mune response. 

Gut bacteria produce an enzyme that modifies signaling 

of epithelial cells lining the gut. The bacterial enzyme is a 

homolog of a human enzyme. This establishes biochemical 

communication lines between gut flora and host cells. 

Microbes in the gastrointestinal tract are under selective pres-
sure to manipulate host eating behavior to increase their fitness, 
sometimes at the expense of host fitness. Microbes may do this 
through two potential strategies: (i) generating cravings for foods 
that they specialize on or foods that suppress their competitors, 
or (ii) inducing dysphoria until we eat foods that enhance their 
fitness. ~ American evolutionary biologist Joe Alcock et al 

As gut flora feed first and provide leftovers to their host, 

they influence food choice through their communication links 

with host cells. Dietary habits, cravings, and satiation level 

are all driven by gut flora. The constituency of gut microbes 

and host diet are entangled. 

A positive-feedback loop exists between the preferences of 
the host for a particular dietary regimen, the composition of the 
gut microbiota that depends on this regimen, and the prefer-
ences of the host as influenced by the gut microbiota. ~ French 
molecular biologist and biochemist Vic Norris et al 

The particular variety of microbial communities in the 

gut practically define the health of the host. Viruses play a 

critical role. 

 In our gut, also known as the human gut virome, is domi-
nated by bacteriophages (phages). Viruses can control the levels 
of bacteria in the gut, to make sure that no one type gets the 
upper hand. Viruses could maintain the biodiversity within us. 
~ Dutch virologist Bas Dutilh 
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Bacteriophages – viruses that infect bacteria – regulate 

bacterial populations in the gut. One phage – crAssphage – 

resides in nearly 75% of the human population.  

Microbes alter the gut environment, selectively engender-

ing and excluding certain species, creating an ecosystem of a 

specific type: an enterotype. 

The inside of our gut is rather like a war zone, with all kinds 
of microbes battling it out for survival and fighting over territory. 
~ English biologist Jonas Schluter 

The battle over microbial dominance has a forceful kib-

itzer. Gut flora undergo selective pressure from the host as 

well as from microbial competitors.  

Epithelia that line the digestive tract are the host cells in 

direct contact with gut flora. These cells receive information 

from neighboring microbes and regulate the microbial ecosys-

tem via host secretions that promote favored factions.  

Modest amounts of moderately selective epithelial secretions 
cause a complete shift in the strains growing at the epithelial 
surface. This occurs because of the physical structure of the ep-
ithelium–microbiota interface. Epithelial secretions have effects 
that permeate upwards through the whole microbial commu-
nity. ~ English biologists Kevin Foster & Jonas Schluter 

The result approaches an ecological homeostasis, with 

some species abundant, and others living on the margins. 

This is how an enterotype is defined and maintained.  

3 different human enterotypes have been identified, each 

with distinctive constituencies of gut flora. An enterotype is 

named after the genus of bacteria which is prevalent. 

Bacteroides is associated with meat eating and consump-

tion of saturated fats. As an enterotype, it dominates others.  

The 2nd enterotype, laden with Ruminococcus in the in-

testines, is common among those who regularly drink alcohol 

and/or eat a lot of polyunsaturated fats.  

The healthiest enterotype has a prevalent presence of 

Prevotella. It is found in vegans who enjoy fruits & vegetables 

and eat a wholesome carbohydrate-based diet. 

The bacteria, fungi, and viruses in our food transiently colo-
nize our gut. Cooking kills most of these, so raw fruit and veg 
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are particularly important sources of gut microbes. Freshly har-
vested, organic food harbors a significantly more diverse, more 
even and distinct bacterial community compared to convention-
ally grown. ~ German biologist Gabriele Berg 

While the composition of the microbiome within an indi-

vidual tends to be somewhat stable given a consistent diet, 

the dissimilarity of gut flora between individuals, even iden-

tical twins, may be huge. Diet affects gut microbiota differ-

ently in females versus males.  

Enterotype makeup is influenced by several factors, but 

diet is most significant. A human can alter enterotype with a 

sustained change in diet. Changing gut flora composition has 

cascade effects in altering the microbiome throughout (and 

on) the body.  

Considering that gut flora play a major role in metaboliz-

ing dietary carcinogens and other potential toxins, as well as 

helping prevent diseases, including allergies, the importance 

to one's health of engendering a healthy enterotype cannot be 

understated. 

People whose guts contain a low diversity of bacteria are 
found to have higher levels of body fat and inflammation than 
those with high gut-microbial richness. ~ Korean geneticist 
Sungsoon Fang & American geneticist Ronald Evans 

Obese people have dissimilar gut microbiomes than 

healthy individuals.* Resident microbial communities play 

an active role in maintaining one's way of being for better or 

worse.  

Colitis – inflammation of the colon and related vicinity – 

is attributable to gut flora composition. Colitis is one of sev-

eral maladies that have their origination in lifestyle choices 

that sustain an unfavorable enterotype. Diabetes is another. 

Broad-spectrum antibiotics are like a nuclear explosion to 

gut flora. But consumption of certain foods can also have out-

sized effect on gut microbiota.  

 
* Fat taxes the body. Obesity is obviously a disease. The notion of 

healthy chubby people is nonsense. 
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Even modest consumption of artificial sweeteners dis-

rupts gut flora communities. Despite having no calories, 

these sweeteners are unhealthy. 

Non-caloric artificial sweeteners (NAS) are among the most 
widely used food additives worldwide. NAS consumption is 
considered safe and beneficial owing to their low caloric con-
tent. But consumption of commonly used NAS formulations 
drives the development of glucose intolerance through induc-
tion of compositional and functional alterations to the intestinal 
microbiota. ~ Israeli nutritionist Jotham Suez et al 

Consumption of artificial sweeteners adversely affects gut mi-
crobial activity which can cause a wide range of health issues. 
~ Israeli microbiologist Ariel Kushmaro 

 The Liver  

Nutrients pass through the liver before entering general 

circulation throughout the body. The liver is the largest in-

ternal organ of the human body, performing more than 500 

functions, including digesting fats, synthesizing proteins, fil-

tering poisons and waste products, storing nutrients, and 

regulating the levels of many chemicals used by the body that 

flow through the bloodstream. Some ancient civilizations con-

sidered the liver to be where the soul resided. 

Most organs have a single blood supply. The liver has 2. 

The hepatic artery delivers oxygen-rich blood from the heart, 

providing 25% of the liver's blood supply.  

75% of the liver blood supply is oxygen depleted but nu-

trient rich, delivered by the (hepatic) portal vein. This vein 

carries blood that has collected the harvest of digestion. 

These nutrients are delivered to the liver for further pro-

cessing and become either immediate fuel or energy reserve. 

All other veins in the body flow to the heart, where they 

are pumped throughout the body. The portal vein is the ex-

ception, running to the liver and breaking up into a mesh of 

tiny capillaries. 

The liver is the body's energy factory, providing glucose: 

the sugar that fuels the body. When glucose levels are high, 

the liver pulls excess glucose for storage.  
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The liver stores energy reserves as glycogen: a carbohy-

drate made from glucose. Long-term energy storage is put 

into fat, though not entirely by the liver. 

Subject to overwork and abuse, the liver readily regener-

ates cells. The liver is like the brain in having plasticity: if 

one section is overwhelmed or damaged, another section per-

forms the functions of the incapacitated area until repaired.  

The brain too can regenerate cells. But – as garbage man 

for the body – the liver has especial need for a fresh change 

of garment. Hence the liver is adapted to regeneration. 

A healthy liver can handle processing a large shot of 

sugar, converting much into glycogen until later, releasing 

only a fraction into general circulation as fuel.  

An overwhelmed liver is not up to the task, and the body 

is flooded with sugar. The "sugar burn" from eating excessive 

sweets is exemplary. 

When sugar floods into circulation, the pancreas releases 

a surge of insulin to tamp the blood sugar level down. Insulin 

facilitates cells absorbing sugar by increasing the permeabil-

ity of cell membranes to sugar. Some of the sugar is immedi-

ately used, giving a feeling of energy and warmth. The 

portion that goes unused is converted into energy storage: 

body fat.  

Excessive insulin release floods cells with sugar, sinking 

the blood sugar level, causing the irritability and weakness 

of low blood sugar.  

Sugar converted to fat by cells for storage is not immedi-

ately changed back to fuel. Low blood sugar results in an urge 

to eat again to fix the hypoglycemia. This begets a cycle of 

overeating, especially sweets, that causes more eating, lead-

ing to being overweight. 

The liver is a major protein processor: taking digested 

amino acid units absorbed by the intestines and reassem-

bling them into various proteins. The liver also distributes 

amino acids, which cells use to produce whatever proteins are 

needed there.  

The liver may store amino acids, awaiting delivery of fur-

ther components that make for the complete protein needed. 

Hence, there is no need to worry about eating complete pro-

teins at a meal if one's diet is well rounded. 
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Much of the protein released into the blood and employed 

by cells is albumin, like that in egg whites. Albumin concen-

trated in the blood pulls fluids from tissues by osmosis. 

Therefore, heavy protein consumption invites dehydration. 

The liver clears toxins from the bloodstream, including 

drugs and alcohol, by chemically altering them and excreting 

them in bile. 

Failure to chronically consume and absorb sufficient vit-

amins and minerals, and other necessary nutrients, cripples 

liver processing. Poor nutrition means that liver cells are 

shortchanged of essential nutrition, and poisoned by toxins 

piling up, waiting for detoxification. The cells began to break 

down. The bloodstream is then flooded with unprocessed sug-

ars and amino acids, as well as awash in undetoxified chem-

icals. 

Sustained abuse can permanently damage the liver be-

yond its capability to repair itself. A fine way to accomplish 

this is by drinking alcohol. Heavy alcohol consumption 

causes fat deposits to accumulate in the liver.  

A prolonged habit of pickling oneself with booze leads to 

cirrhosis, which is the destruction of liver cells and replace-

ment by scar tissue. Cirrhosis is characterized by diminished 

flow through the liver. Cirrhosis cannot be reversed. 

Liver failure is often the last stage of terminal illness.  

 Completing Digestion  
The large intestine is the final passage of undigested food 

out of the body. The large intestine has a smooth mucosal 

lining, lubricated by mucus to ease the passage of waste.  

The bowels start with the cecum, which has the ileocecal 

valve: a one-way passage from the small intestine and the 

appendix. The valve's critical function is to limit reflux of co-

lonic contents back into the small intestine. 

The S-shaped colon follows. At the terminal end is a 15-

cm exit pipe: the rectum, which is capped by an instinctually 

controlled round muscle, the anus. 

All the blood coming through the intestinal tract, includ-

ing the bowels, is filtered through the liver. Disorders or im-

balances in the lining of the intestinal tract impact the liver.  
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Water is suctioned from waste product in the colon, solid-

ifying into stool. But the colon is more than a mere receptacle 

of waste.  

The colon hosts a tremendous thriving variety of micro-

bial colonies: of bacteria, fungi, yeast, and others. There are 

1.4 kilos of bacteria in a healthy person's colon. 

Metabolism in the colon is active. Bacteria in the colon 

further break down the waste there. 1/3rd to 1/2 of the weight 

of feces is made up of these microbes which are important in 

creating the texture of stool, and in maintaining the condition 

of the intestinal wall. Among their many nutritional contri-

butions, colon bacteria produce B vitamins, which are critical 

to health.  

Only certain strains of bacteria are suitable agents of di-

gestion. Exactly which bacteria thrive in the large intestine 

greatly depends on what is eaten.  

If the delicate symbiosis between digestive bacteria and 

its host is disrupted, or if there is outsized growth of undesir-

able microorganisms in the intestine, the protective barrier 

provided by the intestinal lining can break down. 

 The Gut Brain  
The human digestive tract has its own semi-autonomous 

brain, with 500 million nerve cells: as many as there are in a 

cat's brain.* 

The gut brain controls muscular contractions and secre-

tions from glands and cells.† The gut brain gives the head 

brain frequent status reports: begging when empty and strut-

ting satisfaction with satiety. 

Stomach rumbles are a communication ricochet: the gut 

brain complaining to the head brain of low blood sugar, which 

then invokes gastric grumbles.  

When food enters, the stomach stretches under gut brain 

control. Digestion is an extremely intricate process, with the 

gut brain conducting the orchestra of organs involved.  

 
* Alas, in their ignorance, neurobiologists don't count astrocytes. 
† The gut brain is more properly termed gut mind-brain. Whenever 

there is brain activity there is a mind behind it. 
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The gut brain knows when there are nutrients available 

in the digestive tract. The gut brain feeds the body by stimu-

lating the release of digestive outputs into the blood. 

The human gut brain reflects hundreds of millions of 

years of evolution. The mind-brain system of earlier-evolved 

organisms is more gut brain than head brain, though little 

research has been done on the different mind-brain systems 

in other life forms, as it is and exceedingly difficult study. 

In evolutionary time, sophistication developed in the 

head and gut brains along with adjustments in mental pro-

cessing and digestive choice. Cooking made foods more di-

gestible, improving nutrient absorption. The evolution of the 

hominin gut brain reflected this lifestyle choice in conducting 

its digestive affairs, and in its communications with the brain 

upstairs. 

 The Fat System  
Fat is more than the body's energy storehouse. Fat is a 

major player in a body's functioning, acting as an endocrine 

organ. Fat cells continuously dispatch dozens of potent chem-

ical signals to myriad tissues throughout the body, including 

the brain, muscles, liver, reproductive organs, and immune 

system.  

Fat orchestrates a range of bodily activities. Fat tells the 

brain how much energy the body has. Fat influences blood 

clotting and blood vessels constriction. Fat kibitzes on repro-

duction, playing a role in synthesizing sex hormones such as 

estrogen, and signaling whether conditions are favorable for 

pregnancy. 

Fat unleashes or suppresses the immune system. The im-

mune system and fat have an intertwined relationship be-

cause the body needs energy to fight infection. The intimate 

relationship with the immune system explains why excess fat 

triggers stress responses and systemic inflammation. 

 Brown and White Fat  

Brown fat plays an active role in metabolism. ~ American 
biologist Evan Rosen 
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There are 2 types of body fat: white and brown. Brown fat 

is an active form of fat, as opposed to passive white fat. Brown 

fat cells burn energy and generate heat, regulating body tem-

perature. Brown fat cells are activated by signals that the 

body is cold. White fat stores energy in the form of lipids. 

Mammalian babies, including mice and humans, have 

pads of brown fat on their backs. Humans lose most of the 

brown fat in their backside as they grow up. 

In adult humans, brown fat is found around the spine, in 

the abdomen, and in the neck, above the collarbone. Brown 

fat is far more abundant in healthy humans.  

Brown fat helps keep weight off. White fat crowds out 

brown fat as it provides permanent insulation, making brown 

fat redundant. 

 Autophagy  
Autophagy is a bulk degradation system induced by cellular 

stresses such as nutrient starvation. Its function relies on the for-
mation of double-membrane vesicles called autophagosomes. 
Unlike other organelles that appear to stably exist in the cell, 
autophagosomes are formed on demand, and once their for-
mation is initiated, it proceeds surprisingly rapidly. ~ Japanese 
cytologists Shusaku Shibutani & Tamotsu Yoshimori 

The cytoplasm of a cell is a busy place. Most cellular ac-

tivities happen within that voluminous, gelatinous space. A 

vast population of proteins and other macromolecules bustle 

about. Waste is discarded as work proceeds. Old proteins ex-

pire on the spot. 

Autophagy is the cleanup process: hauling out cytoplas-

mic sludge to keep the cell running efficiently. Reusable bits, 

such as amino acids, are recycled. All eukaryotic cells employ 

autophagy.  

Amino acid starvation or other trigger sends a complex of 

proteins to form a cup-shaped container in the cytoplasm. 

This phagophore expands to engulf the targeted trash. 

A phagophore's open end closes to form a double-mem-

braned vesicle. An autophagosome is born. 
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Yeast autophagosomes are 0.3–0.9 µm. Mammal autoph-

agosomes range from 0.5–1.5 µm: large enough to engulf a 

worn-out organelle. 

An autophagosome fuses with a lysosome (in animals) or 

a vacuole (in plants, fungi, yeast, and other microbes). Then 

the contents inside the autophagosome and its inner mem-

brane are degraded by hydrolases: enzymes that catalyze mo-

lecular breakdown via hydrolysis. The entire process takes 

15 minutes or less.  

Autophagy is an essential cellular process. Cells become 

cesspools if not for autophagy. 

Lively autophagy is promoted by a healthy lifestyle, par-

ticularly curtailed food consumption. Chronic overeating pro-

motes autophagy breakdown, as the body has a surfeit of 

material from which to readily draw cellular building blocks.  

The vitality of autophagy is a principal cellular mecha-

nism in the aging process. Its dysfunction causes innumera-

ble diseases, including diabetes, heart problems, tumors, and 

intelligence system degradation.  

Cancer cells know how important autophagy is. They 

sometimes invoke autophagy to save themselves from treat-

ments intended to starve them to death. 

 Fasting  

Fasting has been shown to slow aging in a number of species. 
Caloric restriction acts on many different cell types and tissues 
and, importantly, also on the brain. There, it leads to a slowing 
down of age-associated pathologies, such as brain atrophy or 
loss of plasticity. ~ American science writer Peter Stern 

Fasting 2 to 4 days at a stretch every 6 months or so re-

juvenates the system. Damaged cells are recycled. This im-

proves the immune system by getting rid of dysfunctional 

and unneeded cells. Stem cells awake from their normal 

dormant state and start regenerating. 

Fasting is a mental discipline. Plan the fast. Set a goal 

and stick to it. One needs to positively affirm in the mind the 

benefit of a fasting program to feel its benefits as pleasantly 

as possible. 
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Before fasting, cleaning the colon of stubborn fecal waste 

and toxins is well advised. 

Drinking lots of water is essential to fasting. If you feel 

the need to lick your lips, you are on your way to dehydration. 

A juice fast is a judicious start to fasting. Use fresh 

squeezed fruit. Avoid juices where sugar has been added. 

Vegetable juices are also recommended, as are herbal 

teas, with or without a spoonful of honey. As always, organic 

produce is highly preferable. 

Fasting on water only is strict but brings the quickest re-

sults. Start with a 24-hour fast before building up to a few 

days. 

Use the best-quality water available, not tap water. Dis-

tilled water is good, as is high-quality spring water. If tap 

water is to be used, boil it for 15 minutes first. 

A fast is a vacation. Rest while fasting.  

Slight exercise, such as taking a walk in the park on a 

pleasant day, is fine, at least on the first day or so. Don't over-

exert yourself, especially on a water fast. 

Fasting is a rapid detoxification. Elevated body odor, bad 

breath, and pimples from the skin releasing toxins is to be 

expected. Fatigue will tell you that you are exerting yourself 

to much. 

Headaches can occur, typically from a drop in blood sugar. 

To minimize this discomfort, enter a fast after several days 

of winding down caloric consumption, eating light foods, such 

as those you want to break a fast with. 

An alternative fasting regime is to reduce caloric intake 

to a minimum for 1 or 2 days a week. 

The cells of the brain are put under mild stress that is analo-
gous to the effects of exercise on muscle cells. The overall effect 
is beneficial. ~ American neurobiologist Mark Mattson 

Break a fast with light, healthy foods: vegetable juices, 

raw fruits and vegetables, steamed vegetables, and light ve-

gan fare, such as soup.  

A junk-food meal after a fast will painfully demonstrate 

why meat, dairy, and fried foods are bad for you. 

Fasting and going back to a bad diet is ill-advised. If you 

lack the discipline to eat a healthy diet, do not bother fasting. 
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Instead, welcome yourself to the Collective in accepting ac-

celerated decrepitude owing to weak will. 

Immune system defects are at the center of aging and a range 
of diseases. Prolonged fasting promotes stress resistance, self-
renewal, and lineage-balanced regeneration in cells. ~ Chinese 
American gerontologist Chia-Wei Cheng et at 

 Constitution  
A significant element of what is called a person's consti-

tution comes from the microbial environment of the intestine. 

The process starts in the womb, where microbes are trans-

ferred from mother.  

Out in the world, the digestive environment is constantly 

shaped by food consumption and other intake. This individu-

alizes the biological constituency and intricate microbial ecol-

ogy of the colon. 

Emotions play a role in the quality of digestion: affecting 

activity in the intestine, including mucus secretion, as well 

as the amounts and quality of enzymes produced, and the 

kind of bacteria that grow there. 

Emotional complexes affect the body as a feedback sys-

tem. Disposition, such as chronic anger, shapes the quality of 

intestinal mucus and alters the bacteria mix in the gut. The 

intestinal microbial environment of healthy oldsters is radi-

cally different than those who are senile. 

Genetic heritage has been misidentified as the major fac-

tor in one's biological makeup. A person's physiologic and im-

munologic profile is a product of diet, digestion, activity, and 

attitude.  

We are walking food tubes with brains attached. When it 

comes to fueling a system for performance, what goes on in 

the mind can be as important as what goes into the mouth. 

The term constitution is colloquial for holotype, which is 

the summation of every influence on an organism. Constitu-

tion commonly refers to a person's physical robustness ("a 

strong constitution"). It is a good starting point. A person's 

constitution is sustained by a good diet. Your health becomes 

what you eat, and how much. 
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 Diet  
The belly rules the mind. ~ Spanish proverb 

It is astonishing that nutrition can be a controversial sub-

ject. It remains so because of widespread ignorance. 

Simply, the best diet consists entirely of organic vegan 

produce: a variety of fruits and vegetables, with a smattering 

of seeds (nuts, grains, and legumes).  

A healthy diet is high in carbohydrates, with a modest 

amount of protein, and the fat found in otherwise nutritious 

fruit, such as nuts and avocado. 

Eating the right kinds of difficult-to-digest food – dietary 

fiber – is essential to health. This seems something of a par-

adox. It is instead sharing the wealth. 

The gut flora that digest what we eat need sustenance. If 

microbes in the stomach cannot consume all that comes to 

them, those in the lower tract have something to chew on. 

Otherwise these lower denizens starve, and the digestive sys-

tem suffers. 

For healthy digestive microbial communities throughout 

the digestive tract, dietary fiber, such as resistant starch, 

must be eaten. Resistant starch comprises carbohydrates 

that pass through to the large intestines undigested. Many 

natural foods contain resistant starch. 

From a health standpoint, the term vegetarian is an oxy-

moronic combination: vegan (fruits, vegetables, and seeds) 

and dairy. Dairy clogs the system with its excessive protein 

and unseemly fat. It gives an otherwise healthy diet a bad 

name. Veganism is the healthy choice. Vegetarianism is not. 

Meat, especially mammal flesh, presents serious diges-

tive difficulty. Its regular consumption accelerates aging. 

Nominally healthy seafood has been seriously polluted by 

worldwide industrialization. Fatty fish, such as tuna, have 

become more toxic than nutritious. 

What most people eat – processed foods – barely sustains 

the body. What tickles the taste buds for so many, while do-

ing the most damage, is sugar and its artificial substitutes.  
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 The Descent of Diet  

Tell me what you eat, I'll tell you who you are. ~ French 
politician Anthelme Brillat-Savarin 

All primates are primarily frugivores: fruit eaters. A few 

species are also folivorous: leaf eaters. The human digestive 

tract is adapted to fruit and vegetable consumption, as are 

teeth and jaw muscles. 

Humans evolved by their diet. The trend in early hominid 

species was toward larger teeth and thicker enamel, but that 

later reversed.  

Homo habilis had teeth somewhat like australopiths: a 

bit smaller but lacking the heavy wear from the diet of tough, 

coarse foods that sustained australopiths. H. habilis was eat-

ing better: fruit, vegetables (including tubers), and nuts; very 

little, if any, meat. 

H. erectus, a tool-making hunter and gatherer, had even 

smaller teeth; partly a product of cooking food, and so tender-

izing it somewhat. Gathering brought fruit, nuts, and vege-

tables, which varied seasonally and by locale. Meat became a 

larger part of the diet with more successful hunting. 

The hunting that brought down red meat, though perhaps 

satisfying, was never the best nutrition. Humans, while om-

nivorous, thrive on a variety of the ready energy sources 

found in plant-based carbohydrates. For optimal nutrition, 

meat has always had, at most, a limited place on the hominin 

menu. 

The menus of little early humans were partly supplied 

from shifting shorelines. The earliest settlements were near 

bodies of water. Ancient lakes, rivers, and the oceans yielded 

a rich supply of nutrients more readily than a diet reliant 

upon cultivation of crops. Aquatic foods offered a varied, nu-

tritious diet. This included grasses, papyrus shoots, algae, 

seaweed, fish, snails, mollusks, and shrimp. 

Shellfish, loaded with omega-3 fatty acids crucial for 

healthy brains, may have fueled smarter Homo. Human men-

tal powers were enhanced at the water's edge.  

The agricultural revolution that started some 6,000 years 

ago resulted in some tooth reduction, spurred by the frequent 

practice of cooking, which turned tough food soft and more 
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easily chewed. Besides the ease of intake, cooking vegetables 

releases nutrients otherwise locked in cellulose.  

Cooking also renders as ready fuel tubers that are other-

wise difficult to chew and digest (unless mashed using stone 

tools: a hominid practice for millions of years). Some foods, 

such as sorghum, cassava, manioc, and linseed, become edi-

ble only by cooking, as they contain cyanogenic glycosides.  

Cereal grains retain abrasive particles even when cooked, 

so tooth wear increased with the onset of agriculture. That 

has been reversed in recent times, to deleterious effect, by 

common consumption of highly processed foods. 

Cooking promoted brain development in hominins by im-

proving nutrient intake, as fruit is seasonal and varies widely 

by locale. Improved nutrition also allowed gastrointestinal 

organs to shrink – effectively trading brains for guts. 

 Phytonutrients  

Since the invention of farming, we have been breeding vari-
eties with progressively fewer beneficial phytochemicals, partly 
because many taste bitter or astringent. ~ American nutritionist 
Jo Robinson 

Phytochemicals are nutrients found in plants. 25,000 phy-

tonutrients have been identified.  

Phytonutrients are critical for development and cell 

health in every bodily system. Some phytochemicals even in-

hibit and retard the progress of cancer. 

Several phytochemicals promote longevity through cellu-

lar detoxification. These are often a molecular compound con-

taining sulfur, which gives vegetables, such as garlic and 

onions, their characteristic odor. In keeping the body healthy, 

the immune system is a significant sulfur consumer. 

Antioxidants are an exemplary phytonutrient that acts as 

potent agent for good health.  

 Antioxidants  

When we consume plants, we also consume the antioxidants 
in those plants. And they serve us just as faithfully and effec-
tively as they serve the plants, protecting us from free radicals 
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and slowing down the aging process in our cells. ~ American 
biochemist Colin Campbell 

An antioxidant is a molecule that inhibits the oxidation 

of other molecules. There are a multitude of antioxidants. 

Many are abundant in leafy green vegetables. All are benefi-

cial. 

Oxidative stress damages cells, so a diet of fruits and veg-

etables that offers antioxidant activity is well advised. In con-

trast, eating meat creates oxidative stress. 

A good thing can be taken too far. Taking antioxidant sup-

plements may exacerbate cancer, even as cancer cells gener-

ate higher levels of oxidative stress (ROS) to help feed their 

abnormal growth.  

It has been proposed that reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
cause mutations, and thus cancer, and that antioxidants counter 
this effect, but studies suggest that antioxidants do not prevent 
cancer and may accelerate it. These findings may be due to the 
cellular location of ROS targeted by antioxidants. ~ Indian 
American biochemist Navdeep Chandel & American oncologist 
David Tuveson 

This is an example of a cautionary note that high-dose 

supplements generally ought not be taken without consider-

ation of health condition. There is no substitute for a healthy 

diet of varied fruits and vegetables. 

We are left with a delicate balancing act. Both too many and 
too few free radicals spell trouble. ~ English nutritionists Aidan 
Goggins & Glen Matten 

 Lycopene  

Lycopene is a carotenoid phytonutrient. Carotene is a pig-

ment produced in plant cells, yielding the vivid colors of fruits 

and vegetables.  

Cooking tomatoes increases the concentration of bioavail-

able lycopene in this fruit. Watermelon and red citrus, such 

as pink grapefruit, are also high in lycopene. As carotenoids 

are pigments, coloration signifies lycopene content.  

Regular consumption of foods rich in lycopene are benefi-

cial in warding off prostate cancer. Lycopene is an active an-

tioxidant. 
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The contribution of foods to nutrition has 3 categories: 

carbohydrates, proteins, and fats.  

Fruits are rich in healthy carbohydrates. Other than po-

tatoes, which are a near-ideal balance of carbohydrates and 

proteins, vegetables tend to offer abundant protein. Nuts and 

seeds offer healthy fats. 

Seafood, especially fish, is extraordinarily rich in protein, 

as are eggs. Meat is a mixture of protein and unhealthy ani-

mal fat, as is dairy. 

There are other essential nutrients, albeit in small quan-

tities: vitamins and minerals. We begin with these, so that 

the described foods can be better appreciated for their nutri-

tional qualities. 

Vitamins are organic molecular micronutrients. In con-

trast, dietary minerals are inorganic elements which are 

combined into forms that are biologically useful. Both are nu-

tritionally essential, albeit in tiny quantities. 

 Vitamins & Minerals  

Each year over 75% of the somatic cells in our bodies are 

replaced. The quality of nutrients consumed determines the 

quality of bodily reconstruction, notably how well cells func-

tion and their ability to fend off disease.  

 Vitamins  

A vitamin is an organic substance essential to metabo-

lism, albeit in minute quantities. Vitamin are classed by 

their bodily retention.  

Fat-soluble vitamins are stored in fat cells. These include 

vitamins A, D, E, and K. 

Water-soluble vitamins are eliminated from the body the 

day they are digested. B and C are water-soluble. 

The various vitamins were discovered by biochemists in 

the first decades of the 20th century. Some molecules origi-

nally thought to be vitamins turned out otherwise.  
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The vitamin formerly known as B4 is the nucleobase ade-

nine. Erstwhile vitamin B11 was found to be a derivative of 

B9, and so scratched from the vitamin list. 

Chronic vitamin deficiencies cause various diseases, 

every one gruesome in its own way. 

 A  

Vitamin A is fat-soluble group of compounds, bifurcated 

into carotenoids and retinoids. Carotenoids are the pigments 

in plant chloroplasts: the organelles that conduct photosyn-

thesis. Retinoids are compounds chemically related to vita-

min A. Carotenes come from consuming plants, whereas 

retinoids are obtained from eating animals. Carotenoids can 

be converted into vitamin A, so one can obtain adequate vit-

amin A from a vegan diet. 

Vitamin A is important for vision, a healthy immune sys-

tem, and for epithelia and other cells. 

Foods high in vitamin A include dandelion greens, sweet 

potatoes, carrots, broccoli leaves (florets have much less), 

kale, butter, and liver.  

A small glass of carrot juice daily offers a healthsome in-

take of vitamin A that helps keep the skin and internal epi-

dermal tissues young. You will know if you are drinking a bit 

too much if your palms and soles of your feet turn an orangish 

tint – but the effect is harmless. 

 B  

B is a complex of water-soluble vitamins. There are 11 

different B vitamins. 

 

B1 (thiamin) 

B2 (riboflavin) 

B3 (niacin) 

B5 (pantothenic acid) 

B6 (pyridoxal phosphate, pyridoxine, pyridoxamine) 

B7 (biotin) 

B8 (inositol) 

B9 (folic acid) 
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B10 (para-aminobenzoic acid) 

B12 (various cobalamin) 

Choline 

 

 If taken in a supplement, B vitamins should be taken as 

a balanced multi-vitamin, such as suggested in the table be-

low. High-dose supplementation of a single B vitamin can 

cause imbalances of other B vitamins. 

Since the functions of various groups of B vitamins are often 
closely related, deficiencies of the B complex are especially 
likely to result in malfunctions of the nervous system. Anemia is 
also likely to occur. A sore mouth with cracks at the corner, a 
burning sensation inside the mouth and a tongue which is swol-
len, shiny, purple, and cracked are all symptoms of vitamin B 
deficiency. ~ American physician Rudolph Ballentine 

 B1  

Vitamin B1 (C12H17N4OS; aka thiamin or thiamine) is em-

ployed in biosynthesizing certain neurotransmitters. All liv-

ing organisms require thiamin, but only bacteria, fungi, and 

plants can make it themselves. Animals must obtain B1 from 

their diet. 

Thiamin is available in a wide variety of foods in low con-

centrations. Whole grains, oatmeal, flax, sunflower seeds, as-

paragus, kale, cauliflower, potatoes, oranges, and eggs are 

relatively high in thiamin. 

 B2   

Vitamin B2 (C17H20N4O6; aka riboflavin) is an easily ab-

sorbed colored micronutrient required for many cellular pro-

cesses. B2 plays a key role in metabolism. Riboflavin is best 

known for the orange color it imparts to B-complex vitamin 

capsules. Riboflavin is found in leafy vegetables, legumes, 

mushrooms, and almonds. 

Vitamin B1 

mg 

B2 

mg 

B3 

mg 

Biotin 

mcg 

B5 

mg 

B6 

mg 

Folate 

mcg 

B12 

mcg 

Dosage 50 50 30 60 25 50 800 100 
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 B3   

Vitamin B3 (C6NH5O2; aka niacin) is an essential nutrient 

– but in a sense, is not really a vitamin at all, as B3 need not 

be in the diet. Niacin can be manufactured from the essential 

amino acid tryptophan (C11H12N2O2). Niacin is found in a va-

riety of foods, including whole grains, legumes, nuts, avoca-

dos, and fish. 

 B5   

Vitamin B5 (C9H17NO5; pantothenic acid) is necessary to 

metabolize carbohydrates, proteins, and fats, and to synthe-

size ATP, the universal cellular energy molecule. 

Small quantities of B5 are found in nearly every food. 

Broccoli and avocado offer B5 in abundance, as does meat and 

whole grains. As B5 is largely found on the outer layers of 

grains, refining removes over half of the vitamin. 

 B6  

Vitamin B6 (C8H10NO6P; pyridoxal phosphate (active 

form)) is instrumental in metabolism, gene expression, and 

synthesis of neurotransmitters, histamine, and hemoglobin.  

Many foods contain vitamin B6. Foods high in B6 include 

sunflower seeds, soybeans, walnuts, lentils, beans and peas, 

bananas, avocados, leafy greens such as kale and spinach, 

and fatty fish (salmon, mackerel, tuna, sardines). 

 B7  

Vitamin B7 (C10H16N2O3S; aka biotin) is necessary for me-

tabolism of proteins and fats, and cell growth. B7 deficiency 

is rare, as gut flora produce biotin. Soybeans, black-eyed 

peas, rice, barley, oats, egg yolk, mushrooms, peanuts, wal-

nuts, pecans, and almonds provide a biotin bounty. 
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 B8   

Vitamin B8 (C6H12O6; aka inositol) is employed in gene ex-

pression, cell membrane functioning, fat metabolism, and in-

tercellular signaling. Foods high in the bioavailable form of 

B8 are fruits, beans, grains, and nuts. 

 B9   

Vitamin B9 (C19H19N7O6: aka folic acid) is essential for nu-

merous cellular functions, especially cell growth, DNA syn-

thesis and maintenance, and red blood cell production.  

Folate is naturally occurring B9, whereas folic acid is the 

synthesized (vitamin pill) form. 

Abundant B9 is found in various vegetables, particularly 

dark green leafy vegetables, fruits, nuts, beans, lentils, and 

peas. Foods especially high in folate include black-eyed peas, 

lentils, spinach, asparagus, lettuce, broccoli, oranges, and 

tropical fruits such as mango. 

 B10   

Vitamin B10 (H2NC6H4CO2H; para-aminobenzoic acid 

(PABA)) is essential to the body: instrumental to gut flora in 

producing vitamin B9. PABA is involved in protein metabo-

lism and blood cell formation. Vitamin B9 is important to skin 

health. Green leafy vegetables, mushrooms, and whole grains 

are good sources of B10. 

 B12   

Vitamin B12 (C63H88CoN14O14P; cobalamin) is unique in 

several ways. Only 3 micrograms per day, a tiny amount, is 

necessary. The body uses cobalamin to produce red blood 

cells. 

B12 is made by many bacteria and yeasts. Eggs contain 

B12. In contrast, any food of plant origin, not fermented, and 

free of all bacteria and insects, will not contain B12. Unpro-

cessed organic produce invariably contains trace amounts of 

B12.  
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In cultures where food is organically grown and con-

sumed, B12 deficiencies are rare, even if no animal products 

are consumed. Further, the flora in a healthy gut produce B12. 

The typical first symptom of B12 deficiency is chronic low 

energy. Prolonged deficiency causes anemia and psychologi-

cal symptoms, including confusion, irritability, and paranoia. 

Ingestion is not the only cause of B12 deficiency. Absorp-

tion is a problem with some people. 

The right level of stomach acid is important for B12 ab-

sorption. As chronic anxiety affects digestion, it can play a 

role in creating a B12 deficiency. 

 Choline  

Though it lacks numeric designation, choline (C5H14NO) 

is usually grouped in the complex of B vitamins. Choline is 

essential for constructing the body's cell membranes. 

The body can synthesize choline, but not in sufficient 

quantities to meet bodily needs. Owing to self-synthesis, cho-

line is not strictly a vitamin. 

Cauliflower, broccoli, and spinach are high in choline. 

 C  

Vitamin C is an antioxidant that helps repair and regen-

erate tissues, and aids absorption of iron. Citrus fruit, pota-

toes, tomatoes, and red peppers are especially high in 

vitamin C.  

Extensive research indicates that vitamin C plays no es-

pecial role warding off the common cold.* While dietary in-

take is important, vitamin C supplements are ill-advised 

because of their side effects, most notably indigestion. 

 D  

Vitamin D enhances digestive absorption of calcium, iron, 

magnesium, phosphate, and zinc. 

 
* Nobel laureate Linus Pauling started the myth about vitamin C 

curing the common cold in 1970. 
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Although vitamin D is obtained through foods, the main 

source is sunshine. The skin produces vitamin D via exposure 

to ultraviolet light. Hence, vitamin D is not strictly a vitamin. 

Nonetheless, sufficient vitamin D cannot be biosynthesized, 

so it must be partly obtained in the diet. 

Numerous studies link vitamin D levels with overall 

health. In elderly people, lack of vitamin D is instrumental 

in accelerating decrepitude.  

Few foods offer ample vitamin D. Mushrooms are high in 

vitamin D – somewhat odd, considering they grow in the 

dark. Alfalfa sprouts, fatty fish, and egg yolks also contain 

considerable vitamin D. 

 E  

Vitamin E comprises a group of lipid-soluble compounds. 

Vitamin E has many biological functions, including gene ex-

pression and enzymatic activity. Its antioxidant activity is 

one of the most important. 

Various vegetable oils excel in vitamin E, as do nuts. 

Leafy green vegetables, such as spinach, collard greens, beet 

greens, and turnips, contain decent vitamin E. 

 K  

Vitamin K is a group of structurally similar, fat-soluble 

vitamins. Mammals need vitamin K for the cardiovascular 

system, building strong bones, and in some tissues. 

Green leafy vegetables – such as spinach, collard greens, 

kale, asparagus, broccoli, and lettuce – contain vitamin K, as 

do soybeans, whole wheat, oats, seaweed, yogurt, and eggs. 

 Minerals  

Dietary minerals refer to inorganic chemical elements 

that the human body needs. From a digestive perspective, 

these minerals are found in food, but are then often trans-

formed by gut flora into biologically employable forms. For 

example, cobalt is useful only after bacteria have processed 

it, such as into the vitamin B12. 
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 Calcium  

Calcium is the basis of bones and teeth. 99% of the body's 

calcium is stored there. 

Deficiencies of calcium and vitamin D lead to osteoporo-

sis: a disease of progressive bone mass and density loss, lead-

ing to effortless fractures. A dietary supplement of the two is 

recommended if dietary intake is questionable. 

Foods high in calcium include seaweeds, beans (especially 

soy), kale, nuts and seeds (almonds, hazelnuts, pistachio, ses-

ame), figs, quinoa, okra, rutabaga, and broccoli. 

 Copper  

Copper is essential to all organisms in trace amounts for 

its assistance in enzymatic activity related to ATP synthesis. 

Copper is easily obtained in the diet. Whole grains, legumes, 

potatoes, nuts, chocolate, kale, lemons, raisins, apples, coco-

nuts, papaya, and seafood offer copper. Fresh water can pro-

vide up to 25% of daily copper needs. 

 Iodine  

Animals with thyroid glands need iodine. Iodine defi-

ciency makes a person seriously stupid. Youngsters suffer ir-

reversible mental retardation from lack of iodine. For this 

reason, iodine is added to table salt throughout much of the 

world. 

Iodine is naturally found in seawater as a water-soluble 

ion. Unsurprisingly, seaweed and seafood are good sources of 

iodine. Iodine is also found in soybeans. 

 Iron  

Iron is essential in many ways. Rocky planets, plants, and 

animals all need iron to sustain themselves. Iron forms the 

core of crusty planets like Earth.  

The symbol for the planet Mars has represented 

iron since Roman times. The same logo has been used 

for men since the Renaissance. 
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By contrast, the planet Venus, the ductile element 

copper, and women all share the same symbol. 

The Sun and other stars store iron as a byproduct of the 

fusion that keeps them lit. Iron is the heaviest element made 

by stars. The employment of iron, especially as the main in-

gredient for steel, was essential to industrialization – man's 

terminal mistake in generating a self-extinction event. 

Plants use iron in chlorophyll, the pigment for photosyn-

thesis. Vertebrates employ iron for hemoglobin molecules 

that ferry oxygen in blood. 

Oatmeal, legumes, and spinach are high in iron. 

 Manganese  

Manganese is a cofactor in numerous enzyme functions. 

Both plant and animal cells appreciate manganese for its as-

sistance in detoxifying free-oxygen radicals (reactive oxygen 

species). Trace amounts of manganese are needed by the 

body for bone production and skin health. Whole grains, 

beans, spinach, pineapple, raspberries, strawberries, garlic, 

squash, and eggplant offer adequate manganese. 

 Magnesium  

Magnesium is highly reactive. That quality is key to mag-

nesium's biological value.  

Magnesium is abundant in the body. Half of the magne-

sium in our bodies is stored in the bones. 

Over 300 enzyme systems employ magnesium as a cofac-

tor to regulate biochemical reactions, including energy (ATP) 

production and protein synthesis. Magnesium is needed for 

proper muscle, circulatory, immune and intelligence system 

functioning.  

Coupled with phosphate, magnesium drives basic nucleic 

acid chemistry. Magnesium is active in the transport of cal-

cium and potassium ions across cell membranes.  

Magnesium competes with calcium. For good health, 

magnesium, calcium, and potassium must stay in balance at 

sufficient levels. Excess magnesium is readily filtered by the 

kidneys and eliminated in urine. 
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Rich dietary sources of magnesium include green leafy 

vegetables, beans, nuts, and seafood.  

 Phosphorus  

Phosphorus is essential to all life, as it is a component of 

RNA, DNA, ATP, and other biocompounds. Phosphorus is 

found in foods with protein. Grains, beans, and fish contain 

ample dietary phosphorus. 

 Potassium  

Potassium cations are particularly important in main-

taining intercellular osmotic balance, and for intelligence 

system functioning. 

In different quantities, potassium triggers 3 different 

taste sensations. A dilute solution tastes sweet. Higher con-

centrations take on a bitter taste, reaching a salty climax, as 

potassium and sodium are chemically similar. 

Potassium accumulates in plant cells, so rich dietary 

sources of potassium include fresh fruits and vegetables. 

 Selenium  

All animals require selenium in trace amounts, as it is a 

cofactor essential to antioxidant enzymes. Sources of sele-

nium include seeds, cereals, mushrooms, fish, and eggs. De-

pending on soil quality, Brazil nuts are the richest selenium 

source. 

 Sodium  

Some plants require sodium to aid metabolism, albeit in 

minute quantities. The need for sodium for many animals is 

so strong as to comprise an appealing taste sensation in of 

itself. In mammals, sodium facilitates nerve function, helps 

regulate blood quality and maintain fluid balance.  

It is difficult in modern diets to not get enough sodium, 

as it features in almost all processed foods. The health prob-

lem with sodium tends to be getting too much. In natural 

foods, seaweed and spinach supply ample sodium. 
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 Zinc  

All organisms require zinc in trace amounts, as it is a co-

factor in over 100 enzymes. Zinc deficiency especially impacts 

the immune system and skin health. 

Oysters, sesame seeds, pumpkins seeds, lentils, garbanzo 

beans (chickpeas), mushrooms, spinach, asparagus, cashews, 

quinoa, and shrimp all offer zinc. 

 Food  
Anything edible is considered food. Nutritional quality is 

another matter altogether. 

Most food has its origin in plants. The fruits that plants 

intend for animal consumption are just the beginning. As 

well as parts of the plant itself, plant seeds, such as nuts and 

grains, are commonly eaten. ~2,000 different plants are cul-

tivated for food. Fungi are the biggest exception to food being 

plant-based. 

Unlike earlier Homo species, throughout history and in 

the world today, most people eat animals. Animals as food 

are categorically called seafood (mostly fish), fowl (birds) and 

meat (land animal flesh, mostly mammals). Insects are a food 

source in many cultures, while shunned in others, notably 

Europe and North America. Animal produce as food includes 

honey, eggs, and dairy. 

 Sugar  

Several types of sugar are eaten. All come from plants. 

Sugar is stored in most plant tissues for their energy needs. 

Sugar is a loose term scientifically, as it refers to a few 

categories of carbohydrates: monosaccharides, disaccharides, 

and oligosaccharides. Almost all sugars are of the formula 

CnH2nOn, where n is between 3 and 7. 

Monosaccharides are the simplest sugar. They include, 

among others: glucose, fructose, and galactose. These 3 sug-

ars are directly absorbed into the bloodstream during diges-

tion. Though they differ in structure, all share the formula 

C6H12O6. 
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Monosaccharides form the building blocks of disaccha-

rides (such as sucrose) and polysaccharides (such as cellulose 

and starch).  

Glucose and fructose together form sucrose (C12H22O11). 

White (or brown) granulated table sugar is sucrose. 

Glucose is the simplest sugar; one of the primary products 

of photosynthesis. Glucose is the favored fuel for cellular res-

piration because of its nonspecific reaction with protein 

amino groups, and its conformational stability. 

Fructose is fruit sugar; an isomer of glucose. Fructose is 

found in flowers, fruits, berries, and most root vegetables.  

Commercially, fructose is derived from sugarcane, sugar 

beets, and corn. Its crystalline form is pure fructose, while 

high-fructose corn syrup is a mixture of glucose and fructose 

as monosaccharides. Honey is a glucose-fructose mix. 

The 5-ring form of fructose is 1.73 times sweeter than su-

crose. The 6-ring form is equivalently sweet. Warming fruc-

tose creates the 6-ring form. 

Hydrogen bonding – between positively charged hydrogen 

atoms and electron-rich atoms such as oxygen – determines 

the sweetness of a sugar. Sweeter sugars have tighter, 

stronger hydrogen bonds. 

Fructose has been favored commercially because its 

sweetness is perceived quicker than either sucrose or glucose, 

its taste sensation peaks higher than sucrose while diminish-

ing more quickly, and it has a sweetness synergy effect when 

combined with other sweeteners. 

Galactose is less sweet than glucose. Lactose (C12H22O11), 

found in milk, is the disaccharide combination of glucose and 

galactose. 

Disaccharides are broken down into monosaccharides 

during digestion; either hydrolyzed via hydrochloric stomach 

acid or by enzymes in the intestines. 

Oligosaccharides are a carbohydrate (saccharide) poly-

mer, typically comprising 2–10 simple sugars. Oligosaccha-

rides serve several functions, including, by their presence in 

animal cell membranes, cell-to-cell recognition. Plants bun-

dle up oligosaccharides for transport and storage. 
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 History  

Sugarcane was domesticated on the island of New Guinea 

10,000 years ago, before grains were sown anywhere in the 

world. Natives cut the cane, chewing a stalk until a starburst 

of sugar hit. 

Sugar featured predominantly in New Guinean myths: an 

elixir for curing all kinds of ailments, and an answer for mal-

content moods. Priests at religious ceremonies sipped sugar 

water from coconut shells. 

Sugar spread slowly among the Southeast Asian islands, 

reaching the mainland by 1000 BCE. By the mid-4th century 

CE, Indians had learned how to process sugar into a powder. 

It was used as a curative for headaches, stomach flutters, and 

even impotence. 

Sugar refinement was long kept a secret science, passed 

from master to apprentice. By the 6th century the craft had 

crept to Persia, where rulers entertained guests with sugary 

sweets. 

Arab conquests carried sugar with them. The sweet 

knowledge spread throughout the Muslim world: in the Ara-

bian Peninsula and as far as Spain. 

The Arabs perfected sugar refinement and transformed it 

into an industry. The work was brutal: the heat in the fields, 

the smoke in the boiling rooms, the crush of the mills. 

Sugar demand surged. The work was considered suitable 

only for the lowest laborers. Field hands were commonly pris-

oners of war: east European captives of the Ottoman Empire 

– one of the fruits of conquest. 

The first Europeans to succumb to sugar were British and 

French crusaders who sallied forth to enrich themselves by 

wresting the Holy Land from the infidels. Those that re-

turned brought with them a sweet powder so rare that it was 

classified as a spice, consumed only by nobility. 

The Western elite who had fallen under sugar's spell 

faced a dilemma: deal with the southern European suppliers 

at exorbitant prices, defeat the Turks, or suss new sources of 

sugar. The last option seemed the most economical solution. 
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The European age of exploration was, to no small extent, 

a search for territories that would support growing sugar-

cane. Cane is not productively produced in temperate climes. 

It requires rain-drenched tropical fields to flourish. 

In 1425 the Portuguese prince Henry the Navigator sent 

sugarcane and colonists to Madeira, an island just rediscov-

ered in 1420. The crop soon made its way to other newly 

found Atlantic islands. 

In 1493, cane was carried on Genoese explorer Christo-

pher Columbus' 2nd voyage to the New World. Whence 

dawned the age of Caribbean sugar. Columbus' sugarcane 

was first planted in Hispaniola, the site a few hundred years 

later of a great slave revolt. 

The price of sugarcane was devastation. The rainforests 

of Jamaica, Cuba, and elsewhere were razed. The natives 

were killed, subjugated, and enslaved. The Portuguese 

turned Brazil into a boom colony, with over 100,000 slaves 

producing tons of sugar. 

During the mid-17th century, by dint of surfeit thanks to 

slavery, sugar was transformed from a luxury spice to a sta-

ple, first for the middle class, and eventually the poor. Econ-

omists call this feedback loop a virtuous cycle: surging supply 

creating increasing demand via falling prices. 

By the 18th century, sugar and slavery had proved a win-

ning formula. Every few years a Caribbean island was colo-

nized, cleared, and planted.  

When the natives expired, they were replaced by African 

slaves. Over 11 million slaves were shipped to the New 

World. More than half worked on sugarcane plantations. Mil-

lions were tortured, mutilated, and died to satiate Europe's 

growing sweet tooth. 

In 1700 the average Brit ate 1.8 kilograms of sugar a year. 

By 1800: 8 kilos. In 1870, the average appetite was up to 21 

kg per person per annum. By 1900, individual sugar con-

sumption was 45 kg a year. 

Breakfast cereal began its commercial descent in the 

1880s, when it was first packaged as a whole-grain health 

food. In the 1920s, cereal began its evolution into sugar-

coated puffs, flakes, and pops. From there cereal's popularity 
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bloomed. The US trademark office now lists 2,000 different 

commercial cereal names. 

Recent decades have seen a burgeoning consumption of 

processed sugars. Over the past 50 years, sugar consumption 

has tripled worldwide. Now, more than 500 calories per day 

come from refined sugar alone for people in many parts of the 

world. That is often more than a quarter of dietary energy 

intake. 

High-fructose corn syrup (HFCS) is manufactured from 

corn syrup in a process that yields a mixture of glucose and 

fructose in roughly equal proportions. Corporations that 

grow corn are subsidized by the government in the United 

States, so HFCS is pervasive.  

The average American sucks down 23 kilos of corn syrup 

per year. Most other developed countries eschew HFCS, rely-

ing instead on sucrose as an added sugar. 

 Health Implications  

It seems like every time I study an illness and trace a path to 
the first cause, I find my way back to sugar. ~ American neph-
rologist Richard Johnson 

Bodily, sugar acts addictively in multiple ways. Sugar un-

balances the hunger hormone ghrelin. Sugar disrupts leptin, 

a hormone helpful to feeling sated. Sugar dupes dopamine 

signaling to reduce the pleasure from food, compelling 

greater consumption. 

Overconsumption of derived fructose over time can lead 

to liver toxicity and a host of other chronic diseases. While 

glucose is readily metabolized by all cells, the liver hogs fruc-

tose for processing. 

Fructose engenders uric acid production, which raises 

blood pressure. That fructose damages the liver like alcohol 

comes as no surprise in considering that alcohol is derived 

from fermented sugar. 

The average American consumes the equivalent of 22.7 

teaspoons of sugar each day. The upshot has been a rocketing 

of diabetes in the population, from 2% in 1973 to over 7% by 

2013 and still climbing.  
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In 1900, only 5% of people worldwide had high blood pres-

sure. The pressure has built. Now 1/3rd of adults on the 

planet are closer to expiration from cardiovascular disease. 

Through animal experiments, including humans, English 

physiologist John Yudkin showed in the late 1950s that a 

high sugar diet led to elevated levels of insulin and fat in the 

blood; risk factors for diabetes and heart disease. His well-

researched message was drowned out by reductionist bio-

chemists jumping to wrong conclusions about the source of 

dietary health problems.  

Along the same lines as sugar being satisfactory food, 

eggs got blamed for their cholesterol, and fats for being fatty. 

Instead, eggs are healthsome, albeit too high in protein, and 

healthy plant-based fats in the diet should be most welcome 

in moderate measure. 

Much of the misdirection in not attributing sugar as the 

culprit of dietary distress came from the sugar industry, 

which paid scientists to find fault with fat instead.* Playing 

nutritionists like pawns, a half-century of dietary recommen-

dations were shaped by the sugar industry. Unsurprisingly, 

the American Medical Association was duped (doctors receive 

no education in research methodology and lack the skepti-

cism that comes on the coattails of being a lawyer).  

They were able to derail the discussion about sugar for dec-
ades. It was a very smart thing the sugar industry did because 
review papers, especially if you get them published in a very 
prominent journal, tend to shape the overall scientific discus-
sion. ~ American educator Stanton Glantz 

 Fruit  

Fruit was a plant invention to tempt animals into seed 

dispersal and provide nourishment to herbivores without lit-

erally getting eaten alive – in other words, a diversionary 

stratagem. 

 
* A 1965 study that found ill effects in rats on a high-sugar diet had 

its funding by the sugar industry terminated just before comple-

tion. The damning evidence was never published. 
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The common take is that fruit is a meaty sugar with 

seeds. To a botanist, fruit comprises the ripened ovaries of 

plants, including the seed within. That definition – an ovary 

with seed(s) – is insufficient, as the definition also encom-

passes various nuts, grains, and vegetables.  

A workable definition of fruit is a sweet-tasting gift by a 

flowering plant in a gambit to disseminate its seeds. By that 

characterization, there are ~2,000 distinct fruits in the world. 

 

From an evolutionary perspective our sweet tooth de-

scended from eating fruit. Most of the carbohydrates in hom-

inids' diets were found in fruits.  

Fruit is readily accessible energy, typically with other 

wholesome ingredients tucked in. The fructose content of 

fruit is surprisingly small compared to its satisfying sweet-

ness. 

Starchy carbohydrates require greater digestion for 

equivalent energy. Whereas fruit sugar is an immediate en-

ergy rush, complex carbohydrates give up their sugars at a 

more measured pace. 

22 MYA, the African canopy was a year-round rainforest. 

Apes survived on the fruit from trees. 

5 million years later, global cooling curtailed the fruit out-

put, bringing a seasonality that spelled starvation. Hominids 

genetically adapted by becoming highly efficient fructose pro-

cessors. Even small amounts in excess were stored as fat; a 

huge survival advantage for sweets that cannot be had year-

round. Humans descended with the proclivity to tuck surfeit 

sugar away. 

 

A brief survey of select fruits follows.* 

 
* The fruits described were chosen based upon something interest-

ing to convey. Practically all edible fruits are nutritious. 
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 Açaí  

 The açaí palm is native to the swamps and floodplains of 

tropical Central and South America. It produces a small, 

round, purple-black drupe. A drupe is an indehiscent (not 

opening at maturity) fruit in which a fleshy outer part sur-

rounds a shell – pit or stone – with a seed inside. Apricot, 

cherry, mangoes, olives, peach, plum, and most palms, such 

as coconut, produce drupe fruit. 

The açaí berry burst into popularity in 2004 as a dietary 

supplement, with marketers making unfounded claims of its 

exuberant health properties, particularly its antioxidant po-

tency. Internet hype was particularly intense in 2008–2009. 

For all that, there is no scientific evidence that açaí offers any 

especial health benefits beyond any other berry. 

 Apple  

The deciduous apple tree originated in 

the mountains of central Asia. The apple 

was one of the first cultivated fruits and is 

one of the most widely grown tree fruits. 

There are over 7,500 apple cultivars, vari-

ously bred for tastes and uses: eating fresh, 

cooking, or for cider. 

The apple has symbolically figured in many cultural my-

thologies. In Norse mythology, the goddess Iðunn gave apples 

to the gods that grant them eternal life. To the Greeks, the 

apple was a symbol of love.  

For Jews and Christians, the apple symbolizes tempta-

tion to evil. In the Biblical book of Genesis, Eve picked this 

forbidden fruit in Eden and coaxed Adam to share it with her. 

Hence, the allegorical downfall of man was brought about by 

temptation offered by women; very heavy symbolic sexism, as 

well as an apt observation on the weak wills of men. 

'Conventionally' grown apples in the United States are 

loaded with pesticides. One is diphenylamine (DPA), a car-

cinogen banned in Europe. DPA is sprayed on 80% of conven-

tional apples after harvesting to slow browning. The US 

Apple Association asserts "there is no cause for concern, and 
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certainly not a safety issue." The US EPA has not looked at 

DPA since 1997. 

Apples offer dietary fiber, phytonutrients, and copious 

vitamin C. And, reputedly, an apple a day keeps the doctor 

away. 

 Apricot  

The apricot is a small tree that produces small 

golden fruit. The Chinese cultivated apricots over 

4,000 years ago. Silk Road trade took the apricot 

to Iran, where the Greeks and Romans discovered it during 

the 1st century CE. 

Fresh apricots are succulently delicious, but they do not 

travel well: hence the popularity of dried apricots, typically 

preserved with sulfur dioxide, which turns the fruit a vivid 

orange. 

In Europe, apricots earned a reputation as an aphrodis-

iac. Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream (1597) 

dreamily suggests such. 

Apricots offer dietary fiber, antioxidants, vitamins A, C, 

and E, iron, copper, manganese, potassium, and zinc. Apricot 

nutrients benefit the cardiovascular system. 

Apricot seeds, which have anti-herbivore cyanogenic gly-

cosides, have long been employed medicinally. Apricot seeds 

were used against tumors by the 6th century. During the 

17th century in England, apricot oil was also used against 

ulcers. 

 Avocado  

An avocado is a large berry with a single 

seed. The avocado tree is native to Mexico 

and Central America. Avocados are now cul-

tivated commercially in tropical and Medi-

terranean climates throughout the world. 

Avocado trees are partially self-pollinating. Trees are of-

ten propagated via grafting to maintain predictable quality. 

There are numerous avocado cultivars. Hass is the most 

common. All Hass avocados descended from a single tree 
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raised by American mail carrier Rudolph Hass of La Habra 

Heights, California. 

Avocados are nutrient-dense. About 75% of the energy 

supplied by avocados comes from its healthy fat. Avocado is 

an excellent source of dietary fiber, vitamins B, C, E and K, 

potassium, magnesium, and antioxidants.  

Avocado is a good food for infants, and for those who are 

overweight, as gives a solid sensation of satiation. 

 Banana  

Bananas are the edible fruit of numerous dif-

ferent trees in the Musa genus, indigenous to 

Southeast Asia and Oceania. The earliest evidence 

of banana cultivation comes from eastern New 

Guinea 6,500 years ago. Portuguese sailors 

brought bananas to the Americas in the 16th century. 

After the American Civil War, multinational banana com-

panies established plantations in what were later called the 

"banana republics" of Central America. By the 1920s, the ba-

nana was one of the most popular fruits in the US.  

By far the most important commercial banana cultivar is 

the Cavendish (Musa acuminata), particularly the Dwarf 

Cavendish, owing to its ease of transport, shelf life, and taste. 

Grand Nain (Chiquita Banana) is another popular banana. 

Export bananas are picked green. They ripen in air-tight 

rooms after arriving in their destination country. Ethylene 

gas is pumped into these rooms to induce ripening. The vivid 

yellow color of the supermarket banana comes from the arti-

ficial ripening process. 

Bananas used in cooking are called plantains, which are 

starchier than Cavendish. 

Bananas an excellent source of dietary fiber and vitamin 

B6. They also contain vitamin C, manganese, and potassium. 

 Blueberry  

Blueberries are indigenous to North America, but 

interest in the blue food has spread globally. The blue-

berry was long an important food to native Americans. They 
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were first cultivated in 1908, making blueberries the most 

recent wild fruit to become a commercial crop.  

In North America, blueberry season begins in May and 

ends in late summer. Maine – the largest producer of blue-

berries in the US – plasters its blueberries with pesticides, 

creating a badly polluted treat. 

Blueberries are rich in vitamins C and K, antioxidants, 

and manganese. 

 Cherry  

The cherry originated near the Caspian Sea. 

By 300 BCE the Greeks were cultivating cherries. 

The Romans spread cherries throughout Europe 

and Asia minor. Cherries came to North America by way of 

early English and French settlers. 

Today there are ~1,200 cultivars of cherries; 900 of the 

sweet variety, 300 sour. Cherries grow in temperate lati-

tudes. 

The cherry tree is especially beloved in Japan as a spir-

itual metaphor, where the short-lived April blossoms are a 

reminder of the transience of existence. The summer cherry 

fruiting season is also short. 

Cherries offer dietary fiber, vitamin C, potassium, and 

phytonutrients. 

 Citrus  

Citrus are acidic fruits; typically juicy, al-

ways nutritious. All share a commonality of 

tangy flavor and sweet-sour aroma.  

Citrus are especially high in vitamin C. 

They also provide B vitamins, dietary fiber, 

potassium, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, copper, and 

various phytonutrients. 

The origin of citrus remains unresolved, but indications 

are tropical Southeast Asia or Australasia. The earliest ref-

erence to citrus is in 2200 BCE Chinese texts. 

Mandarin and sweet oranges originated in China. Lem-

ons were first grown in India. After citrons and lemons made 
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their way to the Mediterranean during Roman times, their 

rarity made them status symbols among the elite. 

Because citrus trees easily hybridize via grafting, there 

are innumerable citrus fruits. Major varieties include citron, 

grapefruit, kumquat, lemon, lime, orange, tangelo, and tan-

gerine.  

 Date  

The righteous man will flourish like the palm tree. ~ Psalms 
92:12, The Bible 

The date palm probably arose in the Near East over 50 

million years ago. Date palms has been cultivated at least 

since 7000 BCE. There are dozens of mentions of date palms 

in the Bible and Koran. Dates have been a staple food in the 

Middle East and Indus Valley for thousands of years. 

Trade spread date palms to tropical lands throughout the 

world. There are numerous cultivars. 

A date palm takes 4–8 years to mature before producing 

dates. It may then provide copious fruit for a decade.  

Palms may live for 150 years. Commercial cultures are 

replaced at an earlier age. 

Date palms grow to 23 meters high. The date palm is di-

oecious (separate male and female plants). Both sexes bear 

fruit. 

Dates ripen in 4 stages, denoted throughout the world in 

Arabic: kimri: كيمري (unripe), khlal: خالل (full-size, crunchy), 

rutab: الرطب (ripe, soft), and tamr:  تمر (ripe, sun-dried).  

A ripe date is 80% sugar. The rest is dietary fiber, protein, 

fat, and mineral matter.  

Dates possess plenty of potassium. They also offer copper, 

manganese, magnesium, selenium, and zinc. 

Dates are particularly beneficial to women in their last 

month of pregnancy, as they ease childbirth labor.  

The sap of the date palm is used as a beverage, often fer-

mented into an alcoholic liquor. Sap extraction injures the 

tree, so typically only unproductive date palms are tapped for 

sap. 
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 Fig  

The dioecious wild fig originated in west-

ern Asia. It spread to the Mediterranean in 

prehistoric times.  

Figs were cultivated 6,000 years ago. The fig has been 

food for slaves and upper crust alike for millennia. 

Although the fig is considered a single fruit, the seeming 

seeds within are actually over 1,000 tiny fruits. The fig itself 

is a fruit ensemble (infructescence). The complex flower clus-

ter (inflorescence) comprises a hollow fleshy syconium that is 

lined with numerous unisexual flowers. 

Figs do not suffer the tap of sap that dates palms do. 

Avoiding herbivory, fig stem sap is an irritant to human skin. 

 Grapes  

It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine. ~ Romans 
14:21, The Bible 

A grape is the fruiting berry of deciduous woody vines in 

the Vitis genus. These vines are one of the earliest cultivated 

plants. Wine was made from grapes in the south Caucasus 

6000 BCE. 

The grape's popularity owes to its easy fermentation and 

a fondness for alcoholic beverages. Yeast that naturally live 

on the skin of grapes led to discovery of wine. 

There are 10,000 grape cultivars from the 65 different 

grape species. The color of grapes ranges from white, yellow, 

green, orange, pink, crimson, dark blue, to black. 

From the ancient Greeks onward, every European culture 

has embraced wine in its cultural traditions. Though the Bi-

ble is conflicted on the substance, wine has long held a prom-

inent position in Christian ritual. 

Wine cheereth God and man. ~ Judges 9:13, The Bible 

In contrast, the Koran is clear-cut in disdaining intoxi-

cants, notably alcoholic beverages. 

Intoxicants are but defilement from the work of Satan. ~ Su-

rat Al-Mā'idah (The Table Spread) 5:90 المائدة سورة , The Koran 
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Today, wine consumes 65% of the grapes grown. The re-

maining 35% is eaten as table grapes and raisins, and drank 

as grape juice.  

Grapes and raisins can be toxic to dogs. Yet some dogs eat 

grapes with impunity. The cause of the problem is not known. 

For us, grapes provide vitamin C, K, antioxidants, and 

other phytonutrients, notably resveratrol. Plants produce 

resveratrol to fight off fungal and bacterial pathogens. Pea-

nuts are a significant source of resveratrol. 

A glass has been raised to red wine, in most modest mod-

eration, as being beneficial to cardiovascular health. 

Resveratrol has been pin-pointed, along with antioxidant ac-

tivity.  

The anecdotal evidence for red wine's positive power is 

called the French paradox. The French people have a rela-

tively low incidence of coronary heart disease despite a diet 

rich in saturated fats. The red wine that washes French food 

down is credited as offsetting the otherwise deleterious effect 

of diet. 

That wine is beneficial to health is as scientifically con-

vincing as the hokum of homeopathy and the tooth fairy. At 

best it is a confusion of correlation with cause, which is the 

frequent and grievous methodological mistake of scientists. 

 Olive  

The olive is a small evergreen tree found in 

much of Africa, the Mediterranean basin, the 

Arabian Peninsula, and southern Asia as far east 

as China. The olive has been cultivated for at 

least 6,000 years. 

The fruit is a small drupe 1–2.5 cm. Olives are harvested 

in the green to purple stage. 

80% of the calories in olives are oleic acid, a monounsatu-

rated fatty acid. Olives have a high phytonutrient content, 

including antioxidants. Olives have unique anti-inflamma-

tory properties. 
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 Peach  

The peach is native to northwest China, 

where it has been cultivated for 4,000 years. 

The tree – cousin to cherry and plum – spread 

westward through trade, reaching Greece by 

300 BCE. 

Peaches' fuzzless sister – nectarines – have been around 

for at least 2,000 years, but their first mention is from medi-

eval French. Peaches have been known to grow on nectarine 

trees and vice versa. 

Like date palms, peaches and nectarines are dioecious.  

Peaches and nectarines have either white or yellow flesh. 

The fruit is classified as either freestone – where the seed 

easily separates from the fruit, or clingstone – where the seed 

adheres to the fruit. 

There are hundreds of peach and nectarine cultivars. 

Nectarines have twice as much vitamin A as peaches and 

are a richer source of potassium. Peaches are one of the few 

fruits to have a significant amount of niacin (B3). Peaches and 

nectarines also offer dietary fiber and various phytonutri-

ents. 

 Plums  

The plum was one of the first domesticated fruits. Neo-

lithic plum remains have been found at archeological sites, 

along with olives, grapes, and figs. Plums originated in the 

Caucasian mountains and northern Asia. 

Depending upon taste in taxonomy, there are 19–40 plum 

species, but only 2 are of worldwide commercial significance. 

There are well over 1,000 plum cultivars, of which a few 

dozen are popular. 

Plum trees may naturally grow to 12 meters in height and 

10 meters across. Commercial plum trees are usually half 

that size. 

Plum fruit ranges from tart to sweet. The skin may be 

particularly tart. 

Besides eaten fresh, plums are prepared in a variety of 

ways, including being dried, salted, or pickled. A prune is a 
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dried plum. Whereas most plums grown for fresh consump-

tion are clingstone (a difficult-to-remove pit), prunes are typ-

ically freestone cultivars (the pit is readily removed). 

Plums have the typical phytonutrients and are high in 

vitamin C. Prunes are particularly prized for their laxative 

effect. Daily consumption of a few prunes promotes proper 

bowel function. 

 Raspberry  

The raspberry is native to Asia, Europe, and 

North America. While the fruit is very perishable, 

the plants are hardy. Raspberry bushes grow well 

in cool climates and can withstand wintry weather. 

The ancient Romans spread the raspberry throughout 

their empire beginning 2,000 years ago. While the red rasp-

berry is best known, there are black, purple, and blue rasp-

berries in North America. 

Though delicate, raspberries represent a robust bounty of 

dietary fiber, vitamins C, E, and K, phytonutrients, manga-

nese, and magnesium. 

 Strawberry  

Different species of strawberry are in-

digenous to both the Old World and New. 

The familiar garden strawberry is a cross 

between a small tasty berry from eastern 

North America and a larger, less flavorful 

berry native to Chile. This mating took 

place in mid-18th century France.  

Strawberries are unusual in that the apparent seeds, 

which are actually ovaries, are on the outside of the fruit, and 

the flesh is part of the flower. 

Another oddity is the name. What the "straw" in straw-

berry supposedly means has been lost. 

Strawberries are stuffed with vitamin C, B9, manganese, 

dietary fiber, and phytonutrients. Strawberries are good for 

the cardiovascular system and have anti-inflammatory and 

anticancer properties. 
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 Watermelon  

Watermelon originated in southern Af-

rica. There is a Sanskrit word for watermelon, 

and it is depicted in early Egyptian art over 

4,000 years old. Watermelons were cultivated 

in India in the 7th century and had reached 

China by the 10th century. Contemporaneously, the Moors 

introduced watermelon in Spain, whereupon it spread 

through the warmer climes of Europe. European colonists 

and slaves took watermelon to the New World in the 16th 

century. 

The watermelon plant is an annual ground-dwelling, 

scrambling vine in the gourd family. Watermelon is grown 

worldwide in tropical and sub-tropical biomes for its large 

fruit of the same name, which is a special kind of berry called 

a pepo – a very big berry: watermelons weigh anywhere from 

1 to 20 kg. 

A pepo is a fruit with many seeds, a tough outer skin or 

rind, but not internally divided by septa (membranes). Gourd 

family fruits are usually pepo, including squash, papaya, and 

passion fruit. 

Watermelon pulp is usually eaten raw, though the rind is 

sometimes preserved as a pickle. Watermelon has vitamins 

A and C, and is a good source of lycopene. 

 Seeds  

God said, "I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of 
the Earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They are 
yours for food." ~ Genesis 1:29, The Bible 

A seed is the reproductive embryo of a plant. Many seeds 

come from fruits that naturally free themselves from their 

shell. Other seeds stay attached to the fruit. Such seeds are 

designed to withstand digestion and pass out of an herbi-

vore's system with a dollop of fertilizer. 

A nut is defined botanically as a fruit with a hard shell 

and seed. Culinary usage is less restrictive: a nut is any edi-
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ble kernel in a shell. While almonds, Brazil nuts, pecans, pis-

tachios, and walnuts are not nuts under the botanical defini-

tion, they are generally considered so. 

Seeds have been on the menu since apes headed down the 

hominid path. Yet, oddly, nuts remain among the most com-

mon food allergen. 

Seeds – especially nuts – are satisfying for their healthy 

fat content. They are also rich in proteins and vitamins; eve-

rything a plant needs to start life. 

While seeds of all sorts comprise the bulk of most human 

diets, an even healthier regime is higher in fruits and vege-

tables: more carbohydrates and less protein and fats. 

Grains are the seeds from grass plants. Edible grains are 

called cereal.  

A caryopsis is a dry fruit attached to a seed. Wheat, rice, 

and corn are caryopses. 

Grains were among the first plants cultivated, some 

12,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent. 

Legumes are a family of flowering plants with numerous 

edible seeds, commonly called beans, peas, and lentils. Leg-

umes are botanically notable for their symbiotic relationships 

with nitrogen-fixing bacteria. 

The term pulse is used for legumes that are harvested for 

their dry seed. Dried beans, peas, lentils, and peanuts are 

pulses. 

 Complete & Complementary Proteins  

Organisms are chock full of proteins, which are complex 

macromolecules made up of amino acids. The human body 

uses 20 different amino acids to construct its proteins, though 

not every protein uses all 20 amino acids.  

As a seed is an embryonic organism, seeds are protein 

rich. Not all seed proteins offer all of the 20 amino acids that 

humans need. From a nutritional standpoint, that is unim-

portant. The necessary amino acids to construct a protein 

need not be freshly consumed.  

With notable exception, the human body or microbiome 

can convert most amino acids from one type to another. There 
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are 9 essential amino acids that the body cannot synthesize 

de novo. These must be supplied in the diet. 

Eating a variety of natural foods guarantees that ade-

quate protein building blocks are available. Yet there is a di-

etary technique that makes getting the right amino acids in 

proportion easy; one that has been appreciated since prehis-

toric times. A complete protein is a food that that contains all 

9 essential amino acids in a proportion that the body readily 

appreciates.  

As flesh feeds flesh, animal foods often offer complete pro-

tein, albeit at the cost of being generally bad for one's health.  

Though a few vegan foods, such as quinoa, have complete 

protein, the amino acid contents of plant foods tend to be un-

balanced from the perspective of human nutrition needs. 

This imbalance is easily overcome. Caryopses and pulses 

eaten together offer a complete protein. The combination of 

two such foods is called complementary proteins. 

As the body naturally craves what it lacks, traditional 

cuisines are rife with complementary proteins. The classic 

version of this is rice and beans; the Mexican version is maize 

and beans. 

 Alfalfa  

Alfalfa is native to Iran. Alfalfa was introduced to Europe 

as part of the Persian invasion of Greece in 491 BCE. Alfalfa 

made its way to China by the 2nd century BCE. 

Historically, alfalfa was eaten during times of hardship 

and shortage, such as the Spanish Civil War (1936 – 1939). It 

has in recent decades become popular salad fare, where it 

makes a nutritious lettuce substitute. Alfalfa is often mixed 

with other, spicier sprouts – radish, mustard, garlic, or broc-

coli – to produce a more pungent mix. 

Alfalfa sprouts are highly nutritious: rich in vitamins A 

and K, and minerals.  

Alfalfa has diuretic properties, and so is used to treat uri-

nary tract infections. Chinese and Ayurvedic medicines em-

ploy alfalfa sprouts for digestive difficulties, ulcers, and 

arthritis. As all raw legume sprouts contain anti-herbivore 
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toxins, eating them raw in moderation, or cooking them first, 

is advised. 

 Almond  

The almond tree blossoms, the grasshopper drags itself along, 
and desire fails, because man is going to his eternal home.  
~ Ecclesiastes 12:5, The Bible 

The almond tree is native to the Mediterranean climate 

of the Middle East, extending to India. This deciduous tree is 

a subgenus of the peach. 

As a fruit, almond is a drupe. But most often almonds are 

shelled, and only the seed is eaten. 

Wild almonds are bitter and toxic, owing to cyanide. Do-

mestication rendered this poisonous fruit edible: hence sweet 

almonds. 

Almonds are a superfood. ~ English biologist and nutritionist 
Helen Griffiths 

Almond is nutritionally dense: a rich source vitamins B 

and E, dietary fiber, healthy fats, and essential minerals, in-

cluding calcium, potassium, copper, magnesium, and manga-

nese. Almonds help cardiovascular health. 

 Barley  

Barley was one of the early domesticated 

grains: cultivated in the Levant over 10,000 

years ago. Barley was a staple for ancient 

Egyptians, who also brewed it into a beer, 

thus starting an enduring tradition. As a 

widely adaptable crop, barley readily spread 

around the world via trade routes. 

In medieval Europe, barley and rye breads were peasant 

fodder. The upper crust ate wheat. In Eastern Europe, pota-

toes largely replaced barley in the 19th century as the serf 

food of choice. 

Barley's low status owed to its low level of gluten com-

pared to wheat. Barley bread is much denser, coarser, and 

darker. As wheat cultivation improved, barley fell from favor. 
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The Japanese drink barley tea (mugicha) that, mixed 

with green tea leaves, hails a hearty taste.  

The Italians make a coffee of barley (caffè d'orzo), which 

was especially popular during the Fascist era and World War 

II, when coffee was not readily available. The early 21st cen-

tury saw its revival there as a substitute for caffeinated bev-

erages. 

Barley is highly digestible. It does a wondrous job of reg-

ulating blood sugar level. 

Barley has 8 of the 9 essential amino acids, and otherwise 

provides B vitamins, iron, manganese, selenium, copper, and 

phosphorus. 

 Chocolate  
When it comes to chocolate, resistance is futile. ~ American 

writer Regina Brett 

Chocolate is a concoction based upon the sizable pod seeds 

of the tropical cacao tree, native to the low foothills of the 

Andes mountains. The cocoa tree requires a humid climate, 

regular rainfall, and good soil. 

A cocoa pod is typically 15–25 cm long, and 7.5–10 cm in 

diameter. Inside are oval beans: ~2.5–3 cm long, varying in 

color from white to purple. 

Each cocoa seed brims with fat: 40% to 50% as cocoa but-

ter. The most noted active ingredient in the cacao seed is the 

alkaloid theobromine (C7H8N4O2), a compound like caffeine 

(C8H10N4O2).  

While chocolate is a pleasant buzz to humans, it is poison 

to dogs and cats, with its considerable toxicity disguised by 

an agreeable taste.  

Chocolate has been cultivated for at least 5 millennia. Its 

earliest and most abiding form was, and is, as a drink. 

Now, roughly 2/3rds of the world's cocoa comes from West 

Africa, with Côte d'Ivoire the largest single producer. 

Chocolate is easily one of the most popular flavors in the 

world. Sweet chocolate predominates. Bittersweet chocolate, 

with less sugar, is commonly used in baking. Unsweetened 

chocolate is quite bitter.  
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Dark chocolate unadulterated by milk products is the 

healthiest palatable form. The cacao within is a source of an-

tioxidants that reduce the formation of free radicals which 

promote aging. Chocolate also acts as an anti-inflammatory 

and helps regulate insulin levels. 

Chocolate is good for us partly because it is not easily di-

gestible. Gut bacteria feast on the indigestible part of cocoa, 

fermenting it in wholesome anti-inflammatory compounds 

which our bodies absorb.  

The healthiest dark chocolate has a high cocoa content. 

Chocolate is laden with sugar, so lower content cocoa, com-

mon in sweet chocolates, cannot be considered a healthy food, 

at least not physically. But then, the pleasure of dark choco-

late cannot be denied. Chocolate is the ultimate comfort food 

and has benefit as a stress reducer. 

Milk chocolate is just that: chocolate contaminated with 

dairy, and so considerably less healthy than dark chocolate. 

White chocolate is the least nutritious, having had the co-

coa solids removed. Without its active ingredients, white 

chocolate can be consumed by animals other than humans 

without ill effect. 

 Corn  

Maize is known in North America as corn. 

The leafy stalks of this large grass produce 

ears filled with seeds called kernels. Though 

a grain, corn is generally considered a vege-

table. 

Maize has been a domestic crop since pre-

historic times, perhaps as early as 8000 BCE. 

It was first grown in south-central Mexico. By 

5000 BCE, the crop was grown throughout much of Mesoam-

erica and northern South America. 

Corn is a decent source of dietary fiber. It also offers an-

tioxidants and phytonutrients that help keep aging eyes 

healthy. While corn is good for you, it is also a reminder to 

eat a variety of foods. A diet in which maize predominates 

often results in pellagra (niacin-deficiency disease). 
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Culinary inspiration has metamorphosed maize into nu-

merous edible forms. Most popular is popcorn: certain maize 

varieties whose dried seeds explode when heated. Popcorn is 

often lavished with butter and salted, turning it into a nutri-

tional hazard. 

Dried corn soaked in an alkaline solution and hulled be-

fore cooking – nixtamalization – turns maize into hominy. In 

the southeastern US, coarsely ground hominy becomes the 

side dish grits; handed down from native Americans, who put 

hominy in a stew called sagamite. 

The Brazilian dessert canjica is made by boiling maize in 

sweetened milk. 

A cooked ear of fresh maize – corn on the cob – is popular 

in North America, parts of South America, the United King-

dom, Cyprus, and the Balkans, but unheard-of in several Eu-

ropean countries. 

 Millet  

Millet is an agronomic, but not taxonomic, group of small 

seed grasses. Pearl millet is the most widely grown. 

While millets are indigenous to many areas of the world, 

tropical west Africa is the likely point of origin, as this region 

has the most numerous varieties. Millet was domesticated in 

east Asia 10,000 years ago.  

The protein content of millet is comparable to wheat. But 

millet has no gluten.  

Millets are rich in iron and phosphorus. They offer ample 

B vitamins, calcium, potassium, magnesium, zinc, and die-

tary fiber. 

The drawback to millet is that it is not very digestible, 

and so its nutrients are not readily assimilable. And other 

cereal grains are tastier. 

 Oat  

The ancestor of oats originated in the Fertile Crescent. 

Oat domestication was relatively late, and far from its native 

soil: in Bronze Age western Europe, where oat was a weed 

mixed with barley. 
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 The popularity of oats for human con-

sumption in North America gained its impe-

tus from German American entrepreneur 

Ferdinand Schumacher, who developed 

quick-cooking rolled oats in the late 19th 

century, and to American businessman 

Henry Parsons Crowell, who successfully 

branded the innovation as "Quaker Oats."  

Oatmeal (porridge) and other oat prod-

ucts are popular in the United States, United Kingdom, Aus-

tralia, and New Zealand. Avena is a cold, sweet drink of milk 

and ground oats that is a beloved beverage throughout Latin 

America. 

 Peanut  

The peanut plant is an annual herb that 

grows 30–50 cm high. It was domesticated in cen-

tral South America over 8,000 years ago. Pea-

nuts are now one of the world's leading food 

crops. 

The peanut is a concentrated food: per-weight richer in 

proteins, minerals, and vitamins than beef liver; more fat 

than heavy cream, and more caloric food energy than sugar; 

but by far more nutritiously healthy that such competition. 

Peanuts are a good source of vitamins B and E, dietary 

fiber, antioxidants, magnesium, and phosphorus. 

The peanut maven of all time was American 

botanist George Washington Carver (1864–

1943), who devised 105 recipes using peanuts in 

the early 20th century. He also developed and 

promoted 100 peanut-based products.  

Carver's peanut work was inspired by a de-

sire to help wean the Reconstruction-era South 

from its dependence on the cotton monoculture that was de-

pleting soil while the boll weevil destroyed much of the cotton 

crop. 
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 Quinoa  

Quinoa (pronounced: ki:nwa) is not a true grain. It is in-

stead closely related to beets, spinach, and tumbleweeds. 

Quinoa arose in the Andes. It was domesticated 4,000 

years ago, after a few thousand years of being used for pasto-

ral herding. Someone figured that what was good for the al-

pacas might be good eating. 

Quinoa has a complete protein content, and is high in pro-

tein, iron, magnesium, and phosphorus, as well as offering a 

goodly portion of calcium. 

 Rice  

Rice is the edible seed of a plant in the Oryza 

genus. Rice cultivation began in China 11–13 

TYA.  

In southeast Asia, south China and Japan, 

rice became the predominant grain. Its labor-in-

tensive cultivation required cooperation at times 

of planting and harvest, engendering a commu-

nal culture that endured for millennia in those societies.  

In contrast, cultures which relied upon crops that could 

be independently grown led to a sense of individualism. The 

wheat-growing peoples of the Fertile Crescent are exemplary. 

Whole grain (aka brown) rice is greatly preferable to 

white rice, as processing strips most of the nutritional value. 

White rice is commonly artificially "enriched" with vitamins 

in an unsatisfactory attempt to restore what was stripped 

away by milling and polishing the grains. The nutrient con-

tent of rice varies widely by variety, and by the quality of soil 

in which the plant is grown. 

Rice contains arsenic, for which there no safe level. Amer-

ican rice is especially high in the carcinogen, thanks to his-

toric pesticide usage. As always, organic is best. 

Rinsing rice before cooking removes its starchy coating. If 

you want starchy rice, don't rinse it. 

Rice needs to be soaked before cooking, usually overnight. 

Japanese short-grain rice, once rinsed and drained for 10–15 

minutes, is best soaked for 30 minutes before heating it. 
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Besides dietary fiber and protein, brown rice offers anti-

oxidants, manganese, selenium, phosphorus, copper, and 

magnesium. 

 Rye  

Sing a song of sixpence, a pocket full of rye…. ~ English 
nursery rhyme 

Rye is closely related to barley and wheat. Though long 

known, rye was long dismissed as inferior to wheat.  

Rye gained ground in central and eastern Europe during 

the Middle Ages. Rye grows well in much poorer soils than 

other cereal grains and withstands cold weather better. 

Because it is difficult to separate the germ and bran from 

the endosperm of rye, rye flour is often more nutritious than 

wheat, which is typically refined. 

Rye is roughly as nutritious as other caryopses. Rye is no-

tably high in manganese, phosphorus, copper, and magne-

sium. 

 Soy  

Have a mouth as sharp as a dagger, but a heart as soft as tofu. 
~ Chinese proverb 

Soy is native to east Asia. Myth has the fabled Emperor 

Shénnóng of China proclaim in ~2800 BCE that 5 plants were 

sacred: soybeans, rice, wheat, barley, and millet.  

Becoming a treasured bean takes time. Soybeans were do-

mesticated in China 5000–3500 BCE.  

Soy is among the richest foods in phytoestrogens: plant 

compounds which mimic estrogenic effects in animals. Plants 

employ phytoestrogens to fight fungi and other nuisances.  

Phytoestrogens present a health hazard to humans, par-

ticularly infants and youngsters. They can reduce fertility 

and may raise the risk of cancer. 

Fermentation greatly reduces the level of phytoestrogens 

in soy. The fermentation process is essential to unlocking the 

nutrition potential of soy and defusing its health hazards. 

Fermented soy is healthy in moderation: providing protein, 

calcium, iron, manganese, phosphorus, and phytonutrients.  
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Tofu is not a fermented soy food; but miso, nattō, and 

tempeh are. 

The soy to positively avoid is that found in processed 

foods, made with soy protein isolate and preservatives. These 

products are commonly marketed as vegan substitutes for 

meat and dairy products but are not healthy. 

 Wheat  

The need of the immaterial is the most deeply rooted of all 
needs. One must have bread; but before bread, one must have 
the ideal. ~ French poet Victor Hugo 

Like barley, wheat was one of the first domesticated 

crops; cultivated in the Fertile Crescent over 9,000 years ago. 

Wheat played a seminal role in Western civilization, as it 

could easily be cultivated on a large scale, is easily digested, 

and stores well. 

Wheat is mostly consumed in bread; an ancient Egyptian 

innovation. The processing this involves can lessen its nutri-

tional value. 

Wheat is a dicey food nutritionally. Its health benefits de-

pend entirely on the form in which it is eaten: the more pro-

cessed, the less nutritious. Whole grain wheat has vitamins, 

minerals, and proteins, while refined grain is starchier. 

As with related grains, whole wheat is high in dietary fi-

ber, some B vitamins, phosphorus, copper, manganese, sele-

nium, zinc, and antioxidants. For all that, wheat is not the 

best of grains for all people. What made wheat so popular is 

precisely the problem: gluten. 

 Gluten  

Gluten is a protein found in wheat and related grains, 

such as barley and rye, though wheat generally has a higher 

concentration. Bread flour is especially rich in gluten, as glu-

ten is essential to fluffy bread, which is one of the reasons 

wheat rose to historical prominence. Pastry flour has a lower 

gluten content. 

Rice and oats are gluten-free. The term glutinous rice re-

fers to its doughy texture, not its gluten content. 
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A small percentage of humans (< 1%) are intolerant of or 

allergic to the gluten in wheat. Even for those with tolerance, 

wheat can cause bloating, congestion, flatulence, and other 

flagrant reactions. 

 Wheat Meat  

In the 6th century, Chinese noodle makers discovered 

that gluten proteins in wheat flour could be isolated by 

kneading the dough in water until the starch washed away, 

and only the chewy gluten mass remained. This plant-based 

protein became part of the staple diet of monastery Bud-

dhists, as monks were required to follow a strict vegan diet. 

That nutritionally ersatz tradition continues to this day, 

though tofu makes for a healthier fake meat than gluten. 

 Vegetables  

A vegetable is an edible flowering plant part. A healthy 

human diet mostly comprises vegetables and other plant pro-

duce, especially fruit, and a modest amount of seed products. 

Following is a survey of some vegetables worth knowing. 

 Artichoke  

Globe artichoke is a variety of thistle. The 

edible portion is the flower bud before bloom-

ing.  

The naturally occurring variant of the ar-

tichoke – the cardoon – is native to the Medi-

terranean area. The ancient Greeks and 

Romans ate artichokes. 

Artichokes were cultivated in France by the end of the 

15th century. The Dutch introduced artichokes to England 

around that time. Artichokes arrived in United States in the 

19th century, brought to Louisiana by French immigrants, 

and to California by Spanish ones. The Mediterranean con-

tinues to be the predominant producer of artichokes. 
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The heart and bottom part of the leaves are commonly 

eaten. The stem, which is typically thrown away, is also edi-

ble, having a similar taste to the heart. Artichoke tea is pop-

ular in Vietnam. 

Artichoke is an ample source of dietary fiber, and vita-

mins B, C, and K. Artichoke is mineral-rich, and extremely 

abundant in antioxidants. Artichoke engenders healthy gut 

flora, and so aids digestion; improves liver and gall bladder 

function; and is good for the cardiovascular system. 

 Asparagus  

Asparagus is a perennial flowering plant with 

over 200 species in lands ranging from Siberia to 

southern Africa. The succulent shoots of garden 

asparagus have been cultivated by the Egyptians 

at least since 3000 BCE. Asparagus was known in 

ancient Syria and Spain, and popular with the 

ancient Greeks and Romans. But it drew little 

notice in medieval Europe. Asparagus has been 

grown commercially in the United States since 

the mid-1800s. China is currently the world's leading pro-

ducer of this vegetable.  

Asparagus is in season from January to June in North 

America. It is a labor-intensive crop, requiring harvesting by 

hand. 

In certain European countries, white asparagus is popu-

lar. This is asparagus denied light. Shoots are covered in soil 

as they grow, so they do not become green from photosynthe-

sis. Tender white asparagus shoots are less bitter than their 

more natural green brethren but are also less nutritious. 

Asparagus grows in soils too saline for other plants. As it 

does not uptake soil salt, asparagus is low in sodium. 

Asparagus and tomatoes are complementary companions. 

The tomato plant repels the asparagus beetle. Meanwhile, 

asparagus repels some root nematodes that prey on tomato 

plants. 

Asparagus offers few calories but is rich in vitamins and 

minerals. Asparagus is a good source of vitamins B1, B2, B3, 

B6, C, E, K, and rutin. Asparagus offers chromium, copper, 
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folic acid, iron, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, and sele-

nium. 

In most people, eating asparagus produces urine with a 

characteristic smell. This owes to asparagus metabolizing to 

yield ammonia and various sulfurous products. 

 Beet  

The beet is the most intense of vegetables. 
~ American author Tom Robbins 

The beneficence of beets has been appre-

ciated since antiquity. The roots and leaves 

have long been used in folk medicine. Hippocrates advocated 

beet leaves for binding wounds. 

Beetroot was a Roman treatment for fever and constipa-

tion, among other ills. Beet was also considered an aphrodis-

iac.  

Following the Doctrine of Signatures, the red-purple of 

beetroot inspired Middle Age physicians to favor beets for 

blood conditions. 

The sea beet (aka sea spinach) begat all cultivated beets. 

Sea spinach is a perennial that grows along the seashores of 

North Africa, Europe, and western Asia. 

Some beets are grown for their leaves (chard), others for 

their tuberous roots. Sugar beets are a commercial source of 

refined sugar, especially in Europe, providing 20% of world 

sugar production. 

Root beets have vitamin B, iron, manganese, magnesium, 

potassium, and copper. Chard adds vitamins A, C, and K. 

Both roots and leaves are rich in phytonutrients, notably an-

tioxidants. The nutrients in beetroot regulate cell metabo-

lism and improve cardiovascular function – medieval doctors 

made a good guess. 

 Bell Pepper  

The bell pepper (aka sweet pepper or simply 

pepper) is native to Mexico, Central America, 

and northern South America. Bell peppers were 

cultivated there for thousands of years before 
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Columbus took seeds back to Spain in 1493. From there they 

spread throughout the world. 

Bell peppers are a botanical fruit considered a vegetable; 

commonly sold in supermarkets in green, yellow, orange, and 

red hues.  

Though one variety maintains its green color even when 

fully ripe, red peppers are often simply fully ripened green 

peppers, with yellow and orange at intermediate stages.  

Ripening on the vine engenders sweetness. Green pep-

pers are less sweet and slightly more bitter than yellow or 

orange peppers. Red bell peppers are the sweetest. 

Ripening also enriches the nutrient content. Red peppers 

have twice as much vitamin C as green ones; the level of vit-

amin A and lycopene is 9 times higher in red peppers. 

 Broccoli  

Like cauliflower, broccoli is a form of 

cabbage in which its florets are densely 

packed in fractal fashion. Broccoli, cauli-

flower, cabbage, Brussel sprouts, turnips, 

radish, and other green leafy vegetables 

are called cruciferous, and belong in the 

Brassica family. 

Broccoli was beloved by the upper crust of ancient Ro-

mans, who consumed it several times in the course of a single 

banquet.  

Native to Italy, broccoli made it to England and America 

in the 18th century with Italian immigrants. But the bud was 

slow to bloom in United States: broccoli did not become pop-

ular there until the 1920s. 

Broccoli is a leafy green superfood: high in protein, rich 

in vitamins A and B, and antioxidants. The nutrients in broc-

coli help prevent aging of the eyes and promote cardiovascu-

lar health. Broccoli reduces the incidence of stomach 

disorders, ulcers, and bladder and prostate cancers through 

its anti-bacterial properties. As a detoxifier, broccoli helps 

fight the carcinogenic effects of air pollution.  

Though broccoli is found year-round in markets, peak 

season is October through April. 
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Broccoli is most healthful when cooked as little as possi-

ble. Frozen broccoli is just as wholesome as fresh. The stems 

are as edible and nutritious as the buds. 

 Cabbage  

Nutritionally rich, cabbage has been both 

a food and medicine throughout history; do-

mesticated in Europe before 1000 BCE. Wild 

species are native to southwestern Europe and 

the Mediterranean. Beyond its appreciation as 

a food, cabbage had religious significance to the ancient 

Egyptians.  

The ancient Greeks consumed cabbage as a laxative and 

drank cabbage juice as an antidote for mushroom poisoning. 

Ancient Romans ate cabbage for hangovers. 17th century 

sailors brought cabbage on board to ward off scurvy (vitamin 

C deficiency). 

Cabbage has long served as a subsistence food for the 

lower classes in many cultures: Ireland and Germany are ex-

emplary. For that reason, the upper class long looked down 

their noses at cabbage. The unpleasant smell of overcooked 

cabbage did not help. Nor did the fact that overconsumption 

promotes bloating and flatulence. 

Cabbage is low in calories and high in dietary fiber. Be-

sides its bounty of vitamin C, cabbage is high in vitamins B6, 

B9, and K, as well as plentiful potassium and manganese. 

There are 3 main types of cabbage: green, red/purple and 

Savoy, which is the crinkle-leafed variety. Savoy cabbage is 

the most fibrous. 

 Carrot  

The day is coming when a single carrot, freshly observed, will 
set off a revolution. ~ French post-impressionist painter Paul 
Cezanne, who never painted a carrot 

Carrots are a root vegetable. The taproot is most often 

eaten, though the greens are also tasty.  
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Carrots are native to Europe and southwest 

Asia. Carrots naturally have a purple hue. The north 

Indian carrot is raspberry colored. 

Carrots were first grown for their aromatic 

leaves and seeds. The modern carrot originated in 

Afghanistan 1,100 years ago. The domestic carrot 

has been selectively bred to enlarge the taproot and 

make it less woody. 

Orange carrots first appeared in the Nether-

lands in the 17th century. They were bred to reduce bitter-

ness and improve texture. 

Carrots are an excellent source of vitamin A and are rich 

in antioxidants and minerals.  

Carrot juice offers the most nutritious consumption. Only 

3% of the carotenoids are released by eating a raw carrot. 

So-called "baby carrots" sold in supermarkets are simply 

carrot pegs, not nubile taproots. 

 Cauliflower  

Cauliflower was first grown in the Levant and introduced 

into Europe long after the fall of the Roman Empire. Brought 

to Italy toward the end of the 15th century, cauliflower was 

cultivated across Europe by the close of the 16th century. 

Cauliflower is popular as a winter vegetable; historically 

more highly valued than broccoli because of its elegant, 

snowy white florets. Cauliflower is a staple of Indian cuisine. 

Befitting its place in the cabbage family, cauliflower is 

nutritionally dense. As with broccoli, the nutritional value of 

cauliflower is best preserved by not overcooking. 

 Garlic  

There are 5 elements: earth, air, fire, water, and 
garlic. ~ French chef Louis Diat 

A close relative of the onion, garlic is a most 

odiferous root vegetable thanks to its high sulfur content. 

Garlic's potency has been an inspiration throughout history, 

inspiring myths and superstitions.  
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Garlic has been consumed by people for at least 7,000 

years. The ancient Egyptians revered garlic, even using it 

during the mummification process.  

In ancient Greece and Rome, garlic was believed to pro-

vide strength and vitality. Roman generals planted garlic 

fields in conquered countries to confer courage on the battle-

field. Owing to its smell and association with magic, garlic 

was often shunned by the Roman aristocracy. But it was 

eaten by plebeians and fed to slaves and troops. Julius Cae-

sar bucked tradition by consuming garlic with abandon. 

Medieval Greek travelers would disguise their travel 

route by leaving garlic at crossroads so that demons could not 

follow them. Muhammad wrote of garlic sprouting where the 

devil trod after being cast out of the Garden of Eden. These 

myths may have been the source of inspiration for garlic 

warding off the vampires that arose during the Middle Ages 

in Transylvania, Romania.  

Several traditional European cultures have considered 

garlic a potent white magic. In the Philippines, folklore tells 

of garlic having the power to drive away evil spirits. 

Certain Buddhist sects in China and Vietnam disfavor 

garlic as one of the Five Pungent Spices, particularly its sup-

posed power to augment sexual desire and anger.*  

It took many centuries for garlic to become accepted 

throughout Europe and Asia. The Spanish brought garlic to 

the New World in the late 1400s, where it quickly caught on 

with the indigenous peoples. But immigrants were slow to 

add the smelly bulb to their larders. It was only in the early 

20th century that Italian immigrants transplanted apprecia-

tion of garlic to North America. 

Garlic was used as antiseptic during the World Wars, es-

pecially against gangrene. Garlic has considerable antimicro-

bial power, both against bacteria and fungi. 

Besides bad breath, garlic delivers vitamin B6, C, calcium, 

manganese, selenium, and phytonutrients. Garlic is benefi-

cial to the cardiovascular system. 

 
* The Five Pungent Spices are: garlic, onions, leeks, chives, and as-

afoetida (the gum from the root of ferula, an herb native to the 

deserts of south-central Asia, and long cultivated in India). 
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Conventional garlic is polluted with chemical fumigates. 

Organic garlic is preferable. 

 Kale  

Kale – a vegetable of crinkly green 

or purple leaves – was favored by the 

Greeks in 4th century BCE. Kale was 

one of the most common green vegeta-

bles in Europe until the end of the Mid-

dle Ages, when it was eclipsed by its 

spherical cousin, cabbage. Kale was especially popular in 

Scotland. Kale is a Scottish name. 

Kale is still prominent in numerous traditional recipes 

throughout Europe, and remains in favor in the southern 

United States, along with a kale cousin: collard greens. A 

kale variety – kai-lan – is commonly combined with beef 

dishes in China and Vietnam. 

Kale does well in a cold climate. It is more flavorful and 

tastes sweeter after being exposed to a frost. 

Kale is highly nutritious, bestowing ample vitamins A, C, 

and K, and is rich in calcium and antioxidants. 

 Lettuce  

Lettuce is like conversation – it must be fresh and 
crisp, so sparkling that you scarcely notice the bitter 
in it. ~ American writer Charles Dudley Warner 

The ancient Egyptians first cultivated let-

tuce, turning it from a weed – whose seeds were 

used to produce oil – into a plant grown for its 

seeds and leaves. Lettuce later spread to the 

Greeks and Romans, who used it medicinally, 

espeically to stimulate appetite or induce sleep. 

The 16th–18th centuries witnessed a proliferation of let-

tuce varieties. By the end of the 20th century, lettuce was 

consumed worldwide. Lettuce has become the most popular 

leafy salad vegetable.  
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There are 5 types of lettuce: loose-leaf or simply leaf, ro-

maine/cos, iceberg/crisphead, butterhead, and stem (aka as-

paragus lettuce). The most widely eaten, leaf lettuce 

produces crisp leaves arranged on a stalk. Romaine lettuce is 

excellent in salads and sandwiches, and is most often used in 

Caesar salads. Butterhead varieties, also known as Boston or 

Bibb lettuce, and in the UK as "round lettuce," are generally 

small, with tender, soft leaves that have a delicate sweet fla-

vor. Stem lettuce is grown for its seedstalk rather than its 

leaves and is mainly used in Asian dishes.  

Iceberg is adapted to northern climates, and is most com-

monly grown commercially, though it requires the most care. 

Iceberg is the most popular lettuce in the US, despite having 

the least flavor and nutritional value owing to its high water 

content. 

Except iceberg, lettuce leaves are a rich source of vita-

mins A and K, as well as providing calcium, iron, and copper. 

The leaf spine and ribs provide dietary fiber. 

 Onion  

Life is like an onion: you peel off layer after layer and then 
you find there is nothing in it. ~ American cultural critic James 
Huneker 

Onions are native to central Asia. The his-

tory of onions is layered in mystery. They have 

been highly regarded as a food for at least 

7,000 years. 

To ancient Egyptians, the onion – with its 

spherical shape and concentric rings – was the symbol of eter-

nal life. Onions were placed in tombs under the belief that 

the odor could revive the dead. 

Ancient Greeks and Romans prized onions for providing 

athletic prowess.  

During the Middle Ages, onions were used as currency. 

Tenets might pay their rent in onions, which were a popular 

gift item. 

Selective planting produced the more bulbous bulb that 

characterizes modern onions. Green onions provide a con-

trast. 
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Onions are a biennial or a perennial plant, but typically 

treated as an annual and harvested after the first growing 

season. 

Onions have antioxidants and other phytochemicals that 

act to keep inflammation in check and balance cholesterol 

levels. Onions possess anticancer properties. 

 Potato  

The power of population is indefinitely greater than the 
power in the earth to produce subsistence for man. ~ English 
cleric and scholar Thomas Malthus 

The white potato is native to the Peruvian Andes. Peru-

vians domesticated the tuber 10,000 

years ago.  

The Incan Empire sustained itself on 

the potato. Francisco Pizarro encoun-

tered the empire in 1526, whereupon he 

went back to Spain and got permission 

to conquer. Which he did. 

 The Spanish conquistadors delivered smallpox and re-

turned with treasure. In the long view, the most valuable 

thing that came back in the hold of Spanish ships was the 

spud. 

The potato landed in Ireland in 1588. Well, almost. A 

Spanish galleon shipwrecked off the Irish coast in 1588, 

whereupon it was gleefully looted. Among the cargo were po-

tatoes. 

The Irish were squeezed to subsistence existence by their 

English conquerors at the time. That turned out to be a lucky 

break for the potato. 

The potato belongs to the nightshade family. Nightshades 

had a nasty reputation. The then-known nightshade varie-

ties – such as Belladonna (deadly nightshade) – assured an 

unwelcome reception to relatives from distant lands. 

Europeans had not eaten tubers before. Potatoes had no 

mention in the Bible. They cause leprosy and immorality, so 

the rumors went. Not to mention that they came from an un-

civilized and conquered race. 
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By the time the potato made its way to the emerald isle, 

conquering Brits had already seized what little readily arable 

land was available from the native Irish.  

Grains didn't grow well on the rain-soaked rock called Ire-

land. But spuds did fine in the stingy soil.  

The potato is so nearly complete a food that the Irish were 

able to subsist on it until the mid-1800s. While the continen-

tals thumbed their collective noses, the potato was welcomed 

by the Irish natives, as it provided sustenance from a tiny 

plot of land. The tuber became a successful transplant from 

one conquered race to another. 

The potato was a tuber with a destiny, but it took some 

doing. Prussia's Frederick the Great put the hard word on 

the peasants to plant potatoes, as did Catherine the Great in 

next-door Russia. 

King Louis XVI in France showed more cunning. He plot-

ted to plant the potato with prestige. Marie Antoinette took 

care to put spud-ware in her hair: she adorned her visage 

with potato flowers.  

Louis had a field of potatoes planted in the royal grounds, 

guarded by his elite security, who were sent home at mid-

night. This valued regal crop was much whispered about un-

til a lapse in night security noted by those in penury resulted 

in the poaching of the royal tubers – a feast fit for a king, they 

hooted over the potatoes they had looted. And so the potato 

conquered France. 

The grains that grew well in southern Europe fared 

poorly in the soggier north. Had it not been for the potato, 

political power might not have tilted north from its long 

southern perch. 

England was the last redoubt of potato prejudice, assailed 

by religious, ecological, and economic arguments.  

Bread was long associated by liturgy with the body of 

Christ. Turning wheat into bread took work: a Protestant vir-

tue.  

On the contrary, potatoes – called "bread root" by the 

British – was food for the lazy, as the Irish amply testified. 

That was the perspective from London into the 19th century. 
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In 1798, English reverend Thomas Malthus worried that 

population growth would preclude inexorable progress to-

ward a utopian society. The potato presented a positive 

threat to prosperity by its ability to feed a prodigiously repro-

ductive populace. 

Population does invariably increase when the means of sub-
sistence increases. The superior power of population is re-
pressed, and the actual population kept equal to the means of 
subsistence, by misery and vice. ~ Thomas Malthus 

God's will be done, Malthus thought, by virtue of natural 

restraint, which included repressing peasant population 

growth by keeping food dear. As easy fodder for the common 

fool, the spud was Satan sent. 

The potato became such an exclusive food of the Irish that 

the potato blight of 1845–1850 – caused by an oomycete that 

originated in Mexico – resulted in famine. This so disrupted 

the Irish economy that mass migration resulted, largely to 

the United States. The irony is that the potato blight proba-

bly arrived from America onboard a ship.  

The white potato is often called the Irish potato, so strong 

is the association between the spud and its enthusiastic 

adopter. 

 

A freshly dug potato is 78% water, 18% starch, 2.2% pro-

tein, and 0.1% fat. Just beneath the skin lies a healthy num-

ber of vitamins and minerals, including iron, calcium, 

phosphorous, potassium, B complex vitamins, and vitamin C. 

Potatoes are high in dietary fiber in the form of resistant 

starch.  

Nutritionally, all a potato notably lacks is Vitamin A. 

Properly prepared, a potato is highly nutritious: unsurpassed 

in being well-balanced to sustain health. 

The potato is an exceptionally productive plant, as a 

higher proportion of its biomass can be eaten than other food 

crops.  

The sweet potato is a distant relative; a member of the 

morning glory family. Christopher Columbus brought sweet 
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potatoes back to Europe in the 1490s under the name bata-

tas. The true potato migrated 80 years later under the An-

dean name: papa. The 2 potatoes would become confused as 

close relations because of their similar look and subterranean 

lifestyles. 

Deep-fried potatoes are called French fries in the United 

States. The French call them Belgian fries. Potatoes fried in 

the French manner was noted by Thomas Jefferson. An 

1850s American cookbook mentions "French fried potatoes." 

Deep-frying potatoes in fat at high temperature creates a 

significant portion of acrylamide. Cigarette smoking is an-

other major source of acrylamide. Acrylamide is a cancer-

causing chemical which can also cause nerve damage. Acryla-

mide is used industrially in plastics and grouts. 

 Radish  

Radish is an often sharp-flavored root 

vegetable in the mustard family, first culti-

vated in China early in their agricultural 

history.  

The Japanese have long relished the 

mild white winter radish known as daikon: 

originally an import from China, as daikon 

are native to southeast and continental east Asia. 

Radishes were domesticated in Europe in pre-Roman 

times. Radishes are now widely cultivated throughout the 

world. 

Low in calories, radishes are an excellent source of vita-

mins, especially C, minerals, antioxidants, and dietary fiber. 

 Seaweed  

Seaweed has been a dietary staple in 

coastal areas, especially Asia, for thousands 

of years. 25% of the traditional Japanese 

diet is seaweed. 

Though some marine seaweeds are toxic, many are edible. 

The reverse is true for freshwater algae: most are poisonous. 
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Among the most popular seaweeds are kelp (brown), 

dulse (red), arame (black), wakame (green) and kombu 

(brown). Organic seaweeds are preferable, as chemicals are 

readily absorbed by algae. 

Seaweed is a complete protein, high in dietary fiber, io-

dine, and calcium. Seaweed is a potent antioxidant and de-

toxifier. 

 Spinach  

Spinach as a crop originated in Persia, where it was cul-

tivated by the 4th century. Its appreciation had spread to 

China via Nepal by the 7th century.  

Spinach reached the Mediterranean in the early 9th cen-

tury, landing first in Sicily. In the centuries that followed, 

spinach spread throughout Europe. 

Spinach has a lengthy taproot, but it is the leaves that 

are the nutritional treat. Spinach is eaten worldwide, both 

raw in salads and in cooked cuisine. 

Spinach is one of the most nutritious foods, bar none: high 

in a variety of vitamins (A, B, C, E, K); minerals, most nota-

bly iron and calcium; and other phytonutrients. 

 Tomato  

A world without tomatoes is like a string quartet without vio-
lins. ~ American author Laurie Colwin  

Like its cousin the potato, the tomato 

arose in the Andes, and its initial acceptance 

in northern Europe was stymied by the su-

perstition that plants in the nightshade 

family could be anything but toxic. 

Though a berry fruit, the tomato is considered a vegeta-

ble. Tomatoes had become popular with the Mexica and other 

indigenous people of Mesoamerica by 500 BCE. 

Columbus may have brought the tomato back to Europe 

in 1493, or the tomato may have been on the victory voyage 

of Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés, who savagely de-

stroyed the Mexica civilization in 1521. Either way, the to-

mato made its way to Europe courtesy of the Spanish empire, 
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which radiated the red fruit throughout the Caribbean, and 

took it to the Philippines, from whence it spread to Asia. By 

that time, the tomato had established itself in Mediterranean 

cuisine, thanks to easy acclimation to the climate there. 

Ketchup was a 17th-century concoction of the Chinese 

that squirted its way to the United States via the Malay 

states (Malaysia and Singapore), by way of Britain. Chinese 

ketchup was a fish-based sauce, used either as a condiment 

or for cooking. The Brits deemed ketchup exotic, finding that 

it perked up otherwise bland British cuisine, including roasts 

and fried foods. 

The early 19th century found ketchup on American din-

ner tables. The Yanks transformed ketchup from its fish base 

to a tomato-based sauce that was sweetened, soured with vin-

egar, and spiced with cloves, allspice, nutmeg, and ginger. In 

1876, F. & J. Heinz brought "blessed relief for mother and the 

other women in the household" with its branded tomato 

ketchup. 

The tomato has suffered from commercialism, which bred 

out the flavor in favor of firmness and a uniform red when 

ripened. This is true of most supermarket produce, which has 

been bred for a long shelf life at the expense of all else.  

The only tasty tomatoes left are heirlooms and other va-

rieties not prized for their good looks. There are 7,500 differ-

ent tomato cultivars. 

Tomatoes saucily offer vitamins A, C, and K, potassium, 

magnesium, antioxidants, and other phytonutrients, includ-

ing lycopene when cooked. 

 Mushrooms  
Mushrooms are the most famous fungus. 

The button mushroom is wildly popular as low-

calorie garnish. Of the 10,000+ species there 

are over 400 different tasty mushrooms. 

Mushrooms may have first been eaten and 

employed medicinally by the Chinese over 2,000 years ago. 

Raw dietary mushrooms are a good source of B vitamins 

and antioxidants, as well as some minerals, especially sele-

nium, potassium, and copper. Eating mushrooms regularly 
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subtly shifts the gut microbial community to better regulate 

sugar absorption. 

 Seafood  

All men are equal before fish. ~ American President Herbert 
Hoover 

Humans have been harvesting 

the bounty of the seas for well over 

40,000 years. The protein in fish is 

highly digestible, and many fish are rich in essential fatty 

acids.  

The following discourse focuses on animal seafood, set-

ting aside seaweed, which has already been described. The 

predicament now with seafood as a dietary choice was cre-

ated by the long-standing practice of men treating the oceans 

as a giant toilet, compounded by the rapacious and wasteful 

practices of the fishing industry. 

 Methylmercury  

As a group, fish are excellent sources of proteins, vitamins, 
and minerals. The troubling health dilemma is balancing the 
health benefits of fish against the harm that might be caused by 
its content of toxic chemicals – most of all, methylmercury.  
~ American molecular biologist and nutritionist Marion Nestle 

Methylmercury found its way into waterways and the 

oceans from its use in numerous industrial processes, includ-

ing gold mining, where mercury is used for extraction. Coal-

burning power plants emit mercury. 

Once in the atmosphere, mercury is widely disseminated and 
can circulate for years, accounting for its widespread distribu-
tion. ~ US Geological Survey 

Aquatically, methylmercury is the DDT of the seas. 

Methylmercury accumulates in animals up the food chain. 

Top predators may acquire concentrations in their tissues 

that are a million times higher than found in the water. 

These meaty fish are those favored for human consumption, 

including tuna, swordfish, bass, and herring, among many 

others. 
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Eating contaminated fish and wildlife exposes people and 
fish-eating wildlife to the most toxic form of mercury, methyl-
mercury. ~ US Geological Survey 

Mercury poisoning destroys the body: causing itching, 

peeling skin, loss of hair, teeth, nails, and bodily coordina-

tion, kidney and immune system dysfunction, and destruc-

tion of every aspect of the intelligence system, from sensory 

perception to cognition. 

 Farmed Fish  

Over 1/3rd of the world's population relies upon fish as a 

dietary mainstay. As with other human endeavors in modern 

times, fishing industrialized. The result has been massive 

overfishing.  

Stocks of almost all fish consumed have been severely de-

pleted. Since the mid-20th century, 90% of the world's large 

fish have been removed from the seas, unbalancing oceanic 

ecology. 

One commercial response to overfishing has been aqua-

culture: farming fish. Ocean fish farming began in the Medi-

terranean in the early 1980s. By the end of the 20th century, 

it had become widespread in countries that historically have 

had a significant fishing industry. Worldwide, over 220 spe-

cies of finfish and shellfish are farmed.  

By the first decade of the 21st century, over 40% of sea-

food eaten came from farms. Over 80% of the salmon con-

sumed in the US is farm-raised. 

Aquafarms consist of isolated species penned in grossly 

overcrowded and unsanitary conditions. Fish are stewed in 

their own feces.  

Aquaculture is a prodigious pollution producer. According 

to the Norwegian government, salmon and trout farms in 

Norway alone produce as much sewage as New York City. 

This raw sewage, dead fish corpses, and antibiotic-laden fish-

meal sludge settles below cages and can cause the ocean floor 

to rot. 

A salmon 76 cm long may suffer in a space 110 x 55 cm. 

Trout are even more crowded. 27 trout may have to live their 

lives in a space the size of a bathtub.  
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Fish repeatedly wound each other through constant colli-

sions. Cramped conditions promote infections and infectious 

diseases that can quickly wipe out populations. Up to 40% of 

farmed fish die before being slaughtered.  

Massive amounts of antibiotics are used to keep farmed 

fish alive. Eating farmed fish delivers some of those antibiot-

ics to you, helping promote antibiotic resistance to human 

bacterial pathogens. 

Fish that were traditionally farmed in Asia and parts of 

Africa – catfish, carp, and milkfish – could be raised effi-

ciently from a resource standpoint because they are herbivo-

rous or omnivorous. But tuna, salmon, trout, and other large 

fish that are favored by American and European palettes are 

carnivorous. Atlantic salmon is the dominant species farmed 

worldwide.  

Great quantities of wild fish must be caught to feed car-

nivorous farmed fish. To create 1 kg of fishmeal requires 

catching up to 5 kg of open-ocean fish. 37% of all global sea-

food is now ground into feed. 

If the goal of aquaculture is to produce more fish for consum-
ers than can be produced naturally, then it will become increas-
ingly counterproductive to farm carnivores that must be fed 
large amounts of wild-caught fish that form the foundation of 
the ocean food chain. ~ American ecologist Rosamond Naylor 

Creating fishmeal concentrates the man-made pollutants 

found in small ocean fish. This loads farm fish with methyl-

mercury, arsenic, PCBs, DDT, dioxins, and other poisonous 

chemicals that are delivered to your dinner plate.  

Omnivorous fish are feed a different fishmeal; one that 

removes the best reason to eat fish.  

One of the nutritional benefits of fish is ω-3 (omega-3) 

fatty acids, which wild fish get from aquatic plants, and, up 

the food chain, from eating other fish. Herbivorous fish are 

fed vegetarian seed feed: pellets made from corn, soy, and/or 

grains – with little or no ω-3. Fish fed a high-corn diet accu-

mulate unhealthy levels of the wrong fatty acids: high in ω-6 

and low in ω-3. 

Tilapia is exemplary. Known in the food business as 

"aquatic chicken," tilapia are the perfect factory fish. These 
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freshwater cichlids breed easily, gain 

weight quickly, taste bland, and happily 

eat seed feed. 

It may look like fish and taste like fish 
but does not have the benefits – it may be 
detrimental. ~ American biologist Floyd Chilton 

Per edible portion, wild salmon has 15 times the ω-3 of 

tilapia. Farmed tilapia have a fraction of ω-3 compared to 

their wild counterparts. 

The ω-3 content of a fish depends on what it eats. Most 

fish need a healthy helping of fatty acids to grow. But not 

tilapia. That's one reason fish farmers love tilapia: seed feed 

is cheap and skipping on oily fish meal reduces pollution. 

Farmed fish regularly escape into the wild. A million 

salmon escaped from Scotland farms in the 3 years 1998–

2000.* Though containment techniques have improved, the 

number of escapees fails to fall because the industry is ex-

panding. 

The association of fish farms with disease emergence in sym-
patric wild fish stocks remains one of the most unresolved 
threats aquaculture poses to coastal ecosystems and fisheries.  
~ Canadian ecologist Martin Krkošek et al 

One of the immediate dangers that farmed fish bring into 

the wild is sea lice, which are ubiquitous in fish farms.  

Sea lice are tiny copepods that latch onto fish: feeding on 

tissue, creating lesions that make it hard for fish to regulate 

their body fluids. These saltwater parasites can be found on 

wild adult salmon in the ocean, but not on juveniles, which 

hatch in fresh water and then swim to the sea. 

While adult salmon can tolerate mild infestations, young-

lings cannot. Escaped farm fish introduce sea lice into rivers 

where they encounter young salmon. Even smolt heading out 

to the sea can become terminally infected by passing by a 

salmon farm. 80% of a salmon population can be wiped out in 

a single generation. Local extinction can happen within 4 

generations. 

 
* Farmed fish losses are not regularly reported. The aquafarm in-

dustry is largely unregulated. 
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Wild and farmed fish interbreed. In some rivers 80% of 

salmon are off the farm. The negative effects of hybridization 

begin with the 2nd generation, when genetic effects nega-

tively affect foraging and breeding. Unfamiliarity with natu-

ral conditions render hybrid fish more vulnerable to 

predators and disease in the wild.  

Salmon farming has reduced survival of wild salmon and 
trout in many populations and countries more than 50%. Es-
caped farm salmon breed with wild populations to the detri-
ment of the wild stocks. Diseases and parasites are passed from 
farm to wild salmon. ~ Canadian zoologists Jennifer Ford & 
Ransom Myers 

There are no regulations in the United States and most 

other fish farming countries to treat fish humanely. Slaugh-

tering is a tortuous process that can leave fish in excruciating 

pain for 15 minutes or so before they expire.  

In Southeast Asia shrimp and milkfish are extensively 

farmed. The freshwater milkfish has been farmed for 800 

years; a practice that began in the Philippines using shallow 

ponds and spread throughout Southeast Asia where milkfish 

were naturally found.  

In coastal areas, mangroves are cut down to accommodate 

cage aquaculture. The environmental damage is inestimable. 

Mangrove forests protects coasts from battering storms, 

provides flood and sediment control, and serves as a nursery 

habitat for many aquatic species. When these forests are lost, 

sediment runoff can smother seagrass beds and coral reefs. 

This creates an ecological cascade of ecosystem degradation 

that can lead to large losses in wild aquatic species.  

Farming shrimp costs half the biomass that otherwise 

could be caught under natural conditions. 

This is, in effect, a transfer of wealth from 

local fishermen to investors in aquafarms. 

Moving captive fish stocks for aquacul-

ture increases the risk of spreading patho-

gens. In Europe, epidemics in wild 

Atlantic salmon stocks have been linked to moving and re-

stocking aquafarms.  
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Shrimp virus epidemics have caused catastrophic losses 

in shrimp farms across Asia. These viruses were transferred 

to the Americas where mortalities in shrimp farms soared. 

 Meat  

Meat is animal flesh, though fish is conventionally ex-

cluded from the definition. Meat is mostly water and protein, 

along with fat amid muscle. Up to 77% of the calories in red 

meat come from its fat, most of it saturated. 

The nutritional value of different meats varies widely. As 

meat is muscle, its protein is nutritionally balanced, and it 

contains vitamins and minerals that muscle tissue needs, no-

tably vitamin B, iron, phosphorous, and zinc. 

 Beef  

Don't have a cow, man! ~ American cartoon character Bart 
Simpson 

Modern production practices make an unhealthy food 

worse. Most beef cattle are given hormones to boost growth 

and build muscles. Most of these hormones remain in muscle 

tissue and are eaten by consumers. 

Meat preparation presents a dilemma. Raw meat is a 

happy home for bacteria and other pathogens that can infect 

its consumer. Cooking meat, particularly at high tempera-

tures, generates known carcinogens. 

That eating red meat engenders cardiovascular disease is 

long known. The tasty fat marbled in the meat has long been 

pointed to as the villain, as has cholesterol. Those turn out 

be a subplot in the story, though consuming animal fat is un-

healthy, and the wrong kind of cholesterol does damage.  

Instead, carnitine is the culprit. The term carnitine de-

rives from the Latin word carnis, meaning "the root of carni-

vore." Red meat contains ample carnitine. Chicken, dairy 

products, fish, most body-building protein supplements, and 

energy drinks also have carnitine, albeit in smaller amounts. 

Carnitine gets metabolized by the gut flora that perform 

most of human digestion. These bacteria burp a byproduct 

that turns into TMAO (trimethylamine N-oxide) in the liver. 
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TMAO then travels through the circulatory system, facilitat-

ing cardiovascular disease. Elevated TMAO levels correlate 

well with heart attack risk. 

Vegans don't have this problem. Their TMAO levels are 

low. Even if they swallow pills with carnitine or have a steak 

(solely in the interest of research), their microbiota are 

healthier and so produce little to no TMAO. 

Current theory is that TMAO enables cholesterol to wedge 

in artery walls, as well as preventing the body from properly 

regulating blood cholesterol level. 

 Liver  

The liver is a vital organ for vertebrates, providing bio-

chemicals for digestion and, along with kidneys, detoxifying 

the body. As a food source, an animal's liver concentrates 

both nutrients and poisons. As such, whatever chemical bad 

to be had from meat is multiplied in liver. Eating liver is a 

wonderful way to get a dangerous dose of vitamin A, which 

invokes a lengthy list of symptoms, including headaches, diz-

ziness, vision problems, vomiting, and liver damage. 

 Chicken  

Chickens raised for their meat are known as broilers. 

Heavy breasts and thighs characterize broilers, as these are 

the most desired cuts of meat. 

Chickens are typically fed a mixture of ground corn, soy, 

animal by-products, and fishmeal waste. Roxarsone – an an-

timicrobial drug – is widely used in chicken feed. It increases 

weight gain and makes the meat pinker. In the US, the drug 

is also approved for pigs. 

Roxarsone contains arsenic: a carcinogen that severely 

damages the intelligence system. Though there is no safe 

level for arsenic consumption, the FDA boasts that the arse-

nic in Roxarsone "does not pose a health risk." Largely a cap-

tive agency of industry, the FDA has not banned Roxarsone.  

Chicken meat has 2–3 as much polyunsaturated fat com-

pared to mammalian meat. Besides of its overabundant pro-

tein content, chicken is high in calcium and potassium. Dark 
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meat has more calories, fat, and nutritional value than white 

meat. 

 Fried Chicken  

Grilling and baking are the decent ways to cook chicken. 

The tastiest way to change chicken into an unhealthy dietary 

option is to fry it.  

Fried foods are a nutritional nightmare. Oil and high heat 

are a potent combination for chemical transformation; none 

of it in a wholesome vector. 

While using healthier oils helps, there is no escaping that 

frying foods fix fats in a form that do the cardiovascular sys-

tem no good. Innumerable studies have found fried foods det-

rimental. They only controversy left is how detrimental fried 

foods are, even if they are finger-lickin' good.  

 Eggs  

Hens raised to produce eggs are known as layers. Com-

mercially, male chicks are useless and are discarded. A layer 

lasts a year before its productivity dips and is slaughtered, 

whereupon its corpse turned into chicken stock or low-grade 

meat. 

 Dairy  

There is no substitute for mother's milk. ~German American 
physician Martin Fischer 

Milk is a mammal's first food. Mother's milk is the natu-

ral diet of infants. Breast feeding confers health benefits that 

last a lifetime (as long as the mother is herself healthy). Be-

yond infancy, and aside from mother's milk, dairy products 

are to be avoided as their cost to the body exceeds nutritional 

benefit. 

Milk is a complex substance. Animal milk, notably cow's 

milk, does not digest well. Its mucous-forming tendency is in-

dicative of bodily unease. Dairy clogs the system. 

In the East Indies, goat's milk is made more digestible by 

watering it down, boiling it, drinking it hot, and sometimes 

adding pungent spices, such as ginger or pepper. Goat's milk 
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is more readily handled by the digestive system than cow's 

milk and is less mucous forming. 

Several of milk's ingredients cause digestive difficulties, 

as well as discomforting and unsightly after-effects. Besides 

contributing to an upset stomach and other digestive tract 

disturbances, dairy consumption causes acne in youth and 

heartburn later in life.  

Milk is loaded with saturated fat. On a per-serving basis, 

2% milk has more saturated fat than French fries. The lac-

tose in milk yields the same calorie load as soda pop.  

The sugar in milk is lactose: typically, 2–8 % of milk by 

weight. When the small intestine does not produce enough of 

the enzyme lactase to handle the onslaught, the body is lac-

tose intolerant.  

Lactose intolerance is common. It can cause bloating, 

cramps, gurgling in the stomach, gas, loose stool, and/or di-

arrhea. Lactose intolerance is different from milk allergy, 

which delivers a distinct set of discomforts. 

Peanut allergy is the most common allergy in the United 

States. Milk allergy is 2nd, affecting 2.5% (3 million) children 

in the US. 

20 thousand years ago (TYA), during the last ice age, milk 

was toxic to adults. They lacked the lactase enzyme required 

to break down milk sugar (lactose). 

Beginning 11 TYA, cattle herders in the Fertile Crescent 

learned to reduce the lactose in dairy products via fermenta-

tion. Microbes consumed much of the milk sugar, rendering 

an edible cheese or yogurt. 

Continued consumption resulted in rapid adaptation. 

Within a few thousand years of beginning to consume dairy, 

Europeans were able to produce lactase, and thereby stom-

ach milk products throughout their lives.  

To this day, other human subspecies, including Asians, 

remain less tolerant of dairy. Some tribes in Africa adapted 

owing to their insistent habit of herding cattle and consum-

ing milk.  

The calcium in cow's milk is barely absorbed. Like all an-

imal protein, milk metabolizes acidically. This triggers a bio-

logical response. Calcium, an excellent deacidfier, is drawn 

from the body to neutralize milk's acidifying effect. The net 
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result is a loss of calcium from drinking milk. Adult consump-

tion of dairy products, particularly milk, increases the risk of 

hip fracture in old age.  

The countries with the highest rates of osteoporosis are the 
ones where people drink the most milk and have the most cal-
cium in their diets. The connection between calcium consump-
tion and bone health is actually very weak, and the connection 
between dairy consumption and bone health is almost nonex-
istent. ~ American nutritionist Amy Joy Lanou 

Cow's milk was adaptively designed for calves. It has 3 

times the protein of human milk. Once a calf is weaned, it 

never drinks milk again. The same applies to every mamma-

lian species except humans, who imprudently consume dairy 

products. 

Milk cows in the United States and other countries are 

commonly given copious antibiotics and injected with bovine 

growth hormone. These chemicals invariably make their way 

into dairy products. Organic milk sidesteps this hazard. 

The health risk of milk is compounded by its processing. 

Pasteurization and homogenization create additional prob-

lems with digestion and absorption, as well as lowering nu-

tritional content. But raw milk readily risks food poisoning.  

There's very little evidence that milk is doing adults much 
good. ~ American physician Aaron Carroll 

 Ghee  

There is one notable exception to dairy as a poor dietary 

choice: ghee. But then, ghee is best taken in small quantities. 

Ghee is clarified butter; prepared by boiling butter, which 

evaporates the water, and skimming off the milk fat solids 

that float to the top. Solids which sink are left after the ghee 

is poured off. Hence, ghee lacks the lactose and milk protein 

(casein) content of milk. 

Ghee originated in south Asia and is commonly used 

there: in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. 

Ghee is almost entirely fat, but it has long been consid-

ered medicinal in the Ayurvedic tradition. Cooking with ghee 

diffuses spices and seasoning throughout food.  
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Ghee facilitates nutrient absorption. Ghee is rich in bu-

tyrate, which is critical food for colon cells, and which can re-

duce colonic inflammation. Ghee delivers vitamins A, D, E, 

and K. 

Ghee is an excellent cooking oil. Its smoke point (where 

molecular breakdown begins) is 250 °C, well above the 200 

°C typical of vegetable oils. 

 Spices  

A spice is some portion of a plant primarily employed for 

flavoring, coloring, or preserving food. A spice is often pun-

gent or aromatic. 

Several spices were among the earliest cultivated plants. 

This illustrates how people in prehistory understood nutri-

tional value – something that has been largely lost by most 

people in modern civilization. 

The 4 most expensive spices by weight are: saffron, va-

nilla, cardamom, and Ceylon cinnamon (not the more com-

mon Chinese cinnamon (cassia) that is so familiar). 

Though it is likely spices have been used in cooking for 

well over 250,000 years, the earliest certain evidence of their 

service comes from a pot of stew made in Demark 6,100 years 

ago, where the cook put in some garlic mustard seed and 

failed to clean the pot enough to thwart later anthropologists. 

Various sites around the world show salt being extracted 

around that time, ostensibly for use with food. 

The spice trade sewed different peoples together through-

out the Mediterranean and nearby lands. Spices were a high-

value commodity along the Silk Road, where East met West 

over 2,000 years ago. 

The ancient Egyptians were well acquainted with a vari-

ety of spices: salt, cumin, anise, marjoram, cassia, and other 

exotic substances, some from trade with India. The preserv-

ative power of salt was used in making mummies.  

The French never forgot the lesson. To enforce the law 

against suicide, a 1670 revision to the criminal code decreed 

that the bodies of suicides be salted, brought before a judge 

for conviction, and put on public display. Notorious criminals 
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that expired in the miserable French prisons of the day would 

be salted and brought to trial.  

 Salt  

Salt – the sovereign of spices – has more history than any 

other spice. Every society has salt in its cultural veins. All 

the great centers of civilization in the Americas were founded 

in places with access to salt. 

Salt long had political strategic importance. It factored in 

alliances and conquests. Once the high seas became naviga-

ble in the 15th century, salt had no substitute to preserve 

food for long-distance voyages. 

Many a city got its start with salt. Buffalo carved a wide 

road to a salt lick near Lake Erie. The town that started 

there: Buffalo, New York. 

 

The odium of sodium is its health effects when over-con-

sumed. The appealing taste of salt means that it is featured 

in almost all processed foods.  

The cardiovascular system suffers from too much salt in 

the diet. High salt intake is also associated with strokes. 

For all that, how the body handles salt has been misun-

derstood for a long time. Contrary to conventional wisdom, 

eating salt does not dehydrate you.  

Salt-detecting neurons in the mouth stimulate an urge to 

drink, but that has nothing to do with the body's actual need 

for water. Salt stimulates glucocorticoid hormones which 

break down body fat and muscle tissue, freeing up water for 

the body to use.  

This is how camels can travel through the desert without 

drinking. A camel supplies itself with water by breaking 

down the fat in its hump. 

Eating more salt to lose weight is bad idea. Salt makes 

you hungry. 

We really do not understand the effect of sodium chloride on 
the body. ~ American physician Melanie Hoenig 
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 Pepper  

As dear as pepper. ~ medieval French proverb 

Called the "king of spices," pepper is a flowering vine cul-

tivated for its fruit in its native India, where it has served as 

a spice since prehistoric times.  

The familiar pepper spice comes in green, white, and 

black varieties, depending upon the ripeness of the seed that 

is ground to make the spice, and whether the outer skin is 

rubbed off (white). 

The ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans knew of pep-

per. The mummy of Egyptian pharaoh Ramesses II (1303 – 

1213 BCE) had its nostrils stuffed with black peppercorns. 

Roman natural philosopher Pliny the Elder (23 – 79) won-

dered why anyone would want to eat something that tasted 

so bad and was neither salty nor sweet. Besides, Pliny com-

plained, black pepper was being counterfeited.  

Juniper berries laid amid black pepper shrink to its size 

and acquire its taste. This is the oldest known example of the 

spice-swindling racket that continues to this day. 

Pepper became so valuable during Roman times that it 

was used as a form of currency. The taste for pepper was 

passed on to those who sought Rome's fall. Prior to sacking 

Rome in 410, Alaric the Visigoth demanded a ransom of a ton 

of pepper to leave off. Attila the Hun later tried the same 

trick a few decades later, though he was unable to seize ei-

ther pepper or Rome. 

By the end of the Dark Ages the Arabs had secured a mo-

nopoly of the wholesale spice trade. Italian city-states Venice 

and Genoa rose in part from profits from the spice trade. 

By the 15th century, a fistful of peppercorns was worth a 

small fortune. To prevent peppercorn theft, 16th-century 

dockworkers in the spice trade had to wear clothing without 

pockets or cuffs. 

Columbus sought a western route to the East Indies (In-

dia) from Europe via the Atlantic Ocean. In what came to be 

called the West Indies by confounded Europeans, Columbus 

discovered chilies that had a fiery, pungent flavor like black 
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pepper. He brought them back to Europe, calling them pep-

pers. The confusion between chilies and pepper remains to 

this day, 6 centuries later. 

Beginning with Portuguese explorer Vasco de Gama, who 

sailed around the Cape of Good Hope to reach India in 1498, 

Portugal came to dominate the black pepper trade. This con-

tinued into the 18th century. 

The pepper plant made its way to the New World in the 

19th century. This lessened pepper's price but not its value. 

Pepper today represents 25% of the world spice trade. 

Black pepper aids digestion, partly by stimulating more 

hydrochloric acid. Pepper has antioxidant and antibacterial 

properties. Ants refuse to walk over a line of pepper. 

 Chili Pepper  

Columbus' confusion about chili peppers was of a spice 

that had been part of native Central American diets since at 

least 7500 BCE. Chili peppers were introduced to Asia by Por-

tuguese traders. They became integral to Indian cuisine. 

Paprika, chili powder, and cayenne pepper are chili pepper 

products. 

Capsaicin gives chili peppers their kick. Chili pepper 

plants designed capsaicin as a defense against mammalian 

herbivores and pesky fungi. Avian friends were off the hook. 

Birds are unaffected by capsaicin, and so happily eat chili 

fruit. Chili pepper plants count on birds to disperse their 

seeds, which pass through avian digestive tracts unharmed. 

In contrast, mammal molars mangle chili seeds. 

 Ginger  

The food and spice called ginger is the rhizome of a per-

ennial herb. The well-known garden ginger is Zingiber offic-

inale. Other notable members in this botanical family include 

turmeric, cardamom, and galangal, which is a more potent 

rhizome than garden ginger. 

Ginger is indigenous to southern China, from whence it 

spread to the tropical areas of Asia, Africa, and the Carib-

bean. Ginger reached Europe via India by the 1st century.  
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Ginger is a key ingredient in Indian cuisine. Ginger fig-

ures prominently in Ayurvedic medicine: to whet the appe-

tite, aid digestion, improve assimilation and transportation 

of nutrients, and detoxify and flush cellular wastes.  

Ginger is used in other traditional folk medicines around 

the world: to reduce fatigue, nausea, motion, and morning 

sickness, and settle the stomach. Japanese folk medicine fig-

ures ginger good for blood circulation and inflammation. 

Ginger has an analgesic effect on the joints, and so is es-

pecially helpful during the early stages of rheumatoid arthri-

tis. 

 Curry Powder  

Curry is a food dish that typically has curry powder in it. 

Curry powder is a spice blend which may have 20 different 

ingredients. Essential spices in curry powder are turmeric, 

cumin, coriander, and a pepper, typically black, though cay-

enne is also common. Other spices often found in curry pow-

der include cloves, cardamom, ginger, fenugreek, fennel, 

cinnamon, and nutmeg. Anise, caraway, garlic, mace, poppy, 

saffron, laurel, brown mustard, and sesame may also be in-

cluded, among other spices. 

 Turmeric  

The turmeric plant is a perennial herb native to southeast 

India. Like ginger, the rhizome portion of the plant is boiled, 

dried, and ground into its spice form. 

Curcumin is the active compound in turmeric, giving the 

spice its golden color. Curcumin inhibits inflammation and 

improves memory and attention ability. 

Curcumin is a diarylheptanoid: a relatively small class of 

plant secondary metabolites with 2 aromatic rings (aryl 

groups) joined by a chain of 7 carbons (heptane). Diarylhep-

tanoids have potent antioxidant properties. 

As a traditional folk medicine, turmeric has been used for 

stomach and liver ailments, for fever, and as an antiseptic for 

open wounds. Turmeric has antimicrobial properties. 
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 Parsley  

The parsley family (Apiaceae) is a large one: 3,700 species 

across 434 genera. It includes carrots, celery, coriander, 

cumin, dill, fennel, hemlock, and parsley, among many oth-

ers. What pulls the parsley family together is its pentamer-

ous flowers: 5 petals, sepals, and stamens. Geitonogamy – 

pollination of one flower by pollen of a different flower on the 

same plant – is common. 

The plant called garden parsley, or more simply parsley, 

originated in southern Europe. Though now a garnish, herb, 

and spice, parsley was for a long time solely medicinal. 

The ancient Greeks associated parsley with death. Vic-

tors at funeral games – athletic contests honoring the dead – 

were crowned with parsley leaves. 

The ancient Romans wore parsley wreaths at weddings to 

protect against evil spirits. They also wore parsley garlands 

to ward off intoxication while feasting. 

Christian folklore put parsley as a plant of the Devil, as 

its seeds had low germination rates. The ungerminated seeds 

were the Devil's reaping. 

In less-than merry old England, parsley was also associ-

ated with death. The 1805 Gardener's Dictionary by Phillip 

Miller put parsley as fatal to small birds. According to Mil-

ler's book, consuming parsley could injure sight and provoke 

an epileptic seizure, or even cause epilepsy. This followed on 

ancient Roman rumor to keep parsley away from nursing 

mothers, from fear that it could cause epilepsy in their ba-

bies. Somewhat surprisingly, considering its supposed death 

dealing, parsley was used as an antidote against poisons. 

Besides being rich in myth, parsley has vitamins A, B, C, 

and K, and numerous phytonutrients, including antioxi-

dants.  

 Cumin  

Cumin is the dried seed of the annual herb Cuminum 

cyminum, in the parsley family. It is globally popular as a 

flavoring in many cuisines, particularly south Asian, north 

African, and Latin American. 
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Cumin has been a spice since ancient times, known to In-

dians and Egyptians before the 2nd century BCE. It was orig-

inally cultivated in the Fertile Crescent. 

Cumin has been used in traditional medicines for enhanc-

ing appetite, digestion, vision, strength, and lactation. 

Cumin helps regulate blood sugar level. Cumin has antioxi-

dant, antiparasitic, and antimicrobial properties.  

 Caraway  

The caraway plant is a biennial herb in the 

parsley family, indigenous to western Asia, Europe, and 

North Africa. Caraway makes a good companion plant, as its 

scent hides nearby plants from insect pests, and attracts ben-

efactors in the form of predatory wasps and flies. 

Caraway has been a spice since the Stone Age. Errone-

ously called caraway seeds, the spice is made of the fruit: 

crescent-shaped achenes 2 mm long. 

Caraway is highly nutritious; an excellent source of vita-

mins, minerals, and other phytonutrients. 

 Coriander  

Coriander (aka cilantro) is an annual herb, indigenous to 

areas spanning southern Europe and north Africa to south-

western Asia.  

The plant has been cultivated in Greece at least since the 

2nd century BCE. The Romans popularized coriander, spread-

ing it throughout its empire.  

Coriander was one of the first spices cultivated by settlers 

of the British colonies in America: brought to North America 

in 1670. 

All parts of the plant are edible, but the fresh leaves 

(cilantro, Chinese parsley) and crushed seeds for a spice are 

most commonly eaten.  

Coriander roots have a more intense flavor than the 

leaves. They feature in Thai dishes, including soups and 

curry pastes. 

Coriander and cumin are used to spice Indian masala and 

in curries. Outside Asia, coriander seeds are widely used in 
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pickling vegetables. Coriander appears in beer, sausage (Ger-

many and South Africa), and rye bread (central Europe and 

Russia). 

Coriander, like many spices, is an antioxidant. It also de-

toxifies, has antimicrobial effects, and is beneficial to the car-

diovascular system.  

 Cinnamon  

Cinnamon is a spice made from the inner bark of several 

trees in the genus Cinnamomum. True cinnamon comes from 

the Cinnamomum verum tree, native to Sri Lanka. Less ex-

pensive cinnamon – called cassia – is obtained from other 

Cinnamomum trees. 

Cinnamon has been known and used throughout history. 

The Portuguese built a fort for cinnamon on Sri Lanka in the 

early 16th century and protected their European monopoly 

over true cinnamon for over a century. 

Cinnamon has its place in many cultures' traditional 

medicines. The Chinese traditionally prescribe cinnamon to 

clear blocked energy in the abdomen. 

Cinnamon's use in mouthwashes owes to its germicidal 

effects. Cinnamon tea relieves stomach gas. Larger amounts 

have a laxative effect. Cinnamon has been found to slow the 

progress of Parkinson's, a neurodegenerative disease.  

 Cardamom  

As a name, cardamom creates confusion in referring to 

several related plants in the ginger family. Genuine carda-

mom – known as Malbar or Ceylon cardamom – grows wild 

in forests at altitudes of 800–1,500 meters, on the Malbar 

coast of India, and on the island of Sri Lanka. This spice is 

called true or green cardamom, as contrasted to black, brown, 

red, or white cardamom, from plants in the Amomum genus. 

Cardamom has a prominent place in Indian cuisine and 

is an often-used ingredient in Nordic baking. Green carda-

mom is employed in south Asia to treat teeth and gum infec-

tions, throat troubles, lung congestion, and digestive 

disorders, including breaking up kidney and gall stones. 
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Amomum is used in several Asian traditional medicine sys-

tems as a tonic, antiseptic, expectorant, and a digestive aid. 

Cardamom is high in iron and manganese, and a good 

source of potassium, calcium, and magnesium. 

 Anise  

Anise (aka aniseed) is an annual angiosperm native to the 

Levant. Its flavor is similar to other spices, including fennel 

and licorice. Anise seeds are used to flavor black jellybeans 

and other confections in different cultural cuisines.  

Anise was known to the ancient Romans as a digestive 

aid. It is recommended as an herbal remedy for its carmina-

tive effect: an anti-flatulent, by preventing formation of gas-

trointestinal tract gas. 

Anise, fennel, and star anise contain anethole: a phytoes-

trogen that helps give these spices their distinctive flavor. 

Anise has been used to treat menstrual cramps. 

As a liquid scent, anise is put on lures to attract fish. 

 Star Anise  

Star anise is a spice with a flavor that closely 

resembles anise, but it comes from an evergreen 

tree (Illicium verum) native to northeast Vi-

etnam and southwest China. The tree produces 

star-shaped fruits that are harvested just before ripening. 

Star anise tea is a traditional remedy for rheumatism. 

The seeds can be chewed after meals to aid digestion. 

In contrast to the mainland tree, Japanese star anise (Il-

licium anisatum), a similar evergreen, is inedible and highly 

toxic. In Japan, it has instead been burned as incense, which 

provides a pleasant but insensible scent. 

 Fennel  

Fennel is a hardy, perennial herb indigenous to the Med-

iterranean shores. Its bulbous base is eaten as a vegetable. 

In Greek mythology, Prometheus used the stalk of a fen-

nel plant to steal fire for humans from Olympus, the moun-

tain home of the gods. Numerous cultural myths exist for 
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gracing humankind with fire by theft. Only the Greek version 

involves fennel. 

Fennel seeds make a flavorful aromatic spice. Fennel 

seeds, along with anise, are used for making absinthe. 

 Absinthe  

After the first glass of absinthe you see things as you wish they 
were. After the second you see them as they are not. Finally you 
see things as they really are, and that is the most horrible thing 
in the world. ~ Irish writer and poet Oscar Wilde 

Absinthe is a highly alcoholic spirit (45–75% alcohol); of-

ten greenish, from its inclusion of the juice of the flowers and 

leaves of wormwood (Artemisia absinthium).  

Absinthe is flavored with anise and fennel. It is typically 

diluted prior to drinking.  

Originating in Switzerland in the late 

18th century, absinthe became celebrated 

in literature as la fée verte (the green fairy). 

(Pictured: a painting of a woman in a bar 

drinking absinthe, by French impression-

ist Edgar Degas.) 

Absinthe earned exaggerated vilifica-

tion as a dangerously addictive psychoac-

tive drug. By 1915, absinthe had been 

banned in the US and much of Europe. The 

psychedelic compound thujone was the 

supposed source of absinthe's mind-altering power, but thu-

jone is in the spirit only in trace amounts. 

Absinthe is no more dangerous than ordinary booze. It re-

vived as a celebrated spirit in the 1990s. 

 

Fennel is a traditional medicine for failing eyesight. Fen-

nel syrup is a folk remedy for chronic coughing. 

Fleas dislike fennel. It is used in powdered form in ken-

nels and stables to drive off fleas. 
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 Wormwood  

As bitter as wormwood. ~ ancient proverb 

Wormwood was known to the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, 

and Romans, and to the indigenous peoples of the Americas. 

The leaves and flowers are used as a spice, or to make 

wormwood oil. The oil contains thujone, which is also found 

in oregano and sage.  

The name wormwood derives from its use in getting rid 

of parasitic worms in the digestive tract.  

Wormwood has long been used to treat maladies of the 

digestive system; as a tonic; to increase sexual desire; to treat 

fever, liver disease, and worm infections; and to stimulate 

sweating.  

Wormwood exemplifies the innate sense that bitter sub-

stances are toxic, and only useful in small doses. 

 Licorice  

The spice licorice comes from the root of Glycyrrhiza gla-

bra, a perennial herb native to southern Europe and parts of 

Asia. Licorice is popular in candy, with its taste reinforced by 

aniseed oil, and is used as a flavoring agent for tobacco. 

Licorice helps fight cavities. In Spain and southern Italy, 

the fresh root is chewed as a mouth freshener. 

Licorice is antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, hepatopro-

tective (good for the liver), and beneficial to the cardiovascu-

lar system. In traditional Chinese medicine, licorice is 

commonly used in herbal compounds to "harmonize" ingredi-

ents. 

 Fenugreek  

Fenugreek is an annual plant first cultivated in the Le-

vant by 4000 BCE. Its seeds are the spice that is especially 

employed in Indian, Egyptian, Eritrean, and Ethiopian cui-

sines. Fenugreek is used in traditional medicines to aid di-

gestion and treat inflammation. 
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 Mint  

Mint is a predominantly perennial plant 

in the Metha genus, with 13–18 species. Hy-

brids naturally occur, and there are numer-

ous cultivars.  

Leaves are the culinary source of mint. 

Peppermint and spearmint are the most pop-

ular mints. Peppermint is a sterile hybrid of 

spearmint and watermint. Menthol is derived from mint es-

sential oil. 

Mint was originally employed as a medicinal herb to treat 

stomachache and chest pains. Mint was used to whiten teeth 

in the Middle Ages.  

To other plants, mint makes a good companion by repel-

ling pests and attracting beneficial insects. Mint oil makes 

for an environmentally friendly insecticide: able to dispatch 

numerous common household pests. 

 Oregano / Marjoram  

Oregano and marjoram are closely related members of 

the mint family (Lamiaceae). Marjoram has a more delicate 

flavor, whereas oregano is more potent: even strong enough 

to numb the tongue. 

Marjoram is indigenous to southern Turkey and Cyprus. 

To the ancient Greeks and Romans marjoram was a symbol 

of happiness. Meanwhile, Hippocrates used oregano as an an-

tiseptic, and for stomach and respiratory ailments. 

Oregano is native to the warm temperate regions of the 

Mediterranean and western Eurasia. Though widely used in 

cuisines in these areas, oregano is most strongly associated 

with Italian cooking. 

Oregano is a strong antioxidant and has antimicrobial ac-

tivity. 

 Sage  

Sage is an evergreen bush in the mint family, with woody 

stems, grayish leaves, and blue-purple flowers. It has been 
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used since antiquity to ward off evil, heal snakebite, increase 

fertility, and offer other remedies.  

When the Black Death came to take its toll, sage was an 

ingredient in the legendary Four Thieves Vinegar: a blend of 

vinegar and herbs believed to protect from the plague. Lore 

has 4 thieves, caught robbing the dead during the plague, 

given leniency in exchange for the recipe. 

Sage in the Middle Ages was considered a cure-all, some-

times called "sage the savior." Traditional medicines in many 

cultures prescribe sage to treat disorders in the respiratory 

and gastrointestinal tracts. Modern medicine has shown sage 

as an antibiotic, antifungal, astringent, antispasmodic, and 

helpful in treating hyperlipidemia and Alzheimer's. 

Sage is one of the few herbs which strengthens as its 

leaves dry. As a spice, sage is used in salads and cooking meat 

dishes. 

 Mustard  

The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed. ~ Matthew 
13:31, The Bible 

Mustard has been cultivated for at least 5,500 years. It 

remains one of the most popular spices. This small seed has 

repeatedly represented spiritual significance. Buddha re-

lated a parable of mustard seed: 

The only child of a young mother, Kisa Gotami, died. Kisa 

was so grieved that she unable to accept her son's death. Kisa 

carried his body from neighbor to neighbor, begging for some-

one to give her medicine to bring him back to life. One of her 

neighbors told her to go to Buddha and ask him if he had a 

way to bring her son back to life. 

Kisa found Buddha and pleaded with him to help bring 

her son back to life. Buddha told her to go back to her village 

and gather mustard seeds from households that have never 

been touched by death. From those mustard seeds, Buddha 

promised to create a medicine to bring her son back to life.  

Relieved, Kisa went back to her village, and began asking 

her neighbors for mustard seeds. All her neighbors were will-

ing to give her mustard seeds, but they all told her that their 

households had been touched by death.  
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She came to understand that impermanence is the nature 

of existence. This realization calmed her grief. 

Kisa buried her son and then returned to visit Buddha. 

She confessed herself unable to obtain any mustard seeds, 

because she could not find even one house untouched by 

death.  

Buddha observed: 

The life of mortals in this world is troubled, brief, and mixed 
with pain. There is not any means by which those that have 
been born can avoid dying. All fall before the power of death. 

So, the world is afflicted with death and decay. Therefore, the 
wise do not grieve, knowing the terms of the world. 

Not from weeping nor from grieving will anyone obtain 
peace of mind; on the contrary, pain will be the greater and the 
body will suffer. 

One who seeks peace should draw out the arrow of lamenta-
tion, useless longings, and grief. One who has drawn out this 
unwholesome arrow and calms oneself will obtain peace of 
mind. One who has overcome all grief will become free from 
sorrow and realize nirvana. 

The mustard plant is in Brassica genus, along with other 

cruciferous vegetables which include broccoli, cabbage, cauli-

flower, and similar green leafy vegetables. 

The 3 main varieties of mustard grown for their seeds as 

a spice are: white, brown, and black.  

White mustard (B. alba) probably originated in the Med-

iterranean region. The condiment called mustard is con-

cocted using white mustard. 

Brown mustard (B. juncea) is native to the sub-Himala-

yan plains of northern India. Brown mustard is commonly 

used in north Indian cuisine. 

Black mustard (B. nigra) is more commonly seen in south 

Asia. It is likely indigenous from the Mediterranean through 

south Asia. Black mustard is commonly used in south Indian 

cuisine. 

Mustard seeds are rich in vitamins B and E, healthy oils, 

and numerous minerals, particularly selenium. 
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 Nutmeg & Mace  

Nutmeg and mace are derived from a dioe-

cious evergreen tree (Myristica) indigenous to 

the Spice Islands of Indonesia. The tree takes 

7–9 years after planting to produce fruit. A tree 

produces maximum fruit after 20 years. 

The fruit of the nutmeg tree is the size of an 

apricot. The seed of the fruit is covered with an aril: a waxy 

crimson wrapping.  

The aril is dried and ground into the spice mace, which 

has a more delicate flavor than nutmeg. The seed itself is 

nutmeg, which has a sweeter taste than mace. 

Nutmeg was a pricey, prized spice in medieval Europe. It 

was one of the spices that the Arabs had a trading monopoly 

on during the Middle Ages: available to Europeans only 

through Venetian traders at high prices, who did not divulge 

their source. Until the mid-19th century, the small island of 

Banda was the world's only source of nutmeg. 

The Dutch dominated the nutmeg trade in the 17th cen-

tury, fighting the English for the privilege, and massacring 

and enslaving the inhabitants of Banda to control its produc-

tion.  

Nutmeg contains myristicin: a psychoactive drug that 

acts as an anticholinergic agent, blocking the neurotransmit-

ter acetylcholine. Anticholinergic agents are classed as a de-

liriant: causing delirium. Such drugs do not invoke euphoria, 

and so are generally considered the least enjoyable hallucin-

ogen. 

The nutmeg tree puts myristicin in its seeds to keep in-

sects and arachnids from munching them. 

The amount of nutmeg spice used in foods produces no 

noticeable untoward effect on humans. But myristicin is the 

reason that dogs should not drink eggnog. 

 Clove  

Cloves are the aromatic flower buds of an evergreen tree 

(Syzygium aromaticum) native to the Spice Islands. A clove 

tree can live for 400 years or more. 
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Cloves were known in China before the 

3rd century BCE. By the 2nd century BCE 

cloves were traded in the Levant. 

Like nutmeg, colonial traders fought to monopolize 

cloves. Unlike nutmeg, cloves grew on several islands, and so 

monopolization was not so simple.  

In 1770, a Frenchman smuggled a clove tree off one of the 

Spice Islands. The tree was eventually transferred to Zanzi-

bar, which is now the world's largest clove producer. 

Cloves clove a place in Chinese, Ayurvedic, and western 

traditional medicines. They are a carminative (gas preventa-

tive), detoxifier, anthelmintic (worm expunger), and anti-in-

flammatory. Cloves warm the body, boost insulin function, 

and relieve dental pain.  

Indonesians concocted clove-flavored cigarettes – kretek – 

which are now smoked in Europe, Asia, and the United 

States. Clove cigarettes were outlawed in the US in 2009, so 

they are now sold as cigars.  

Culinary cloves lend flavor to breads, meats, curries, and 

marinades. Cloves are incredibly high in manganese, and are 

otherwise nutritious: with vitamins A, B, C, K, iron, magne-

sium, calcium, antioxidants. 

 Poppy Seed  

Poppy seeds – the spice – are the ripe seeds of the opium 

poppy, which produces opiate sap from unripe seed pods. The 

plant is native to the Middle East. 

Poppy seeds featured in medical texts from many ancient 

civilizations. Ancient Egyptians ad Sumerians used the seeds 

as a sedative. 

Poppy seeds are highly nutritious, and less allergenic 

than many other seeds and nuts. 

 Saffron  

Saffron is a spice derived from the flower of the saffron 

crocus, native to Greece, where it was first cultivated in an-

cient times. Beside southern Europe, saffron is also indige-

nous to the steppes of southwest Asia. 
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Saffron is widely used in Indian, Persian, Arab, Turkish, 

and European cuisines. Saffron also has a strong pigment 

that is used as a dye. 

Saffron has long been among the world's most costly 

spices by weight. For that reason, it has been counterfeited 

throughout history. 

Saffron's high price owes to its delicacy, and the small 

part of the plant from which the spice is derived. Only the 

stigma and styles – the stalks that connect stigmas to the 

plant – are used for the spice. The saffron crocus blooms each 

year for 2 weeks at most, with each plant having 4 flowers at 

most. 

Saffron comprises over 150 aromatic compounds. It also 

has many nonvolatile active phytonutrients. 

Saffron is vitamin rich (A, B, C), and contains calcium, 

copper, potassium, manganese, magnesium, iron, selenium, 

and zinc. Saffron is used in many traditional medicines as an 

antiseptic, antidepressant, antioxidant, anticonvulsant, and 

digestive aid.  

 Vanilla  

The spice vanilla is the seedpod of an orchid vine indige-

nous to the tropics of Central America. Vanilla planifolia, na-

tive to Mexico, is the predominant vanilla harvested for the 

spice, though there are several different cultivars, some us-

ing different species – none match Vanilla planifolia for fla-

vor. 

French vanilla is ordinary vanilla spice historically made 

into an ice cream using eggs, which richen the flavor and give 

it a deeper yellow, owing to egg yolks within. 

Christopher Columbus was the first European to taste va-

nilla, on 14 September 1502, when he shared a cup of choco-

late with a local tribal chieftain in Nicaragua, on his 4th and 

final voyage to the New World. Columbus' chocolate drink 

was laced with vanilla, which was its traditional role as a 

spice. The Spanish took vanilla home and drank it like Nica-

raguan natives: in chocolate. 
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It was not until 1602 that vanilla was appreciated on its 

own. Hugh Morgan, apothecary at the court of Queen Eliza-

beth I, discovered vanilla as a pleasant sweetener of candies 

on its own. 

Early attempts in the 19th century to cultivate vanilla 

outside Mexico floundered. To grow pods, vanilla requires a 

specific bee pollinator. Commercially grown vanilla lacks the 

bee and so must be pollinated manually.  

The difficulty of growing vanilla made it an expensive 

spice, 2nd only to saffron. Madagascar is now the world's 

largest producer of vanilla, followed by Indonesia, which 

grows an inferior cultivar. 

Vanillin is primarily responsible for the flavor of vanilla. 

Piperonal, a related compound, adds to the scent of vanilla 

oil. 

Vanillin was first isolated from vanilla pods in 1858. By 

1874, it had been synthesized from glycosides of pine tree 

sap. This temporarily caused a depression in the natural va-

nilla industry. 

Seedpod extract is a complex mixture of several hundred 

compounds. Synthetic vanilla is a much simpler solution set 

in ethanol. 

Vanilla makes a modest antioxidant contribution and has 

a bit of B vitamin content. Vanilla's flavor exceeds its nutri-

tional contribution. 

 Dietary Philosophy & Practice  
Thou shouldst eat to live; not live to eat. ~ Roman philoso-

pher and statesman Cicero 

The essential issue of diet centers on one's adopted phi-

losophy of food. The Collective think of eating as a pleasura-

ble experience: at its best, a culinary delight. Bon appétit.  

The other side of the coin is that food is fuel. Few ap-

proach food as nutritional exercise in good taste. 

Treating food for pleasure is an invitation for cumulative 

health problems. There are no obese 90-year-olds, nor fat and 

sassy 70-year-olds, who invariably suffer from chronic mala-

dies by that age. 
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What a person eats is a vivid statement of awareness and 

spiritual maturation. Dietary selection and how much a per-

son eats is a statement of character. 

Apologists for the viewpoint that these life choices are not 

entirely a matter of will are simply in denial: themselves 

lacking what they deny is critical to healthy living. What 

comes out of one's mouth, and what goes in, are within the 

control of every adult. 

Eating healthy is simple. But consistently eating healthy 

can be a serious challenge when those around do not do so. 

Dining is commonly a social activity.  

Diet is a practical application of the maxim to carefully 

choose one's associations. For better or worse, the energy and 

habits of close relations exert a persistent influence on eating 

habits. 

Fast foods are quick, reasonably priced, and readily available 
alternatives to home cooking. While convenient and economi-
cal for a busy lifestyle, fast foods are typically high in calories, 
fat, saturated fat, sugar, and salt, and may put people at risk for 
becoming overweight. ~ McDonald's Corporation internal 
web site 

Junk-food eaters can live a long life and suffer a misera-

ble old age full of health problems. Eating in moderation, con-

suming fewer calories, and avoiding fatty foods is not an 

adequate dietary formula for good health. Selection is para-

mount. 

Nutrition itself is directly associated with the development of 
multiple chronic diseases over time. ~ Chinese physician and 
nutritionist Zumin Shi 

The body's daily biological (circadian) clock, which is crit-

ical to health, is primarily set by 2 influences: light and diet. 

Artificial light can throw off circadian rhythm. Likewise, eat-

ing at irregular hours can subtlety create a cascade of detri-

mental effects. 

The circadian clock is a very deep timing system that controls 
a large part of the physiology and behavior in all cells in the 
body to shape multiple processes. ~ American neurobiologist 
Charles Weitz  
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 The Morality of Diet  

Flesh eating is unprovoked murder. ~ American journalist 
and diplomat American Benjamin Franklin 

In recent years, it has become an increasingly popular 

moral concern, even among meat eaters, to not kill and con-

sume animals known to be intelligent, such as primates 

(bushmeat) and whales. This is an affinity bias, as humans 

readily identify with other large animals that are known to 

have similar intelligence systems. 

This bias is a selective ignorance. Cows are much smarter 

than they are given credit for. Pigs are quite clever, but bacon 

is too tasty to worry about the source. Birds, notably chickens 

– with their stunning intelligence – stir no moral misgivings. 

People engage in the denial of mind in animals to allow them 
to eat animals with less negative feeling. ~ Australian psycholo-
gist Brock Bastian 

Vegans try to gain the moral high ground by shunning 

animal fare entirely. They figure that fish – which can feel 

pain – deserve respect. But vegans never give a second 

thought about eating vegetables, even as flowering plants are 

more intelligent than any animal could ever dream of. Crea-

ture bias leaves humans blind to the savvy of verdant life. 

To plants, herbivores are noxious weeds. While plants 

seek peaceful coexistence by offering fruit, they harbor no 

moral qualms about putting up their best defense, body count 

be damned.  

Beyond pollinators as their patsies, plants have little rea-

son to think that animals are intelligent. Rampant human 

deforestation rather proves the point.  

To a plant, fungi and bacteria bifurcate by alliance: friend 

or foe. There is little middle ground. That is Nature's sense 

of morality. 

 Selection  

Vegetables are the food of the earth; fruit seems more the food 
of the heavens. ~ Sepal Felicivant 

The 3 basic energy nutrients – carbohydrate, fat, and pro-

tein – are most wholesomely found in natural foods. The 
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healthiest diet comprises mostly fruit and vegetables: high in 

natural sugars and carbohydrates, with modest amounts of 

more intensive vegetarian protein, and lipids from seed 

sources (and avocado).  

Almost as important as what is selected is choosing to eat 

as little as possible. If you are past adolescence and gaining 

weight you are eating too much. 

A low-carbohydrate diet affects the system within days: 

resulting in impaired attention span, lowered awareness, 

slower reflexes, and worse mood. Such a diet quickly begins 

to impair the body. 

 Vegetable Preparation  

Vegetables are best fresh or fresh-frozen. Current prac-

tice in developed countries is to flash-freeze vegetables 

shortly after harvesting. The vitality of fresh-frozen vegeta-

bles is preserved for a while, but only for weeks, not months. 

Eating raw vegetables is a positive goodness, though at 

some sacrifice of accessing nutrients during digestion. 

Steaming vegetables makes the vitamin content more 

readily digestible by breaking down the cellulose, while leav-

ing the structure, and most of the vitamins, intact. Cooking 

vegetables in water dilutes the vitamin content, and so is not 

recommended, unless in a stir-fry situation, where the entire 

contents are consumed. 

 Protein  

The world in 2019 had 7.7 billion people. There are some-

where between a 1,000-trillion and 10,000-trillion ants, most 

species of which are edible and an ample source of protein. 

But then, sufficient protein is easily had with a healthy veg-

etarian diet. Potatoes are a well-balanced food in terms of 

carbohydrates and proteins (a little-known fact except per-

haps to the Irish). 

Humans vastly consume too much protein, mostly by eat-

ing other animals. The number of animals killed for food in 

2009, 1 year alone, worldwide: 52 billion chickens; 2.6 billion 

ducks; 1.3 billion pigs; 1.1 billion rabbits; 633 million turkeys; 
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518 million sheep; 398 million goats; 293 million cows; 24 mil-

lion water buffalo; and 1.7 million camels. That is a tremen-

dous slaughter for unhealthy diets, and a considerable tax on 

land and water resources. 

 Fats  

The amount of fat isn't as important as the relative amounts, 
or ratio, of specific fats in the diet. ~ American biochemist and 
nutritionist Bruce Watkins 

An essential fatty acid is a fatty acid that an animal needs 

to obtain from the diet. A fatty acid is either saturated or un-

saturated. 

A saturated fat is a fat molecule with only single bonds 

between carbon atoms. The carbon chain that forms the back-

bone of the fat is fully "saturated" with hydrogen atoms. 

Saturated fats are needed to produce hormones, stabilize 

cell membranes, for padding around organs, and for energy. 

Deficiency can negatively impact the immune system. But a 

surfeit of saturated fats can clog the arteries and lead to cor-

onary heart disease. 

An unsaturated fat has 1 or more double bonds between 

carbon atoms. A double or triple bond in a fatty acid causes a 

dimensional kink in the carbon chain which affects the mo-

lecular structure in a meaningful way.  

Unsaturated fats tend to be liquid at room temperature 

rather than solid, as the kinks prevent molecules from closely 

packing together. These fats are termed oils, which are found 

in plants and fish. 

A fat molecule with only 1 double bond is monounsatu-

rated. Molecules of fat with more than 1 double bond are pol-

yunsaturated. 

Double bonds in unsaturated fats prevent atomic rota-

tion. This locks the molecule into a specific structure. 

There are 2 significant unsaturated fat structures: cis and 

trans, depending upon how hydrogen atoms are bound to car-

bon atoms. Cis is Latin for "on the same side." Trans is Latin 

for "on the opposite side." 

In a cis configuration, adjacent hydrogen atoms are on the 

same side of a carbon double bond. In a trans configuration, 
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hydrogen atoms are on opposite sides of the double bond. A 

trans configuration restricts bending the carbon chain, giving 

a trans fat a similar structure to a saturated fat.  

The human body lacks the enzymes necessary to break 

down the trans configuration. This allows trans fats to accu-

mulate and clog the system: which is why trans fats are un-

healthy.  

All fatty foods contain a mixture of saturated and unsatu-

rated fats. Animal fat is mostly saturated, while vegetable 

fats are unsaturated to varying degrees.  

The terms saturated and unsaturated provide a charac-

terization of what the predominant fat content of a food is.  

Saturated fat foods include meat, dairy, chocolate, and 

certain oils: coconut, cottonseed, and palm. Foods high in un-

saturated fats include avocado, nuts, and vegetable oils such 

as canola, soybean, and olive oil. Unsaturated fats provide 

antioxidants. 

Only 2 fatty acids are known to be essential: α-linoleic (al-

pha-linoleic, ALA), and linoleic (LA). ALA is a ω-3 (omega-3) 

fatty acid. LA is a ω-6 (omega-6) fatty acid. Both are polyun-

saturated. 

When ALA and LA were discovered in 1923, they were 

designated vitamin F. In 1929, research on rats showed that 

they were fats.  

ω-3 and ω-6 interact with each other. Their bioactivity 

cannot be characterized independently, as the two compete 

for the same conversion enzymes. ω-6 inhibits the conversion 

of ω-3 into the desired fatty acids. Meat and dairy are out of 

balance, with far too much ω-6. 

A healthy diet would include roughly equal ratios of these 
fats, but we're way off the scale in the Western diet. ~ cytolo-
gist Farshid Guilak 

Seaweed, seeds (chia, kiwifruit, flax, pumpkin, sunflower, 

hemp), and walnuts are all rich sources of ω-3 in proper pro-

portion with ω-6. Leafy green vegetables, berries (especially 

blueberries), mangoes, and wild rice also offer appropriately 

balanced ω-3. 

ALA is susceptible to oxidation, and so becomes rancid 

more quickly than many other oils. To lengthen shelf life, 
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commercial producers partially hydrogenate oils containing 

α-linoleic acid. Soybean oil is exemplary. 

In the US, soybeans are the largest source of edible oils. 

40% of soy oil is partially hydrogenated. 

ALA can oxidize at baking temperatures. Therefore, the 

best source of ω-3 is in natural foods not subjected to pro-

longed high heat. 

A diet with adequate essential fatty acids enhances a 

sense of well-being, reducing stress and anxiety.  

Fats are terribly satisfying to the palette. The common 

dietary problem with fat consumption comes in eating too 

much, especially saturated and trans fats.  

Eating fatty foods creates a feedback loop that encourages 

bingeing by creating a surge of endocannabinoids in the gut, 

stimulating appetite, and so encouraging continued feeding. 

Endocannabinoids are modulatory lipids intertwined with 

appetite, pain sensation, mood, and memory. They also me-

diate the psychoactive effects of marijuana consumption – 

which explains a lot about pot. 

 Cleanliness and Contamination  

United States governments at all levels do very little to 

ensure a safe food supply. The national FDA countenances 

"natural contaminants" in processed food.  

A small glass (100 grams) of tomato juice may legally 

have "10 or more fly eggs," or, for extra protein, "5 or more fly 

eggs and 1 or more maggots." A jar of peanut butter (0.5 li-

ters/18 ounces) may have approvingly stirred in 145 bug 

parts or 5 or more rodent hairs.  

For those eating a lot of processed foods, annual consump-

tion may be 0.5 to 1 kilo of flies, maggots, and mice. The FDA 

considers the issue one of "aesthetics." 

The answer is to buy fresh food, and otherwise inspect 

carefully any packaged food for contaminants. Peace of mind 

may be had in considering that foreign microbes in minute 

quantities keeps the immune system active and trained. 
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 Conventional versus Organic  

Organic plant-based foods are nutritionally superior and de-
liver bona fide health benefits. ~ American agricultural econo-
mist Charles Benbrook 

The term conventional is used for commercial crops 

sprayed with pesticides, and farm animals fed growth hor-

mones and antibiotics. The term is appropriate considering 

the unrelenting impetus of businesses to pollute everything, 

either by intent or neglect, to maximize profits. 

Obviously, organic food is better for one's health than pro-

duce conventionally grown. Organic produce has 20–40% 

more antioxidants than those conventionally grown. That is 

equivalent to 2 extra portions of fruit or vegetables without 

any extra calories. 

Nitrogen fertilizers dilute phytonutrients. Fertilizer over-

use on conventional crops is one reason that organic foods are 

healthier.  

Conventional produce has 100 times the pesticide resi-

dues on them as organic and twice as much cadmium, a toxic 

heavy metal contaminant. 

The toll on health of conventional foods is greatest on 

youngsters. Adults are better able to tolerate low levels of 

toxins. 

Washing produce before eating it is well advised, regard-

less of its conventionality. With unwashed organic produce, 

you may be simply downing some extra protein in the form of 

arthropods. 

Washing conventional produce may lessen the pesticide 

residue, but it is impossible to entirely remove pesticides 

from conventionally grown foods. The toxic chemicals simply 

become part of the food. 

 Genetically Modified Foods  

GMO is the commonly used acronym for "genetically mod-

ified organisms." While the term organism applies to any-

thing alive, GMO most often refers to food crops that have 

been manipulated by inserting or removing 1 or 2 DNA 

strands from the genome.  
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None of these genetic modifications are to improve the 

nutritiousness of food. They are instead aimed at toughening 

up a plant: typically to withstand copious application of 

toxins, or for the plant to make its own. For this reason, GMO 

practically translates to poison. 

The first target for genetic modification was corn. The 

corn was modified to internally produce its own pesticide (Bt 

corn, it is called): a most unnatural act. Potatoes were later 

modified to perform the same trick. 

 Snubbed By Cows  

In 1998 an Iowa farmer tried an experiment. He filled one 

side of a large trough with Bt corn he had grown. The other 

side of the trough had natural corn. Then he let his cows in. 

Cows normally eat as much corn as they can. The 25 cows 

in the pen all congregated on the side with the natural corn. 

When that was gone, they nibbled a taste of the Bt corn, then 

walked away. Many other farmers have had the same expe-

rience with their cattle and Bt corn. 

 

Soybeans became politically controversial when they be-

came genetically modified by the American agricultural cor-

poration Monsanto to withstand application of its glyphosate 

herbicide (trade name: Roundup®). 

 Not Good Enough for Geese  

An Illinois farmer had been planting soybeans for many 

years. He had the misfortune of being host to a flock of soy-

bean-eating geese who landed in a nearby pond. Being crea-

tures of habit, every year the geese returned. 

The farmer planted Roundup Ready® soybeans in part of 

his field one year. The geese came but would have nothing to 

do with those beans. They ate only the natural soybeans. 

 

The safety of eating Roundup Ready® crops is questiona-

ble, to put it mildly. Monsanto refuses to research the issue 

of safety beyond convincing governments of GMO being an 

acceptable political risk.  
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Monsanto also refuses to allow anyone else to do so. 

Monsanto has stymied independent research by vigorously 

enforcing its patents. That gives the appearance of something 

to hide. 

The erosive damage to the environment and soil quality 

of Roundup Ready crops is also problematic. One known fact 

is that weeds are becoming increasingly resistant.  

Generally, herbicides and pesticides that are not immedi-

ately devastating create detrimental cascade effects on the 

ecosystem, as they are repeatedly broadly applied in massive 

doses. There are no known exceptions to this blanket obser-

vation. 

Genetics is still in its infancy. Only in the 21st century 

have geneticists come to appreciate the intricate interplay in-

volved in epigenetics: the pervasive processes outside the ge-

netic code.  

We simply do not know enough to assess the knock-on ef-

fects that come with artificial insertion of genetic material. 

We do know that organisms naturally adapt or take up ge-

netic material on an intelligent basis.  

Organisms do not self-modify in a way that fundamen-

tally threatens their existence – which is exactly what GMO 

experiments have done.  

A miniscule fraction of genetic modification efforts are 

commercialized. The vast majority suffer from unanticipated 

side effects; many lethal. 

How much testing is done on GM foods – to what degree 

and duration, especially health and environmental effects – 

is not publicly available. That is one consistency with GM 

food: GM food is an experiment that risks consumer health 

and ecosystem viability for corporate profit. 

Suspicion of GM food is eminently rational, especially 

considering that they have been sprayed with toxins that 

ordinary plants could not withstand; or, alternately, food 

from a plant which created its own synthetic pesticides which 

you are eating. 

Scientists have only a rudimentary understanding of en-

vironmental ecology. Because it is contrary to commercial in-

terests, there has historically been surprisingly little 
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research in this area. Only in the past few decades has the 

subject garnered much attention. 

Because so many variables are in play, environmental 

ecology is inherently a difficult research area. Sussing the 

dynamic subtleties of Nature is beyond the reach of empirical 

science, which is inherently microscopic rather than holistic. 

Any patch of Nature offers an entangled web with innu-

merable factors at every scale. While it easy to identify gross 

effects, the significance of more nuanced influences is exceed-

ingly difficult to pin down over a duration of years; and few 

have the patience or means to try. 

 Supplements  

Vitamin supplements have been around since the 1930s. 

Their popularity exploded in the wake of the 1970 best-sell-

ing book Vitamin C and the Common Cold, by renowned 

chemist and Nobel laureate Linus Pauling, who claimed, 

without adequate evidence, that vitamin C could prevent 

colds, and even cancer. Pauling's prestige started a fad that 

never ended. 

As of 2016, the worldwide market for dietary supple-

ments was (US) $133 billion. Consumers consider such sup-

plements a hedge against nutritional deficiencies in their 

diet. 

 

One crucial aspect of vitamin quality is bioavailability: 

effectively passing into the bloodstream versus uselessly 

passing through the body. Befitting capitalist exploitation, 

manufacturers commonly skimp on quality to gull unsuspect-

ing consumers. 

Magnesium oxide is 1/10th as bioavailable as magnesium 

aspartate. Despite this, vitamin makers frequently use the 

oxide form, because aspartate is more expensive and bulkier. 

And – bioavailability be damned – the listed amount of mag-

nesium on the label is the same. 
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Another quality aspect is adulteration. Cheap vitamins, 

and other supplements, typically have low-quality ingredi-

ents, and incidental unsanitary filler. Under capitalism you 

get what you pay for (at least sometimes on the high end). 

Vitamins are best taken with food to increase their poten-

tial absorption. Fat-soluble vitamins should be taken once a 

day at most, but once or twice a week is best. As water-solu-

ble vitamins quickly pass through, they may be taken once a 

day. 

Weight loss and bodybuilding supplements are nothing 

short of dangerous, especially protein supplements. In the 

United States alone, ~50,000 adverse reactions to dietary 

supplements occur every year.  

No consumer can ever know what's inside a bottle. ~ Amer-

ican physician Amy Eichner 

FDA allowance is a declaration of ignorance. The agency 

itself admits its impotence: 

Remember, FDA cannot test all products on the market that 
contain potentially harmful hidden ingredients. Enforcement ac-
tions and consumer advisories for tainted products only cover a 
small fraction of the tainted over-the-counter products on the 
market. ~ US Food and Drug Administration 

 

Processed foods are attractive because they are cheaper, 
highly palatable due to high sugar, salt, and saturated fat con-
tent, are widely available, highly marketed, ready to eat, and 
their use-by dates are lengthy, so they last longer. ~ Indian Brit-
ish epidemiologist Nita Forouhi 

Processed food is essentially a gambit of convenience. 

Commercial processing invariably reduces nutritional con-

tent while often introducing chemicals of problematic benefit. 

There is a growing body of evidence on the health harms of 
processed foods. ~ Nita Forouhi 

What a food is and how it metabolizes are two very differ-

ent things. The biochemical reductionist approach to nutri-

tion can only yield definitive answers that are offbase. 

Nutrition is complex. ~ American epidemiologist Susan 
Mayne 
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Nutrition cannot be understood from a test tube. Yet re-

lying on test-tube science has been a ubiquitous approach to 

nutrition research, as it may conveniently be carried out in a 

lab. 

Observations on segments of the population over time 

may seem a good metric, but there are too many variables to 

draw any conclusions with confidence. 

Every person has about 50,000 variations in their genes.  
~ American nutritionist Steven Zeisel 

The ability to estimate population trends in caloric intake and 
generate empirically supported public policy relevant to diet-
health relationships from US nutritional surveillance is ex-
tremely limited. ~ American epidemiologist Steven Blair et al 

The trials we have in nutrition aren't answering the right ques-
tions, so they're not appropriate. What we're using now is pretty 
bad science. ~ American nutritionist Connie Weaver 

Despite inherent uncertainties, opinions can be resolute. 

We believe that the case is closed – supplementing the diet 
of well-nourished adults with (most) mineral or vitamin supple-
ments has no clear benefit and might even be harmful. These 
vitamins should not be used for chronic disease prevention. 
Enough is enough. ~ epidemiologists Eliseo Guallar, Saverio 
Stranges, and Lawrence Appel, physician Cynthia Mulrow, and 
medical researcher Edgar Miller 

The above quote contains a crucial assumption – "well-

nourished adults" – by which the conclusion falters. The 

study which drew the above tart remark prompted the fol-

lowing condemnation: 

I just felt sadness that such a poorly done paper would be 
published in a prominent journal and cause so much confusion. 
~ American epidemiologist Meir Stampfer 

Such is the state of nutritional research. 

 Fad Diets  

There are plenty of fad diets based upon sophistic belief 

and ignorance rather than a sensible sense of balance. Fad 

diets are typically based upon fixation of one aspect of nutri-

tional physiology.  
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Many fad diets have phases, designed to provoke an ini-

tial rapid weight loss, followed by transition and mainte-

nance phases. These unduly stress the body in the beginning 

and are ill-advised in the long term. 

The Atkins Diet and South Beach Diet are exemplary fad 

diets that have retained popularity for decades. The Zone 

Diet is more recent, popularized by celebrity endorsement. 

All are health-adverse by poor food selection and wrong em-

phasis. 

The Atkins Diet is a weight-loss diet, designed to quickly 

reduce fat by ketosis: forcing the body to use stored fat for fuel 

by starving it of carbohydrates. In largely eliminating the 

healthiest foods – fruits and vegetables – in its earliest phase, 

the diet shocks the system. Like most fad diets, the Atkins 

Diet recommends eating far too much of an ill-advised selec-

tion, particularly fat and protein. 

The more moderate South Beach Diet generally follows 

the Atkins Diet formula of promoting weight loss by sacrific-

ing healthy carbohydrates in favor of fats and proteins, 

though the diet, designed by a cardiologist, is aware of favor-

able fats.  

While Atkins promotes continual minimization of carbo-

hydrate consumption, South Beach lowers carbs for weeks. 

The South Beach Diet advocates eating often but little, thus 

damaging the system over the long term by not allowing suf-

ficient time for autophagy to reap its benefits. 

Eat as much protein as the palm of your hand, as much non-
starchy raw vegetables as you can stand for the vitamins, 
enough carbohydrates to maintain mental clarity because the 
brain runs on glucose, and enough monounsaturated oils to 
keep feelings of hunger away. ~ American biochemist Barry 
Sears, author of The Zone Diet 

The Zone Diet is based upon the rigid regime of eating 

40% carbohydrates, 30% protein and 30% fat (40:30:30) every 

meal. This is also a long-term low-carbohydrate diet, as car-

bohydrates should be at least 60% of dietary intake. 

The philosophy behind the Zone Diet aims at the sup-

posed evil of insulin: eating carbohydrates increases insulin 

production, causing the body to store fat. This entirely misses 
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the point that gaining weight is the most obvious signal of 

overeating. 

The Zone Diet is complex, with a long list of forbidden 

foods, but meat is not one of them. The Zone Diet advocates 

overeating, especially sating on saturated fats.  

Feelings of hunger are an essential dietary regime for 

those unhealthy enough to feel them. With a proper diet, 

hunger ceases, replaced by an empty feeling: the need for nu-

tritional fuel. 

There is a vegetarian Zone Diet, heavily based upon soy 

protein, ignorantly ignoring the dangers of indigestible soy 

that has not been fermented. 

Most fad diets, such as the above, falsely advertise dairy 

and meats as healthy choices. Almost all fad diets advocate 

overeating, however inadvertently. 

 Raw Food Diet  

From the physical to electrical, to subtle organizing energy 
fields, live foods are superior for our health and well-being than 
any other type of food preparation. Live foods not only turn us 
into super energy Beings on the physical level, but supercon-
ductors of both electrical and cosmic energy. ~ American phy-
sician and homeopath Gabriel Cousens* 

Subsisting on raw foods as a strict dietary regime has 

been around at least since the 1950s, when Lithuanian holis-

tic health practitioner Ann Wigmore advocated a diet of raw 

fruits and vegetable as a cure for various diseases. Adherents 

claim that that heating foods above 47 °C damages or de-

stroys food enzymes, vitamins, minerals, and proteins, as 

well as decimating a food's energy field.  

Many fruits are at their best uncooked. But the digesti-

bility, and thereby nutritional availability, of many vegeta-

bles is promoted by steaming them. Grains and beans are 

most readily prepared by simmering heat. 

Unless one grows one's own food, or lives in a farming 

community, a raw-food diet presents serious logistical and 

 
* Note that homeopathy is a pseudoscience without any credit be-

yond the placebo effect (a mind game). Cousens is spouting tripe. 
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even health issues. Some raw-food commercial products are 

prone to spoilage and contamination. 

While fruits, nuts, and vegetables are readily available 

raw, preparing a balanced diet from uncooked foods can be 

time-consuming. Preparing rice for consumption without 

cooking means soaking it in warm water for more than a day 

to soften it. Tubers, such as potatoes, are another challenge 

in a raw-food diet regime. 

The raw-food diet is another fad diet, albeit better than 

most in emphasizing fruits, vegetables, and seeds. 

 Quantity  

Eat little, sleep sound. ~ Iranian proverb 

Eating well by eating nutritiously is essential to good 

health. Eating as little as possible to comfortably maintain 

life is as important as selecting healthy foods. 

The body changes when one resolutely adopts a diet of 

minimal consumption. Hunger gives way to emptiness. In 

other words, with a proper diet, in both selection and quan-

tity, one no longer feels hungry. The stomach never growls. 

One simply feels out of fuel, and so eats. 

Eating less lets cells get some of their energy supply from 

body fat: a process called ketosis. Body fat breakdown puts 

ketone bodies into the bloodstream. 

Caloric restriction extends life span at least in part through 
increasing the levels of ketone bodies. An effective method for 
combating free radical damage occurs through the metabolism 
of ketone bodies. ~ American physician Richard Veech et al 

Eating on schedule, or eating when not feeling the need, 

is not healthy. Unfortunately, most workers in industrialized 

countries lead over-scheduled lives. The alternative is to eat 

little at meals to accommodate one's schedule – an unsatis-

factory compromise. 

A snacking diet – eating more frequently but less at a 

time – is not nearly as healthy a diet as eating 2 meals a day, 

3 small meals at most. Giving autophagy its due time is im-

portant. 
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A sensible regime is to vary daily caloric intake: to eat 

little on some days. Fasting cleanses the body and slows ag-

ing. 

 Overeating  

A gourmet who thinks of calories is like a tart who looks at 
her watch. ~ American chef James Beard (who was fat and fond 
of tarts) 

Obesity was once a symbol of wealth, but never of health: 

at least not to those who knew what health was. 

 BMI  

Body mass index (BMI) is a rough way to assess the 

healthiness of body weight. BMI is derived by dividing weight 

(kg) by height2 (m2). BMI does not actually measure body fat. 

It is only a gross approximation. 

16 to 20 BMI is by far the healthiest BMI. Women 

naturally have more fat than men, so a slightly higher BMI 

is expected for a healthy woman. 

A person with a BMI over 25 is overweight; 30 or above 

indicates obesity. 

Developed in the 1830s by Belgian polymath Adolphe 

Quetelet, BMI became popular in the early 1950s, as obesity 

became more common in prosperous Western societies. The 

singular cause: overeating.  

A better indicator of health regarding weight is the waist-

line. A waist that measures less than half one's height is 

healthy. A bulging gut is a surefire formula for health prob-

lems. 

The best way to know if you have an unneeded padding of 

fat is to feel the abdomen for it, front and back. The less fat 

the better. 

 

 Gaining weight is easy. Just 10 extra calories a day drove 

a 9 kg (20 lb) gain in the average American's weight from 

1980 to 2010. Not exercising surely helps. People in the Col-

lective who live for comfort habitually overeat and do little 

otherwise to stay healthy. 
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Converse to the ease of eating too much, losing weight is 

an exercise in discipline that the overweight seldom possess. 

As extra flesh is added, a person's maintenance diet creeps 

up correspondingly, as does appetite. A 9-kg gain comes with 

220 more calories for daily maintenance. Losing weight 

means consuming much less.  

Short bursts of weight loss are typical of dieters, who then 

relapse into old comforts, and eventually resign themselves 

to being heavier: living the ancient Chinese curse: "may you 

gain a few pounds each year." 

Overeating in childhood spawns more fat cells. Even if an 

adolescent later slims down, the extra fat cells remain. 

As a habitual practice, overeating has a dulling effect on 

the senses and activity, both physically and mentally. This is 

readily apparent observing the effects of a single meal of 

overconsumption.  

Habits have cumulative effect. The human body pays an 

enormous fat tax: a stunted existence that contrasts with the 

girth. Being fat provides all sorts of disadvantages. Excess 

weight makes one slow in every sense: physically and men-

tally, limiting both mobility and acuity.  

 Obesity  

Contemporary lifestyle is associated with a tide of metabolic 
abnormalities characterized by a core of excessive body fat ac-
cumulation. ~ French geneticist Emmanuelle Le Chatelier et al 

The rate of obesity worldwide doubled in the 3 decades 

from 1980 to 2010. The rate of global child obesity rose 60% 

1990–2010. 1/3rd of Americans are obese, and over 70% are 

overweight. Brits are not far behind. Over 30% of the people 

in the world are foolishly fat. 

In the last 3 decades, not one country has reduced obesity 
rates. ~ American physician and health economist Christopher 
Murray in 2014 

Obese children more often develop sleep apnea: pauses in 

breathing while sleeping. This happens when thicker tissues 

in the throat and neck sag, partly blocking the windpipe. 

Sleep apnea starves the brain of oxygen and heightens the 

risk of heart attack and stroke. 
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Less oxygen gets to the brain if overweight, dumbing one 

down. Further, obesity adds pressure on the fluid around the 

brain, lowering mental acuity as well as impairing vision. 

Obesity subtly diminishes memory and other facets of think-

ing and reasoning, even among otherwise seemingly healthy 

humans. A likely mechanism for these cognitive deficits is 

deterioration to the white matter sheathing that intercon-

nects the brain's information processing regions. The more 

obese, the greater the damage. 

A thick layer of abdominal fat insulates and heats inter-

nal organs, cooking them. Such chronic overheating acceler-

ates aging and promotes cellular dysfunction. 

Fat deposits in the chest wall press against the lungs and 

diaphragm, making it harder for the lungs to expand and 

suck in oxygen. Obese people can feel out of breath standing 

still. 

Obesity affects both the function and structure of the 

heart. Excess weight expands total blood volume, forcing the 

heart to work harder. Over-exercised, the heart muscle thick-

ens. The heart's pumping action becomes even more difficult.  

High blood pressure is a common facet of being over-

weight. Overexertion leading to heart attack is the #1 way 

that fat folk die. 

The body's regulatory system goes awry in the over-

weight, as does the sense of taste. Lean people can taste the 

oil and fat in food. The body provides feedback of such rich-

food intake. But the obese do not get the message. They are 

desensitized to fatty foods, and do not receive healthy hormo-

nal feedback to stop consumption. 

Insulin, manufactured by the pancreas, regulates metab-

olism, and thus provides energy to cells. Insulin fails to work 

normally in the obese. Fat people require more insulin, lead-

ing to diabetes, which inflames blood vessels and shortens 

life. Humans with type-2 diabetes can expect only 20 years of 

life left. 

Obesity causes gallstones. Gallbladder metabolism is af-

fected, increasing the cholesterol in the liquid bile that di-

gests fats in food.  
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Fatty liver disease is commonly found in adults who are 

boozers or indulge in high-fat diets. The disease is also com-

mon in the obese. Fatty liver disease causes recurrent ab-

dominal pain, infection, and fatigue. Long term, fatty liver 

disease scars the liver, causes cirrhosis and, ultimately, liver 

failure, if not liver cancer in the meantime. 

Not only are Americans eating too much, they are eating 

garbage.1/3rd eat more packaged food than fresh. 25% get 

sick at least once a year from what they eat. It's no wonder 

considering that Americans eat, on average, 4 kilos of chem-

ical food additives each year. High fructose corn syrup is the 

common sweetener in soft drinks and packaged foods. Over 

half of that syrup is laced with mercury. 

 

 The biological dynamics of overeating are strong. The hu-

man system is programmed to overeat, although not to the 

point of obesity. Overeating not just an evolutionary hango-

ver from leaner times; it is also an important aspect of spir-

itual evolution.  

Discipline is an essential aspect of enlightened existence. 

The path to enlightenment is blocked by fat. Staying sharp 

and gaining personal power requires staying lean and keep-

ing in shape. Biology is an imperative to the Collective, but 

an obstacle to one seeking holistic understanding and con-

tentment. One on the path to enlightenment tempers biolog-

ical drives with the will toward a healthy, full life. 

 Health Care  
Cells have their own minds and memories of what they 

are supposed to do as well as what is going on in the neigh-

borhood. The brain may seem the central control room, but 

most autonomic functions occur with little or no directed 

brain activity.  

The establishment and remembrance of bodily function-

ing is localized, just as mental operations are nominally lo-

calized. The information of events is relayed through energy 

pathways flowing throughout the body, only partly via the 
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nervous system. The information flow involves cells of all 

types, all of whom work symbiotically.  

Thus, blockage of information flow is itself a health prob-

lem. Acupuncture can heal some problems by manipulating 

the body's energy pathways. It provides pain relief by locally 

blocking communication. Otherwise, acupuncture works to 

clear energy stops. 

Massage also alters energy pathways by muscle stimula-

tion, particularly in clearing blockages. These blockages are 

essentially bad muscle memories. 

Muscles collect memories. The happiest ones come from 

exercise. 

 Exercise  

To keep the body in good health is a duty. Otherwise we shall 
not be able to keep our mind strong and clear. ~ Buddha 

Norepinephrine is a hormone and neurotransmitter cen-

tral to concentration, motivation, pain, and stress response. 

Lactate provokes the adrenal gland to release norepineph-

rine (C8H11NO3), which is synthesized from dopamine 

(C8H11NO2), a similar neurotransmitter and hormone. 

Astrocytes are the principal source of brain lactate. By re-

leasing lactate to invoke norepinephrine, these glia cells reg-

ulate awareness level. 

 C6H12O6 is broken down for energy and oxidized to py-

ruvate (C3H4O3). With anaerobic exertion, lactate (C3H6O3) is 

produced from fermented pyruvate faster than tissues can 

flush it, and so accumulates. With moderate production, lac-

tate is beneficial in ensuring continued energy production for 

physical exertion. 

Meanwhile, the chemical chain of exertion – lactate → 

norepinephrine – maintains high awareness on the moment. 

Hence, from an evolutionary perspective, there is mind-body 

readiness for responsive action. This also explains how phys-

ical exercise keeps the mind fit as well the body. 

More generally, physical exercise releases hormones 

throughout the body, including in the brain, that sharpen 

physical performance. Mental acuity is maintained by being 

focused at the task at hand. 
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A cousin of norepinephrine, also produced by the adrenal 

glands during exercise, is adrenalin (C9H13NO3). Adrenalin 

stimulates the immune system, most notably the production 

of natural killer (NK) cells. NK cells are especially effective 

at suppressing the growth of tumors. This is how regular 

exercise acts against cancer.  

Regularly exercising the body is essential in maintaining 

health. It is a habit to be cultivated early in life. From a life 

cycle viewpoint, one either earns dividends for exercise or 

pays in the back end for sloth in the first half of life. 

 Physical Exercise  

Physical exercise directly tones the muscles and posi-

tively affects the mind-body. Many types of tissue naturally 

deteriorate without physical exercise. Maintaining muscle 

tone is by no means merely a matter of bulking muscles.  

The muscles are critical to integrated sensation and well-

being throughout the mind-body. Muscles are exercised in 

groups.  

Every exercise involves muscles and reflexes outside the 

muscle groups feeling immediate strain. Localized muscular 

intelligence and the mind-brain, particularly sense of bal-

ance, are involved in every exercise. A rounded program that 

exercises both core body and limb muscles is recommended. 

At the cellular level, exercise induces autophagy in both 

skeletal and cardiac muscles. Exercise activates cellular 

cleaning, thus maintaining more than just muscles. 

Exercise unleashes into the blood a flurry of proteins crit-

ical to metabolism and regulating energy. Many head to the 

liver, to assist in cleanup and improved physical functioning. 

Long, moderate exercise is healthier than short, intense 

workouts. One reason is that intense exertion quickly in-

vokes acidosis from rapid lactate buildup. This causes fatigue 

and muscle burn. Too much too quickly and the body insists 

on desisting. Overexertion results in a delayed muscle sore-

ness, which is inflammatory-repair response to muscle tissue 

damage. 
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For overall health, long walks and repetitions are better 

than short energetic bursts of activity. Even small doses of 

vigorous exercise are beneficial.  

 Mental Exercise  

The unity of mind-body is apparent by exercise. One of 

the best mental exercises is ambulation: walking and run-

ning. The regularity of physical exercise affects cognitive 

quality. Conversely, mental exertion can fatigue the body.  

Mental stimulation is mental exercise. Rote routine is its 

antithesis: the mental equivalent of physically sitting still. 

Novel situations and problem-solving challenges quicken 

the mind. Reading, learning new constructs, such as a new 

language, and all sorts of arts and crafts are mental exercise, 

as they create a concentrated focus for the mind, and present 

an explorative, interpretative experience. 

Exercise in natural settings is especially mentally invig-

orating and mood-enhancing. In pleasant weather, the park 

provides a better workout than the gym. 

 Stress  

Tension is a killer. ~ Verbal Kent (Kaiser Soze) in the movie 
The Usual Suspects (1995) 

Stress is an organism's sustained response to a stimulus, 

either environmentally or internally produced. Stress is a 

dysfunctional form of emotional memory. 

There is no such thing as positive stress. Stress is the 

source of all self-induced maladies. Pathogens are the only 

other source of disease. 

The greatest weapon against stress is our ability to choose one 
thought over another. ~ American physician, psychologist, and 
philosopher William James 
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 Massage  

Pressure, properly applied, has profound effects. ~ American 
massage therapist Candace Parmer 

Our animal body exists to move. Motility is a matter of 

muscle.  

The state of the body's health is readily told by ease of 

movement. The muscles store both strength and stress. 

The body feels like timber if it does not stay limber. 

Sitting is a form of atrophy.  

Many joint pains are caused by muscular tension: holding 

the limbs in improper positions, and with twists that create 

and exacerbate muscular problems. 

Massage unlocks the tensions of muscles and creates a 

cascade of positive benefits throughout the body down to the 

cellular level. The immune system perks up after massage. 

Massage literally changes brain chemistry. ~ Candace Par-
mer 

Massage releases endorphins that relieve pain and create 

a sense of well-being. Muscles unknot and relax under mas-

sage. Massage flushes lactic acid stored in muscles which in-

hibits movement. Pinched nerve pathways and blockages 

that engender inflammation are cleared. 

Massage accelerates recovery from injury by stimulating 

collagen production. Collagen – the body's structural repair 

material – is the primary protein of connective tissues. Col-

lagen is the most abundant protein in mammals, comprising 

25–35% of bodily protein content. 

 Massage eliminates energy blockages and improves 

lengyre flow throughout the body. Massage relieves stress. 

This is self-evident after a massage. 

 Sleep  
Sleep knits up the ravelled sleave of care; the death of each 

day's life, sore labour's bath; balm of hurt minds, great nature's 
second course; chief nourisher in life's feast. ~ William 
Shakespeare, in MacBeth (1606) 
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Sleep has hoary evolutionary roots. Plants 

sleep. Tree branches droop during the night. 

Keeping up internal water pressure (turgor pres-

sure) takes energy, so trees rest after dark. 

During the day, trees hoist their branches 

and angle their leaves upwards to catch more 

sunlight and reduce shading. At night, this effort 

serves no purpose. 

All animals – invertebrates as well as verte-

brates – have inactive respite. Rest as a balance to activity is 

a simple rhythmic system that serves an essential metabolic 

need. Sleep is one of the many biological processes under 

sway of circadian rhythm, primarily by exposure to light. 

Many marine organisms have lunar clocks to keep track 

of the tides. Moonbeams also affect landlubbers.  

Human sleep patterns click to a lunar tick. It takes longer 

to fall asleep as the moon waxes into a cheese-colored orb. 

People sleep ~20 minutes less and less deeply when the moon 

is full.  

Roundworms cyclically enter a sleep-like state of repose. 

Insects sleep. They may well dream of hopes and fears as we 

do: of juicy treats, lascivious sex, and threatening harass-

ments while simply trying to make it through the day. Flies 

deprived of sleep become bleary.  

For safety rodents take short naps and are easily aroused. 

Lizards, birds, and aquatic mammals go one better: half the 

brain sleeps while the other half stays awake. Birds that fly 

non-stop for days can sleep in flight.  

Different mammals sleep significantly different percent-

ages of their lives away. Bats sleep 18–20 hours a day, while 

giraffes get by with only 3–4 hours per day. There can be ma-

jor discrepancies in sleep durations between closely related 

species. 

Sleep patterns vary partly owing to circadian clock dura-

tions. Flying squirrels have a 23-hour day; monkeys 24.5; hu-

mans 25. The body clock can vary among individuals. 

Carnivores get a lot of sleep; omnivores less.  

Herbivores need the least sleep, but many spend much of 

their waking time drowsy. There is a correlation between 
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herbivore size, metabolism, and sleep duration. Large herbi-

vores live slower lives and so need less sleep.  

More generally, large animals have a longer sleep cycle 

than smaller ones. Smaller mammals tend to sleep more dur-

ing the day, and for short snoozes: perhaps because they need 

to eat several times a day. 

Mammals that are less developed at birth, including rats, 

cats, and primates, tend to spend more time dreaming than 

those born with well-developed regulatory systems, such as 

ungulates. 

The durations that primates tend to sleep generally cor-

responds to body size, along with other factors, including the 

average number in a group. Humans are an outlier in sleep: 

exceptionally short and deep.  

Monkeys sleep in the trees. Napping on a branch is any-

thing but easy. A monkey may get roused by a breeze or the 

jostling of one's fellows. But better light sleep than to become 

a snack for whatever prowls the trees at night, looking for 

prey. 

Apes take great care in choosing their sleeping spot, and 

in the materials used in building a nest for the night. An ape 

aims for the best night's rest it can get. Unsurprisingly, cog-

nitive performance is impaired if an ape is not well-rested. 

Part of hominin evolution was to garner more efficient 

sleep: to get to higher-quality sleep quicker, and so require 

less of it. Humans more quickly fall soundly asleep and spend 

more of it dreaming (22%) than other primates. 

A good night's sleep cannot be had in a strange place. In 

unfamiliar surroundings, the brain's left hemisphere stays 

active while the rest of the brain slumbers. Thus, the first 

night in a hotel is not especially restful, regardless of fatigue.  

While human sleep is unusual for primates, it is not so 

special among mammals. The platypus spends half of its 

slumber dreaming away. 

Hibernation is a state of torpor, not sleep. Hibernation 

markedly moderates the need for sleep but does not banish 

it. Hibernation is interrupted multiple times so that an ani-

mal can get some sleep. The hypothermia of hibernation is 

interrupted for the euthermia of sleep. This energetically en-

igmatic transition highlights the importance of sleep. 
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Human sleep comprises 2 states of con-

sciousness: dreaming and non-dreaming. 

Sleep cycles between the 2 states, typically 4 

to 5 times a night. The duration of these cycles 

usually varies during the night but is typically 

~90 minutes.  

Sleep varies throughout life. Dreaming is 

essential to infant mind-brain development, 

notably executive functioning that develops 

between ages 1–6.  

From early childhood less time is spent 

dreaming until, reaching adulthood, it be-

comes a small fraction of daily life. Non-

dreaming sleep also lessens with age. 

The average person spends 25 years of life 

asleep. Most adults function best with 7–9 

hours.  

It is an irony of post-industrial societies 

that so-called prosperity casts so many on the 

shores of insufficient sleep. 1/3rd of Americans 

get less than 7 hours of sleep a night.  

Some try to catch up on sleep on weekends: 

a welcome but futile gesture for correcting the 

damage done from insufficient sleep during the 

week. 

Sleep patterns owe to numerous factors, 

including culture and geoharmonic influ-

ences. Social zeitgebers, such as exposure to 

artificial light, are major determinants of sleep schedules for 

many people. A zeitgeber is an environmental cue that helps 

regulate circadian rhythm. 

On average, people in Asia sleep less than those in West-

ern nations. Asians tend to go to bed and wake up at later 

clock times than Westerners. This owes to social norms. 

Sleep naturally follows the circadian clock, tempered by 

will. The body naturally wants to sleep in tune with proper 
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zeitgebers. Resisting those cues can set up a biological cas-

cade that disrupts the sleep cycle, with consequences for at-

tentiveness and, in the longer term, health. 

The body naturally tries to get the rest it needs. When 

mammals are deprived of sleep, parts of their brain sponta-

neously go into repose as best as they can. (Whether this oc-

curs with other animals is not known.) 

Sleep/awake timing differs among individuals by chrono-

type: the tendency to be a "morning lark" or "night owl." 

Morning larks arise up early and are most alert early in the 

day. Night owls are most alert in the late evening and prefer 

to retire late. Most people are somewhere in between. 

The hormone melatonin entrains the biological rhythms 

of alertness and rest. Melatonin is found in microbes, plants, 

and animals.  

Sleep is an active state that is essential for the formation of 
lasting memories. ~ German psychologist and neurobiologist 
Susanne Diekelmann 

Sleep cleans the brain. Sleep opens spigots that bathe the 

brain in fluids which sweep away potentially toxic buildup. 

Sleep is essential to consolidate learning and memory. 

Implicit patterns become explicit knowledge through sleep, 

as glia process information gained during the day. This also 

applies in learning physical skills, such as playing the piano.  

The subcortical regions are important in information consoli-
dation, especially information linked to a motor memory trace. 
When consolidation level is measured after a period of sleep, 
the brain network of these areas functions with greater syn-
chrony. Communication between the various regions of this net-
work is better optimized. ~ Canadian neuropsychologist Karen 
Debas 

Sleep is especially important for infant and child develop-

ment. A child better transforms a day's lessons into life expe-

rience via sleep than an adult.  

When we are young, we have deep sleep that helps the brain 
store and retain new facts and information. But as we get older, 
the quality of our sleep deteriorates and prevents those memo-
ries from being saved by the brain at night. ~ American psy-
chologist Matthew Walker 
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It is even possible to learn while asleep but doing so com-

promises memory consolidation. Memories are stabilized 

while snoozing via brain pathway replay. The hippocampus 

is especially active during memory replay.  

Even a soul submerged in sleep is hard at work and helps 

make something of the world. ~ Greek philosopher Heraclitus 

New memory-storing glia grow during sleep, with the 

greatest cell production during dreaming. Meanwhile, neural 

synapses are pruned.  

Sleep on it. ~ proverb 

Sleep facilitates problem-solving and decision-making. 

The more difficult the problem the more sleep helps. Part of 

this is allowing the unconscious to work things out, without 

the intrusion of bias that pervades the conscious mind.  

A well-spent day brings happy sleep. ~ Leonardo da Vinci 

Sleeping well is living well. Those with work to do sleep 

better than those out-of-work. 

Artificial light can tinker with melatonin level. The light 

from computer screens can reduce melatonin levels by 22%. 

Melatonin suppression affects the sleep cycle and increases 

the risk of obesity and other disorders.  

The worst thing in the world is to try to sleep and not to. ~ 

American author F. Scott Fitzgerald 

The quality of life depends the quality of sleep. The ease 

of falling sleep reflects the quality of waking hours.  

Sleep has social implications. The more socioeconomically 

deprived a neighborhood, the more erratic sleep patterns are. 

The disadvantaged suffer from too little or too much sleep.  

Besides being tired, people who are sleep-deprived look 

less attractive and less healthy: and they are less healthy.  

Sleep deprivation stresses the immune system. Sleep loss 

wears the body down, accelerating aging and memory loss. 

Loss of sleep, and especially dream time, presages Alzhei-

mer's disease.  

Sleep deprivation for 24 hours can create a schizophrenia-

like state in otherwise healthy adults. Older adults with 

sleep disorders are more likely to commit suicide. Reliance on 
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sleep for cognitive functioning is why sleep deprivation is uni-

versally used in torture to break victims' will. 

Brain deterioration, bad memory and bad sleep are not inde-
pendent, but instead significantly interrelated. ~ American neu-
robiologist Bryce Mander 

Lack of sleep, stress, depression, or obesity cause 

sleepiness during the day. The body is demanding repose. 

Awareness is diminished, and thereby functionality of every 

sort. 

A good laugh and a long sleep are the best cures in the doc-
tor's book. ~ Irish proverb 

 Insomnia  

Don't go to sleep. So many people die there. ~ Mark Twain 

Insomnia is the sleep disorder of insufficiency: either in-

ability to fall asleep, or to stay asleep as long as needed.  

15–30% of the adult population suffers from insomnia. 

Prevalence is up to 65% for shift workers, who are chronically 

forced to be awake at unnatural times. 

Insomnia is not a nighttime disorder. It's a 24-hour brain 
condition, like a light switch that is always on. ~ American 
neurobiologist Rachel Salas 

Stress often causes sleeplessness. Stress can lead to 

chronic insomnia, depending upon the mental response.  

The healthiest response to stressful events is to realize 

that whatever is bothering you is not worth losing sleep over, 

especially considering that sleep is the best problem solver. 

But then, the healthiest attitude is to worry over nothing, as 

nothing is worth worry, as worry solves nothing anyway. 

Don't worry, be happy. ~ Indian guru Meher Baba 

 Chronic insomnia is a disruption of circadian rhythm and 

altered brain activity.  

Various chemical treatments for insomnia have been 

tried throughout history: none especially successfully from a 

health standpoint. The ancient Egyptians and Greeks em-

ployed extracts of the opium poppy and the hemp plant. Even 
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modern medications are unhealthy when taken for any dura-

tion, as they disrupt the intelligence system and have unto-

ward side effects. 

While science still struggles to understand insomnia, its 

roots lie in the mind. The cure involves a healthy lifestyle. 

The best and safest treatments for insomnia are meditation 

and a determination to set fearful thoughts aside for the 

worthlessness that they are. 

The best cure for insomnia is to get a lot of sleep. ~ W.C. 
Fields 

 Meditation  

Meditation results in a rest for the body that is often deeper 
than sleep. ~ American physiologist Vernon Barnes 

Meditation is a practice of profound repose that can lead 

to a unique state of consciousness: transcendence. While med-

itation is suffused with religious history, its practice is so an-

cient and natural that it is likely to have been instrumental 

in the cognitive evolution of humans.  

The benefits of regular meditation pervade the system: 

improving mind-brain functioning, mood, and tolerance to 

pain; reducing anxiety and stress, both physiological and psy-

chological. 

There are many meditation techniques. The metric of 

effectiveness for meditation is how easily it facilitates 

transcendence. 

Meditation techniques that employ concentration, such 

as extended prayer, are grossly inefficient and often ineffec-

tive, as they rely upon mental exhaustion to trigger a window 

of opportunity to transcendence. Mindfulness meditation is 

equally inane, as it requires attention to thoughts, which are 

the worthless meanderings of the mind. 

The most effective meditation involves no concentration, 

no contemplation, no monitoring of thoughts. The technique 

is effortless, allowing the mind-body to transcend for ex-

tended periods as the natural form of rest that transcendence 

is. With daily practice, noticeable stress relief is attained 

with a very few days.  
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The best-known meditation technique is Transcendental 

Meditation® (TM), which uses a silent syllabic mantra as a 

point-of-focus to ease into transcendence. TM was developed 

by Indian guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, who deftly parlayed 

his meditation technique into a worldwide enterprise.* 

Meditation's efficacy and health benefits are beyond ques-

tion. Meditation can be easier than falling asleep. It can even 

be helpful in quieting the mind to ease into sleep. 

 Psychoactive Substances  
Successful people are simply those with successful habits.  

~ Canadian entrepreneur Brian Tracy 

The mind craves stimulation, either excit-

ing or calming, depending upon a person's con-

stitutional inclination. Hence hominids have 

always selectively valued substances with psy-

chotropic properties. 

Powerful agents were especially prized for the glimpses 

they afforded into the artifice that the mind mundanely por-

trays as reality. Mind-altering experiences were incorporated 

into mystical belief systems. These became a cornerstone 

upon which religions were based. 

Gratification escorts habit into one's life. Psychoactive 

substances that satisfy are readily entrained into everyday 

use. 

It is easier to prevent bad habits than to break them.  

~ Benjamin Franklin 

Oftentimes, in the case of chemical self-medication, habit 

slips into addiction, commonly coupled to denial about the 

hold the substance has. 

First we make our habits, then our habits make us. ~ Ameri-

can soldier Charles Noble 

The body pays for the mind's repetitious entertainment, 

which often brings mere moments of pleasure. 

 
* Meditation instruction selfsame to TM is provided in Clarity: The 

Path Inside, and more extensively in Spokes 8: The Hub of Being. 
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People have a hard time staying abstinent because seeing 
cues for the drug use triggers this intense desire to seek out the 
drugs. ~ American psychologist Francesca Filbey 

Humans are not alone in enjoying a buzz. Elephants in 

South Africa seek out the sweet fermented fruits of the 

marula tree. Tasmanian wallabies dope on opium poppies in 

the field. Dolphins pacify themselves on pufferfish: carefully 

chewing on one for just the right dose of numbing neurotoxin, 

then passing it to a companion to take a hit.  

 Caffeine  

I like coffee because it gives me the illusion 
that I might be awake. ~ American comedian 
Lewis Black 

Plants put caffeine in their seeds, leaves, 

and fruit as an insecticide. Flowering plants 

lace their nectar with a touch of caffeine as a 

reward memory perk for pollinators. In humans, caffeine is a 

stimulant, affecting several neurotransmitters.  

Coffee is the world's most widely consumed psychoactive 

substance: legal and unregulated throughout the world with 

rare exception. Coffee is the 2nd most-traded commodity on 

Earth. Oil is the 1st. 

Coffee beans are the pit (seed) of the coffee cherry; the 

fruit so-called because of its red color.  

Coffee and tea are the most common ingested forms of 

caffeine. Tea contains more caffeine than coffee by dry 

weight, but dilution in tea is much greater. 

Tea is the stuff of legend in China. The great and powerful 

Emperor Shénnóng is credited with its discovery. 

History is also shaky about coughing up the first coffee 

consumer. African tribes mixed coffee fruit and seeds with 

animal fat and consumed the concoction as an energy snack.  

The earliest credible cup of evidence for drinking coffee is 

in the mid-15th century: Sufi Muslim monks in Yemen brew-

ing their own. From its likely origination in Africa, the bean 

traveled to an enthusiastic audience at every stop. 
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 Kopi Luwak  

The most expensive coffee in the world is 

kopi luwak. This Indonesian blend is 

harvested after coffee cherries have been 

eaten and excreted by the Asian palm civet, 

a small catlike creature. Kopi luwak costs 

$50 a cup, with the coffee blend selling for 

up to $700 per kilogram. 

The traditional method of collecting feces from wild civets 

gave way to intensive farming, in which civets kept in small 

cages are force-fed coffee cherries. The civets suffer horrific 

conditions and die young. 

Genuine kopi luwak from wild civets is now nonexistent. 

Fake kopi luwak is the norm. There is no regulation on care 

of civets, or for the coffee they supposedly produce. 

 

Caffeine engenders dependence. Regular coffee drinkers 

readily confess to their need for a cuppa' joe or get grouchy 

and groggy as the day wears on. 

Caffeine has long been injected into fizzy drinks as the 

hook in a sweet and bubbly beverage. Energy drinks raise the 

caffeine bar to a jolting level, which can be taken into truly 

hazardous territory when mixed with alcohol. The body does 

not take well to stimulants and depressants simultaneously. 

 Tobacco  

Tobacco is a plant in the nightshade fam-

ily, native to the Americas. Its allure is in the 

leaf: an alkaloid pesticide – nicotine – which 

acts on the mammalian system as a stimulant, 

and, in high doses, a hallucinogen. 

 History  

Indigene Americans consumed tobacco as an entheogen: a 

shamanic substance to contact the spirit world. 

Spanish historian Bartolomé de las Casas wrote of how 

Columbus sent scouts into the interior of Cuba, who found: 
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men with half-burned wood in their hands and certain herbs 
to take their smokes; and having lighted one part of it, by the 
other they suck, absorb, or receive that smoke inside with the 
breath, by which they become benumbed and almost drunk, 
and so it is said they do not feel fatigue. These muskets as we 
will call them, they call tabacos. I knew Spaniards on this island 
of Española who were accustomed to take it, and being repri-
manded for it, by telling them it was a vice, they replied they 
were unable to cease using it. 

Sheared of its spiritual power, the vice of tobacco spread 

throughout the world. Native Americans knew that if one 

abuses the plant it abuses them, felling with sickness. Euro-

peans had no such sense of proportion, nor would succeeding 

generations across the world. So much for social progress. 

Tobacco became one the primary products fueling New 

World colonization, and, along with sugar cane, became a 

driving factor for importing African slave labor. 

Time turned tobacco into a poster child for economic 

dynamics. Tobacco evolved into commercial oligopolies in 

countries where capitalism festered unfettered. Asian 

countries were more inclined to societal control, and so 

created state-owned or controlled tobacco monopolies. It was 

state sanction of a severe disease-causing agent. 

Social advance found slave labor for tobacco production 

turned into forced child labor. This is prevalent even now on 

farms in Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Malawi, 

and Zimbabwe. 

As a valuable agricultural product, tobacco is subsidized 

by governments throughout the world, including the United 

States, even as it spends modest amounts of money to curb 

smoking, in a façade of societal concern. 

Peculiarly for a plant that evolved its own pesticide, copi-

ous doses of pesticides are applied to tobacco as a commercial 

crop. Tobacco extracts soil nutrients much more quickly than 

any other major crop, leading to dependence on fertilizers. 

Tobacco has long engendered deforestation to supply 

wood for curing the crop harvest into dry smokable leaf. Bra-

zil alone chops down 60 million trees each year to make ciga-

rettes. 
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The tobacco industry systematically deceived the public for 
decades, denying that smoking was dangerous or addictive. 
Many smokers are still unaware of tobacco industry lies.  
~ American public health researcher James Thrasher 

Tobacco companies notoriously fought any revelations of 

the health harms caused by smoking cigarettes, denying at 

every step to government officials what they already knew. 

The base of our business is the high school student. ~ T.L. 
Achey, executive at Lorillard Tobacco Company 

Meanwhile, slick advertising by tobacco companies aims 

at impressionable adolescents, attempting to portray smok-

ing as "cool," and so hook teenagers on a lifelong habit. In 

short, the tobacco industry flagrantly exemplifies the uncon-

scionable sociopathy that embodies corporate capitalism. 

The fragile, developing self-image of the young person needs 
all the support and enhancement it can get. Smoking may ap-
pear to enhance that self-image. ~ R.J. Reynolds tobacco com-
pany internal memo 

Smoking is impulsive for some young adults. They are acting 
without a lot of forethought and favor immediate rewards over 
long-term negative consequences. 

As a person ages and continues to smoke, smoking becomes 
part of a regular behavior pattern and less impulsive. The mo-
tives for smoking later in life – habit, craving, loss of control and 
tolerance – are key elements of smoking dependence and ap-
pear to be more independent of personality traits. ~ American 
psychologist Andrew Littlefield 

As any smoker can tell you: nicotine is addictive. It ramps 

dopamine and activates the brain's reward regions. Nicotine 

withdrawal creates craving and impels relapse. 

Giving up smoking is the easiest thing in the world. I know 

because I've done it thousands of times. ~ Mark Twain 

~20% of the world population – pre-teen children ex-

cluded – smokes. 31% of men and 6% of women worldwide 

light up and drag their health down daily with cigarettes. 

Government regulations that limit positive advertising, 

such as requiring plain packaging on cigarettes, and efforts 

that publicize tobacco's health hazards, are effective. Anti-
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smoking laws in Panama plunged tobacco consumption by 

70%. 

 Cigarette Contents  

We don't smoke that shit. We just sell it. We reserve the right 
to smoke for the young, the poor, the black, and stupid. ~ R.J. 
Reynolds executive 

Cigarettes are not just rolled tobacco in paper, with a fil-

ter stuck on the end to take out some tar. A modern cigarette 

is a custom-designed nicotine delivery system, backed by dec-

ades of research.  

Over 600 additives are put in cigarettes. Some are for psy-

chological effect. Menthol adds a smooth minty taste which 

facilitates habit formation. 

Various spices are added for different effects. Cocoa con-

tributes aroma and an impact as a bronchodilator. Cocoa con-

tains theobromine, which helps open the lungs to receive 

smoke. 

Sugars are added to produce a milder, more inhalable 

smoke, and to boost the addictive potency of smoke. Burning 

sugar generates acetaldehyde: an airborne carcinogen in cig-

arette and cannabis smoke. 

The most potent kick added to cigarettes is ammonia, 

which pushes a hot nicotine molecule to a state that amplifies 

its effect and its addictive power.  

Levulinic acid is added to increase the nicotine delivered 

in smoke, reduce its harshness, and enhance the efficiency of 

nicotine binding in the brain. 

Cigarette paper contains bleaches and glues, and often 

burn accelerants: typically, sodium or potassium citrates.  

Chemicals are gratuitously added to adjust ash color or 

the optical qualities of smoke. 

Then there are the adulterants. Tobacco production is not 

an especially sanitary endeavor. In 1994, Philip Morris doc-

umented what it found in cigarettes: rubber bands, machine 

belts and lubricants, glass and plastic fibers, and lots of little 

creatures – most dead, a few still kicking. Smoking is a filthy 

habit of a filthy product. 
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 Health Effects  

Cigarette smoke paralyzes the cilia on cells in the respir-

atory tract. The job of cilia is to move mucus up so it can be 

coughed out. Thus, inhaled smoke compounds the damage by 

knocking cilia silly. 

Some cilia recover when smokers sleep. So, when a 

smoker wakes, the cilia try again to do their job. The result: 

a hacking cough in trying to clear junk out of the lungs. 

Smoking damages every organ in the body. With its heavy 

tax on the respiratory, cardiovascular, and immune systems, 

and its cancer provocation, tobacco is the single strongest 

cause of preventable death globally.  

Regular smokers can expect their lives shortened by a 

decade or more, with plenty of suffering from health prob-

lems in the meantime.  

Tobacco creates cognitive dysfunction. Cigarettes foster 

mental decline and promote dementia.  

 Passive Damage  

Tobacco smoke wafts, polluting the air around a smoker. 

This 2nd-hand smoke lets others nearby suffer the detri-

ments of smoking. 

Deficits associated with 2nd-hand smoke exposure extend to 
everyday cognitive function. ~ English psychologist Tom Hef-
fernan 

2nd-hand smoke kills a lot of people. ~ American physician 
Richard Hurt 

2nd-hand smoke terminates 600,000 people worldwide 

each year. Only 7.4% of the world population live in a non-

smoking environment. 

The risks of tobacco exposure do not end when a cigarette is 
extinguished. Non-smokers, especially children, are also at risk 
through contact with surfaces and dust contaminated with resid-
ual smoke gases and particles, the so-called 3rd-hand smoke.  
~ English chemist Jacqueline Hamilton  

Tobacco residues accumulate, creating a more toxic envi-

ronment around smokers. With 3rd-hand smoke, the toxic 

properties of tobacco become a contact sport.  
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3rd-hand smoke causes DNA damage in human cells.  

~ Korean cytologist Bo Hang et al 

 E-cigarettes  

Many of them are manufactured in China. There's no quality 
control. ~ American physician Richard Hurt 

 In the 1st decade of the 21st century, tobacco technology 

went up in smoke with a new nicotine delivery system. Chi-

nese pharmacist and heavy smoker Hon Lik invented the 

modern e-cigarette in 2003. Nicotine and flavoring packed in 

propylene glycol or glycerin is vaporized in a battery-powered 

stick resembling a cigarette. 

As may be expected of a new product, the long-term 

health consequences of e-cigarettes are uncertain only in 

comparison to old-style tobacco. E-cigarettes lack the tar 

found in tobacco cigarettes. This allowed companies to tout 

this toxic substance as a "safer" alternative to cigarettes. 

The edge that e-cigarettes had in lack of regulation al-

lowed them to be aggressively marketed, and quickly become 

a multi-billion-dollar-a-year market segment. E-cigarettes 

went unregulated in the US for over a decade. It was only in 

2016 that the FDA issued regulations, which most signifi-

cantly banned sales to minors. 

E-cigarettes are regularly inadvertently adulterated with 

bacterial and fungal toxins that can cause lung disease, 

among other maladies. Cartridge-based e-cigarettes are more 

laden with biological menace than liquid products. 

 

 Cannabis  

Hemp garments are as fine as linen. ~ Greek 
historian Herodotus (484–425 BCE) 

The cannabis plant is indigenous to central 

and south Asia. Hemp's various utilities – for 

fabric, rope, and food – led to its spread world-

wide. Cannabis seeds were eaten in China by 6000 BCE. Chi-

nese textiles made of hemp fiber were made by 4000 BCE. By 

2727 BCE the stuff was being smoked. 
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The ancient Assyrians, Hindus, Greeks, and Romans and 

others knew of the weed, which has been smoked throughout 

history, often with spiritual sentiment.  

Early Sufi Muslims smoked cannabis in a compact form 

known as hashish, which is more potent product owing to its 

compression. 

The term marijuana originated in Mexican Spanish and 

immigrated into the English lexicon along with the Mexicans 

who brought the weed into the United States in the late 19th 

century. 

Cannabis is consumed for its mood-lifting and relaxing 

qualities. Unwanted side effects include dry mouth, red eyes, 

impaired motor skills, anxiety, and paranoia.  

Smoking cannabis presents the same health hazards as 

tobacco regarding tar, carcinogens, and damage to the respir-

atory and cardiovascular systems. Then cannabis adds more 

health detriments than tobacco can muster. 

Cannabis is addictive. Continued use is a formula for cog-

nitive decline, loss of motivation, negative emotionality, ag-

gravation of mental illness, and risk of psychotic symptoms, 

particularly paranoia.  

Cannabis restricts blood flow to the brain, especially the 

hippocampus, which is instrumental in memory storage. 

Cannabis degrades memory partly by impairing sleep qual-

ity.  

Marijuana use has damaging influences in the brain, particu-
larly regions important in memory and learning. ~ American 
psychologist and neurobiologist Elisabeth Jorandby 

Cessation of cannabis use produces a rapid and significant 
benefit in people's ability to learn and remember information in 
their daily lives. ~ English psychologist Tom Freeman 

In short, marijuana makes you stupid and grouchy to boot 

while pilfering your physical health. 

Cannabis became illegal in most countries in the early 

20th century. In some areas, its use has been tolerated de-

spite legal prohibition. Amsterdam is a notorious example. 

Despite its illegality and vilification by the government 

from the 1930s into the 1960s, marijuana remained popular 

with Americans seeking stupor. Continued widespread use in 
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the US led to a degree of tolerance to its consumption by local 

law enforcement in the late 20th century. Then the weed 

worm turned.  

In the 2nd decade of the 21st century, revenue-hungry 

states in the US began to allow taxed licensed sales of canna-

bis, even as it remained illegal under federal law. The Feds 

ignored the states' transgressions while refusing to sanction 

research into the health effects of marijuana. Lured by loot, 

the US government became dupes for dope. 

 Alcohol  

An American monkey, after getting drunk on brandy, would 
never touch it again, and thus is much wiser than most men.  
~ Charles Darwin 

Despite the American monkey that Darwin had as a 

drinking buddy, primates are no better than fruit flies when 

it comes to savoring the sauce. Both apes and descendant 

hominids share the genetic ability to metabolize ethanol. 

Chimpanzees in West Africa collect sap from raffia trees. 

They used folded leaves to sponge out the sweet sap, which 

contains 3% ethanol. 

Chimps enjoy getting tipsy: both males and females. Hit-

ting the raffia sap is sometimes a social activity, though some 

chimps develop an especial hankering for the boozy nectar 

and drink alone. 

Fermentation was an early hominid discovery. By the 

dawn of the Neolithic 10,200 BCE cave men were finishing 

their day with a brew. The Chinese sipped wine by 7000 BCE. 

Europeans were getting liquored up on distilled spirits by the 

mid-12th century. 

Unlike other psychoactive substances, alcoholic bever-

ages are a source of food energy, though nutritional value is 

negligible beyond carbohydrates. Alcohol provides only 

empty calories. 

The ethanol in alcoholic beverages is a central nervous 

system depressant that pervades tissues, as cell membranes 

are highly permeable to alcohol. Ethanol greatly exacerbates 

sleep problems. 
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When people make mistakes, activity in a part of the brain 
responsible for monitoring behavior increases, sending an alarm 
signal to other parts of the brain indicating that something went 
wrong. Alcohol doesn't reduce your awareness of mistakes – it 
reduces how much you care about making those mistakes.  
~ American psychologist Bruce Bartholow 

That drinking alcohol transforms a sentient soul into a 

sloppy bore is universally known. Alcohol is addictive. Con-

tinued consumption impairs cognition and memory, devas-

tates health, and ruins lives: both the drinker, and relations 

who have to deal with the downward spiral. 

When the wine is in, the wit is out. ~ proverb 

Studies that purport health benefits to drinking alcohol 

are trash talk. Whatever benefit may be attributable to red 

wine can be realized in a healthy manner by eating red 

grapes, or, better yet, more nutritious fruit.  

Nonsense about healthy drinking is perpetrated by reduc-

tionist chemists with an agenda, who examine ingredients 

and ignore how alcohol affects the system (e.g., "the resvera-

trol in red wine…."). Instead of offering any health benefits, 

alcohol causes cancer. 

 Opiates  

Opium teaches only one thing, which is that aside from phys-
ical suffering, there is nothing real. ~ French novelist André 
Malraux 

Opium is the dried latex from the opium 

poppy: an annual herb native to southeastern 

Europe and western Asia. 12% of an unripe 

seedpod is morphine, one of 50 different alka-

loids produced by the poppy plant. Morphine is 

the gold standard of analgesics – as good at intense pain re-

lief as can be produced, by plant or man. Opiates also surpass 

all substances in being addictive. The serene ease of pain 

leaves one wanting it again and again. 

Withdrawal is a mirror opposite: an intense exercise in 

suffering, both physical and psychological. The body builds 
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tolerance to opiate use, reckoning withdrawal all the more 

excruciating. 

 History  

The power of the poppy was discovered by the early Neo-

lithic. It was cultivated early and known to all of the ancient 

civilizations except China. Arab traders introduced opium to 

China around 400 CE.  

Though the Sumerians referred to opium as the "joy 

plant" by 3400 BCE, opium was mostly medicinal until the 

16th century, when Portuguese packed tobacco with opium 

and smoked it. The Chinese who they traded with them at 

the time rightly considered it a barbaric practice. That atti-

tude underwent revision as the centuries worn on. 

Smoking opium became fashionable in the early 19th cen-

tury, especially in China, and among artistic types in the dec-

adent West. Opium had been in Chinese medicine chests 

since the 7th century. 

When, in 1839, the Chinese ordered all foreign traders to 

surrender their opium, the Chinese government's attempt to 

suppress opium traffic ran afoul of British interests. The 

British response was to send warships and fight over the 

dope. 

The First Opium War ended in 1842 with the Chinese 

paying a large indemnity and ceding Hong Kong to the Brits. 

European imperialism, finding opium addictive, fought a Sec-

ond Opium War (1856–1860) with China. The French were 

in league with the British for this one, with the US joining in 

for the finale. The outcome was further humiliation to China 

and indemnity to European powers. 

Opiates were legal in the United States until the late 19th 

century. The federal government did not step in until 1890, 

when it introduced a tax on morphine and opium. That 

turned into prohibition of non-medical use in 1909. 

One could easily obtain opium in England in the mid-19th 

century by walking into a chemist's shop. Britain passed leg-

islation controlling trade in 1868, but it was decades before 

the law was enforced. 
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The 1912 International Opium Convention committed 

countries to stop trading in opium, morphine, and cocaine.  

Opium was still legal in England when World War I broke 

out. The Dangerous Drugs Act of 1920 legally ended recrea-

tional opium use in the UK.  

 

While opiate refers to opium products, opioid covers all 

psychotropic substances that resemble opiates in effect. 

 Hallucinogens  

Hallucinogens are pharmacological agents in 3 broad cat-

egories: psychedelics, dissociatives, and deliriants. These 

classes share the power to cause profound changes in sensa-

tion, emotion, cognition, and consciousness. 

Unlike other psychoactive agents, hallucinogens do not 

merely alter or amplify sensations, but rather induce experi-

ences that are qualitatively outside the realm of ordinary 

consciousness. In this regard, hallucinogens can uniquely un-

lock angels or demons in the psyche. In doing so, these drugs 

can offer the potential for personal revelations that no other 

psychoactive substances can. This puts at least some hallu-

cinogens in a psychic league of their own: beyond sheer sub-

stance abuse, into a pharmacological tool for exploring the 

nature of the human experience, and of existence itself. This 

is especially true of psilocybin. 

Unlike most other psychotropic substances, hallucino-

gens are rarely addictive. 

 Dissociatives  

Dissociatives distort sensation and produce a sense of de-

tachment. This dissociation from self and environment is ac-

complished by compartmentalizing sensation: reducing or 

blocking cognitive communication channels. 

Some dissociatives produce euphoria, though most have a 

depressant effect. Dissociatives impair cognition. 
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 Ibogaine  

Most dissociatives are synthetic concoctions. Ibogaine 

(C20H26N2O) is a notable exception, in being an alkaloid found 

in the root bark of iboga, a perennial rainforest shrub en-

demic to western central Africa. 

Bwiti is a spiritual discipline practiced by the forest-

dwelling natives where iboga grows. Iboga root bark is in-

gested to invoke visions intended for later introspective re-

flection. 

Ibogaine is unique among hallucinogens that affect sero-

tonin activity (serotonergic) in blocking receptors activated 

by other psychoactive substances. As an antagonist, ibogaine 

has been employed in treating addiction to self-abusive sub-

stances such as opioids, nicotine, alcohol, and amphetamines. 

Ibogaine has also been used as an adjunct to psychotherapy. 

Ibogaine has been a banned substance in the United 

States since the 1960s but remains unregulated in Canada 

and Mexico. 

 Deliriants  

Deliriants earn their name from the confusion they sow 

in the mind, as contrasted to more lucid states produced by 

other hallucinogens. The term generally refers to anticholin-

ergic agents which block the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. 

Natural deliriants are produced by several angiosperms, 

including belladonna, datura, angel's trumpets, henbane, 

and mandrake. Uncured tobacco is also a deliriant, owing to 

its formidable nicotine content. 

Though legal, deliriants are unpopular as recreational 

drugs due to the severe and unsavory nature of hallucina-

tions harvested. And the invocative alkaloids are often poi-

sonous. 

Despite the danger inherent these plants, they were used 

medicinally by the indigene peoples where they grew, and 

with spiritual intent. 
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 Psychedelics  

Ultimately, the point of psychedelics is to put you in touch 
with the powers of the universe. ~ American musician Ray 
Manzarek 

In sufficient dosage, psychedelics produce sensory hallu-

cinations and distorted sense of time. The fungi and plants 

that produce them as secondary metabolites intend to ward 

off consumers, as disorientation is a survival hazard. 

The mind-brain works by constraining perceptual experi-

ences to hone its predictions of the world to be consistent and 

accurate. Psychedelics release these inhibitions somewhat: 

what has been termed unconstrained cognition. 

 LSD  

A demon had invaded me, had taken possession of my body, 
mind, and soul. ~ Albert Hoffman on his first LSD experience 

In 1918, Swiss biochemist Arthur Stoll isolated the alka-

loid ergotamine from ergot fungus. Ingested by humans, er-

gotamine complexly acts as an agonist (activator) of 

numerous neurotransmitters. 

In 1938, Swiss chemist Albert Hoffman synthesized LSD 

(C33H35N5O5; lysergic acid diethylamide) from ergotamine. 

His intent was to obtain an analeptic (respiratory system 

stimulant). 

The work was set aside for 5 years. Then, in 1943, Hoff-

man accidentally absorbed a small quantity through his fin-

gertips, whereupon he became restless and slightly dizzy. 

Hoffman lay down and entered "a dreamlike state character-

ized by an extremely stimulated imagination." The halluci-

nations lasted a couple of hours. 

3 days later, Hoffman got the bright idea of ingesting a 

dose of LSD before riding his bicycle from the lab to his house. 

He had an interesting trip home. 

Upon reflection of his repeated use, Hoffman called LSD 

"medicine for the soul." 

It gave me an inner joy, an open mindedness, a gratefulness, 
open eyes and an internal sensitivity for the miracles of creation. 
~ Albert Hoffman 
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LSD has low toxicity, but it is unsettling to the system. 

Besides hallucinations, LSD produces a diversity of person-

alized effects, ranging from nausea, a strong metallic taste, 

increased or reduced appetite, saliva and/or mucus produc-

tion, numbness, weakness, heart rate increase, sweating, jaw 

clenching, sleeplessness, hyperreflexia (overactive reflexes), 

and tremors. 

LSD is an edgier and much more problematic experience 

than its organic cousin, found naturally in magic mushrooms. 

 Psilocybin  

There is a world beyond ours, a world that is far away, 
nearby, and invisible. The sacred mushroom takes me by the 
hand and brings me to the world where everything is known. 
~ Mazatec curandero María Sabina 

Psilocybin (C12H17N2O4P) is an 

alkaloid produced by over 200 spe-

cies of mushrooms which grow on 

all continents. Distantly-related 

mushrooms independently evolved 

the ability to make this secondary 

metabolite which acts on insect minds as it does mammals: 

in large doses – which, for insects, would be very little intake 

– producing off-putting perceptual distortions.* 

Magic mushrooms typically have dark spores and gills. 

Both caps and the stems contain psilocybin. They grow in 

meadows and forests of tropics and subtropics, usually in es-

pecially rich soil with ample humidity.  

The psychedelic experience produced by psilocybin (a sub-
stance found in "magic mushrooms") is characterized by uncon-
strained cognition and profound alterations in the perception of 
time, space and selfhood. ~ Argentinean neurobiologist Enzo 
Tagliazucchi et al 

 
* Insects brains are quite distinct from ours. That withstanding, the 

selfsame effect of psilocybin is evidence that our minds and theirs 

have cognitive parallels. 
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Psilocybin's psychedelic effects have been appreciated for 

tens of thousands of years, in cultures ranging from Mesoa-

merica to Europe, North Africa, and Asia. 

Once ingested, psilocybin rapidly metabolizes to psilocin 

(C12H16N2O), which then acts on select serotonin receptors in 

the brain. Consuming this bitter alkaloid may produce a 

sense of nausea which quickly passes. 

Beyond its psychedelic effects, psilocybin has low toxicity: 

much less than caffeine. But it is a legal hazard, as magic 

mushrooms have been outlawed in most countries, along 

with other psychedelics. Enslaved to conventional ignorance, 

governments do not want you to enlighten yourself with 

magic mushrooms. 

Like LSD, psilocybin decreases responsiveness to seroto-

nin, but the two substances work on different receptors, and 

so their psychological effects differ considerably.  

A low dose of psilocybin can improve concentration, en-

liven the chakras (lengyre), ease the ability to transcend, 

lower body temperature, and reduce anxiety and appetite. 

The cognitive grind of the mind is lessened. 

The anterior cingulate cortex plays a role in various au-

tonomic functions. It is also involved in rational cognition, in-

cluding empathy, impulse control, and decision-making. 

The anterior cingulate cortex is overactive in individuals 

suffering depression. Psilocybin can correct this by better bal-

ancing anterior cingulate cortex activity.  

Psilocybin does not create euphoria, as is so common in 

dopamine drugs. Instead, it inhibits processing negative 

emotions.  

Dreaming is an essential vehicle for unconscious emo-

tional processing and learning. At higher doses, psilocybin 

induces a dreamlike state of consciousness while awake.  

Psilocybin could help suppress all the self-deceiving noise 
that impedes our ability to change and grow. ~ English psychi-
atrist Adam Winstock 

 

At high doses, psychedelics can be psychologically in-

tense. Conservative mainstream media fed fears that psyche-

delics can lead to psychosis in the 1960s. That is bunk.  
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The personal growth potential of hallucinogens lies in 

their dissociative effect: providing a sense of separation from 

mind-body that affords introspection and insight into the es-

sence of self. Of all hallucinogens, only magic mushrooms of-

fer numerous benefits at low doses with no disruption to 

functional perception. 

Hallucinogens beautifully illustrate that perception is a 

mental process related to biochemically based brain activity, 

and that even meager variations in biochemistry can cause a 

profound difference in awareness and sensation. 

Psychotropic substances are no shortcut to spiritual 

awareness. At best they may affirm what one already knows. 

 Synopsis  

The vegetarian manner of living by its purely physical effect 
on the human temperament would most beneficially influ-
ence humankind. ~ German physicist Albert Einstein 

➢ The human body and mind need regular and vigorous ex-

ercise. The digestive tract does not. 

➢ An individual's gut microbiome is a lifestyle choice. A ve-

gan diet creates a life-affirming enterotype: a gut ecosys-

tem that favors health and reinforces it, as the microbes 

there play an active role in influencing host behavior that 

preserves the enterotype. Conversely, a diet rich in re-

fined sugar, dairy, fried foods, and meat engenders a dec-

adent microbiotic ecosystem which weakens health. 

Knowing this adds a new dimension to the concept of gut 

instinct. 

➢ Adequate sleep is essential to health and happiness. This 

need is commonly underappreciated by many in modern 

societies – another bit of evidence that the institutions of 

industrialization are detrimental to health. 

➢ Meditation as a regular practice is a health boon for the 

mind-body. Living in meditation is enlightenment. 
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➢ From our first awareness to our last breath, we are ex-

plorers seeking existential entertainment. Our instru-

ment for enjoyment is the mind-body. When its vitality is 

dimmed, so too is our life.  



 

Conclusion 
Your body hears everything your mind says. ~ American 

musician Naomi Judd 

The human body is a motile vehicle: the physical interface 

between self and all else. Human hands afford unsurpassed 

object manipulation: providing the power to alter the envi-

ronment in ways and to extents that no other organism can. 

Our lives are lived through our minds. The brain is 

merely a physiological correlate to the mind, an organ of in-

terface to the physical world.  

Senses provide data points that are collated via percep-

tion into the movie of our existence. The baseline quality of 

that ongoing mental production is set by the body. The body 

is the film stock for life's feature presentation. 

 

The ecology of humans begins within. All animals are 

oversized microbial colonies in motion.  

The microbiome is only 2nd in influence on development 

to the genes that provide the blueprint of being. The microbi-

ome defines health. We eat and our nurturing gut microbi-

ome feeds us. This is why a healthy diet is so important. An 

impoverished microbiome does not nourish the body. 

The immune system has scant chance of fighting patho-

gens without the aid of a microbial community that has an 

affinity for its homestead. 

Our desires and modus operandi are a partial product of 

our single-celled friends. We are merely the unwitting 

mayors of our own personal microbial metropolis. 

 

The body and mind are intertwined. While the quality of 

life is ultimately a matter of consciousness that takes form as 

perspective, physical health is a significant determinant of 

the level of struggle involved in enjoying existence. 

That basic biological urges are contradictory to optimal 

health is ironic. The body enjoys eating too much and exer-

cising too little – spiritually, it seems a setup. 
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The path of health is a product of the mind, namely force 

of will. Discipline is the most important ingredient in living 

the most fruitful life possible. That discipline extends to the 

mind. 

To keep the body in good health is a duty, otherwise we shall 

not be able to keep our mind strong and clear. ~ Buddha 

 

Spokes of the Wheel continues with Book 5: The Echoes of 

the Mind, which explores the mind and its machinations. 



 

 Glossary  
~ : approximately. 

4D (aka spacetime): the 4 dimensions of everyday experience: 3 

of space (3D) + 1 of time. See HD and ED. 

A 

absinthe: a highly alcoholic spirit made with grand wormwood 

and flavored with anise and fennel. 

açaí: a palm tree native to the swamps and floodplains of tropi-

cal Central and South America that produces a small berry 

of the same name. 

accommodation (ocular physiology): a cue for depth perception 

by the mind-brain accounting for ciliary muscle tension. 

acetaldehyde (CH3CHO): a toxic aldehyde that is carcinogenic to 

humans; produced by internal combustion engines, cigarette 

smoke, and by deep-frying potatoes in fat at high tempera-

ture. 

acetylcholine: a neurotransmitter in many organisms. In hu-

mans, acetylcholine is associated with learning. 

achene: small, hard, dry, indehiscent fruit containing a single 

seed which nearly fills the pericarp but does not adhere to it. 

Though a fruit, achenes are often referred to as seeds, as they 

appear seed-like, because the fruit hardens. 

acid (chemistry): a molecule capable of donating a hydron. Acids 

react with bases. Contrast base. 

acidosis: a process which increases acidity in body fluids (e.g., 

blood) and tissues. 

acrylamide (C3H5NO): a poisonous, colorless, crystalline solid. 

Acrylamide is an amide derived from acrylic acid. 

actin: a globular, multi-functional protein found in all eukary-

otic cells except roundworm sperm. Actin participates in 

many cell processes, including communication, motility, and 

mitosis. Actin has equivalent cousins (homologs) in prokary-

otes. 
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action potential: a quick excitation and release of the electrical 

membrane potential of a cell. Several types of such excitable 

cells are found in animals, including neurons, muscle, and 

endocrine cells. Some plant cells ply their trade on action po-

tential, facilitating rapid movement. 

actuality: the world experienced sensorially. Contrast reality. 

acupuncture: a medical treatment of bodily stimulating lengyre 

pathways, typically via needles. 

acyl: a chemical group derived from a carboxylic acid by remov-

ing a hydroxyl. 

adaptation (evolutionary biology): the teleological process of ad-

justing to ecological circumstance. 

adaptation (ocular physiology): the ability of the eye to adjust to 

various levels of light. 

adaptive immune system (aka acquired immune system): the 

portion of the immune system that learns to recognize spe-

cific pathogens. Contrast innate immune system. 

additive color model (aka RBG color model): a mode of modeling 

color by adding red, green, and blue light to create colors. Vi-

sion employs the additive color model. Contrast subtractive 

color model. 

adenine (A) (C5H5N5): a nucleobase of DNA and RNA, comple-

mentary to thymine in DNA or uracil in RNA. 

adenosine (C10H13N5O4): a nucleoside of adenine; an inhibitory 

neurotransmitter in the brain which acts as a central nerv-

ous system depressant. Adenosine normally promotes sleep 

and suppresses arousal. Brain adenosine level rises while 

awake. In the heart, adenosine dilates coronary blood ves-

sels, improving blood flow to the heart. In the kidneys, aden-

osine decreases renal blood flow and decreases the 

production of rennin from the kidneys. In the lungs, adeno-

sine constricts airways. In the liver adenosine constricts 

blood vessels and accelerates breakdown of glycogen to form 

glucose. Adenosine plays a key role in cellular energy trans-

fer as part of ATP and ADP. 

adjuvant: a pharmacological or immunological agent that mod-

ifies the effect of other agents. 
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ADP (adenosine diphosphate (C10H15N5O10P2)): the product of 

ATP dephosphorylation, which provides energy for a cell. See 

ATP. 

adrenalin (C9H13NO3) (aka adrenaline, epinephrine): a simula-

tive hormone produced by the adrenal gland. 

adrenal gland (aka suprarenal gland): an endocrine gland atop 

the kidneys in mammals, dispensing hormones in response 

to stress. 

aerobic: living with oxygen. Contrast anaerobic. 

aerobic respiration: cellular respiration which employs oxygen. 

Contrast anaerobic respiration. 

aging: the process of decreasing vitality in a living entity in at 

least some regards. 

agonist: a chemical that binds to and activates a cellular recep-

tor. Contrast antagonist. 

agranulocyte (aka mononuclear leukocyte): a non-granular white 

blood cell. Lymphocytes and monocytes are agranulocytes. 

agriculture: the cultivation of one life form by another. 

agronomy: the study of soil management and production of field 

crops. 

aka: "also known as." 

α-linoleic (alpha-linoleic; ALA): an essential omega-3 fatty acid. 

albumin: a family of globular proteins; the primary protein in 

human blood plasma, unique from other blood plasma pro-

teins in not being glycosylated. 

alcohol: an organic compound the produces intoxication in many 

animals. Humans have drunk alcoholic beverages for recrea-

tion since prehistoric times, entwining its consumption with 

culture in various ways. 

aldehyde: a common organic compound comprising a carbonyl 

center with a hydrogen sidekick, connected to a side chain 

(R): R-C=O-H. 

alfalfa (aka lucerne. Medicago sativa): a perennial flowering 

plant in the pea family, used worldwide for cattle forage. 

alga (plural: algae): a eukaryotic protist that photosynthesizes 

via chloroplasts. Algae are usually unicellular or colonial. 
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alkali metal: a group of shiny, soft, highly reactive metals, owing 

to having an affable outermost electron (i.e., an outermost 

electron in an s-orbital that renders it readily sharable). The 

6 alkali metals are: lithium (Li), sodium (Na), potassium (K), 

rubidium (Rb), cesium (Cs), and francium (Fr). 

alkaloid: a chemical compound containing mostly basic nitrogen 

atoms. Many organisms, including bacteria, fungi, plants, 

and animals, produce alkaloids. 

alkane: a hydrocarbon bonded exclusively by single bonds. 

alkene: a hydrocarbon with double bonds between carbon atoms. 

alkyl: an alkane-derived hydrocarbon group. 

alpaca (Vicugna pacos): a South American camelid (member of 

the camel family). 

alpha cell (aka α cell): an endocrine cell in the pancreas which 

secretes the peptide hormone glucagon. See beta cell. 

altruism: unselfish behavior. 

aluminum (Al): the element with the atomic number 13; a soft, 

ductile, silvery-white, nonmagnetic metal; the 3rd-most 

abundant element in Earth's crust (after oxygen and silicon 

(silica)), and the most abundant metal. For a metal, alumi-

num has remarkably low density. 

Alzheimer's disease: an incurable degenerative disease leading 

to dementia. Symptoms advance to confusion, irritability, 

mood swings, trouble with language, and memory loss. 

amide: a compound derived from ammonia. Organic amide is 

formed by replacing 1 or more hydrogen atoms with acyl 

groups. Compare amine. 

amine: a compound derived from ammonia. Organic amine is 

formed by replacing 1 or more hydrogen atoms with alkyl 

groups. Compare amide. 

amino acid: an organic molecule comprising a carboxylic acid 

group, an amine group, and a side chain specific to the spe-

cific amino acid. The key elements in amino acids are carbon, 

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, with other elements found 

in the side chain. 
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ammonia (NH3; aka azane): a toxic colorless gas with a pungent 

smell that figures in biology because of its nitrogen content. 

In certain microbes, atmospheric nitrogen is converted into 

ammonia by enzymes termed nitrogenases, in a process 

called nitrogen fixation. Mammals have a mechanism to pre-

vent the buildup of ammonia toxicity in the bloodstream. 

Fish and amphibians lack this mechanism, as they can elim-

inate ammonia by excretions. For other aquatic animals, 

even dilute concentrations of ammonia are highly toxic. 

amphibian: a class of ectothermic tetrapod vertebrates that lay 

non-amniotic eggs; includes frogs, salamanders, and newts. 

amygdala (pronounced: uh-MIG-duh-luh): a part of the verte-

brate brain associated with memory and emotional reactions. 

The amygdala is part of the limbic system. 

amylin (aka islet amyloid polypeptide): a peptide hormone cose-

creted with insulin from pancreatic B cells. Amylin regulates 

blood glycose level by slowing gastric emptying and promot-

ing satiety. See insulin. 

Anableps (aka 4-eyed fish): a surface-dwelling tropical American 

river fish. The common name 4-eyed fish refers to these fish's 

2 eyes being bifurcated: a top portion above the water's sur-

face that looks up, and a lower part that looks into the water 

below. 

anabolism: the metabolic pathways for constructing biopoly-

mers. See biosynthesis. Contrast catabolism. 

anaerobe: an organism that does not require oxygen. 

anaerobic: living without oxygen. Contrast aerobic. 

anaerobic respiration: cellular respiration without oxygen. An-

aerobic respiration is less efficient than aerobic respiration. 

analeptic (medicine): a central nervous system stimulant, often 

particularly referring to a respiratory stimulant. 

Andes (aka Andean Mountains): a 7,000 km continuous range of 

highlands along the western coast of South America; the 

longest continental mountain range in the world. The Andes 

include the world's highest volcanoes. 

anethole (C10H12O): a phytoestrogen that helps give the distinc-

tive flavor of anise, fennel, licorice, camphor, and star anise. 
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angel's trumpets: a shrub with outsized flowers in the Brug-

mansia genus, native to tropical South America. The seeds 

and leaves are poisoned with deliriants. 

angiosperm: a flowering plant, descended from gymnosperms. 

Angiosperms arose 245 MYA, incorporating several innova-

tions, including leaves, pollen, flowers, and fruit. Angiosperm 

proliferation began 144 MYA. Over 254,000 species are ex-

tant. 

angiotensinogen: a peptide hormone that increases blood pres-

sure via vasoconstriction. 

animal: a kingdom of eukaryotic heterotrophs. Most animals are 

motile. The other kingdoms of eukaryotes are fungi, plants, 

and protists. 

anion: a negatively charged ion (indicating a surplus of elec-

trons). Contrast cation. 

anise (aka aniseed): a spice since antiquity of an annual (Pimp-

inella anisum) native to the Levant. 

annelid (aka ringed worm, segmented worm): a phylum (An-

nelida) of segmented worms and leeches, with over 17,000 

extant species, including ragworms, earthworms, and 

leeches. 

annual (plant): an angiosperm that lives 1 year. Crabgrass and 

watermelon are exemplary summer annuals. Henbit and 

deadnettle are winter annuals. Winter annuals are ecologi-

cally important for providing vegetative cover that feeds an-

imals during the winter, as well as preventing soil erosion 

when other plants are not around. Winter annuals are some-

times considered a pest in commercial agriculture, as they 

can host fungal diseases or insect pests. Ironically, keeping 

the soil relatively moist and preventing soil erosion during 

the winter can be problematic under many commercial agri-

culture regimes. Many food plants are annuals, or grown as 

such, including all domesticated grains. Root crops, such as 

carrots, celery, and parsley are biennials that are grown as 

annuals to harvest their edible roots, petioles, and leaves re-

spectively. Bell peppers, sweet potatoes, and tomatoes are 

perennials that are typically grown as annuals. Compare bi-

ennial, perennial. See herbaceous. 

Anomalocaris ("abnormal shrimp"): an extinct genus of animals 

related to early arthropods. 
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anosmia: loss of smell. Compare hyposmia. 

antagonist (biochemistry): a chemical that deactivates or blocks 

cellular receptor activity. Contrast agonist. 

anterior chamber: the fluid-filled space inside the eye between 

the cornea's innermost surface and the iris. 

anterior cingulate cortex: the front portion of the cingulate cor-

tex, resembling a collar surrounding the front of the corpus 

callosum. The anterior cingulate cortex is active during error 

and conflict detection, and thereby is associated with deci-

sions (go/no-go). 

anthelmintic: able to expel parasitic worms (helminths). 

antibiotic: a substance toxic to certain microbes. 

antibody: a large, Y-shape protein employed by the immune sys-

tem to identify pathogens by recognizing a chemical signa-

ture on a specific region (antigen) on the surface of a 

pathogen. 

anticholinergic: an agent that blocks acetylcholine. 

antigen (aka antibody generator): a substance that specifically 

binds to a certain antibody, provoking an immune system re-

sponse. 

antioxidant: a molecule that inhibits oxidation of other mole-

cules. Oxidative stress damages cells, so, consuming fruits 

and vegetables that offer antioxidant activity is healthsome. 

antiperspirant: a deodorant that aims to prevent armpit sweat-

ing by clogging the sweat glands. The active ingredient in an-

tiperspirants is usually aluminum, which is a neurotoxin. 

anus (aka anal sphincter): the opening at the end of the diges-

tive tract to expel feces. 

anxiety: fearful distress. 

ape (aka great ape): a tailless primate; not a monkey. 

apnea: ceasing breathing. 

apobody: an apoptotic body. 

apoptosis: programmed cell death. Compare necrosis. 

appendix (aka cecal): a pouchlike structure appended to the ce-

cum in which gut flora are harbored. 

apple: the fruit of the apple tree (Malus domestica) which origi-

nated in central Asia; one of the most widely cultivated fruits. 
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apposition eye: a type of eye where data from each eye are com-

bined in the mind to fabricate imagery. Compare compound 

eye. 

apricot (Prunus armeniaca): a tree and fruit from China, where 

it was cultivated over 4,000 years ago. 

aquaculture: aquatic agriculture; cultivation of aquatic animals 

and plants, especially fish, shellfish, and seaweed. 

aqueous humor: the fluid that fills the anterior chamber of the 

eye. 

arachnid: the Arachnida class of invertebrates, with 8 jointed 

legs. There are over 100,000 named species, including spi-

ders, harvestmen (aka opiliones, daddy longlegs), scorpions, 

solifuges (aka camel spiders, wind spiders), ticks, and mites. 

archaea (singular: archaeon): the robust and versatile group of 

prokaryotes from which eukaryotes arose; a taxonomic do-

main of life, alongside bacteria and viruses. 

archipelago (aka island chain): a clustered group of islands. 

arcminute: an angular measurement of 1/60th of 1°.  

arene (aka aromatic hydrocarbon): a hydrocarbon with alternat-

ing double and single bonds between carbon atoms forming 

rings. Benzene is the simplest arene. The term aromatic is 

chemically archaic, referring to the pleasant odor many 

arenes have. 

aril (aka arillus): a specialized outgrowth that covers or is at-

tached to a seed. An aril is often an edible enticement to an-

imals to assist in seed dispersal. 

arsenic (As): the element with atomic number 33; a metalloid 

that is notoriously poisonous to multicellular life, albeit an 

essential dietary element to some animals in minute 

amounts; in humans, a carcinogen that severely damages the 

intelligence system, causing dementia. 

arthritis: inflammation of the joints and its effects. 

arthropod: an invertebrate with an exoskeleton, a segmented 

body, and jointed appendages. Arachnids, crustaceans, and 

insects are arthropods. 

artichoke (Cynara scolymus): a tall herb with spiny leaves and 

edible petioles once cooked, native to Eurasia. As a food, ar-

tichoke refers to the bud of a petiole before flowering. 
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aryl (group): any functional group derived from an aromatic ring 

(arene). 

asleep (aka sleep): the state of consciousness where the body is 

in repose, not dreaming. 

asparagus: a nutritious perennial of over 200 species, grown 

since ancient times as a crop. 

aspartame (C14H18N2O5): an artificial sweetener that disrupts 

gut flora communities, pedaled under the brand name 

NutraSweet. 

Asperger syndrome (aka Asperger's): a high-functioning form of 

autism, where cognitive, social, and language skills may 

seem on par with normal people. Individuals with Asperger's 

may have good memory but may struggle with abstractions. 

An absorbing interest in a special subject is typical of Asper-

ger syndrome. Many use language oddly when they speak: 

the very thing that prompted the profiling of such people by 

Hans Asperger in 1943. 

astrocyte (aka astroglial cell): a star-shaped glial cell in the 

brain and spinal cord. 

athymhormia: a mental disorder characterized by deficient mo-

tivation for living. 

ATP (adenosine triphosphate): the universal molecule for cellu-

lar energy storage and intracellular energy transfer.  

atrial natriuretic peptide: a natriuretic peptide hormone se-

creted from the cardiac atria to decrease arterial pressure, 

among other effects. 

attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD): a mental disor-

der characterized by difficulty sustaining concentration, lack 

of behavioral self-control, and superfluous activity. 

audition: sound perception. 

auditory nerve (aka cochlear nerve, acoustic nerve): the nerve 

bundle that carries a sound signal from the cochlea to the 

brain. The auditory nerve is 1 of 2 branches of the Vestibulo-

cochlear nerve. 

auricle (zoology) (aka pinna, auricula): the visible part of the ear 

outside the head. 

Australasia: a region of Oceania comprising New Guinea, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, and neighboring islands. 
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Australopithecus (4.2–1.8 MYA): a relatively long-lived genus of 

largely vegan hominins with considerable species diversity. 

autism: an intelligence system developmental disorder charac-

terized by impaired communication and social interaction, 

and restricted and repetitive behavior. See Asperger's. 

autoimmunity: inappropriate immune responses against an or-

ganism's healthy cells and tissues. 

autonomic nervous system (aka involuntary nervous system): the 

part of the peripheral nervous system associated with auto-

nomic (subconscious) bodily functions. The 3 divisions of the 

autonomic nervous system are the enteric, parasympathetic, 

and sympathetic nervous systems. Contrast somatic nervous 

system. 

autophagosome: a double-membraned spherical structure that 

performs autophagy. 

autophagy (aka autophagocytosis): the catabolic process of recy-

cling and waste disposal in cells. See lysosome and vacuole. 

autopoiesis: a dynamic of self-sustaining activity; a system 

capable of maintaining and reproducing itself. A biological 

cell sustaining itself is an example of autopoiesis. Compare 

homeostasis. 

autotroph: an organism that makes its own food. Autotrophs are 

lithotrophs or photoautotrophs. Lithotrophs consume elec-

trons from inorganic chemicals for energy. Phototrophs take 

light as their primary energy source. Contrast heterotroph. 

avian: relating to birds. 

avian influenza (aka avian flu, bird flu): a human illness caused 

by a virus also adapted to reside in birds. 

avocado (Persea americana): a tree native to Mexico and Central 

America, in the family Lauraceae, along with bay laurel, cin-

namon, and camphor. As a fruit, avocado is a large drupe 

berry with a single seed. 

awake: the state of consciousness where the body is interactively 

receptive to stimuli and the mind is ecologically aware. 

awareness: the quality of being conscious in the present mo-

ment. 

axon (aka nerve fiber): the long slender portion of a neuron. 
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axon terminal (aka synaptic bouton): a distal termination of an 

axon. 

Aztec Empire (1428 – 1521): the 3 city-state Mexica empire 

around the Valley of Mexico, until destroyed by Spanish con-

quistador Hernán Cortés. 

Ayurveda: a system of Hindu traditional health care. 

B 

B cell: a lymphocyte of the adaptive immune system that makes 

antibodies against antigens. Compare T cell. 

bacteria (singular: bacterium): a taxonomic domain of single-

celled prokaryotes, abundant in most ecosystems. Bacteria 

play vital roles in various facets of the biosphere. 

bacteriophage: a virus that infects bacteria. 

Bacteroides: an anaerobic bacteria genus, normally mutualistic; 

commonly found in mammal gastrointestinal tracts. Bac-

teroides predominates in humans that consume too much 

protein and animal fat. Bacteroides tend to be resistant to 

antibiotics. See Ruminococcus, Prevotella. 

banana: an edible fruit produces by a flowering plant in the 

Musa genus, indigenous to southeast Asia and Oceania. 

Banda Islands: a group of 10 small islands in eastern Indonesia, 

part of the Spice Islands in the Banda Sea. The Banda Is-

lands were occupied by the Portuguese in 1512 and remained 

under their control into the early 17th century. 

barley (Hordeum vulgare): one of the early cultivated cereal 

grains, both eaten and brewed into beer. 

basal ganglia (aka basal nuclei): a part of the vertebrate brain 

interconnected to several other brain areas, instrumental in 

movement.  

base (chemistry): a molecule capable of accepting a hydron. Ba-

ses react with acids. Contrast acid. 

basophil: a type of white blood cell that releases chemicals and 

enzymes to cause inflammation, speeding blood flow to an in-

fected site. Basophils are only 0.01–0.3% of circulating white 

blood cells in humans. 
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BCE (acronym for Before the Common Era): a semi-secular alter-

native designation for the calendar scheme introduced by Di-

onysius Exiguus, who respectively used BC (before Christ) 

and AD (anno Domini) to indicate times before and after the 

life of Jesus of Nazareth. Year zero is unused in both systems. 

Dates before 1 CE (common era) are indicated as BCE. CE 

dates are typically not denoted. 

beet (aka beetroot, garden beet, Beta vulgaris): a root vegetable. 

See chard. 

behaviorism: a matterist school of psychology that denied the 

mind as a source of behavior. 

belief: a habit of the mind to axiomatically treat an idea as true; 

confidence in an abstraction as truth. 

belladonna (aka deadly nightshade, Atropa belladonna): a per-

ennial herb native to Europe, north Africa, and western Asia. 

The berries and leaves contain highly toxic alkaloids. 

bell pepper (aka sweet pepper, Capsicum annum): a perennial 

herb; the term is also used for the fruit, which is a many-

seeded berry. See Capsicum. 

beluga whale (aka white whale, sea canary, melonhead, Delphin-

apterus leucas): an Arctic and sub-Artic whale, closely related 

to narwhals. Beluga whales have a distinctive melon-like 

protuberance for echolocation. They lack a dorsal fin. Beluga 

whales are gregarious. 

benzene (C6H6): an arene; the simplest ring hydrocarbon; an el-

ementary petrochemical. 

berry: a fleshy fruit without a drupe. 

beryllium (Be): the element with atomic number 4; a rare, toxic, 

insoluble metal. Beryllium was first isolated in 1828. 

beta cell (aka β cell): an endocrine cell in the pancreas which 

secretes insulin and amylin in a fixed ratio. 

beta-carotene (C40H56; β-carotene): a red-orange pigment, abun-

dant in plants and fruits. β-carotene colors carrots, pump-

kins, and sweet potatoes orange. β-carotene is a precursor to 

vitamin A. 

biennial (plant): an angiosperm that takes 2 years to complete 

its life cycle. A biennial grows vegetative structures – roots, 

stems, and leaves – in its 1st year, before going dormant dur-

ing the colder months. Typically, biennials grow close to the 
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ground, with leaves forming a rosette. Many biennials re-

quire vernalization before they will flower. Onions, carrots, 

and parsley are biennials. Contrast annual, perennial. See 

herbaceous.  

bifurcate: to divide into 2 parts. 

bile: a bitter fluid produced by the liver of most vertebrates that 

aids lipid digestion in the small intestine. 

binocular vision: creating sensory-based imagery via 2 eyes. 

bioavailability: the potential for nutrient absorption. 

bioelement: a planetary ecological element. The bioelements in-

clude the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biota. 

biology: the science of life. 

biomechanics: biological mechanics. 

binocular vision: the vision capability in an animal with 2 eyes 

to perceive a 3D image. See peripheral vision. 

biorhythm: a pseudoscientific technique to predict potentialities 

in a person's life via simple mathematical cycles. 

biosynthesis: a cellular construction process: conversion of sub-

strates into more complex products. See anabolism. 

biota: the organisms in an environment. 

biotin (aka vitamin H, vitamin B7): a water-soluble B vitamin, 

necessary for cell growth, metabolism of fats and amino ac-

ids, and the production of fatty acids. Biotin assists in meta-

bolic reactions that transfer carbon dioxide. Biotin helps 

maintain a steady blood sugar level. 

bipolar disorder (formerly manic depression): a mental disorder 

characterized by recurrent swings of mania and depression. 

bipolar neuron: a nerve cell type with 2 extensions: an axon and 

a dendrite. Bipolar cells are employed as sensory signal path-

ways. 

bird: a class of feathered, bipedal, endothermic, egg-laying ver-

tebrates. 10,000 living species are known. 

bitter: one of the 7 basic human tastes. Alkaloids taste bitter. 

Black Death: a devastating plague in Europe in the mid-14th 

century caused by the airborne bacterium Yersinia pestis. 

black light: a lamp with emits long-wave ultraviolet light just 

outside the boundary of human vision. 
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blood: an animal body fluid employed to transport nutrients to 

and waste products from cells. 

blueberry: a perennial flowering shrub with indigo-colored ber-

ries, in the genus Vaccinium (which includes cranberries and 

bilberries), native to North America. 

blur (vision): lack of focus owing to movement. 

bone: a rigid organ of connective tissue in vertebrates which 

forms a skeleton. Bone is mostly a fibrous matrix of compo-

site material: inorganic calcium phosphate for rigidity and 

ossein (an elastic protein (collagen)) for fracture resistance. 

bone marrow: flexible tissue in the interior of bones. 

bone metabolism (aka bone remodeling): the lifelong process of 

replacing aged bone tissue (bone resorption) with new bone 

tissue (ossification). 

borane (BH3) (aka borine, thrihydridoboron): an unstable and 

highly reactive Lewis acid. 

boron (B): the element with atomic number 5; a water-soluble 

metalloid concentrated on Earth in borate mineral com-

pounds. Because boron is produced entirely by cosmic ray 

spallation (cosmic rays bombarding objects) and not by stel-

lar nucleosynthesis (stellar fusion debris), there is little of it 

in the solar system, including Earth's crust. 

botany: the study of plants. 

botox (aka botulinum toxin): the most powerful known neuro-

toxin, produced by the bacteria Clostridium botulinum. Bo-

tox has been called "sausage poison" because it can be found 

in improperly prepared meat products. The term botulism de-

rives from the Latin for sausage: botulus. 

botulism: a potentially fatal paralytic illness caused by a toxin 

produced by the bacteria Clostridium botulinum. 

bovine spongiform encephalopathy (aka mad cow disease): a fa-

tal encephalopathy in cattle that causes spongy degeneration 

in the brain and spinal cord. 

box jellyfish: a marine cnidarian invertebrate distinguished by 

its boxy body. 

brachial plexus: a network of nerve fibers from the spine, inner-

vating the hands and arms. 
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brain: an animal organ central to nervous systems, located 

within the head. 

brainstem: the posterior part of the brain in many vertebrates. 

Brassica: the genus of green, leafy vegetables known as crucif-

erous. 

Brassicaceae: a broad family of flowering plants commonly 

known as cabbage, crucifers, or mustards; of 372 genera and 

at least 4060 species; most are herbaceous, some are shrubs. 

broccoli (Brassica oleracea): a green, leafy plant in the cabbage 

family, closely related to cauliflower, with a large flowering 

head, eaten as a vegetable. 

brown fat (aka brown adipose tissue): an active form of mamma-

lian fat that generates heat and helps regulate body heat. 

Contrast white fat. 

bruxism: unconsciously gritting or grinding teeth. 

bulbous corpuscle (aka Ruffini's end organ): a slowly-adapting 

mechanoreceptor in human subcutaneous tissue that senses 

continued pressure on deep tissue. Contrast Pacinian corpus-

cle. 

bursa of Fabricius: a specialized organ in birds (but not mam-

mals) necessary for B cell development. 

butterfly: a flying diurnal insect of 17,500 extant species. Com-

pare moth. 

butyrate: a short-chain fatty acid that is a critical food for cells 

lining the colon. 

butyric acid (aka butanoic acid, CH3CH2CH2CO2H): a bad-

smelling fatty acid; the primary odorant of human vomit and 

rancid butter. 

Bwiti: a spiritual discipline practiced by forest-dwelling peoples 

on the eastern coast of central Africa (Gabon and Cameroon). 

BYA: billions of years ago. BY as an acronym for "billion years" is 

deprecated in modern geophysics in favor of Ga, shorthand 

for gigaannum. 
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C 

cabbage (Brassica oleracea and variants): a leafy, green or 

red/purple biennial, grown as an annual vegetable crop for 

its dense-leaved heads. 

cacao (Theobroma cacao): a small evergreen tree native to trop-

ical Central and South America whose seeds – cacao beans – 

are used to make chocolate. Theobroma means "food of the 

gods." The word cacao came from Spanish conquistadors in 

the 16th century, derived from xocolatl, a Mexican word 

meaning "bitter water." 

cadmium (Cd): the element with atomic number 48; a soft, blu-

ish-white metal that is extremely toxic. Cigarettes are a 

ready source of cadmium, as the lungs absorb cadmium more 

efficiently than the digestive tract. 

Caesarean: a surgical procedure to deliver a baby. 

caffeine (C8H10N4O2): a bitter crystalline alkaloid and stimulant. 

Plants employ caffeine in their seeds, leaves, and fruit as a 

pesticide. Found in minute measure in nectar, caffeine en-

hances the reward memory of pollinators. 

calcitonin: a polypeptide hormone which reduces blood calcium, 

opposing the effects of parathormone. 

calcium (Ca): the element with atomic number 20. Calcium is a 

soft, gray, alkaline, earth metal. Calcium plays vital roles in 

biochemistry and physiology. See calcium channel. 

calcium channel: a calcium ion (Ca2+) channel. Calcium chan-

nels are a ubiquitous cellular communication means. 

(large) calorie: the amount of heat needed to raise the tempera-

ture of 1 kilogram of water 1 °C. 

Cambrian (542 – 485 MYA): the 1st period of the Palaeozoic era, 

when the fossil record evidences a vast proliferation of com-

plex life. The name derives from Latin for the area in Wales 

where the best Cambrian rocks in Britain are exposed. 

Candida albicans: a yeast which is a common member of human 

gut flora, typically commensal but may become opportunisti-

cally pathogenic if the environment is disrupted, such as by 

antibiotics. 

cannabinoid: a class of chemical compounds that repress neuro-

transmitter release in the brain. 
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cannabis (aka marijuana, and many slang names): an angio-

sperm of 3 species in the Cannabis genus. The leaves are 

used as psychoactive substance. 

cancer: a disease characterized by uncontrolled cell growth. 

capillary: a tiny tube in the body, typically for blood. 

capsaicin (C18H27NO3): the active ingredient in chili peppers. 

Capsicum: a genus of food plants with 10 species. The fruit is a 

berry with many seeds, variously known as a pepper or cap-

sicum. Chili is a capsicum paste in Mexican cuisine. Cayenne 

pepper is made from dried, crushed seeds and pods. The mild-

flavored bell pepper is eaten as a vegetable. 

caraway (aka meridian fennel): a biennial herb in the parsley 

family, indigenous to western Asia, Europe, and North Af-

rica. The crescent-shaped achene is a spice. 

carbohydrate: a macromolecule containing carbon, hydrogen, 

and oxygen. Carbohydrates are sugars of varying complexi-

ties. See saccharide. 

carbon (C): the element with atomic number 6; an extremely 

friendly element, with 4 electrons available to form covalent 

bonds. Life is based upon molecules made with a carbon back-

bone. 

carbon dioxide (CO2): a colorless gas. Plants breathe CO2. Ani-

mals exhale it. 

carbonyl (CO): an organic functional group in aldehydes, ke-

tones, carboxylic acids, esters, and their derivatives. 

carboxylic acid: a polar molecule (–CO2H) connected to a hydro-

carbon. A carboxylic acid completes itself with a side chain. 

carcinoma: a cancerous, malignant tumor, typically arising from 

transformed epithelial cells. 

cardamom (aka cardamon, cardamom,): a spice made from 

seeds in the Elettaria and Amomum genera, notably Elet-

taria cardamomum, native to the Indian subcontinent and 

Indonesia. 

cardiac muscle: a heart muscle. Cardiac and smooth muscles are 

involuntary, while skeletal muscles are controlled voluntar-

ily. Compare skeletal muscle, smooth muscle. 
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cardoon (Cynara cardunculus): a large perennial plant with 

spiny leaves and edible roots and petioles (once cooked), na-

tive to Mediterranean Europe. Cardoons are related to arti-

chokes. 

carminative (aka carminativum; plural carminativa): an herb 

intended to either prevent gas forming in the gastrointesti-

nal tract, or to facilitate expelling gas, thereby combating 

flatulence. 

carnitine (C7H15NO3): an amino acid that transports fatty acids 

into the mitochondria of muscle cells for energy consumption. 

carnivore (aka predator): a meat eater. Compare herbivore, om-

nivore, saprovore. 

carotene: an unsaturated hydrocarbon (C40Hx) which is an or-

ange photosynthetic pigment; synthesized by plants and 

some fungi, but not by animals. β-Carotene is a form of vita-

min A for humans and some other mammals. 

carotenoid: a pigment in plant chloroplasts. 

carp: a freshwater fish native to Eurasia. 

carrot (Daucus carota): a biennial plant that flowers from June 

to August, eaten as a root vegetable around the world. 

caryopsis (plural: caryopses): a dry fruit attached to a seed. 

Wheat, rice, and corn are caryopses. 

catabolism: the controlled cellular process (metabolic pathway) 

of breaking down organic matter to harvest energy via cellu-

lar respiration. Compare anabolism. 

catalyst: a molecule that causes a change in rate of a chemical 

reaction by lowering the energy necessary to effect a reaction. 

cation: a positively charged ion (indicating a deficit of electrons). 

Contrast anion. 

cauliflower (Brassica oleracea): an annual plant, whose white 

flowering head is eaten. Cauliflower is a member of the cab-

bage family. 

cause (verb) (physics): to effect; to bring about. 

CE (acronym for Common Era): denoted years after the birth of 

Jesus of Nazareth. See BCE. 

cecum: a pouch at the beginning of the large intestine that re-

ceives chyme. Herbivores have an especially active cecum, 

full of digestive bacteria cohorts.  
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cell (biology): the basic physical unit of living organisms. 

cell cycle (aka cell division cycle): the cellular life cycle, particu-

larly the serial events within a cell, including cell division 

and duplication (i.e., replication). 

cell division: eukaryotic cell replication. 

central nervous system: the brain and nervous system associated 

with it. In vertebrates, the central nervous system includes 

the spinal cord. 

cephalopod: a class of marine animals in the mollusk phylum. 

Squid, octopuses, cuttlefish, and nautilus are among the over 

800 extant species of cephalopods. 

cerebellum: a region of the vertebrate brain instrumental in bal-

ance and motor control. 

cerebral cortex: the outermost layer of neural tissue in the cere-

brum in mammals. 

cerebral palsy: a movement disorder characterized variously by 

weak and/or stiff muscles, poor coordination, and/or tremors. 

Other symptoms include sensory deficiencies and trouble 

swallowing or speaking. Cerebral palsy has been known 

throughout history. 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF): a clear bodily fluid found in the brain 

and spine that cushions and helps regulate cerebral blood 

flow. 

cerebrum (aka forebrain): the part of the mammalian brain com-

prising the cerebral cortex and several subcortical struc-

tures, including the basal ganglia, hippocampus, and 

olfactory bulb. 

chakra: a lengyre center within an organism. 

chard (Beta vulgaris, subspecies cicla): beet leaves; a leafy, 

green vegetable often used in Mediterranean cooking. 

chemokine: a signaling protein secreted by cells. 

cherry (Prunus avium (sweet cherry), P. cerasus (sour cherry)): 

the fruit of the cherry tree, which originated near the Cas-

pian Sea. 

chi (aka qi): vital life-energy (lengyre) according to traditional 

Chinese culture and medicine. 

chili (aka chili pepper): the fruit of plants in the Capsicum ge-

nus, which is in the nightshade family. 
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chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes): a medium-sized ape, closely re-

lated to bonobos and humans. 

Chinese cinnamon (aka Chinese cassia, Cinnamomum cassia): 

an evergreen tree native to southern China. The aromatic 

bark is widely used as a spice. In the US, Chinese cassia is 

the most common cinnamon spice. The buds are also used as 

a spice in Indian cuisine and were also used in ancient Ro-

man cooking. 

chlorine (Cl): chemical element with atomic number 17. Chlo-

rine is in the halogen group of elements. Chlorine is typically 

a yellow-green gas of diatomic molecules. Chlorine readily 

combines with other elements. It has the highest electron af-

finity, and the 3rd-highest electronegativity of all elements. 

Chlorine is a strong oxidizing agent. 

chloroplast: the photosynthetic organelle found in algae and 

plant cells. 

chocolate: a food heavily invested in cacao seeds, often sweet-

ened to reduce the naturally bitter taste. 

cholesterol: a lipidic, waxy sterol, essential to all animals, as it 

maintains cell membrane permeability and fluidity. 

choline (C5H14N+O): an ammonium cation, essential for con-

structing the body's cell membranes. As the body can synthe-

size choline, it is not strictly a vitamin, even as it is commonly 

grouped in the B complex. 

choroid: the dark, vascular layer of the eye, comprising connec-

tive tissue, lying between the retina and the sclera. The cho-

roid nourishes the outer layers of the retina. 

chronotype: natural sleep/awake timing tendency to be a "morn-

ing lark" or "night owl." 

chyme: a semifluid mass of partly digested food, expelled by the 

stomach into the duodenum. 

cichlid: a freshwater fish in the large, diverse family Cichlidae, 

with ~3,000 species; found in the tropics of Africa, Madagas-

car, southern Asia, and America. The most varied speciation 

occurs in Africa and South America. Cichlid diets range from 

vegetarian to carnivorous. Cichlids have complex mating and 

parental care behaviors. All cichlids practice parental care 

for their eggs and fry. 
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ciliary body: the circumferential tissue inside the eye that an-

chors the lens in place. The ciliary body produces aqueous 

humor and helps focus at various distances (accommodation) 

through its muscular relation with the lens. 

ciliary muscle: the ring of muscle of the ciliary body. 

cilium (plural: cilia): a hair-like protuberance from a cell; em-

ployed for sensory perception and/or locomotion (motile cilia). 

cinemascope: a lens technology (anamorphic lenses) employed in 

shooting wide-screen movies from 1953 to 1967. More gener-

ally, wide-screen visuality. 

cingulate cortex: a part of the brain in the cerebral cortex, imme-

diately above the corpus callosum. The cingulate cortex is 

part of the limbic system, which is involved with emotions, 

memory, and learning. 

cingulate gyrus: an integral part of the limbic system, involved 

in forming and processing emotions. 

cinnamon: a spice made from the inner bark of several trees in 

the genus Cinnamomum. See Chinese cinnamon. 

circadian: daily cycle. 

circadian clock: an endogenous oscillation of biological activity 

entrained to Earth's daily rotation. 

circadian rhythm: a biological process entrained to an endoge-

nous oscillation of about 24 hours. 

circulatory system (aka cardiovascular system, vascular system): 

an organ system for circulating nutrients via blood cells. The 

circulatory system includes the lymphatic system. 

cirrhosis: a chronic progressive disease characterized by de-

struction of liver cells and replacement by scar tissue. 

cis fat: an unsaturated fat structure, where adjacent hydrogen 

atoms are on the same side of a carbon double bond. Contrast 

trans fat. 

citrus: a flowering tree in the Citrus genus that produces acidic 

fruits. 

clade: a group of biological taxa, such as genus, which includes 

all descendants of a common ancestor. 

claustrum: a thin, irregular sheet of gray matter layered 

through white matter near the insula in mammals, acting as 
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a communication conduit for the integrated experience of 

consciousness. 

Clostridium botulinum: an anaerobic, motile, spore-forming 

bacterium that produces the potent neurotoxin botulinum 

(botox). 

Clostridium difficile: a species of spore-forming bacteria that 

normally happily resides in the gut. If the gut microbiome is 

disrupted by antibiotics, C. difficile are prone to get uppity 

and cause diarrhea and colon inflammation. 

clove: a spice that is the dried flower buds of an evergreen tree 

(Syzygium aromaticum) native to the Spice Islands. 

coagulate: to become more viscous or thicken into a coherent 

mass (clot). 

cobalt (Co): the element with atomic number 27; a hard, lus-

trous, silver-gray metal, found in Earth's crust only in chem-

ically combined form. Cobalt is essential to animal 

metabolism; a key constituent of cobalamin (vitamin B12). 

cocaine (C17H21NO4): an alkaloid found in coca leaves. Cocaine 

acts as a stimulant and appetite suppressant. As it merrily 

stimulates reward pathways, cocaine is quite addictive. 

cockroach: a generally large insect with a broad, flattened body 

and relatively small head. 30 of the 4,500 species are consid-

ered pests, as they are inclined to live in human habitats. 

cofactor: a molecule that binds to a protein to have the protein 

perform a task. Enzymes are typically activated by cofactors, 

which act as helper molecules. A cofactor molecule may ei-

ther be an inorganic ion or organic (coenzyme).  

cognition: the process of understanding, involving both aware-

ness and judgment. Compare mentation. 

cognitive system (aka cognitive belief system): the system of as-

sumptions, knowledge, ideas, and beliefs which constitute 

the basis for worldview. 

coherence: the intelligent interaction behind Nature. Like Ĉon-

sciousness, coherence localizes. 

coherence consciousness: the 6th state of consciousness, with 

awareness of the unity of Nature. Compare enlightenment, 

realization. 
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cold reading: gleaning information about a person through nu-

ances in behavior and appearance. 

coleoid: a soft-bodied cephalopod. Squid, octopuses, and cuttle-

fish are coleoids. 

colic (aka baby colic, infantile colic): extended episodes of crying 

in infants. The cause is unknown. 

colitis: inflammation of the colon. 

collagen: the primary protein of various connective tissues in 

animals. 

Collective: people who follow their biological urges as natural 

imperative. The Collective are slaves to their minds. 

colon: the last portion of the digestive system in vertebrates; the 

large intestine between the cecum and rectum.  

commensalism: a relationship of between two organisms where 

one benefits without affecting the other. 

complement system: the part of the innate immune system that 

complements the work of antibodies and phagocytes. 

complementary proteins: 2 or more foods that make a complete 

protein. 

complete protein: a food that that contains all 9 essential amino 

acids in a proportion that the human body readily appreci-

ates. See complementary proteins. 

compound eye: a type of eye comprising thousands of individual 

photoreceptors (ommatidia) from which the mind constructs 

imagery. Compare apposition eye. 

compulsion: a strong, often irresistible impulse to perform some 

ritual activity. 

conceptualize, conceptualization: mentally resolving perceptions 

into a concept. 

cone cell: a color-sensitive photoreceptor in the mammalian ret-

ina, so-called for the cell's conical shape. Contrast rod. 

Congo fever: a tick-borne viral disease. 

connective (tissue): 1 of the 4 primary animal tissue types. Con-

nective tissue supports, separates, or connects other tissues. 

Immersed in body fluids, connective tissue is composed of 

cells, fibers, and extracellular matrix. See also epithelium, 

muscle, and intelligence (tissue). 
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consciousness: the platform for awareness in an individual life 

constituent, such as a protein, cell, or organism. The 4 nomi-

nal states of human consciousness are awake, asleep, dream-

ing, and transcendence. The 3 elevated states of 

consciousness are enlightenment, coherence consciousness, 

and realization. A person may be in multiple states of con-

sciousness simultaneously (enlightenment is essentially the 

sustained state of transcendence while awake). Compare 

Ĉonsciousness. 

Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness. Compare con-

sciousness. 

conserved (evolutionary biology): a trait preserved through evo-

lutionary time. 

conspecific: of the same species. Contrast interspecific. 

constitution (biology): an organism's holotype (albeit the term is 

usually used only for humans). In a more limited frame of 

reference, constitution is often used for physical robustness 

("a strong constitution"). 

conventional (agriculture): a plant grown with artificial chemi-

cals applied, typically pesticides, though genetically modified 

plants have herbicides sprayed on them as well. Contrast or-

ganic. 

convergent evolution (aka parallel evolution): the independent 

evolution of similar traits in organisms of different clades. 

copepod: a group of small (1–2 mm) crustaceans that live in the 

sea and nearly every freshwater habitat. 13,000 species are 

known, of which 2,800 are freshwater dwellers. 

copper (Cu): the element with atomic number 29; a ductile metal 

with extraordinary electrical and thermal conductivity. 

coral: a colonial marine invertebrate comprising numerous self-

same polyps. 

coriander (aka cilantro, Chinese parsley, dhania (India), Cori-

andrum sativum): an annual herb indigenous to southern 

Europe, North Africa, and southwestern Asia. Fruit seeds are 

crushed for a spice. The fresh leaves and stems are cilantro.  

corn (aka maize, Zea mays): a large grain plant domesticated by 

Mesoamericans in prehistoric times; commonly considered a 

vegetable. 
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cornea: the transparent front cover of the eye, over the iris, pu-

pil, and anterior chamber. 

corpus callosum: the major communication conduit in the mid-

dle of the mammalian brain. The corpus callosum is the larg-

est white-matter structure in the human brain. 

correlation: the fact that multiple phenomena coincide. Contrast 

causality. 

cortex: the outermost layer of an organ. See cerebral cortex. 

cortical column (aka hypercolumn, macrocolumn, cortical mod-

ule): a cellular cluster in the brain cortex. 

Corynebacterium: a genus of common bacteria; a few cause dis-

ease in humans. 

cotyledon: an embryonic leaf in an angiosperm seed.  

covalent bond: a stable chemical bond by sharing one or more 

pairs of electrons between atoms of a molecule. 

crayfish: a freshwater crustacean resembling a lobster, but typ-

ically much smaller. 

crepuscular light: twilight, such as at dawn and dusk.  

cruciferous vegetable: a food plant in the cabbage family. 

Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease: a fatal encephalopathy in humans 

caused by prions, putting holes in the brain and making it 

spongy. 

crustacean: a large group of arthropods, including barnacles, 

krill, crabs, crayfish, shrimp, and lobster. There are at least 

67,000 species, from 0.1 mm to 3.8 meters in size. Most crus-

taceans are aquatic, but some, such as woodlice, are terres-

trial. 

cryptochrome: a photoreceptive protein sensitive to blue light, 

found in both plants and animals. Cryptochrome is employed 

for circadian rhythms and sensing magnetic fields. 

cultivar: a variety of plant that originated and persisted under 

cultivation. 

cumin (Cuminum cyminum): a flowering plant native to the 

Middle East to India. Cumin seeds are used in many cuisines, 

both whole and ground. 

curandero: a traditional shaman or healer indigenous to the 

United States and Mexico. 
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curcumin (C21H20O6): an active ingredient in turmeric, giving it 

a golden color, and acting as an antioxidant with anti-inflam-

matory properties. 

cuttlefish (aka cuttles): a marine cephalopod. Cuttlefish have a 

unique internal shell: a cuttlebone. Cuttlefish are mollusks, 

not fish. 

cyanogen (C2N2): a colorless toxic gas with a pungent odor that 

reduces to cyanide (CN). 

cytokine: a protein employed in cell signaling. 

cytoplasm: the watery gel that holds a cell's organelles within a 

plasma membrane. 

cytotoxicity: toxic to cells.  

D 

dairy (nutrition): milk products. 

Dark Ages: the 5th–10th centuries in Europe; the early Middle 

Ages, following the fall of the Roman Empire. Coined by 

Francesco Petrarch in the 1330s, the term is generally dis-

paraged by contemporary historians for its negative over-

tone; yet its aptness cannot be denied.  

date (food): the lusciously sweet fruit of the date palm (Phoenix 

dactylifera). 

datura (aka Jimson weed, Devil's snare, Datura stramonium): 

an annual herb in the nightshade family that originated in 

North America but was spread to other continents by early 

explorers from Europe. All parts of the plant protect them-

selves with a toxic deliriant. 

DDT (C14H9Cl5; dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane): an insecticide 

first synthesized in 1874 that causes devastating environ-

mental damage as well as endangering human health. 

deciduous: a tree or shrub that loses its leaves seasonally. The 

term is also used with animals, for parts that are seasonally 

or developmentally lost, such as deer antlers and baby teeth. 

declarative memory (aka explicit memory): memory subject to 

conscious recall. Episodic, semantic, and topological memo-

ries are declarative. Contrast procedural memory. 
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dehiscence: a plant structure splitting at maturity, along a built-

in line of weakness to release its contents, such as fruit. Con-

trast indehiscence. 

Deinopis (aka net-casting spider, gladiator spider, ogre-faced 

spider): a genus of tropical and subtropical spiders that catch 

prey by casting a specially spun net. 

deliriant: a class of hallucinogen that produces delirium. 

delirium: a state of confusion or stupor. 

dementia (aka senility): a severe decline in mental ability. Alz-

heimer's is the most common type of dementia. Vascular de-

mentia, which occurs after a stroke, is the 2nd-most common 

senility. 

dendrite: a branched projection from a nerve cell employed in 

intercellular communication. 

deodorant: a substance applied to the body to prevent odor 

caused by bacterial breakdown of perspiration in armpits 

other areas. 

depolarization (cytology): an electrical change in a cell's mem-

brane potential that makes it more positive, thereby remov-

ing the polarity that arises from the accumulation of negative 

charges on the inner membrane and positive charges on the 

outer membrane. Contrast hyperpolarization. 

depression (psychology): a chronic emotive state involving sad-

ness or emptiness, with attendant lack of motivation. 

dermis: the layer of skin between the outer epidermis and inner 

subcutaneous tissue (hypodermis). 

deuterate: to introduce deuterium into a compound. 

deuterium (aka heavy hydrogen): a stable isotope of hydrogen, 

comprising a nucleus of a proton and a neutron. Contrast pro-

tium. 

diabetes: a human metabolic disease involving high blood sugar. 

dialectic (aka dialectical method): logical argumentation based 

upon the interaction of juxtaposed ideas; determination via 

conceptual contrasts. 

diarylheptanoid: a relatively small class of plant secondary me-

tabolites with 2 aromatic rings (aryl groups) joined by a chain 

of 7 carbons (heptane). Diarylheptanoids are produced by at 

least 10 different plant families. 
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dichromacy: having 2 types of color vision receptors. Dichromats 

typically see in the blue-green color spectrum but cannot de-

tect red. Dichromats can distinguish 10,000 distinct colors. 

Most mammals are dichromats. Compare monochromacy, tri-

chromacy, tetrachromacy. 

dicot (dicotyledon): an angiosperm with 2 embryonic leaves (cot-

yledons) in its seed. Compare monocot. 

diet: habitual nourishment. 

dietary fiber (aka roughage): indigestible plant matter, at least 

through the small intestines. See resistant starch. 

digestion: the breakdown of food in the digestive tract via gut 

microbiota, affording nutrient absorption. 

dimethyl sulfide ((CH3)2S): a smelly water-insoluble liquid. Its 

disagreeable odor owes to the sulfur. 

dinoflagellate: a diverse group of flagellate protists. Most are 

marine plankton. 

dioecious: separate sexes; especially a plant reproductive mor-

phology of separate female and male plants. 

diphenylamine ((C6H5)2NH): a carcinogenic pesticide ingredient 

used on apples in the United States but banned in Europe. 

diphtheria: a disease of inflammation caused by infection of the 

Corynebacterium diphtheria bacterium. 

diphthong: an integral, gliding speech sound varying continu-

ously in phonetic quality but considered a single phoneme. 

disaccharide (aka double sugar, biose): a sugar formed by 2 mon-

osaccharides joined by a glycosidic link. Sucrose, lactose, and 

maltose are exemplary disaccharides. 

dissociation (psychology): the conscious state of feeling separate 

from the mind-body. 

DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid. A double-stranded molecular chain 

that acts as a template to build cellular components. DNA is 

heritable. See RNA. 

Doctrine of Signatures: a nonsensical philosophy of herbalists 

from antiquity (~70 CE) which stated that herbs which re-

semble human body parts are able to treat ailments of that 

part of the body.  
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dog: a subspecies of the gray wolf, domesticated ~40 TYA. A ubiq-

uitously popular pet owing to affectionate communication 

and obedience, there are ~525 million dogs worldwide. 

dolphin: a notably intelligent, gregarious marine mammal, 

closely related to porpoises and whales. 

dopamine (C8H11NO2): a hormone and neurotransmitter, asso-

ciated in mammals with reward-motivated behavior. 

double bond: a chemical (covalent) bond of sharing 2 pairs of 

electrons. Compare single bond and triple bond. 

Down's syndrome (aka Down syndrome, trisomy 21): a human 

genetic developmental disorder that causes physical growth 

delays and intellectual disability. 

dragonfly: a remarkably successful flying insect predator, with 

over 5,900 extant species. Dragonfly hindwings are broader 

than their forewings.  

dream: sensation during sleep. Contrast hallucination. 

dreaming: the asleep state of consciousness filled with dreams. 

drupe (aka stone fruit): an indehiscent fruit in which a fleshy 

outer part surrounds a shell with a seed inside. 

dualism: the metaphysical belief that reality is bifurcated be-

tween the physical and the mental (or spiritual). Contrast 

monism. 

duodenum: the 1st section of the small intestine in reptiles, 

birds, and mammals. The terminological situation with fish 

is unclear, as anterior intestine or proximal intestine is often 

used instead. 

dysphoria: a state of dissatisfaction. Contrast euphoria. 

E 

ear canal (aka external auditory meatus): the tube running from 

the outer ear to the middle ear. 

eardrum (aka tympanic membrane): the thin, cone-shaped mem-

brane that separates the external ear from the middle ear. 

echinoderm: a phylum of marine animals which include sand 

dollars, sea cucumbers, sea stars (starfish) and sea urchins. 
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ecology: an interactive interface; patterns of relations among en-

tities; as a subdiscipline of biology, patterns of interrelations 

between life forms (e.g., cells, organisms) and their environ-

ment (including other organisms); more broadly, the rela-

tions between bioelements. 

ectotherm: an animal species without internal means to main-

tain thermal homeostasis. Ecothermic species, such as rep-

tiles, practice behaviors to regulate body temperature, like 

lying in the sun to warm oneself. Commonly misnamed cold-

blooded, ectotherms' blood is just as warm as endotherms. 

Compare endotherm. 

efferocytosis: the process where macrophages remove dying/dead 

cells and recycle cell components when possible. 

egg: an organic vessel in which an embryo first begins develop-

ment. See sperm. 

electromagnetism: one of the fundamental physics forces, affect-

ing particles that are electrically charged. Except for gravity, 

electromagnetism is the ambient physical interaction respon-

sible for practically all phenomena encountered in everyday 

life. 

electron: a negatively charged fermion. An electron hypotheti-

cally has 1/1836 the mass of a proton when at rest, but an 

electron is never at rest. 

electron pair (aka Lewis pair): 2 electrons which occupy the 

same molecular orbital but have opposite spins. Suggested by 

Gilbert Lewis in 1916. 

electron volt (eV; aka electronvolt, electron-volt): the amount of 

energy in the charge of a single electron moving across an 

electrical potential difference of a 1 volt. 

elephant: a large mammal, native to Africa and India. 

embryo: an early stage of development in multicellular diploid 

eukaryotes. 

embryogenesis: the process by which an embryo forms and de-

velops. 
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emergence: the way that complexity arises from a multiplicity of 

simple interactions. The idea of emergence has been around 

at least since Aristotle, who expressed that the totality of re-

ality is greater than the sum of its parts (a non-reductionist 

sentiment). More elementally, emergence refers to actuality 

becoming phenomenal on a moment-by-moment (Plank time) 

basis. 

emotion: a feeling evolved by cognition into a sustained mental 

state. 

emotional complex: a complex of associated emotions relating to 

certain thoughts, objects, actions, events, or situations which 

invoke specific mental or behavioral patterns. Compare psy-

chological complex. 

emotional logic: cunning employed to satisfy emotive desires. 

empathy: an imaginative projection of another's mental state. 

empiricism: (epistemology) the presumption that knowledge de-

rives solely from sensory experience; (philosophy of science) 

the belief that the natural world may be entirely explained 

by physical forces. 

encephalopathy: (a general term for) a brain disease. 

endocannabinoid: a vertebrate neurotransmitter that activates 

cannabinoid receptors. 

endocrine: a secretion from a gland into the circulatory system. 

Many endocrines are hormones.  

endocrine gland: a ductless animal gland that secretes hor-

mones directly into the bloodstream, thereby regulating a 

body function. Endocrine glands include: adrenal, pineal, hy-

pothalamus, pituitary, and thyroid, along with various 

glands for the digestive system (stomach, duodenum, liver, 

kidney, pancreas), and reproductive system (ovary, testes, 

uterus, placenta (when pregnant)). Contrast exocrine gland. 

endocrine system: a messaging system using hormones, includ-

ing glands. Contrast exocrine system. 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER): an organelle connected to the nu-

clear membrane; a membranous network of sac-like struc-

tures (cisternae) held together by the cytoskeleton. ER plays 

a role in various functions, including carbohydrate metabo-
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lism, lipid synthesis, glycoprotein production, and cell mem-

brane manufacture. ER assists mitochondrial division and 

replication. 

endorphin (portmanteau of endogenous morphine): a mamma-

lian endogenous opioid neuropeptide produced to relieve 

pain. 

endothelium (plural: endothelia): the thin layer of cells that lines 

the interior surfaces of blood and lymphatic vessels. 

endotherm: an animal species with internal means to maintain 

thermal homeostasis. Birds and mammals are endotherms. 

Endothermy raises an animal's metabolic needs compared to 

ectothermic animals. Compare ectotherm. 

energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or 

producing matter. Energy is characterized relatively and by 

type (how it affects matter). Energy manifests only through 

its effect on matter. Though the foundational construct of ex-

istence, energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of en-

ergy, this fact tidily proves energyism. 

energy drink: a beverage with an artificially high level of stimu-

lants, especially caffeine. 

energyism (aka (philosophical) immaterialism): the monistic 

doctrine that actuality is a figment of the mind. Energyism 

differentiates between actuality and reality: whereas actual-

ity is phenomenal, reality is a noumenal substrate, emer-

gently spawning an actuality shared among organisms via a 

unified field of Ĉonsciousness. Contrast matterism. 

enlightenment (aka quietude or quiet consciousness): the state of 

consciousness with clarity of mind via transcendence. In en-

lightenment there is intrinsic contentment, accompanied by 

an eminently sensible perspective on life (and death). Com-

pare realization. 

entanglement (physics): distinct phenomena behaving synchro-

nously. Entanglement defies locality. 

enteric nervous system (aka intrinsic nervous system): the part 

of the autonomic nervous system associated with digestion. 

See parasympathetic nervous system and sympathetic nerv-

ous system. 

enterotype: an ecosystem of gut flora. See Bacteroides, Rumino-

coccus, and Prevotella.  
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entheogen: an ingested plant or synthesized compound employed 

in a spiritual context. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): the US federal govern-

ment agency responsible for protecting human health and 

the environment from the externalities of corporate excess. 

The EPA was created by President Richard Nixon in 1970 by 

executive order. 

envirotype: the ecological influences on an organism, and organ-

ism interactions with the environment. 

enzymatic: (an) enzyme catalyzed or inhibited (reaction). 

enzyme: a protein that facilitates the activities of other proteins 

or substrates. Enzymes typically act as catalysts. 

eosinophil: a type of white blood cell, responsible for combating 

infections and parasites. 1–6% of white blood cells are eosin-

ophils. 

EPA: see Environmental Protection Agency. 

ependymocyte (aka ependymal cell): a glial cell that lines the 

ventricular system, regulating the production and circulation 

of cerebrospinal fluid. 

epidemiology: the study of diseases in populations, particularly 

their incidence and prevalence. 

epidermis: the outermost tissue layer of a plant or animal (in 

animals, the skin). 

epigenetics: a heredity mechanism via gene regulation, without 

changing the structure of the gene involved (i.e., without ge-

netic mutation). 

epigenotype: the epigenetic constitution of a cell or organism. 

epiglottis: a flap of elastic cartilage tissue in the throat, attached 

to the larynx, that guards the trachea (breathing tube) from 

food, which the epiglottis directs down the esophagus (food 

tube). 

episodic memory (aka flashbulb memory): an autobiographical 

memory of a specific event, typically of significant emotional 

import. Contrast semantic memory, topographical memory. 
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epithelium (plural: epithelia): 1 of the 4 primary animal tissue 

types. Epithelial tissues line the surfaces and cavities of bod-

ily structures and form many glands. Epithelial tissue does 

not have blood vessels, instead receiving nourishment from 

underlying connective tissue via an extracellular matrix 

(basement membrane). Epithelial cells secrete, selectively 

absorb, protect, and transport. See also muscle, connective 

tissue, and intelligence (tissue). 

ergot: a fungus of 50 species in the genus Claviceps. 

ergotamine (C33H35N5O5): an ergot alkaloid that acts as a vaso-

constrictor; used to treat migraine headaches; structurally 

similar to several neurotransmitters. 

erythrocyte (aka red blood cell): a vertebrate blood cell that 

transports oxygen. 

Erythropsidinium: a genus of marine dinoflagellates (unicellu-

lar eukaryotes with tails). 

esophagus (aka gullet): a vertebrate organ that is a muscular 

tube through which food passes from the pharynx to the 

stomach. 

essential amino acid: an amino acid necessary for human health 

that cannot be synthesized by the body, and so must be ob-

tained in the diet. 

essential fatty acid: a fatty acid necessary for human health that 

cannot be synthesized by the body, and so must be obtained 

in the diet. Only 2 fatty acids are known to be essential for 

humans: α-linoleic and linoleic. 

essential oil: a concentrated hydrophobic liquid containing vola-

tile aromatic plant compounds. 

ester: an organic compound produced by a reaction between an 

acid and an alcohol, with the elimination of a molecule of wa-

ter. 

ethanol (CH3CH2OH; aka ethyl alcohol, pure alcohol, alcohol, 

spirits): the principal alcohol in alcoholic beverages. 

ethylene (C2H4 or H2C=CH2): a hydrocarbon; the simplest al-

kene. 

etiology: the origin or cause of a disease; the study of the causes 

of diseases. 
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eudicot (aka eudicotledon, tricolpate, Eudicotidae): a clade of 

flowering plants with pollen grains having 3 colpi (grooves) 

paralleling the polar axis. Eudicots and monocots are the 2 

largest clades of angiosperms, constituting over 70% of flow-

ering plants. 

eukaryote: an organism with cell structures (organelles) sepa-

rated by membranes. Multicellular life is eukaryotic. Com-

pare prokaryote. 

euphoria: a state of intense happiness and self-confidence. Con-

trast dysphoria. 

Eustachian tube (aka auditory tube, pharyngotympanic tube): 

the tube in the middle ear that extends to the pharynx; 

named after the 16th-century anatomist Bartolomeo Eu-

stachi. 

euthermia: normal body temperature. Compare hypothermia. 

eV: see electron volt. 

event: a perceived process with an outcome. 

executive system (aka cognitive control): a hypothesized system 

in psychology for management of cognitive processes, includ-

ing working memory, reasoning, problem-solving, decisions, 

and planning. 

exocrine gland: a gland of the exocrine system that secretes it 

essential product via a duct. Sweat, saliva and mammary 

glands are exemplary. The liver also acts as an exocrine 

gland (bile ducts). 

exocrine system: a system of glands that secrete their products 

via ducts. Contrast endocrine system. 

experience (noun): a conceptualized event. 

extracellular matrix (ECM): a biological matrix composed of dif-

ferent glycosylated proteins that create attachment bases for 

cells, holding tissue together without direct contact between 

neighboring cells. 

eye: an organ of vision. 

eyelash mite: a mite in the Demodex genus that resides on hu-

mans. Other Demodex mites live on other mammals. 
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F 

ƒ-stop (aka ƒ-number, focal ratio, relative aperture): the ratio of 

a lens's focal length to the diameter of the entrance pupil. 

The ƒ-number is a measure of lens speed. 

faith: belief in absence of fact. 

Faraday wave (aka Faraday ripple): a nonlinear standing wave 

that appears on liquids enclosed in a vibrating receptacle; 

named after Michael Faraday. 

fasting: willing abstinence or reduction in consumption of food 

and possibly fluids, water excepted. 

fat (chemistry): a broad group of compounds comprising carbon, 

hydrogen, and oxygen; a subgroup of lipids. See saturated fat, 

unsaturated fat. 

fatty acid: a carboxylic acid with a side chain that is either sat-

urated or unsaturated. 

FDA (Food and Drug Administration) (1906–): the US federal 

agency responsible for the health and safety of ingestible 

products sold in the country; in its performance, exemplary 

of well-intentioned government incompetence. 

fecal bacteriotherapy (aka fecal microbiota transplantation): 

transplanting fecal microbes from one organism to another 

as a medical treatment. 

feeling: an emotive sensation. 

fennel (Foeniculum vulgare): a hardy perennial herb with a 

bulbous base, eaten as a vegetable, and seeds that have long 

been a spice. 

fermentation (food): the transformation of food by bacteria, 

fungi, and the enzymes they produce. 

Fertile Crescent: the geographic area from the upper Nile River 

in Egypt through the Middle East to the Persian Gulf, includ-

ing the regions of Mesopotamia and the Levant. 

Ferula: a genus of flowering plants of 170 species in the carrot 

family, native to the Mediterranean region to central Asia, 

growing mostly in arid climates. 

fetus: an unborn nascent vertebrate after passing through the 

earliest developmental stages, having attained its basic body 

structural plan. See embryo. 
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fibrin: a white, insoluble, fibrous protein formed from fibrinogen 

which clots in the blood via thrombin but can be solubilized 

by certain enzymes (such as plasmin, pepsin, or trypsin). 

fibrinogen: a glycoprotein that circulates in vertebrate blood. 

fibroblast: a type of cell that synthesizes the structural frame-

work (stroma) for animal tissues (extracellular matrix and 

collagen). Fibroblast plays a crucial role in wound healing. 

fibroin: an insoluble protein comprising specifically layered 

amino acid sheets. 

field: an energy associated with a spacetime point or region. 

fig (aka common fig, Ficus carica): a dioecious tree or large 

shrub with a smooth white bark that produces an unusually 

structured fruit of the same name. There are ~850 species of 

trees, shrubs, vines, epiphytes, and hemiepiphytes in the Fi-

cus genus. 

fight-or-flight response (aka acute stress response): an autonomic 

physiological response to a perceived threat. 

film noir: a stylish crime melodrama, especially those empha-

sizing cynical and lustful attitudes. 

fish: gill-bearing aquatic animals lacking limbs with digits. 

32,000 species are known. 

flavonoid (aka bioflavonoid, (archaic) vitamin P): a class of plant 

secondary metabolite, used to color flowers, filter UV, and 

symbiotically fix nitrogen. There are over 6,000 flavonoids. 

Digested by humans, flavonoids act as an antioxidant, anti-

inflammatory, anti-allergic, anti-microbial (bacterial, fungal, 

viral) and anti-cancer agent. 

flower (aka bloom, blossom): the reproductive structure of an an-

giosperm. 

fluid: a substance that deforms (flows) under an applied shear 

stress. Gases, plasmas, and liquids are fluids. Contrast solid. 

fluid dynamics: the mechanics of fluid flow. 

fluke (aka trematode): a parasitic flatworm. 

fluoresce: reflect light at a different wavelength – typically 

longer – than that absorbed. 

fly: a small flying insect with a single pair of wings. 

focal length: a measure of the ability of an optical system to focus 

light. Focal length is used calculate magnification. 
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focal plane: the plane of principal focus. 

folivore: an animal that primarily eats leaves. 

follicle: an animal cell containing a cavity. 

Food and Drug Administration: see FDA. 

forebrain: the cerebrum. 

fovea (aka fovea centralis): the spot of sharpest color vision in 

the human eye, by virtue of being packed with cone receptors, 

each with its own dedicated neuron. 

foveola: a 0.35 mm in diameter spot in the center of the fovea, 

with the densest packing of cones in the retina, thereby af-

fording the highest visual acuity. 

fractal: a set of scale-invariant, self-similar, iterative patterns. 

frequency: the number of repetitious occurrences per time unit. 

frog: a largely carnivorous group of tailless amphibians with 

short, stout bodies. Frogs are one of the most diverse verte-

brate orders. Warty frogs tend to be termed toads. This is an 

informal convention, not based on evolutionary descent or 

taxonomy. 

frontal lobe: one of the 4 major lobes of the cerebral cortex in the 

mammalian brains. The frontal lobe is especially dopamine 

sensitive, handling reward, attention, short-term memory, 

motivation, and planning. See parietal lobe, temporal lobe, 

occipital lobe. 

fructose (C6H12O6): a simple sugar found in fruit and honey, dif-

fering from glucose in having a ketonic rather aldehydic car-

bonyl group. 

frugivore: an animal that prefers a fruit-based diet. 

fruit (botany): a plant ovary containing seeds that is a sweet-

tasting gift to animals by a flowering plant in a gambit to 

disseminate its progeny. 

fruit fly: a fly in the Tephritidae family that primarily that feeds 

on unripe or ripe fruit. Sometimes called a "true" fruit fly, as 

contrasted to vinegar flies that are called fruit flies. Compare 

vinegar fly. 

functional group (chemistry): the specific group of atoms within 

a molecule responsible for the molecule's characteristic 

chemical reactions. 
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fungus (plural: fungi): a classification of eukaryotes that in-

cludes microorganisms such as yeast and molds, as well as 

macroscopic mushrooms. 

G 

G protein (aka guanine nucleotide-binding protein): a protein 

family that acts as a molecular switch inside cells. 

galactose (C6H12O6): a sugar which is a constituent of lactose, 

less soluble and less sweet than glucose. 

galangal: a plant with a more potent rhizome than ginger, used 

as a spice in Asia. 

gallbladder: a vertebrate muscular organ that stores bile from 

the liver. 

gamete: a cell or cell nucleus that undergoes sexual fusion to 

form a zygote. In animals, gametes are eggs and sperm cells. 

Plant germ cells produce ovules and pollen. 

ganglion: a cluster of nerve cells. 

garlic (Allium sativum): the bulb of a plant in the onion genus. 

gas: a fluid that may be airborne. 

gastric emptying: the process of the stomach emptying its con-

tents into the duodenum of the small intestine for further di-

gestion and nutrient absorption. 

gastric juice: digestive fluid formed in the stomach, comprising 

potassium chloride, sodium chloride, and hydrochloric acid 

(~0.5%). 

gastrointestinal tract: the human organ system employed in con-

suming and digesting food, providing nutrients to the body, 

and expelling inedible wastes. 

geitonogamy: pollination of one flower by pollen of a different 

flower on the same plant. 

gene: the idea that nucleic acids provide instructions for produc-

ing an organic molecule, typically a protein. Genes do not ex-

ist; they are merely a construal. The actuality of genetics is 

more intricate than supposed by matterist geneticists, as 

heritable bioproduct information is stored energetically, with 

organic molecules as illusory material substrates. 
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genetics: the study of heredity and variation in life forms at the 

molecular level. The 4 major subdisciplines of genetics are 

transmission genetics (heredity), molecular genetics (chem-

istry), population genetics (traits in populations), and epige-

netics (influences of living on inheritance). 

genevitype: the composite of an organism's genotype, epigenotype 

and envirotype. 

genome: the complete set of genes within an organism. Like 

genes, a genome is merely a concept, not phenomenal. 

genotype: the energetic constitution of an organism, as artifac-

tually represented by its genome. The gen in genotype refers 

to genesis (not genetics). 

geographic harmonic (aka geoharmonic): the energetic reso-

nance of a biome (affecting biota). 

germline cell: the line (sequence) of gene cells within the gene 

set that may be passed to offspring. Contrast soma. 

gestalt: the whole being greater than the sum of the parts in-

volved; organization and organized activity with a coherence 

greater than can be attributed by summation of employed 

components. 

ghrelin: a peptide produced by cells in the gastrointestinal tract 

which regulates the sensation of hunger and is instrumental 

in energy distribution and use. See leptin. 

ginger: a flowering plant in the Zingiber genus, with 244 named 

species, native to Southeast Asia. The rhizome of Z. officinale 

(garden ginger) is most commonly used as a spice. Each gin-

ger species has a distinct culinary use. Ginger has also been 

used in traditional medicines. 

glia: the predominant cell type in animal brains. Neurons (nerve 

cells) support glial cells via their interfaces outside the brain.  

gliogenesis: the generation of glia cells. 

glucagon: a peptide hormone which elevates blood glucose level. 

glucocorticoid: a corticosteroid that regulates glucose metabo-

lism. The most important human glucocorticoid is cortisol. 

glucose (C6H12O6): a simple sugar used in glycolysis to form ATP. 

glutamate: a non-essential amino acid that acts as a neurotrans-

mitter. 
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gluten: a protein found in wheat and related grains, to which a 

small percentage of people are intolerant of or allergic to. 

glycan: ostensibly a synonym for polysaccharide, but commonly 

used to refer to the carbohydrate bonded to a protein or other 

glycoconjugate. 

glycerol: a simple alcohol compound, comprising 3 hydroxyl 

groups (3 molecules of hydrogen and oxygen). 

glycoconjugate: a carbohydrate covalently bonded to another 

chemical species, including peptides, proteins, and lipids. 

glycogen: a carbohydrate made from glucose, employed for 

energy storage in fungi and animals. Compare starch. 

glycolysis: the metabolic pathway that breaks down glucose and 

other carbohydrates for cellular energy. Glycolysis is a 

sequence of 10 enzyme-catalyzed reactions. 

glycoprotein: a protein containing a carbohydrate (glycan) at-

tached to a polypeptide side chain. 

glycoside: a sugar bound to another functional group via a gly-

cosidic bond. 

glycosidic bond: a covalent bond joining a carbohydrate to an-

other group. 

glycolysis: a metabolic pathway of 10 reactions that results in 

free energy; often used to form ATP. 

glycosylation: the enzymatic process of attaching glycans to pro-

teins, lipids, or other organic molecules. 

glymphatic system: the waste clearance system in vertebrates' 

brains; coined by Maiken Nedergaard. 

glyphosate (C3H8NO5P): an herbicide marketed by Monsanto 

under the trade name Roundup®. 

 GMO: (artificially) genetically modified organism. 

gourd (aka cucurbit): a flowering vine in the Cucurbitaceae fam-

ily, with ~965 species in ~95 genera. Squash, pumpkin, cu-

cumber, and watermelon are exemplary gourds. 

grain (food): small, hard, dry seed harvested for animal con-

sumption. 

granulocyte: a white blood cell that has granules in its cyto-

plasm. 

grape: the fruiting berry of the woody vine in the Vitus genus. 
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gray matter: (the appearance of) neuronal clusters in the brain, 

as contrasted to glia cell concentrations (white matter). 

green tree frog: a common name for several distinct green tree 

frogs. 

greeneye: a deep-sea marine fish in tropical and temperate wa-

ters, with 18 species in 2 genera. 

grouse: a heavily built herbivorous bird that inhabits temperate 

and subarctic biomes in the northern hemisphere. 

guanine (G) (C5H5N5O): a nucleobase of DNA and RNA. 

guru: a realized teacher. 

gustation: the act or faculty of taste. 

gut (aka alimentary canal, alimentary tract): the tube by which 

food is transferred to digestion organs in most animals, in-

cluding humans. Commonly used to refer to the digestive 

tract. An example of convergent evolution, the gut inde-

pendently evolved twice. 

gut flora (aka gut microbiota): the microbial colonies in the di-

gestive tract that break down food for absorption by the host 

body.  

gymnema (aka cowplant, gurmari, Gymnema sylvestre): an herb 

native to the tropical forests of southern and central India 

and Sri Lanka that suppresses the taste of sweet. 

gymnosperm: a group of seed-producing plants, including coni-

fers, cycads, ginkgo, and gnetophytes. 

gynoecium: the female part of a flower that produces ovules 

which develop into fruit and seeds. 

gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a 

dynamic vortex. A gyre is characterized by its structure, 

qualities, thermodynamics, and interactions. 

H 

hallucination: a vivid, convincing sensation in absence of exter-

nal stimuli while awake. Compare dream. 

hallucinogen: a psychoactive chemical agent, classified into 3 

broad categories: psychedelics, dissociatives, and deliriants. 

harbor seal (aka common seal): a seal found along Arctic and 

temperate marine coastlines in the Northern Hemisphere. 
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HD (holistic dimensionality): the totality of dimensions in exist-

ence. HD refers to the universe having more than 4 dimen-

sions (4D) (3 spatial and 1 temporal vector). HD = 4D + ED, 

where ED = extra spatial dimensions. 

hearing: sound detection. Compare audition. 

helminth: a worm-like eukaryotic parasite. 

hemoglobin: the iron-based protein that transports oxygen in 

the red blood cells of vertebrates. 

hemolymph (aka haemolymph): the fluid in the circulatory sys-

tem of arthropods that is functionally analogous to blood and 

tissue fluid in vertebrates. 

hematopoiesis: the production of blood. In a healthy adult, 10–

11 new blood cells are made daily. 

henbane (aka stinking nightshade, Hyoscyamus niger): an odor-

ous angiosperm native to Eurasia. To discourage herbivores, 

every part of henbane is poisoned with a deliriant. 

hepatic artery (aka proper hepatic artery): an artery that deliv-

ers oxygen-rich blood to the liver. 

hepatic portal vein (aka portal vein): a blood vessel that conducts 

oxygen-poor but nutrient-rich blood from the gastrointestinal 

tract and spleen to the liver. 

heptane: a straight-chain alkane with the chemical formula 

H3C(CH2)5CH3 or C7H16. 

herb: an herbaceous plant. Also used to refer to a leafy plant 

part employed as a food flavoring, medicinally, or in perfume. 

Compare spice. 

herbaceous: an angiosperm that has leaves and stems which die 

down to the ground at the end of the growing season. Herba-

ceous plants may be annuals, biennials, or perennials. Con-

trast arborescent. 

herbivore: a heterotrophic organism that eats plant-based foods. 

Compare omnivore, carnivore, and saprovore. 

heroin: a morphine derivative. 

herpes: an ancient virus that causes disease in animals. 

hertz (Hz): the standard unit of frequency, defined as one cycle 

per second. The term hertz was first established by the Inter-

national Electrotechnical Commission in 1930, though it was 
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not until the 1970s that hertz universally supplanted its no-

menclature predecessor, cycles per second. 

heterotroph: an organism that cannot make its own food. All an-

imals are heterotrophs. Compare autotroph. 

hippocampus: a part of the brain in vertebrates associated with 

new memories and navigation. 

histamine (C5H9N3): a nitrogen-based biochemical which acts as 

a neurotransmitter and is involved in local immune re-

sponses and regulating gut functioning. 

HIV/AIDS (human immunodeficiency virus / acquired immune 

deficiency syndrome): an enveloped RNA retrovirus disease, 

termed for the immune system deterioration it causes, lead-

ing to AIDS, which is progressive immune system failure, al-

lowing opportunistic infections and cancers to thrive. HIV is 

primarily transmitted via unprotected sex and blood trans-

fers, such as contaminated transfusions and sharing hypo-

dermic needles during drug abuse. 

holograph (aka hologram): an encoding of energetic interference 

patterns. 

holotype: the sum of an organism's organitype and genevitype. 

homeopathy: a pseudo-medicinal treatment of drinking water 

that has a specific substance diluted beyond measurement. 

Homeopathy can be effective via the placebo effect. 

homeostasis (biology): a regulatory process by which an organ-

ism strives for holistic health. Compare autopoiesis. 

homeostasis (physics): a tendency toward stability within a sys-

tem. 

hominid: an ape descendant, some of which became hominin.  

hominin: the hypothesized clade that descended into humans. 

hominy: a food made from dried maize kernels soaked in an al-

kali solution, in a process called nixtamalization. 

Homo (2.4 MYA–NOW): a diverse genus of hominins that includes 

modern humans. 

Homo erectus (2.5 MYA–30 TYA): a wandering hominin that 

emerged from Africa 2.0 MYA to migrate to Europe, India, 

China, Indonesia, and possibly Australia. 

Homo habilis (2.3–1.4 MYA): a mostly vegan hominid and early 

tool maker. 
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homolog: something with similar structure. 

homunculus: a manikin (mannequin). 

honey: a viscid sugar made by bees from nectar. 

horizontal gene transfer: sharing of genetic material between or-

ganisms. In contrast, vertical gene exchange is gene transfer 

from parent to offspring. 

hormone: an organic compound intended for long-distance inter-

cellular communication; from the Greek word for impetus. 

human: a bipedal, largely furless mammal in the Homo genus. 

humor (biology) (aka humour): according to the abandoned doc-

trine of humorism (aka humoralism) a bodily fluid that di-

rectly influences health and temperament. The 4 humors of 

Hippocratic humorism were blood, phlegm, black bile, and 

yellow bile, each corresponding to the 4 temperaments (san-

guine, phlegmatic, melancholic, and choleric, respectively). 

Humor imbalance produce personality inclination. 

hybrid: an organism that is a combination of 2 species, though 

sometimes used informally to refer to 2 distinct populations 

of the same species. 

hydrochloric acid: a clear, colorless solution of hydrogen chloride 

(HCl); a highly corrosive acid, found in gastric juices. 

hydrogen (H): the element with atomic number 1, constituting 

in its simplest form a single proton and solitary electron (pro-

tium, 1H). 

hydrogen bond: a chemical bond between a hydrogen atom and 

either an oxygen, nitrogen, or fluorine atom in a molecule. 

Water is exemplary of hydrogen bonding. 

hydrolase: an enzyme that catalyzes hydrolysis. 

hydrolysis: (in context) a reaction that breaks a biopolymer 

down in the presence of water and an enzyme. Broadly, a 

chemical reaction in which water molecules (H2O) are split 

into hydrons (H+) and hydroxyls (OH–). 

hydron: a hydrogen cation (H+).  

hydroxyl (OH–): a functional group comprising an oxygen atom 

covalently bonded to a single hydrogen atom. Compare water 

(H2O). 

hyperlipidemia: an abnormally elevated level of lipids in the 

blood. 
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hyperpolarization (biology): a change in a cell's membrane po-

tential that makes it more negative. Contrast depolarization. 

hypha (plural: hyphae): a threadlike fungal filament. 

hypoglycemia: an abnormally low level of blood sugar. 

hyposmia: diminished sense of smell. Compare anosmia. 

hypothalamus: a pearl-sized region in the human brain that is 

the brain's control center for energy balance. The hypothala-

mus regulates body temperature, thirst, hunger, fatigue, 

sleep, circadian cycles, hormone production, sexual orienta-

tion, and behavior. The hypothalamus is an endocrine gland. 

hypothermia: low body temperature. Compare euthermia. 

hysteria: a colloquial term for unmanageable emotional distress. 

I 

iboga (Tabernanthe iboga): a perennial rainforest shrub native 

to western central Africa. The root bark of iboga contains the 

dissociative ibogaine. 

ibogaine (C20H26N2O): a psychoactive alkaloid found in the root 

bark of the iboga. 

ileocecal valve: a one-way passage from the small intestine and 

the appendix to the large intestine. The valve's critical func-

tion is to limit reflux of colonic contents back into the ileum, 

the final section of the small intestine. 

immune system: a biological system that wards against disease, 

especially infection. For macrobes, an immune system acts as 

a microbiome management system. See innate immune sys-

tem, adaptive immune system. 

imprinting: rapid learning at a certain life stage, typically in-

fancy. The prototypical imprinting is an instinctual associa-

tion in newborn animals that leads to parental bonding. 

incus (aka anvil): the anvil-shaped medial ossicle vibrated by 

the malleus, which then transmits the vibe to the stapes. 

indehiscence: a plant structure that stays intact at maturity. 

Contrast dehiscence. 

Indus Valley: the plain in what is now western India & Paki-

stan. 
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inflammation: a complex biological response in vascular tissues 

to injury or infection, involving heat, pain, redness, swelling 

and loss of function, to promote healing. 

inflorescence: a flower cluster, arranged on a stem. 

infructescence: the fruiting stage of an inflorescence (flower). 

innate immune system: the non-learning portion of the immune 

system, common among multicellular eukaryotes, including 

plants, fungi, and animals. Compare adaptive immune sys-

tem. 

insect: a class of arthropods with a 3-part body (head, thorax, 

and abdomen), a chitinous exoskeleton, 3 pairs of jointed 

legs, a pair of compound eyes, and a pair of antennae. Insects 

are among the most diverse groups of animals, with more 

than a million known species. 

insomnia: abnormal inability to get enough sleep. 

insula (aka insular cortex, insular lobe; plural: insulae): a por-

tion of the cerebral cortex in each hemisphere of the mamma-

lian brain. Insulae are physiologically involved in states of 

consciousness. 

insulin: a hormone produced by beta cells in the pancreas that 

helps regulate carbohydrate and fat metabolism in the body. 

Insulin causes cells in skeletal muscles and fat tissue to ab-

sorb glucose from the blood. Insulin is cosecreted with amylin 

in a ~100:1 ratio (insulin:amylin). See amylin. 

intelligence: an attribution for behaving appropriately. Also 

used for the process of gathering and analyzing information. 

intelligence (tissue): 1 of the 4 primary animal tissue types. Glia 

and neurons are the primary cell types of intelligence tissue. 

See also epithelium, muscle, and connective tissue.  

intelligence system: the energetic and physiological system for 

information collation and analysis (mentation). 

interspecific: occurring between or among different species. Con-

trast conspecific. 

intuition: direct apprehension. Contrast phenomenon. 

invertebrate: an animal that is not a vertebrate. 

iodine (I): the element with atomic number 53. Iodine is never 

naturally found uncombined. It is sparingly present in sea-

water as an ion: ~50 mg per tonne. 
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ion: an electrically charged subatomic particle, atom, or mole-

cule. See anion and cation. 

ion channel: a chemical communication pathway comprised of 

pore-forming proteins that establish and control voltage gra-

dients across the plasma membranes of cells by allowing the 

flow of ions down electrochemical gradients. 

iris (physiology): the thin, circular structure in an avian or 

mammalian eye which controls the diameter of the pupil, 

thus determining the amount of light reaching the retina. 

iron (Fe): the element with atomic number 26; a metal. Iron is 

the most common element (by mass) in Earth, forming much 

of its cores (inner and outer). 

J 

jellyfish (aka sea jelly): a free-swimming marine animal with a 

gelatinous bell shaped like an umbrella, trailing tentacles. 

Jellyfish are the oldest multiple-organ animal, having been 

around for at least 700 million years. 

Jesuits (aka Society of Jesus) (1539–): a male Catholic order be-

longing to the congregation founded by Spanish priest Igna-

tius of Loyola. Ignatius emerged as a religious leader during 

the Counter-Reformation, where his absolute obedience to 

the Pope held him in good stead with the Church. 

jumping spider: an agile spider in the Portia genus, with the 

best vision of all invertebrates, Jumping spiders have 4 pairs 

of eyes, including large anterior central eyes. Jumping spi-

ders normally move slowly and quietly, but are capable of in-

credibly athletic jumps, either to snag prey or to avoid a 

threat. There are 5,000 distinct jumping spiders (the Portia 

genus), making up 13% of all spider species: the most spe-

cious spider. Jumping spiders are found everywhere but the 

polar regions. 

K 

kale (borecole, Brassica oleracea): a vegetable with green or pur-

ple leaves. 

katydid (aka bush-cricket): a nocturnal insect related to crickets 

and grasshoppers, noted for its loud mating calls. 
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ketone: an organic compound comprising a carbonyl center con-

nected to 2 side chains (R): R-C=O-R'. Many sugars are ke-

tones. Compare aldehyde. 

ketosis: a metabolic state in which some of the body's physical 

energy comes from body fat rather than carbohydrates. 

kinetic depth perception: depth perception of a moving object. 

knowledge: cognition of facts or principles about Nature. Com-

pare knowlet, omniscience. 

knowlet: cognition of some subject matter. Compare knowledge. 

kopi luwak: an Indonesian coffee that includes coffee cherries 

partly digested and defecated by the Asian palm civet (aka 

toddy cat). 

kretek (aka clove cigarette): a cigarette made with a blend of to-

bacco, cloves, and possibly other spices. Kretek cigarettes are 

extremely popular in Indonesia. Kretek cigarettes were in-

vented in the late 19th century by Indonesian Haji Jamhari 

to ease his chest pains. 

L 

lactase: an enzyme essential to break down lactose, the complex 

sugar found in milk. 

lactate (C3H6O3 aka lactic acid): a compound employed in vari-

ous biochemical processes, including brain metabolism. 

Lactobacillus: a genus of bacteria that can convert lactose and 

other sugars to lactic acid. 

lactose (C12H22O11): the disaccharide sugar found in milk. 

language: a system of symbols with interrelated meanings. 

large intestine: the last part of the gastrointestinal tract in ver-

tebrates, including the cecum, colon, rectum, and anal canal. 

The colon is the largest portion of the large intestine. 

larynx (aka voice box (for humans)): a hollow tube connected to 

the top of the trachea in tetrapods; used for breathing, sound 

production, and protecting the trachea from food aspiration.  

lateralization (brain): functioning largely specific to the left or 

right hemisphere of the brain. 

learning: the process of constructing a conceptual framework. 

lectin: a carbohydrate-binding protein. 
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leech: a clade of segmented worms. Most are blood suckers. 

left-brain/right-brain hypothesis: the false idea that the left 

hemisphere of the brain is rationally analytic, while the right 

hemisphere is emotive and creative. 

legume: an herbaceous perennial plant or its fruit or seed. Well-

known edible legumes include alfalfa, beans, carob, lentils, 

peanuts, peas, and soybeans. 

lengyre (aka vital energy, chi (Chinese), prana (Hindu)): an or-

ganism's life-energy gyre. 

lens (biology): the transparent, biconvex eye structure that helps 

to refract light to focus on the retina. 

leptin: the hormone that signals satiety; a hormone made by fat 

cells, regulating the amount of fat stored by the body by ad-

justing the sensation of hunger. See ghrelin. 

lettuce (Lactuca sativa): a leafy, green vegetable in the sun-

flower family. 

leukocyte (aka white blood cell): an immune system cell in the 

blood. 

Levant: the geographical region encompassing modern-day 

Jordan, Israel, Lebanon, and Syria. 

levulinic acid (CH3C(O)CH2CH2CO2H): an acid derived from cel-

lulose degradation. 

Lewis acid: a substance that can accept a pair of nonbonding 

electrons – an electron pair acceptor. Lewis acids and bases 

were suggested by Gilbert Lewis. Contrast Lewis base.  

Lewis base: a substance that can donate a pair of nonbonding 

electrons – an electron pair donator. Contrast Lewis acid.  

licorice (aka liquorice): the root of the perennial herb Glycyr-

rhiza glabra, native to southern Europe and parts of Asia; 

popular in candy and used as a flavoring agent for tobacco. 

ligand (biochemistry): a molecule that emits a signal by binding 

to a site on a target protein. 

light: electromagnetic radiation visible to the human eye, at a 

wavelength between 380–740 nanometers. 

limbic system (aka paleomammalian cortex): a diverse set of 

brain structures in the frontal lobe, including the olfactory 

bulbs, hippocampus, amygdala, and cingulate gyrus. These 
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areas are involved in olfaction, emotion, motivation, behav-

ior, and memory. The notion of a limbic system is considered 

archaic by some, as it relies upon anatomical relations no 

longer considered accurate. 

linguistics: the study of language. 

linoleic (LA): an essential omega-6 fatty acid. 

lipase: an enzyme that catalyzes the metabolic breakdown of li-

pids. 

lipid: a broad group of relatively complex nonpolar carbon-based 

compounds, used for energy storage and a wide variety of bi-

ological functions. 

lipoprotein: a lipid and protein combined. 

liquid: a fluid that flows freely. Water is a liquid at room tem-

perature. 

listening: paying attention to sound. 

listeriosis: a foodborne infection caused by Listeria bacteria. 

lithium (Li): the element with atomic number 3; a soft, silvery-

white alkali metal. Under ambient conditions lithium is the 

lightest solid. Lithium is highly reactive and flammable. 

liver: a vital digestive system organ in vertebrates. The liver has 

a wide range of functions, notably detoxification, protein syn-

thesis, and the production of digestive biocompounds. 

locality (physics): the idea that an object can only be influenced 

by its immediate surroundings. See entanglement. Contrast 

nonlocality. 

longitudinal wave (aka compression wave): a wave in which dis-

placement is in the same or opposite direction as wave prop-

agation. Contrast transverse wave. 

low-density lipoprotein (LDL): one of 5 groups of lipoproteins. 

LDL enables transportation of lipids – such as cholesterol – 

in extracellular fluid. Nutritionists generally advise limiting 

ingestion of foods high in LDL. 

LSD (C33H35N5O5; lysergic acid diethylamide): a synthetic psy-

chedelic derived from ergot fungus. 

lumbar vertebrae: the 5 vertebrae between the rib cage and the 

pelvis. 

lycopene: a bright red carotenoid found in tomatoes and other 

red fruits and vegetables. 
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lymph: the animal bodily fluid that circulates through the lym-

phatic system, transporting cell nutrients (oxygen, moisture, 

food, hormones) and metabolic wastes. 

lymph node: an oval organ that filters and traps foreign parti-

cles; part of the immune system. 

lymphatic system: the part of the circulatory system carrying 

lymph. 

lymphocyte: a type of white blood. There are 3 different lympho-

cytes: NK (natural killer) cells, T cells and B cells. 

lyse: to destroy a cell via lysins. 

lysin (aka endolysin or murein hydrolase): an enzyme that 

cleaves a cell wall. 

lysis: cell wall rupture. Some viruses bust a move by violently 

breaking out, killing the host cell. Contrast lysogeny. 

lysogeny: a virus integrating itself into its host cell and replicat-

ing with the cell, secreting progeny viruses. Contrast lysis.  

lysosome: the membrane-bound organelle in animal cells re-

sponsible for autophagy. 

M 

mace: a spice made from the aril of an evergreen tree in the 

Myristica genus, particularly Myristica fragrans. 

macromolecule: a large compound molecule, commonly created 

by polymerization of smaller subunits into polymer chains or 

3D shapes. Nucleic acids, proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids 

are macromolecules. 

macrophage (derived from the Greek for "large eater"): a type of 

phagocyte employed in vertebrate immune system defense. 

macrosmatic: having a highly developed sense of smell. 

macula (aka macula lutea): a yellow, oval-shaped spot near the 

center of the retina of the human eye with the fovea at its 

center. 

mad cow disease (aka bovine spongiform encephalopathy): a fa-

tal disease in cattle that turns the brain and spinal cord into 

spongy mush. The human variant of mad cow disease is 

called Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease. 
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Madeira: an island in the north Atlantic Ocean, southwest of 

Portugal. 

magnesium (Mg): the element with atomic number 12; an abun-

dant alkaline earth metal. As magnesium is highly reactive, 

it is always found in nature in a compound. Magnesium's re-

activity is key to magnesium's biological value. Magnesium 

ions are essential to all living cells in driving enzymatic re-

actions. 

magnetoreception (aka magnetoception): the sensory detection of 

magnetic fields. 

maintenance diet: the caloric intake needed to maintain present 

weight. 

maize: See corn (an obvious American bias here). 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) (genetics): a group of 

vertebrate genes that code for cell-surface glycoproteins 

(MHC molecules) which are part of the immune system.  

major histocompatibility complex molecule (molecular biology) 

(MHC molecule): a cell surface glycoprotein that consciously 

identifies a cell as native or not (biologically compatible or 

foreign). 

malaria: a mosquito-borne infectious animal disease caused by 

Plasmodium falciparum, a parasitic protozoan. 

malleus (aka hammer): the hammer-shaped ossicle that rattles 

the incus. 

mammal: a class of air-breathing vertebrate animals, character-

ized by endothermy, hair, and females with functional mam-

mary glands. 

mandrake: a perennial in the Mandragora genus, native to 

southern Europe and the Levant. Mandrakes protect them-

selves with deliriants produced in the roots. Mandrake is 

mentioned in the Genesis 30:14–16 as a fertility drug. Yet its 

danger was well-known by that time. Ancient legend, carried 

for many centuries, has it that a mandrake root dug up 

screams and kills all who hear it. 

Shrieks like mandrakes' torn out of the earth. ~ William 
Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet (1597) 

Mandrake has long been associated with witchcraft and 

magic practices. 
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manganese (Mn): the element with atomic number 26; a metal. 

Not found naturally as a free element; most often found com-

bined with iron, and in many minerals. Biologically, manga-

nese is a common enzymatic cofactor. 

mangrove: various salt-tolerant (halophyte) trees that grow in 

coastal biomes in the tropics and subtropics. 

mania: excessive excitement or enthusiasm. 

manifestation: an outward perceptible expression of Nature. 

Compare phenomenon. 

mantis shrimp: an aggressive, and typically solitary, marine 

crustacean. 

Māori: the indigenous Polynesian people of New Zealand, who 

arrived in waves from the mid-13th century to the end of the 

century, then established their own unique culture. 

marijuana (aka cannabis): a preparation of the cannabis plant. 

Marijuana is a popular psychoactive drug that induces a re-

laxed euphoria, and an increase in appetite, commonly called 

"the munchies." Prolonged use diminishes intelligence and 

short-term memory. 

marjoram (Origanum majorana): a cold-sensitive perennial 

herb in the mint family, native to Cyprus and southern Tur-

key. 

marmoset (aka zari): a small New World monkey of 22 species 

in 4 genera. 

marula tree (Sclerocarya birrea): a medium-sized fruiting tree 

indigenous to the woodlands of South Africa. 

mast cell: a tissue-resident granulocyte that promotes inflam-

mation and wound healing. 

matter (physics): something with mass, constructed of fermions. 

See energy. 

matterism (aka (philosophical) materialism): the monistic belief 

that reality is made of matter. Matterism ignores that matter 

of made of energy and supposes that the mind is a figment of 

something substantial. Contrast energyism. 

meat (food): solid food, especially animal tissue. 

mechanoreceptor: a pressure-sensitive sensory receptor. 
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meditation: a practice intended to achieve a transcendental 

state of consciousness. Yoga is intended as a physical form of 

meditation. 

medulla (aka medulla oblongata): the lower half of the brain-

stem. 

meiosis: the special cell division for sexual reproduction, produc-

ing germline gametes (sperm or eggs). Meiosis also refers to 

the cell division process for making spores. Compare mitosis. 

Meissner's corpuscle: a mechanoreceptor sensitive to light touch. 

Compare Merkel cell. 

melanin: a class of pigments found in most organisms. 

melanocyte: a cell producing and containing melanin. 

melanogenesis: the production of melanin. 

melatonin: a hormone found in microbes, plants, and animals, 

used for entrainment of biorhythmic functions. 

melody: a rhythmic sequence of tones (notes) perceived as an 

agreeable pattern. 

menopause: the life period for women past permanent cessation 

of menstruation, the onset of which is usually between the 

ages of 45 and 55. 

mentation: mental activity. 

menthol (C10H20O): a mint oil. 

mentotype: the psychological constitution of an organism; in-

cluding level of awareness, intelligence, temperament, mind-

set, and worldview. 

mercury poisoning (aka mercurialism, hydrargyria): poisoning 

by exposure to mercury, typically methylmercury. 

Merkel cell: an oval tactile receptor cell found in the skin of ver-

tebrates, associated with prolonged pressure and discrimina-

tion of texture and shape. Compare Meissner's corpuscle. 

mesenchyme: a type of tissue in the lymphatic and circulatory 

systems and connective tissue, including bone and cartilage. 

Mesoamerica: the geographic area extending from central Mex-

ico to South America, with shared prehistoric cultural char-

acteristics. 

mesopic vision: a combination of photopic and scotopic vision in 

crepuscular light. 
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mesotherm: an animal with internal means to raise body tem-

perature, but not with the precision of maintaining thermal 

homeostasis like endotherms. See ectotherm, endotherm. 

messenger RNA (mRNA): an RNA molecule with the blueprint 

for a protein product. 

metabolic pathway: a series of chemical reactions within a cell, 

typically with an intended biological end-product. 

metabolism: cellular chemical reactions which provide energy 

for vital processes. See anabolism, catabolism. 

metabolite: a chemical product of metabolism. 

metagenome: (the idea of) the combined genome of an organism, 

which includes both host and microbiome genomes. 

metal: an element that readily conducts heat and electricity. 91 

of the 118 elements are metals. Some elements have both me-

tallic and nonmetallic phases. Compare metalloid, nonmetal.  

metalloid (aka semimetal): any chemical element with proper-

ties between, or an admixture of, metals and nonmetals. 

methylmercury (CH3Hg+): an organometallic cation that is a bi-

oaccumulative environmental toxicant. 

Mexica (aka Aztecs): an indigenous people of the Valley of Mex-

ico, known as the rulers of the Aztec Empire. 

microbe: a microorganism, typically single-celled. Microbes in-

clude archaea, bacteria, and fungi. 

microbiome: the endosymbiotic, microbial community that com-

prises every eukaryotic organism, especially multicellular 

eukaryotes. Commensal prokaryotic inhabitants are essen-

tial to eukaryotic life. 

microbiota: the microbes in a microbiome. 

microglia: a glial cell type that guides neural development and 

maintains nerve synaptic connection. 

micrometer (µm): 10–6 (1-millionth) of a meter. 

microRNA (miRNA): a class of post-transcriptional regulators 

which bind to microRNA response elements, thereby decreas-

ing the stability of protein-coding messenger RNAs (mRNA) 

or limiting their protein translation. The result is typically 

stifling or silencing gene expression. See RNAi. 
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microsaccade: a tiny, jerky, involuntary eye movement. Mi-

crosaccade amplitudes vary from 2 to 120 arcminutes. Com-

pare saccade. 

midbrain (aka mesencephalon): the portion of the vertebrate 

brain associated with vision, hearing, motor control, alert-

ness, sleep/wake and temperature regulation. 

Middle Ages: the 5th to 15th century in Europe, beginning with 

the collapse of the Western Roman Empire. 

Middle East: a region of western Asia, albeit including Egypt. 

milk: a fluid secreted by female mammary glands for nourish-

ment of their young offspring; also used for a liquid resem-

bling milk, including the juice of a coconut, the latex of a 

plant, or the fluid contents of an unripe grain kernel. 

milkfish: a large schooling marine fish of the Indian and Pacific 

oceans. Milkfish are important seafood in southeast Asia. 

millet: a small seed grass in different taxonomic grain groups 

(tribes). 

mimicry (biology): trait imitation by a species. 

mind: the intangible organ of mentation. 

mind-body: the mind and body as an integral life form. 

mind-brain: the mind and animal brain as an integrated unit 

for mentation. 

Ming Dynasty (aka Empire of the Great Ming) (1368 – 1644): the 

ruling dynasty of China for 276 years, noted by historians as 

"one of the greatest eras of orderly government and social 

stability in human history." 

mint (aka deadnettle, Lamiaceae, Labiatae): a family of predom-

inantly perennial flowering plants with 13–18 species, many 

of which have aromatic parts. Mint family plants include 

many widely used culinary herbs, such as basil, lavender, 

marjoram, mint, oregano, rosemary, sage, savory, and 

thyme. 

miracle fruit (aka miracle berry, sweet berry, Synsepalum dul-

cificum): a west African plant with a tangy berry that causes 

subsequently consumed sour foods to taste sweet. 

miraculin: a glycoprotein extracted from miracle fruit that is a 

natural sugar substitute. 
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mirror neuron: a nerve cell in the premotor cortex that responds 

both to sensed movement externally and self-initiated. 

miso: a soup of fermented soy. 

mite: a tiny arthropod in the subclass Acari, along with ticks. 

With 48,200 described species, mites are among the most di-

verse and successful invertebrates, having adapted to a vast 

array of habitats: living free in water or soil, and as parasites 

on plants, animals, and even mold. Studying ticks and mites 

is acarology. 

mitochondrion (plural: mitochondria): an organelle that acts as 

a cell's power plant, generating a supply of ATP. Mitochon-

dria play other important roles in the cell life cycle, including 

growth and aging. Mitochondria maintain their own genome, 

independent of the cell nucleus. Some eukaryotic cells have 

multiple mitochondria, others none. Whereas human red 

blood cells have no mitochondria, liver cells may have over 

2,000. 

mitosis: the eukaryotic cell division process. Compare meiosis. 

mitral cell: a nerve cell in the olfactory bulb. 

Moken (aka Sea Gypsies): a nomadic aquatic tribe that live 

among the hundreds of small islands that dot the coast of 

Myanmar (Burma) and Thailand leading out to the Andaman 

Sea. 

mold (aka mould): a fungus that grows as multicellular fila-

ments (hyphae). In contrast, fungi that grow as single cells 

are called yeast. 

mole cricket: a burrowing insect with a cylindrical body 3–5 cm 

long, small eyes, and shovel-like forelimbs. Mole crickets 

have 3 life states: egg, nymph, and adult. 

mollusk (aka mollusc): a phylum of invertebrates. Mollusks are 

highly diversified in marine environments, comprising 23% 

of identified macroscopic marine species. There are also 

freshwater and terrestrial mollusks, such as snails. 

monism: the metaphysical doctrine that there is a singular re-

ality, either matterism or energyism. Contrast dualism. 

monkey: a primate, excluding apes. 
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monochromacy: having a single type of vision receptor. Marine 

mammals, with only 1 color cone type, are monochromats, as 

are night monkeys. Compare dichromacy, trichromacy, tetra-

chromacy. 

monocot (monocotyledon): an angiosperm with a single embry-

onic leaf (cotyledon) in its seed. Compare dicot, eudicot. 

monocyte: a phagocyte instrumental in cleaning up after an in-

fection. 

monomer: a molecule that may bind with other molecules to 

form a polymer. 

monosaccharide (aka simple sugar): a simple carbohydrate with 

the formula (CH2O)n, where n = 3 (triose), 5 (pentose), or 6 

(hexose). Glucose, fructose, and ribose are exemplary mono-

saccharides. See disaccharide. 

monotreme: a mammal that lays eggs. Although they were once 

more widespread, the only extant species are endemic to Aus-

tralia and New Guinea: platypuses and echidnas (spiny ant-

eaters). 

monounsaturated: a fat molecule with one double carbon bond. 

Compare polyunsaturated. 

mora (plural: morae): a phonological unit regarding syllable 

weight, related to emphasis and timing. 

more (sociology): a folkway of central importance; a strongly-

held norm. See taboo. 

morning glory: a flowering plant of over 1,000 species in the 

Convolvoulaceae family. 

morphine (C17H19NO3): the primary psychoactive chemical in 

opium. 

morphology: the form and structure of an organism or other sys-

tem. Compare physiology. 

mosquito: a family of small, midge-like flies. The females of most 

species are blood suckers. 

moth: a flying insect related to the butterfly. Most moths are 

nocturnal. ~160,000 species are extant. Compare butterfly. 

motion parallax: a cue for depth perception based upon move-

ment. 

mouse (plural: mice): a small rodent of ~40 extant species. 

mountebank: a person who sells quack medicines. 
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mucin: a class of glycoproteins that form a viscous solution 

which acts as a lubricant or protectant; the main component 

of mucus. 

mucus: a slippery secretion by animals of water and glycopro-

teins as protection against infection. 

Müller glia: a glial cell found in the vertebrate retina that pro-

cesses visual information. 

multiple sclerosis: a debilitating inflammatory disease in which 

the glia cells which direct myelin production are damaged. 

mushroom: a fleshy, spore-bearing fungal fruiting body, typi-

cally produced aboveground. See toadstool. 

mushroom body (corpora pedunculata): a brain structure in ar-

thropods and some annelids, notably the ragworm. 

music: sound perceived as patterned via repetitive elements. 

musk: a class of aromatics originally named for the strong odor 

of a certain musk deer gland. Various plants and animals 

produce musky scents despite their often having distinctive 

chemical structures and molecular shapes. 

muscle (tissue): 1 of the 4 primary animal tissue types. Muscle 

cells are capable of contraction, and so provide for movement. 

See also epithelium, connective (tissue), and intelligence (tis-

sue). 

mustard: a flowering plant in the Brassica genus with seeds 

that serve as a spice. 

MYA: millions of years ago. MY as an acronym for "million years" 

is deprecated in modern geophysics, in favor of Ma, short-

hand for megaannum. 

myelin: the dielectric (electrically insulating) material coating 

nerve cells, largely comprising fats and proteins. 

myelin sheath: the myelin coating of an axon; an outgrowth of a 

glia cell. 

Myristica: a genus of trees in the Myristicaceae family, with over 

150 species native to Asia and the western Pacific. The most 

commercially significant species is Myristica fragrans, the 

source of mace and nutmeg. 

myristicin (C11H12O3): a compound found in minute amounts in 

nutmeg, dill, and parsley; employed as a pesticide. 
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N 

N'Kisi: a telepathic gray parrot. 

Napoleon complex (aka short man syndrome): a pejorative refer-

ring to short men overcompensating for their lack of physical 

stature by overbearing behavior. Named after the chronic ag-

gressiveness displayed by French military and political 

leader Napoleon Bonaparte, a man of oversized ambition, but 

not actually short stature. Napoleon was average height for 

his time (1.57 m). 

narwhal (aka narwhale): a medium-sized toothed whale with a 

large tusk from a protruding canine tooth. Narwhals live 

year-round in Arctic waters. 

National Federation of the Blind: an US organization of blind 

people. 

natriuresis: sodium excretion in the urine via kidney activity, 

promoted by ventricular and atrial natriuretic peptides as 

well as calcitonin. 

natriuretic peptide: a peptide that causes natriuresis. 

nattermind: the involuntary part of the mind that acts as an in-

dependent agent. Contrast willmind. 

nattō: fermented soybeans. 

natural killer cell (aka NK cell): a cytotoxic lymphocyte in the 

innate immune system. 

natural philosophy: the study of Nature before the advent of 

modern science in the 17th century. 

Nature: the exhibition of existence. 

necrosis: traumatic cell death. Compare apoptosis. 

nematode (aka roundworm): a worm in one of the most diverse 

phyla, with an estimated 100,000 species. Over 28,000 spe-

cies are known, of which over 16,000 are parasitic. Unlike 

earlier-evolved cnidarians and flatworms, nematodes have 

tubular digestive systems with openings at both ends. 

neocortex (aka neopallium, isocortex): the part of the mamma-

lian brain active during higher-order mentation, such as sen-

sory perception, cognition, motor command generation, 

spatial reasoning, and language. 
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Neolithic (aka New Stone Age) (10,200 BCE–[4500–2000] BCE): a 

technological era in human prehistory marked by the devel-

opment of metal tools and by the domestication of crops and 

animals. 

neoplasia: abnormal cell growth. 

neoplasm (aka tumor): an uncontrolled growth of abnormal tis-

sue. 

nephrology: the study of the human kidney. 

nerve (cell): see neuron. 

(ventral) nerve cord: a central nerve cord running down the belly 

(ventral plane) of some invertebrates, notably arthropods. 

Compare spinal cord.  

nerve tissue: the tissue surrounding nerve cells (neurons). 

nervous system: an animal cellular system for conducting elec-

trochemical stimuli, especially from the senses. 

neurobiology (aka neuroscience): a pseudoscience that equates 

nerve cell activity with mentation. Even the assumption that 

neurons comprise the predominant cell type of the physiolog-

ical intelligence system is wrong. Compare neurology. 

neurogenesis: the generation of neurons by glia cells. 

neurology: the study of nervous system disorders. See neurobi-

ology. 

neuron (aka nerve cell): an electrically excitable intercellular 

signaling cell as part of the nervous system, employed for 

sensory or motor communication. Functionally, neurons are 

managed by glia. 

neuron doctrine: the notion that neurons are the cells of intelli-

gence. 

neurotransmitter: an endogenous chemical employed to trans-

mit a signal across a synapse from one neuron to another. 

neutrophil: the most abundant (40–75%) type of white blood cell 

in mammals. A phagocyte, neutrophils are an essential part 

of the innate immune system. 

New Guinea: an island in the western Pacific Ocean, north of 

Australia. New Guinea is the 2nd largest island on Earth, 

after Greenland. 

New World: the western hemisphere, specifically the Americas 

and nearby islands. Sometimes Oceania is included in the 
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term. The term originated in the early 16th century by Euro-

pean explorers expanding their worldly horizons. Contrast 

Old World. 

nicotine (C10H14N2): a potent alkaloid made in the roots of night-

shade plants, notably tobacco, and accumulated in the leaves 

to prevent herbivore consumption. 

nightshade: a flowering plant in the Solanaceae family. Many 

nightshades have potent alkaloids that are toxic, while oth-

ers, such as the potato and tomato, are staple foods. There 

are 2,700 species of nightshades in 98 genera. 

nirvana: a term which means literally "blown out," as a candle. 

Indian religions consider nirvana as attaining liberation 

from reincarnation. Buddhism emphasizes the stillness of 

mind obtained from freeing oneself from desire, aversion, and 

delusion. Hinduism emphasizes union with the divine 

ground of existence and the experience of bliss.  

nitric oxide (NO; aka nitrogen monoxide): a free radical mole-

cule. 

nitrogen (N): the element with atomic number 7; a colorless, 

tasteless, odorless element that, as a diatomic gas (N2), is rel-

atively inert. 

nixtamalization: the preparation process for hominy, in which 

dried maize is soaked in an alkaline solution, usually lime-

water, and hulled. Alkalinity loosens kernel husks and sof-

tens the corn. 

nodes of Ranvier (aka myelin sheath gaps): 1-micrometer gaps 

between the myelin sheath on nerve cell axons that allow 

electrical signals to jump from one node to another. Named 

after Louis-Antoine Ranvier, who discovered the gaps in 

1878. 

nonlocality (physics): entanglement of objects at some distance 

from each other. Contrast locality. 

nonmetal: a chemical element lacking metallic attributes. Non-

metals tend to be highly volatile (easily vaporized), good in-

sulators of heat and electricity, have low elasticity, and tend 

to have high ionization energy (gaining or sharing electrons 

when reacting). 17 (of 118) elements are nonmetals; 11 are 

gases, 5 solids, 1 liquid (bromine). 
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non-Newtonian fluid: a fluid that does not follow Newton's law 

of viscosity, which assumes constant viscosity independent of 

stress. Viscosity changes under stress in non-Newtonian flu-

ids: becoming more liquid or solid. 

norepinephrine (C8H11NO3; aka noradrenaline): a hormone and 

a neurotransmitter. Norepinephrine boosts heart rate and 

controls the fight-or-flight response. Its level spikes when in-

dividuals feel threatened or experience intense emotions. In 

humans, norepinephrine is associated with mental concen-

tration. 

noumenon: outside of existence. A noumenon is beyond percep-

tion, as contrasted to phenomena. 

nucleic acid: an acidic biomolecule comprising a nucleotide. 

DNA and RNA are nucleic acids. 

nucleobase: a nucleic acid base; a nitrogen-based, ring-shaped 

molecule that comprises the basic building block of nucleo-

tides. 

nucleotide: an individual structural (monomer) unit of nucleic 

acids (DNA, RNA); a nucleobase packaged with sugar and 

phosphate groups, held together by ester bonds. 

nucleus (cytology): the central organelle of a eukaryotic cell. 

nucleus accumbens (aka accumbens nucleus): an area in the ba-

sal ganglia that is part of the limbic system. The nucleus ac-

cumbens is involved with the psychological sense of reward 

(pleasure). 

nut (food): technically, a fruit with a hard shell and a seed, 

where the shell does not open to release the seed (indehiscent: 

not opening at maturity). Common culinary usage is less re-

strictive, referring to any hard-walled, edible kernel as a nut. 

This includes almonds, Brazil nuts, cashews, peanuts, pe-

cans, pistachios, and walnuts. Under this definition, a nut is 

any oily kernel within a shell. 

nutmeg: a spice made from the seed of an evergreen tree in the 

Myristica genus, particularly Myristica fragrans. 

nutrient: a substance which nourishes (provides sustenance). 

nutrition: the process of nourishment via food intake. 

O 
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oat: (aka common oat, Avena sativa): a species of cereal grain, 

often used for livestock feed. 

obese: so corpulent as to have irreparably altered metabolism, 

damaged health, and shortened lifespan. Quantitative defi-

nitional metrics – such as BMI >30 – remain controversial. 

object: something manifest as cohesive matter. 

obsession: a persistent mental construct. 

obsessive-compulsive disorder: an anxiety disorder of an obses-

sion combined with a compulsion. 

occipital lobe: one of the 4 major lobes of the cerebral cortex in 

the mammalian brains. The occipital lobe processes imagery. 

See frontal lobe, parietal lobe, temporal lobe. 

ocean: a large, deep body of saltwater. 

Oceania: a region centered on the islands in the tropical Pacific 

Ocean, including Australasia. 

ocellus (plural: ocelli): a simple eye. 

octopus (plural: octopuses, octopi, or octopodes): a cephalopod 

with a soft body and 8 limbs, of over 300 species. 

oculomotor: moving the eyeball. 

odorant: an odorous substance. 

Old World: Africa, Europe, and Asia; the part of the world 

known to Europeans prior to their sojourns to the Americas. 

Contrast New World. 

oleic acid (C18H34O2): a fatty acid that naturally occurs in vari-

ous vegetable and animal fats. The term oleic is derived from 

the oil of olive. Oleic acid is emitted by the decaying corpses 

of numerous insects, including bees and ants. The smell in-

cites workers to remove the dead bodies from the nest. 

oleogustus: the taste of fat; one of the 7 basic tastes. 

olfaction (aka oflactics): the act or sense of smell. 

olfactory bulb: a vertebrate glia/neural bundle in the brain in-

volved with smell. 

oligodendrocyte (aka oligodendroglia): a glial cell that resides on 

neurons in the central nervous system, providing nerve cell 

regulation and facilitation. Compare Schwann cell. 

oligosaccharide: a carbohydrate comprising 2–10 linked mono-

saccharides. 
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olive (Olea europaea): a small drupe high in healthy fat, found 

in Africa, the Middle East, and southern Asia. 

omega-3 (ω-3): a fatty acid group, of which α-linoleic acid is es-

sential. 

omega-6 (ω-6): a fatty acid group, of which linoleic acid is essen-

tial. 

ommatidium (plural: ommatidia): a facet of a compound eye 

comprising 1 or more photoreceptor cells innervated by a sin-

gle axon, providing a single picture element. 

omnivore: an organism that consumes both plant and animal 

matter as primary food sources. Compare herbivore, carni-

vore, and saprovore. 

onion (Allium cepa): a vegetable with a characteristic bulbous 

bulb, highly prized for its nutritional qualities throughout 

history. 

oomycete: an algae-like fungus in the Oomycota phylum. Many 

are plant pathogens. 

opiate: a substance containing opium. 

opioid: a group of biochemicals, such as endorphins, produced 

by the body during stress or pain; also, other compounds with 

similar effects to opium and its derivatives. 

opium: the dried latex obtained from the opium poppy, con-

sumed for its relaxing psychoactive properties, and used to 

produce heroin. The production of opium for consumption is 

unchanged from prehistory. 

opsonin: a molecule that enhances phagocytosis by marking an 

antigen for an immune response. 

optic chiasma (aka optic chiasm): the part of the brain where the 

optic nerves partly cross. 

optic nerve: the nerve bundle that transmits visual information 

from retina to the brain. 

oregano (Origanum vulgare): a perennial herb, though grown as 

an annual in colder climates. Closely related to marjoram. 

organ (biology) (aka viscus): a collection of interconnected tis-

sues dedicated to a common function. 

organic (agriculture): a plant grown without it or its produce 

having artificial chemicals applied to it beyond fertilizer. 

Contrast conventional. 
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organelle: a subunit within a eukaryotic cell that has a special-

ized function. Organelles are membrane-bound. Cell orga-

nelles evolved through endosymbiotic union with an 

archaeon host cell and a bacterial endosymbiont. 

organitype: the sum of an organism's phenotype and mentotype. 

organoarsenic (aka organoarsenical): a compound comprising 

arsenic and carbon-based molecules. Organoarsenics are pro-

duced industrially for use in insecticides, herbicides, and fun-

gicides. 

origami: the traditional Japanese art of paper folding, started 

in the 17th century. 

ossicle: one of 3 bones in the middle ear, which are some of the 

smallest bones in the human body. The 3 ossicles are the mal-

leus, incus, and stapes. 

osteoporosis: a disease of progressive bone mass and density 

loss. 

oval window (aka vestibular window): the membrane that sepa-

rates the middle ear from the inner ear. 

ovary: the egg-producing reproductive organ. 

ovary (botany): the enlarged lower part of a pistil in an angio-

sperm which encloses ovules (embryo sacs) or seeds. 

ovary (zoology): a vertebrate ovum-producing reproductive or-

gan. 

ovum: a female haploid reproductive cell (gamete). 

owl: a bird among 200 species of mostly solitary and nocturnal 

birds of prey; typified by an upright stance, a large, broad 

head, sharp vision and hearing, and feathers that provide si-

lent flight. Owls are found in all biomes except the coldest 

(Antarctica, most of Greenland). 

owlet moth: a robustly-built moth in the Noctuidae family, with 

4,200 genera and possibly 100,000 species. 

oxygen (O): the element with atomic number 8; a highly reactive 

nonmetallic element that readily forms compounds (notably 

oxides) with almost all other elements. 

oxytocin (C43H66N12O12S2): a neurohypophysial hormone that 

acts in the brain as a sensation modulator. Oxytocin has var-

ious effects in different animal species. In primates, oxytocin 

is instrumental in facilitating social bonding. 
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P 

Pacinian corpuscle (aka Lamellar corpuscle): a skin mechanore-

ceptor sensitive to vibration. Contrast bulbous corpuscle. 

pain: a sensation of severe discomfort. 

pancreas: a glandular organ that participates in the digestive 

and endocrine systems of vertebrates. As a digestive organ, 

the pancreas facilitates digestion via the release of enzymes 

that help break down foodstuffs and absorb nutrients in the 

small intestine. As an endocrine gland, the pancreas pro-

duces several important hormones, including glucagon, 

which raises blood sugar level, and insulin, which regulates 

carbohydrate and fat metabolism. See alpha cell, beta cell. 

pancreatic juice: an enzyme-laden liquid secreted by the pan-

creas that aids digestion. Pancreatic juice is alkaline, and so 

useful in neutralizing acidic gastric acid. 

papain: an enzyme found in papaya fruit. Papain breaks peptide 

bonds, and so aids digestion. 

papilla (plural: papillae): a nipple-like structure. 

paranormal: not explainable via matterism. 

parasite: an organism living in, on, or with another organism, 

obtaining benefits that usually reduces the fitness or health 

of its host. 

parasympathetic nervous system: the part of the autonomic 

nervous system associated with regulating organs and 

glands. See sympathetic nervous system and enteric nervous 

system. 

parathormone (aka parathyroid hormone, parathyrin): a hor-

mone secreted by parathyroid glands that is instrumental in 

bone metabolism. 

parathyroid: a vertebrate endocrine gland. Humans usually 

have 4 parathyroid glands, located on the back of the thyroid. 

The parathyroid glands affect the amount of calcium in the 

blood and bones. 

parietal lobe: one of the 4 major lobes of the cerebral cortex in 

the mammalian brains. The parietal lobe integrates sensory 

information. See frontal lobe, temporal lobe, occipital lobe. 
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Parkinson's disease: a degenerative disease affecting the intelli-

gence system. The most obvious early symptoms affect move-

ment: shaking, rigidity, slowness, and difficulty walking. 

Later symptoms include cognitive and behavioral problems. 

parsley (aka garden parsley, Petroselinum crispum): a species of 

flowering plant native to the Mediterranean, widely used as 

a garnish, herb, and spice. 

passerine (bird): a bird in the Passeriformes order, comprising 

over half of all bird species (over 5,000 identified species in 

over 110 families). One of the most diverse terrestrial verte-

brate orders, around twice that of the large mammal order: 

rodents. Passerines include most perching birds, such as 

sparrows, wrens, finches, tits, and corvids. Birds that sing 

are passerine. 

pathogen: an infectious agent, commonly called a germ; a micro-

organism that causes diseases in its host, including certain 

viruses, bacteria, fungi, and prions. 

pathway (biology): a biomechanical and/or chemical routine. 

pathway (chemistry): a natural sequence of chemical reactions. 

peach: the fruit of the deciduous tree Prunus persica, native to 

northwest China, in the same genus as cherry and plum. 

Peaches and nectarines are the same species: the difference 

a mere matter of fuzz on the skin. 

peanut (aka groundnut, goober, Arachis hypogaea): a highly nu-

tritious legume. 

pellagra: a niacin-deficiency disease that is characterized by 

skin changes, diarrhea, and intelligence system dysfunction. 

penis: the sex organ that males employ to inseminate females 

via copulation. See vagina. 

pepo: a berry with many seeds, a tough outer skin or rind, but 

not internally divided by septa (membranes). 

pepper (Piper nigrum): the plant that renders green, white, and 

black varieties of the spice known as pepper. 

pepsin: an enzyme released in the stomach that degrades food 

proteins into peptides. 

peptide: a short chain of amino acids: 2 to 50 or so. A longer chain 

is properly termed a protein. 
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peptide bond (aka amide bond): a covalent chemical bond, usu-

ally between amino acids. 

perceive, perception: mentally integrating sensory input (sensa-

tion) using memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn 

a sensation into a symbolic representation, 2) identify the 

representation using memory and categorization, then 3) de-

rive meaning, especially regarding affinity or avoidance. See 

conceptualization. 

perennial: a plant that lives for more than 2 years. Woody 

plants, such as shrubs and trees, are perennials. Compare 

annual, biennial. See herbaceous. 

perfect pitch (aka absolute pitch): being able to identify a note 

upon hearing it. 

pericarp: the layers of a ripened ovary or fruit, typically com-

prising 3 layers: exocarp, mesocarp, and endocarp. 

periodic table of elements: a tabular display of atomic species 

(chemical elements), presented in increasing order of their 

atomic number (number of protons), with columns (groups) 

based upon electron configuration. 

peripheral nervous system: the part of the nervous system ex-

cluding the brain and spinal cord. 

peripheral vision: vision in animals with 2 eyes that occurs out-

side focal gaze. See binocular vision. 

peristalsis: waves of involuntary muscle contractions along the 

walls of a hollow muscular structure, such as the esophagus, 

stomach, or intestine, forcing the contents within onward. 

PET: see positron emission tomography. 

petiole (botany) (aka leafstalk): the stalk that attaches a leaf to 

a stem. 

petrel: a tube-nosed seabird. 

pH: a measure of acidity, which ultimately relates to the num-

ber of protons in a solution. 

phagocyte: an animal cell which protects it host body by ingest-

ing harmful foreign particles, select microbes, and dying or 

dead cells. 

phagocytosis: the process of a cell engulfing a solid particle. 

phagophore: a membrane-enclosed vesicle created during the in-

itial stage of autophagosome formation. 
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phantom limb syndrome: the animal sensation that a missing 

body part is still attached. Phantom sensations are experi-

enced in many body parts, including lost eyes and extracted 

teeth. 

pharynx: the passageway tube in the throat that is used for both 

breathing and eating. The pharynx is also instrumental in 

vocalization. 

phenol (C6H5OH; aka carbolic acid): a volatile organic com-

pound. 

phenomenal: known through perception. Contrast intuition. 

phenomenon (plural: phenomena): a perceptible event. See actu-

ality. Contrast noumenon. 

phenotype: the composite visible traits of an organism: physical, 

physiological, and behavioral. 

pheromone: an exuded hormone that triggers a social response 

in conspecifics. 

philology: the study of language in historical texts. 

phoneme: a unit of sound in speech. 

phonology: the study of language sounds; a subdiscipline of 

linguistics. 

phosphorus (P): the element with atomic number 15; as a min-

eral, always maximally oxidized. A component of RNA, DNA, 

ATP, and other biocompounds, phosphorus is essential to life. 

photopia: vision in bright light. Contrast scotopia. 

photoprotection: the biochemical process by which cells cope 

with molecular damage from sunlight. 

photoreceptor (cell): a specialized cell capable of visual photo-

transduction. 

photosynthesis: (an organism) converting sunlight into energy. 

phototransduction: the 4-step cellular process of converting light 

into a sensory signal. See transduction. 

phrenology: the pseudoscience that measurements of the skull 

could reveal a person's psychology, because the brain was the 

organ of the mind. 

physiognomy: the assessment of a person's personality based 

upon features of facial structure. 
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physiology: the physical structures and biomechanics of an or-

ganism. 

phytochemical: a nutritious chemical in plants. See phytonutri-

ent. 

phytoestrogen: a plant compound similar to estrogen. 

phytonutrient: a nutrient obtained by eating plants. 

phytosterol: plant steroid compounds similar to animal choles-

terol. 

Pilobolus: a genus of fungi that lives on herbivore excrement. 

pineal gland: a small endocrine gland in the vertebrate brain 

which produces melatonin. 

piperonal (C8H6O3; aka heliotropin): an organic compound com-

mon in flavors and fragrances, including black pepper, dill, 

violet, and vanilla. 

pitch (music): the frequency of a tone. 

pituitary gland (aka hypophysis): an endocrine gland at the base 

of the brain, off the bottom of the hypothalamus. The gland 

is not a part of the brain. The human pituitary gland is the 

size of a pearl, weighing 0.5 grams. 

placebo: a simulated medical treatment intended to inspire the 

recipient, thereby provoking the placebo effect of working to 

relieve or even cure the targeted affliction. The placebo effect 

illustrates the powerful sway that the mind has over health. 

placebo effect: a rejuvenation owing solely to mental invigora-

tion via belief in a placebo (totemic treatment). 

placenta: the organ in placental mammals that connects a de-

veloping fetus to its mother's uterine wall, providing nutri-

ents and hormones, waste elimination, oxygen and gas 

exchange, and immune system protection. 

Planck time: the theoretical limit of temporal measurement; the 

time required for light in a vacuum to travel a single Planck 

length. At 5.391 x 10–44 seconds, Planck time is the shortest 

sprint imaginable. 

plant: a kingdom of eukaryotic autotrophs, including mosses, 

ferns, conifers, and flowering plants (angiosperms).  

planum temporale: a cortical area in the middle of the brain on 

both sides. 

platelet: a minute, flattened body. 
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platypus (aka duck-billed platypus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus): 

a semiaquatic mammal endemic to eastern Australia. Platy-

pus are monotremes. The platypus is one of the few venom-

ous mammals. Males have a spur on their hind foot that 

delivers a painful incentive to bugger off. 

Pleistocene (2.588 MYA – 11,700 YA): the epoch that follows the 

Pliocene and precedes the Holocene; defined by Scottish ge-

ologist Charles Lyell for the emergence of modern marine 

mollusks. The Pleistocene ends with passing of the Younger 

Dryas cold spell. 

plum: a fruit tree in the Prunus genus; one of the earliest do-

mesticated fruits. 

polarization (optics): a state of light in which the radiation ex-

hibits different properties in different directions. 

polychloro phenoxy phenol: a group of highly reactive (polyhalo-

genated) organic compounds. 

polymath; a person learned in several fields of study. 

polymer: a macromolecule (large molecule) comprising repeat-

ing monomers (molecular units). 

polymorphism: the capability to assume different forms. 

polynucleotide: a biopolymer of 13 or more nucleotide monomers, 

covalently bonded in a chain. DNA & RNA are polynucleo-

tides. 

polypeptide: a short chain of amino acid monomers, linked by 

peptide bonds. 

polysaccharide (aka glycan): a complex sugar-based macromole-

cule. Starch and glycogen are polysaccharides, as are cellu-

lose and chitin, which plants employ as structural materials. 

Compare monosaccharide. 

polysensory: able to process incoming data patterns from more 

than one source. 

polyunsaturated: a fat molecule with more than one double car-

bon bond. Compare monounsaturated. 

pons: the part of the brainstem that links the medulla and the 

thalamus. 

portal vein (aka hepatic portal vein): a blood vessel that conducts 

oxygen-poor but nutrient-rich blood from the gastrointestinal 

tract and spleen to the liver. 
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positron emission tomography: a medical imaging technology 

that detects gamma rays emitted from a positron-emitting 

radioactive tracer in the body. 

posterior chamber: the small space directly behind the periph-

eral part of the iris but anterior to the lens. 

potassium (K): the element with atomic number 19; a soft sil-

very-white alkali metal that oxidizes quickly in air and is 

very reactive with water. Potassium ions are essential for all 

living cells. 

potato: a tuber of the perennial nightshade Solanum tuberosum. 

The potato plant is native to the Andes mountains. It was 

domesticated by Peruvians 10,000 years ago and is now eaten 

worldwide. 

potato blight (Phytophthora infestans): an oomycete that blights 

potatoes. 

poultry (agriculture): a domesticated bird kept for eggs or meat. 

poultry (food): bird meat. 

prefrontal cortex: the front portion of the frontal cortex lobe; as-

sociated in humans with the executive system. 

Prevotella: a genus of bacteria, found in abundance in the gut 

flora of humans who eat a healthy diet, high in carbohy-

drates. See Bacteroides, Ruminococcus. 

primary metabolite: a compound produced by a plant that is es-

sential to its survival. Compare secondary metabolite. 

primate: a mammal order containing prosimians (neither mon-

key nor ape) and simians (monkeys and apes). 

prion: a misfolded protein that pathogenically propagates. 

procedural memory (aka implicit memory): memory of a learned 

skill. Contrast declarative memory. 

prokaryote: an organism that lacks a cell nucleus or other mem-

brane-bound organelles. Archaea and bacteria are prokary-

otes. While prokaryotes are single-celled, most can form 

stable, aggregate communities, such as a biofilm. Compare 

eukaryote. 

proprioception: an organism's sense of physical self, including 

the relative position of various body parts and their employ-

ment, and as well the energy required for movement or other 

activity. 
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proteasome: a protein complex within all eukaryotes and ar-

chaea, and in some bacteria. In eukaryotes, proteasomes are 

in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. The primary work of a pro-

teasome is breaking down unneeded or damaged proteins via 

proteolysis. Enzymes that carry out proteolysis are proteases. 

Proteasomes are part of a major mechanism by which cells 

regulate the concentration of proteins and recycle portions of 

misfolded proteins. 

protein (molecular biology): a single, long, linear polymer chain 

of amino acids that typically takes a folded structure; a com-

plex organic macromolecule by which living bodies are intel-

ligently built. See enzyme. 

protein (nutrition): protein-laden food which is broken into 

amino acids during digestion for bodily absorption. 

proteolysis: protein catabolism by hydrolysis of peptide bonds. 

protist: a catchall kingdom of eukaryotic organisms, including 

algae and amoeba. Most protists are unicellular, though 

many practice pluricellularity. 

protium (chemistry): the most abundant form of hydrogen, com-

prising a nucleus of a single proton (no neutron). Contrast 

deuterium. 

psilocin (C12H16N2O): the psychoactive ingredient in psilocybin 

mushrooms. 

psilocybin (C12H17N2O4P): an alkaloid produced by over 200 

mushroom species to deter fungivores. Psilocybin metabo-

lizes to psilocin. Ingested by humans, psilocybin is an agent 

of dissociation. In high doses, psilocybin is hallucinogenic. 

psychedelic: a substance which can induce hallucinations. 

psychoactive (aka psychotropic): a substance that affects sensa-

tion or cognition. 

psychological complex: a debilitating emotional complex. 

psychophysics: the study of the relation between stimuli and the 

senses with regard to physics and psychology. 

psychotropic: see psychoactive. 

ptyalin: an enzyme that breaks down starches. 

pufferfish: a mostly tropical estuarine fish that produces a de-

fensive neurotoxin. 
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pulse (food): a legume harvested for its dry seed. Dried beans, 

peas, lentils, and peanuts are pulses. 

pupil (physiology): the variably sized hole in the center of the 

iris that allows passage of light to the retina. 

pus: a yellowish exudate (exuded substance) that forms at the 

site of inflammation during infection. Neutrophils are the 

primary constituent of pus. 

pyogenic: generating pus. 

pyruvate (C3H4O3): a metabolic product of glucose from glycoly-

sis. Pyruvic acid supplies energy to cells when oxygen is pre-

sent (aerobic respiration), and alternatively ferments to 

produce lactate during anaerobic exertion, when oxygen is 

lacking. 

Q 

quantum tunneling: a particle overcoming its 4D classical con-

fines to move itself through an HD wormhole. The practical 

size limit of transistors is set by quantum tunneling, as elec-

trons could bypass the carved path in a too-small transistor. 

quinoa (pronounced: ki:nwa): the seed of an herb in the goose-

foot genus (Chenopodium). Quinoa is very nutritious. 

R 

radial glia cell: a glia stem cell in the central nervous system 

that serves as the progenitor to astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 

and neurons. 

radical (chemistry): an atom, ion or molecule with free electrons 

willing to bond. 

radish (Raphanus sativus): an edible root vegetable. 

ragworm: a marine annelid in the Platynereis genus. 

raspberry: the delicate fruit of a multitude of flowering plants 

species in the rose family genus Rubus. 

rat: a medium-sized, long-tailed rodent with superior cunning. 

reactive oxygen species (ROS): chemically reactive molecules 

containing oxygen. 

reality: that which necessarily is, phenomenal or noumenonal. 

Contrast actuality. 
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realization (aka unity consciousness): an enlightened state of 

consciousness with an abiding experience of the unicity of 

Nature. Compare enlightenment, coherence consciousness. 

receptor (cytology): a cell signal receiver. 

rectum: the final straight portion of the large intestine in some 

mammals. 

red blood cell (aka erythrocyte): a vertebrate blood cell that 

transports oxygen. 

reflex (biology): an autonomic response to a certain stimulus. 

religion: a shared belief system encompassing the nature of the 

universe and life, commonly belied by facts. Religions are fre-

quently faith-based and typically dogmatic. Religions usually 

involve supernatural agents (gods). Compare natural philos-

ophy. Contrast science. 

resistant starch: starch that escapes digestion in the small in-

testines; a form of roughage (dietary fiber). 

resolving power: the ability to perceive detailed images. 

respiration (cellular): the metabolic processes and reactions that 

convert nutrients into ATP, with waste products released. 

resveratrol (C14H12O3): a phenol produced by plants when at-

tacked by bacteria or fungi; found in the skin of red grapes. 

Contrary to the ballyhoo, there is little evidence that resvera-

trol has a health benefit to humans. 

retina: the light-sensitive layer of tissue lining the inner surface 

of the eye. 

retinal bipolar cell: an intermediary type of nerve cell between 

photoreceptors (rod and cone cells) and ganglion cells. The 

human eye has 13 distinct types of bipolar cells. 

retinal ganglion cell: a type of nerve cell near the inner surface 

of the retina that receives visual information from photore-

ceptors. 

retinoblastoma: an aggressive cancer that attacks the retinas. 

reverse transcriptase: a DNA enzyme that transcribes single-

stranded RNA into single-stranded DNA. 

rhizome: a creeping rootstalk (underground stem shoot(s)) of a 

cloning plant. 

Rhizopus: a genus of mold fungi. 
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rhodopsin (aka visual purple): a pigment-containing light-sensi-

tive protein that converts light into an electrical signal (pho-

totransduction). 

rhythm: a temporal sound pattern. 

ribbon synapse: a type of nerve synapse with promotes rapid sig-

nal transmission via a calcium channel. 

ribosome: the cellular factory for synthesizing proteins from 

peptide pieces. 

ribozyme: an RNA-based enzyme. 

rice: the edible seed of a plant in the Oryza genus. 

RNA: ribonucleic acid; a macromolecule comprising a long chain 

of nucleotides. RNA & DNA differ by their sugar (ribose ver-

sus deoxyribose (a ribose lacking an oxygen atom)). RNA & 

DNA also differ by 1 nucleobase. RNA uses uracil (U), which 

DNA has thymine (T). See DNA. 

RNA interference (RNAi): an epigenetic regulator of gene ex-

pression. RNAi limits gene expression. 

rod (cell): a black-and-white photoreceptor in the mammalian 

eye that receives 1 photon at a time. 1 of the 2 types of the 

photoreceptor cells in the retina (the other being cone cells).  

rodent: an order of mammals characterized by constantly grow-

ing incisors that must be kept short by gnawing. ~40% of 

mammal species are rodents; 2,227 known species. 

roughage: dietary fiber. 

roundworm: see nematode. 

Roxarsone: an organoarsenic compound used as a feed additive 

for poultry and pigs to increase weight gain. 

Ruminococcus: a genus of anaerobic bacteria, found in abun-

dance in the intestines of humans who eat a lot of polyun-

saturated fats and/or often drink alcohol. See Bacteroides, 

Prevotella. 

rutin (C27H30O16; aka rutoside, sophorin): a citrus flavonoid gly-

coside found in many plants. In humans, rutin acts as a blood 

thinner, improving circulation and preventing clotting. Rutin 

has anti-inflammatory effects. It increases thyroid iodide up-

take. Rutin is a strong antioxidant. 

rye (Secale cereale): a cereal grain closely related to barley and 

wheat.  
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S 

saccade: a quick, simultaneous movement of the eyes. Compare 

microsaccade. 

saccharide: sugar (in any form); a sweet-tasting, water-soluble 

carbohydrate based on 1 ring of 4–5 carbon atoms and 1 oxy-

gen atom. 

saffron: a spice derived from the flower of the saffron crocus 

(Crocus sativus). Saffron has long been among the world's 

most costly spices by weight. 

sagamite: a native American stew made from hominy and ani-

mal fat (grease), along with various other ingredients, includ-

ing beans, wild rice, vegetables, brown sugar, animal brains 

or smoked fish. 

sage (Salvia officinalis): a perennial, evergreen bush in the mint 

family. Sage leaves are used as a spice. 

salamander: an amphibian typically characterized by a lizard-

like appearance, with a short nose, slender body, and long 

tail. Salamanders have been around for 164 million years. 

saliva: a thin fluid found in the mouths of animals, secreted by 

the salivary glands. 

salivary gland: an exocrine gland that produces saliva. 

salmon: a common name for several species of fish; others in the 

family are called trout. Salmon live in the North Atlantic and 

Pacific oceans. 

salt: a mineral primarily comprising sodium chloride (NaCl). 

salty: one of the 7 basic human tastes. Alkali metals taste salty, 

with sodium being the saltiest element. 

samsara: the eternal cycle of birth, suffering, death, and rebirth; 

a concept endemic to Hinduism & Buddhism. 

sand puppy (aka naked mole rat, desert mole rat): a eusocial bur-

rowing rodent native to east Africa. 

sap: Simpletons became saps around 1815, via a contraction of 

sapskull, a synonym of simpleton dating to 1735. 

saprovore (aka detrivore, decomposer, saprobe, saprotroph): an 

organism that consumes decaying organic matter. Compare 

herbivore, omnivore, and carnivore. 
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SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome): a viral respiratory 

disease in humans. 

saturated fat: a fat molecule with only single bonds between car-

bon atoms. Contrast unsaturated fat. 

savory (aka umami): one of the 7 basic human tastes, activated 

by the amino acid glutamate. 

schadenfreude: enjoying the misfortune of another. 

schizophrenia: a mental disorder characterized by short atten-

tion span, disorientation, and mistaking unreality for actual-

ity, including hallucinations. 

Schwann cell (aka neurolemmocyte): a glial cell that resides on 

neurons in the peripheral nervous system, providing nerve 

cell regulation and facilitation. Named after the cell's discov-

erer: German physiologist Theodor Schwann (1810 – 1882). 

Compare oligodendrocyte. 

sciatic nerve: the longest and widest nerve in the human body, 

going from the lower back to the foot, innervating the lower 

body. 

sclera: the white of the eye. Non-human primates have dark, 

barely visible sclera. 

scotopia: vision in dim light. Contrast photopia. 

scurvy: a disease caused by vitamin C deficiency. Most animals 

are immune because they can synthesize sufficient vitamin 

C on their own. Some birds and fish, as well as guinea pigs, 

bats, and primates lack the active enzyme (L-gulonolactone 

oxidase) needed for biosynthesis, and so must obtain vitamin 

C through their diet. 

sea beet (aka sea spinach, Beta vulgaris): a wild beet with leath-

ery leaves found on the seashores of North Africa, Europe, 

and western Asia. 

Sea Gypsies (aka Moken): a nomadic aquatic tribe that live 

among the hundreds of small islands which dot the coast of 

Myanmar (Burma) and Thailand, leading out to the Anda-

man Sea. 

sea louse: a tiny marine parasitic copepod. 

seal: a diverse group of semiaquatic marine mammals. Seals are 

typically barrel shaped, with sleek bodies. 
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sebaceous gland: a microscopic exocrine gland in the skin that 

secretes an oily or waxy matter – sebum – which lubricates 

and waterproofs the skin and hair of mammals. The face and 

scalp have the highest concentration of sebaceous glands in 

humans. These glands are found all parts of the skin except 

the palms of the hands and soles of the feet. 

secondary metabolite: a specialty compound produced by a plant 

for ecological purposes. Compare primary metabolite. 

seed: an embryonic plant covered in a coat, usually with some 

stored food (endosperm) packed within. 

selenium (Se): the element with atomic number 34; naturally 

found in metallic ores. All animals require selenium in trace 

amounts, as it is a cofactor essential to antioxidant enzymes. 

self-antigen: a molecule of cellular self-recognition. 

self-consciousness: a sense of one's self. 

self-organized criticality: a property of dynamic systems, where 

a critical threshold exists that, when passed, sets off a sub-

stantial reaction. 

semantic memory: memory of facts and concepts. Compare epi-

sodic memory, topographic memory. 

sensate, sensation: receiving stimuli from sensory organs for col-

lation and interpretation via perception. 

sense (physiology): a means of sensation. 

sensory: pertaining to sense organ stimulation. 

serotonin: a neurotransmitter with various roles, depending 

upon species. In humans, serotonin is associated with feel-

ings of well-being. Serotonin is also employed by fungi and 

plants. 

shaman: one who achieves unconstrained consciousness to in-

teract with the spirit plane. 

shark: an extremely successful order of fish that evolved more 

than 420 MYA; their success owing to a generalist design. 

shrimp: a crustacean with an elongated body and primarily 

swimming mode of locomotion. 

side chain (often designated as R): a defining component of an 

amino acid, specific to the amino acid to which it belongs. 

signal: an output of communication. 
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silk: a natural protein fiber, composed mainly of fibroin. 

silk moth: a moth in the genus Bombyx, with larvae (silkworms) 

that produce silk. 

Silk Road: various trade routes through the Asian continent 

that linked Easterner and Westerners during various peri-

ods, beginning 200 BCE. 

silver cord: the energetic link between the physical body and 

other dimensions. 

The silver cord be loosed… and the spirit shall return unto 
God who gave it. ~ Ecclesiastes 12:6-7, The Bible 

simple eye (aka ocellus): a light-sensitive eye in arthropods that 

does not provide the sensory basis to form images. 

singing: vocally producing melodious sounds. 

singing bowl: a bowl-shaped bell capable of sustaining a musical 

note. 

single bond: a chemical (covalent) bond of sharing one pair of 

electrons. Compare double bond, triple bond. 

skeletal muscle: a voluntarily controlled muscle, typically at-

tached to bones by tendons. Compare cardiac muscle and 

smooth muscle. 

skin: the soft outer covering of vertebrates. 

sleep (aka asleep): the state of consciousness where the body and 

mind are in repose. 

small interfering RNA (siRNA, aka short interfering RNA, si-

lencing RNA): a class of double-stranded RNA, 20–25 base 

pairs long. siRNA plays numerous roles, including RNA in-

terference. 

small intestine: a long twisting tube in the tetrapod gastrointes-

tinal tract, following the stomach and preceding the large in-

testine. 

smell: chemical perception of qualities of vapor (odorants). 

smoke point: the (heated) temperature at which a lipid begins to 

produce a continuous bluish smoke. 

smooth muscle: an involuntary muscle, other than cardiac 

(heart) muscles. Compare cardiac muscle, skeletal muscle. 

social learning: learning in a social context by observation, often 

involving imitation. 
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sodium (Na): the element with the atomic number 11; a soft, sil-

very-white, highly reactive metal; always found in com-

pounds.  

sodium chloride (NaCl; aka salt, table salt): an ionic compound 

with equal proportions of sodium and chloride. 

solar plexus (aka celiac plexus or coeliac plexus): a nerve complex 

behind the stomach, level with the 1st lumbar vertebra. The 

naval chakra is centered at the solar plexus. 

solid: a substance with structural rigidity. Crystals and glasses 

are solids. Contrast fluid. 

soma (somatic cell): a cell forming the body of a multicellular 

eukaryote. Contrast germline. 

somatic hypermutation: a cellular mechanism by which an im-

mune system learns and adapts to new threats. 

somatic nervous system (aka voluntary nervous system): the part 

of the peripheral nervous system associated with voluntary 

control of body movements. Contrast autonomic nervous sys-

tem. 

somatics: the study of bodily movement in relation to perception; 

founded from traditional Asian practices such as yoga. 

song: a sonic succession recognized as including a melody. 

songbird: a passerine which sings (at least 1 sex of the species, 

typically males). 

sound (physics): an audible, mechanical vibration that propa-

gates as a wave of pressure through a medium. See hearing, 

audition, listening. 

sour: one of the 7 basic human tastes. Acids taste sour. 

soybean: a legume native to east Asia, digestible only after fer-

mentation. 

sperm: a male reproductive cell. Compare egg. 

spice: some portion of a plant primarily employed for flavoring, 

coloring, or preserving food. 

Spice Islands (aka Maluku Islands, Moluccas Islands): an archi-

pelago within Indonesia, with mountainous islands and a wet 

tropical climate, with luxurious rainforests. Renowned for its 

spices, including cloves, nutmeg, and mace. 
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spider: an 8-legged arachnid that injects it prey with venom via 

fangs. There are an estimated 90,000 spider species, on every 

continent except Antarctica, adapted to almost all terrestrial 

biomes. 

spinach (Spinacia oleracea): a leafy, green superfood, rich in vit-

amins and minerals, eaten worldwide. 

spinal cord: a long, thin, tubular bundle of nervous system tis-

sue that runs much of the length of the body in vertebrates. 

Compare nerve cord. 

spin (quantum physics): the mathematically hypothesized inter-

nal rotation of a subatomic particle; a form of intrinsic angu-

lar momentum. Each particle type has specific spin. 

spirituality: a subjective sense of Nature that transcends purely 

physiological and material phenomena. 

spleen: a blood-filtering organ found in all vertebrates. The 

spleen is, in essence, a supersized lymph node. 

sporangiophore: a stalk of a sporangium. 

sporangium (plural: sporangia): an enclosure in which spores 

form. 

spore: a unit for asexual reproduction. Spores are typically hap-

loid and unicellular; the product of meiosis. 

squid: a cephalopod of ~300 extant species, with elongated tub-

ular bodies, short, compact heads, 4 pairs of arms and 2 ten-

tacles. Squid are strong swimmers. 

Sri Lanka: a pear-shaped island of the southeast coast of India, 

65,610 square kilometers. The island has 3 biomes corre-

sponding to elevation: the central highlands, the lowland 

plains, and the coastal belt. 

stapes (aka stirrup): the stirrup-shaped ossicle that receives vi-

brations from the incus, which are then transmitted to the 

oval window. 

Staphylococcus: a bacteria genus, with at least 40 species. Most 

are harmless, residing on the skin and mucous membranes 

many organisms, including humans. Found worldwide, 

Staphylococcus are a small fraction of microbial soil flora. 

star anise (aka star aniseed): the spice obtained from the fruit of 

an evergreen tree (Illicium verum) native to northeast Vi-

etnam and southwest China. 
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starch (botany): a carbohydrate produced by plants for energy 

storage. Compare glycogen. 

starch (sensation): one of the 7 basic human tastes. Complex 

carbohydrates taste starchy. 

stem cell: an undifferentiated cell which can differentiate into a 

specialized cell. Stem cells can divide via mitosis to produce 

more stem cells. Stem cells are the basis for multicellular or-

ganism growth, with differentiation into somatic cells that 

form tissues with specialized functions. In mature organ-

isms, stem cells serve to maintain and repair tissue in their 

vicinity. See germline cell. 

stereopsis: the impression of depth created by binocular vision. 

steroid: an organic compound with 4 rings comprising 17 carbon 

atoms. Eukaryotic cells manufacture steroids for various 

functions. 

sterol (aka steroid alcohol): a subgroup of steroids, naturally oc-

curring in the cell membranes of fungi, plants, and animals. 

stigma (botany): the portion of a flower that receives pollen dur-

ing pollination. A pollen grain germinates on the stigma, 

which is often sticky. The tube-like style connects the stigma 

to the ovary. 

stimulant: a chemical compound that enhances alertness. 

stomach: a muscular, nominally hollow organ of the digestion 

system in some animals, including mollusks, insects, echino-

derms, and vertebrates. 

Stone Age (roughly 3.4 MYA–3300 BCE): the 1st principal period 

of the 3-age system, noted for use of stone tools, prior to the 

advent of metalworking. See Bronze Age, Iron Age. 

straight gyrus (aka gyrus rectus): a narrow strip running along 

the midline on the undersurface of the frontal lobe. The 

straight gyrus appears to be involved in interpersonal aware-

ness. 

stress (biology): an organism's sustained response to a stimulus, 

either environmental or internally produced. 

stress (psychology): a dysfunctional form of emotional memory 

stored in the mind-body. 

stroma: the connective, supportive framework of a cell, tissue, 

or organ. 
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style (botany): the tube-like stalk that connects a stigma to an 

ovary; part of the gynoecium (female part of a flower).  

subcutaneous: under the skin. 

subsporangial vesicle: a vesicle below the sporangium on a fun-

gus. 

subtend (geometry): to designate a bounded area. 

subtle body: an energetic, non-material aspect of living entities. 

Hinduism, Taoism, and Buddhism embrace the concept of 

subtle body. 

subtractive color model: a mode of modeling color by mixing col-

ored substances, such as pigments, dyes, and inks. Graphic 

arts employ the subtractive color model. Contrast additive 

color model. 

sugar: the common term for short-chain, soluble carbohydrates, 

such as glucose, sucrose, and fructose. White or brown gran-

ulated table sugar is processed sugarcane or sugar beet. 

sulfur (S): the element with atomic number 16; an abundant, 

multivalent non-metal. Sulfur can react as either a reductant 

or oxidant. Sulfur is widely employed in biological processes, 

playing a key role in many enzymes. Sulfur is a component 

in all proteins. 

supernormality (biology): an exaggerated body feature. 

superposition: overlap, entanglement. 

sweet: one of the 7 basic human tastes. Sugars taste sweet. 

sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas): a dicotyledonous plant in the 

morning glory family (Convolvulaceae), with a large, starchy, 

sweet-tasting, tuberous root. 

syconium: the fruit of the fig that comprises a fleshy stem with 

a number of flowers. 

syllable: an uninterrupted speech unit comprising a vowel 

sound, a diphthong, and a syllabic consonant. 

symbiont: an organism that lives symbiotically with a host. 

symbiorg: an obligate symbiotic organism. Eukaryotes with mi-

crobiomes are symbiorgs. 

sympathetic nervous system: the part of the autonomic nervous 

system involved with stress regulation (homeostasis). See 

parasympathetic nervous system and enteric nervous system. 
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sympatric: originating in or occupying the same geographical 

area. 

synapse: the structure that permits passage of a chemical or 

electrical signal from one cell to another. 

synaptic cleft: the area between the end of one nerve cell and the 

beginning of another. 

synaptogenesis: the formation of synapses between neurons. 

synesthesia: a perceptual mixing of sensory input. 

synesthete: a person with synesthesia. 

T 

T cell: a lymphocyte of the adaptive immune system that kills or 

assists killing pathogens. Compare B cell. 

taboo: a behavior contrary to mores. 

tactile corpuscle (aka Meissner's corpuscle): a nerve cell that acts 

as a touch mechanoreceptor. 

tanycyte: a specialized ependymocyte that provides communica-

tion between cerebrospinal fluid and the central nervous sys-

tem. 

tapetum (plural: tapeta): a layer of tissue in the eye that reflects 

light. 

taste (sensory): chemical perception of material in the mouth. 

taste bud: a taste receptor. 

taxonomy: the classification of organisms according to their pre-

sumed natural relationships. 

teleology (evolutionary biology): the theory that adaptation is 

goal oriented. 

teleology (philosophy): the doctrine that final causes (ends or 

purposes) exist. 

tellurium (Te): the element with atomic number 52; a rare (on 

Earth), brittle, silver-white metalloid which looks like tin. 

telophase: the cell life cycle phase after anaphase, during cell 

replication, where 2 daughter nuclei form. The result of telo-

phase is 2 daughter cells. 

tempeh: a firm paste of soybeans fermented via a rhizopus. 
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temporal lobe: one of the 4 major lobes of the cerebral cortex in 

the mammalian brains. The temporal lobe handles sensation, 

processes language, and retains image and emotional 

memory. See frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe. 

termite: a group of colonial eusocial insects, directly descended 

from cockroaches. Termites are only distantly related to ants. 

4,000 termite species are known. 

terpene (C5H8): a pungent hydrocarbon compound produced by 

various plants, notably conifers, and some insects, including 

termites and swallowtail butterflies. Terpene is antibiotic. 

testosterone (C19H28O2): a steroid hormone found in reptiles, 

birds, and mammals; the primary male sex hormone. In men, 

testosterone levels are key in development of male reproduc-

tive tissues. Adult male testosterone levels are 7–8 times 

that of women. 

tetrachromacy: the ability to see 4 color channels, typically from 

infrared to ultraviolet. Fish, insects, amphibians, reptiles, 

and birds are generally tetrachromats. Compare mono-

chromacy, dichromacy, trichromacy. 

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC; C21H30O2): the principal psychoac-

tive compound in cannabis. 

tetrapod: a 4-limbed animal. 

tetraterpenoid: a molecule with a skeleton of 40 carbon atoms. 

thalassemia: a heritable blood disorder via abnormal hemoglo-

bin. 

theobromine (C7H8N4O2): a bitter alkaloid produced by the cacao 

plant, found in chocolate and other foods, including tea leaves 

and the cola (kola) nut. 

thermoacidophile: an organism that prefers a habitat with tem-

peratures of 70–80 °C and a pH of 2–3; a combination of aci-

dophile and thermophile. 

thermophile: an organism that can survive up to 110 °C, at the 

least. 

thiol: an organosulfur compound that is the sulfur analogue of 

alcohols (replacing oxygen with sulfur in the hydroxyl group 

of an alcohol). 

thrombin: a proteolytic enzyme that facilitates the clotting of 

blood. 
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thujone (C10H16O): a ketone and a monoterpene (C10H16) that 

has a menthol odor. Thujone is psychoactive. An ingested ex-

cess can cause seizures and other adverse effects via disrupt-

ing the central nervous system. Several shrubs and trees 

make thujone as an herbivore defense. 

thymocyte: a maturing T cell in the thymus. 

thymus: an immune system organ that matures T cells. 

thyroid: a vertebrate endocrine gland in the neck that controls 

how quickly the body uses energy, produces proteins, and 

controls sensitivity to other hormones. 

thyroxine: a thyroid hormone which stimulates oxygen con-

sumption, and so affect the metabolism of all cells and tis-

sues. 

Tibetan singing bowl: a singing bowl made in Tibet. 

tilapia: a freshwater fish in the Tilapiini cichlid tribe. 

tissue: an aggregate of cells in a eukaryotic organism that per-

form a specific function. 

TMAO: see trimethylamine N-oxide. 

toadstool: an inedible mushroom; from late 14th-century Middle 

English. Toads were then regarded as highly poisonous. 

tobacco: a herbaceous plant of over 70 species in the Nicotiana 

genus of the nightshade family. 

tofu (aka bean curd): firm soy paste. 

tolerance induction: the process of lymphocytes learning to dis-

tinguish foreign matter from cellular substances belonging to 

the self. 

tomato (Solanum lycopersicum): a plant and an edible berry in 

the nightshade family. 

tone deafness (aka amusia): the inability to distinguish pitch. 

tongue: the primary taste organ in humans. 

tonne: metric ton. 

topographic memory: a memory involving spatial orientation. 

Contrast episodic memory, semantic memory. 

Tourette's syndrome: a disorder characterized by motor and vo-

cal tics (convulsions). The disorder was named after its 

chronicler: George de la Tourette. 
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trachea (aka windpipe): a channel in an animal respiratory sys-

tem; a cartilaginous tube that connects the pharynx and lar-

ynx to the lungs. 

trans fat: an unsaturated fat structure, where hydrogen atoms 

are bound on opposite sides of a carbon double bond. Contrast 

cis fat. 

transceiver: a transmitter and receiver. 

transcendence: the state of consciousness where the mind is 

quiet while the body is resting but receptive to stimuli. 

Transcendental Meditation® (TM): a meditation technique pop-

ularized by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. TM employs a mantra 

as a mental vehicle to facilitate transcendence. TM descends 

from an ancient lineage of Indian meditative practices. 

transcription (genetics): the process of producing an RNA copy 

from a DNA gene sequence. 

transduction (physiology) (sensory transduction): conversion of 

a sensory stimulus from one communicable form to another. 

transverse wave: a wave in which displacement is perpendicular 

to wave propagation. Contrast longitudinal wave. 

tree: a perennial plant with a woody trunk, branches, and 

leaves. 

tree frog: a frog that spends a lot of time in trees. 

trichromacy: having 3 types of color vision receptors. Marsupials 

and primates are the only known mammalian trichromats. 

They have different receptor types for red, green, and blue 

wavelengths. Some insect species, such as honeybees, are tri-

chromats, but their reception is shorter wavelengths: green, 

blue, and ultraviolet. Trichromats can distinguish 1 million 

colors. Compare monochromacy, dichromacy, tetrachromacy. 

triclosan (C12H7Cl3O2): an antibacterial and antifungal agent 

found in many consumer products and surgical cleaning 

treatments. 

trigeminal nerve: the largest of the cranial nerves in human 

body, innervating the face and scalp, as well as providing mo-

tor control for biting and chewing. 

triiodothyronine (aka T3): a thyroid hormone which affects al-

most every physiological process in the body 
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trimethylamine (N(CH3)3): a metabolite of gut flora from digest-

ing nutrients such as choline and carnitine. 

trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO; (CH3)3NO): a class of amine ox-

ides. TMAO results from oxidation of trimethylamine, a com-

mon animal metabolite. 

Tripedalia cystophora: a 1-cm box jellyfish, native to the Carib-

bean Sea and the Central Indo-Pacific. 

triple bond: a chemical (covalent) bond, sharing 3 pairs of elec-

trons. Compare single bond and double bond. 

trisomy: 3 copies of a chromosome instead of the normal 2. 

triune brain: an unsubstantiated hypothesis by Paul MacLean 

that the human brain has 3 levels: reptilian, limbic, and ne-

ocortex. 

tryptophan (C11H12N2O2): an essential amino acid for animals in 

producing serotonin. 

tuber: a plant structure that enlarges to store nutrients. 

tuberculosis: an infectious disease caused by various strains of 

mycobacteria, notably Mycobacterium tuberculosis. 

turgor pressure: a pressure (turgidity) against cells caused by 

osmotic water flow. Healthy plant cells rely upon turgidity to 

maintain rigidity. Other beings with cell walls, such as fungi, 

protists, and bacteria, appreciate turgor pressure. In con-

trast, animals lack the cell walls needed to support this func-

tion. 

turkey: a large bird native to the Americas; related to grouse. 

turmeric (Curcuma longa): an indigenous plant of southeast In-

dia whose rhizome is used to make the spice of the same 

name. 

TYA: thousands of years ago. 

tympanum: an external animal hearing structure. 

tyrosine: an essential amino acid that cells use to synthesize pro-

teins. Tyrosine is abundant in insulin and papain. Tyrosine 

is prominent in proteins that participate in extracellular sig-

naling. 

U 
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ultraviolet: the 10–400 nm band of the electromagnetic spec-

trum, shorter than visible light but longer than X-rays. 

umami (aka savory): one of the 7 basic human tastes, activated 

by the amino acid glutamate. 

unconstrained cognition: perceptions which exceed normal sen-

sory experience. 

ungulate: a group of mammals which use the tips of their toes, 

typically hoofed, to sustain body weight while moving. Even-

toed ungulates (Artiodactyla) bear their weight equally be-

tween the 3rd and 4th toes, in contrast to odd-toed ungulates 

(Perissodactyla), which have an odd number of toes on their 

rear feet, bearing weight on their 3rd toe. 

universe: a presumed self-contained repository of energy. 

unsaturated fat: a molecule of fat with 1 or more double bonds 

between carbon atoms. A fat molecule with only 1 double 

bond is monounsaturated. Molecules of fat with more than 1 

double bond are polyunsaturated. Contrast saturated fat. 

V 

vaccine: a preventative inoculation to confer immunity against 

a specific disease. 

vacuole: the organelle in plant cells responsible for autophagy. 

vagina: the female sex organ; part of the reproductive tract. The 

external portion is the vulva. See penis. 

vagus nerve (aka pneumogastric nerve): the longest and most 

complex of the 12 paired, cranial, neural cables in the human 

body; part of the parasympathetic nervous system. The vagus 

nerve conveys 80–90% of sensory signals about the body's or-

gans to the central nervous system. Vagus nerve activity cor-

relates with sensory input and motor control. The term vagus 

stems from the Latin word for "wandering." 

Valley of Mexico: a highlands plateau in mountainous central 

Mexico with an extensive lake system. 

vanilla (Vanilla planifolia): the seedpod of an orchid vine used 

as a spice. 

vanillin (C8H8O3): the primary flavor component of the vanilla 

bean. 
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vasoactive intestinal peptide: a peptide hormone that is vasoac-

tive in the intestine. 

vasoactivity: vascular activity relating to blood pressure and/or 

heart rate. 

vasoconstriction: narrowing blood vessels. 

vasopressin: a hormone found in most mammals. In humans, 

vasopressin plays a key role in homeostasis, and the regula-

tion of water, glucose, and salts in the blood. 

vegan: a diet comprising fruits, vegetables, and seeds. A healthy 

diet may also include eggs (though it does not fit the strict 

definition of vegan). Compare vegetarian. 

vegetable: any plant whose fruit, seeds, or parts are used as food 

by humans; also used to refer to the edible portion of such a 

plant. 

vegetarian: a vegan-oriented diet that also includes dairy prod-

ucts. Compare vegan. 

ventricular system: 4 cavity structures in the brain – ventricles 

– filled with cerebrospinal fluid. The ventricles are intercon-

nected. 

vertebrate: an animal with a backbone and spinal column. Con-

trast invertebrate. 

vesicle: a membrane-encased bubble within a cell. 

vestibular nerve: a nerve bundle connected to the semi-circular 

canals in the ear that carries equilibrium (balance) infor-

mation to the brain. The vestibular nerve is 1 of 2 branches 

of Vestibulocochlear nerve. 

vestibulocochlear nerve: a nerve bundle, comprising the auditory 

nerve and the vestibular nerve, which respectively transmit 

sound and equilibrium (balance) information to the brain. 

vibration: a periodic oscillation about an equilibrium. 

vibronic: related to changes in energy levels associated with the 

vibrational motion of molecules. 

villus (plural villi): a fingerlike projection in the small intestine 

that interfaces the digestive system with the rest of the body 

to transport digested nutrients. 

vinegar fly: a fly that lingers about overripe or rotting fruit, in 

the genus Drosophila. Confusingly, Drosophila are often 

called fruit flies. Compare fruit fly. 
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virome: the viral community within an organism. 

virus: an obligate parasite that infects cells of all types of organ-

isms; a domain of life, alongside archaea and bacteria. 

viscoelasticity: the property of materials which exhibit both vis-

cosity and elasticity. When stressed, viscous materials resist 

strain and shear flow. Elastic materials bounce back to their 

original state when unstressed. 

viscosity: the resistance of a fluid to flowing. 

vision: the sense of sight through visible light. 

visual phototransduction: visual sensory transduction. See pho-

totransduction. 

vitamin: an organic compound needed by an organism as a vital 

nutrient, albeit in minute amounts. 

vitamin A: a fat-soluble vitamin, important for vision, a healthy 

immune system, and for epithelia and other cells. 

vitamin B1 (C12H17N4OS; aka thiamin or thiamine): needed for 

proper nerve function in animals. All living organisms re-

quire thiamin, but only bacteria, fungi, and plants can make 

it themselves. Animals must obtain B1 from their diet. 

vitamin B2 (C17H20N4O6; aka riboflavin): an easily absorbed col-

ored micronutrient required for many cellular processes. 

vitamin B3 (C6NH5O2; aka niacin): an essential nutrient that 

can be manufactured from the essential amino acid trypto-

phan (C11H12N2O2). 

vitamin B5 (C9H17NO5; pantothenic acid): essential for metabo-

lizing carbohydrates, proteins and fats, and synthesizing 

ATP. 

vitamin B6 (C8H10NO6P; pyridoxal phosphate): instrumental in 

metabolism, gene expression, and synthesis of neurotrans-

mitters, histamine, and hemoglobin; found in many foods. 

vitamin B7 (C10H16N2O3S; aka biotin): necessary for metabolism 

of proteins and fats, and cell growth. B7 deficiency is rare, as 

gut flora produce biotin. 

vitamin B8 (C6H12O6; aka inositol): employed in gene expression, 

cell membrane functioning, fat metabolism, and intercellular 

signaling. 
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vitamin B9 (C19H19N7O6; folic acid): essential for numerous cel-

lular functions, especially cell growth, DNA synthesis and 

maintenance, and red blood cell production. 

vitamin B10 (H2NC6H4CO2H; para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA)): 

instrumental to gut flora in producing B9, and involved in 

protein metabolism and blood cell formation. B9 is important 

to skin health. 

vitamin B12 (C63H88CoN14O14P; cobalamin): an essential vitamin 

in minute quantities. The body uses vitamin B12 to produce 

red blood cells. 

vitamin C (C6H8O6; aka ascorbic acid): an antioxidant found in 

abundance in fruit and vegetables. 

vitamin E: a group of 8 fat-soluble compounds, found in plant 

oils and the leaves of green vegetables. Vitamin E is an anti-

oxidant: stopping ROS production when fat undergoes oxida-

tion. 

vitamin K: a fat-soluble vitamin needed by the human body for 

protein modification that permits blood coagulation via bind-

ing to calcium ions. Vitamin K is produced by plants for pho-

tosynthesis. Green, leafy vegetables offer the greatest 

ingestion of vitamin K. 

vitreous body: the interior of the eye, filled with a clear, viscous 

fluid (vitreous humor). Vitreous body and vitreous humor are 

often used interchangeably. 

vitreous humor: the clear, viscous fluid filling the interior eye. 

vocal cord (aka vocal fold): either of 2 folds of a mucous mem-

brane that extends across the interior cavity of the larynx. 

vocalization: sound production by an animal through its respir-

atory system. 

W 

wallaby: an Australian marsupial related to the kangaroo. 

wasabi (aka Japanese horseradish): a plant in the cabbage fam-

ily, used as a pungent condiment in Japanese cuisine. 

water (H2O): the elixir of life; an odd polar molecule like no 

other. 
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watermelon (Citrullus lanatus): a vine-like gourd that origi-

nated in southern Africa; commonly considered a melon, 

though melons are a different genus. 

wavelength: the spatial period of a sinusoidal wave; commonly 

used as a statistical measure of the energy of a waveform, 

which is mathematically the product of a wave's frequency 

and amplitude. 

West Nile virus: a mosquito- and avian-borne disease caused by 

virus in the Flavivirus genus. 

wheat: the cereal grain upon which Western civilization grew. 

white blood cell (aka leukocyte): an immune system cell in the 

blood. The term white blood cell derives from their appearing 

after being put through a centrifuge, as contrasted to red 

blood cells. 

white fat (aka white adipose tissue): a passive form of mamma-

lian fat that stores lipids as an energy reservoir. Contrast 

brown fat. 

white matter: (the appearance of) glia cell concentrations in the 

brain, as contrasted to neuronal clusters (gray matter). 

willmind: volitional mentation. Contrast nattermind. 

wolf: a carnivorous social mammal native to north Africa, Eur-

asia, and North America. 

wolf spider: a robust, agile spider with excellent eyesight in the 

Lycoside family, ranging from 1 to 3.5 cm. Wolf spiders do not 

spin webs. Most wolf spiders live in solitude. 

worldview (aka Weltanschauung): a cognitive orientation to-

ward life and Nature. 

working memory: short-term memory holding immediately 

needed information, such as visual or auditory perception un-

dergoing sensation. 

wormwood: a hardy perennial herb in the daisy family, native 

to temperate biomes in Eurasia and the Americas. Worm-

wood contains the pesticide thujone. 

X 

X inactivation (aka lyonization): the process in which 1 of 2 cop-

ies of the X chromosome in female mammals is inactivated. 
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X chromosome: one of the sex-determining chromosomes in 

mammals and some other organisms. The other sex-deter-

mining chromosome is termed Y. 

Y 

yeast: a eukaryotic microorganism classified as a fungus, of 

which there are 1,500 known species. Yeast are famous for 

brewing beer and making bread rise. Contrast mold. 

Z 

zeitgeber: an environmental cue that helps regulate circadian 

rhythm. 

zinc (Zn): the element with atomic number 30; a metal, chemi-

cally like magnesium. All organisms require zinc in trace 

amounts, as it is a cofactor in over 100 enzymes. 

zoox (aka zooxanthellae): a unicellular algal protist in the genus 

Symbiodinium. Zoox are endosymbionts of corals, jellyfish, 

and sea anemones, exchanging their photosynthetic products 

with their host for inorganic molecules. 

zygote: a cell formed by the union of 2 gametes. 
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Adolphs, Ralph: American psychologist and neurobiologist. 

Alaric I: King of the Visigoths (395–410). The Visigoths were 

Germanic nomadic tribes, collectively known as the Goths. 

Alcock, Joe: American evolutionary biologist and physician. 

Apkarian, Ara: Indian American physical chemist. 

Appel, Lawrence J.: American epidemiologist. 

Aristotle (384–322 BCE): Greek philosopher and polymath. Pro-

lific Aristotle had views on a wide range of subjects, and was 

considered authoritative for centuries, sometimes stymying 

further investigation that might have gone against cardinal 

belief. 

Artis, David: American microbiologist. 

Asperger, Hans (1906–1980): Austrian pediatrician, medical the-

orist, and professor who identified Asperger's syndrome. 

Attila the Hun (?–453): ruler of the Huns 434–453, an empire 

that stretched from the Ural River to the Rhine River, and 

from the Danube River to the Baltic Sea. Attila invaded Eu-

rope but was unable to take either Constantinople or Rome. 

Baba, Meher (born Merwan Sheriar Irani) (1894–1969): Indian 

guru.  

Bach-y-Rita, Paul (1934–2006): American neurobiologist. 

Ballentine, Rudolph: American physician, interested in holistic 

health practices. 

Bartels, Andreas: German vision zoologist. 

Bartholow, Bruce: American psychologist. 

Bastian, Brock: Australian psychologist. 

Beck, Lloyd H.: American physiologist. 

Benbrook, Charles M.: American agricultural economist. 

Bentov, Itzhak (1923–1979): Czech-born Israeli American scien-

tist and inventor. 

Berg, Gabriele (1963–): German biologist. 

Bernard, Claude (1813–1878): French physiologist; one of the 

first to suggest using blind experiments to ensure objectivity 

in scientific investigations. 
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Bidelman, Gavin M.: American speech researcher. 

Black, Lewis (1948–): American comedian. 

Blair, Steven N.: American epidemiologist. 

Bonaparte, Napoleon (1769–1821): French military and political 

leader, generally regarded as one of the greatest military 

commanders of all time. 

Booth, Alan: American sociologist. 

Bordet, Jules (1870–1961): Belgian immunologist and microbiol-

ogist. 

Boring, Edwin G. (1886–1968): American psychologist. 

Boulanger, Lisa: American molecular biologist. 

Bouts, Paul (1900–1999): Belgium Catholic priest. 

Brancaccio, Marco: neurobiologist, interested in circadian 

rhythms. 

Brett, Regina: American writer. 

Brillat-Savarin, Jean Anthelme (1755–1826): French lawyer and 

politician, who gained fame as an epicure; often considered 

the father of the low-carbohydrate diet. 

Britt, Jonathan: Canadian behavioral neurobiologist. 

Broca, Paul (1824–1880): French anatomist and surgeon. 

Buddha (563–483 BCE): Indian guru whose teachings were the 

foundation of Buddhism. 

Burckhardt, Gottlieb (1836–1907): Swiss psychiatrist. 

Cabrera, Derek (1970–): American cognitive scientist and sys-

tems theorist, interested in human development and learn-

ing. 

Caesar, Gaius Julius (100–44 BCE): Roman general, statesman, 

and author who founded the Roman Empire. 

Cajal, Santiago Ramón y (1852–1934): Spanish neurologist. 

Campbell, T. Colin: American biochemist. 

Cannon, Walter B. (1871–1945): American physiologist who 

coined the terms homeostasis and fight-or-flight response. 

Capone, Al (1899–1947): American gangster who attained fame 

as a bootlegger during the Prohibition era. 

Carré, Justin M.: Canadian psychologist. 

Carroll, Aaron E.: American physician and pediatrician. 
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Carver, George Washington (1864–1943): American botanist, sci-

entist, inventor, and educator who promoted alternative 

crops to cotton in the Reconstruction-era South, especially 

going inventively nuts over peanuts. In 1941, Time magazine 

dubbed Carver a "Black Leonardo." 

Cascio, Carissa: American neurobiologist, interested in autism. 

Chia-Wei Cheng: Chinese American gerontologist. 

Chandel, Navdeep S.: Indian American biochemist. 

Chilton, Floyd: American biologist. 

Classen, Constance: American psychologist and author, inter-

ested in cultural influences on the senses. 

Colosi, Laura: American cognitive scientist. 

Columbus, Christopher (1451–1506): Genoese explorer, known 

for his attempt to reach the East Indies by sailing westward 

and unintentionally landing in the Bahamas. 

Colwin, Laurie (1944–1992): American author who wrote novels 

and cooking books. 

Cornell-Bell, Ann H.: American neurobiologist. 

Cortés, Hernán (1485–1547): Spanish conquistador who caused 

the fall of the Mexica Empire through treachery and mass 

murder and brought Mexico under Spanish rule. The Mexica 

are commonly, but wrongly, called Azteca. 

Costello, Elizabeth K.: American microbiologist and immunolo-

gist. 

Cousens, Gabriel (1943–): American holistic physician and ho-

meopath who advocates live food. 

Coyte, Katharine Z.: English biologist. 

Crick, Francis (1916–2004): English molecular biologist, known 

as the co-discoverer of the structure of DNA in 1953, with 

James Watson. 

Crowell, Henry Parsons (1855–1943): American businessman 

who successfully branded quick-cooking rolled oats as 

"Quaker Oats," and in doing so popularized in America a pre-

viously ignored food. Crowell's family wealth meant that he 

was born with a silver spoon in his mouth, but he took it out 

and dug himself a successful career based upon hard work 

and uncompromising conviction. Crowell was a devout evan-

gelist Christian who donated over 70% his fortune to helping 
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others. Crowell was one of the most respected businessmen 

in the US in the early 20th century, at a time when robber 

barons were the standard model of capitalist enterprise. 

Cunningham, William A.: American psychologist and neurobi-

ologist. 

Dabbs, James M. Jr.: American sociologist. 

Darwin, Charles (1809–1882): English naturalist, famous for his 

hollow hypothesis of evolution by "natural selection." 

Dawkins, Richard (1941–): English evolutionary biologist; a 

staunch matterist, Dawkins is known for his atomistic, gene-

centric view of evolution, advocacy of random mutation as the 

sole evolutionary vehicle, and condemnation of spirituality in 

any form; wrong on all accounts. 

De Filippo, Carlotta: Italian nutritionist and microbiologist. 

de Gama, Vasco (~1460–1524): Portuguese explorer; the first Eu-

ropean to reach India by a sea route, sailing around south 

Africa. 

de las Casas, Bartolomé (1484–1566): Spanish historian, social 

reformer, and Dominican friar. One of the earliest European 

settlers in the Americas, he participated in and then turned 

against the atrocities committed against Native Americans 

by Spanish colonists. His humanity evolved from advocating 

African slaves instead of local labor to opposing slavery alto-

gether. Las Casas became one of the first advocates for uni-

versal human rights. 

de la Tourette, George A.E.B.G. (1857–1904): French physician 

and neurologist who chronicled Tourette's syndrome in 9 pa-

tients in 1885. 

De Pittà, Maurizio: Italian neurobiologist. 

Debas, Karen: Canadian neuropsychologist. 

Deeks, Steven: American clinician. 

Degas, Edgar (1834–1917): French impressionist painter, drafts-

man, and graphic artist. 

Deiters, Otto (1834–1874): German neuroanatomist who studied 

the anatomy of nerve cells and astrocytes. 

Diat, Louis (1885–1957): French chef and culinary writer. 

Diaz Heijtz, Rochellys: Swedish neurobiologist. 
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Diekelmann, Susanne: German psychologist and neurobiologist, 

interested in sleep. 

Douglas, Stephen (1813–1861): American politician. 

Dossey, Larry (1940–): American physician. 

Durant, William J. (Will) (1885–1981): American historian and 

philosopher. 

Dutilh, Bas E.: Dutch virologist.  

Ehrlich, Paul (1854–1915): German Jewish physician who popu-

larized the notion of a medical "magic bullet." 

Eichner, Amy: American physician and special advisor on drugs 

and supplements at the US Anti-Doping Agency, the anti-

doping association for American Olympic athletes. 

Einstein, Albert (1879–1955): German theoretical physicist, best 

known for his theories of relativity. 

Eliot, Lise: American neurobiologist, interested in the gender 

differences in the human brain. 

Eustachi, Bartolomeo (aka Eustachius) (1514–1574): Italian 

anatomist; a founder of the science of human anatomy. 

Evans, Iwan Robert: English immunologist. 

Evans, Ronald M.: American geneticist, interested in hormones. 

Exiguus, Dionysius (470–544): Christian monk and scholar. 

Fang, Sungsoon: Korean geneticist and cytologist. 

Fanselow, Michael: American psychologist. 

Faraday, Michael (1791–1867): English scientist who made con-

tributions to understanding electromagnetism and electro-

chemistry, including principles of electromagnetic induction, 

diamagnetism, and electrolysis. 

Fechner, Gustav (1801–1887): German experimental psycholo-

gist. 

Fetissov, Sergueï O.: Russian physiologist and nutritionist. 

Field, Tiffany M.: American touch researcher. 

Fields, R. Douglas: American neurobiologist. 

Fields, William Claude (W.C.) (1880–1946): American comedian, 

juggler, and writer. Fields was known for his sardonic per-

sona yet remained a sympathetic character despite his snarl-

ing contempt. 
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Filbey, Francesca M.: American psychologist. 

Filingeri, Davide: English physiologist. 

Finlay, B. Brett: Canadian molecular biologist, interested in im-

munology. 

Fischer, Martin H. (1879–1962): German American physician. 

Fitzgerald, F. Scott (1896–1940): American author. 

Flourens, Pierre (1794–1867): French physician who pioneered 

experimental brain science via animal ablations. 

Ford, Jennifer S.: Canadian zoologist. 

Forouhi, Nita Gandhi: Indian British epidemiologist. 

Foster, Kevin R.: English biologist. 

Franklin, Benjamin (1706–1790): American journalist and dip-

lomat. 

Franz, Shepherd Ivory (1874–1933): American psychologist, in-

terested in brain functioning. 

Freeman, Tom: English psychologist, interested in the psycho-

logical effects of marijuana. 

Freud, Sigmund (1856–1939): Austrian neurologist who created 

psychoanalysis. 

Fritz, Sandy: American massage therapist. 

Galen (Aelius Galenus or Claudius Galenus, better known as 

Galen of Pergamon) (130–200): Greek physician, surgeon, 

and philosopher who lived in Rome; the most prolific author 

in antiquity. Galen subscribed to Hippocrates' theory of bod-

ily humors and applied it to psychological temperaments. Ga-

len wrote over 500 books on medicine. He was an avid 

dissector, ripping through innumerable animals to study 

anatomy. But dissection did not enlighten the insensible Ga-

len, who inscrutably insisted that the bodies of pigs and mon-

keys were identical to those of humans. Nonetheless, Galen's 

theories influenced Western medicine for nearly 1,500 years. 

Gall, Franz Joseph (1758–1828): German physiologist who 

founded the pseudoscience of phrenology. 

Galton, Francis (1822–1911): English polymath who believed 

that Nature trumped nurture. His innate biases, love of sta-

tistics, and sloppy methodology proved him right, at least to 

his own satisfaction. 
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Gaudet, Andrew D.: American neurobiologist. 

Gentsch, Antje: German psychologist. 

Gislén, Anna: Swedish zoologist, interested in vision processing. 

Glantz, Stanton (1946–): American educator and tobacco control 

activist. 

Gläscher, Jan: German neurobiologist. 

Goggins, Aidan: English nutritionist. 

Golgi, Camillo (1843–1926): Italian physician and pathologist, 

known for his work on the human central nervous system. 

Graham, Martha (1901–1991): American dancer and choreogra-

pher who was the mother of modern dance. 

Guallar, Eliseo: American epidemiologist. 

Guilak, Farshid: cytologist and orthopedic researcher. 

Gutfreund, Yorum: Israeli neurobiologist, interested in sensa-

tion. 

Hahn, Gerald: French neurobiologist. 

Hamilton, Jacqueline: English chemist. 

Hang, Bo: Korean cytologist, interested in tobacco. 

Harris, Thomas Anthony (1910–1995): American psychiatrist 

and author of the 1969 self-help book I'm OK, You're OK. 

Hass, Rudolph: American postal worker who cultivated the 

Hass avocado. 

Haydon, Philip G.: American neurobiologist. 

Heffernan, Tom M.: English psychologist. 

Henry the Navigator (Infante Henry, Duke of Viseu) (1394–1460): 

Portuguese prince that engendered early European explora-

tion and intercontinental maritime trade. 

Heraclitus (535–475 BCE): Turkish Greek energyist philosopher 

who posited an ever-changing universe and a force of coher-

ence creating a unity of existence. 

Herodotus (484–425 BCE): Greek historian. 

Hertz, Heinrich (1857–1894): German physicist who demon-

strated the existence of electromagnetic waves. 

Hippocrates (~460–377 BCE): Greek physician, considered the fa-

ther of Western medicine. 

Hirth, Frank: English neurobiologist. 
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Hoenig, Melanie: American physician. 

Hofmann, Albert (1906–2008): Swiss chemist fascinated with 

psychotropic substances; first to synthesize and enjoy LSD. 

Hoffman, Donald (1955–): American cognitive psychologist. 

Hoover, Herbert (1874–1964): 31st President of the United States 

(1929–1933) (Republican); a mining engineer who became 

President with no elected office experience. When the Wall 

Street crash of 1929 struck, Hoover attempted ineffective cor-

rective measures that would be mimicked by his successor, 

Franklin Roosevelt, to the same result. Besides his failure to 

prevent or correct the Great Depression, Hoover became un-

popular for supporting prohibition. Most folk figured that if 

the world was going to hell, you might as well have a drink. 

Horvath, Tamas L.: Hungarian neurobiologist, interested in cell 

signaling. 

Hugo, Victor (1802–1885): French poet, novelist, and dramatist. 

Huneker, James (1857–1921): American art, book, music, and 

theater critic. 

Hurt, Richard D.: American physician, interested in tobacco. 

Itzkovitz, Shalev: Israeli systems biologist, interested in the de-

sign of mammalian tissues. 

Jakob, Elizabeth M.: American arachnologist. 

James, William (1842–1910): American physician, psychologist, 

and philosopher. 

Johnson, Richard: American nephrologist. 

Jorandby, Elisabeth: American psychologist and neurobiologist. 

Judd, Naomi (1946–): American country music musician. 

Judith, Anodea (1952–): American psychologist, somatic thera-

pist, and yoga teacher. 

Kawamoto, Shimpei: Japanese immunologist. 

Keestra, A. Marijke: Dutch immunologist. 

Keller, Helen (1880–1968): American author who was blind and 

deaf through illness at 19 months old. 

Kelly, Edward F.: American cognitive scientist. 

Kish, Daniel (1966–): American psychologist who is expert in hu-

man echolocation. 
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Koch, Christof (1956–): American neurobiologist, known for his 

ridiculous work on the neural bases of consciousness. 

Krkošek, Martin: Canadian ecologist. 

Kruspe, Nicole: Swedish linguist. 

Kushmaro, Ariel: Israeli microbiologist. 

Kuzawa, Christopher W. (Chris): American anthropologist and 

evolutionary zoologist. 

Lanier, Lewis L.: American immunologist. 

Lanou, Dr. Amy Joy: American nutritionist. 

Lashley. Karl S. (1890–1958): American psychologist and behav-

iorist. 

Lavater, Johann Kaspar (1741–1801): Swiss poet who popular-

ized physiognomy. 

Le Chatelier, Emmanuelle: French geneticist. 

Lenhossek, Mihály (1863–1937): Hungarian anatomist who 

coined the term astrocyte. 

Levin, Petra A.: American microbiologist. 

Lewis, Gilbert N. (1875–1946): American physical chemist, 

known for his discovery of the covalent bond, and his concept 

of electron pairs. 

Lincoln, Abraham (1809–1865): American politician (Republi-

can); 16th US President (1860–1865).  

Liqun Luo: Chinese developmental neurobiologist. 

Liszt, Franz (1811–1886): Hungarian composer, conductor, and 

considered by some the greatest pianist of all time. 

Littlefield, Andrew: American psychologist. 

Littman, Dan R.: American pathologist. 

Lombroso, Cesare (1835–1909): Italian criminologist and physi-

cian who believed in physiognomy. 

Lorenz, Konrad (1903–1989): Austrian zoologist and ethologist. 

Ludwig, Carl F.W. (1816–1895): German physiologist and sur-

geon. 

Luther, Martin (1483 - 1546): German friar and Catholic priest 

who founded Protestantism after being excommunicated 

from the Catholic Church. 
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Lyell, Charles (1979–1875): Scottish lawyer and geologist. Lyell 

coined the term Neolithic, and popularized James Hutton's 

notions of uniformitarianism. Based upon geological anoma-

lies, Lyell was one of the first to believe the Earth older than 

300 million years. 

MacArthur, Douglas (1880–1964): American military man. 

MacLean, Paul D. (1913–2007): American physician and neuro-

biologist who invented the limbic system and the triune brain 

hypothesis. 

Maharaj, Nisargadatta (born Maruti Shivrampant Kambli) 

(1897–1981): Indian guru. 

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (1917–2008): Indian guru. 

Majid, Asifa: Dutch psycholinguist. 

Malraux, André (1901–1976): French novelist. 

Malthus, Thomas (1766–1834): English cleric and scholar; the 

first to worry that mass prosperity would beget a population 

explosion. 

Mander, Bryce: American neurobiologist interested in sleep. 

Manzarek, Ray (1939–2013): American musician, best known as 

keyboardist of the musical group The Doors. 

Marais, Eugène (1871–1936): South African lawyer, naturalist, 

and writer who investigated extra-dimensional termite com-

munication in the 1920s. 

Matten, Glen: English nutritionist. 

Mattson, Mark P.: American neurobiologist. 

Maxwell, James Clerk (1831–1879): Scottish physicist, most fa-

mous for formulating classical electromagnetic theory in 

1865. 

Mayne, Susan: American epidemiologist. 

McCormick, Cheryl M.: Canadian psychologist. 

Mead, Margaret (1901–1978): American cultural anthropologist. 

Merzenich, Michael M. (1942–): American neurobiologist. 

Miles, Walter R. (1885–1978): American experimental psycholo-

gist, interested in physiology. 

Miller, Edgar R.: American medical researcher. 

Miller, Henry (1891–1980): American writer. 
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Miller, Phillip (1691–1771): English botanist of Scottish descent, 

best known for his gardening books. 

Mitchell, David (1969–): English novelist. 

Molofsky, Anna V.: American cytologist and psychiatrist. 

Moncrieff, R.W.: English physiologist interested in olfaction. 

Morgan, Hugh (1530–1613): English apothecary, serving Queen 

Elizabeth from 1583. Morgan introduced vanilla as a desira-

ble flavoring in of itself; previously, vanilla was, in Europe, 

always combined with chocolate or coffee. 

Morrison, Sara E.: American neurobiologist. 

Mountcastle, Vernon (1915–2015): American neurobiologist. 

Muhammad (570–632): Arabian religious and political leader, 

believed by Muslims to be the prophet of Allāh. 

Müller, Henrich (1820–1864): German anatomist who discovered 

retinal glia cells. 

Müller, Ralph-Axel: neurobiologist. 

Mulrow, Cynthia (1953–): American physician. 

Murray, Christopher J.L.: American physician and health econ-

omist, interested in obesity. 

Myers, Ransom A.: Canadian zoologist. 

Nagata, Takashi: Japanese biologist. 

Naik, Shruti: Indian immunologist. 

Naylor, Rosamond L.: American ecologist and economist. 

Nedergaard, Maiken: Danish neurobiologist who discovered the 

glymphatic system. 

Nestle, Marion: American molecular biologist and nutritionist. 

Newton, Isaac (1642–1727): English physicist, astronomer, al-

chemist, mathematician, natural philosopher, and theolo-

gian. 

Nicholson, Jeremy K.: English molecular biologist. 

Nietzsche, Friedrich (1844–1900): German philosopher and phi-

lologist. 

Nisbett, Richard E. (1941–): American social psychologist. 

Niven, Jeremy E.: English zoologist and evolutionary biologist, 

interested in animal behavior. 
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Nixon, Richard (1913–1994): American politician (Republican); 

37th President of the United States (1969–1974). 

Noble, Charles C.: American soldier. 

Norris, Vic: French molecular biologist and biochemist. 

Oberheim, Nancy Ann: American neurobiologist. 

Ödeen, Anders: Swedish zoological ecologist. 

Oka, Yuki: Japanese biologist. 

Oosterhof, Nikolaas N.: Italian psychologist, interested in how 

humans form first impressions of others. 

Panda, Satchindananda: Indian biologist. 

Paolicelli, Rosa C.: Italian molecular biologist. 

Parker, Dorothy (1893–1967): American poet. 

Parmer, Candace (1960–): American massage therapist. 

Pascual-Leone, Alvaro (1961–): German neurologist. 

Pauling, Linus (1901–1994): American chemist, peace activist, 

and admirer of vitamin C. 

Peale, Norman Vincent (1898–1993): wildly optimistic American 

Christian preacher. 

Pekny, Milos: Swedish neurobiologist. 

Penfield, Wilder Graves (1891–1976): Canadian neurosurgeon 

who drafted brain maps. 

Perl, Craig D.: English biologist. 

Perrett, David Ian: Scottish psychologist. 

Petkova, Valeria: Swedish neurobiologist. 

Pliny the Elder (23–79): Roman author and natural philosopher. 

Presti, David: American cognitive scientist and cytologist. 

Proctor, Lita M.: American microbial ecologist and geneticist. 

Purkynĕ, Jan Evangelista (1787–1869): Czech anatomist and 

physiologist who coined the term protoplasm in 1839 for the 

fluid inside a cell. Purkyně became so famous that mail was 

delivered to him from anywhere if simply addressed 

"Purkyně, Europe." 

Quetelet, Adolphe (1796–1874): Belgian mathematician, statisti-

cian, astronomer, and sociologist. 
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Rameses II (aka Rameses the Great) (1303–2013 BCE): Egyptian 

pharaoh who ruled 1279–1213 BCE; regarded as the most 

powerful pharaoh of ancient Egyptian civilization. 

Ranvier, Louis-Antoine (1835–1922): French physician, 

pathologist, anatomist, and histologist who discovered the 

nodes of Ranvier. 

Reisert, Johannes: English physiologist, interested in olfaction.  

Relman, David A.: American microbiologist and immunologist. 

Reston, James (1909–1995): American journalist, associated 

with the New York Times for decades. 

Ringer, Sydney (1836–1910): English clinician and pharmacolo-

gist. 

Rivers, Johnny (1942–): American singer and songwriter. 

Robbins, Tom (1932–): American novelist with a poetic bent. 

Robinson, Jo: American nutritionist. 

Robinson, Richard: American science writer, interested in neu-

robiology. 

Rogers, Lesley J.: Australian zoologist and neurobiologist. 

Romero, Teresa: American zoologist. 

Rosen, Evan: American biologist. 

Rosenblum, Lawrence D.: American psychologist. 

Russell, Bertrand (1872–1970): English philosopher, logician, 

mathematician, historian, social critic, and political activist. 

Sabina, María (1894–1985): Mazatec curandero. 

Salas, Rachel E.: American neurobiologist, interested in sleep 

disorders. 

Salzman, C. Daniel: American neurobiologist. 

Sanders, Laura: American microbiologist. 

Schleich, Carl Ludwig (1859–1922): German surgeon, interested 

in local anesthesia and hysteria. 

Schluter, Jonas: English biologist. 

Schoenemann, Brigitte: German zoologist. 

Schor, Nina: American biochemist, neurologist, and pediatri-

cian. 

Schumacher, Ferdinand (1822–1908): German American entre-

preneur who developed quick-cooking rolled oats. 
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Schwann, Theodore (1810–1882): German physiologist who dis-

covered Schwann glia cells. 

Schwartz, Gary E.: American psychologist. 

Shakespeare, William (1564–1616): English poet and play-

wright, widely regarded as the greatest writer plying the 

English language. Most of his known works were produced 

1589–1613. 

Shams, Ladan: American psychologist, interested in multisen-

sory perception. 

Sheldrake, Rupert: English biologist. 

Shénnóng: fabled Chinese emperor who supposedly lived circa 

2,800 BCE (attributed life dates vary by source). Known as 

the Emperor of the Five Grains, Shénnóng reputedly taught 

the Chinese basic agriculture and the use of medicinal 

plants. 

Shibutani, Shusaku T.: Japanese cytologist. 

Simpson, Bartholomew JoJo (Bart): son of Homer Simpson in 

the American cartoon TV series The Simpsons. 

Simpson, Homer: a character in the American cartoon TV series 

about the Simpson family, entitled The Simpsons. 

Skinner, B.F. (1904–1990): American behaviorist psychologist. 

Sobel, Noam: Israeli neurobiologist. 

Sperry, Roger (1913–1994): American neurobiologist who won a 

Nobel prize for brain butchery on epileptics and concocting 

overstated rubbish about how the brain mentates. 

Each brain hemisphere is indeed a conscious system in its 
own right, and both the left and the right hemisphere may be 
conscious simultaneously in different, even in mutually con-
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	 Copper 
	 Iodine 
	 Iron 
	 Manganese 
	 Magnesium 
	 Phosphorus 
	 Potassium 
	 Selenium 
	 Sodium 
	 Zinc 


	 Food 
	 Sugar 
	 History 
	 Health Implications 

	 Fruit 
	 Açaí 
	 Apple 
	 Apricot 
	 Avocado 
	 Banana 
	 Blueberry 
	 Cherry 
	 Citrus 
	 Date 
	 Fig 
	 Grapes 
	 Olive 
	 Peach 
	 Plums 
	 Raspberry 
	 Strawberry 
	 Watermelon 

	 Seeds 
	 Complete & Complementary Proteins 
	 Alfalfa 
	 Almond 
	 Barley 
	 Chocolate 
	 Corn 
	 Millet 
	 Oat 
	 Peanut 
	 Quinoa 
	 Rice 
	 Rye 
	 Soy 
	 Wheat 
	 Gluten 
	 Wheat Meat 



	 Vegetables 
	 Artichoke 
	 Asparagus 
	 Beet 
	 Bell Pepper 
	 Broccoli 
	 Cabbage 
	 Carrot 
	 Cauliflower 
	 Garlic 
	 Kale 
	 Lettuce 
	 Onion 
	 Potato 
	 Radish 
	 Seaweed 
	 Spinach 
	 Tomato 

	 Mushrooms 
	 Seafood 
	 Methylmercury 
	 Farmed Fish 

	 Meat 
	 Beef 
	 Liver 
	 Chicken 
	 Fried Chicken 
	 Eggs 


	 Dairy 
	 Ghee 

	 Spices 
	 Salt 
	 Pepper 
	 Chili Pepper 
	 Ginger 
	 Curry Powder 
	 Turmeric 
	 Parsley 
	 Cumin 
	 Caraway 
	 Coriander 
	 Cinnamon 
	 Cardamom 
	 Anise 
	 Star Anise 
	 Fennel 
	 Absinthe 

	 Wormwood 
	 Licorice 
	 Fenugreek 
	 Mint 
	 Oregano / Marjoram 
	 Sage 
	 Mustard 
	 Nutmeg & Mace 
	 Clove 
	 Poppy Seed 
	 Saffron 
	 Vanilla 


	 Dietary Philosophy & Practice 
	 The Morality of Diet 
	 Selection 
	 Vegetable Preparation 
	 Protein 
	 Fats 
	 Cleanliness and Contamination 
	 Conventional versus Organic 
	 Genetically Modified Foods 
	 Snubbed By Cows 
	 Not Good Enough for Geese 

	 Supplements 

	 Fad Diets 
	 Raw Food Diet 

	 Quantity 
	 Overeating 
	 BMI 

	 Obesity 


	 Health Care 
	 Exercise 
	 Physical Exercise 
	 Mental Exercise 
	 Stress 

	 Massage 
	 Sleep 
	 Insomnia 

	 Meditation 

	 Psychoactive Substances 
	 Caffeine 
	 Kopi Luwak 

	 Tobacco 
	 History 
	 Cigarette Contents 
	 Health Effects 
	 Passive Damage 

	 E-cigarettes 

	 Cannabis 
	 Alcohol 
	 Opiates 
	 History 

	 Hallucinogens 
	 Dissociatives 
	 Ibogaine 

	 Deliriants 
	 Psychedelics 
	 LSD 
	 Psilocybin 
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